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The India Design Council is committed to establish India as a center for
design excellence. It constantly endeavors to increase knowledge, develop
design capability, encourage businesses to use design, and drive value
creation through design.
The India Design Council has decided to launch a few key initiatives to
operationalise its mandate. Design education is one of the vital areas in the
council’s mandate. The conference titled, Designing Design Education
for India, was an extension of the council’s focus on design education as it
felt that it is only through the exchange of information that one can hope to
keep up with the rapidly changing world around us.
This was a conference of national significance. The proceedings represent
scholarly work of renowned design thinkers and educators from around the
world. These proceedings will shape the nature of design education in India
and inform the academic community about the challenges and solutions
faced by design educators.
Anand Mahindra
President, India Design Council
Chairman & Managing Director, Mahindra & Mahindra

On behalf of the India Design Council, I am happy to place before you the
proceedings of the Designing Design Education for India conference.
The conference was an international platform for sharing new perspectives
on design education and debating upon the nature of design education in the
changing context. Many design practitioners and design educators shared
their experiences, practices, and perspectives to accelerate educational
changes in the context of today’s world that is always in a state of flux.
Through its streams, themes, and sub-themes, the conference weaved a
unique fabric, which I am sure would serve as a reference point for design
education in India. The papers, discussions, and interactions during the
conference brought forth multiple viewpoints and addressed issues of
critical importance.
The success of the conference has encouraged us and we shall be introducing
many more meaningful initiatives for design education in the coming days.
Pradyumna Vyas
Member Secretary, India Design Council
Director, National Institute of Design

Preface
It gives us great pleasure to publish the proceedings of “Designing Design
Education for India” conference held during March 13-15, 2013 at Pune, India.

We are pleased to share the presented papers with you here, which are
categorized into these themes:

The conference was hosted by India Design Council which is an autonomous
body of Government of India established under the aegis of Department of
Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce & Industry. The India
Design Council is a national strategic body for design in India. It is committed
to establish India as a center for design excellence. It constantly endeavors
to increase knowledge, develop design capability, encourage businesses to
use design, and drive value creation through design. For more information
visit www.indiadesigncouncil.in.
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The council is presided over by Mr. Anand Mahindra, Chairman and
Managing Director of Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd. Prof. Pradyumna Vyas,
Director of National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad is the member secretary.
The council is formed of 32 eminent people from the field of design, academia,
media, industry organizations and Government departments.
We invited design educators, design thinkers, design practioners to share
their ideas, experiences and vision about various future transformations
occurring in education in the light of our traditional and current
understanding of design education. We are happy to note that our invitation
received a favorable response from the academic community.
This was organized with an aim to stimulate ideas and uncover useful
insights regarding the future of design education in India and determine the
nature and future of the design education framework in India for the period
2014–2019. This conference focused on understanding what would be the
roadmap for Design Education in India for this ensuing period.
We are sure that these proceedings of the conference will contribute to designenabled nation building and contributions to the conference will effectively
pave the way for progressive and advanced design education in India.
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Teaching Design Foundation & Fundamentals of Design
Cultural Heritage & its inclusion in Design
Skills and Capacities for Next Generation Designer
Collaborative-ness and multidisciplinarity in Design Education
Design Thinking in Schools
Special Design
Future of Design & Design Education
Design Teaching Methods
Digital Tools in Design Education

We would like to thank all members of India Design Council,
representatives from industry and academia who participated in
the conference. We received a lot of guidance and support from India
Design Council Members – Shrikant Nivsarkar and Ashish Deshpande.
We would like to specially thank Shribalkrishna Patil for arranging
the conference program. The conference would not have been
successful without the immense contributions from Dhun Patel,
Vrishali Kekre Deshmukh, Gauri Barve Kale, Nitin Virkar, Gauri Gadgil,
Leena Bhumra and Raymond Paul. We owe particular gratitude to the
attendees and presenters of the conference. Their participation,
enriched and enlightened the discourse on design education and we
are sure will be a major contributor towards building a vibrant and
valued design education sector in India.
We hope you will enjoy these proceedings!
Hrridaysh Deshpande
Organizing Team, DDEI
Consultant Advisor, India Design Council
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Background
In the year 2007, India became one of the few countries to adopt a
National Design Policy. To enable the policy implementation the Indian
Government announced establishment of Indian Design Council (IDC)
in March 2009.
The origin of design education in India could be traced from the point
of establishment of National Institute of Design in 1960 at Ahmedabad.
This was followed by setting up of Industrial Design Center under the
aegis of Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Mumbai in 1969. Both these
fine institutions have influenced design education in India.

Today we all operate in a globally competitive and constantly changing
environment. Our environment is constantly influenced and changed
by increasing economic integration, technological innovation and
advances. It is important to take notice of these constant changes and
define an appropriate response in terms of creating enabling design
teaching and learning framework, which is, aligned to the economic
and social development needs of the nation. The framework is important
to facilitate improvements in the quality of outcomes from design
education leading to highly knowledgeable and skilled design graduates
suitable for a competitive world.

Today, design education in India is expanding at a brisk pace. Till about
2004, design education was imparted by a handful of institutions. Now
there many institutions offering design education in diverse design
disciplines. As a part of the National Design Policy, 4 new National
Institutes of Design are planned in Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Madhya
Pradesh and Assam.
The establishment of 4 new National Institutes of Design and the
proliferation of a large number of Design institutions in India necessitate
creating a guiding (not binding) framework that represents a common
rationale / philosophy for design curricula and its implementation. The
aim is to harmonize the different education systems whilst taking into
account their great diversity. The Designing Design Education for India
Conference is the means to create this guiding framework.
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TEACHING
DESIGN
FOUNDATION &
FUNDAMENTALS
FUNDAMENTALS
OF DESIGN
Design language, its familiarity, articulation and
appreciation are primary to design awareness and
learning. Focus of this session will be on understanding
of psychology of creative visualization in design, role
of precedence in design decisions and Colors and its
Psychological Impact on Design, Users and Designers.
This will also be corroborated by discussion on methods
to impart education in fundamental principles in design
and design foundation.

Nitin Arun Kulkarni

Assistant Professor, M-Des,
Design space,National Institute of Fashion
Technology, Mumbai
Email- nitindrak@gmail.com

Visual Thinking and
Design Education
Abstract

American Philosopher & Psychologist John Dewey’s (1859-1952) theory,
is an attempt to shift the understandings of what is important and
characteristic about the art process from its physical manifestations
in the ‘expressive object’ to the process in its entirety, a process whose
fundamental element is no longer the material ‘work of art’ but rather the
development of an ‘experience’. It has been proven that experience can
create newer possibilities of creative visualization.

Proficiency in Fine Art and Design requires intense involvement in
the process of visual design; this process requires representing the
experiences, ideas & knowledge beyond using mere skills of visual
representation, this requires a unique actualization of the self.

The art and design academia try to generate visual thinking through ‘visualization & representation’ as a fundamental method of design instruction. This input is very important at an early stage to develop an ability to
‘think design’ to lead to the process of ‘conceptualization in design’

The design process, which goes through visualization, continues to give
stress on personal discovery of visual ideas, this individuation results into
a creative outcome.

In the institutional setup ‘making’ or ‘producing’ gets emphasized at
greater heights as compared to the ‘visualization process’ since ‘making’
is quantifiable and evidential. The drawback of this method is that the
psychological nuances of the creative process remain untouched; therefore also a unique discovery.

How is this discovery accomplished? This personal ‘visual thinking’
process is unique to each creative individual; we realize this when we
investigate its visual record, the visual representation (sketch or drawing).
This approach tends to overemphasize on the result rather than the
process of the mind.
While focusing on the ‘psychology of creative visualization’ this paper
attempts to investigate the existing visualization research done by
various researchers within and outside the creative fields. This study
stems from experiments on developing learning methods in education.
This paper also attempts to throw light on visualization and its relation
with ‘mental imagery’, visual experience and ‘consciousness’ as a whole.
Therefore this ideology suggests the approach of ‘Visual thinking’ rather
than mere visual representation as an important part of Design pedagogy.

Keywords

Seeing; Visual Thinking; Design Pedagogy; Cognition; Visualization;
Mental Imagery.

Introduction

According to Leonardo Da Vinci the relation between the ability to see
the world and think was one and the same; the process of visualization
was the process of thinking. The eye was the instrument of thought and
the artist’s ability to make pictures provided a special medium in which
to carry out “Thought experiments”. [2]
The notion of imagery and images as “little pictures in the mind have
been a persistent and debatable issue in philosophy and psychology for a
relatively long time, appearing in ideas and writings as early as those of
the ancient Greek philosophers Plato (C. 427-347 B. C.) and
Aristotle (C. 384-322 B. C.)
Plato asserted that mental images are like patterns etched in wax where
individual differences may be understood in terms of properties of wax,
such as its purity, temperature and so on. Aristotle mentioned that
mental images are copies of sensory input and are the primary symbols of
thinking (“The soul never thinks without a mental picture”) Mental image
is the result of experience and its memory.
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The paper attempts to give a direction to design visualization, which will
involve conscious approach to integrate the aspects like awareness, experience, intuition, perception and cognition. This research direction may
develop a new methodology to create specific instructional design.

Imitation In Art
Pedagogy

“An artist merely copies the surface, the appearance, of a thing without
the need for understanding or even awareness of its substance. The artist
is “an imitator of images and is very far removed from the truth”
(Plato, Republic X, 27).
The design educator has often challenged by the practical implication of
the above-mentioned quote. Those who belong to the field of visual arts
usually face this. This art educator who has used the imitation of objects
as visual artistry for visual delight, initially finds it strange when, used in
design education. In ‘fine art’ stream this activity is practiced with a lot
of rigor in order to achieve the perfection in imitation and also to create
certain desired aesthetics experience.
Art & design education fundamentals are based on mimesis. (Means
‘Imitation’ - Plato c. 380 BCE) The Pedagogy of visual education revolves
around learning from copying the real three-dimensional objects on to
a two dimensional surface. It is anticipated that, by doing this a unique
sense of aesthetics will be inculcated in the learner, along with recording of its characteristic features. Also after representation, the onlooker
could experience a similar occurrence. The problem of this method is
that lot of energy and time is consumed on the mastering the technique
of visual representation. The Design teacher also assumes that mastering
the visual representation skill will equip the students with the ability to
visualize the design concept. This trait confirms the inheritance of the
standards of European art, which has been considered ideal by academia.
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The appearances of things become very important in terms of visual representation as compared to the realization of state of its being, as believed
by Plato. To illustrate this point we will take one example: Victorian boys
were taught to draw the schema of a leaf (see Figure 1), they could have
hardly seen from a distance and certainly looked quite different,

techniques and methods, like canons of drawing human figure, proportion, perspective method etc.; or their instruction become vague; which
can’t make a student aware of ones own inherent abilities. This method
also dose not attempt to throw light on the significance and origin of the
canons of drawing.

Visual Design
Process of Art
& Design

An artist through his aim of creating an art object is trying to achieve
a visual configuration, which will attract the viewer & communicate a
‘visual message’ or ‘feel’. He is every time busy creating a ‘perceptible’
object, which is meant to be viewed; and that, is the end in itself.
A designer also creates an aesthetically pleasing object but this object has
to go beyond and become a part of the process of creating a real tangible
use, in the context of real psychical space. He serves a pre-defined purpose by his design conception, which is supposed to satisfy a physiological
and or psychological need.
In both the cases a creative individual is dealing with ‘visual’ since it is
fundamental to human perception.
The design process is to be considered fundamental which is applied
conceptually to both design and art, since the meaning of ‘design’ here is
preconceived form of ‘psycho-physic’ intent.
The pre conception in terms of its representation is important; this conception may not be in its exact form but as an inference or possibility. It is
not necessary here to represent the visual exactly like the retinal image.
This may be required at a later stags of finalization or execution.

Figure 1. After Gombrich, E. H. 1960
Gombrich in his book ‘Art and Illusion’, (1960) states that “anything can’t
be more deadening to spontaneity and imagination than the learning by
rote recommended by these methods”. The present author has felt that
a similar practice of copying from existing drawings or real objects is
followed even today in art & design education. Also in the case of copying from reality a schema is given to students for achieving accuracy in
drawing; sometimes the instructor gives demonstration, this approach removes the possibility of cognitive comprehension which can give a scope
to creative ‘visual interpretation’.
By carrying this hypothesis further it can be said that the visual design
pedagogy gets divided into ‘theory’ and ‘practice’. “There is a widely held
assumption in art teaching that theory gets in the way of creativity and
spontaneity”. [5] Students generally are told to look and not to think,
means the seeing and drawing is not considered ‘thinking’ or learning is
assumed not linked with the act of seeing. The so called art ‘practice’ is
dedicated to mastering the techniques of using various mediums of art,
and ‘theory’, which is divided into theories of aesthetics and Histories of
art. The nature of learning becomes dilemmatic by the novice artist or
designer [3]. The teachers either make their pedagogy inclined towards
20
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Let’s look at this quote by Rudolf Arnheim, who is known for his pioneering work in psychology of art, “My earlier work had taught me that artistic
activity is a form of reasoning, in which perceiving and thinking are indivisibly intertwined. A person who paints…., I felt compelled to say, thinks
with his senses”[4]. according to him visual artist thinks by perceiving
and this thinking requires a ‘visual reasoning’.

Visual Thinking

The aim of involving art practices at foundation studies in art and design
education is to train the visual faculty of the mind, later it is linked to
develop the visualization skills of the learner. This skill can’t be achieved
by isolating visual representation in terms of imitation of reality alone.
Visualization needs to be addressed in terms of ‘visual thinking’ as a
whole. The faculty of seeing, imagination and visualization along with the
process of recording (sketch) can be considered as ‘visual thinking’.
Robert Mckim 1980 in his book ‘Experience in visual thinking’ has mentioned that visual thinking can be found in all forms of human activity.
According to him visual thinking consists of three kinds of interrelated
activities: Seeing, Imagining, and Drawing [5](Reed 1993)4 (see Figure 2)
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Drawing

The following case of ideation/ concept generation will throw light on the
use of mental image, memory, spontaneous representation, identification,
imaging & super imposition and finally interpretation.

Imagining

Here a girl child aged 7 is drawing from her own imagination. This representation is done by her in the form of sketching without any thought
process applied. It is interesting to note that she has not been instructed
to draw the specific form.

Seeing
Figure 3.
A) Stage-1 Representation of mental
image of brain.

Figure 2. Robert Mckim’s scenario of ‘Visual thinking’
With the body of research available on mental imagery and its relation
with the visual thinking it is evident that design conception cannot be
looked at from its isolated components. ‘Imagination in isolation is incomplete and is inseparable from ‘seeing’ and ‘drawing’; all these processes are cyclic and interdependent. This entire process can be designated as
‘Visual Thinking’ since the entire visual faculty of mind is active here, as
Arnheim puts it, all artistic expression is in a way ‘reasoning’
therefore it is thinking.
Visual thinking can be very essential to visualization or vice-versa.
Therefore pre formation of the ‘idea’ is essential to this process.
The initial component (Design concept/ idea generation) of design process
needs elaboration since the process of imaging is dominant in this
part. (see Table 1)

Stage

Title of
the stage

Nature of
the stage

Tools / percept/
techniques

Emphasis

Stage-1

Pre state

Intuitive/perceptive/
empirical/
experimental.

Word, idea, mental
imagery, doodle,
reference images

Concept/Idea
generation

Stage-2

Present –
in time

Communicative/
transformative

Data, percept,
visualization, sketching,
digital representation

Execution of
concept

Post - result

Experiential/
judgmental/ logical

Final representation,
sketch, product, object,
prototype

Result and
evaluation-towards
final manifestation.

Stage-3

22
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Figure 3.
B) Stage-2 Identification and Progression
towards projection of the image of swan.

Figure 3.
C) Stage-3 Complition of the Image of swan
along with the shape of brain
(brain of the swan)
In stage-1
(see figure 3. A) She had drawn shape of a brain, which she had seen in a
textbook, which she remembered at that moment.
(When asked later she replied)
In stage -2
(see figure 3. B) She realized the potential in the shape to be transformed
in to a swan; she draws some more lines towards achieving that and
converts the shape in stage 3.
Stage-3
(see figure 3. C) Here she created the shape of swan without wiping the
original shape of the brain. The shape of the brain very well gets merged
with the form and can be perceived here as the shape in the background,
something like a shape in the sky ‘cloud’. (Here she gave reasoning that
it’s the “brain of the swan” which was an extempore response.)
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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Taxonomy
Of Image

The mental image of the outside world is known to differ importantly
from the retinal projection. Therefore it seems natural enough to attribute
these differences to manipulations taking place after the sense of vision
has done its work. Our perception in a way is the representation
of reality to us.
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Perceived or pictorial images are the building blocks of conceptual images
and the two intermix in concept-construction and in creative process [4]
According to Ricaeur (1991) all imagined mental images are conceptual,
they do not copy reality. Arnheim further argues that mental images are
on a basic level interior extensions and refinements of the images
perceived by the eye. These images are often incomplete or ambiguous
and this ambiguity is their cognitive function and power. This abstraction
itself is a step beyond perception towards conceptualization.

Cognitive Domain
of Visual Design
Process

The term ‘visualization’ is used very loosely in the sphere of art and design
education. This process is deeply routed in psychological and perceptual
processes. The process of visualization is ‘cognitive’.
Art education in India focuses on teaching mimetic practices rather than
giving stress on experience or cognition. A new understanding of senses
has to take place rather than using confirmations of the past; since the
perception is also a kind of representation of the mind, in this case the
visual representation is the “representation of representations”,
and therefore demands the attention on the “first representation”,
which is perception.
Mental imagery, which is a part of cognitive psychology, corresponds
very well to the aspects of creative visualization since it involves creating
perceptions without having stimulus, this becomes one of the important
constituents of ‘Visual Thinking’ as theorized by Arnheim.
Here, ‘seeing’, ‘imagining’, and drawing are vital to artistic visualization,
which is sequential in terms of ‘perceived image’, ‘mental image’,
and ‘exteriorized image’.
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Reflecting on the Future
of Design Education in 21st
Century India: Towards a Paradigm

problems. Thus design schools can play a significant role in the emerging
scenario and, generate new models and ideas in education to map the
paradigm shift. An extensively documented case study was conducted
to illustrate collaborative learning in design education for students of
a Foundation Program, using urban–rural connections as an example.
The study documented collaborative activities among educators,
students, crafts persons, professionals business entrepreneurs and so
on, in constant search for ways to improve learning, increase student
involvement and maximize human interaction, establishing the rural
context in design education.

Shift in Design Foundation
Abstract

This research-in-progress is an attempt to establish the need for a
paradigm shift in design education. The research also investigates
aspects that need to be rooted and nurtured in the foundations of
design education appropriate in the 21st century India. ‘Design
Foundations’ or ‘Basic Design’, as it was referred to in early design
education has come a long way since its origins at Bauhaus and its
further evolution at Ulm and Basel.
In the nascent period of design, which primarily involved industrial
design, the work was focused on physical products including textiles
and graphics. Today, however, to be relevant to contemporary society,
designers need to work on complex issues that are interdisciplinary and
much broader in scope. 21st century design education needs to be able
to apply design and develop strategies to solve real issues and not just
look at ‘good form’. There is also visible shift from client-driven projects
towards a more reflective ‘issue based’ design education that strives
for more socially inclusive, locally/glocally/globally relevant solutions.
It is becoming very important in design education to include political,
social, economic and ecological discourses in a collaborative and trans/
multidisciplinary way thus enabling a conceptual understanding of
issues at stake as well as ‘intangibles’ like values, social responsibilities,
empathy, humility and local/global relevance.
The paradigm shift in design today changes the position and role of
professional designers. Traditionally, designers have been seen and
have seen themselves as the only creative members of interdisciplinary
design processes. In the emerging scenario this distinction blurs, and
they become professional designers among many non-professional ones.
However, this does not mean that the role of design experts is becoming
less important. On the contrary, in this new context, design experts have
the crucial function of bringing very specific design competence to these
co-designing processes. That is, they become process facilitators who
use specific design skills to enable the other actors to be good designers
themselves. These actors together can generate wide and flexible
networks that can be collaboratively conceived, developed and generate
sustainable solutions.
Design education needs to change, yet still retain its essential character.
It needs to encourage trans-disciplinary thinking in students to better
understand human beings and their needs, understand the economics
underpinning issues and the technological requirements of solving
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Background

Design Foundation or the Foundation Program of most design curricula
has evolved from a need that was originally perceived at Bauhaus and
Ulm as an introduction to ‘elements and principles of design’ and ‘design
thinking and action’. There is a need to revisit the traditions of design
learning and try to understand the role played by basic design and see
how it should be woven into the process of inducting new entrants into
the realm of design thinking and action.
The Bauhaus and the HfG, Ulm Heritage
Modern design education originated during the industrial revolution
where craft traditions and apprenticeship processes through which design used to be practiced, was steadily replaced by industrialization. The
first school to formally create a series of assignments within a curriculum
to introduce students to formal design education was the Bauhaus in
Germany. Set up in 1919, post World War I, the Bauhaus was a creative
center that was home to some of the greatest design thinkers of those
times. The founders of the Bauhaus tradition identified those qualities
that needed to be nurtured in an art and design student, both in the form
of skills and sensibilities as well in their conceptual abilities and attitudes
when dealing with materials and the real world of design action [1].
The Hochschule fur Gestaltung (HfG) Ulm, emerged as a continuation of
the Bauhaus experiments in design education under its former students,
Max Bill. However under the leadership of Tomas Maldonado, it’s focus
veered from a foundation in art to science and society. The faculty, comprising eminent teachers and thinkers across disciplines, experimented
with design education and documented the results in a series of 21
journals published between 1958 and 1968. This research, theory building
and sharing had a lasting impact on design education including design
teachers in India [2].
The closing down of the HfG Ulm in 1968 saw the scattering of its faculty
and students across the world, all steeped in the Ulm ideology of public
good with design theory and action. This resulted in significant action on
the ground in the form of new design education in Latin America by Gui
Bonsiepe, in India by Sudhakar Nadkarni and H Kumar Vyas and in Japan
by Kohei Suguira, besides the numerous other influences in Europe and
the USA that continue to this day.
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Inherited HfG, Ulm Heritage and Influence of Pedagogy in India
In India, modern design education began in the late nineteenth century
with the opening of schools in architecture and art (commercial and fine
art). On the request of the then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, Charles
and Ray Eames’ ‘India Report’ initiated Industrial Design practice and education in the post independence period. Charles Eames who had drafted
the guidelines based on which the National Institute of Design (NID) was
founded, had spent some time at HfG Ulm. In spite of the focus on Eames’
report on Indian design tradition and sensibilities, the design education
programs in India, like in many other countries, actually borrowed
its pedagogy and thinking from Bauhaus as well as HfG
Ulm school tradition.

The Current
Design Paradigm

This design paradigm includes not only products of consumption but also
today’s housing which is informed by and designed within a vision driven
by short-term economic goals [4].
Design was summoned to absorb the shock of industrialization, and
to soften its devastating consequences upon the cultural web, in other
words, to make industrial products culturally, socially, economically,
symbolically and practically acceptable. Esthetics was then its privileged
rhetorical tool, followed by ergonomics in the mid-twentieth century and
semiotics in the late-twentieth century. But its most unique field of
activity has remained the material product. Findeli [5, p. 15],
emphasis as per original)

This influence continued at Industrial Design Center (IDC), which was
setup in 1969 at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IITB) in
Mumbai and later at the Department of Design (DOD) at IIT Guwahati,
where the first and the only undergraduate program in design in India.
Many early teachers at NID, IDC and DOD were trained in the same
school. This deep-rooted connection between HfG Ulm and many design
schools even today, influenced thoughts, ideas, philosophy and hence the
Foundation Program.

Most design schools in India have been stand-alone enterprises (or
institutions). Classical industrial design is a form of applied art, which
requires deep knowledge of forms and materials and skills in sketching,
drawing, and rendering. The new areas, on the other hand, are more like
applied social and behavioral sciences and require understanding of human cognition and emotion, sensory and motor systems, and sufficient
knowledge of the scientific method, statistics and experimental design
so that designers can perform valid, legitimate tests of their ideas before
deploying them [6].

Prof Trivedi [3, p. 9] notes in his article, Sarvodaya—Betterment of All,
‘‘One of the propositions put forward by the HfG, Ulm in its founding
philosophy was that the quality of human life can be bettered by improving the quality of the manmade environment. But that alone would not be
enough.’’ He also quotes Tomas Maldonado who wrote in Ulm 2: ‘‘Man exists not only to utilize objects and even less—as they will make us believe
nowadays—to consume products. But man will constantly be confronted
with the intentional and unintentional demands of his consciousness.
And these demands cannot be satisfied by soundly designed consumer
goods alone’’.

Perseverance Of
The Influence In
Design Foundation
Education
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In September 2010, NID organized a conference in Kolkata (in collaboration with Goethe-Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan, HfG-Archive Ulm & IFA,
Stuttgart (Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations, Germany), ‘LOOK
Back—LOOK Forward: HfG Ulm and Basic Design for India’, where it
shared, after fifty years, its curriculum through an extensive documentation of the work of the students of their Foundation Program. Surprisingly,
students from different institutions, (such as National Institute of Fashion
Technology (NIFT), Delhi; Pearl Academy of Fashion, Delhi; IILM School
of Design, Gurgaon, Institute of Apparel Management (IAM), Gurgaon
and Indian Institute of Craft Development (IICD), Jaipur), produced
work similar to that of NID which has a rich heritage and infrastructure
spanning five decades. This observation is based on an extensive photodocumentation of the works of the students of Foundation year of the
mentioned design schools over a few years and demonstrates a certain
homogenization that exists in design schools today. This similarity of
work among students across various design schools is apparent and could
be attributed to the pedagogy followed, repeated and replicated over decades, which may, warrant a re-look at the current learning process.
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In the early days, the main of focus of industrial designers was form and
function, materials and manufacturing. Today, design is the dutiful
servant of technological, economical and political interest in almost every
area of manufacturing and construction.

However, the issues are much more complex and challenging, in the
current context. The current programs in India expect students to offer
services to very diverse requirements. How does one train a student to
design for global village as well as real villages in India as the demands of
the global companies are very different from the demands of the villages
in India?

The Paradigm
Shift In Design

Findeli defines a paradigm as ‘the shared beliefs according to which our
educational, political, technological, scientific, legal and social systems
function without these beliefs ever being questioned, or discussed, or even
explicated [5].’The need to perceive concepts differently, to reframe our
approach to complex systems, is a reality that we must reckon with and
which requires new pedagogical methods. Rather than simply focus on
passing on knowledge, then, it is necessary to develop thinking methods
that will generate new knowledge. Moreover, these methods need to lead
us to better solutions not only for business but also for humanity and the
planet as a whole. Peinado and Klose [7], emphasis as per original).
New Paradigms for Design Practice
The modern practice of design has been the model for design education
since the days of the Bauhaus. Defined as an object centered process, the
traditional goal of design has been to produce an artifact or environment
that solves a problem. For academic programs arising from the arts, the
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beauty and humanity of such objects or environments are important.
For programs arising from the sciences and engineering, usability and
efficiency are paramount. And in between are the social sciences, where
the issues of culture and social interaction reside. The distinctions within
each of these disciplines are not simplistic, but the research paradigms
they represent for producing objects and environments clearly have different value systems and methods, and historically, they have argued for
very different curricular paths at the graduate level.

Design students need to experience the benefits of working with others
with the components of design being central.
Issue Based Learning in Design Education Today
The research began with a search for issues of concern in the current curriculum in design foundations (the preliminary year for design students).
As the research proceeded, a pattern emerged from the data collected.
This phenomenon occurred in a complex arena with many influences,
such as culture, history, attitude, values, roles, physical space, interaction
between and among learners and tutors/guides/mentors. Too many factors and aspects are involved in this activity and it was hard to quantify
and distinguish between them, since these factors are qualitative and
complex, although a table can be built which reflects the matters to be
covered in design foundations. Most of the empirical material gathered
was qualitative and inter-subjective.

The demands on design practice in the twenty-first century, however, are
significantly different from those of the past, suggesting that these paradigms may require re-examination [8].
•
•
•
•

Increasing complexity in the nature of design problems
The transfer of control from designers to participants
The rising importance of community
The necessity of trans-disciplinary, collaborative work

The complex scale of problems, diversity of settings and participants,
and demand for adaptable and adaptive technological systems argues for
work being done by interdisciplinary teams composed of experts with
very different modes of
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inquiry. How such experts collaborate as peers and the roles design can
play in mediating collaboration present new opportunities for designers. The paradigm shift in the focus of the design process from objects to
experiences demands new knowledge and methods to inform decisionmaking. It broadens the scope of investigation beyond people’s immediate
interactions with artifacts and includes the influence of design within
larger and more complex social, cultural, physical, economic,
and technological systems.
India, in this context, has a unique opportunity, to innovate a new kind of
design education at the exact moment when four new NID (National Institute of Design) campuses have been announced. Thakara [9] elaborates,
‘‘India is not alone in needing to innovate new educational models. On
every continent, outside its Big Tent—on the edge of the clearing—exotic
new species of design and business education are emerging. These new
schools and courses have names like Yestermorow School, Deep Springs
College, Kaos Pilots, School of Everything, Social Edge, Deep Democracy,
Center for Alternative Technology, Schumacher College, Living Routes,
Gaia U, Crystal Waters, Horses Mouth, WOOF, The Art of Hosting. These
‘outliers’ (not mainstream universities) are where the real innovation is
happening—in terms of content, form and business model.
Few designers, few policymakers, and few entrepreneurs, have even heard
of these places. But they are significant, for me, because they meet the
requirements of these new times. They can be the competition—or the
collaborators—for design education in India and beyond.’’
A trans-disciplinary approach broadens the ‘objective’ of design and
rising complexity of contexts requires new multidisciplinary knowledge.
30
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Primary data was collected through, presentations made and focus group
discussions during conferences, seminars and panel discussions) with design educators, professional designers who interact with design students
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as mentors or who share a common concern for design education. Some
of the important conferences and focus groups, which contributed to this
body of knowledge, were:
1. International Conference “LOOK Back-LOOK Forward”,
Kolkata, Sept 2010.
2. The 10th CII-NID Conference “Designing for a Billion Customers”,
New Delhi, Dec 2010.
3. The 11th CII-NID “Design Summit”, New Delhi, Dec 2011.
4. Discussion with Sam Pitroda, advisor to the Prime Minister on Innovation; and with 17 representative designers at ‘Vision First’, regarding setting up of 4 new NIDs, New Delhi, Mar 2011.
5. A brain storming session at India’s Planning Commission, February
1st, 2012, at the invitation of the advisor to the Prime Minister on
Innovation, Sam Pitroda. Designers and educators representing the
design community in India, were invited to participate in an ambitious plan to expand the design education infrastructure for India
and were asked to present ideas to facilitate this.
6. ‘Design Education: What you wish was taught in a Design School’,
organized by British Council, New Delhi, Feb 2012. An inspiration for
design teachers and design learners.

Designers (i.e. the experts who have been specifically trained in design
thinking and design knowledge) need to face systemic changes that are
driven by a growing number of actors. These actors together can generate
wide and flexible networks that can be collaboratively conceived, developed and generate sustainable solutions. The paradigm shift in design
today changes the position and role of professional designers.
Traditionally, designers have been seen and have seen themselves as
the only creative members of interdisciplinary design processes. In the
emerging scenario this distinction blurs, and they become professional
designers among many nonprofessional ones. However, this does not
mean that the role of design experts is becoming less important. On the
contrary, in this new context, design experts have the crucial function of
bringing very specific design competence to these codesigning processes.
That is, they become process facilitators who use specific design skills to
enable the other actors to be good designers themselves. Manzini [12, p.
11], emphasis as per original)
Thus design schools can play a significant role in the emerging scenario
and, generate new models and ideas in education to map the paradigm
shift. Today’s design problems exist at the level of systems and communities, and are too big and too complex for any single discipline to address.
Collaborators need to be from fields as diverse as anthropology, cognitive
psychology, computer science, business, social policy, etc. Current strategies of design education need to evolve to prepare students to address the
interdisciplinary demands of complex, system-level problems.

Data was also collected through secondary sources such as published
books, papers, and reports and unpublished work like blogs and emails.
Some empirical material was gathered through experimental models
conducted with students over a certain time period. This consisted of
observations, documentation and reflections made in the teaching of a
new innovative course or module. It included qualitative feedback from
the students about different tools, models and methods that were used in
the course.

We are in the midst of a slow, but insistent shift in how we teach, assess,
and organize our classrooms. After centuries of fixating on the solitary
student’s singular progress, we are currently experiencing the rise of a
radical emphasis on collaborative, team-based learning. This is not just a
slight course correction but has the potential to be a major shift of paradigm. This transformation poses profound challenges to the basic tenets
of our educational system while it also forces teachers and administrators
to invent new and novel ways to assess student progress and organize
their curricula. We can no longer afford to wait for an Einstein to help us.
Working effectively in groups and across disciplinary boundaries will be
a key survival skill in the 21st century (James Hunt, Director, the Experimental Graduate Program in Transdisciplinary Design at Parsons) [13].

A phenomenological approach was adapted with the aim that the empirical material collected continues to offer indications and suggestions as a
basis for discussion and reflection. This may not necessarily lead to ‘hard’
proofs but could be considered as ‘indicators’ or ‘directors’.
Collaborative Learning in Design Education Today
Collaboration is a process in which two or more people or organizations
work together in an intersection of common goals—by sharing knowledge, learning, and building consensus. Structured methods of collaboration encourage introspection behavior and communication. These
methods specifically aim to increase the success of teams as they engage
in collaborative problem solving.
Advocates of collaborative learning claim that the active exchange of ideas within small groups not only increases interest among the participants
but also promotes critical thinking [10]. Quoting Johnson and Johnson
[11], Gokhale argues that there is persuasive evidence that cooperative
teams achieve at higher levels of thought and retain information longer
than students who work quietly as individuals. The shared learning gives
students an opportunity to engage in discussion, take responsibility for
their own learning, and thus become critical thinkers.
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Rural-Urban
Synergy

It is more important now than ever before to make the connect between
the rural and urban in design education. It is critical to create collaborations engaging in a more holistic approach to design, which includes
all other actors and stakeholders both rural and urban, especially when
today’s design scenario exists at the scale of systems and communities;
huge and complex. In India, on one hand, we are privileged to have a large
rural base of people with agricultural and artisanal skills and a huge
diversity of knowledge, tools materials and experiences. In the march
towards a mostly Western, industrialized model of development much of
this indigenous knowledge resource is being lost. Design skills could be
used to trigger new imagination, propose daring new scenarios, which
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build on what people know and empower them to become partners in
shaping their destinies. On the other hand, Indian industry and services
are maturing rapidly. Indian corporations are becoming multinational. To
remain competitive in the global marketplace, industry must respond to
new sets of usefulness and usability. They are looking for emotional connectedness, commitment to green values, transparency, fair use of labor
and so on. (Vision First, 2011, emphasized as per original).
Design discipline in India has been attempting to address the conflict
between the need to rapidly modernize, need to promote economic
development to tackle poverty and the need to minimize the effects of
economic developments on traditional culture. Caught in this conflict,
design schools in India have been walking a tightrope, balancing between
international design approaches and those rooted in local issues and
tradition of India. Globalization has exacerbated this conflict,
forcing us to question the validity of the tightrope walk,
particularly in design education [11].
Collaborative Connect Between the Rural and Urban in Design Education:
A Case Study
An extensively documented case study was conducted to establish these
complex urban–rural connections in design education. The key for designers today is to understand the stakeholders and how they are connected
through the web of stakeholder networks. The study also documented
collaborative activities among educators, students, crafts persons, professionals business entrepreneurs and so on, in constant search for ways to
improve learning, increase student involvement and maximize human
interaction, establishing the rural context in design education.
The underlying premise for collaborative and cooperative learning is
founded in constructivist epistemology. Johnson et al. [16] have summarized these principles in their definition of a new paradigm of teaching.
First, knowledge is constructed, discovered, and transformed by students.
Faculty create the conditions within which students can construct meaning from the material studied by processing it through existing cognitive
structures and then retaining it in long-term memory where it remains
open to further processing and possible reconstruction. Second, students
actively construct their own knowledge. Learning is conceived of, as
something a learner does, not something that is done to the learner. Students do not passively accept knowledge from the teacher or curriculum.
Third, faculty effort is aimed at developing students’ competencies and
talents. Fourth, education is a personal transaction among students and
between the faculty and students as they work together. Fifth, all of the
above can only take place within a cooperative context. Sixth, teaching is
assumed to be a complex application of theory and research that requires
considerable teacher training and continuous refinement of skills
and procedures (p1: 6)
The course ‘Issues & Perspectives in the Craft Sector, is orchestrated by
Ms Lakshmi Murthy. A professional Communication & Ceramic Designer, and Design Educator, she has been conducting this course since 2005
with refinements every year in context to the present needs and future
34
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projections. This module has been extensively documented for the past
two years by the author, at the Indian Institute of Craft Design, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, as part of the in progress research. The module stimulates
the students’s curiosity and encourages them to experience the synthesis
within the craft sector, social sector, business and design. The Case Study
is presented in form of a booklet.
The action research method was adapted for this study. The objective was
to integrate collaborative learning in design education, particularly for
design foundation. This case study, presents the learning and experience
of design students as a collaborative activity and show how it can happen
effectively and successfully between the urban and the rural actors.
Students were encouraged to develop the capacity
to design for the unexpected.
The learning opportunities, which foster the above, were created in such
a way that they operate on four levels, which are not discrete, linear or
sequential. Taken together they enable experiences, which stimulate
genuine understanding of complex relationships and processes.
Model Description
Broadly based on Nelson’s (1999) Model Description [17]
The collaborative experiential learning layers:
•
Looking, listening and being
•
Exploring, thinking and assimilating
•
Questioning, experimenting, making and questioning
•
Connecting, collaborating and co-creating.
The outcomes from collaborative learning:
•
Develop content knowledge in complex domains, critical thinking
skills, collaboration skills and a curious & eager mind.
•
Maximize the natural collaborative process of learners.
•
Create learning environments, which are situated, learner-cen		
tered, integrated, and collaborative, versus ones, which are decontextualized, isolated and competitive.
•
Develop authentic, relevant learning experience with regard to the
content to be learned and the process by which it is learned, which
would include intangibles like empathy, values, humility, passion etc.
•
Allow students to learn by doing as active participants in their own
learning processes.
•
Foster the development of critical thinking and
problem-solving skills.
•
Encourage the exploration and analysis of content from
multiple perspectives.
•
Acknowledge the importance of rich social contexts for learning.
•
Cultivate supportive, respectful relationships among learners, as well
as between learners and the facilitator.
•
Develop a desire for life-long learning and the skills to sustain it.
•
The condition of collaborative learning from real issues:
•
Heuristic tasks made up of a complex system of knowledge, skills &
conceptual understandings
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•
•
•

Cognitive interlectual activities including critical thinking and metacognitive skills.
Learning Environment encourages an open exchange of ideas and
information during collaboration, experimentation, and inquiry
based learning
Self-directed learner, group discussions and just-in-time
guidance from facilitator.

Conclusion

The role of facilitator:
•
Facilitator should take the role of a guide or motivator.
Communication & presentation skills:
•
Multimedia (Computer aided, 3-D Modeling, Photography, Graphics,
Performing Arts Puppets etc) to support presentation and scaffold
cognitive process including knowledge-representation, informationgathering, scenerio-building problem/opportunity identification etc.

tems, through which all actors collaborate to create and develop, options
which encourage sustainable lifestyles and inclusive prosperity. Design
students need to experience the benefits of working collaboratively with
others with the components of design being central. A trans-disciplinary
approach broadens the ‘objective’ of design and rising complexity of contexts requires new multidisciplinary knowledge. Future design schools
could follow a model of participatory and collaborative design education.
The research attempts to establish that there has been a paradigm shift in
design. Given this shift, it stresses the need for a concurrent and corresponding shift in the design pedagogy, most critically at the
design foundation.
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Design Language And
Appreciation: Revisiting the course

the individual disciplines required, a newer approach and reinterpretation of the classical foundation courses is required.
A quick glance at the background of the students who apply to these three
programmes reveals a complex and intricately textured collection of students. Their backgrounds include degree in Design, Engineering, Technology, Architecture, Fine Arts, Music, Computer Science, Electronics, Visual
Communications, and Diploma in Design (under 10+2+4 year model).
The following scenarios best explain the students’ motivation and
reasons for joining these programmes.

on design fundamentals for a trans
disciplinary mix of students
Abstract

Design language, its familiarity, articulation and appreciation are primary
to design cognizance and learning.This is dealt with in the foundation
courses in design schools like the National Institute of Design (NID), in
India which was modeled in the lines of Bauhaus.

“A software engineer working in a MNC firm as an analyst, also happens
to be good at art and graphics and therefore, helps his firm design icons
and colour schemes for the softwares they design. He, then, learns
about the in-depth research going on in the field of user interface design
in different colleges abroad and searches if any place in India offers a
similar course and hence, applies for National Institute of Design (NID),
which is rated the best in India for design.”

The paper discusses/shares approaches in delivery of design
fundamentals in visual literacy through common foundation courses of
‘Form and Composition’ for a combined class of three new and emerging
post graduate disciplines introduced in NID Bangalore campus.
The objective was also to achieve commonality amongst the disciplines’
students learning, eventually to create a blueprint and comprehensive
knowledge base for future reference. The essential subject of the paper
revolves around the conception of design exercises and the method of
content delivery in the new combined foundation program.The stagewise initiation assignments sensitises them to the art and craft of visual
representation and subjective attributes. This is done through exercises
like discovering elements of design in one’s immediate surroundings,
relating to proportions and understanding the play of form & space.

“An architect, who was always more inspired by designs of smaller scale
rather than buildings, starts exploring by sketching products and furniture during his architecture days. The B. Arch qualification restricts him
or her to take up a job as a product designer or a furniture designer and
hence, a post graduation would help him or her to know about the field
better and also give him or her a head start.”
“A fine artist, who starts to work in an advertisement agency, starts
to read more about brand development in retail and is inspired to explore
software related to graphic design. His or her favourite pass-time is to
design logos and do explorations in typography.”

Form cognizance starts with investigation of existing manmade objects,
which, later, moves forward to the analysis of life forms in nature. With
this understanding, the learner progresses to manipulating form by
giving it a meaning, connoting a visual expression and affordance.
Verbal articulation is very critical to learning and appreciating a design;
therefore, the assignments are followed up with displaying of work and
lengthy discourses among students and course faculty.

Keywords

Trans Disciplinary; Design Pedagogy; Design Principles; Form; Semantics

Preamble

The three Post Graduate Diploma in Design (PGDPD) disciplines namely
Design for Digital Experience, Information & Interface Design and Design
for Retail Experience attract pan India students aged between 21-27 years
with an urban or semi-urban background, most have held a job as a software analyst / programmer / junior architect / junior designer (communication, interior, fashion, apparel etc.) / junior engineers (mechanical,
textile, production).
Most of the students come from a structured framework of education, unknown to design as a subject. With this in view, aligning them to design
sensibilities and thinking and at the same time, fulfilling requirements of
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“A mechanical engineer, who is working in a product engineering firm,
gets in touch with a NID graduate, who is a product designer and runs his
own company. His/her perspective changes from a pure functional engineering outlook to critically evaluating his/her designs from an aesthetical point of view. S/he starts designing small products on paper and later
on, starts using software for the same.”
“A fashion designer in a garment company sees that the success of the
design does not just lie in how well the garment has been designed but
also where (the environment) and how the garment is sold, and hence is
inspired to look at the other aspects of the same.”
Personality traits that describe the new entrant most appropriately would
be: Focused, Acquisitive, has Family Values, Apolitical, Sober, Informed,
Net Savvy, Non- Ideological, Individualistic, Indifferent, Cool!

Common Design
Foundation

The paper focuses on the journey the design novice takes during the first
four weeks at the campus. The combined batch of forty-five students was
guided by three faculty members. All exercises were to be executed using
traditional design drawing methods, unless otherwise specified and use
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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of digital medium was discouraged. In each of the exercises an overall
size of the artwork/model was defined as a rational reference point. [3]

Design Overview

Take up an everyday house hold product and enhance its value by making
minimal changes to it.

The common design foundation’s string of courses started on a high note
with a one week Design Overview module. The lectures and assignments, during this week, were created to align the students towards
opening up their minds to design learning.
Lectures on the role of design in society, learning, value perceptions,
design thinking, empathy, abstraction etc. constituted the initial part of
this course, followed by exercises on the same topics. The overall aim is to
expose the student to the multitude of levels on which design intervenes
in the workings of the society and the world at large.
Exercise: Value addition
Find examples of everyday products wherein modifications in the product
have led to enhanced value perception, thereby, leading to the product
commanding a higher market price.
Share the examples with peers.
Presentation is made by faculty on the value perception of products
within a society.
This proved to be useful to bringing the attention of the students towards
the relationship between design value of a product and the monetary
worth it commands. And that this connection is a result of the aspirations
of the materialistic society. The most meaningful learning for the student
is the awareness of the hierarchy in terms of pricing that exists within
each product category.

Figure 1. Example of value enhancement in a tap
40
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Figure 2. A student solution to enhance value percetion of a spanner.
Exercise: Empathy
Carry out everyday tasks for an hour in the morning before coming to
class using only one hand. Photograph these experiences and share
amongst classmates.
Getting into the shoes of the user is centric to design process. The
exercise compels the learner to critically analyse the problem situation
and empathise with the user group.

Figure 3. A exercise in emapathy with the student brushing
teeth with one hand.
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Exercise: Tangram
Select a picture of a sports person in action and depict the same using
tans. A presentation is made by the student followed by collective discussions carried out with peers and faculty.
The tangram, literally meaning “seven boards of skill” is a dissection
puzzle consisting of seven flat shapes, called tans, which are put
together to form shapes. The objective of the puzzle is to form a specific
shape (like an outline or silhouette) using all seven pieces, the pieces may
not overlap.
The exercise is the first encounter of the student with abstraction. Seemingly fun and easy, the challenge lies in achieving the correct combinations and positions of the tans to form the desired overall picture.
The learning with the most far reaching consequences is that the slightest
of shift in angle or position can alter the overall visual
sensation tremendously

Figure 6 and 7. Story of a multisensory walk

Elements Of Design Elements of design are the essential building blocks of design in 2D & 3D.
The intent of this course is to sensitize the students to the relationship
and play that exists in the elements of design. These elements are namely
points, lines and shapes, which result in semantic compositions.
The classes will begin with lecture based presentations on Elements of
Design, Gestalt and Principles of Design followed by assignments.

Figure 4. Example of a Tangram exercise
Exercise: Story of a multisensory walk
Take a 20 minute walk and see, observe smell, taste the surroundings.
Come back to the campus and document the walk visually on one
A-3 sheet.
The exercise aims at sharpening sensitivity of the students towards all the
senses and then, communicating that experience visually. The constraint
of articulating a multisensory experience on a single sheet of paper challenges the students to push their imagination. This results in rich and
varied forms of expression.
Students from different backgrounds used media as different as collages,
compositions, plans, etc. as the medium of expression.

Exercise: Discover Visual Elements
Study and analyze spaces, objects, virtual media and people in action in
terms of basic visual elements: Dots, Lines, Shapes (circle, square, triangle, etc), and scale, dimension, direction, movement.
Shoot one picture of each and highlight graphically on the print outs to
illustrate your analysis.
This one day exploratory exercise entails revisiting familiar environments
and deliberately searching for fundamental design elements. This investigation is to be carried out in groups of three.
With new found eyes, the students bring straight forward examples, like
the perforations on speakers as circles or grass as zig-zag lines
when zoomed upon.
Exercise: Golden Ratio
Study Golden ratio by measuring stationery collaterals, magazines, web
page elements, packaging, architectural elements, furniture and
elements in nature.
Preceded by a lecture on various types of proportions, the students were
asked to find Golden ratio in everyday mundane objects in their
immediate environment.

Figure 5. Story of a multisensory walk
42
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The method of study is to venture out with measuring tools and compute
proportions of everyday products.
Theoretical knowledge on the origins of principles of beauty is a
powerful tool. The assignment draws from the historical knowledge on
philosophies of aesthetics and reinforces the universal nature of appreciation of the beautiful.
The assignment equips the student with a repertoire of established rules
that can be used to ensure aesthetic solutions.

The composition is made individually by students on A4 white paper.
Lines and shapes can be cut outs of black sheet.
A very challenging exercise, it generated heated debates and long discussions on fundamental words, such as balance and their abstract
representation. Learning was much greater due to the opposite nature of
the pair of keywords given.
Exercise: Gestalts Principles
Study and analyze the five Gestalt principles in Art, Architecture, Products, Nature, Print & Virtual Media and present your findings (one of each
category) in a digital format for review by the class.
The assignment was carried out in groups of three and the findings are
presented in a digital format for review by the class.
Intention of this problem was to acquaint the learner with established
cognitive rules.
Exercise: Composition
Design a black and white composition using lines & basic shapes to
demonstrate your understanding of the Gestalt Principles (on an A3 white
sheet, border of the sheet is the border of composition).
The freedom to choose between lines and basic shapes is very much welcomed by the student at this stage.
Demonstration of enhanced spatial sense is the challenge that this assignment poses to the student.

Figure 8. Student findings of the Golden Proportion in man
made environment
Exercise: Contrast vs Harmony
Depict any two of the following pairs of attributes using:
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1.
2.

Lines (single or multiple, varying thickness and or lengths)
Any one shape (circle, square or triangle; single or multiple,
varying sizes)

•
•
•
•
•

Balance & Instability
Symmetry & Asymmetry
Bold & Subtle
Depth & Flatness
Unity & Variety
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Figure 9. A black and white composition
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Elements of Form

Exercise -Shape Manipulation

Exercise – Family of Forms

1.

Radii Manipulation
Drawing a square of 3’ X 3’ size and repeating it sequentially by
incrementally changing the radii at the vertices. At least 20 stages
should be drawn to observe the 2 stages where the square tends
to transform partially and fully.

1.

2.

Side Manipulation
To incrementally change the sides by angular cuts of any two sides
and observe transformation. Similar exercise to be done to sides of
the square using convex and concave cuts or additions.

3.

Shape Manipulation
To manipulate the vertices and sides in a progressive sequence
and observe the transformation.

The radii manipulation exercise initiates the learner to structured
form manipulation.
This tediously repetitive and warming-up exercise encourages the
students to improve upon skills of painting neatly; it also challenges the
mental tenacity and patience of the students to dwell upon details.

Figure 11. Family of Forms
The objective of the exercise is – for the learner to be able to build a
visual connection between a set of objects of different sizes, shapes
and proportions.

Side manipulation, apart from comprehending sequential transformation,
is an elementary step towards deliberate shape manipulation.
This stage introduces form vocabulary such as convex curve,
concave curve, tight curve etc.
The shape manipulation exercise, along the lines of the first two exercises,
helps the learner to realize how it is a sequence of manipulations, which
results in actual change of the shape. Minor modifications can have drastic implications on the aesthetic experience. It gives an understanding of
the number of possible forms which can be developed by manipulation,
which usually we do not observe.
It is at this stage that a collective discussion is called for and the students
share their experiences and see each other’s work. A typical session like
this would last for 2-3 hours.

Figure 10. Radii, Shape and Side manipulation
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Understanding form language
Select any 3 manipulated shapes from the above exercise as parent form and apply their characteristic features on a rectangle (both
horizontal and vertical orientations), triangle and circle to generate a family of similar forms.

During the course of executing the assignment, the students became
keenly aware of how fine manipulations can make or break relationships between a set of shapes.
2.

Form Juxtaposition
Compose the set of family of forms generated in the previous assignment on an A3 landscape format such that the negative space creates
an eye movement.
One is free to choose the orientation of the overall composition; it
could be landscape or portrait.

Figure 12. Family of Forms
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The exercise aims at reinforcing negative-positive spatial liaisons.
The surprising revelation for the students is that when the forms are
placed together in a particular way, the eye movement is created with the
figure and the ground; this is an immense learning.

Exercise –Nature & form
1. Select a life form from nature –
study the form by drawing it in 2D in an abstract fashion (taking the
key characteristic elements that define the natural form).

It helps to understand that in a high contrast composition, the occupiedunoccupied space relation is dynamic and depending on the arrangement,
it can be perceived as either receding or advancing.

2.

3D Family of Forms 1. Select two explorations from the shape manipulation exercise.

And create another two forms similar to those, in such a manner, that
you have two pairs of parent-child forms.

Make a 3D paper sculpture of the abstracted form Easily accessible A4 bond paper is the medium of work. The method
of manipulating the sheet of paper is free for the student to choose
– gluing, scoring, folding, crushing, tearing is allowed however the
paper should not be made into a pulp and the final outcome should
clearly show that the artwork is made with paper.

This assignment is a continuation of the family of forms task, however
the approach here is in a 3 dimensional format. The final forms leads
to a deeper understanding of how to create a collection of products.

Figure 15. Paper model of a dragonfly

Figure 13. Family of Forms

Figure 16. Nature & Form
Observation and understanding of the organic subject at hand, in terms
of, its overall form and its characteristics such as dynamism, staticness,
function etc. is the starting point. This stage provides an understanding
of visualization of form by the application of points, lines and the planes
that describe its contours, surface characteristics, etc.

Figure 14. Family of Forms
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An inside out study of the inspiration can easily transform the subject
into a muse for the designer.
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The process involves breaking down the life form and making its parts by
grouping forms together. This creates a deeper understanding of the
balance of forms and tensional positions in space.
The limitations of paper as a medium pose constraints in crafting the
sculpture; however, it opens an intimate dialogue with the inspiration.
The process, ultimately, leads to minimalizing the form and experiencing
first level of 3-D abstraction. The biggest take away is that change in
medium of crafting can alter the perception of form drastically.
Exercise- Form Analytics
1.

Pick and Pour
Develop a form that coaxes the user into picking it up. After picking
up the form, it should give the feeling that something can be
poured out of it.
Affordance is the quality of a product which intuits the user to perform an operation with the product. It is invoking sensitivity to this
quality of a well designed form, which was made as the basis of
this exercise. [4]

2.
•
•
•
•
•

Hand-Held Device
Select 2-3 distinct manmade products
Put down 2 key-expressions that you perceive by looking at them
and / or derive them from any literature studies done on the
selected products. [2]
Sketch out thumbnails of the distinct elements that define/illustrate
the key expressions from the product.
Refine the thumbnails through detailed drawings/sketches.
Apply this understanding by giving the expression studiedabove to
a 3D form (a slab of thermocole) of size 10’ X 8’ X 2’.

Figure 18. Thermocole model of a Hand held device with the
keyword “Vital”
This exercise is designed as a sequence of tasks.
The process of selection of products forms to study is an important stage.
The product should be in a good condition. So a battered mineral water
bottle does not qualify as a good study material. It creates an understanding that certain products, by virtue of their form, exhibit
distinct expressions.
The key-expression method coerces the pupil to sit down and intellectually engage with the product at close quarters. Analytical alienation of
features that constitute the product and a critical examination leads to
identification of elements that give the product its distinct character.
The very fact that a designed piece can be deconstructed to its elemental
characteristics is an eye opener.
A deeper enquiry is conducted via larger size renders.
Selection of expression is an important stage of the process. Generic colloquial expressions such as flowy are avoided and expressive ones such as
smart and aristocratic are chosen.

Figure 17. Pick and Pour
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Innumerable possibilities of explorations via various mediums like chamfers, fillets and sculpting within a tightly confined brief gives the students
a high degree of freedom. The assignment gives a sharper understanding
of the perceived expressions through the means of the overall form,
colour, texture, material etc and the knowledge that manipulation of the
above is as an essential component in creating an overall feel.
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The overall proportions of the slab of thermocole closely relate to a handheld device. This was done to keep retain little ergonomic complexity so
that form development can be the focus of the exercise. [3]

Discussion
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The graduating student from Design for Digital Experience, Design for
Retail Experience and Information & Interface Design typically work in
the domains of gaming experiences, web applications, digital product
interface, web strategies, multinational retail brands and design firms.
Even though, the students may not work as directly as visual designers within their jobs, it is the understanding of visual syntax that is the
foundation to any design activity.
The take away for the students by the end of this course is the ability to
illustratively externalise on paper, inculcate the habit of observation and
questioning, appreciate visual language, understand the meaning of 2D
and 3D object forms and become sensitive to cognitive attributes of manmade and natural objects in the environment. The new methodology of
this course on design fundamentals, in a way, attempts to introduce to
the student, the quintessential quality of a designer: the ability to deal
with abstraction and intangibles.
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A New Method of Teaching
Foundation Design Studio
Abstract

The dream’s thought is different from what we call thought because it’s
thinking that doesn’t know it’s thinking.
Is this what renders our dreams infinitely more inventive...
J. B. Pontalis, Fenêtres
“The last few decades have belonged to a certain kind of person with a
certain kind of mind - computer programmers who could crank code,
lawyers who could craft contracts, MBAs who could crunch numbers. But
the keys to the kingdom are changing hands.
The future belongs to a very different kind of person with a very
different kind of mind - creators and empathizers, pattern recognizers,
and meaning makers. These people – artists, inventors, designers and
storytellers – big picture thinkers.
We are moving from an economy and a society built on the logical, linear,
computer like capabilities of the Information Age to an economy and a
society built on the inventive, empathic, big-picture capabilities of what’s
rising whole in its place, the Conceptual Age.”
Daniel Pink, A Whole New Mind

Introduction

What is design?
How should design be taught?
How does one begin to teach design?
Is there a clear, proper way to teach design?
Over the years, design curators and educators have wrestled with these
questions in countless work teams and at countless meetings, in an attempt to define design instruction content, structure, and teaching methods, with due attention to the curriculum as a whole. At times, however,
such discussions appear to have as many opinions, outlooks, and proposals as they have participants.
The works and credo that I would like to present here were collected and
developed as I mentored several classes of students involved in a longterm design studio project. The consequences are based on principles
and outlooks gleaned from observation and experience more than from
scientific analysis and study, yet these materials reflect the significance
of establishing the foundation for further study and additional models for
the designer training process.
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The principle presented herein, which lies at the basis of my theoretical
thinking, originated in the belief that design is a practical art; hence practicality and art play an equal role in the development of a design. A work
of art, of course, is a statement by its creator, reflecting the outlook inherent in the story the creator aspires to convey. Yet, realistically speaking,
hasn’t art also had a practical function throughout history and haven’t
useful artifacts always been one of the objectives of the artistic process?
Despite the substantive difference between artistic and practical thinking, a synthesis of the two should ideally permeate the creative process.
Nevertheless …
The foundation of art is a statement, a story, a product of conceptual
thinking – whereas the foundation of practicality is planning oriented thinking.
The teaching process typically attempts to integrate and combine the
distinct methods of art and planning – into a single comprehensive
approach. When discussing initial instruction of basic tools for design
thinking, I find it most appropriate to begin with a method that belongs to the world of art. In my experience, when studies are launched
with planning-oriented thinking as their basis, it is far more difficult to
subsequently adopt conceptual thinking. By contrast, when storytelling,
poetics, and conceptualizations are introduced at the outset as the foundation of design work, the result is a stable infrastructure for subsequent
development of planning-oriented thinking. Similarly, we emphasize the
role of the academic institution in teaching design as a venue for intellectual dialogue and as the site of the designer’s personal development as a
thinking, creative human being with a statement to make. The institution
serves as a hothouse that cultivates experiences in theoretical, conceptual thinking as a basis and platform for subsequent study, and a place in
which students become acquainted with specialized technical disciplines
and internalize the practical characteristics of different types of design.
The fundamentals of design presented herein were also conceptualized
on an understanding of our contemporary world, a world of variations
and rapid change, a world of open-ended systems and unraveling edges,
a world that demands feedback and dialogue among the various spheres
of knowledge, a world that enables us to break through established
constraints and cross delineated boundaries and rigidly-defined areas of
professional specialization. This world of globalization and international
systems highlights the essential need for authentic definition of individual and community expression.
In a world in which success means marketability and mass-production,
designed to generate profit by increasing market shares, and ever-increasing subjugation of new target populations to the hegemony of product
lines, isn’t there also room and need for the unique personal expression of
the individual consumer and the manufacturer or the designer?
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Polarization between affluent and impoverished societies, along with
the need to protect our limited environmental resources from exploitation and depletion, underline the importance of defining an appropriate
system of design instruction.
How do we synthesize these worlds, or, more generally, how do we integrate the dichotomies of the cybernetic world of nameless global communications with our personal worlds? These questions clearly lie at the
heart of the design discourse, design programs, and the instructional process. Similarly to Bauhaus curators faced the question of how to integrate
the industrial world into art, we face the question of how to integrate the
worlds we presently observe with the needs of the individual,
community, and society.
It is not our intention to halt progress. One cannot imagine the world
today without computers and the Internet, but even in virtual, imaginary
cyber world, our sensations and experiences are directly bound with the
world of materials, scents, desires, and human contact. As such, in educating future designers, it is proper to prioritize discussions of personal
concerns in the context of society: Students should learn to use authentic
materials and conceptual thinking that may develop in many directions
as they synthesize their personal needs for expression with the needs of
their society. In my estimation, this site of this synthesis should be a place
where discussions of personal and community affairs will flow naturally,
revealing the designer’s innermost thoughts and values, and impact multifunctional global technological systems.
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These observations encouraged me to develop a joint freshman program
for all design departments when I served as Dean of the Faculty of Design
at the Holon Institute of Technology. Until then, departments conducted
separate programs that began emphasizing their particular respective
professional principles as early as the first year of each program. By contrast, the joint first-year program established students’ common foundation of theoretical conceptual thinking and initial design language tools
of expression concerning line, composition, and form.

Statement Of
Intent

The method of teaching the Foundation Design Studio presented in this
paper is designed to be the student’s first encounter with the field
of design. The course covers basic concepts, the acquisition of
basic skills, and the ability to apply the components of design
language to express visual creativity.
Each first-year Studio class includes students from all departments and
is guided by two curators, each from different media fields, thereby collapsing conventional definitions and sparking discussions that challenge
cross-disciplinary boundaries.

Purpose

The course I developed and present here aims to teach students a basic
understanding of the reasoning and skills required for formal expression.
The course focuses on students’ physical and mental worlds, and offers
practical experience in developing an idea from idea to formal conception
in two and three dimensions, as students learn to translate sources of
inspiration into a visual conception.

The above observations, along with reciprocity and transition among
various fields of design and their expanding interfaces, have led to the
realization that all areas of design have a great deal in common, including
a basic way of thinking, speaking and communicating about ideas
and messages.

This course aims to teach students what I call the “basic food groups” of
design, comprising topics such as composition, black and white, color,
form, material, and, especially, the narrative as a catalyst for creation. The
idea, of course, is to lay the foundation for design-oriented thinking, on
which many subsequent layers are to be placed.

These may be summarized as follows:

The Foundation Design Studio addresses all aspects of design, expands
students’ comprehension of interdisciplinary connections, and of culture
as a whole, and establishes a broad foundation for more advanced and
focused design studies.

1.

Design is an artistic act that embodies a statement and a
story or narrative.

2.

From the outset, fundamental design instruction should prioritize
methods that emphasize conceptual, narrative thinking rather than
those that develop practical, planning - oriented thinking.

3.

There is a basic language common to all fields of design, especially in
view of our contemporary world of multi-disciplinary syntheses
and integrated systems.

4.

The creative process begins with the individual self and develops
towards thinking about the community and society. It evolves from
conceptual thinking to planning efficiency.
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Some topics

1.

Introduction to basic modes of two-and three-dimensional expression.

2.

Development of two- and three-dimensional compositions as an
expression of students’ mental worlds, using black & white and color
systems and materials.

3.

Introduction to essential concepts such as line, point, light and
shadow, scale, rhythm, proportion, and human motion in space.

4.

Understanding formal composition as a means for expressing
conceptual thinking.
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5.

Examining objects; focusing on formal relationships and their messages, and the connection between objects, space, and place.

6.

Working with materials to construct conceptual compositions.

7.

he object as a cultural representation; the object as an image
and symbol of a conceptual system.

8.

Human movement in space, and human attitudes toward
the environment.

Metaphor
Figure 7. Connecting with
a one’s realm of imagery

Samples Of The
Process
Conclusion
The self
Figure 1. Who am I?

Figure 4. Another story as
an abstract composition.

Figure 5. Its
representation in 3D.

The Line
Figure 2.Tell a story as
an abstract composition.

Materials
Figure 6. The four
seasons represented
through material.

Conceptual Thinking
Figure 8. Representing
a concept using
accessible components.

The Object
Figure 9. A chair
as a
product of a story

The path towards creativity is a long, meandering, and somewhat
hazy road.
This paper is grounded in the belief that creativity is a function of imagination and the ability to express a personal story. Using visual means
to tell a story or a poem evokes free association systems that foster and
develop the imagination in the various plastic arts.
Consequently, from the outset, the exercises are designed to develop
story-telling skills, as they begin from a personal story, continue through
monochrome line and point and progress to the concluding chapter on
social attitudes.
The exercises, including those concerning social issues, bring issues and
concerns to the foreground in order to develop students’ awareness and
sensitivity, encourage a critical “eye” and their own personal statement,
with less formal attention to any single functional solution.
This paper and the book that described the foundation design course does
not offer a recipe for a one- or two semester course in the fundamentals
of design, nor does it stipulate lesson plans for exercises. Instead, it guides
the reader to adopt a specific perspective by cultivating discussions and
addressing issues head-on, and as such they serves as a source of inspiration for teachers who develop design studio syllabi and exercises. The
purpose is to seeks and promote quality and variety in the marvelous field
of design, whose importance to society cannot be overestimated.

From 2 to 3 Dimensions
Figure 3. Physical
representation of this
story in 3D
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description of exemplar as ‘previous knowledge’ works well for design.
Previous knowledge has been termed as precedents, and thereby the
knowledge generated through this technique is Precedent based
Knowledge (PBK).

Ravi Poovaiah

Praxis of design pedagogy reveals that use of precedents is a well accepted within the discipline. Precedents are used by instructors as well as
students to illustrate a point; or as justification of design decisions made.
Precedent based knowledge (PBK) has been effectively used to improve
design and instruction skills. It has also been known to increase innovation potential of design process. Design precedents are also valuable as it
acquaints us with design ontology; the nature and intent of
design thinking

Industrial Design Center
IIT Bombay, Powai
Email: ravi@iitb.ac.in

Nature of precedents in present
pedagogic practices
Abstract

Keywords

Precedents are used by instructors as well as students to illustrate a point;
or as justification of design decisions made. And yet accepted ways of
accessing and retrieving precedents has not been laid down. The meaning
of the term ‘precedents’, as used in this study owes its origin to ‘exemplars’
which means ‘previous knowledge’ within a discipline. There is some
supporting literature to show that ‘Precedent based knowledge’ (PBK) has
been effectively used to improve design and instruction skills. This is why
the purpose of this paper is to study precedents as the epistemic units in
order to understand their nature. The best place to derive these epistemic
units is the design studio where students work on a design problem under
close supervision of the instructor. This study focuses on establishing the
precedents present in the early design phase where the instructor frames
the problem and for the students to work on.
Precedent based instruction, exemplars, design studio, design pedagogy,
content analysis, design ontology
The peculiarities and challenges of educating the designer arise from its
ontology. Nigel Cross has articulated this peculiarity as ‘designerly ways
of knowing’ [6] which is different from other disciplines such as science
and humanities. It follows that design requires dedicated handling which
is in line with the inherent nature of design.

Introduction
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A term of interest to us is- exemplar. It has roots in science but extends
its understanding to design in a designerly way. Thomas Kuhn [7] moved
away from the rigid term ‘paradigm’ to the more flexible ‘exemplar’ to
explain the ‘symbolic generalization’ and ‘previous knowledge’ within a
discipline. Kuhn laid down specifications for a discipline.1 Even though
design is a contingent discipline, it earns its place by fulfilling Kuhn’s requirements [13]. Exemplars are a vital part of it being so. Kuhn’s discourse
was mainly for the sciences but has found relevance in other disciplines
as well. Design does not have immutable laws as science does, as the
working of design is situated in a context; and the context varies. But the
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Design is replete with exemplars at every stage. This paper will limit itself
to identifying the precedents in how the instructor frames a working brief
for the students in the design studio.

Objective

To derive the precedents present in the early stage of design instruction
is the objective of this study. The early stage mainly consists of formulation of briefs, firstly by the instructor and then by the student. This study
is going to deal with formulation of assignment brief by the instructor. It
is believed that the precedents embedded in this stage, directs the rest of
the design process. Justifications for this premise, is discussed in detail
later in the paper.
The research site chosen for conducting the study is a design studio
of product design at the Industrial Design Center, IIT Bombay. Action research provides supporting evidence for how students tackled a
‘wicked’ design problem. A protocol study was conducted by the author,
prior to this study, with two groups of students of National Institute of
Fashion Technology, Mumbai. The problem was posed by the researcher
as instructor. The students were asked to formulate a brief based on the
problem given.
The findings of the protocol analysis feed into the objective of the present
study giving it credence. The protocol of the two groups revealed that the
tasks, constraints and normative points of view taken were different. The
difference is evident in the framing of the problem where one group has
product bias whereas the other group has a social bias. By the definition
of precedents in our present study, these biases can be termed as
the precedents.
The larger objective of the doctoral research of the author is to create a
model for accessing sustainability precedents effectively in design pedagogy from sustainability design cases so that the design process may be
directed towards design for sustainability. The groundwork towards that
aim will be done by identifying sustainability precedents in the
following situations.
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•
•
•

Formulation of brief by instructor
Transference of precedent knowledge from instructor to student.
Formulation of brief by student.

”When the practitioner takes seriously the uniqueness of the present situation, how does he make use of the experience he has accumulated in his
earlier practice? When he cannot apply familiar categories of theory or
technique, how does he bring prior knowledge to bear on the invention of
new frames, theories and strategies of action’. [11]

These studies will form the base for the model.

Precedent Based
Knowledge And
Instruction

Design instruction is different from other instruction in as much as that
it does not follow any immutable principles and theories. What it does, is
borrow from a corpus of precedents which are generalized from
previous experiences.
Even when unstructured, precedents serve an important purpose of bridging between ‘abstract ‘and ‘physical’2
Deriving emergent design products from precedents as a design strategy
has its roots in various fields of knowledge.3 These include: (1) the theory
of dynamic memory, (2) early studies of systematic design methods, (3)
architectural typology,(4) using precedents for formulating formal composition principles, and finally (5) studies of decision making [3].
Precedent based knowledge has its antecedents in the ‘case method’4[3]
used in management pedagogy. This was developed in the Harvard Business School, and the school has contributed to the knowledge base by developing a number of significant case studies for this purpose. Knowledge
and skill acquisition takes place through the context of a case. Similarly
design cases can be developed for a case based pedagogy. This is suggested by the doctoral work by the author.
Other terms which are close to the meaning of Precedent
based studies are
•
Case based studies which are based on distinctive cases. One will
not use this terminology in this paper since precedents in this study
emerge mostly out of constructs of the instructors and not strictly
from cases.
•
Design memory (as in Oxman and Oxman, 1994) [3], which is the
intellectual or abstract record of previous experience.
Precedents as epistemic units
At the time Kuhn introduced the term- ‘Exemplars’, in his book [7], little
did he realize the impact the term would have. It was actually meant to
replace the term already in use-‘paradigm’. He felt that the term ‘paradigm’ had acquired a life of its own.5 And now indeed ‘exemplars’ has also
acquired a life of its own.
The rigidity paradigms conveyed was tempered by exemplars. Schon alludes to Kuhn’s terminology and describes it as “precedent” and “previous
knowledge” [11]. Schon builds an argument for reflective practice and how
previous knowledge can be leveraged to produce innovative solutions.
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Therefore precedents are the epistemological units for this study as they
transfer the value from previous situations to newer ones. This is very useful in design pedagogy.

Precedent Based
Knowledge And
Instruction

Four forms of instruction, didactic, rhetorical, synthetic and experiential, have an important place in the context of a full architectural program (Buthayna Hasan Eilouti, July 2009). This holds true for any design
program. Breaking down the different kinds of instruction in design
pedagogy shows that didactic lecture courses are deductive and rhetorical seminar courses are inductive. Important for the study is the fact that
studio courses and precedent based instruction is abductive, thus establishing the nexus between studio courses and PBI.
1

Lecture courses are didactic

Deductive

2

Seminar courses are rhetorical

Inductive

3

Studio courses are synthetic

Abductive

4

Case based instruction is experential

Abductive

Table 1. Modes of instruction in design pedagogy
Studio pedagogy stands out as the most effective pedagogic practice for
design as it is synthetic and experiential therefore making it abductive.
These qualities of studio pedagogy also find resonance with the nature of
design which follows heuristic approaches to arrive at solutions. Yet the
design studio comes under criticism for lack of rigour; as merely ‘training without intellectual discipline’ [8] and fraught with implicit theories.
Precedents are an important category of those implicit theories.
tHowever there is value in implicit precedents. This study identifies and
understands the nature of these precedents so that they can be used more
explicitly and effectively.
On the other hand there is pathbreaking research conducted with the
design studio as the observation site. Donald Schon [10] considered studio
learning to be ‘the exemplar of education of reflection –in –action’. Schon
painstakingly elaborates on ‘Reflection-in-action’ as an ‘artistry’ to be
acquired. This has been done through studio protocols [11] [12]. In the
studio the instructor transfers what he already knows and the student
tries to demonstrate that knowledge into how he performs. This is an
iterative process until one achieves ‘convergence of meaning’ [10]. What
the instructor already knows is the precedent based knowledge which is
transferred to the student. In our case too, the design studio offers the
conditions for observation, deriving precedents and validating
our hypothesis.
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Design problems are wicked
Rittel and Webber in their article in 1973 termed design tasks as ‘wicked’.
Since then the intractable nature of design tasks has been accepted into
the canon of design thinking [10]. Design tasks are commonly regarded as
wicked or ill-structured [5]. The formulation of the problem changes with
context. Most often the context manifests itself through the one presenting them- such as client or the user; or the instructor in the case of design
pedagogy. The challenge of structuring wicked problems of design is not
to strait-jacket it but to retain the essence of heuristic approach.

Student 1- Like that was an idol, now its on every bag, every pencil, every
T-shirt, every roller skates. Its just the same thing, so and if you see that
kid is not just, she’s not a princess,she’s a

Formulation of a loosely put together wicked problem, therefore, becomes
an important stage in design process. One can view it not as a limitation
but as an opportunity to embed the desired elements to achieve ‘convergence of meaning’ [10]. Precedent based knowledge is an effective technique to do this.

Student 2- More technology

It is widely accepted that design ‘problems’ can only be regarded as a version of ill-defined problems. In a design project it is often not at all clear
what ‘the problem’ is; it may have been only loosely defined by the client,
many constraints and criteria may be undefined, and everyone involved in
the project may know that goals may be re-defined during the project6[6].
Akin [1] observed that, ”One of the unique aspects of design behaviour is
the constant generation of new task goals and redefinition of
task constraints.
Designers are not limited to ‘given’ problems, but find and formulate problems within the broad context of the design brief. This is the characteristic
of reflective practice identified by Schon[11] as problem setting.
Action Research
Keeping all these points in mind, a protocol study was conducted prior to
the present study, with two groups of design students. They were given the
same multilayered, intractable problem. The problem is as below.
“A parent bought a Barbie for her daughter. In a week’s time, the child
wanted Barbie’s bedroom, then a bathroom. Another week later, the child
wanted new clothes for Barbie. Barbie has also become the child’s identity.
A group of concerned parents get together, to demand a solution to reduce
Barbie’s needs and therefore the child’s desires. You have been invited as a
team member to find a solution for the above scenario.”
The students were chosen from senior years of different design disciplines
of Fashion design, Communication design and Architecture.
Breaking down the wicked problem
The discussion of both the groups lasted around 35 minutes. This was
video recorded and transcribed. The students discussed the context in
which Barbie exists and interestingly both groups made references to
themselves as children and their relationship with toys. The first group,
however had a product focus and the second group a social focus. A portion of the transcription (group 1) is given below.
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Student 2- A normal girl
Student 1- No, she’s a rock star, it definitely shows that there is a way to
build up such a personality for
a cartoon that people are happy with it, you know what I mean

Student 1- Ya, if technology is a way to it, well and good, but then, maybe
the toy should be a bit more interactive. Its quite its, its, its difficult to
comment as to how can that be done, You know, but somewhere, the toy
needs to interact with the kid, that’s the reason why the kid gets bored
of it and he wants an extension to that toy. So if the toy is entertaining
enough I do not need more toys. So if my design is, if my toy is the toy that
the child wants in life, he doesn’t want more toys then.
Student 2-Then he can….
Student 1- Because we as kids, we have, we get attached to certain things
and its, if we get passionate then no toy will come and allure us and we’d
want to move on to, its just that somewhere there is satisfaction of owning that Barbie is not there, you know, she’s just sitting and cannot stand
straight so generally just a chair, so somewhere make Barbie more…
The content can be categorized under the following precedent types.
Group 1(product related)
•
Product environment
•
Product attributes
•
Product associations
The content of group 2 has the following precedent types and a portion of
the transcription follows thereafter.
Group 2 (social aspects)
•
Social interaction
•
Emotions
Student 1- Well, I’ll tell you something uh…when I was a kid, I had a lot of
Barbies. They were usually gifts or I got clothes I mean, I don’t remember
I used to ask for clothes because I was fashion crazy or whatever, but not
really the other paraphernalia, with the bathroom and the bedroom was
happening. I would get them as gifts. If I take the example of my cousin,
like she’s 5 years old, like I mentioned like 100 times before but my Mami,
she really, she dosen’t think twice before buying her anything. She goes, it
costs, its very expensive, you know, 700 or sometimes like a 1000 too.
Student 2- absolutely
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restricting. Nevertheless, the fact remains that a framework or rationale
is required, albeit more flexible to deal with design challenges. Precedent
based knowledge is one such framework. PBK can be applied to all stages
of design process but early design stage is chosen for the study because of
the following reasons.

Student 1- So every birthday, they get her something new. It actually
happens you know, in a house and she has all sorts of things. Everything
attached to a Barbie doll and pink is her favourite colour because, well, its
all over, so you know o don’t know. I would just like to compare this
with because my parents…

•

Student 3- That can be one bedroom why the child’s desire is increasing.

•

Methodology

Figure 1. Protocol study-Group 1
Student 1- Ya because
Student 2- because fo the parents influence
Student 1- Exactly, right, it can be that, I said that earlier also. So there
has to be this..the parents would have to explain to their children in a
language that they understand and attach rationale to it, I mean logic to
it because, I mean…

Traditionally design pedagogy concentrates on ‘how to design’ rather
than ’what to design’ [4]. The latter can also be viewed as ‘framing of
the problem’ and needs special attention. And the framing typically
happens in the early design stage.
Design-assisting tools play very limited role at early stages [9]. Design
assisting tools such as softwares, guidelines and checklists are more
effective in the later stages. Conversely the onus of formulating the
brief in the early design stage lies with the instructor and student in
the pedagogic context.

The entire module has been observed by the researcher. Observation has
been recorded both through note-taking and video recording. The initial
phase has been chosen for closer scrutiny. This is the phase where the
instructor introduces the problem to the students. The data has been
transcribed into text and visual content for analysis.
The content where there is a mention of ‘previous knowledge’ has been
culled out for further analysis.
Research site
The observation was done of the course PD2, Product Design 2. It was
conducted for students of semester 3, Masters of Design at Industrial
Design Center, IIT Bombay. The class consisted of 12 students and one
anchor faculty. The faculty would bring the expertise of other faculty
members as and when required.
The theme introduced by the faculty to the students was- ‘design of electrical accessories’. The solutions would be geared toward solving problems
of wiring, wiring management and facilitating operation. The stages of
the design process followed in this course is given in table 1 below.
1a is the slice of data chosen for analysis. This is the stage where the
faculty introduces ‘what to design’. The presentation is verbal discussion,
powerpoint slide presentation and showing of actual designed products
in the class.

Figure 2. Protocol study- Group 2

Design Process
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The 1960s is commonly known as the ‘design methods movement’ where
efforts were made to scientise design [6]. This included the pioneer methodologists Christopher Alexander, John Chris Jones, Buckminster Fuller
and Bruce Archer. But the 1970s was reactionary to the earlier decade
when early methodologists withdrew from their earlier allegiance. This
was because they found the logical framework of methodologies was too
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Final Stage

Introduction to Presentation of
theme
brief

Mock up

Prototype/model

Brainstorming

Model making

Solid model (3D
model in solidworks

Theoretical
inputs/case
studies

Fine-tuning

Concept
generation

Gathering info
from field

Why- This was the task of need identification. The instructor had already
identified a need from the users’ point of view and as a gap in the market.
This was discussed in class, and students had to support this with their
own observation of interior spaces and searching literature.
Where- Locations were identified within the residential interior where
these wiring accessories are required. A visual mapping of the
space was done.

Report

Who- Various levels or strata of users was identified
•
Interior designer/architect, who buys the accessories on behalf
of the client
•
Electrician, who services the electrical devices
•
End user

Presentation

Table 2. Design process for product design course.
Project given
Though the whole purpose is find precedents in the way the design task is
revealed to the students, it has been verbalized as the initial intent
of the instructor.
Develop an understanding of wiring accessories in the residential context. This will be done through
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit Of
Observation

Field visits
Talking to users
Documenting existing situations through visual media
Collecting samples of existing products in the
market
Prepare a product brief in order to arrive at a design solution.

In a studio class usually the problem is introduced right the first couple
of sessions. The learning happens through the evolution of the problem
into the solution. The theoretical inputs, field visits, talking to users and
surveying the market happens as part of solving the problem.
Instruction-introduction to the problem
The main keyword that the instructor and the students were working
with was wiring accessories, The instructor had identified this as the
problem area through personal experience and observation. The input
given towards understanding the problem can be broken into the answers
to the questions-What, Why, Where, Who, How.
What- The first task was to populate the space of wiring accessories with
products fitting the category. This was identified as anything that couples
into the electrical wiring of the house forming a system. A list of luminaires, lighting accessories, electrical appliances and wire management
devices was drawn out.
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How-How does one procure the products? How much does it cost? How
does the accessory adapt, control or make the user experience
more enjoyable?

Precedents
Found In Studio
Observation

The precedents are scattered without an order or hierarchy at the time
of delivery. They are clustered through content analysis. The precedents
from session 2 of day1 of the module are listed below.
Music player of this size(shows a notebook to the students), because I
want to give music to people who are on move. He saw the new possibility,
new market, he himself was a jogger…and…he saw that jogging is a boring
activity at the end…okay…so he said…let me give a…music when people
are moving, like travelling in a train…okay…Bombay-Pune,..a..even in
Bombay, many people are going to VT from Kalyan,...and….one, one and
half hour everyday up and down, three hours in train, isn’t it boring?! So,
music when you are on the move.
Apple also introduced their iPod around 2003…okay…that product was far
better designed, but better design is not only the selling feature, it was not
doing really good…okay...after one year about 2000.
In 2004 they introduced iTunes concept, music available for downloading…okay…at very cheap rate…90 cents, You will get a legal copy of music...everybody started downloading, the business.. grows like anything.
People are carrying 200, 500 songs in their iPod, and it’s such a nice, you
must have seen the interaction of that, the interface, fantastic!...okay…so
the consumer…I talking about this..but consumer focus, but only consumer focus iPod was not working, when they understand…understood
that okay consumer wants something more…legal ownership of songs and
iTune is bringing more revenue than the iPod.
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but.. Okay, only five models are there, look at the nokia store, look at the
Samsung, look at lg, look at sony Ericson and what not and what so..How
many models are there in their stores…and it is apple is surviving the
competition…. okay…their strategy is different, we will talk infact I am
going to talk about those also, the philosophy and then strategies which
will help you to learn….whole issue comes should be as a break through
on internet …okay, always break through will give you real great benefit,
because you will become the leader…listen you are going to introduce the
product first and if it becomes a hit in the market you will enjoy that leaders, so like today we call plain paper copy, copier as a xerox , get a xerox,
Xerox is not a word.
Student: Xerox, xerox is a company
Instructor: Xerox is a company, okay now if you if ask for a switch, you
ask for Anchor…okay this becomes like a words, they are the first to introduced something new in the market.
Student: the ipod also, mp3 player when you walk na very less people will
say mp3 player everybody says ipod ipod , ipod , even if it is a….
Instructor: ipod okay ipod, actually mp3 players came before it appeared
in 2000, but the ipod set the standard, so whoever sets the standard
becomes synonamous to that, okay so if you invent something, okay, it is
like a break through, whatever you will be it will be, you will be the leader
in the market7

Discussion

The precedents found were broadly of the following types.
•
Abstract principles- how to design, best practices Designer’s work
•
Evolution(timelines)
•
Form
•
Technology
•
Users/market
•
Existing range of products
•
Market
•
Costing
•
Appropriatenes

Figure 4. Instructor showing earlier project done as precedent
The final design solutions arrived at by the students is presented below.
Assignment brief
Develop an understanding of wiring accessories in the residential context.
This will be done through
•
Field visits
•
Talking to users
•
Documenting existing situations through visual media
•
Collecting samples of existing products in the market
•
Prepare a product brief in order to arrive at a design solution.
Product brief
1. Door bell
2. Main circuit breaker board
3. CFL holder
4. Immersion rod
5. Wire manager(extension boxes)
6. Plugpoints in kitchen

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ceiling fan regulator
Spike guard
Mobile charge
Night lamp
Switch
Switchboard

Final category of products chosen by students. These focused category
was worked in to produce final products
The precedents in the protocol study conducted earlier revealed that the
students framed the problem based on their constructs. The use of precedents is unstructured and adhoc which leads to the disparity in the
two groups
In the second observation study the instructor structures the problem by
embedding precedents through modes of discussion, lecture and demonstration. But even in this case accessing and retrieving the precedents
is not explicit. This is a strong indicator why there is a definite product
focus. The products students finally choose to design is ‘improvement’
70
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or’redesign of existing products’. The ‘what to design’ is achieved through
ambiguous design behavior of relying heavily on precedents but not being
able to access or retrieve them in a conscious and reflexive manner.

Further
Research
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Notes

1.

‘Design as a discipline’ was a series which started with the first issue of the journal ‘Design Studies’ in 1979. The first contribution was made by the design methodologist Bruce Archer in which
he outlined a ‘third area’ of education-design. The other two being science and humanities.

2.

(as in ‘Delage.C and M. Pearce and M.Toy(eds) Educating architects, Academy editions, New
York(1995) pp65-67)

3.

Case method is used effectively in pedagogy of legal studies and medicine.

4.

As in Barnes L.B Christensen, C,R and Hansen A.J. Teaching and the case method Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA(1994)

5.

The term first made an appearance in the postscript-1969 of the third edition (Kuhn, 1996) in
which he explains that ‘several of the key difficulties of my original text cluster about the concept
of ‘paradigm’. He substituted ‘exemplars ’for ‘paradigm’ because he thought that ‘the term has
assumed a life of its own’.

6.

This was first presented at the international workshop on Knowing and learning in Design, Georgia, Atlanta, USA, 1999, and first published as ‘Design

7.

Cognition:Results from Protocol and Other Empirical Studies of Design Activity’ in Design
Knowing and Learning: Cognition in Design Education, edited by C.M. Eastma, W.M McCracken
and W.C Newsletter, Elsvier, Oxford, UK, 2001

8.

72

All the italics in the transcription is Hindi translated into English.
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The paper discusses interaction between colour and design/design
products and connections between colour and final user. Colour could
make average design to look outstanding, and also could excellent
design make to look under average. This impact is sometimes even bigger
then impacts of all others tools and techniques together (shape, form,
dimension, balance, symmetry, scale, accent, focus, etc.). The paper
presents preliminary results of the research regarding colour in design,
with all its psychological and cultural influence. Research is conducted
during 2012 (the first stage) and planned to be finalized during 2013 (the
second stage). It is international research which includes teams from
the tertiary education institutions from Botswana, Serbia, Kenya, India,
Slovenia, Brazil, Singapore and Malaysia. Preliminary results (from the
first three countries) are supporting research hypothesis and they are
presented in this paper, together with research methodology, research
tools, forms, matrix and plan of the final comparison. The Research
intents to describe, proof and present current situation regarding
colour impact in design and to analyze its psychological (personal) and
sociological (group) elements. Planned experiments intent not only to
find contemporary colour impact but also to revisit, redo and renew
previous research in this area but with multi-cultural background
(e.g. Kaya/Epps research at University of Georgia, USA, etc.). The paper
addresses intentions, research hypothesis, basic principles, methodology,
preliminary results for the whole project, final results for the first step of
the first phase of the project and conclusion.
Colour(s); Design; Psychological influence; Culture; Cultural influence.
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Analyzing all tools and techniques which designers have in interior
design, colour has the biggest impact. That impact is sometimes even
bigger then impacts of all others tools and techniques together (shape,
form, dimension, balance, symmetry, scale, accent, focus, etc.). To follow
that fact, and to use it in making better interior and more applicable for
users and visitors, designers developed several colour systems. Theory of
colours is relatively new science (just one or one-and-half century old).
However, colours, their dimensions, combinations, mixtures, influence
of the light, are well known. Last 20-30 years scientists are analysing
psychological impact which different colours could make. Their cultural
influence is known, but still not fully established. This research intends to
be the breakthrough in this discipline and put the Research Team and all
their Institutions on the map with basic/capital researches.

Research Question, The main question is does, and if how strong is cultural influence on the
Hypothesys And
impact which colours made in interior design. Research start with hyExpected Results
pothesis that influence is strong, and colour impact is different in every of

the cultural circles which we are analyzing. When we are going in details,
our hypothesis could be develop to prevail gamma in these areas – sandy/
earthy prevailing colours in Botswana; strong and vibrant prevailing colours in Kenya; white and grey/light blue prevailing colours in Serbia; etc.
Through experiments we will proof if our hypothesis is right or wrong.
If it proof right, that will be great break through and interior designers,
even paint manufacturers would use this results in everyday practice.
Also, it will open new field in research regarding colour vs. cultural background. The results would be empiric and exact, showing psychological
influence of the particular colours with cultural backgrounds, shown in
numbers (percentage, etc.). Before started analyzing cultural influence,
we have to proof impact (if it is, and if, how strong it is) of colours on user/
visitor to the particular interior design. And, as usually, answers on these
main questions will come on the end. Only after finishing analyses of all
collected data, we will be able to list and describe these impact and influences. During work on this project, we have to have in mind that we are
going on less walk road, as this area of research still is not
fully established.

The Main Aims Of
The Research

The Research wants to find, describe, proof and present current situation regarding cultural influence on colour impact in interior design
and to analyze psychological (personal) and sociological (group) impact.
Planned experiments would proof or disproof preliminary research
hypothesis and to redo known experiments, but with multi-cultural
background. To find, proof, describe and present contemporary cultural
influence on colour impact – from psychological to sociological, revisit
and renew previous research in this area (Kaya/Epps research
at University of Georgia, USA, etc.).
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Scientifistic
Disciplines
Involved

This research was planned as multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary
from the beginning. Research team involves several specialists from different areas: Design, Interior Design, Psychology, Sociology, Coloristic,
Architecture, History of interiors, design and architecture, etc. Due to
so many people involved in the research, the main team was divided per
countries, not per disciplines. And in every country-team (sub-team)
there are some different specialists. E.g. research team from Serbia has
the same core members as all others. But it also incorporate very strong
sociology group. Team from India incorporate medical physiologist,
specialist in humans’ physical reactions on different impacts, including
colour impacts. Team from Slovenia has some members who are very
strong in technological mode of thinking. Etc, etc.

Places Where The
Research Would
Be Conducted

Whole project is planned to be executed in several countries with different cultural background regarding colour preferences. Botswana, Serbia
and Kenya are in the first group and work at these places was pilotproject. India and Slovenia will follow, and Brzail, Malaysia and Singapore
will be the third step. List is open if some other country would like to join
and participate. The Team would be divided into sub-teams as per countries. Literature review would be done in each country and results would
be exchanged via internet. The main field work (experiments) would also
be executed in all countries. In all countries experiments would be conducted at local Universities. Final analyses of the findings and preparation
of the conclusion would be done at all countries separately, when comparisons and final conclusions would be finalized at the meeting(s) of the
all participants/representatives.

Informants
Involved

Project
Methodology
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To maintain the similar target group, all sub-teams would work with volunteers/informants students. Students have to be approx. equal male and
female, age between 20 to 30 years, and from technical or design schools.
This will make similar experimenting group and lead to minimum influence of the other elements in final results. Comparing these results, the
research team could be able to concentrate to cultural component in
differences within matrix.
For this research we are planning to use Mixed method (combined
Qualitative and Quantitative methods, both emerging and predetermined
approaches, both open and closed-ended questions, and both quantitative and qualitative data and analysis). Research Sub-teams would
collect both quantitative and qualitative data and use them for the best
understanding of the research problem. The data collection would involve
gathering both numeric information, as well as text information, so the
final database will represent both qualitative and quantitative information. Number of the same type of emotional impact will go parallel with
analyzing particular type/colour, together with recording all details.
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Organization

Project is planned to be executed in few countries and all sub-teams
would follow the same procedure. Research would start with literature
review and contacts with established researchers in this area. Research
team is planning to use previous results from similar research as reference points, and to compare our results with previous ones. After being
fully aware of potential problems, questions and answers, and well
prepared, data collecting would start. Experiments would be split in
two stages. Firstly, have to be establish (for each country/cultural circle
separately) does cultural background have influence on the psychological impact which colours make on the humans (user/visitors in interior
design). This is the most critical point of the whole project, as at this point
research hypothesis has to be proved or disapproved. If this influence and
impact are found strong enough to be measured and analyzed, we would
go forward. Dissemination of these results would be done on this stage. In
the second stage emotional stress to body physiology (under influence of
the different colours) would be measured. Here, emotional impact made
by different colours will be analyzed, not only by measuring the force of
the impact, but also its quality and kind. The last stage would be computing results of the physiological impact, comparing them from the different
sub-teams and finding conclusions. Then dissemination process for physiological impact would start.

Conducting
Research

Psychological experiment would be executed as interview with support of
a questionnaire. Informants (students-volunteers) would answer questions regarding emotions awaked by different colours and colours combination. The colours samples and questions would be exactly the same for
each sub-team, so results could be easily compared. Physiological experiments would be organized when the first step (Psychological interviews)
is finished and results presented and scientifically approved.

Training

We believe that this project could be experience for members of the team,
especially for young researchers (postgraduate students), as we are walking through still not so well known soil. This kind of project is not so often
under execution and it could be good training. Core part of the Team is
made of experienced researchers, but they are mixed with young local
staff/students. One of the most important benefits of this work would be
dissemination of the research skills and training in practical research. All
young members of the Team would pass through basic research training
before commencement on site. They have to be well prepared for the field
work, as for literature review or analyzing collected data. We would like,
and we will try to together with the end of the project, several young people would become ready to continue this work in other researches, similar
projects or in some other area.

Dissemination

During preparation period, several international organizations and
conferences indicated their preliminary interest for the research findings (DDR, Cape Town, RSA; AIC, Washington, USA; NIDEC, Nairobi,
Kenya, etc.). Already here are requests for workshops with presentation
of the research results at University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana,
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and University of Nairobi, Kenya (already indicated interest). Also, there
would be different workshops with industry and their clients (talks done
with Plascon, Botswana; Barloworld/FreeWorls, South Africa and CrownBerger, Kenya).
Industries are planned to participate in the research from the beginning.
Findings of the research would be incorporated in real life products. Paint
manufacturers companies strongly oriented to interior and exterior paint
manufacturing are involved in the research. They are interested to apply
research results in their colour palettes and schemes.
The Research team is planning to present results to several international
conferences, but also to organize special conference within this topic. It
would be organized as two part symposia - the first leg would be conducted in Zrenjanin, Serbia, and second at Gaborone, Botswana. Research
results and findings will be published in international journals (e.g. AIC
and/or Interior-Bergen), and prepared and published as separate publication (book) about research, preliminary hypothesis, experiments, results
and conclusions.

Research Tools
And Procedures

The main sources of data collecting are interviews with volunteers/informants. To collect good and useful data, the informants have to be from
the similar group. But, even more important is that research tools have to
be similar for every country. All research tools we divided into two groups
– for the preliminary interview and for the final interview.

Figure 1. Interview space

Figure 2. Interview tools

During the preliminary research, we collect data regarding general
prevailing colours for each country/cultural circle. In this group are 30 cm
rulers, brushes, crayons and folders, all of them in six basic colours.

Figure 3.
Preliminary interview tools

Figure 4. Waiting area for
the informants

For the main part of the interviews, research team was using cartons with
6 basic colours (3 primary and 3 secondary), 6 light tinted basic colours,
3 gray scale colours (white, gray and black), and 5 colour combinations.
The most critical element of this part is that all research teams will have
very the same colours (“My blue has to be everybody’s blue”).
During interview, informant has to be open and frankly to give acceptable
answers. So, interviewer has to prepare him/her to feel relax.
And sometime, this is the best part of our research.

Figure 5.
Colour cartons

Figure 6. Colour cartons –
Colours combinations

During the main part of the interview, interviewer is showing cartons
with different colours to the informant who is giving information how he/
she adapt this colour, and what emotions are present.

During preliminary interview, informant has just to choose colour as per
their own priority, from each of the tools. This results latter could be used
only as a rough estimation.
It is important to highlight that waiting area is also full of colours.
It psychologically prepare informant for the discussion regarding colours.
The main part of the interview is comparing associates, emotions and
intensity of the colours, as per informant’s feelings and understanding.
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Figure 7. Interview –
interviewer, informant
and secretary who record
every answer from
the informant
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It was agreed that every team could develop this two forms, and
additional data to use for some other research. However basic
information has to be uniform and used for this particular research.
Volunteer’s Name :.....................................................
Volunteer’s Cod/No :.................................................
Volunteer’s Gender :.................................................
Chosen Colour -Brush : .............................................
Chosen Colour -Ruler :..............................................
Chosen Colour -Pen :.................................................
Chosen Colour - Folder : ...........................................

Figure 10. The part of the Research Team in Serbia

Figure 8. Form No. 1. General information
Volunteer’s No :..........................................................
Volunteer’s Cod :........................................................
Card (Colour ) No........................................................
EMOTIONS
The Frist Emotion :....................................................
Other Emotions:.........................................................
.....................................................................................
Intensity Of the First Emotion (0-3).........................
ASSOCIATION
The First Association :...............................................
Other Associations:....................................................
.....................................................................................
POSITIVITY
Positivity (+/0/-)........................................................
Intensity of the Positivity(-3-+3)..............................

Figure 9. Form No. 2. Particular information for each colour or
colour combination

Figure 11. One of the
several adverts at UB

Preliminary
Results

Figure 12. One of the several adverts at UB

Preliminary results are finalized for the first group of the countries – Botswana, Serbia and Kenya. Results are similar to expected, but sill within
the research hypotheses. Preliminary results are showing similarities, but
still vary, in all three countries. The most prevailing colours are red and
blue. But percentage, balance of other colours and even the most prevailing colour vary.

Before starting research, members of the team have to meet and prepare
themselves for the research
Also, students have to be informed and animated regarding research, so
they have to know what research about, how it would be conducted is,
where interviews were be, etc.

80
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Brush

Pencil

Folder

Total

Red		

9		

11		

8

28 17,3 %

Orange		

3		

11		

7

21 13,0 %

Yellow		

7		

5		

1

13

Green		

7		

9		

9

25 15,4 %

Blue		

23		

11		

20

54 33,3 %

Violet		

5		

7		

9

21 13,0 %

Total		 54		 54		 54

Conclusion

Looking only the preliminary result, we could conclude that research
hypothesis is proved. Differences between countries exist, and it shows
different cultural circles.

8,0 %

162 (54x3)

The paper is introducing the research, presenting its methodology, tools,
procedures and preliminary results. The final research will be prepared
and comparison matrix done, when all country teams finalize with
data collecting.

Research continues and we expect full and final research before the end
of the 2013 year.
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Chair Brush Pencil Ruler Folder Total
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red		 21

30

22

19

28

23.72%

orange		 9

4

10

2

5

5.93%

yellow		 10

14

7

9

12

10.28%

green		 15

17

15

23

16

17%

blue		 25

29

28

26

25

26.28%

violet		 10

10

22

25

18

16.8%

Total		

104

104

104

104

506
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CULTURAL
HERITAGE
AND ITS
INCLUSION
IN DESIGN
Design and designers can enhance their thought process
by discovery and reflection on the nuances in their rich
cultural heritages. The session focuses on understanding
inherent codes and values in traditional knowledge, how
to create cohesion and coherence from our vast design
heritage while preserving the individuality. It will also
present experiences from diverse design domains on
how this knowledge can be utilized in design teaching.

Dimple Bahl

Assistant professor- Design
National Institute of Fashion Technology,
New Delhi
bahl.dimple@gmail.com

Untangling The Gridlock
Abstract

This research paper seeks to bridge the gap that design education suffers
from, that of not having a comprehensive compendium to refer to with
regard to our own textual and cultural graphic design heritage. The aim
of this inquiry is to try, using specific examples, to create cohesion and
coherence in our vast design heritage so as to bring out a graphic design
vocabulary that celebrates our individuality while adhering to the tenets
of global pedagogy.
Grids are of particular importance to the study of graphic design because
amongst the various elements that govern the aesthetics of the graphic
layout, the grid is possibly the most important. Its intricate use has for
long been the hallmark of our textual and cultural heritage.
Once explored and understood, this research shall hopefully address the
gaps in the curriculum of design education, where universal frameworks
are mechanically applied to diverse creative environments.

Keywords

Graphic Design, Grids, Indian Culture, Design Education Education
For a country steeped in 3000 years and more of tradition, it is perhaps
difficult to bear the weight of its entire heritage. And sometimes, shedding this weight means letting go of what was, till a long time, a way of
life. Design and the way it is taught in the current scenario might well be
considered one of the sacrifices made to clear the path for the march
of technology. (2)

Introduction

86

The bedrocks of our literature, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata,
have been described as mythologies in the English language, though
the word used in our native Sanskrit is itihaas, or history, in as much as
being a point of reference, theologically and socially, for the present to
weave their lives around. The concern is not the pin-pointing of specific
events. Rather it has more to do with them being frames of reference
for generations, as a guiding light to their social interaction, the quality
of their relationships, and the direction of thought. (8) The distinction
between art and craft was nonexistent at best and blurred at worst. The
holistic approach to art and craft was described with the nuances of Kala,
the umbrella under which art, sculpture and literature, among others,
flourished. Thus, art and craft were companions that went hand in hand
through our history, being taught together, being practiced together. Artisans and craftsmen weren’t just celebrated personalities – though there
were those in abundance at the courts of the kings and courtiers. The
housewives decorating their houses with madhubani paintings in Bihar,
or grandmothers embroidering kanthas to recycle new from the old were
as much a part of our cultural heritage. One did not necessarily have to
know the nuances of the fine arts; one practiced them as a way of life.
The advent of occidental thought, with its own very recent history of the
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renaissance, the industrial revolution and corresponding advances in
technology (that was influencing all spheres of industry and the arts as
well) began to affect the holistic approach to creativity that was the norm
in India. The separation of charukala and karukala (a clearer definition
of fine arts & applied arts than the one our culture has ever envisioned)
was a dichotomy that was perhaps a precursor to the sharper divides in
the holistic thinking that were to come. (34) Also on the wane was the
individual attention that the guru shishyaparampara, the teacher and
the disciple tradition, bestowed on those interested and motivated to
learn the craft. The predominantly western concept of mass education
has been adopted as a norm. (3) This has also perhaps sacrificed the attention to detail that had set the Indian idiom of art apart from the rest.
The ethos of the Indian design thought that to a large extent derives from
the philosophical thought embodied in the rituals and traditions of our
culture is the interconnectedness of things. The flow of thought, action
and design is a seamless process, with one complementing the other to
make a cogent, coherent whole. (30) This seamlessness seems to have
been ruptured with the more rigid definitions that modern thought has
necessitated on design education.
More importantly, these definitions are not native to Indian thought, and
are acquired knowledge. This would perhaps mean that its assimilation
into natural thought processes and design thinking would perhaps be
that much more difficult. Moreover, the dependence on referencing as a
means of definition in this western pattern of education is itself currently
being questioned by its practitioners. (12)
With the global village scenario prompting a more inward looking approach to education, to more effectively harness the nuances of one’s own
culture and make it into a unique design language (29), it is perhaps the
right time to look back, catalogue and attempt to incorporate the uniqueness of our design history into modern design education, thus tapping
into a source of the Indian aesthetic language, replete with the depth of
philosophical thought and the strong accent on the interconnectedness
of all things, the holistic approach to creation of a unique design identity.
Graphic design and its currency in the contemporary scenario is perhaps
a fitting yardstick to measure the way in which this thought can be translated into action.
The fact remains that the knowledge students of graphic design now have
of the rich design heritage that exists in the country is subservient to the
universal nature of the curriculum. This has in all probability been due to
the lack of detailed and focused research and study on the subject of this
heritage and its relevance in the current graphic design context. (29) The
course material – be it research publications, course curriculum or other
education tools – is mostly culled from work by international authorities
on the subject.
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There is therefore a need to go deeper into the vast reservoir of our heritage to find grids that can be transported to the present context, which
will hopefully be the first step in incorporating the inherent nature of
our grid system to the earlier mentioned curriculum. One can probably
assume that the inherence of our own tradition will make it easier for a
student to relate it better to the modern curriculum. This will, in turn,
lead to a more indigenous design statement that will be both contemporary and individualistic in its communication.

Grid- The Building
Block Of Graphic
Design

The march of technology further refined this nomenclature, giving variety
and practicality to the framework. Somewhere along the way, the flexibility and creativity of the ancient grids and their implementation seemed
to have fallen by the wayside. More importantly, its role as a tool for
enhancement of design took centre stage, leaving the depth of its meaning behind. A grid now seemed more of a rigid structure, and less of a free
flowing design tool rooted in our culture.
Thus, a possible amalgamation of the user friendliness of technology and
the creative thinking of ancient Indian culture would perhaps lead to a
whole new perspective of thinking about, using, and understanding the
grid, along the way enunciating a uniquely Indian design language.

88

Grids in visual design are often described as a system of geometric patterns, which guide the designers create a visual with a better layout. They
can be defined as a compositional design matrix for controlling the placement of typography and imagery. (35) Western design, though, largely
ignores the symbolic aspect of the grid, nor does is lay as much stress on
symbolism as more Indian interpretations do.
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Point

Intersection

Axial Line

“The grid system is an aid, not a guarantee. It permits a number of possible uses and each designer can look for a solution appropriate to his
personal style. But one must learn how to use the grid; it is an art that
requires practice.” - Josef Müller-Brockmann
The grid is the basic ingredient of most visual designs. From drafting
a letter to creating an edifice, a grid provides cohesion, coherence, and
structure to design. Indian culture has, since ancient times, understood
this all-encompassing feature of the grid, has recognized it and exploited
it. Be it our rituals, with the yagna providing the foundation for the
merging of the individual with the larger entity of nature, or the prayers
themselves, with the navgraha grid depicting the nine planets and their
corresponding influence on our lives, Indian culture is rich in examples of
creative and flexible use of the grid. (30)The Mandala and the chakravyuh
mentioned in the Mahabharata are but a couple of examples of the range
in which the grid was employed. Indian history has many more such
examples.With the advent of technology, and the global village encouraging the free exchange of ideas, evolution in the grid was but natural. With
the examples of Gutenberg and his printing press onwards, the grid was
now a structured, labeled entity, one that would provide the framework
for design, albeit with a name for every nuance.

Definition and
elements of the
grid-the western
context

The individual elements of a grid are:
•
The point
•
The axial line
•
Mode of intersection

COORD

THE GRID

MODU

Figure 1: Elements of Grid
A structural typology of the grid reveals four basic grid sub-forms:
1. Coordinate based
2. Intersection based
3. Module based
Point
4. Line based

Intersection

Axial Line

THE GRID

COORDINATE BASED

MODULE BASED

INTERSECTION BASED

LINE BASED

Historically, these sub-forms are found to function in pairs & consist of
two major forms:

Figure 3: Point based
Coordinate & intersection based
sub-forms

Figure 4: Field based
Module and line based sub-forms
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Indian Design
Philosophy –
An Overview

Indian design through the ages, with all its attendant nuances and
symbolic representations, has displayed an abiding sense of UNIVERSAL
APPROPRIATENESS, which comes closest to describing the very Indian
concept of AUCHITYA. Each object, image, system or microenvironment seems to have been created to perform a specific human function,
whether physical or psychological, literal or symbolic. (19)

Religion and
rituals

Indian religion & its rituals is a repository of grids. A good example is the
use of the Swastika (Figure 5-8) as an auspicious symbol that is also the
basis of good domestic architecture. (23) Another example is the janampatri, the Hindu birth chart that traces the positioning of the planets and
their corresponding influence on the life of the particular person.

And this seems to be the most potent reason for their conspicuous absence from the European concepts such as Art for Arts sake or decoration
versus usefulness. The three major concepts of Indian design are:
Universal appropriateness or auchitya
The concept of synthesis, In Indian tradition there was an overwhelming
consciousness of the interconnectedness of all things and the universe
was always seen as an organic whole with systems of mutual interdependence and interrelationships, each given a cosmic significance. (33)

Figure 5: Grid in Janampatri

Figure 6: Swastika Seals of the Indus
Valley Civilization

Figure 7: Swastika symbol on a
temple wall

Figure 8: Swastika used as an
auspicious symbol

Figure 9: Different kinds of
YagnaKund

The 5 : 4 ratio
Figure 10:Dholavira

The unified concept of kala
In India’s past the two concepts of art & craft had been more closely
linked than they are generally thought to have been. Its only with Europian influence that Kala was segregated into CHARUKALA-fine arts
&KARUKALA- applied arts.
The interconnectedness of all things
Indian design thought lays stress on the seamlessness of thought, where
everything merges without break into the next logical concept, and there
is a thread that binds and interconnects all concepts into a
cohesive whole.
The purpose is not to dwell on the entity of the religious & spiritual
background but to examine those aspects of speculative thoughts, which
determine the artistic vision & expression. (30)

Grids in Indian
design history – A
brief classification
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Grids have had a primordial role to play in our lives since millennia. Be it
the janampatri that captures the planets and their movements in a grid to
rule the happenings in our lives, to the Swastika that signals the auspicious in the activities we undertake, the symmetry of the grid has been
given pride of place, even reverence. Another example of the importance
of the grid in our lives and its use in the betterment of the quality of life
is the 5:4 ratio. (26) First seen in the ancient cities and then manifesting
themselves a thousand years later in important religious rituals, the ratio
is perhaps a strong underlining of the importance of the grid in our history. Further elaboration can perhaps be better explained with the help of
visual representations as follows:
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Our own imperial proportion also comes into play with the manifestation
of the 5:4 ratio in most important quotidian as well as spiritual activities.
This ratio dictates the length to be a quarter longer than the breadth.
First witnessed in the town planning in the Harappan cities in the third
millennium BC, and finding concrete expression in the excavations in
the Gujarat city of Dholavira, the golden proportion re-emerges almost
a thousand years late in the ShatapathaBrahmana and Shulbha Sutra,
where the ratio of 5:4 is used in the precise instructions to create firealtars for vedic ceremonies. (26)
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Symbolism

To understand the importance of the grid in Indian symbology, one needs
only to look at the Mandala. (Figure 11) Used both as a tool for meditation
and as a reference grid for Hindu temple architecture, (1) it is a fine example of flexibility of use within a set framework where the VastuPurush’s
supine form dictates the layout of the temple.

Figure 14: Diagrams of the Universe

Discussion
Figure 11: The Mandala in the
Sri Yantra

Architecture

Figure 12: Vastu-purusha mandala

The temples at Konark in Orissa (Figure 13) and Madurai in the south of
India are fine examples of working with a grid to create the superstructure, and then embellishing them with design elements, all the while
keeping the sanctity of the grid intact. (21,22,23,24)

With the wealth of knowledge contained in our scriptures, and the
change in technology, the mix of the old and the new with its mélange of
flexibility and ease of use, the grid can become a free flowing design tool.
It can enhance the meaning of the information contained in it and the
scope of this enhancement is probably only restricted by the imagination,
the understanding of ancient tenets of design, and of the mind using it.
However, the vastness of the material at hand can work as a deterrent
to cohesive conclusions. And there is, perhaps, a need to home in on a
specific set of raw material to come up with a focused yet comprehensive
solution to the conundrum

Figure 13: Plan of
KonarkaTemple

Conclusion
Indian
Scriptures

To understand the nuances of the grid, perusal of the Indian scriptures
becomes imperative. This will provide understanding of the meaning and
the scope of use of grids in ancient times, as also their relevance.
The intricate use of grids in Jain scriptures has for long been the hallmark of their textual heritage. In them one can find detailed examples
of vertical divisions, radial grids, as also human forms to make grids to
create hierarchies of information. (Figure 14) This is most clearly seen in
the construction of the mandala, one of the best-known depictions in Jain
Symbology. It is also clearly visible in scriptures with their provenancein
Gujarat and Rajasthan, thus making them ideal objects for deeper experiments with grids and their importance in the current context
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The grids used in the current design scenario are useful, practical and
popular, but they seem to lack a unique language that will make them
stand apart, and create truly indigenous design. The possible solution of
this problem is in our ancient Indian scriptures, where from the janampatri at birth to the movement of stars supposedly governing our lives,
everything was documented in the framework of a grid, without compromising on the flexibility of design.

Indian visual culture has a history of many thousand years, and though
the accent on a holistic, interconnected view to design makes the language a seemingly united one, the nuances and their study thereof
become an intricate affair.
Indian history is replete with examples of the pride of place the grid takes
in the scheme of not only spiritual but also the daily scheme of things. It
is also abundantly clear that the wealth of knowledge contained in these
texts is being squandered by disuse. What is probably needed most is
cohesive, coherent and in depth research into how the ancient grid can
be amalgamated into the modern structure of design. This assimilation
should ideally benefit from the innovations of technology without sacrificing the strong foundation that our own history has laid for our design
language. Only then will there probably be a vocabulary that will appeal
globally, and be garnished by the flavours of individuality.
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‘Traditionally trained Design
Artisans will play a major role to
change the Designing Education
Scenario in India.’
Abstract

Design and Designing word and its uses are two common in human life
from childhood to old age period. When we see all around i. e. inside
of the house or outside of the house, besides things made by nature we
applied so many things for our uses in daily life. These different types
of articles come in a form or shape of the utilities items, which basically
made by human for its uses. So many times when we search for finding of
the person who basically made all theses usable items, we find out these
peoples are from us and also they have not any official qualification or
basic education of design. But they did well and its design acceptable by
the society for mass uses. For example we saw our home utilities items
especially in relation with Mom’s kitchen and we find out all types of
shapes with expansions of basic shapes – circle, triangle and square are
available and we regularly use it. When we ask to Mom, where you find
out these items, mom said it was purchased from the near market place
of your home. When we search the shops near home and asked the shop
owner, where the designers of these are items, he smile and tell about the
story behind these articles. After that the result comes out in a form of
purely untrained artist of the society, which officially called the artisans.
Through this research paper I am focusing on the impact of artisans work
in designers work and its correlation with designing education system of
India. My focus will also try to find out the restructuring of Indian Design
Education and connect with its root especially coordination with the
lower level of society.

Keywords

Design; Artist; Artisans; Education; Tradition; Designer; Skill;

General Terms

Human Creations, Design

Introduction

“Man’s energies running on two parallel lines of utility and self-expression tend to meet and mingle .... The building of man’s true world? the
living world of truth and beauty? is the function of art.
– Gurudev Rabindra Nath Tagore
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Artisans means the man who is artist, who in reality, a self educated
artist. The man who influence from his family and society. The man who
try to play with things which surrounded him. His mind is always doing
useful efforts, and then he has no scarcity of newness. Actually, an art artisan affects to society with his inventions, experiments, maintenance
and productivity, if we see or use that all things except nature, those
are really man made and useful for human being. It may be all things
i.e. - sculptures of God, from home to temples, daily useful things from
kitchen to all corners of house, from eatable to wearable things, means
we see the exhibition of manmade and useful for human being things,
which influences deeply on our heart & mind and our daily life.

Background

In the newest era of modernity and technology, we are even the best
editor of traditions. It we fly in sky, and then we surrender in front of a
sculpture of stone in a form of GOD.
Artisans are interested in how things work. As children, they often take
things apart to see what is inside -- “What makes it tick?” -- then they put
it back together again. They are good at this and have high “mechanical
aptitudes.” But Artisans are so multi-faceted that they can’t be boxed
into a single field of expertise. They can be excellent artists, inventors,
musicians, actors, writers, surgeons, architects, interior decorators,
landscapers, or essentially any occupation that generates something new,
different, and unique. They also excel at occupations that involve fixing
or manipulating things that already exist, such as draftsmen, machinists,
assemblers, mechanics, home-builders, construction workers, painters, auto-makers, manufacturers, repairmen, technicians, electricians,
plumbers, carpenters, cabinetmakers, and so on.
In prehistoric times, Artisans were involved in such ancient arts as
pottery-molding, basket weaving, weapons- and tool-making, cave painting, and hut-building. In historical times, an Artisan has typically made
his livelihood in such occupations as blacksmith, craftsman, and tradesman — a member of a guild who passed his skills on to apprentices. There
were numerous other cottage industries, and there was always use for a
scribe when not everyone was literate. Whenever and wherever there is
something that needs to be made, there is an Artisan — ready, willing,
and able to make it. And whatever occupation an Artisan finds himself in,
he will always apply a high degree of skill and expertise to it. Artisans are
technicians in whatever they do.
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Even if the Artisan does not have an engineering or technical job, he is
likely to express his creative inclination in his hobby. People who have a
workshop in their home are most likely to be Artisans. They read magazines of applied science like Mechanics Illustrated or Popular Science.
These are the handymen of the world who know how to fix everything
around the house from a leaky faucet to an electrical switch. They like
to work on the car too. Artisans love tools, and are likely to have a lot of
them around. My father, an Artisan, can hardly resist a sale on tools, even
if he doesn’t need them. Artisans are good with their hands in using these
tools. In fact, metaphorically speaking, Artisans are the hands of the body
of mankind. They like to manipulate whatever is within hand’s reach.
Artisans are very concerned with how one thing relates to another
thing. They see the physical world as parts, working together. Indeed,
they tend to view the entire universe as a giant machine. Physicists, as a
general rule, are Artisans, seeking to understand how the machinery of
the universe works. They analyze matter — take it apart piece by piece,
molecule by molecule, atom by atom, subatomic particle by subatomic
particle. They want to see how it all fits together, and how the parts relate
to each other. In the highest manifestation of their nature, the Positive
Pole of Creation, Artisans are inventors and artists. According to Michael,
virtually all the engineering discoveries and artistic masterpieces down
through history have been the work of Artisans. A list of some of these
famous Artisans will demonstrate this. Botticelli, Paul Gaugin, Vincent
Van Gogh, Jean Ingres, and Michelangelo were artist Artisans. Thomas
Edison and Buckminster Fuller were inventor Artisans. Albert Einstein
and Isaac Newton were physicist Artisans. B.F. Skinner also happens to be
an Artisan, but he applied his technical skill to human engineering.
He invented the theory of psychology called Behaviorism, which proposes
a mechanistic model of human consciousness and function.
In this race of modernity every mass of society from lower to higher,
co-operating according to its strength with influencing this technology.
Specially if we evaluate in India society that traditions is the most strong
chain of our society, that has given a special social identification to India
in universal scenario. India is only one very dense country, who has it different cultural traditions. The changing of language, changing of nature,
changing of dress and food etc. at every 100 km. in this country differentiates it from all world. Traditions are totally mixed in our daily life here Dance and music is based on decades old Guru-Shishya (Teacher-Student)
tradition. Craft and sculpture are the progeny of generation to generation.
From Mohanzodaro to present Indian culture we see examples of strange
new experiments from artisans near us.
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India’s oral culture and its intense religious mysticism might give one
the idea that there is an absence of rational thinking and scientific
systems, but this is far from the truth. Historically, it is evident from
the Mohenjadaro-Harappa excavations that, as early as 2500 BC, there
was highly developed architecture, town planning, and technology
in many places. India’s traditional knowledge was highly organized
and meticulously articulated. Even in the arts, there were extremely
detailed canons and highly sophisticated structured treatises. Ancient
India had Shilpa Shastra for sculpture, Natya Shastra for dance, Sangeetha Ratnakara for music, Vishnu Dharmottara for art, and Vaastu
Shastra for architecture. Since Indian culture did not distinguish
between applied art and fine art, there was no separate treatise on
design. The Shastras are studied even today by the classical practitioners. This practice remains parallel to what is being taught at the new
art schools, and modern design schools have not been able to integrate
these classical treatises into their curriculums.?
Systems of Education in India: Gurukul and Craft Training to start,
the complexity of Indian design education and design practice must be
clearly and appropriately recognized. This complexity is not just unity
in diversity, but also the simultaneous telescopic existence of the past
traditions with the contemporary: the bullock cart beside the spacecraft, the burkha1 beside Miss Universe, and illiteracy beside software
supremacy. In the field of education, such a complexity requires design
education of a different kind as well as of a different degree. India’s
ancient system, called the Gurukul2 system, still is used with some
changes in the learning of traditional performing arts such as classical music and dance. The pupils go to the guru, a practicing performer,
who teaches all subjects from the very beginning over a period of five
to seven years. The change is that the pupils learn the dance/music in
addition to the basic education in a modern school, while in the past
the gurukul provided comprehensive education. Another continuing
learning tradition is in crafts, caste / community-based, on-the-job
training. Through apprenticeship, the skills and knowledge are passed
from generation to generation, almost always orally without any
written texts. While these two systems continue in the specific areas
of learning, the most pervasive education system in all other fields,
from primary schooling to college graduation, is the education system
ascribed to Lord Macaulay introduced by the British during their colonial rule over India. Although this was an exploitative system meant to
create a middle-level administrative staff to serve the needs of its British rulers, India has not been able to replace this system with a better
alternative in more than half a century of independence.
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Present modern education system is based on different new changes on
revolutionary pattern and a huge mass of society accept it. Today there is
an educational revolution from that these is an important effect of new
thinking on the necessities of people education level becomes greater and
there is a great thinking an use of technology. In past decades there is a
vast changes and new experimented level of education played a creative
role in society.
Modern India society intends his tendency in experimental studies with
their thinking and modernity besides of any one subject. It is totally supported by government system. A new of professional courses is flowing,
which enhances that every mass of society focus on it. Specially if we give
an effect of light on Art education, then we get that within 50 yrs. in India
traditional and modern art are equally encouraged, from that reason
the interest of youth specially focus on this creative aspect. The artisans
group is also not unknown with these circumstances. That is also with
the help of modernity and technology.
In the view of these artisan role for the economic changes of our society,
they always help the economy, but economy not helped to these artisans
besides the survival stages of his life. Education sector can play a major
role in this scenario. When these artisans inbuilt with our education
system, than system should be work according the need of infrastructure and also the need of curriculum. We also know seriously in future,
we should introduce these types of courses in a perspective of the wider
transformation of multicultural tradition. When an artisan show his/ her
caliber to the young generation, which acceptance power is more appropriate besides any other age group of the human. A correlation between
the art education or education system is very much needed. As per my
experience and perception towards the multicultural transformation
of tradition I very much believe on to connect these types of system in
our roots of the educational system through Schools especially in lower
classes through. I know somehow toddy’s modern school education provides craft education to children, but these processes really a burden of
teachers. We must need craftsman or artisan to teach or trained
these children.
For higher education we completely rethink the overall process in the
every sector of education field. Because these artisans when connected to
the each and every part of the society, it’ll surely create a magical changes
and more experimental knowledge initiative. Just think about, when
these artisans connected with literature, history, art, economics, science,
engineering and medical etc. peoples or students then a another type of
educational creations came in the mind of students, and that will be the
our main focus
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“I want cultures of all lands flown about my house as freely as possible,
but I refuse to be blown off my feet by any.” - Mahatma Gandhi
In Bahuhas – Germany, Shantiniketan and IND – National Institutes of
Design – India these types of experimentation run. The Bauhaus and Santiniketan were much alike in trying to synthesize the work of artists and
craftsmen. Their difference lay in their application. While the Bauhaus
evolved and taught a machine aesthetic oriented to mass production,
Santiniketan considered the language of the hand more important in the
Indian context, and oriented its teaching towards craft production. In
India, craft is not a thing of the past, but a thing of the present as well as
of the future. With nearly twenty-three million craftspersons still practicing, craft is as contemporary as mass production, showing a great promise in the globalized world of the future. For the student, craft is an education that makes men and women grow in wholeness by being brought in
touch with materials. The discerning art critic Herbert Read called this
“education through things,” while India’s “great soul” (Mahatma) Gandhi
advocated this as the pedagogical principle of “learning by doing.”
But if we specially see in aspect of tradition, it seems that there is an
unknown gaping between our art education system and artisan, which
influences our modern generation. There is a need of new modern thinking is present art educative atmosphere from which we can give a new
universal identity to art education by making a combination of tradition
and modernity. Generally artisans have a distance with modern education system due to the nature of their own work, but their creativity show
the every aspect of human helping with new experiments. If we try to give
space to these artisans gurus (teachers) in our education system, then we
can make much strong and beautiful to our society. For this we have to
do some courageous efforts, there is the beginning of this type of experiment, but there is a need of strong decision and thinking for forecoming
of it with special type and speed, as like as - the artisans which work on
craft of bamboos, artisans of engineering etc, there in a need to giving
special & attention on these subject by attaching then with regular educational programmes.
An art artisan always has practical thinking, if he is traditional or modern. Actually these are a tendency of a child in their heart. If you give
anything in their hand, they play with its, and there is the beginning of
human useful experiments. As example - If they get wood, they make a
special series of beautiful furniture etc. works. These are strong art instincts in the heart of these artisans, who inspires them intellectually.
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“Our school facilities must be repaired, and our teachers need to be
trained and treated as artisans of a noble profession” - Janet Napolitano
There should be some vision for the experiments in modern art educational atmosphere, from which we can believe deeply on the structure of a
well - cultured society. Giving special care on these artists, if we given
special care on their works and devotion from our educational programmes and attract to modern youth, then we can made a foundation
of revolutionary art thinking. For this these is a need of equal system of
art education, because India is a diverstic inter subjective country, where
these artisans transformed an air of cultural changes, there is the most
probability of success of this type of new and courageous experiments.
In equal art - education system there should not be only the thoughts of
famous artists, but specially all art artisans also get the same honor who
are it the lowest level of society as well as the other artists. But we have
made an atmosphere surrounding us that we put them only during our
conferences or in seminars, Why? If we are facing these experiments in
our daily life, then we should be messenger for experimental educational
works. Art-artisans are always in all fields. As we know that kinds of
engineering inventions are really possible because of art - artisans. Some
artists are art - artisans, some are inventory artists and some are physical
artists. Really, the artists of all fields are art - artisans actually our thinking and their reputation include them in the category of artist from a
mechanic and this reputation makes a question mark between mechanic
and art - artisan, which make an wall in the society. We can start a new
tradition with the new changes in our educational system. There is the
necessity of two types of experiments first we have to emerge these art
- artisans with their quality in our educational society and that experiments should be used as inspiring source. We should save them from
the confusion to cross the thin line between inspiration and reputation
inspite of that in effects seriously on their works from fame and it will be
the reason for failure of any experiments.
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Secondly, we have to prepare a generation of messengers of their works,
which emerge from their own families. As like to Guru-Sisya tradition, we
should involve their family members in at artistic education atmosphere.
An art - artisan always sees all worlds as a model and makes changes
according to necessity. We, who are the orgainser, also need to see this
experiment as a model, according to which we can make messages by
making revolutionary changes in artistic educational system
according to our need.
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promote our trade, our education, our culture and our greater awareness
of the world.”2
Above is an extract taken from the First Things First manifesto, written
on 29 November 1963 and published in 1964 by Ken Garland. It rallied
against the consumerist culture that was purely concerned with buying
and selling things and tried to highlight a humanist dimension to graphic
design. It was later updated and republished with a new group of signatories as the First Things First 2000 manifesto. Today, after 48 years these
ideas are still relevant. With this inspiration in my mind, and the desire
to use my communication design skills at grassroots I left Mumbai to go
and work at Banni grasslands, Kachchh, Gujarat.
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Non-Verbal Communication
Codes Of Banni Grasslands,
Kachchh, Gujarat
Abstract

Keywords

This paper draws attention to visual codes in our surroundings and how
they operate in the context of non-verbal communication. The author
is interested in codes and how one make¬¬s meaning out of them. This
paper particularly focuses on visual codes from Banni Grasslands,
Kachchh, Gujarat. Visual codes of Banni grasslands include- marks
on livestock (animals such as cows, buffaloes, sheep and goat) for the
purpose of identification, decoration, and health (pointers of good and
bad health as well as traditional treatments for diseases); trade codes
that include marks associated with dairy business, buying and selling of
animals and codes of personal identities based on class/ caste/ religion.
This paper describes how these codes have evolved over the years, and
how economy, geography and technology continue to shape them. It
also investigates how new codes get created, how their meanings get
transferred from one generation to the next as well as how they help in
identification and differentiation at the same time. This study employs
methods like participant observation and semi-structured interviews to
investigate codes and their meanings.
Design research; visual communication; codes
“We, the undersigned, are graphic designers, photographers and students who have been brought up in a world in which the techniques and
apparatus of advertising have persistently been presented to us as the
most lucrative, effective and desirable means of using our talents. By
far the greatest efforts of those working in the advertising industry are
wasted on these trivial purposes, which contribute little or nothing to
our national prosperity. We think that there are other things more worth
using our skill and experience on. There are signs for streets and buildings, books and periodicals, catalogues, instructional manuals, industrial photography, educational aids, films, television features, scientific
and industrial publications and all the other media through which we
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Of Penda Labels
And The ‘Halki’
Buffalo

My host organization in Kachchh gave me a long term assignment- understanding women’s role in animal husbandry at Banni grasslands.
While my short term assignment was designing promotional collateral
for dairy products made by Maldharis or livestock keepers of Banni. I
had incorporated graphic forms of a cow and buffalo in the label design
for a Penda (sweet made by saturating milk and sugar) box. I showed my
initial designs to Maldharis eager to know what they thought. Instead of
a discussion on the design the Maldharis were furious that I had chosen
a ‘halki’ (cheap as in a not-so healthy and an unattractive looking) buffalo and not a ‘khaasi’ (good) one to be the face of their product. What’s
a good quality buffalo anyway? I realized that no amount of scribbling
and doodling is going to help until I understand the design context first.
I decided to shift from Bhuj (urban centre) to Banni, in search of women
pastoralists and the perfect Banni buffalo.

The Banni

Banni is an arid grassland found in the Rann of Kachchh, Gujarat, India.
It is known for its rich wildlife & biodiversity and is home to the amazing
Banni buffalo, Kankrej cattle, Sindhi horse, Kachchhi goat and Kachchhi
camel. Banni consists of 48 hamlets which are organized into 19 Panchayats. Banni has a total population of approximately 17,000 out of which
90% are Muslim nomadic pastoralists and 10% are Hindu Meghwals
and Vadha Kolis. Muslim Maldharis (livestock keepers) are organized in
about 20 clans; prominent ones being Raysipotra, Halepotra, Hingorja,
Node, Sumra, Sameja, Mutwa, Jat, Bhamba. They speak Kachchhi in
Sindhi dialect. Both the Muslim and Hindu communities keep livestock
while the Hindu Meghwals, and Vadha Kolis have a rich history of beautiful embroidery, leatherwork, wood-carving and the building of bhungas
(the traditional circular mud houses of the Maldharis).5 Animal husbandry is the primary occupation in Banni followed by handicraft making,
charcoal making, small businesses (pan-bidi, chai shops, vegetable and
fruit vending) and services (driving, cell phone recharge). Banni was first
declared a “Protected Forest” in May 1955, using the nomenclature of the
Indian Forest Act, 1927. Since then, the actual transfer of the land from
the Revenue department to the Forest department has not been completed. 6 (See Figure 1)
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bus-stops, mawa shops, police check-post and the only hospital in Banni
in the hope that I see something, I can use.

Figure 1. Banni grasslands seasonally become wetlands, during
monsoons. Today the invasive species Gando Baval has degraded the
grasslands to a great extent.

Finding My Way
Around Banni

From Classroom
Theory To Real
World Improvisation
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I moved to Banni and began my research & design work. I armed myself
with a notebook, camera, cell phone, voice recorder and a detailed question bank- keeping in mind my long term (research on women’s role in
animal husbandry) and short term (label design for Banni dairy products)
goals. On the first day I hitched a ride with my colleagues from the host
organization to visit Bhitara- a Jat village in western Banni. I emerged
from the vehicle, and the sight of me with my papers annoyed the men in
the village. Even before I could introduce myself, they began telling me
that many survey-people like me come to them every day, but their living
situation (water scarcity, absence of a clinic in vicinity, lack of fodder for
their animals, lack of roads, schools and poor cell phone coverage) does
not improve even a bit. They said I would get my salary but what benefits
would they get if they answer my questions- they assumed I was getting
paid to interview them. Somehow in Banni scheme of things, forms +
notebook were a signifier of a government or an NGO employee who conducted surveys for a living. This situation continued more or less for the
first week. Wherever I went, it seemed difficult to break ice and get a real
conversation started. It occurred to me that I may have to devise a new
strategy to get people to talk to me, allow me into their homes and lives. I
stepped back for a moment just to observe and take note of whatever was
happening around me.
During my M.Des days there was much discussion about user centric
design, understanding user’s context and empathy. We had learnt about
methods such as contextual inquiry, participant observation, the apprentice model, semi-structured interviews, FGDs. As theoretical concepts
they provided sound foundation, but how was I going to use them in the
field, where I was finding it difficult to even start a conversation. It was
at this point that observation in the context became my teacher. I began
taking buses that make once-a-day trip within Banni, spending time at
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•

First thing that struck me was the absolute absence of women in
public space. Is that a code too; reflective of the place of women in the
society here?

•

Whenever I met women, they were accompanied by a male member
from the family and were either going to Bhuj to seek medical treatment or to make purchases at the Bhuj market. Most women I met
did not speak Hindi, if I had to talk to them, I had to learn KachchhiSindhi otherwise I would always be dependent on male members of
the family for translation. That would probably keep the women from
opening up to another woman (me), which would eventually affect
my Banni mission.

•

People follow a lifestyle that is in synchronization with nature in
places where traditional livelihoods like animal husbandry or farming are practiced. These lifestyles have a rhythm to themselves and to
work in such field areas a researcher / designer has to identify these
rhythms and design one’s work schedule around it. For example if you
meet a Maldhari when he is busy milking and tending to his buffalos
early in the morning and start asking him questions he is going to
be very annoyed as typically one joint family can have between 30 to
over 300 animals to look after.

•

It is critical to identify whether use of photography as a method is acceptable to the users/community one is studying. If it creates an issue
it is better to draw pictures, till sufficient trust is built between oneself and the community. I took out my camera in presence of a Banni
woman to photograph her embroidery. It annoyed an older gentleman in the house. He told me that that taking pictures of womenfolk
was an un-Islamic act and I should desist from it. ‘It is impossible to
predict and mistaken to prescribe, precise methods for ethnographic
research. In practice, decisions are best made once researchers are
in a position to assess which specific visual methods will be appropriate or ethical in a particular research context, therefore allowing
researchers to account for their relationships with informants and
their experience and knowledge of local visual cultures’.4

•

Keeping oneself covered from head to toe, was considered to be a
code for a cultured Banni woman and I began to dress likewise. Small
factors like the dress code of the field researcher could send out subtle positive signals of respect towards the users/community
one is working with.

•

Public transport is erratic in places like Banni and yet, taking the
public transport gives the designer/researcher the opportunity to
study one’s users/community in their own context. Also, connections
made like this help increase the designer’s / researcher’s social capital
in the field.
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•

Some individuals in such remote areas have an access to large number of locals owing to the nature of their work. For example a village
Sarpanch, a doctor, an Anganwaadi teacher or policemen, would
know several people in their community. It is good to make friends
with such people, as soon as one visits a new field area.

Eventually when we call ourselves user-centric designers, our methods
must reflect the same. And hence one must seize with both hands; every
opportunity of engaging with the users/community members in diverse
contexts. These improvised methods were developed from observing
daily interactions and happenings in several villages in Banni. They take
into account several socio-cultural codes that I have encountered over
a period of time. And these methods need improvisation depending on
the context. ‘It is frequently emphasized that methodologies are developed for/with particular projects, they are interwoven with theory and
‘as most good researchers know, it is not unusual to make up methods as
you go along. The methods should serve the aims of the research, not the
research serve the aims of the method’3.

Decoding Banni

My long term research assignment was identifying women’s role in the
animal husbandry of Banni. But this assignment required access to
women from various clans, which in turn required Kachchhi-Sindhi
speaking skills as well as permission from the senior male members of the
community. So I decided to focus on my short term goal first. It required
an understanding of animal husbandry practices in Kachchh, the markers of a good buffalo and building a rapport with Maldharis (most spoke
Hindi). Every hamlet has an Agevaan meaning leader who is loved and respected by the entire hamlet and whose word is taken as final. With help
of my host organization I got a list of cell phone numbers for Agevans in
Banni, and began to call them up to set up 24 hour home-stays with them;
keeping in mind Banni’s rhythm discussed earlier (in the section From
classroom theory to real world improvisation). Most of them obliged. It is
through conversations with Maldharis that I was able to ‘decode Banni’.
From whatever I found, I am going to classify the codes of Banni into two
broad categories: natural (exist in nature on their own) and man-made.

Natural codes of
Banni grasslands

Vegetation as a code
One cannot live in Banni without knowing its ecology. Villages in Banni
may seem randomly placed, but they actually follow a pattern. If one
looses way around Banni, one can squint and look towards the horizon in
all the directions to find a thicket of trees belonging to native species like
Mango, Desi Bawal, Bordi, and Ker. These trees grow only in regions with
little salinity ingression and indicate presence of fresh drinking water
sources. Such natural aquifers are locally called Jheel.
A thicket of indigenous trees is a natural code for presence of a Jheel
thereby a village nearby.
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Figure 2. Jheel can be spotted due to thickets of indigenous trees, seen
above Desi Baval or Babol tree indicating presence of drinking water.
Dense Prosopis growth is an indication of grassland with excessive
saline ingression.
It context of Banni it is a code for a degraded pasture.
When these Gando Baval trees, will be replaced by native species like
Mango, Desi Baval or Babool, Bordi and Ker it is an indication of a recuperating or a healthy pasture.A pasture land infested with Gando Baval,
is not suitable for cows (cows die as they fail to digest Gando Bawal pods)
but buffalos feed on it.
Thus pasture pockets full of Gando Baval or Prosopis Juliflora is a code
that one is likely to find buffalos but unlikely to find cows here.
Camels feed on salty grasses of Banni called Lano. Pastures full of Lano,
a code that one is likely to find camels here. These habitat codes and
preferred pasture codes were especially useful back in the pre-cell phone
days. Back then, when livestock animals were lost, Maldharis would look
for codes like this to locate their animal.

Figure 3. Buffalo calf on
the left can be identified
as pure bloodline Banni,
owing to the coiled horns.
While one on right is a
cross between Jafrabaadi
and Banni buffalo, one
can tell from the horns
that spread backwards.
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Natural codes of good health in Kachchhi camels:
•
Good height-body
•
Hump slim and heightened
•
Small chest pad
•
Head and mouth raised upward and looking forward.
•
Erect ears
•
‘Chavro’ colour (blackish brown)
•
Scrotum uplifted (male), prominent milk vein (for female) (see figure 6)

Figure 4. Kankrej cattle, with its prominent horns.

Figure 6. Codes for a good Kachchhi camel manifest here.
Dung as a code:
Change in colour or odor of the livestock manure, is also a code of illhealth. The paths animals have taken in the pastures while grazing can be
identified by the series of animal droppings. Depending upon how fresh
or dry the dung looks, one can gauge how long ago livestock must have
passed. From the kind of dung, one can identify which livestock animal
cow, buffalo, horse, sheep, goat or camel has been grazing in an area.

Figure 5. Codes for a good Banni buffalo manifest here
A denuded pasture is a code that sheep and goat have been grazing here.
When sheep and goat graze, they eat away roots of grasses and shrubs. A
long time is needed for such denuded pastures to recuperate.
Shape of the horns as codes for identifying pure Banni bloodline livestock
A pure bloodline Banni buffalo will have tightly coiled horns. The shape
of horns is a natural code to identify whether the buffalo is pure breed or
cross breed. Pure bloodline Kankrej cattle on the other hand will be tall
with long and thick horns. (see figure 3 and 4)
Natural codes that point to good health in Banni buffalos:
•
Horns tightly coiled in perfect concentric spiral.
•
Thin skin
•
Ratio of length of legs to the size of hooves
•
Firm udders and tits
•
Fachar Aakar: Should be smaller in the front (head) and larger at the
back, this shape is especially suitable for hassle free deliveries
•
Prominent milk vein
•
Body height should be proportional to body length and weight. Feet
shouldn’t be too long or short.
•
Codes for cattle are similar except, horns of Kankrej cattle grow out
long and thick. (see figure 5)
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Man-made codes
in Banni:

Animal husbandry
audio codes:

Man-made non-verbal codes of communication in Banni can be further
classified into audio, visual and olfactory codes. I will discuss two verbal
codes of communication at the heart of animal husbandry at Banni as
well towards the end of the paper.
Pastoralists in Banni claim that Maharao of Kachchh bequeathed Banni
as a commons to their ancestors who were nomadic pastoralists originating from the Sindh region in Pakistan. It was given in their custody
with the condition that they protect the grassland ecosystem and share it
communally for grazing and not use it for agriculture or divide it up into
private property. They have since used Banni only as a pastureland and
discouraged any farming or private land holding within it.5
As a result Maldharis in Banni follow practice of nomadic pastoralism. It
comprises of some interesting methods. Unlike other regions where livestock (cow and buffalo for milking purposes) is tied up inside enclosures
or shelters, livestock in Banni is habitual of free open grazing. That is
buffalos graze freely on Banni grasses in the pastures all night (cows need
some degree of supervision) and return to their respective owners’
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Figure 8. Animal husbandry is
supplemented by charcoal-making
in most areas of Banni. Charcoal
smoke is a signifier of a village
being nearby.

homes- twice a day in the morning and late afternoons to eat protein and
mineral rich cattle feed and drink water. The herder milks the animals as
they are eating food from the bags tied around their necks. Most of the
times, the buffalos come back on their own, without any issues. But there
are about 85,000 animals in Banni. To prevent them from getting lost or
from entering each other’s herd Maldharis have made use of marks or
codes as one may call them to satisfy purposes such as ownership identification, decoration, health treatments of animals.

Animal
husbandryaudio codes:

Chiming copper bells as a code:
Each herd of cattle or buffalo has a dominant female with the biggest copper bell around her neck, other animals of the herd normally graze in the
hearing distance of this dominant female. Each day, early morning when
most people are indoors sleeping, thousands of copper bells chiming together in unison become the alarm clock for pastoralists to wake up and
get ready for feeding and milking their cattle. This code was especially
handy when there were no watches. (see figure 7)

Figure 7. Dominant female of the herd wears biggest bell.
Azaan as an audio code:
The Azaan that takes place five times a day in the mosques, was and continues to be a code that allows for schedule keeping. This was especially
useful when having a watch was uncommon and cell phones
were unheard of.

Man-made visual
codes related to
animal husbandry
in Banni

Codes of ownership identification on livestock:
Brand marks, Colours, Accessories
Brand marks:
The livestock population in Banni outnumbers the human population of
17,000 by five times. Plus livestock grazes freely in the pastures, unsupervised and travels long distances in search of fodder sometimes; a system
of owner identification marks has evolved to prevent loss or confusion
of animals.
1.

Tearing/ slits/ holes in the ears: Livestock keepers of Raysipotra clan
in villages of Bhirandiyara and Ghadiyado make a tear with blade at
the bottom of both ears of their animal- cow or buffalo. (See figure 9)
This tear which leads to a semi-circular, arc like open hole in the ear
is locally called ‘Kakkar’. Yet another clan called Halepotra, make
similar holes but at the top of each ear. (See figure 10) Livestock keepers from villages close to Banni such as Jhurra and Sumrasar often
send their animals to graze in Banni. These villages also have their
own distinct marks. Livestock from Sumrasar has two holes in middle of the left ear and one hole in middle of the right ear, while that
from Jhurra has two tears at the bottom of both ears.

2.

Branding using heat or acid and follow-up practices: Livestock keepers also use symbols. Currently these do not have any particular
system; any herder comes up with a mark of his own having ensured
that it does not resemble the marks of other herders’ in the vicinity.
Then these marks are branded onto the livestock using hot branding
irons or branding irons or a wooden stick dipped in acid.

Music of the Morchang as an audio code:
It is an interesting sight to see, herders and shepherds in Banni playing
Morchung or shepherd’s harp as they graze their sheep-goat. The music
from the harp is not only meant to entertain the shepherd, but also creates an audio boundary for the livestock- to graze within.

Man-made
olfactory code
in Banni:
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Charcoal smoke as an olfactory code:
Charcoal-making, the supplementary occupation in Banni to animal husbandry although environmentally degrading has proven to be lucrative
for locals. The number of charcoal kilns is a code of disposable income of
the family. Also if one loses way in Banni, charcoal smoke can guide one
to the nearest village.
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Figure 9. Code of Rayspipotras
of villages Bhirandiyara and
Ghadiyado: A hole at the bottom
of both ears.

Figure 10. Code of Halepotras of
village Hodka: A hole at the top of
the ear, on both ears.
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These marks can be further divided into two categories:
•
Branding symbols
•
Branding initials (of names)
•

Branding symbols:
Amongst 8 pastoralists I interviewed only two were found to be using
a symbol (made of shapes not words). One Jat pastoralist and a Halepotra pastoralist in western and Central Banni were coincidentally
using symbols that resembled spectacles, with only a slight variation.
(See figures 11 and 12)

•

Branding initials of names:
These days, many pastoralists brand initials (or full names in case
of short ones) onto the livestock. Earlier, gujarati was the chosen
language, currently English initials are wide spread. But when there is
a common code, example alphabet ‘M’ resulting from common names
like Meherali, Mirmohammad or Mohammad and Mujeeb- the position of the branded alphabet ‘M’ on the body also becomes the code
for identifying owner of the animal. Pastoralists with their mutual
understanding decide upon unique positions for each person. Often
names are used in addition to the shape symbols.
(See figures 13.1 and 13.2)

practice. Earlier Banni economy of primarily breeding and selling animals, changed into dairy based (selling milk) economy in around 1980s.
Prior to that, buffalos were being branded with hot iron rods. With setting
up of dairies in Banni, Pastoralists have started using acid (dairies sell
acid that is used for fat testing at milk collection centre) to brand buffalos. My interviews with pastoralists indicated that heat scars only the
skin surface (but does not leave a deep wound); on the contrary acid
seeps through skin leaving open wounds that often either get infected
or crows peck at them causing great pain to the livestock. To heal any
possible infection arising due to acid branding and to prevent crows from
pecking on the wounds- Maldharis ‘clean’ the wound with kerosene and
in some cases pack it with a home-made ointment. Contextual inquiry
in the villages revealed that this ointment was chemical mixture (black
powder) from used pencil batteries mixed with mustard oil (See figure
14). It remains to be found out how contact with such chemicals affects
the animals. It also remains to be investigated what effect such chemical
would have on human health if it enters the food chain via milk.

Maldharis follow this system so that lost cattle can be located using cell
phones, by calling other Maldharis in the vicinity. Codes make it easy to
locate, describe, and identify an animal.
Figure 13.1- Iron rod used as
branding iron

Figure 11. Spectacle like symbol
of Jat clan, village Sarada

Process of
branding:

Figure 12. Spectacle like symbol
of Halepotra clan, village
Erandavalli.

The process of branding has undergone a change due to environmental
and socio-economic factors. Initially for centuries together, Banni pastoralists were cattle breeders and would supply good quality bullocks to
farmers in Saurashtra and Kathiawad region. But after Prosopis Juliflora
was planted in early 1960s1, it had an adverse impact on health of cows.
Soon Banni pastoralists switched from cow rearing to buffalo rearing.
Cows a Maldhari pointed out ‘come in variety of models’ that is different
colours and body patterns and branding it is not a necessity.
But buffalos are by and large black, which could create confusion and
hence branding buffalos (although cruel to the animals) became a
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Figure 13.2- the impression
resulting from it

Figure 14. Powder from used battery cells mixed with mustard oil used as
‘tattooing ink’ to pack the open wound resulting from branding with acid.

Non-invasive
animal
identification
codes:

1.

Coloured horns a code for ownership identification:
Pastoralists of Banni (mostly Muslim, with exception of few Hindus
from Meghwal Marwada community) claim Hindu pastoralists
from villages outside of Banni paint horns of cattle during Diwali for
celebratory purposes. Also herders/ farmers, mostly Hindu from rest
of Gujarat leave their livestock for grazing with Banni pastoralists. It
is these people who colour animal horns as a code for easy identification. But Banni is full of thorny shrubs and when the livestock goes
grazing, the colour wears off in less than a month.
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2.

Colour on bodies as a code for ownership identification in
sheep and goat:
Livestock keepers who keep sheep and goat put colour on their
bodies. (See figure 15)

3.

Branding using accessories:
A Jat pastoralist who owns only cows- Kankrej cattle (some 300 cows)
says cows need to be supervised when they graze and are never left
alone like buffalos. Hence branding a cow is not needed; using accessories around their cattle’s necks for identification is sufficient. Plus
accessories do not hurt like branding and hence are a better option
for cows, he pointed out. (See figure 16)

2.

Smearing animal bodies with ghee
Pastoralists apply ghee (clarified butter) to buffalo’s body in order to
make the buffalo’s coat shine. Especially in case of breeding bulls, a
glowing skin creates the perception of vigor and vitality and enables
pastoralist to negotiate a better price for the animal. A buffalo coated
in ghee is a code of it either being in the health competition (organized during animal buying and selling fairs) or for sale. (See figure 19)

Dairies tag livestock purchased on loan with a yellow tag. (See figure 17)

Figure 18. Here, brand marks
are used as decoration, not for
identification necessarily.

Figure 15. Colour coding sheep for
easy identification.

Figure 19. A buffalo smeared with
Ghee is an indication that it either
in a competition or on sale.

Brand marks as codes of medical history of livestock.
Before arrival of dairies and thereby veterinary doctors in Banni, Maldharis relied on their traditional knowledge for treating animals in case
of diseases. Of many traditional treatments, one is branding animals in
specific places on their body to cure certain diseases.
•
Pitte ki Bimari (disease of the gall bladder): A cross branded on left
hip. (See figure below)
•
Chakri (Trypanosomiasis): branding on forehead
•
Cysts in udders: branding on top of the body towards rear for

Figure 16. Accessories like these
are preferred as identification
codes for cows, instead of heat or
acid branding them.

Figure 20. This brandmark
indicates the animal has had an
illness of the gall bladder.

Figure 17. Dairy tag. In case of death of the insured animal, Maldharis
are supposed to report to the insurance agency with the animal’s ear that
bears the insurance tag.

Codes of animal decoration:
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1.

Branding livestock for decoration
Pastoralists may at times brand animals on their faces (in cattle)
as well as face and forelegs (in camel) to negotiate a better price for
their animal. Healthy animals that look attractive as well fetch more
money for the pastoralist.(See Figure 18)
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Codes associated
with animal
husbandry based
livelihoods:

Milk flags:
White plastic hanging from Ganda Baval plants by the roadside are an
indication for the driver of the milk van to stop and collect milk.
(See figure below)
Dung with a stick:
Women and children in Banni are involved in collection and sale of dung
for its use as manure. Given the animal population of Banni, dung is omnipresent. However it can be collected only when it is semi-dry. People use
sticks to claim the dung, so that others don’t collect it.
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Figure 21. Milk flags are a handy code for the milk collection
vans of the dairy.
Figure 23. A buyer from Ahemdabad, negotiating price with the
Maldhari, at Pashumela 2011.

Verbal codes in
Banni

Animal names as the code:
Early morning when all the cattle gathers near Maldhari’s home, feeding
and milking them simultaneously can become a task as each tries to eat
from other’s food bag. At this point, Maldharis call every cow or buffalo
with a name given to the animal to separate it from rest of the herd and
the respective animal responds to it and comes forward. This is an interesting phenomenon about Banni that if a pastoralist has 300 animals, he
will call each one by their name and they will respond to it. (See figure 24)

Figure 22. ‘Claiming the dung’ is an interesting method, first
spotted in Daddhar village, Eastern Banni.

Negotiating price
of livestock:

In Banni, if a buyer particularly likes an animal, he either goes in through
a broker or directly approaches the animal breeder himself. To negotiate
a price for the animal in question without others in the vicinity finding
out about it, the buyer and the animal owner cover their hands with a
handkerchief and negotiate in a coded. If only one finger is pressed then it
stands for one lakh rupees. If many fingers are pressed together (but not
the whole hand or thumb) each finger stands for ten thousand rupees. If
the whole hand is pressed at a time it represents fifty thousand rupees.
Thumb stands for rupees five thousand. (See figure 23)
And once the price between buyer and seller is fixed and the deal is
sealed, the buyer gives seller hundred rupees as token money and pays
the actual price in three subsequent annual installments.
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Figure 24. Interesting practice of milking the cow while she is eating
cattle feed. Banni cattle responds when their names are called.
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Code for buying Oxytocin:
When cows and buffalos stop yielding milk (reasons could be poor health,
dying of offspring) pastoralists these days to meet per day quota of milk
delivered to the dairies, inject the hormone Oxytocin into the cattle. It is
known to known to affect the animal’s health by inducing artificial labour
that spurs milk production. Boxes of Oxytocin injections are locally available and are incidentally bought and sold under the code name “Pende ka
box” (a box of sweets).
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Apart from these codes, clans of Banni can be told apart by their costume,
jewelry and the embroidery on women’s cloaks. Married and unmarried
women can be distinguished because of their the difference in the nose
rings their wear. Type and structure of houses is also an indicator of clans.
Post earthquake Maldharis have been switching from their temporary
mud homes to concrete.

Conclusion:

This paper is an attempt to illustrate how design education could take
place outside of the classroom. I went out into a real world context and
observation became my teacher. I came across several codes of communication. Some were related to advertising and promotions (label design for
dairy products) and others were related to environment (grassland) and
animal health (practices of animal branding and misuse of Oxytocin). I
studied these codes in depth and chose to focus on communication codes
of environment and health, because I saw a reflection of Ken Garland’s
manifesto in them. I feel design education could focus on addressing
wicked problems. In Banni’s context it would mean interventions like
anti-Oxytocin advocacy, a redesign of ownership identity codes for livestock, to prevent scarring them with heat or acid. One could also work
on communication design interventions that create awareness about
women’s reproductive health and hygiene. Can there be a communication
design curriculum which will equip individuals with methods they can
use in field, which will instill in individuals empathy and dignity for those
around them? Perhaps this is the new code of thought and conduct for a
communication design student that needs to be built into the
future curriculum.
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For The New Age Designer :
Design Thinking From Ancient India
Abstract

Ancient India is known for its contribution in the development of arts,
science, civilization and humanities. The research refers to some of the
Ancient Indian sites and scriptures to understand the design thought
process and the competency developed by laying equal emphasis on discipline, skills, empathy and team work as that on conceptual knowledge.
With examples, the research attempts to analyze – Why the new age
designer should study the Ancient Indian thinking process? What will be
the gain? And how it can be implemented in learning and design?
It concludes that the Ancient Indian design thought process was holistic
and pragmatic and the design thinking tools so derived can be used by
the new age designers to strengthen their ideation process in order to take
innovation to the higher level and address the various problems that the
present world is facing.
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Ancient Indian Design, tools for design thinking, design thinking in ancient India, technology in ancient India, holistic design.

Introduction

Almost everyone in India knows about the concept of Pushpak Vimana –
an airplane, the celestial weapons, the palaces with magical devices and
many more that existed in ancient India, as their grandparents narrate
the stories from Ramayana and other mythological epics. Though some of
the scriptures and manuscripts have been lost in the numerous invasions,
climate change and cultural influences this tradition of storytelling from
one generation to another is uninterrupted. In a country where all these
things are considered more as divine, than designed, these stories like a
tip off an iceberg, generate curiosity to find out what lies beneath.

Design and
Design Thinking

The Bhagwat Geeta states that every component of the universe is made
up of two principles – a manifested, that is perceptible by sense organs
and an unmanifest, that which is not perceptible to the sense organs.
The material elements remain unmanifest before creation and from
this subtle state come manifestation. The unmanifest is the seed of the
manifest yet there is a co-existence of the two [1]. Drawing analogy from
philosophy, design manifests itself in the form of a product or a process or
a service or a strategy whereas the unmanifest that is the design thinking, presides over the existence of design. It is the co-existence of the two
principles that aids to reach the design thinking by analyzing designs
from ancient India.

Design Refrences
From Ancient
India
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Temples in India bear the best testimony for the prowess in aesthetics, architecture, use of different materials and longevity. The discovery
of manuscripts and the advance of research have both brought to light
significant amount of ancient Indian activity in the subjects of practical
interest, advancement in technology, holistic design and planning.
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The Living
History

To name a few, the Paleolithic cave paintings of Bhimbetka, Madhya
Pradesh, 1st century BC cave 9 of Ajanta, Maharashtra, the 3rd century
BC Stupa at Sanchi, Madhya Pradesh, and the 8th century AD temples of
Pattadakal, Karnataka are the living part of ancient India.
However remains of 3000 year old Indus Valley Civilization, excavated
in 19th and 20th century AD, the 1600 year old Iron Pillar of Delhi, the
Brihadeeshwara temple of Thanjavur and Grand Anicut dam along with
Veena, a musical instrument used since 1500BC are prominent references
that reflect advancement of design and technology in Ancient India.
These have been studied in details to put up exhaustive aspects of design
thinking as practiced in Ancient India.

Lothal : The Dock
and Acropolis
(2400 BC)

Located in Gujrat, India, excavated during 1955 to 1960 by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), has the world’s earliest known dock
equipped to berth and service ships [2].
Lothal had a well planned town with all the civic amenities known to the
age and a busy emporium for international trade.
Before 2400 BC Lothal was a small village situated at the head of Gulf of
Cambay in the estuary of an ancient course of Sabarmati river. A flood
destroyed village foundations and settlements. Harappans based around
Lothal and Sindh took this opportunity to expand their settlement and
create a planned township on the lines of greater cities in the Indus valley. Determined to meet the threat of recurring floods, the inhabitants
must have choosen a leader who could pool the resources in men and
material, organize a cooperative effort and plan new construction to
facilitate civic amenities and trade for future prosperity [3].

Figure 1: Geographical location of Lothal other cities of Indus Valley and
remains of acropolis found in excavation .
The city was divided into two sector acropolis and lower town and houses
were built on 1-2m high blocks of sun dried bricks to ensure protection
against flooding. The city was well connected with broad roads about 30
meters long which met at right angles. The houses were located in the
rectangular squares thus forming grid layout. Almost every house had
its own well, drains, bathroom and waste disposal pit. Each house was
connected directly to an excellent underground sewer system that ran
throughout the city [3].
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To facilitate trade a dock was built that connected the city with an ancient
course of Sabarmati River on the trade route between Harrapan cities
in Sindh and the peninsula of Saurashtra, when the surrounding Kutch
desert of today was a part of the Arabian Sea. The dock was well equipped
to berth and service ships. It could accommodate 30 ships of length 20m
at a time. Had brick paved passages that served as vents and a direct
ramp lead to the dock to facilitate loading. A warehouse was strategically
located close to the acropolis, to allow tight supervision by ruling authorities. The pedestal was very high to provide maximum protection
against flooding [4].

A thick ring-like shell with four slits served as a compass to the Indus
mariners. Interestingly the compass measured the angles in multiples
of 40 degree up to 360 degree. Such shell instruments were probably
invented to measure 8–12 whole sections of the horizon and sky, explaining the slits on the lower and upper margins. Archaeologists consider this
as evidence that the Lothal experts had achieved something 2,000 years
before the Greeks: an 8–12 fold division of horizon and sky, as well as an
instrument for measuring angles and the position of stars, and for navigation indicating multi-disciplinary studies [4].
Apart from the standard size brick, the measurement of weight and
dimensions was standardized across the cities of the Indus Valley. An
Ivory scale found in Lothal has smallest known decimal divisions known
to that age. The distance between two graduations on the scale is equal to
1.7mm and sum of 10 graduations is equal to 1 angula in Arthashastra –
an ancient Indian treatise on statecraft, economic policy and
military strategy [4].
What we term as iconography and universal language today, both demonstrate presence in the seals and vessels found in Lothal excavation. The
deities on some of the Indus seals are in Yoga posture and bear witness to
the prevalence of Yoga in that remote age. The different paintings depicted
on vessels and jars resemble stories from Panchatantra- an ancient Indian
collection of animal fables. The depiction of stories on the vessels and a
large variety of toys found in excavation highlight the emphasis on
child development.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of Lothal dock and city based on
findings of the Archaeological Survey of India.
Modern oceanographers have observed that the Harappans must have
possessed great knowledge related to tides in order to build such a dock
on the ever-shifting course of the Sabarmati, as well as exemplary hydrography and maritime engineering as the dock is located away from the
main current to avoid deposition of silt [4]. This knowledge also enabled
them to select Lothal’s location in the first place, as the Gulf of Cambay
has the highest tidal amplitude and ships can be sluiced through low tides
in the river estuary. To counter the thrust of water, offsets were provided
on the outer wall faces and thickness of the western wall was increased
where the thrust was greatest.
The high degree of innovation and engineering can be understood from
the ingenious way in which they could regulate the flow of water into the
dock during high tide and low tide. To accommodate changing water level
of the river, the dock had a canal opening to allow water to flow into the
river, thereby maintaining a stable water level. Provision was made for the
escape of excess water through the outlet channel. The dock also possessed a lock-gate system - a wooden door could be lowered at the mouth
of the outlet to retain a minimum column of water in the basin so as to
ensure floatation at low tides. In no other port of Bronze Age has an artificial dock with water locking arrangement has been found [4]. Though no
remains of the actual boats have been found, seven stone anchors from
the dock, a compass and clay models of the boats suggest that the Indus
people were mariners.
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Iron Pillar of Delhi
(300 – 500 AD)

Sometime during 300 – 500 AD an iron pillar weighing over 6 tones, more
than 7 meters tall was constructed in a single forge and erected on top of
the Vishnupada hill (somewhere in modern central India) with inscriptions on it in the Brahmi script. The inscriptions state that the pillar was
erected as a standard in honor of Lord Vishnu. It also states the legacy of
Chandragupta Maurya, the Gupta king for his achievements and great
deeds. Later it was installed in Delhi, its current location in the Qutub
complex. Iron pillar attracts attention not because of the ancient time in
which it was constructed, but because for nearly 1600 years it is unimpaired. Despite years of exposure to wind and rain it has not rusted or
weakened. Even the inscriptions are intact and readable. The Delhi iron
pillar is testimony to the high level of expertise in metallurgy and skill
achieved by ancient Indian iron smiths in the extraction and
processing of iron.
Several theories which have been proposed to explain its superior corrosion resistance can be broadly classified into two categories: the environmental and the material theories. Proponents of the environmental theories state that the mild climate of Delhi is responsible for the corrosion
resistance of the Delhi iron pillar [5]. On the other hand, several investigators have stressed the importance of the material of construction as the
primary cause for the pillar’s corrosion resistance. The ideas proposed in
this regard are the relatively pure composition of the iron used, presence
of Phosphorus (P) and absence of Sulphur / Magnesium, its
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Figure 4: The Brihadeeshwar Temple, Thanjavur.

Figure 3: Inscription on the Iron Pillar of Delhi and the pillar in the
vicinity of Qutub Minnar, Delhi.
slag-enveloped metal grain structure, and passivity enhancement in
the presence of slag particles. That the material of construction may be
the important factor in determining the corrosion resistance of ancient
Indian iron is attested by the presence of ancient massive iron objects
located in areas where the relative humidity is high for significant periods
of the year, for example, the iron beams in the Surya temple at
Konarak in Orissa [5].
As per the research carried out by Team of IIT Kanpur, the iron pillar
derives its corrosion resistance from the passive surface film of crystalline iron hydrogen phosphate forming on the high phosphorus content
iron, which serves to protect it that forms on the surface. Secondly the
high Phosphor content of the iron produced during these times may be an
important factor for its corrosion resistance. The addition of Phosphorus
was intentional as iron produced during earlier times does not show
the presence of it [5].

Brihadeeshwara
Temple, Thanjavur
(1010 AD)

A temple of lord Shiva, built in 1010AD by the Chola king Raja Raja I is a
fine example of the grandeur and majesty of the temples of this period. It
was built to be the royal temple where all royal ceremonies were carried
out. Also known as the big temple it is one of the largest temples in India
and has a height of 66 meter or 216 feet [6].
This temple is the first building to be built in granite. It is not known
where the massive granite was brought from. The absence of a granite
quarry within a 100km radius of the temple implies logistics of epic
proportions to get the stone to the construction site. The Kalash or top
dome of the shrine comprises sculpted, granite block weighing around
80 tons. The engineering skills and the expertise that made the mounting
of the huge stone atop a structure that is nearly 200 feet high must have
been way ahead of their times. It is believed that the Kalash was raised to
its present height by dragging on an inclined ramp of 6.44km. As a part of
strategy in design, there are underground and secret passages in the temple that would lead to various palaces and temples of the Chola Kingdom
[7]. The outer walls of the temples are beautifully carved with different
figures and high quality paintings adorn the inside walls.
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The stone which has a far longer life and is less corrosive, is the major
building material employed in the temple construction. (There are elaborate methods for testing and grading the stones; and more about that in
the final part) The main structure and the dome are invariably constructed of tested stone. The Building materials like stone, brick, mortar, wood,
etc., are selected for the main body of the temple, whereas elements like
gold and silver are be used for final ornamentation. Only organic materials are used in temple structure. The traditional Indian temples of stone, it
is said, are designed to last for 800 years unlike RCC structures which are
guaranteed for 60 to 80 years [7].
What is noteworthy is a great deal of thinking towards the psychological
and spiritual aspects that is put in the design of temple interiors and supported by strong knowledge of mathematic and environment.
The structural harmony, the rhythm and a fine sense of proportion is the
hall mark of this architecture. It is believed that the power and purity of
the structure radiates from its exact proportions and measures as specified in the texts. It is also believed that a meticulously well-constructed
temple radiates peace and joy; and ensures the welfare of the world
and its people [7].
The lighting of spaces inside a temple is orchestrated such that the Mukha
Mandapa (i.e. entrance porch) is semi-open with maximum light. The
Sabha Mandapa (for worshippers) has moderate light with few openings.
Garbhagriha (sanctum) with a single opening in front of deity allows light
only on deity; and is illumined by natural oil lamps, placed on either side
of the deity. The net effect of this arrangement is that it projects the images against the dark wall. Further, the surroundings of the Garbhagriha
are modest in sculptural details. These help the worshippers to keep away
the distractions and to focus their attention on the deity. Figure 5 shows
the values of light in lux at the wall of the Sabha
Mandapa and Garbhagriha [8].
It is interesting to note that the reduction of light in the temple also
contributes to the thermal comfort in the building. Thick walls, small
windows and reduced light maintain cool and dry conditions for better
thermal comfort in otherwise hot and humid climate of Tamil Nadu [8].
Echoes are avoided by a clever manipulation of open spaces, elevations
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and designs in the structured areas. Absolute quiet is ensured in the
Sanctum vicinity.
The Agama Literature, Manasara and Mayamata Vastu Shastra describe
the temple building techniques in great details.

Figure 6: Rudra Veena.
The Veena is 1.5m long, made from wood and has two large gourds at both
ends. It has a body with a thick wide neck the end of which is carved into
the head of a dragon. A small resonator is attached to the underside of
the neck. The Veena has 24 metal frets embedded in hardened Bee wax,
mixed with charcoal powder. Melody is produced by 4 strings that run
over the frets. It operates over a frequency of 60 to 1000Hz spanning over
4 octaves, each octave divided in 22 parts known as sruti.
There are different types of Veena namely Saraswati Veena, Rudra Veena
both with frets; Vichitra Veena and Chitra Veena both fretless. Its main
attraction is the mellow tonal quality which is capable of evoking a meditative atmosphere.

Figure 5: The Values of light at the walls of Garbhagriha and Sabha
Mandapa in the temple.

The Grand Anicut,
Dam (200 AD)

The Grand Anicut dam also known as Kallanai, built on Kaveri River in
Tamil Nadu by the Chola King, Karikalan during the 2nd century AD
is an engineering marvel in stone and one of the oldest water regulator
structures, still in use. The purpose of the Kallanai was to divert the waters of the river across the fertile delta region for irrigation via canals. The
dam splits the river Kaveri into 4 streams. Search efforts have been made
for assessing historical or literary reference to the design and construction of the Grand Anicut, however no recorded information has yet been
traced as to how the dam is founded [9].

Veena
(1200 - 1500 BC)

Veena is one of the oldest string instruments used in Indian Classical
music and one of the finest example of a design that blends physics and
mathematics with art. The word Veena in Sanskrit was a term originally
used to denote “stringed instrument”, and included many variations that
would be plucked, bowed or struck for sound. In ancient times, the tone
vibrating from the hunter’s bow string when he shot an arrow was known
as the Vil Yazh. is referred in the ancient Atharwaveda. Eventually, the
archer’s bow paved the way for the musical bow. Over the Veena’s evolution and modifications, more particular names were used to help distinguish the instruments that followed.
The Veena instruments developed into instruments as diverse as the
exotic harp-like Akasa - a Veena that was tied up on the tree top for the
strings to vibrate from the currents of wind and the Audumbari Veena
that was played to accompany chanting during ceremonial Yajnas.
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Literature

Men of older generation used to say that all knowledge is there is the
ancient Indian scriptures – the Vedas and the Upanishads. “Upa” means
“near”, “ni” means “down” and “shad” means “be seated”. “Upanishad”
means, “be seated at the feet of the Guru to receive the knowledge” and
thus a student would receive knowledge from his teacher. There are four
Vedas, exact number of Upanishads is not known though 108 Upanishads
are listed in the Muktikopanishad.
There is a very interesting relation between the sites and the scriptures /
manuscripts. Either the sites have been designed and executed based on
the manuscripts like the design principles of Brihadeeshwara temple are
based on Agama Literature and Mayamata Vastu Shastra or the manuscripts can be the documentation of what was in practice, like stories of
Panchatantra resemble the depiction of animal fables on the vessels
of Lothal.

Kautilya
Arthashastra
(4th Century BC)

This work of 4th century BC could possibly be the best example of strategy
design and use of Yantra or mechanical contrivances in strategy. This
being a treatise on statecraft discusses strategies for good governance,
strategies as counter maneuvers for tackling certain kinds of enemies,
importance of law and order, economic ideas etc. The Yantras discussed in
9th, 10th and 13th chapters are mainly in connection with battles, urban
planning and polices. Aerial vehicles, different war weapons and equipment, need to equip forts and palaces with Yantras are discussed.
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Samaranga
Sutradhara
(1000 – 1055 AD)

The unit of distance measurement Angula in Arthashastra is equal to the
sum of ten graduations on scale found in Lothal excavation.
It is an encyclopedic work on Vastu Shastra or classical Indian architecture written by King Bhoja. The 83 chapters explain town planning, house
architecture, temple architecture and sculptural arts, painting, and Yantra. The various Yantras described in the book include – robots, motorized
toys, aerial vehicles, automatic musical instruments, military equipment,
lifts, air bed, water conduits, musical fountains etc. Lot of ideas for using
these devices is discussed at length. For example male and female figures
resembling robots can be used to perform some domestic work and also
as palace guards and entertainment. To escape the hot weather, Bhoja
describes designs to construct air conditioned chambers [11]. He describes
use of ‘samaucchraya principle’ for circulation of water at same level and
to raise water to heights with help of water conduit which brings water
to the tank from a distant source. This technique resembles with the 17th
century AD Nahar-E Ambari, an aqueduct of Aurangabad, which still
continues to supply water for over 300 years.
Most importantly the book highlights merits of a good machine and qualifications of a Sutradhar or designer. The qualifications mentioned
are as follows [11]:
•

•
•
•
•

Traditionally handed down knowledge: well-versed in the science
involving the significance of objects to be created and their specifications. Should have fundamental knowledge of drafting, measurements along with knowledge of materials and manufacturing.
Skill combined with schooling under masters: He should know the
theory and the practice.
Practice and application
Imagination
Purity of mind

The 20 qualities desired as merits of a machine given by Bhoja are still
valuable and essential in modern machines also. They include technical
qualities - vibration control, smooth working, non-friction, noiselessness,
easy operation, good finish, easy start, durability; aesthetics – finesse in
appearance and neat construction; most importantly the machine should
serve the purpose for which it has been made and work in the given
set of conditions.

Other Literatures

Natya Shastra written by Bharat Muni around 1200 BC, is a treatise is an
important text related to fine arts and performing arts in the country.
It covers aspects of stage design, makeup and explains various musical
instruments, one of them being Veenaa.
The literature also includes encyclopedic work like Vyamaanika Shastra
on aeronautics, Yukti Kalpa Taru by King Bhoja (1050AD) on ship building. Mayamata Vastu Shastra by Maamuni Mayan (Ramayana period),
Manasara, Kashap Shilpa etc on architecture, are still used for temple
architecture in India.
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Design Thinking In Going deeper in understanding the philosophy of Bhagwat Geeta, the
Ancient India
manifest is only a fragment, the unmanifest is the whole. It is the unmanifest that imparts meaning to the manifest [1]. Taking further the analogy
to understand the design thinking in ancient India from existing designs,
it is essential to look for the purpose behind their existence and knowledge required for execution, along with other vital aspects
considered in design.

The Purpose of
Design

What is design and why do we need it? Generally commoners perceive
design as mere appearance or aesthetics of a product. However design
differs from art in a way that art can be impulsive whereas a good design
must necessarily have an impact on people’s lives. A good design changes
things for better. It is this urge to make life better that becomes the purpose or objective of the design.
The fact, that, Lothal people wanted a solution against flood, a solution
to connect with the trade route was the very purpose for designing raised
platform for building houses and a dock respectively.
The purpose behind Delhi iron pillar can be easily mistaken for a mere
metal composition that has lived for over 1600 years. However as it was
installed in honor of Lord Vishu, who is described as one who preserves
and sustains, the master of - and beyond - the past, present and future,
the purpose could have been to create a structure with these characteristics of Lord Vishu.
It was for the cause of welfare of his kingdom that the Chola King Karinal
built the Anicut dam that irrigated the fertile delta and provided water
throughout the year.
In design, mostly the outer aspects of wellbeing like ergonomic, social
and economic considerations related to humans are included. However
it needs a design like the Brihadeeshwara temple or the Veena to address
the wellbeing from within; that is to reach the more subtle mind, heart
and soul from where everything originates.
Sharing and transfer of knowledge is essential for any development. The
fact that despite of changes in time, climate and numerous invasions the
oldest of the traditions especially Classical music, Vedic rituals, Astrology, Ayurveda, Vastu Shastra, spirituality etc. are still practiced in India.
‘Panchatantra’ the book on animal fables is still widely read to inculcate
values at the young age. The robust foundation of the ancient Indian
education was designed to educate and imparts knowledge of the world
outside as well as the world within.
Thus the purpose can be broadly summarized as follows:
•
Design TO SOLVE
•
Design TO CREATE
•
Design FOR A CAUSE
•
Design FOR HUMANS
•
Design TO EDUCATE
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The purpose or objective or identification of problem then directs further
process of thinking, planning, execution and outcome of design. It is
extremely important that the objective or the problem is identified and
explicitly defined otherwise there is no further development or even if
there is some; it is devoid of direction and meaning. In a more materialistic world, the objective can be simply gaining a competitive advantage.
Ideation

When the purpose or the objective is clearly defined, or once the problem
statement is explicit, the natural progression is to find a solution.
No other port of Bronze Age has an artificial dock with water locking
arrangement highlights the innovative thinking in ancient Indian design.
The unique ness of Lothal dock for its water locking arrangement, the
intentional use of Phosphor in the Iron Pillar, the Brihadeeshwara temple
being the 1st structure to be built in granite and different types of Veena
highlight the ideation in ancient India. The science behind how the Grand
Anikut dam, is founded is yet to be evaluated.

The designs from ancient India are no work of an individual. The work
reflects a strong team work of experts from various disciplines and skills.
Without a cohesive team spirit, aligned thinking and systematic activities, design of such a caliber would not have been possible.
The designs emerged from the purpose and the purpose came from the
urge or the empathy, the understanding of the needs of fellow humans
and acting upon it. Going deeper, it was the empathy that the designer
had, the one who drafted best of civic amenities, diminished the light in
the Garbhagriha and also the counter maneuvers of the Arthashastra.
Ethics is another aspect of human factor that has been touched by King
Bhoja in Samaranga Sutradhara where he mentions purity of mind as essential qualification of the Sutradhar or the designer.

The Environment

Kautilya Arthashastra and Samaranga Sutradhara are the two books that
deal with ideation to address a specific purpose and thus signify the role
of ideation in ancient Indian design thinking.

Oxidation of iron and subsequent weakening is the best example of effects
of environment on a product. Considering this very effect the ancients
must have developed a material composition for the Iron Pillar of Delhi
that has resisted corrosion to a great extent. Likewise the nature of
tides has influenced the design of the Lothal dock and thick walls of the
Brihadeeshwara temple are designed to maintain thermal comfort in the
otherwise hot and humid Tamil Nadu.

Ideation focuses on creative possibilities, alternatives, solutions or new
ideas. The simplest being, recall and list the alternatives. The ideas are
then thoroughly evaluated on various parameters for feasibility and selection of best fit solution.

Knowledge

Connect and
Improvise

How did the ancient Indians build the designs that are still alive? What
made the mega structures possible when there was no electricity and
advanced machinery that we have today? What made the seafaring and
navigation possible? It would be impossible to execute an idea without
having thorough knowledge. The work itself stands for the vast knowledge
of the ancient Indians in various disciplines, ranging from human mind to
the universe and its application to create some of the incredible designs.

It is needless to explain the environmental consciousness of the ancients.
They practically developed ecofriendly designs by using materials that
were either degradable or reusable. The bricks from Harrapan cities now
provide ballast along 93 miles (150 km) of the railroad track running from
Karachi to Lahore in Pakistan confirm the reusability.

Time

They connected physics and mathematics with a hunter’s bow and designed Yazh, which was further improvised to Veena.

King Bhoja connected various mechanical contrivances and laws of physics to architecture in order to equip building with best of the facilities.
The carvings on temples are more than aesthetics, they depict nature,
theories of science, techniques of dance, Yoga and meditation, stories to
educate, and much more yet nothings seems to be redundant.
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Ultimately any design is made for humans and made by humans. With
reference to the studied designs, human factor can be subjected to two
roles – one of the end user (customer focus in today’s terminology) and
one of the executer.
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There are three aspects of time considered in design thinking, one is the
designed life or durability, second, time required for development (usually
time taken from design initiation to SOP) and thirdly the lifecycle.
From their very existence, it is very clear that the structures were designed and constructed for a life spanning more, than a few centuries. The
traditional Indian stone temple is supposedly designed for a lifespan of
800 years [7] (RCC around 70 -80 years).

It was not by accident that the ancient Indians reached destinations on
the other side of sea. They connected astronomy to seafaring and thus
improved navigation.

Human Factor

Whether it is working of a product or life on earth, both depend on the
surrounding environment and of course the working of product and activities of man have their effects on the environment.

No records were found related to the development time except for the
Brihadeeshwara temple that took 5 to 6 years for completion.
The Veena is one of the best examples for product lifecycle that included
its evolution, maturity, decline and come back, in a span of over
3000 years.

Toolkit For
Design Thinking

A toolkit of 7 thinking tools each serving a particular function and identified by a symbol to enhance the ideation process of new age designers is
derived. The design thinking from ancient India has been captured by 6
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thinking tools and one tool has been added namely the Piggy Bank that
stands for cost, in order to make it more relevant to the pressing needs
of today’s world. Table1 summarizes the tool kit for design thinking with
symbolic representations.

Tool

Symbol

Function
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Table 1: Toolkit for design thinking

Conclusion
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The research concludes that the ancient Indian design thinking was
holistic and pragmatic. It encompasses human centric considerations and
any aspect whether psychological, social, economic or environmental that
has potential to affect human life, as an integral consideration of design
thinking. The design thinking tools derived from ancient India can be
integrated by the new age designers in their design process to strengthen
ideation in order to take innovation to higher level and address various
problems that the present world is facing.
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Introduction

The need for engagement of design education with society encompassing
the community, industry and academia has been gaining momentum in
recent times. The critical issue facing the design academia is to ensure
that curricular content is not only about intellectual knowledge-building
but also has an embedded component of value be it intrinsic, tangible
or aesthetic in nature. All specialist education including fashion education necessitates that the knowledge content and the method of learning in design courses should enable identification and appreciation of
that which is intrinsically valuable in the cultural ethos. It is possible
that design institutes and industry may have different aims and values
that would affect curriculum decisions (Wright et al 2002). However it is
important that design curricula must be underpinned by an understanding of indigenous culture. In the light of globalization with accompanying latent problem of homogenization, this aspect becomes particularly
important for fashion design (apparel) studies.

Design Education

Design education also includes problem-solving, not only by analysis but
also synthesis. For example, fashion education needs to contextualize
clothing with global issues like sustainability, zero wastage or at least
reduced wastage, indigenous design knowledge repertoire etc. Mere
knowledge is not enough; design education must inculcate original thinking ability. Students need to critically assess the challenges inherent
within the situation and actively construct creative solutions that integrate indigenous design skills with socio-economic issues. An interesting
observation made by Alexander is the ‘pattern-constructing’ approach
of designers in general and their ability to see geometrical patterns,
constructive diagrams and pattern language at the core of design activity
(Alexander 1979). Thus design becomes a process of pattern synthesis,
rather than pattern recognition (Cross 2007).
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Rediscovery of Indian Pattern
Making Techniques for Design
Education
Abstract

All specialist education including fashion education necessitates that
the content and pedagogy should enable identification of value in
culture. The traditional Indian approach to design and pattern analysis
provides engendered issues involving matching, differentiation and
integration. This challenges notions of oppositional thinking (masculine
vs feminine), definitive thinking (fixed vs fluid) reflecting the resolution of
contradiction and ambivalence through analysis and synthesis.
Fashion education involves research and interpretation of pattern-cutting
methods of folding, innovative use of grain and other techniques manifest
the creative potential of Indian cultural and historical knowledge. This
paper aims to analyze and articulate the patterns of traditional garments
illustrating parallels and deviations between the traditional and
contemporary avatar.
The exploration of design through pattern cutting whilst developing
the concept of shape-making, indicates that traditional patternmaking
techniques were and continue to be in tandem with issues of sustainable
practices by the practice of zero wastage, thus bringing in a new
perspective in fashion education.

Keywords
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Design education; Indian patternmaking; design synthesis; gender codes;
zero wastage; pattern development.
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While the culture of education in humanities and sciences is widely accepted globally, Cross considers the ‘third culture’ as ‘technical culture’
in design as being equally important (Cross et al 1981). In educational
terms, garments are the artifacts within which is embodied knowledge
of contextual culture, materials and skills. Professional fashion designers traditionally ‘read’ these artifacts as metaphors for design creativity.
It becomes the responsibility of design education to instill a disciplined
academic rigour in the system to facilitate an aptitude for constructive thinking. Historical clothing are redefined when they are no longer
relegated to the archives but are used as meaningful sources of reference
and inspiration in contemporary design vocabulary.
It is important to view clothes not merely as body covering but comprising a world of metaphors as local coding and signifiers of social status
and gender. Clothes perform the role of non-verbal coded system indicative of place of origin, position in social hierarchy and profession. Clothing choices can become a cultural construct, either creating or blurring
distinctions between masculine and feminine. However gender, like
identity, may be variable and can be constructed by the wearer. Indian
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folktales, legends and epics are replete with examples with men and
women disguising their identity through adoption of clothing of the opposite sex. In the case of cross-dressing or tranvestism, dress creates an
illusion for both the wearer and observer that he/she wishes to be seen as
a member of the opposite sex.

Gender Divide

Clothes which are traditionally perceived as belonging to a specific
gender, when worn by the other sex, at one level, may become a fashion
statement for the ramp. At another level, it may contribute to the creation
of an alternate persona with the purpose of being temporarily unidentifiable by others. Implicit social norms require gender-specificity in dress for
immediate demarcation of sex and sexuality.
Indian ethnic costumes are generally perceived being gender-coded demarcating between the male and female. Yet the analysis of pattern shows
these garments to be unique examples of engendered issues involving
matching, differentiation and integration. This challenges notions of oppositional thinking in terms of masculine and feminine gender, as well as
definitive thinking in terms of fixed vs fluid structures, reflecting the resolution of contradiction and ambivalence. The traditional Indian approach
to apparel design is more than a synthesis of fabric, pattern and sewing.
It is through multiplication, replication and intersection that Indian patternmaking synthesizes the geometry of pattern pieces with the contours
of the human body incorporating requirements of fit, support and ease
of movement.
This research has been confined to specific Indian costumes which have
historical-traditional value as well as contemporary significance, exemplified through re-interpretations and adaptations by professional designers
In particular, the patterns of five traditional garments namely churidar
pajama, salwar, kalidar kurta, petticoat and choli blouses have been
analyzed for their physical structure and for engendered connotation.
This was achieved by ‘reading’ the garment language and its structural
significance in terms of patterns; through interpretation of its intrinsic
educational value and the possibility of its use as a catapult for further
investigation in design education.
The understanding and competence in patternmaking is integral to the
fashion industry and to fashion education. Pattern making is an activity by which design is transformed from a conceptual stage to a physical
reality. A pattern maker interprets the designer’s vision through sample
pattern pieces and then drafting them (Koh et al, 1994). The principles of
patternmaking form the foundation supporting the vagaries and transience of fashion trends. A garment is dissected into its constituent parts
of pattern pieces through a process using a small group structure (Ng,
Chan et al, 1995). Pattern making covers principles of constructions and
techniques in a wider sense rather than style details in a narrow sense
(Armstrong, 2000). It provides scope for infinite variety of styles both for
regular designs and impulsive patterns..
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Techniques of
Pattern Making
Used in the
Fashion Industry

Pattern making can be divided in two parts namely measuring correctly
& knowledge of technique devised to include necessary seam allowances.
Measuring the human body is the precursor to developing garments to fit
the body. The practical component in fashion education in apparel hinges
on the understanding and expertise in mastering the deceptively simple
yet critical component of the basic block or sloper, a term given to a basic
set of pattern pieces which form the basis of more complicated styles
(Knowles, 2010). It is the core from which all pattern pieces are developed
according to the design. This is a flat, outlined area of paper which best
represents the shape and dimensions, curves and hollows of the body. The
basic block contains a movement ease allowance which allows the body
to perform a variety of normal body functions that require movement of
various body parts (Kopp et al, 1984).
The three patternmaking methods generally used by the fashion academia as well as fashion designers and patternmakers in the industry are
Draping, Pattern drafting and Flat patternmaking.
1.

Draping :
is the traditional patternmaking method and is generally regarded
as a creative approach to the subject. It involves creation of pattern pieces directly onto the three dimensional dress forms. Pattern
makers drape the fabric directly on the mannequin, fold and pin the
fabric onto the mannequin, and trace out the fabric patterns. Jaffe
and Relis (2000) recommend draping as a method to develop the
basic block and then use it as a base for flat patternmaking. Draping
is a sophisticated technique used by designer couturiers leading to
customization of style and fit but is substantially time-consuming.

2.

Flat patternmaking
is the most time-efficient patternmaking method that brings consistency to the sizing and fit of mass-produced garments (Armstrong
2000). It is a logical and a convenient system of creating pattern
which does not require a high degree of literacy. The effectiveness of
this method depends on the manipulation of the sloper which forms
the basis of pattern development.

3.

Pattern drafting or Direct drafting
is a system of patternmaking that uses a combination of ease allowance and body measurement taken from a dress form or fit model
to create patterns including basic, foundation, and fashion patterns
(Armstrong, 2000). It is a method of pattern construction based
on the systematic layout of measurements taken directly from the
human form. Drafting systems mimicked the process of bespoke
tailoring through application of body measurements. With the aid of
drafting, “tailors could approximate the elegance of a proper fit which
both created a utilitarian gloss that facilitated physical mobility and
then smoothed itself when back at rest” (Neighbour, 2008). Direct
drafting method is faster and more systematic but often less precise
(Chen et al, 2008).
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Indian Pattern Making
The level of literacy and numeracy prevalent amongst pattern makers and
tailors has traditionally been low. Traditionally the skills were transmitted by the master craftsmen through a system of apprenticeship through
demonstration and verbal instructions (Kidwell, 1979). In India, this
practice is prevalent till today. As many as 98 percent of all patternmakers
surveyed for PhD dissertation (Narang V 2011) admit that they have learnt
the trade on the job without formal training.

This lower garment uses basic geometric shapes of the rectangle and
trapezium utilizing the principle of zero waste. The placement of the
patterns for optimum utilization of fabric in different widths create
variations in salwar designs e.g. the Patiala salwar, Peshawari salwar.
A variation of basic salwar Patiala salwars’s side panel or kali is cut
on the fabric with larger width i.e.45”. Another variation a Peshawari
salwar side panels are cut with double width of Patiala salwar.
By traditional pattern cutting method the salwar requires 2.5 meters
of fabric however, if it is not cut using traditional methods the fabric
required would be 3.5 meters and also would entail lot of
wastage of fabric.

The traditional Indian approach to apparel design is more than a synthesis of fabric, pattern and sewing. Indian ethnic costumes are generally
perceived being gender-coded demarcating between the male and female.
Yet the analysis of pattern shows these garments to be unique examples
of engendered issues involving matching, differentiation and integration.
This challenges notions of oppositional thinking (masculine vs feminine)
and definitive thinking (fixed vs fluid) and reflects the resolution of contradiction and ambivalence.
It is through multiplication, replication and intersection that Indian patternmaking synthesizes the geometry of pattern pieces with the contours
of the human body incorporating requirements of fit, support and ease
of movement.

Traditional
Garments

Traditionally Indian garments are cut by direct drafting method, a technique mastered by Indian pattern makers. Traditional Indian garments
especially choli blouse, petticoat, kalidar kurta, salwar and churidar
pajama are a composition of basic geometric shapes namely rectangle,
square, circle and trapezium. The shapes and placement of pattern pieces
hold the key to minimal or even zero wastage of fabrics. This is best illustrated in these five garments.
1.
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Salwar
The shalwar or salwar is one of the design variations of the payjama
or pajama. Varying in girth, length, tightness the pajama was an
Islamic import to India and gradually found acceptability among
the Indians particularly in battle (Goswami 1993). In general salwar
signifies looser and wider garments that are not tight around the
legs or ankles. It was worn by both men and women; by the emperor
and the soldier. Yet it is interesting that socio-economic and gender
indicators are inbuilt in the details of the garment. Paintings indicate
that the tighter pajama was popular with women which gave way to
the wider, looser version after the late 18th century. Both men and
women are known to have worn pajamas of striped silk. In the late
Mughal period, the emperors and courtiers wore very wide-legged
pajamas which almost trailed the floor. Social class hierarchy was
evident from loose pajamas worn by foot-soldiers alongside higher officials on horseback. However the lengths are higher than the ankles
for ease of movement
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Fig.2 Traditional ‘Bag’ method

Fig.1 Salwar Pattern

2.

Churidar pajama
Unlike the looser salwar, the churidar derives its name from the churi
or bangle-like pajamas with fabric wrinkles around the ankles. The
Churidar is a close fitted lower garment which worn combined with
the Jama or Angharkha / kalidar Kurta gave a formal look, is another
garment that has a Mughal influence.
The traditional method of cutting the pattern was to fold the fabric
on bias grain and stitch it to create a ‘bag’ shape. This method minimized the requirement of fabric for a 40” length. On an average, the
fabric requirement of 36” width was only 1.75 metres. However, while
fabric consumption was economical, there was an inherent problem
with the garment ease. The ‘bag’ pattern resulted in a seam being
placed on the thigh which would inevitably rip open if the wearer sat
on his/her haunches or crouched on the ground. To address the problem, the modern pattern shape folds the two lengths of fabric first
in half and then again diagonally. With this method the seam in the
pajama sits higher on the thigh. This reduces the ‘stress’ on the seam
and therefore it does not rip with movement of body. Modern times
have seen the introduction of a waistband in the churidar pajama,
which was not the traditional norm. However, in this method the
consumption of 36” width fabric is about 2.5 meters, which is 75 cms
more than the usual amount.
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a range of body sizes. It is interesting to note that the principle of
pattern-cutting for the kalidar kurta as an upper garment is similar
to that of lower garments like the salwar and petticoat.
The kali and sleeve pattern are cut as two trapeziums. The sleeve has
a straight armhole where traditionally a square gusset is attached
between the sleeve and kali for ease of arm movement.

Fig.3 Churidar Pattern
However, a modern version could be a combination of the bag-shaped
pattern with the waist band is the most economical version and
eliminates the potential threat of tears in the churidar. Moreover the
youth, acclimatized to jeans prefers pull-up elasticized waistbands
over the drawstring or nada version.
3.

The Kalidar Kurta
deriving its name from the ‘kali’ or panel, is a simpler version of the
Persian jama and the angarakha of Indian origin, both of which were
worn by men. It is interesting that the original jama/ angarakha was
an outer garment for formal wear was based on the fit and flare principle with features like a tightly-fitted chest piece where one panel
crossed over the other, thus allowing it to be tied at the side with tiecords or sometimes loops and buttons, a high waist seam and a flared
skirt. The variation called gherdar jama, as the name suggests, had
a fuller hemline, Goswami refers to the feminine-sounding variant
called angarakhi, which contrary to the name, was not a garment for
women but a shorter version of the angarakha (Goswami 1993). The
semantic aspect is reminiscent of the modern kurta, the shorter version of which is now referred to as kurti. Earlier there appears to have
been no firmly established practice on the point of the side on which
it was to be tied since evidence shows tie-ups both left and right sides.
When tied under the left armpit, it was referred to as a Hindu style
while on the right side it was considered as a Muslim style. Today the
direction of overlapping bodices/panels is unambiguously indicative
of gender i.e. right over left for women and left over right for men.
Both the angarakha (with a restrained fit and flare silhouette) and
the kalidar kurta (rectangular silhouette) have blurred the boundaries of gender differentiation and are perceived both as menswear as
womenswear garments.
Variations of the Kalidar kurta like the Bhopali kurta follow principles of pattern-making similar to that of the Japanese Kimono. The
pattern uses geometric shapes namely rectangles, squares and trapezium which can minimize or even eliminate fabric wastage completely. It is a versatile upper garment. requiring only the measurements
of the chest/ bust, length of the kurta and sleeve length catering to
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The traditional kurta was cut with the centre panel on fold in a
continuous rectangular length thus eliminating the shoulder seam.
However, the neckline tended to ‘pull’ at the back, the reason being
that in the ‘folding’ method, the armhole depth at the front and back
was identical. In terms of ergonomics, the front armhole length is
shorter than the back armhole length.

Fig. 4 Salwar Pattern
The notable fact about the salwar, churidar pajama and kalidar kurta
is that the method of pattern- cutting is identical for both genders.
The difference lies in the individual measurements. These three garments are worn by both men and women even today, though today
salwar is worn by men only in certain communities and
geographical locations.

Mens Kuta by Varun Bahl
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Designers in India use variations of these garments for traditional
Indian wear in several modern ‘Avatars’ and these are in fashion both
for ready to wear as well as ‘occasion wear’ and trousseau or ‘Bridal
wear’. Some of the known designers have used variations with
great success

If the panels were not drafted and placed in the traditional manner
the fabric required would be at least 3 lengths of the garment plus
seam allowance resulting in a lot of wastage of fabric. The globally
popular paneled / gored skirt which may have been an inspiration of
petticoat is not cut by this method.
5.

Choli Blouse
The choli, also called kanchali or kanchuki, originally a draped breast
covering for women became a stitched shaped garment possibly
under foreign influence. Worn with a ghaghra or saree, the choli can
be hand-stitched and hand embroidered. The designs vary in terms
of shape of the breast pieces whether cupped or flat, position of the
piece/cups on the bodice, sleeve length, neckline shape, manner of
tying, bare or covered back etc. Often fastened with ties at two points
– the back neck and the side panels, the traditional choli has distinct
characteristics in terms of fabric and asymmetrical ornamentation/
embroidery since the odhni or dupatta covers one side of the bodice
when draped over one shoulder.

Variation Kalidar Kurta by Ritu Beri
4.

Petticoat:
Worn under the sari or the skirt ‘ghaghra’, the petticoat is one of the
best examples of zero wastage patterns. It is cut according to the
available width of the fabric requiring only two lengths of the garment plus seam allowance. The fabric is folded on the cross or weft
grain matching the selvedge and then in half on the length of the fabric. The required waist plus ease is divided by the number of panels.

Fig.6 Petticoat Pattern
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Fig.8 Pattern of Traditional
Choli Blouse

Traditional Choli Blouse
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Traditionally women did not wear any lingerie with a choli blouse and
yet felt a sense of comfort and modesty. The choli blouse is significant
in its duality both as an outerwear garment which fits the body like
second skin and simultaneously as a foundation garment for women.
It is distinct from the other version of the traditional darted blouse
primarily in terms of its ability to fit a wide range of body types
and sizes.
The versatility of fit stems from two aspects; the first is that the pattern features are noticeably geometric in shape comprising rectangles
(panels) and circles (bust cup) and the second is the manipulation of
the direction of placement on the fabric grain. The blouse works on
the principle of stretchability and rigidity. The bust cup or choli has
two notable features; firstly it is cut on bias for maximum stretch
in order to fit a range of bust sizes and secondly it is gathered at the
centre-front to give added ease. The under-bust band cut on a straight
grain provides the necessary support due to the lack of stretch. The
single-piece side panel also cut on the straight grain is rectangular
traversing from the front to the back. The back of the chaniya choli
is partially covered held together with strings. The traditional sleeve
pattern has a straight (i.e. non-shaped) armhole. The gusset between
sleeve and side panel allows the wearer comfort, ease of movement
and lift of the arm.
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Modern version of a choli blouse has a choli piece and a waistband,
but it does not provide the requisite support so use of lingerie is not
eliminated. The fabric required in the modern version is 1 meter and a
traditional one whose pattern is placed above has been cut in 35 cms
with negligible wastage.

Conclusion

The analysis of designs and patternmaking techniques of traditional
Indian garments in design education iterates the fact that ‘authenticity’ in clothing is only partially applicable to fashion since it results from
encounters, interaction, conquest and cultural integration through
absorption or appropriation of cultural-aesthetics-gender differences. In
the context of approximate 20% wastage in terms of cutting waste from
layouts in the apparel industry, traditional clothes not only provide inspiration for re-iteration of national identity by modern designers but are also
relevant in the context of the global concern for sustainable practices in
minimizing wastage.
The exploration of design through pattern cutting whilst developing
the concept of shape-making, indicates that traditional patternmaking
techniques were and continue to be in tandem with issues of sustainable
practices by stringent reduction and even elimination of fabric wastage,
thus bringing in a new perspective in fashion education.
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Introduction

The current competitive business environment and increasing social
needs are forcing the industry and the organizations to produce products
or services that are highly innovative in terms of technology and meet
the user needs more effectively. This has resulted in an increased role of
design and designers in the industry whether manufacturing or services.
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The time has come when the discipline of design has to prepare itself to
play an integrative role in business & social environment by gaining more
understanding on disciplines like Technology, Management and Social
Science, which they work with to deliver successful products or services.
It has to play a critical role to deliver business as well as social innovation.
The design professionals and institutes have to look more aggressively at
the needs and expectations of the industry and society from them. The
success of design professionals in the industry at all the levels (operational, tactical and strategic) will depend upon how well they understand and
integrate themselves with these disciplines. It is becoming increasingly
important that the design institutions must focus on the collaborative
and multidisciplinary approach towards design education including the
curriculum, course content and composition of the class.

USID Gurukul – A Collaborative &
Multi-Disciplinary Learning Experience for
Design and Social Innovation
Abstract

This paper describes the “Collaborative & Multidisciplinary Learning
Experience” approach of USID Gurukul Programme that brings together
Shishyas (students) representing disciplines of Design, Technology,
Management and Social Science to Explore, Experience, Collaborate,
Learn and Create under Gurus (mentors) representing academicians,
researchers and practitioners. This journey aims at learning design
through the multidisciplinary & collaborative approach thus prepares
designers who well understand the overall design & product development
process and their role in social innovation. This paper accesses how this
approach prepares the design professional to play integrative role in
the industry.
The paper describes the structure, format, process and methodology
of the USID Gurukul amd highlights how multidisciplinary and
collaborative approach of learning has improved the quality of design
outcome and helped in social innovation.
The paper reflects on the impact of collaborative & multidisciplinary
learning approach on the design students but citing the examples
of projects undertaken at USID Gurukul 2010 & 2011 and how the
collaboration with discipline like technology, management and social
science has helped in the quality of design solutions.
The paper also aims to access and understand how the leanings of the
USID Gurukul’s collaborative and multi-disciplinary approach could be
applied in design education to create design professionals who are better
prepared to meet the expectations of the industry, their role towards
society & social innovation, play an integrative role in business & social
environment, effectively establishing the design discipline at tactical,
strategic & operational level in the industry.
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Existing Scenario
Of Design &
Other Professional
Education

Our existing education system offers individual focus on knowledge/skills
such as Design, Technology, Management and Social Sciences and these
are being taught in silos. When students graduate with their specific
disciplines and go to the industry and society they are required to work
in collaboration with various different disciplines to deliver business
& social value. Lack of exposure on various different disciplines/skills
makes it difficult for them to understand their own skills/knowledge in
a context to others and how they can effectively utilize their skills in a
collaborative and multidisciplinary environment. This leads to a lot of
inefficiency within the system and disengagement and confusion within
the different teams in any organization.
To effectively & efficiently deliver business and social values, it is critical that the disciplines working together to achieve their common goal
must have good understanding on each other’s skills and disciplines and
are able to integrate themselves effectively as a team. It is critical that
the education, especially the design education must follow multidisciplinary & collaborative approach, as design professionals require good
understanding and knowledge about technology, management and social
science to deliver larger business and social values.
There is a critical need to have system of education that does not work
in silos but offers an educational platform where the students are taught
their focus disciplines well integrated with other disciplines such as
technology, design, management and social sciences so that they are able
to build a good understanding and insight on other disciplines especially
in context to their own focus discipline. This approach will not only help
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individual designers, engineers, managers or social science professionals
by the way of effectively collaborating with their peers in other disciplines
but can deliver larger business and social value for both industry and
the society.

USID Gurukul

•
•
•
•
•

In 2010, USID foundation (Universal, Sustainable, Innovative Design for
social change) conceptualized its dream project in the form of a workshop
as “USID Gurukul” where the students of four different disciplines including “Design”, “Technology” “Management” and “Social Sciences” were
brought together to go through a learning experience which was collaborative and multi-disciplinary in its approach.

Keeping its focus on multidisciplinary approach, each USID Gurukul
workshop comprises of 8 teams having six shishyas (three students representing design, one or two representing technology and one each from the
domain of management & social sciences) and two gurus (one representing academics/research and another representing industry/practice).
Apart from having teams with shishyas and gurus, each USID gurukul
workshop invites a number of prominent personalities, from the filed of
education, industry, government, non profit, research, arts, films, theater
and music etc., to share their experience and thoughts that can help in
stimulating the teams to look beyond their own focus area and apply/integrate the learning from the sessions in their projects.

Figure 1. Ancient traditional
gurukul education

USID Gurukul
Phases
USID Gurukul is an inspiration taken from “Gurukul”, a school concept
from the ancient times in India and offers opportunities to shishyas (students) to learn from their gurus (mentors) by living together through an
immersive learning experience of Exploration, Experience, Collaboration,
Learning and Creation.

The logo of USID Gurukul reflects the contemporary form of banyan tree
with five roots hanging from the trunk, each representing the core five
elements USID Gurukul philosophy; Collaboration. Exploration, Experience, Learning & Creation. The leaves and stem of the banyan tree have
been represented as Disks and Bar code to reflect the new age adaptation
and implementation of the ancient gurukul concept.

USID GurukulApproach &
Format
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Each year, USID Gurukul is being participated by 48 students selected
from all over India representing four disciplines; Design, Technology,
Management & Social Sciences. They work together for a period of two
weeks under dedicated mentors (Gurus) who work with them on the real
life problems from the following focus areas:
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Considering, the fact that most of the participants are already enrolled as
regular students in their own respective educational institutions and have
their own load of curriculum and academic requirements, two weeks of
USID Gurukul is divided into two back to back phases as follows:
•
•

Virtual gurukul (5 Days)
Onsite gurukul (One week)

Such division in two phases minimizes the amount of absence from their
regular academic curriculum and encourages higher and quality participation. This also ensures that the quality of engagement as part of USID
Gurukul workshop is not compromised.

Composition
of a team
Figure 2. USID Gurukul Logo

Education
Health & Care
Ecology & Environmental
Rural & Craft sector
Gender issues and Old population

Before the beginning of the virtual gurukul, the selected participants are
grouped into 8 teams of six shishyas and two gurus each. Each team has a
representation from four different domains (Design, Technology, Management & Social Sciences) to encourage a multidisciplinary and collaborative approach of learning and creation. Each team also goes through
an individual team orientation program that provides them an overall
perspective, process, methodology and information on various activities
as part of the gurukul workshop. This helps them prepare for the virtual
as well as the onsite phases of the USID gurukul.
5 days long virtual Gurukul is aimed to help the team members know
each other well so that when they arrive for the On-site Gurukul, they
start working together immediately as a team.
This time is also used by the teams for brainstorming together to identify
the focus areas as well as a particular problem in that focus area. Individual teams based on their own schedules using various online tools
including Skype, Google Talk, Messengers, E Mails, other audio as well as
video conferencing tools coordinate these sessions. The USID Gurukul organizing team also attends some of these sessions to ensure that there is
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a synergy in terms of objectives and methodology amongst all the teams.
The teams are expected to use virtual gurukul for an initial research
related to their specific problem areas, they have decided to work upon
as a part of the gurukul.

Virtual Gurukul

This time is also used by the teams for brainstorming together to identify
the focus areas as well as a particular problem in that focus area. Individual teams based on their own schedules using various online tools
including Skype, Google Talk, Messengers, E Mails, other audio as well as
video conferencing tools coordinate these sessions. The USID Gurukul organizing team also attends some of these sessions to ensure that there is
a synergy in terms of objectives and methodology amongst all the teams.
The teams are expected to use virtual gurukul for an initial research
related to their specific problem areas, they have decided to work upon as
a part of the gurukul.
5 days long virtual Gurukul is aimed to help the team members know
each other well so that when they arrive for the On-site Gurukul, they
start working together immediately as a team.

Team building
& knowing each
other

Figure 3. USID Gurukul 2010 Team Composition

Identify
common
passion

Decide one
area of focus

Identify a
problem in
focus area

Conduct
Research &
Collect data

Figure 5. Virtual Gurukul Process & Methodology
Based on our learning from the virtual session and using a variety of
online technologies and tools, USID Foundation is planning to develop a
dedicated online system that is more collaborative and engaging.

Onsite Gurukul

Figure 4. Overall composition of USID Gurukul 2010

Team		

No.

By Domain 		

%age

Students		6				75%				
		
Design			50%
			Technology		16.66%
			Management		16.66%				
			Social Science		16.66%
Mentors		2				 25 %

This is the most active & collaborative part of the gurukul workshop and
it starts with all the teams arriving at the location of USID Gurukul (2010
& 2011 were held at IIT Kanpur campus). As a part of the inauguration
event, each team introduces themselves and the problem area they would
like to work upon in the next few days as a team.

Analysis

Design

Detailed

Validation

Final design

& detailed

concepts &

design &

& design

presentations

design brief

validation

prototyping

refinement

by teams

Figure 6. Onsite Gurukul Process & Methodology
From the learning of the USID Gurukul 2010, where each team was given
an individual class room to work upon their projects which hampered the
spirit of collaboration. Eventually following changes were made in
the gurukul:

			Industry			50%
			Academic		50%

Table 1: Domain wise distribution of USID Gurukul 2010 teams
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Figure 7. A team working at USID Gurukul 2010

Open classroom
for each team

Figure 9. USID Gurukul 2011 with floating (external) mentors

The subsequent USID Gurukul was organized in an open space having
huts (Kutiyas) especially designed to be open from all sides and placed in
such a way that all the teams are able to look at the work of other teams
without creating any disturbance leading to enhanced
collaborative learning.

Figure 10. Floating (External) Mentors discussing with team

Figure 8. USID Gurukul 2010 at IIT, Kanpur Campus

Student Exchange

As a part of the USID Gurukul 2011, a concept of student exchange was introduced where in the mid of the gurukul workshop teams have to give up
one of their members to the other team. This helped each team to utilize
the knowledge and exposure (from his previous team project) of the newly
inducted team member. This also brings in a different perspective to the
new team.

A Panel of Floating A panel of floating (common) mentors introduced during USID Gurukul
(External) Mentors 2011, which goes across the teams providing their knowledge, experience
(Gurus)
and perspective across the different projects. In this process this panel is

also able to look at the various ongoing projects and encourage sharing of
information & knowledge to bring in effective collaboration amongst the
different teams.
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Inclusion of
Professionals and
International
Students

Having a couple of mentors representing international universities
(Design Factory, Alto University) has provided this workshop an international visibility. Considering the interest shown by the international
students and the benefits of cross cultural exposure, USID Gurukul 2011
has inducted 8 international students from Alto Design, Finland, KTHSweden & Tongii-University, China.

Team				No.

%age

Students				6
Indian Student			4
International Student		
1
Professional			1
Mentors				2
Industry				1
Academic			1

75%				
75%
12.5%
12.5%					
25 %
50%
50%

Table 2: Team composition for USID Gurukul 2011
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Research is an
important activity
at USID Gurukul

Research is an important activity at USID Gurukul
USID Gurukul emphasizes a lot on the research and the teams are encouraged to undertake an exhaustive research using a variety of research
methods including filed observations, contextual enquiries, interviews,
validation etc. to get more insight related to their problem space

Figure 17. Team member showing design mockup to a mentor
Figure 11. USID Gurukul team
during filed research

Figure 12. User interview as a part
of the research activities

Based on the team’s requirements, sessions by the subject matter experts
(SME’s) are also arranged as a part of the USID Gurukul. These sessions
enable the students to get good understanding & knowledge on a particular domain, helping them to work on their projects more effective

It was observed that the teams having skills such as technology, management and social science apart from design are able to look at and explore
the problems from a holistic perspective and are able to create solutions
which are not only high in terms of design quality but also in terms of
technical and business feasibility apart from having high social relevance.
For many of the following projects undertaken by the teams of USID Gurukul 2010 and 2011, having multidisciplinary team members including
design, technology, management and social science domains has helped
a lot in terms of the use of appropriate technologies, business and social
value. The results would have been very different if the teams consisted
of designers only.
•
•

Figure 13. SME Speaking with the
students

Figure 14. Mentors having a session
with their team

The research information collected by each of the team is analyzed and
interpreted with the help of their mentors to define the details problem
statement as well as conceptualize the solutions.

Figure 15. A team working on their
project independently
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Figure 16. A team is getting their
design validated

•
•
•
•
•

Shilpalaya – The Craft Cluster based on Solar and Bio Energy
Kadi – Bridging the gap between grand parents to grand children
through technology
EMR – Emergency Medical Response System for narrow lanes
Portable clinics – Portable structure health camps
Hospital Waste Management - System for recycling and
disposing the waste
Politickle – Mobile based system for creating more informed voters
Educational Aids based on Aakaskh Tablet

Even though a project is aimed at enabling the teams to go through a multidisciplinary and collaborative learning experience, USID Gurukul also
organises talks, presentations and discussions by prominent personalities from the fileds of Design, Films, Theater, Bureaucracy, Social science,
Economics & Management etc. for student as part of the gurukul. Each
evening, one of such personalities are invited to share their experiences
and thoughts with the participants of the gurukul, which not only work
as a stimulus for their existing projects work but also helps the students
to get exposure and acquire knowledge, understanding and perspective
on some new areas. Such sessions provides an additional opportunity for
multidisciplinary and collaborative learning experience.
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Figure 18. Mr. Atul Tiwari, Flim Script
writer & Actor presenting at the USID
Gurukul

Other learning &
fun activities at
USID Gurukul

Figure 19. Mrs. Biswas, Indian
Classical vocalist performing and is
supported by Prof. Kalevi Ekman &
Matti H.

Figure 24. Final presentation in progress

Figure 25. Mentors (are being
honored during Gurukul 2010

Figure 26. Mentors (Gurus) of USID
Gurukul 2010

Figure 27. Students (Shishyas) of
USID Gurukul 2010

USID Gurukul provides a number of activities aimed at learning as well
as fun. Yoga sessions are conducted and participants are encouraged to
attend the same for their spiritual and physical development.

Figure 20. Yoga session at USID Gurukul
2010

Figure 21. Early morning Bicycle trip
to Bithoor, Kanpur

How design
education benefit
from USID
Gurukul?

How design education benefit from USID Gurukul?
The current design education can be benefited from the USID Gurukul format by
incorporating the following:
•
•

Figure 22. Boating on river Ganges

Figure 23. Small aircraft flight
experience for the participants

Visits to local places of historical, cultural and social relevance are also
organized as a part of the USID Gurukul. A bicycle trip to Bithoor and
boating in the river Ganges was organized during USID Gurukul 2011 for
them to gain knowledge on the spiritual and ecology dimension of Kanpur
as a city.
The USID Gurukul concludes with final presentations by each of the
teams followed by a very traditional closing/ graduation ceremony where
the students (shsihyas) are given participation certificates and the mentors (Gurus) are honored as a token of respect.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The class composition both at UG and PG level must have students coming
from disciplines including technology & science, management & commerce
and social sciences & arts
The classroom design projects (not skill courses) undertaken by students preferably are realistic rather than being hypothetical.
Such projects need to be mentored by multidisciplinary mentors representing
both industry and academics.
The students should be given end-to-end exposure related to their projects
including research, design, validation and product/service development.
Extending student exchange program beyond design schools and should be
extended to technology, management and social science institutions as well.
The faculty should have combination of both research as well as
industry practice.
The design students should get an exposure to activities like films, theater and
classical art forms irrespective of their design discipline.
The design research related subjects and design projects should be moved out
of regular classroom environment and should be taken to the fields.
Short-term student exchange within different disciplines of design
should be encouraged.
There should be a very high emphasis on research and its application and
there should be specialized faculty representing ethnography, sociology, anthropology etc. Regular design faculty need not teach such skills.
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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•

•
•
•
•

Participant
Experience

The focus of design education should be on preparing design students
for collaborative innovation to deliver business and social values by
combining design with other disciplines such as technology,
management and social sciences.
A lot of emphasis should be on inviting experienced industry
professionals to teach the design students.
The size of the class should be small and can be divided into smaller
groups for offering focused attention to each of these groups.
There is a critical need to have highly immersive learning experience
and exchange between the students, faculty & mentors.
The design education curricula should be structured around –
Collaboration, Exploration, Experience, Learning and Creation.

Mentors (Gurus)
Dr. Ganesh Prabhu, Prof. of Strategy, IIM, Bangalore,
attended USID Gurukul 2010 & 2011 as mentor
“The USID Gurukul system of education is a high impact mode that
has disappeared in areas like technology and management due to the
increase in number of students in these fields and the non-availability of
enough teachers. The short format USID Gurukul workshop for immersive, multidisciplinary and collaborative learning effectively adapted
this immersive learning tradition for design projects. The USID Gurukul
format enabled both gurus and shishyas to learn from their collaborative project as well as from each other in an open and engaging way. Both
students and faculty learnt a lot from each other and their interactions
led to new initiatives later. The non-competitive (encouraging rather than
evaluating) approach enabled students to participate, do their best and to
build their capability for complex problem solving. Insights from students
and other faculty enabled every faculty to leave the USID Gurukul with
new insights and research ideas.“
Prof. Vinai Kumar, Prof. at SBS, attended USID Gurukul 2010 as mentor as
professor at NID, Gandhinagar
“The USID-initiated Gurukul is an innovative platform to connect students, teachers and working professionals from various disciplines to
work together for studying and developing ideas and solution in a sector
of concern. The USID Gurukul has been able to promote design thinking
among engineering, social studies, and management professionals. With
the business and social organisations looking for new paradigms and
tools to deliver and grow in the ever-changing landscape today, an initiative like the USID Gurukul can make a significant contribution.”
Avinash Raipally, Asst. Prof. Centre Coordinator, F&LA, NIFT Hyd., attended USID Gurukul 2011 as mentor
“I, strongly feel that a design education system should comprise of
thoughts from different varied fields like management, technology,
science etc. along with design, so the combined thought would give a
real time, successful product or a system. This was what exactly USID
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Gurukul has come up with and me as one of the mentor at USID Gurukul
have seen and experienced good designs taking up shapes. In my capacity
as design educator, I would recommend such a design system, which is
enormously powerful and aptly suited for real time solutions.”
Srinivas Murthy, Practicing Architect at SMG, attended USID Gurukul
2010 as mentor
USID Gurukul is a unique platform otf creative and intellectual collaboration with a very pragmatic multi disciplinary design approach towards
finding a workable solution of highest creative standards for a chosen or
given set of problems. It provides an opportunity to students from different streams of engineering, management and design along with mentors
from the academician and profession to be part of a stimulating journey
in a very interesting format of Gurukul- drawing inspiration from the
wisdom of traditional method of learning in Ancient India and finding its
meaningful relevance in modern times.
Students (Shishyas)
Neel Shah, attended USID Gurukul 2010 as student design of IIT Kanpur
“USID Gurukul makes for a very unique and effective learning experience. It allows students to connect with people outside of their everyday
circle of contacts. The diversity of perspectives brought to a given subject
in the workshop therefore becomes very rich. It is a well-crafted initiative
with sufficient amount of time and activities for teams to function as a
unit and build a momentum into their respective areas of work.”
Mannu Amrit, attended USID Gurukul 2011 as student of design at
IIT Guwahati
“As a shishya I was a part of a team that consisted of 4 designers, 1 engineer, 1 student in his final year of MBA and 2 mentors. While one of our
mentors was from humanities background, the other a design consultant
with several years of experience. This unique combination of technical, managerial and design skills was the defining feature of the USID
Gurukul, since it helped us approach problems from all fronts - feasibility,
business value and technology associated with it.”
Ashwini Sashidhar, attended USID Gurukul 2010 as student of Shristhi
School of Arts, Design & Technology
“The collaborative and multidisciplinary learning space that USID
Gurukul provided, helped us break barriers across design disciplines.
It has enlarged my vision to grow in different directions in the field of
design and not limit myself to just product design. Learning and Working
together with people from diverse educational and cultural backgrounds
have helped me develop a different perspective to design. It has been a
very motivating and rewarding experience for me!”
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Minal Jain, attended USID Gurukul 2011 as student of design at
IIT Guwahati
“USID Gurukul came as a opportunity to work collaboratively with
people from varied backgrounds like engineering, management and social
sciences and that too from varied countries was an experience in itself. It
gave me a broader perspective of looking at problems and ways to tackle
that. For the very first time I got a chance to be mentored by people from
background apart form design. It was an experience I would cherish all
through my life!”

Conclusion

There cannot be a better format for design education than our ancient &
traditional Gurukul way of teaching & learning to ensure a feasible and
innovative environment for multi-dimensional growth including physical,
spiritual, social & economic for the design students and professionals
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Introduction

The following is a prospect project to establish a Design School within the
core of the Academic University for Nonviolence and Human Rights in
the Arab World [AUNOHR]. Without understanding AUNOHR it would
be difficult to understand the context of the project:
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00961 3 947605

The Academic University for Non-Violence and Human Rights (AUNOHR)
was founded as an independent and non-sectarian higher education
institution. AUNOHR would meet the challenges relying on 23 years of
experience and creativity in disseminating non-violence and human
rights cultures, writing, translating and pioneer professional training and
establishing educational and academic materials, the first of its kind in
the world.

Balance or the Leadership of
the Future
Abstract

In his speech at the Rotman Business Design Conference in Chicago in
2005, Patrick Whitney said: “I’ve dreamed of a revolution. I’ve dreamed of
a School, which ‘remembers’ that the ‘dream’ is the most concrete thing
that exists. I’ve dreamed of a new generation of leaders, capable of harmonizing ethics and economics, action and contemplation, financial power
and love. […] The power of design thinking must be freed up to deal with
all sorts of issues on a global scale.”
Whereas all participants in this project are pragmatic individuals, they
are also movers and shakers par excellence, having had experiences in
different learning environments, which only too quickly immersed them
in bureaucratic processes; a factor which was very limiting to their fluid
ways of thinking.
Lebanon’s cultural input, freedom of thought and speech is what made it
the hub of an ideological laboratory of the Arab world. With the information superhighway now a given, Lebanon’s ability to assume this avantgarde position is at its fingertips. All that is required is going back to that
entrepreneurial spirit and the innovative blitz that made it possible in the
first place.
Having a school which innovates, but which is also in geographical
proximity to industries, makes prototypes easier to build, research easier
to implement, thoughts easier to propagate. Which is why such an entity
would have synergistic effect, and would create a ripple in the pond with
everyone benefiting from the results and perhaps even improving upon
them due to their execution expertise.
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AUNOHR will also be a reference and by provides specialized trainers for
educational and academic materials to encourage schools and universities implementing them into their curricula. A. In addition it will provide a medium for intellectual dialogue it will institutionalize and host
individuals with unique knowledge and experience backing it up with
references which include comprehensive and first-of-a-kind library that
collects the Arabic and international production and heritage on non-violence, civil education, training, non-sectarianism and human rights. As
an extension to its philosophy AUNOHR will serve as a publishing house
under the title “non-violence” for the first time in the Arab world.

Location Map

Why Lebanon? Lebanese culture is the product of the descendants of
many different races who have invaded and occupied this part of the
world, making this country a mosaic of intertwined cultures. This ethnic,
linguistic, religious and denominational diversity created a multi dimensional cultural diversity that has no equal in the world. And even with the
rise of the neighboring Arab Countries, Lebanon still occupies the center
of attention given its freedom level, tolerance and exposure to the west.
Lebanon has always been the “test market” for products and services,
distributors – until the mid-century – would give their products to street
vendors in Beirut and if the cosmopolitan people of Beirut would not buy
it, then they would know for sure that no one else would in the Arabian
Gulf.
Design-wise, Lebanese have always been street-savvy, and the war –
despite its atrocity – also showed them how simply ingenious they are in
terms of recycling every day objects to have versatile functions so as for
the “normalcy” of life to go on – car batteries would serve as impromptu
generators to watch football games, wire hangers become antennas, and
pop corn – a staple of such situations – would be done with the use of sun
and a magnifying glass.
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Project Description Any revolution that becomes a system, ultimately fails. Whenever bureaucracy and red tape have the upper hand, all mobility and shift tends to
be slowed down. Whereas we certainly acknowledge the important of a
roadmap and a blueprint, we also understand that what is more important that the letter is the spirit of the letter.

Therefore, based on shifting elements, and modules constantly rearranged, with a vision constantly enriched but that rests on solid foundations and principles - which are dynamic in their own nature.
This would be a sustainable co-evolutionary process, whereby ecosystem
A would influence ecosystem B, and by the time B goes back to influence
A, then A would have changed in its own right.

Figure 1.
The location of Lebanon on the Middle East map.

The original ‘faculty’ members stem from different schools, educational
backgrounds, philosophies of learning, but they all agree that flexibility is
central to message spreading, and have enough cultural diversity among
themselves in terms of ideas and thoughts which would render this project very much an evolving laboratory of thoughts.
The importance of design, specifically in terms of research and innovation cannot be understated; its contribution to the economic growth of
any formula is also beyond doubt. Creative clusters are all the rage and
forward thinking agglomerations have added substantially to the productivity and efficiency of many cities.
Today’s technology, with its democratization process, its accessibility and
its iniquitousness makes it a case for everyone to be involved, proactive
and outgoing with its use. All this without even mentioning the social
media websites, smartphones and their applications making it only too
easy to share, mingle, mix and match, talk, debate, and engage – all of
these make today’s world only more interactive, flexible and dialoguebased. This, and other social factors, makes it even more pressing for
having a Design School which could spearhead the way towards new development of a forward-thinking design center located in Lebanon which
would be both – open to international ideas – but also deeply rooted in its
surroundings.

Figure 2.
Arial view of future building location.

Having a school which innovates, but which is also in geographical
proximity to industries, makes prototypes easier to built, research easier
to implement, thoughts easier to propagate. Which is why such an entity
would have synergistic effect, and would create a ripple in the pond with
everyone benefiting from the results and perhaps even improving upon
them due to their execution expertise. The effects on the economy as
afore-mentioned are only too obvious with the “pie” getting bigger, and
everyone getting back an even more voluminous slice.
Once the pace has been set, the design industry would grow in capacity,
leading services to be rendered with a higher speed of execution but also
a better quality, as the center establishes itself as a hub for innovation
and new thinking, the output will grow in credibility and respectability
pushing the boundaries of the original thinking further to better be applied on the ground.
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Aspects

The outreach of the project involves a wide and coordinated program of
activities for design, business, education and community, several types
of protagonists will benefit from its existence - industrialists, services
companies, the public at large, design-oriented freaks, etc….
But naturally, once the spark has been set, the effects on society at large
would immediately start to show - people would try to improve, alter,
adapt and customize the designs for their own needs. When such products are morphed, they are bound to go back to the source - i.e. the Design
School - making it even more acute to its societies’ needs and aspirations.
But the creative initiative would have been sparked.
Aside from the imaginative process, a sound business model would have
to be extended to students who would have to learn the importance of
efficiency, cost-effectiveness, fund hunting, use of sustainable materials,
thinking about their product in a holistic way which would include the
original material search going through its shelf life and the future use of
the components.
The school could easily host tenant companies who would collaborate
on the premises, fortifying the original scheme with ideas of their own,
and even interacting with prospective students on real-life products
which would make “exercises” end up in the market or at lead take shape
under a set of real deadlines, client requirements and stringent budgetary
demands.
Whereas everyone claims to “reinvent the wheel” - the school recognizes
that the wheel has been invented, which is why it will build a strong
design archive from many disciplines, and as its own backlog grows, will
incorporate it within this framework.
Needless to say that in this globalised world of ours, products and designs
easily go across borders, so one of the aims is to create ‘the international
center for design thinking’ which would incorporate novel and pre-existing ways of seeing and implementing design on the local and international level.
The Design School will have several aspects in terms of outreach:

Academic

Cultural
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The academic is surely the most obvious, for the main motivation of prospective students is to gain a diploma (an MA in this case), which would
open doors to their future.
As discussed, the school is very entrenched in its surrounding culture,
in its immediate but also far-reaching environment, this means that the
whole set-up with be culturally immersed all while keeping in mind that
any ‘culture’ is good culture - meaning no hi-brow low-brow discrimination would be imposed.
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Changing
perceptions of the
value and
relevance of design

It is sad to note that currently, design is seen as a “hobby” never given
its proper place in society. The school aims to change that, placing the
medium within its correct socio-economic potential.
Innovation and creativity
Confronting design and designers with new challenges, in a society which
is changing at a pace making obsolete many items, objects and products.

Economical

Bringing, for the first time, design thinking as a methodology to engage
with global issues Healthcare, Global warming, Conflict resolution, Well
being, Experience design, etc.

Awareness of
design in the
public sector

Design thinking as an integral part of national legislative reform. Be it in
the domain of elections, social care, e-government. Also to see designers
becoming part of the policy discussion. Meaningful contribution through
their mastery and integrative design thinking.

Social

Establish a design thinking which is intermeshed with its final consumer,
bringing products and items that “speak the language” of the surrounding environment, and it is a design built around a thinking adapted for
social change. Encouraging designers to build their own networks and

Sustainable

To use design and design thinking as a driver for a sustainable future,
starting with the original components and going on to their life once the
product’s shelf life ends.

Entrepreneurship

To encompass new sectors, and new untapped potentials that could be
correlated to design, to challenge and address systemic issues that have
not yet benefited from design.

Leadership

By making students aware of their potential impact on society, it becomes obvious for them the pivotal role they could play within the framework of society motivating them to become natural born leaders.

General Benefits Of Boosting the welfare of the stake holders
The Project
Be it on the financial, social or design level the school will become a metaphor of Adam Smith’s invisible hand, it will bring back to its protagonists
enough returns to justify the original investments all while being part of
a socially-engaged project.

Encouraging community development
Whereas working in groups is not a Lebanese forte, it becomes evident as
we go along that students will need one another, developing a network of
collaborators we hope they will transpose to their practical life, but also,
they will also need people to execute their projects, their prototypes and
ideas and this too will lead to a community building, a community which
is tightly knit around the idea of design as a medium which has quantifiable outreaches.
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Satisfying basic human needs
For a new generation of youngsters thirsty to ask questions and to delve
into what is being given it is now the right time to engage with them in a
dialogue through design, as practical and usable way of thinking destined
to make a ripple effect on their societies.

Learning itself, needs de-learning of pre-established patterns of thoughts,
and once these new patterns are acquired they too need to be dismantled
to may way for newer versions, but once another layer has been added –
it too needs to be deconstructed to pave way to new ideas based on the
remnants of the old.

In the long run jobs will be created, the economy will benefit, trade will
be boosted, subsidiary companies will be created, international outreach
will be confirmed, and self-sufficiency would be enhanced for the local
economy.

Communities need to be establish – first intra-communities from within
the school, between students themselves, between students and faculty
members, then bit by bit the circle is enlarged going on to industries, tenant companies inside the compound, potential clients, and their society
at large – including the “real” and the “online” world.

Mainly and chiefly a cultural dialogue would have been initiated for
students, pushing them towards a holistic approach to design, benefiting to the maximum from local elements but also keeping an eye on the
international implications of their thoughts and how easy they can travel
from one culture to the other.

The Design School will be the umbrella brand for the three key, sustainable design initiatives that form the heart of Government design policies:
• International Center for Design Thinking and Action for Lebanon

By delving into one’s cultural heritage it becomes easier to understand
and compare with other societies, to learn from them and exchange with
them.

A forward-thinking, future-leaning center that would integrate design
policies and find ways of applying them within the realm of local society.

Armed with their new ways of thinking, graduates would be better positioned to scoop local, regional or international jobs. Their knowledge and
design-savvy attitude will make them better fitting for jobs, which need
to be filled.

Vision, Mission
And Values

• Lebanon Design Archive
Lebanon has a long history in designing – not the least of which is the alphabet, the building block of any communication language – the original
“visual template” upon which everything else was built.

Mission
Enhance holistic design education.

• Lebanon International Design School

Better prepare graduates for a tough and competitive market.

A way to outreach to the world, to compare and share cultures and
modes of thinking highly important for the development of new thoughts
and techniques.

Become the reference point in design locally and regionally.
Educate, enhance and emphasize the role of design in communities.
Vision
Design-centered space, collaborative and innovative in nature.
Paving way to create a new breed of designers who are culture oriented.
A hub of ideas, implemented and practical, with international affiliations.
A memory bank of design for things which redefine who design is viewed
and understood.
A leadership-in-the-making philosophy trying to garner as much communal impact for design.
Values
Innovation. Practicality. Forward-thinking. Holistic and integrative.
Cross-cultural with a local heritage
170
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Program Analysis

Introduction
The current MA degrees related to design offered currently in the Lebanese market, are very “wooden” and stiff in their approach, they allow
prospective students little or no flexibility in their choice and the final
outcome is usually “boxed” people who end up applying the same templates over and over because they have been taught some very rigid rules
that do not even cross from one domain to the next.
At the Design School, we recognize the value of inter-disciplinary approaches, understanding that students have their own personality and
dreams and aspirations, and whereas some of them are geared towards
technology others are technophobe, whereas some are much more 3D
oriented other prefer flat surfaces to work on, that some people feel better
while being behind the lens or spotlight whereas others need to outreach
and interact.
Since no two students are alike and yet they are obtaining technically
the same degree, it is therefore primordial to tailor every program to the
desired individual, giving him/her a focus that would be compatible with
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his personality, as opposed to forcing him into paths he/she would instinctively
reject.

The Design School will be ‘Glocal’ – global with a local perspective. There
will be a need for international players but also the presence of a local
supporting network.

It is simply a matter of trying to create something that is new knowledge and new
approaches, new ways of thinking

Off-Grid
Community

Self-sustainable energy and support systems.
The whole approach to the Design School will rely on sustainability in the long run,
starting from energy renewable in terms of material, electricity, heating systems
and recycling and going on to the building itself which will be eco-compliant.
The theory is that we practice what we preach, we cannot ask the students to think
of the implications of their product on the environment, when do we do not think
of ours. The idea is that much thought will be directed towards making the building, the setting and the space energy-efficient and environmentally friendly. Since
the site itself is located in a green forest, it is only too logical to try to be compliant
with such an ideology.
An Inter-Disciplinary Network
Long gone are the days where disciplines would have clear-cut barriers between
them. Now the fluidity between different areas of knowledge makes it easy for
information to interlap and complement, since everyone will benefit from new
angles brought up by people belonging to different domains of knowledge. A
design, be it 2D or 3D can only come to life if executed with the correct material,
right know-how, impeccable practical approach, and so on…But all these need
interactivity with people who have different expertise and skills, not all of them
design-oriented.
Three forces to create the Design School:
Visioning. Contextualizing. Enabling
From the idea to the execution, the Design School will rely on the vision – the idea,
pure and simple.
Then the idea will be put through the crucible of the context: will it fit? Will it sink?
Will it float? Will be relevant? Will be cost-effective?
Once the idea passed its viability test, it goes through the process of enabling it –
or the gestation/pregnancy period whereby the idea takes shape and gets theoretical and logistical support for it to come to life in the best adapted shape for its
format.
Encapsulated Strategies
For creative thinking both social and economic. Flexible, mutant, changing but
standing on firm beliefs and realities, these words could best describe the program. It is a hub of interconnected units each with its own focus but ultimately
all of them being more than the sum of their parts. Design School will be a means
of bringing together different aspects of design coming together in one hub. It can
also be used as a source for audience, and participants – since the faculty and
students there are themselves a microcosm what does not work with the potential
audience cannot go to the larger system that is society.
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Incubators will help start-up companies and to be benefit from international expertise, multinational and international firms will be given
incentives. Incubators for new ideas will be present, both timely and
constant, but should justify their own economic worthiness at a certain
point.

The Program

A precedent already exists: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology innovation factory w/a global footprint, with fellows and its own influential
think tank.
To study the feasibility of establishing a Design School offers a mechanism to gain understanding to what design thinking is, to study design
problems and explore solutions in an environment, designed to promote
design thinking, with core activities that have the capacity to innovate
and compete.
Analysis of the Site Forces
Proposed Connections
The proposed connections are to establish the different forces that will be
into play. Each center or unit will have its own autonomy and therefore
act, react and interact accordingly with the other existing units.
The forces will include but are not limited to:
Teaching Learning Center, Convention Center, Design Research and
Innovation Center, Design Economies, Design Museum. The project also
Design Library, theater, Outdoors, Residence, etc.
Main Program and Main Plan
The main plan is set for the future. It will not be rigid to accommodate
future changes. But it will be thorough enough to answer the needs of
today as well as the near future.
The main plan is designed in a way to phase out the above proposed connections on a priority basis. Both architectural and content development
will be done in a phased manner and in consultation with the local and
international entrepreneurships.
On the content note, the main plan is to get in contact with the world
leading research and educational organization. We will practice and
cross combine leading innovative digital society, with the new methods
of knowledge and expression activities prioritized in creative research
and education by producing values of effort.
The main plan is based on the new student profile.
Technology is shaping our generations, how we learn and what are our
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interests in life. Education should not be any different. The new student
profile is a technology knowledgeable person, having in mind that he is
one click away from everything. The easy access for information is making their knowledge develop in a different manner and according to their
licking. Having all knowledge spread all over the world wide web is only
facilitating the access to it but it is making the choice much more complicated. What can you trust? What can you not trust? What is useful? What
is not useful? And for what?

realm exchanging talents and widening their perspectives in the favor of
creating a better big image of the projects of tomorrow.
Innovators being put together in one academic realm will enjoy varied
programs that will let them acquire a pluri-disciplinary prospective
thinking while applying Design thinking process as a process to achieve
creative leadership.
The learning strategy will apply the design process, the design research
and methodologies of creation into a pluri disciplinary fields. We believe
that applying those methods will open a new perspective for every one in
its field to make an approach of creation and innovation. This will allow
fields different than design to flourish creatively and expand innovations.

Embracing technology
The term “Daily life Patterns” is constantly changing due to the gradual
and progressive interference of technology into it. Just rethinking or daily
pattern, two years ago, four years ago or even ten years ago, we will notice
this strong change.

When leaders acquire the Design School approach they become capable
of creating and innovation in their own field, as well as becoming able
to work of a multi-disciplinary team with a holistic design approach in
mind…

The project believes in tomorrow: how we imagine a beautiful tomorrow.
Is how we can also make a beautiful technology coming from a beautiful
mind.
Technology is supposed to serve people in its best form. In order to
achieve this philosophy the Design School provide a strong Hands-On
technology, practices a new educational platform merging the field of
researches, leading higher educational system open to the world internationally.
The methodology of Learning.
The main plan has also taken into consideration the new methodologies
of learning. Basically the students will be geared towards how to make
the right choices? How to process those information in such a manner
to develop their own learning curves. How to create this analytical mind
frame that allow the learners to craft their knowledge and use it at the
right time in the right place.
The program is ‘learning’ based. Which becomes also as a demonstration
of the design process itself. It will allow the student to design his/her own
learning curve rather than just follow a pre-structured program. More of
a shopping cart system but for education where the student can choose
from a pool of courses what is interesting for him/her.
Also, the program will be combined with a real situation studio work
basis where the students are exposed to real situational projects.
The program will also allow faculty and other people as clients, entrepreneurs to come together for creative collaborations and fun work, since
play and games and one of the most important methods of learning.
The methodologies will also stress on applying Design Thinking driven
strategies as a methodology to produce the Leaders of tomorrow.

Action Plan

The Action plan is divided into 4 stages:
1• Immediate stage (in 2 years starting January 2013)
2• Short term stage (in 7 years starting January 2013)
3• Medium term stage (in 12 years starting January 2013)
4• Long term stage (in 20 years starting January 2013)
The First Phase of development will comprise the Design School as well
as the design research center, which are the most needed pathways at
the moment for Lebanon and the region. The program requirement is
designed around a modularity basis to allow any kind of future plug-ins.
1• The Design School
The Design School will technically be structured around the American
model of education (credit based system) since so far to get the accreditation from the government we can not introduce a new model but with a
totally new methodology of learning and a totally new designed methods
for student’s growth taking into consideration the new student’s profiles.
Affiliations
All the programs will be affiliated with an international school that is
renowned for their expertise in the field of the degree. A collaborative
global network of education and research system will be constructed, collaborating with internationally acclaimed institutions

The Design School will be the expedient platform where Innovators
in their field coming from different backgrounds can enjoy a common
creation-ground where they can thoroughly experience in a collaborative
174
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Structure
The program will comprise an MA degree and a Ph.D. degree in the following design realms (at this stage the titles are more indicative rather
than fixed, they will be reshuffled and refocused depending on the “terrain/theoretical” factors that emerge):

Graduating criterias
Combining both theoretical and practical aspects of the program.
Graduating profiles ready to teach at the BA level.

Total Duration
16 months

Total Credits
39

Total Duration
15 months

9 credits
[3 +3]

Total Duration
15 months

12 credits
[6 +3 +3]

1• Service design
2• Strategic design thinking
3• Design innovation for human sustainability

The MA program

We will be starting with the MA program since the greater need is for
this direction. The MA program will scrutinize the student through a
foundation semester in which students will be introduced to various
research methodologies as well as allowing them to write a synopsis for
the research topic of their choice before being split into the pathway of
their choice.
Figure three is a breakdown of the possible credits or modules students
are able to take and the pathways that would be leading from MA to PhD
level within the free-flowing structure of the school. Eventually, all while
remaining ‘on track’ students could choose different modules which are
more adapted to their inclinations and their aspirations instead of following a rigidly set path which would be incompatible with their personalities.
Again, one of the major objectives which differentiates the school from
the current ones present in Lebanon and the region is the ability to adapt
programs to the aspirations of the students all while arming them with
the appropriate level of knowledge which would permit them to hold an
MA degree and use it on a community level.

The Ph.D. program Currently under development, and will be launched at a later stage

Practice methodology

Learning curve
Class management • Mehodology •
Creating learning curves • Teaching
assistanship • Class content development
• Teaching techniques • Internship

Learning curve
Entrepreneurship • Industrial innovation •
Apprenticeship • Practice based strategies
• Prsactice based development •
Partnership and collaboration strategies

Strategic
Design
Thinking

Design
innovation

Service
Design

Core Studies
and Research

Strategic
Design
Thinking

Design
innovation

Service
Design

Total Duration
15 months

12 credits
[6 +3 +3]

Total Duration
15 months

9 credits
[6 +3]

MA foundation semester
Learning curve
Design and Creative Theories • Research Methodlogies • Narrative Development •
Conceptual development • Declaration of research topic at the end of the semester

Intake
All universities.
Criteria
Portfolio • Interview • English profeciency • Creative test

depending also on how the growth plans will be developed and mastered
through a strategic and incremental growth.

Figure 3. Credit system split and description.

2• The design research center
The design research center will be dedicated to promote research at it’s
best of content in order to create future design scenarios to allow planning for a more sustainable future. The program of the design research
center will be structured around real projects from real clients as well as
self initiated projects that the research center is interested in, such as:

This data will figure in the World Design Report, which is endorsed by
IDA, the International Design Alliance.

A• Contributing to the world design report
Which involve a survey on the business of design in the country and then
tabulating it to become a data base structure for the design profession.
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B• Enhancing the tourism sector in Lebanon
Problematic: Lebanon’s economy is based primordially on tourism. One
of our major issues is that some countries such as India, Philippines and
Russia are labeled under labor workers, housemaids and night entertainers. While people of those countries are no different from any other
people in the world in their class structure, a huge majority of them can
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afford to travel and visit other countries for tourism. Those categories of
people are not allowed in Lebanon.
The research project in question can study how this problem can be
tackled and solved accordingly by creating various scenarios that can be
applied and monitored for results.
With respect to creativity using open and flexible system We aim to train
innovative leader in a 21st century full of intelligence by practicing a creative research
Ramifications
Once the elements of the action plan are in place, the school will play an
important role in the study and implementation and it would logically be
a major contributor to the formation and validation of the programs (i.e.
formation of professional design societies). The program of activities for
the Design School has been developed. This interim phase resulted in a
concept of operations for the programs, and a business and staffing plan
including site location and architectural guidelines.
During the phases of the architectural tender and construction, all programs, activities and resources will be finalized and sourced.

Plan And Design
Model

The intended space will be built on sustainability basis taking into
consideration all the elements that our ancestors used to be part of the
nature around them. From energy saving, to organic growth, all the way
through moving in a linear state forming sustainable living communities
through creating new models of social innovation opportunities outside
the current mainstream living models. International Architect will be
hired to develop the location, and bring their expertise and knowledge to
design and built what is best contextually appropriate.
The campus will be a self generating energy hub where electricity will
be generated from natural powers as well as creating systems to collect
rainwater and recycle used water.

Conclusion

The Design School offers a unique opportunity to develop new areas of
education, research and innovative interdisciplinary design solutions to
communication, the built environment, and experimental issues. The
Design School’s primary activity should be the exploration of the potential for design to affect positive change in a rapidly evolving world with a
focus on Lebanon and its place in the global community.
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Eventually, we will be expecting that our graduates will start to do an impact in their contextual environments and societies…It will be a matter of
time to be able to achieve the creative society that we aim for achieving.
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learners. The result is that enormous amounts of information and experiences that typography students should become exposed to, as well as
comprehend, remain untapped or simply too difficult to cover in the
limited time available.
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Abstract

Type Camp India: Pluralism in Design
Education
Abstract

The world is shifting, and so is the world of typography and graphic design. Distressingly, the educational side of the design profession is following these changes, rather than leading them. Typographic design education must be reconsidered and reformatted to truly prepare students for
their roles in tomorrow’s designed world.
Designers must look at the global society with a multi-faceted perspective
because the current fixed knowledge base of our profession is stifling their
potential. They need to be both active and proactive while taking into
consideration cultural, social, geographic, and technological contexts.
Type Camp was created as a new approach to the learning of design and
typography. It is a fine-tuning, not a substitution, for a design education.
We encourage designers to immerse themselves in a culture and philosophy outside of their own, thereby extending themselves as both human
beings and as designers.
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At Type Camp, we believe that learning typography can be a freeing
experience, and is more about creative self-discovery and less about prescribed results. If deadlines and grades and clients are removed from the
situation so that experimentation and exploration can be a priority, then
the possibilities for innovative and unique solutions are unlimited. Since
it is virtually impossible for a traditional academic program to free itself
from its own traditional measurements of “success”, Type Camp now fills
this gap in design education.
The instructors vary from camp to camp depending on the subject
matter, location and theme. Each instructor brings a different approach
to the topic. Although Type Camp locations vary, the sentiment is the
same – it supports an environment of encouragment, examination, and
analysis. We want instructors to have a range of viewpoints on any given
topic, and even to disagree. It is imperative for all instructors, as well as
their learners, to move beyond the ubiquitous “follow my lead” method of
instruction and learning.
This new approach to typographic education is exactly what our intriguing, complex, and constantly changing design industry so desperately
needs. Our aim is to shift perceptions of both typographic and design
education, as well as the cultural context of design, through the often lifechanging experience of Type Camp India.

Pluralism, design education, typography, graphic design, cross-cultural
communication As global digital communication dramatically increases,
graphic designers must improve their typographic knowledge. Multilingual issues, along with burgeoning technological changes, are on a rapid
rise and awareness through experience is imperative. This begins with
typographic education.

The first Type Camp India took place in Chennai in December 2009 and
another is planned for this December 2013. For our ten days together in
2009, we welcomed design professionals and students from various parts
of the world, including Canada, USA, England, Australia. Campers lodged
in a locally owned Indian hotel in the heart of the city. Every morning,
the campers would walk the two kilometers through a central Chennai
neighborhood to the studio, which took place in a nearby local residence.
At the start of the camp, they began the journey as trepidatious tourists
and, by the end, became laid-back locals.

Although typography has long been relegated to a rationed portion of
Graphic Design, it has recently enjoyed a boom in interest and publications. Typographers and type designers are reveling in a long-delayed
respect and chuckling to themselves in smug tones, ‘I told you so!’.
However, the limited typographic offerings of design and trade schools
continue to do a disservice to their students and, without significant
changes to graphic design education, the future looks disappointingly
bleak. Design programs are limited in what they can provide for their

Mornings were initially filled with learning to speak and write the local Tamil script, and then later were used to focus on their final poster
project. Afternoons were dedicated to visiting a range of places and
people in and around Chennai, all to help them experience as much of the
city as possible. The locations were educational and included Asia’s only
handwritten newspaper, India’s largest advertising agency, a successful
independent publisher, ancient architectural sites, and modern buzzing
temples. These excursions were also social and cultural, with a visit to a

This paper focuses on the Type Camp India offering as a case study.

Keywords

As a supplement to limited regional educational offerings, and more daringly, a radical replacement for those pervasive, boring, and often-outdated typography classes, Type Camp International was created.
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bustling evening market, a central shopping mall, a typical grocery store,
and restaurants in different parts of the city, all of which were frequented
by locals.
Our aim was not just to ask them to observe Tamil (and Indian) culture
but for them to participate in it. Our invitation was not just for them to
experience the Indian context but to truly live within it.
During Type Camp India, campers were given a project where they
‘adopted’ a Tamil character and researched it throughout the duration
of the camp. The key was to spot the letter and to look for it in its various
forms. They learned to write the alphabet, and later to form the alphabet
spatially, just as the local Tamil lettering artists approach the alphabet.
Since ll of the attendees of the camp were extremely comfortable in the
digital realm, it was the hand-generated image that was intriguing, not
the ubiquitous technological one.

Figure 2. Lisa Lehman starts to see her kolam taking shape.
©Type Camp India 2009.
The final project was to design and produce a bilingual typographic message for the people in Chennai. There was immense pleasure at being able
to create something from scratch but at the same time to give something
back to the community around them.

Figure 1. Jess-Stuart Crump shows off her Tamil sign painting skills.
©Type Camp India 2009.
A core philosophy of Type Camp India is the philosophy that as designers
and makers, we learn through doing and we think through making. One
of the early projects given to campers was to create a type kolam in the
local tradition. This meant familiarity with their adopted Tamil character, understanding of the geometric traditions of the kolam, and some
fluency with the method of ‘drawing’ with rice flour. Additionally, there
was the challenge of doing this on the ground.

Figure 3. Kristin Liu silk-screens the first copy of her Tamil
and English poster for Chennai. ©Type Camp India 2009.
As 2009 participant Todd MacFie stated in an article about his experience on the I Love Typography website:
I’m not a type designer so it may seem unusual that I would fly all the
way to India to draw Tamil glyphs for eight hours a day. . . . I do lettering
and illustration. . . . [so] drawing . . . Tamil glyphs allowed me to focus on
the formal structure of the glyphs — the counters, the curves, how it was
originally drawn (with a sharpened stick, with a brush, etc.), without the
interference of the preconceived. . . .
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The results were more than typographic. He now had the tools to see the
culture for himself, a valuable skill indeed:
The streets, which, until now had been all random colours and cacophony,
suddenly took on a little more order and interest. After practicing Tamil,
the hand-painted signs on the street became a little more discrete, and
more surprising in their evidence of good craft.
The thinking here will not be new to an Indian audience. In India, the
basis of an independent nation was founded on the concept of ‘unity in
diversity’. As Gandhi once noted, ‘Our ability to reach unity in diversity
will be the beauty and the test of our civilization’.
Our concept of a pluralistic design education is within the same spirit.
Design pluralism is when groups within the global design profession
maintain their unique identities and approaches, and their values and
practices are accepted, validated, and propagated by the wider design
culture, industry, and education.
MacFie’s experiences were profound. The hotel porter giving MacFie his
young daughter’s Tamil primer for extra practice. A passerby offering riceflour-assistance for MacFie’s kolam. He began to see India in the seemingly antithetical, yet all-encompassing, absolutes:
In India, all of time is happening at the same time. You turn down a street
and it feels like 500 years ago. The next street over and it’s the future. . . .
As I heard many times, “It’s this and that.” India is . . . all at once.
Since his return to Canada, MacFie has broadened the thinking of his
design practice. During his free time outside of his design studio work, he
created a Tamil and English poster to welcome Tamil refugees from Sri
Lanka. Despite Canada’s reputation as a sanctuary, the Canadian news
agencies reported on the refugees as a menace. MacFie and many others
were outraged and MacFie’s voice was one of the few that moved beyond
tolerance and towards understanding and welcoming.
Through his Type Camp-based social analysis and creativity, MacFie now
knows that an Indian tone isn’t solely bright colors or kolam patterns or
pictures of sarees or elephants.
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Figure 4. Todd MacFie’s Tamil Refugee poster for Vancouver, Canada.
©Todd MacFie, 2010.
Type Camp India is not a training camp, it is merely a tool to discover a
new way of looking at typography and design, and, of course, our world.
The success of the Type Camp India experience lies in the three themes
used to organize the weeklong camp: culture, context and community. It
is these three themes that aid a pluralist approach to design education.
While our primary theme of Culture is often mentioned in social and
academic constructs, it is as equally overlooked or misrepresented. Our
goal is to acknowledge all aspects of a culture, not just the comfortable,
stylish, or even marketable ones, but the culture of the act of living. At a
recent design conference in India, Hanif Kureshi – a young designer – introduced a documentation project he was undertaking on the disappearing tradition of sign painting in India. A well-known designer arose from
the audience and remarked, ‘Why are we looking over our shoulders? The
future is digital’. As designers, we must acknowledge that by disregarding
the complex threads of our existence, both in India and elsewhere, we are
only ensuring a future for which we cannot design – unless we apply the
principles mentioned herein.
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The second theme of Type Camp India is the significance of Context. In a
new context, in order to do a good job, we have to assume we know nothing and that we have a lot to learn. During discussions with campers, it
was imperative to stress the value of releasing one’s own preconceptions
and assumptions.
The students soon understood that as an Indian problem was caused, so
could an Indian solution be found. While new frames of reference are welcome, sometimes one must work within a cultural context in order to find
a designed solution. The most amusing example was when we heard of a
local resident becoming frustrated that neighborhood men were urinating on her wall. It ceased abruptly once she painted the likenesses of an
assortment of Indian Gods.
Community is the third crucial theme of Type Camp India, for a designer
is first a citizen. In India, we believe that the concept of the individual is
secondary to the concept of the community. Together, we visited The
Musalman, a community Urdu newspaper, daily transcribed in calligraphy by volunteers. From our current digital interactive age point of view,
to produce a daily handwritten paper could seem to be a Sisyphean task.
However, if one considers it from a community perspective, and also with
the goal of these individuals keeping the tradition of calligraphy alive,
their labour is both admirable and imperative.
While travelling to India for Type Camp in order to learn more about Indian design was a luxury for MacFie and most designers in the world, it is
not the only solution. Designers must understand how to bypass cultural
stereotypes and their ubiquitous hyperbole so as to truly create for the
authentic multi-cultural multi-lingual audience, not for the perceived one.
The single most important aim for design education must be to grow an
idea of ‘independent and peer learning’. We all learn better together as a
community, sharing information with each other, concerned with continuity, context, and collaboration.
‘The philosphers have only interpreted the world in various ways; the
point, however, is to change it.’ Karl Marx. Theses on Feuerbach (Thesis
XI). 1845. As quoted by Ken Garland. A Word In Your Eye. Reading: The
University of Reading. 1996. 42.

Mahatma K. Gandhi. Young India. 1 August 1925.
MacFie states: ‘I didn’t want to come right out and say, “Have some
compassion, people!”. It was more like I wanted to design a moment of
time in which the audience could contemplate their outrageous collective
xenophobia. The poster reads: “Only if you stretch out your hand, others
can stretch out their arm.” Which perhaps can read as “One never loses by
doing a good turn”. For a personal project, with a $50 dollar budget, it was
worthwhile.’ Personal email conversation with MacFie. 17 February 2013.
Forced obsolescence . . . [is] the frequent replacement of merchandise
by a new “design” before the previous one becomes technically obsolete.
. . . The theory and practice of artificial obsolescense leads – in the long
run – to cultural and moral disintegration because it destroys the feeling
for quality and security of judgment. Continuity of culture results from a
primary concern for quality rather than for novelty. Instead of striving for
“standards” leading to an organic civilization which should be the aim,
the responsibility and the duty of the designer, the quick succession of
“novelties” . . . forces the designer to satisfy only the desire for the sensationally new in the exterior.
Thus, “design” today is generally a bid for quick sale, usually nothing but
an exterior cloak around a product. Its main characteristic is to be “different” although the function remains the same. The . . . designer is called
in to “style” or “fashion” a product already engineered, and the more often
[they change] a “design”, the more [they are supposed] to have contributed to the [seller’s] success.’ Lazlo Moholy-Nagy. Vision in Motion. Chicago:
Paul Theobald. 1947. 34.
Graphic designers need ‘to free [themselves] from the strait-jacket of
[their] preconceptions about the kind of tasks which [they expect] to be
confronted’. Ken Garland. 35.
‘…Who is the real client? Surely when the graphic designer is working in
the public domain, his/her primary client is the public. And if, in the matter of restraint, our responsibility to the public conflicts with the wishes
of our paymasters: well, that’s what professionalism’s all about, isn’t it?’
Ken Garland. 146.

When describing his night-school education at the Central School of
Arts and Crafts in the early 1950s, well-known designer and provocateur
Ken Garland declared that was fortunate to not have to learn ‘about what
those geysers did before we got onto the scene’ and instead learned by
having ‘another good bash at the old platen [press]’. Garland recalled that
his typography instructor, Edward Wright, ‘just set up the conditions
for us to have fun, and feelings, and excitement, and the belief that we
were inventing all the time. . . . It was a fruitful and considerate teaching
method’. Garland declared that ‘it has supplied me with a head of steam
that’s kept me going for 30 years. Ken Garland. A Word In Your Eye. 82.
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SKILLS AND
CAPACITIES
FOR NEXT
GENERATION
DESIGNER
Increase in the application of design to diverse fields and
ecosystems, has led to change in role and responsibility
of the designer. The said session will focus on discussions
on what should be the skills and capacities imparted to
the next generation designer.

V Ravishankar

Sr Faculty, National Institute of Design
12 HMT Link Road ,Tumkur Road
Bangalore 560084
ravi_s@nid.edu

Universal Design Thinking –
A Holistic view and approach to Design
Process in Design Education & Pedagogy
Abstract

Every nation or ethnic demography has its own pre-occupations that
direct thought and action which ‘determines’ design. It is a contextual adaptation directed by a need with a democratic, nonviolent, useful, rational
and cultural sensibility.
Design in India may be perceived in the culture’s quintessential simultaneity of its existence, in the past present and future.
The paper discusses the concept of Universal design and the philosophy
in an Indian context and endorses the need for a holistic design process in design curriculum from initiation stage of design pedagogy. The
demographic diversity needs a universal design thinking and approach to
conceptual products, spaces and services in our society and would form
the context for revisiting the design process and the relevant attributes of
design in design education. The paper illustrates the context, analyses the
gaps and synthesizes the future vision of a India centric design thinking
in education.

Author Keywords

Diversity; Cultural; Usable; Design Process; Design Thinking;
India Persona

Introduction

From inception the intent of some of the premier design schools in India
has been to work and train designers in a space relevant to the social and
cultural needs of India and its people. Over the years with changing economic patterns and market trends, the deliverables got modified more for
the corporate industry which focused more on form, styling and popular
culture driven differentiators from the designers. The initial intent continued though in some sectors, the much needed human centric driven
design intervention in day to day utilities, communication, work spaces,
etc. remained less realized.
Now with technology and communication becoming part of daily lives,
global cultural milieu, efforts for sustainable growth and India centric
global view being evident, the business and design stakeholders in industry and the Government seem inclined and feel the importance of contextual localized design of products and services. This can only be addressed
and driven by a Universal design thinking and approach.
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“A responsible activity for a sustainable future, Universal design is a
philosophy and a way of democratic design thinking. It is about designing
for everyone and takes into account human, gender, social, economic and
cultural diversity and differences.”(1)
India where there is excess of everything, a mind set of living in the
present future, indifferent behaviors, and uncomplaining adaptability to
populous man made environment, thinking universal design is complex.
Q & A on Universal Design in India: (2)
Q: It is Idealistic
A: It is good to be idealist in inception to achieve a solution which is
close to it.
Q: Will it work in India
A: Everything works in India
Q: You cannot bring any change in this country
A: UD is about bringing Incremental Change
Q: Is UD for disabled people
A: : UD is about social inclusion through design. It is as much about people with disabilities as it is about those without
Q: Can it be applied to all products
A: At the moment most products and environments are missing out on
almost 50% of intended users, many of them are older people, women,
children, tall people, short people and the disabled.
Q: How does Business/Industry benefit from UD
A: From meaningful differentiators and value to customers
Modern India has to great extent followed the west in design, engineering
and management models. Never looked at the , ‘Indian’ (mind, behavior,
comfort) really! It was always a marketing and technology driven design
development aiming at aspirations and not really the value.
It is time for design in India to revisit what is important, rediscover social
and human needs and provide solutions for Indian problems in
a universal way.
Today it is , ‘fitting to the existing’ , people: adapting, accommodating, forgiving, uncomplaining about existing environments regardless
of the mismatch between people and the environment. Looking at the
future, design in India needs to address the immediate issues such as the
scenario of populous congested spaces, literacy variance, rural to urban
migration, lifespan health, technology product and service penetration,
inclusion of the largest disabled population. This calls for a universal
design approach and practice towards products, spaces and services to
make them comprehendible and usable in a localized cultural context for
better , ‘performance’ by all. Design education in India, which began with
a western design educational model, needs to re-invent to fit the
India persona.
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In design education today, therefore, there is a need to train students in
“design in diversity” who will introduce universal design thinking and
monitor universal design practices in industry with expertise and sensitivity to user diversity and design choices.
Universal Design is also a national agenda being taken up by the Ministry
of Social Justice which intends to set up Indian Institute for Inclusive and
Universal Design in the near future in line with the UN guidelines. As a
step forward, NID has set up the TATA Universal Design Chair to facilitate research in this thinking and practice. (1)

Universal Design
Thinking in
Design
Curriculum

NID, in its continual process of evolving, innovating, adapting itself into
the global scenario in design education and practice, has found a responsible and ideal partner HTW, of the University of Applied Sciences & Arts,
Berlin, which has initiated Universal Design studies in the context of the
aged and the cultural diversity in Germany and Europe. The two institutes are collaborating on building competence in this subject area and
more importantly build competence to introduce Universal Design.
Thinking in the present design education and the industry. Both the
partners envision creation design professionals who will bridge the gap
between thought and product, abled and disabled, between the privileged few and common people, in other words, aim at creating ethically
responsible and viable design solutions for all in culturally inclusive
global context. The research work between faculty of NID and HTW has
been in cultural commonalities and differences through frequent student and faculty exchange. Both partners are setting up a UD Research
Competence Centre in NID Bangalore campus to jointly develop learning modules on universal design, run projects - concept to prototype to
test in core areas such a transportation, public information systems and
common products of day to day use. This paper draws insights from the
collaborative work done so far and the classroom exercises and projects.
Further to the popular and well-conceived 7 universal design principles
by the late Ronald Mace in the North Carolina State University, in 2011
a group of design academicians and practicing professionals in India
collaborated in formulating and publishing the 5 Universal Design India
Principles (UDIP). The five principles are: Equitable, Usable, Cultural, Economic and Aesthetic (3). The premise was that the diversity in all walks of
like in India called for a more culturally sensitive approach to design and
its attributes for products, spaces and systems.

The European Institute for Design and Disability (EIDD) in the EIDD
Stockholm Declaration of 2004 defines “Design for All” as: “Design for All
is design for human diversity, social inclusion and equality.” The central
demands of Universal Design imply that products and services should be
designed in such a way that they are:
•
•
•
•

usable by the widest possible group of users without any adaptation
adaptable, which means adjustable to different requirements
enable the use of individual aids
able to involve potential users in all development phases (4)

Design process in classical form is a structured and iterative methodology
taught in design schools formally as a subject or through a hypothetical or live project. The initial phase of understanding the need and the
context and the subsequent phase of synthesis are core components of the
process which define the success of the design.
In a holistic approach Universal design becomes the subject and its thinking becomes the methodology. It enriches the classical design process
in primarily 2 aspects: One, the design attributes in the synthesis phase
which form the requirements of the solution and two, participative design
development through periodic user interaction and compatibility tests.
The UD principles outlined above be it Indian, European or American
form prominent criteria to generate attributes capturing needs of all
diverse users/stakeholders in the solutions use-cycle. This applies to
design students across the globe more so in today’s era where in one is
attempting to converge, share and partner for a sustainable future in both
economic and humanistic sense.
Having stated this and the philosophy, the challenge lies in sensitizing and training the students to look at a wider user set while building
requirements. Through certain exercises at NID faculty have attempted
to seed the thought process from a sub-system level of analysis. Students
were asked to observe and reflect on their home: which to give an example consists of father/husband, mother/wife, teenage sister and a toddler
brother, grandfather and grandmother, a house domestic help and possibly a relative from home town. This user set is a micro model of a larger
one with a wide variance. They are then assigned to map all products and
spaces commonly used all these family members and list down inconveniences faced by them. Then they would take any one product and synthesize design attributes for improvement and solve the issue. While doing
so they are intrinsically incorporating universal design criteria into the
solution. This exercise makes them aware of their immediate surroundings, observe issues and empathize with the user.
The next exercise is to look at a urban and semi urban environment and
develop a Lifespan Map. It consists of Lifespan on the x axis: Children/
adolescent/youth/middle age/old age. Students were then to map
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Products/Activities/Spaces/Health of the y-axis across the lifespan. This
was a primary and secondary research exercise which captured exhaustive information not excluding what is sometimes considered obvious.
This was done to simply say that the obvious most often gets missed
in the design process! This lifespan map becomes a tool to inform the
designer of the common products or activities used by diverse audience
across life span interact with and therefore the considerations for design,
needs to be universal.
These exercises are to illustrate one of the many ways to introduce the
universal design thinking into the students and permeate into the
design process.

Conclusion
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Universal design is not about achieving the ideal solution but to improve
incrementally, include diverse user and use context, adaptive to the greatest extent by most of the intended users.
Being a human centric discipline, it will address issues related to all people with ethnographic and demographic differences and those who are
circumstantially physically challenged.
The overarching objective, the holistic design curriculum with universal
design thinking would be:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

To address key factors such as: Products, spaces, and services that
are comprehendible (communication and use), adaptive, usable,
desirable, accessible, affordable, safe, equitable, can accommodate
differences, and are based on the notion of contextual and
localized design. (1)
Create solutions that could be used as preventive tools for addressing safety issues and the health hazards in work places and address
issues on accessibility.
Introduce a persuasive application of Universal Design criteria in the
design process and improve the usability of new concepts.
To apply Universal Design criteria in the research and development
initiatives in Industrial Design by linking various disciplines with a
view to developing intergenerational concepts.
To develop multidisciplinary professional human resources in
Universal Design thinking and practices addressing the concept of
“Diversity and Future” in the global culture context.
To create professionals with competence in systems level design
development for public spaces, work spaces, products and services
for diverse users. Empathy and sensitivity towards cultures will help
develop proficiency in bringing forth adaptive design solutions.
To create Universal Design influencers (designers), thought leaders
(design teachers), and strategists (“design value” requirement builders).

For Indians, future is destiny, most of interior India lives in the present.
So let us make the present more livable and be pragmatic through a need
human centric need based design education.
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involved in the product design process from its early stages through
the end. Therefore, they should be prepared to consider various factors
including their idea’s financial feasibility and profitability.
Despite industry’s new demands of designers, the design education
system has not been able to adapt its structure to prepare the next
generation of industrial designers accordingly. Although many design
programs require electives in business, most of them do not integrate
business education into their design studios. As a result, students are not
able to create meaningful links between what they learn in their business
courses and what they practice in their hands-on design classes. This
separation also leads to a negative perception towards business courses
and makes design students think of financial considerations as limiting
forces rather than inspiring factors for creative solutions.

Steven Doehler

University of Cincinnati 2600 Clifton Ave. Cincinnati. Ohio, USA 45221
doehlesj@ucmail.uc.edu

Although there have been some experiments with developing new
education models, such as dual programs in design and business, not all
these programs have been widely adopted by students who seek higher
education in design. Many students choose to be a designer because of
all the possibilities it provides for creative thinking and doing. Students
who take business elective courses do gain basic valuable knowledge but
in most cases this knowledge is not relevant to their needs as inspiring
designers who’s goals are to lead companies or bring product to market.
Therefore, obligating students to take variety of business courses that are
not necessarily relevant to their design education can be discouraging. As
a result, many young and professionally inexperienced designers are left
with no proper training to understand the financial ramifications of their
design decisions. Once they graduate, they enter into a practice that is
heavily involved with financial considerations besides design innovation
processes. Some designers learn how to modify the way they work to fit
into this context while others see it as a challenge throughout their career
and it costs them years of trial and error.
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Business Sensible Design Education
Abstract

This research aimed to investigate how important it is to embed business
education into undergraduate industrial design curriculum and help
design students understand the financial aspects of their design
ideas, particularly in the areas of cost and profit. To respond to this
question a user-centered design approach was applied to understand
design students’ perceptions towards business education. Later on, the
research findings were synthesized into a list of design requirements
for developing a financial assessment tool. After rounds of ideation
and looking into other frameworks from business related disciplines, a
financial assessment tool was developed. Consequently, this tool was
prototyped and piloted in a senior industrial design class in order to test
its effectiveness. This experiment evoked a very positive feedback from
both design students and professionals, which led to the next phase of
evaluation and refinement that is currently being undertaken.

Author Keywords

Business design; design tools, financial assessment tool, design process,
design education

Introduction

The advancement of technology and growth of the corporate culture have
had a significant influence on the role industrial designers play in any
organization. Designers used to be defined as stylists who got involved in
the product development process at its very last stages to make a product
more appealing for its target users. However, in our time, industrial
designers have become more active in their organizations and they are
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As industrial designers ourselves, who had studied and worked under
these circumstances, we decided to conduct this research in order
to understand the possibility of making business education more
accessible and integrated into the design process. Our goal was to
develop a financial assessment tool, which was specifically created for
undergraduate industrial design students who had less than two years
of professional work experience. To guide our research and come up with
a solution, we chose the user-centered design approach, which provided
us with contextual user knowledge as well as methods for testing and
evaluating our proposed solution.

Research Scope

Due to the short span of this research (18 months) having access to the
target group was the main factor in defining the scope. Thus, our search
was limited to the
undergraduate industrial design program at the University of Cincinnati,
DAAP (College of Design, Architecture, Art, Planning) in Ohio. As
professors and Graduate assistance we had full access to students and
the studios where they worked. We specifically narrowed down our scope
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Methods

to a group of senior industrial designers who were graduating in less
than one year.

profit in their design process, most design students believed these factors
prevented them from freethinking and developing better solutions.

To investigate this issue from different perspectives, a combination of
qualitative research methods were applied.

Almost all of them referred to their Co-Op experiences and stated that
in reality designers have to deal with budgets and profit requirements.
However, in their opinion, design projects with financial goals forced
designers to cut cost anywhere possible, which led to low quality and
less innovative solutions. They also believed thinking about profit shifted
their attention from customer’s needs to client’s needs and consequently
from problem solving to moneymaking, thus, greatly affected their
design process. They assumed that considering these factors not only
expanded their research phase to find the least expensive materials and
manufacturing procedures, but it also squashed their creative thinking
phase and forced them to discard many good ideas simply because they
did not seem financially viable.

Direct Observation: was utilized in the preliminary stages of this project. A three-day observation session was held while 36 undergraduate industrial design students presented their thesis projects to people from the
design industry during DAAP WORKS 2012. The goal of this session was
to observe whether students had created a business argument around
their concepts and how they responded to financially related questions
raised by the audience.
Contextual Interviews: played an instrumental role in different stages
of this research. In the preliminary stages, 20 senior and junior industrial design (ID) students were interviewed at DAAP to understand how
they perceived financial factors, such as cost and profit in their design
processes. Later, seven industrial designers who had less than 3 years
work experience were interviewed, four of which had started their own
business and the rest working for design consultancies or in corporate
in-house design teams. The main purpose of this set of interviews was
to fully understand what kind of challenges recent graduates face in addressing financial bottom lines in different work settings. Consequently,
seven interviews were conducted with business and design hybrids whose
background was mostly in business innovation and strategy development. The goal of these interviews was to identify methods they used to
financially evaluate projects and explore whether those methods could be
modified for design education.
Secondary Research: was applied throughout every stage of the process
to evaluate research findings against current literature and redefine
the project’s directions. Issues such as design methods, design process,
design education, design management, design thinking, disruptive innovation, and measuring values of design were this paper’s secondary
research focus.
Participatory Research: was applied after the development of a pilot
financial assessment tool was completed. This tool was used as a business
awareness tracking system for an undergraduate entrepreneurship design
studio with 15 senior ID students. 7 of the 15 week course was dedicated to
using the tool to create a business strategy that complemented the students
design based ventures. The aim of this experiment was to test the tool in the
right context and evaluate its effectiveness in students’ design projects.

Young Design
Students And
Professionals’
Perception
Towards Cost
And Profit
198

In order to design the right tool, first we needed to understand how young
designers and students think about considering financial aspects during
their design process. Talking to these individuals and listening to their
concerns, helped us understand what they really wanted to gain from
business courses and how they wanted this process to benefit them.
Although they all acknowledged the importance of considering cost and
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Two interesting concerns regarding concepts of cost and profit repeatedly
came up during these interviews, which are worth mentioning. In terms
of cost, they associated it with dollar numbers instead of cost structures.
Thus, whenever we talked about cost, they thought of cutting expenses
and making a product cheaper instead of seeing the bigger picture and
considering the expenses that are involved in a project. In terms of profit,
most students associated it with making a lot of unjust money and
considered profitmaking as an unethical act towards their users.
In contrast to what they had said regarding financially restricted projects,
students ranked market studies, promotions, distribution methods,
business plans, and branding higher than human factors and aesthetic
appeal as basis for making a design concept successful in the market.
They continued by emphasizing that having fundamental business
knowledge would eanable them to make more informed decisions that
would not be changed by engineering or marketing teams during product
development. However, they mentioned that their elective business
courses did not fulfill any of these areas effectively. They expressed
that these courses were either too basic or too complicated with little
application in their design courses. As a result, they gradually became
disengaged and could remember very little from the courses’ content.
Interviewing these designers also revealed that, they were not financially
motivated and considering cost and profit was not the main focus of their
work. However, they were always aware of it and they could not justify
any of their creative decisions without thinking about their financial
capabilities, limitations and goals. Specifically for design entrepreneurs
who had started their own business, various financial forces heavily
influenced their entire business model and design process. Their most
significant challenge was encouraging investors to fund their projects.
Even though online platforms, such as Kick-starter or Quirky had made
it easier for them to promote their ideas and connect with various
investors, they still needed to have clear business objectives and financial
projections in order to encourage people to fund their vision. Their other
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concern was being jack-of-all-trades in their newly established companies.
Although they could benefit from professional help in specialized areas,
they were mainly responsible for managing aspects they were not taught
in design school such as finances, networking, cost analysis, pricing and
promotions. Another concern raised by these fresh entrepreneurs was
their uncertainty to scale up their business. Although they could live
without paying themselves for a while, they all envisioned a comfortable
future where they could grow their business, pay themselves and make a
reasonable amount of profit. Some of them admitted, to accomplish this
vision, they needed to gain a general understanding of financial forces
to estimate whether their ideas were profitable enough to cover extra
expenses caused by growing their business.
In comparison to design entrepreneurs, the interviewees who worked
as corporate in-house designers had less trouble working around cost
and profit, because they could benefit from working directly with
business experts. However, this advantage had also created a drawback
for these designers. Their vocabulary and working processes were
distinctly different from their business counterparts. Therefore, they had
difficulty communicating their ideas across the team. As they expressed,
having fundamental business knowledge not only could lessen this
communication barrier, it would also help them establish more realistic
goals for each project based on their client’s resources, limitations, and
financial interests.
Young designers who had started their professional careers in
consultancies expressed that they could not isolate cost and profit in their
process and preferred to take a holistic approach in solving a problem.
However, they admitted that these financial factors were very important
pieces of the process that connected them to their clients and gave them
leverage to defend their ideas.
Another core issue that was discussed with these young professionals was
regarding tools or methods they used to financially assess their design
projects. The purpose of this discussion was to investigate whether these
methods could be taught at design school. This conversation revealed that
most design entrepreneurs and consultants did not have any specific method
to financially evaluate their work. Some of them had applied cost analysis
to estimate their required initial investment in a few projects. The in-house
corporate designers were also on the same page. They mostly relied on their
business partners for evaluating the financial viability of their ideas.
In summary, it can be concluded that both groups of interviewees
(students and young professionals) were not very comfortable with
financially restricted projects. Their ultimate goal was to create value for
their users rather than profit for their clients. However, the reality of a
financially competitive market forced them to constantly face issues, such
as cutting cost and increasing profit margins. Thus, both students and
professionals admitted that it is beneficial for designers to integrate cost
and profit considerations into their design process without making it a
lead for the final outcomes.
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Framing Interview Further analysis of student and professional interviews led to four design
Results Into Design requirements for developing of a financial assessment tool for undergradRequirements
uate industrial design (ID) students.
1.

Create a tool that provides general knowledge of cost and profit
structures for ID students and could be applied in various professional contexts after graduation.
Looking diligently to the world of ID students as well as design
professionals revealed that most students have to integrate cost and
profit thinking into their work regardless of the context they will
end up working in. Although the degree of this integration may vary
based on the type of projects, position or organization, having financial constraints is a reality that cannot be ignored. Many professional
designers emphasized that in an ideal scenario, designers do not have
to figure out everything by themselves and they would team up with
business experts. However, that is not a prevalent situation and in
many cases, designers are responsible for financial evaluation of their
ideas as well as their design and development.

2.

Develop a flexible tool to inspire designers with more ideas instead of
limiting them to prevailing financial considerations.
One similarity discovered through comparisons of student and
professional interviews was their perception towards financial
constraints. Both groups did not like to center their design process
on financial aspects. In their opinion, either in academic or professional environments, thinking too much about cost and profit limited
designers’ outlook onto potential solutions. Thus, the proposed tool
should effectively address this concern.

3.

Develop a tool that could be taught in short workshops through
simulating real design projects.
Through analyzing professional interviews, it was realized that designers preferred to experiment with different aspects of their project
to reach a desired financial outcome, instead of solely focusing on
numbers. This behavior confirmed that teaching ID students about
business methods in isolation and away from hands-on projects
would not be very effective. Teaching the tool through simulated
design projects would greatly help students to experiment in quick
iterative cycles and learn its content for future applications.

4.

Create a tool that helps ID students learn the basic
business vocabulary.
Another important point that constantly came up throughout professional interviews was to bridge the communication gap with internal
team members as well as external partners. They believed having a
common vocabulary would help them play a more dynamic role in
multidisciplinary contexts.
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Identifying
Opportunities
For Implementing
A Financial
Assessment Tool

After understanding designers’ perception towards cost and profit, it
was time to explore their working procedures. Here we mapped out their
product/service design development journey and identified critical areas
for integrating a financial assessment tool.

Comparing the found methods across these three disciplines led to
several very important insights. For designers, there were two methodology concentration peaks during their design process: one was the
“Understanding” phase as designers tried to get to know their users and
gain empathy. The other was during the “Conceptualization” phase where
designers used various techniques to develop a great number of solutions
for the problem at hand. However, the same analysis revealed that the
concentration of design methods in other phases was not as significant
particularly during the first phase of “Identifying”, and the last two phases
of “Realizing” and “Delivery”. In these stages, designers were faced a lack
of methods to align their preliminary goals with final execution strategies. In contrast, design management and business strategy methods
were spread more evenly across the process, which enabled managers and
strategists to continuously evaluate and refine their directions throughout the process.

We began by researching Industrial Design’s most common development
processes. Studying “How do you design?” (Dubberly 2005) introduced us
to more than 131 design process models that are applied in different contexts. Although some of these models had significant differences, many
had similar structures with slightly different arrangements. 10 of these
methods, which were more in accordance with what is currently taught
at undergraduate level, were picked for further analysis. Integrating these
10 processes with our prior knowledge from interviews helped us build
a generic design process that was relevant to both design students and
young design professionals.
This linear process consisted of the following eight phases: Identifying,
Understanding, Synthesis, Conceptualization, Selection, Evaluation, Realizing, and Delivery. Although the order and length of each phase may vary
in an actual design project, we decided to keep this process linear with
equal phases to help us organize the methods we later examined.

Ultimately, these comparisons not only provided an overview of the available methods in three different disciplines and their structures, they also
enabled us to identify three opportunity areas for introducing a financial
assessment tool into the design process. The first area is during the “Identifying” phase. Traditionally, a design brief or a design problem is given to
ID students in this phase and they immediately begin the process’s next
phase “Phase 1: Understanding”. For design students, this is a great stage
to set initial goals for their project, define strategies for reaching those
goals, and determine strategies for constraints that may arise throughout the process. By optimizing this phase, students would become more
informed about their goals and make more realistic decisions in the following phases. The next potential area for applying a financial assessment
tool is during “Synthesis”. A tool in this stage can help students filter their
ideas through stakeholders’ capabilities and financial desires and stay
away from solutions that are not economically viable. Finally, applying
a financial assessment tool in the last two phases of the design process
“Realizing” and “Delivery” helps designers to turn their ideas into actionable solutions with clearly defined business models.

Creating this process provided us with an overview of the actions designers take in each phase of their design process.
Subsequently, we began to study what types of tools and methods they
utilized in each one of these phases. Most of the methods made designers more empathetic towards their users and enabled them to envision
alternative scenarios. However, almost all of them were very descriptive
and dependent on designer’s personal interpretations. Thus, they would
lead to subjective outcomes.
To draw a comparison, the same study was conducted for design management and business strategy methods along the same eight-phase process.
The found techniques were mostly based on large bodies of demographic
data, market research and trend analysis. Unlike design methods, most of
them had a statistical structure that could provide measurable outcomes.
Although their scientific foundation made these methods more reliable,
it also made them very difficult to be internalized and used in quick and
iterative cycles of the design process.
Comparing these two disciplines revealed that the gap between their
methodologies was greater than what had been assumed. Therefore, the
cross-disciplinary field of design thinking was added to this overview to
investigate methods that try to bridge this gap. Most of these methods
were created to help researchers become more empathetic towards their
users, and visualize and prototype their solutions iteratively to get feedback from their target audience. However, these techniques had another
dimension that design methods mostly overlooked: they integrated viability testing and financial assessments in their process to make sure their
solutions were feasible.
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Developing, Testing
And Evaluation Of
A Financial
Assessment Tool

Tool’s Evolvement Process
With the design requirement at hand, we looked into the methods we had
collected in the last phase in order to find tools to be modified for ID students. In this quest, two frameworks were found: “Big picture” (Nordhielm
2006) from Marketing Strategy, and “Business Model Canvas” (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010), from Design Thinking. These two frameworks had
the following characteristics that made them appropriate for application
in design process:
•
•
•
•

They both created a visual overview of the entire product/service
planning from an idea to execution on one page.
They both consisted of smaller modules that could be completed
sequentially.
Through completion of these modules, most of the required material
for development of a business plan became available.
“Business Model Canvas” did a better job in associating each module
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•

with a proper visual to make it more comprehensible.
“Big Picture” incorporated issues such as core competence and
marketing objectives that the “Business Model Canvas” did not
emphasize.

Although both of these frameworks were effective in broadening their
users’ perspective towards financial aspects of their projects, a few issues
were identified through studying and application of these two frameworks
•
•
•
•

Tool’s Structure

None of these tools had been developed specifically for designers;
thus, some of the modules were not clearly defined, and they led to
confusion amongst ID students.
Despite expanding students’ horizon towards financial factors, these
frameworks did not provide any further guidance for developing new
ideas in each module.
None of them provided students with means to evaluate their ideas
and assumptions.
None of the tools incorporated trend analysis and context research,
which are essential stages during the preliminary phases of the
design process.

Based on the pros and cons of these two frameworks and also the principles discussed previously, a new financial assessment tool was developed,
which was visual, consisted of complementary modules and provided design students with further assistance for ideation and evaluation throughout its application.
The final framework was actualized as a paper prototype that would function as a playful game. This game consists of three complimentary layers.
Each layer includes four main questions that ID students need to respond
to in order to move on to the next layer. The first layer is designed in a way
that conceals the other two layers. This feature is drawn from the interviews insights, where both students and professionals mentioned they did
not want to think about financial forces right from the beginning. The first
layer’s questions help ID students to gain a general understanding of the
context they are designing for. They have to analyze current trends and
organize them based on their impact and likeliness to occur. This matrix
has been borrowed from the STEEP (Social, Technological, Environmental, Economic) Analysis (Fraser 2012) and modified for this game.
As students complete this layer, they can unfold the prototype and move
on to the layer two’s questions. These questions help students assess their
core strength and weaknesses. Through completing this layer, students
can clarify what skills, resources and partners they need and what kind of
benefits they should create to compete in their current landscape.
Finally, students can move on to the last round of four questions that are
more specific to planning a successful entry to the market. The difference of these questions with the other framework opportunities lie in
giving students a pathway for ideation and evaluation of their ideas. Each
question is linked to a stack of four color-coded cards that are based on
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specific iterative functions. The top layer provides a simple explanation of
a particular financial concept. The next layer gives students methods and
tips about ideating with those financial forces. The third layer requires
students to evaluate their ideas and design a pilot experiment to test their
assumptions. And the final layer asks students to refine their results and
report their findings.

Testing the Tool

This framework was used as a structure of a semester long entrepreneurship design studio at DAAP, University of Cincinnati. 15 senior industrial
design students who were planning to pursue their ideas after graduation
participated in this course. 15 paper prototypes were built and distributed
to students for utilization throughout the semester. Every week, one layer
was introduced to students and practiced using a team format. Later,
students were given worksheets to further refine their ideas as homework
and received feedback the following week. At the process’s end they had
completed all the tool modules and were ready to write a standard business plan to be presented to potential investors and partners identified in
the tool’s second layer

Evaluating the Tool Although the testing phase has been completed, the evaluation process is
still ongoing. Three plans will be undertaken for evaluating the effectiveness of the tool from different perspectives.

First, all students in this class will fill out an online questionnaire to rate
the usefulness of the tool in development of their projects. Next, 10 of
these students will participate in a two-hour co-creation session to redesign the tool in their own terms in order to make it more appropriate for
undergraduate students’ use. Last, 20 students, only 10 of which have used
the tool, will record a two-minute pitch about their ideas to be sent to a
group of selected venture capitalists for rating. These ratings will be analyzed to examine whether the application of the tool has helped students
to achieve better ratings from potential investors.
Though the official evaluation process of the tool is still in progress, there
were several incidents along our research and testing process that helped
us believe we are on the right track. For instance, most students were very
engaged in their group activities and continued their discussions after
the classes end. Each week they came to class with completed worksheets
ready to be shared with their classmates. These were all positive signs of
students’ enthusiasm towards the presented material and the application
of the tool.
From a professional perspective, we had opportunities to share our tool
with people who are leading experts in the field of design management
and design education. They provided us with very positive feedback and
constructive comments to make the tool fit better for undergraduate
design education.
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Conclusion

The competitive market landscape, scarcity of materials, and reformation
of communication methods have all directly influenced the way products
and services are designed, and consequently the role industrial designers
play in their organization. Besides knowing the craft, industrial designers need to be strategic problem solvers who can help their organizations
sustain in this continuously changing context. Thus, their training needs
to encompass many other elements in addition to their core creative programs to prepare them for their future responsibilities.
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One key element that significantly helps designers prepare for their new
roles is to speak the language of business. Designers should be able to
understand the financial ramifications of their creative decisions and
envision how their ideas become commercially viable. Although many
designers learn this process through years of practice, they could become
familiar with business basics through their design education. The current design education system lacks business methods that are made for
designers and their creative processes. Simply exposing design students
to regular business courses would not solve the problem, yet it may add to
the degree of separation between design and business.
This research tried to take advantage of a user-centered design approach
in order to design a business method for industrial design students based
on the insight that was collected through hours of interviews and observations. This tool was developed in collaboration between business savvy
industrial designers and design savvy business people to assist the design
community in understanding the business ramifications of their design
driven ventures. This process for ensuring financial consideration has a
more comprehensible, creative and fun approach of integrating business
criteria into design development methodology. Our results proved to be
successful in that design students embraced the material, which they had
formerly tried to avoid.
In a world that is increasingly becoming entrepreneurial, this research
project is showing promise in educating new designers in effectively
transforming their product and service ideas into a base for their future
careers.
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Postgraduate Programme in
Service Design: Towards India’s Sus-

No machine or computer can cope with these individual needs to offer a
totally new dimension of value. Customer service is becoming a key differentiator for the companies today. In order to stand out from competitors, companies need to recognise themselves as service providers. Product companies are thus developing themselves into solution companies
by adding services to accompany their products. Today’s customers are
expecting personalised services that can make their lives easier, enjoyable, and exciting; they are more informed and more demanding; they
make little distinction between goods and services.

tainable Economic DevelopmentProcess in
Design Education & Pedagogy

Abstract

Service is understood as synonym of the customer need. It is not a product that the customer requires, but the service—the essential function—
that the product provides. Services can meet the user’s needs directly by
reducing/eliminating the need to introduce products or other tangible
solutions. This shift from a reliance on products to services also helps
encourage the process of dematerialization. The dematerialization of a
product literally means less, or better yet, no material is used to deliver
the same level of functionality to the user. 7 “The average consumer
power tool…” explains John Thackara in his book, In the Bubble: Designing in a Complex World, “… is used for ten minutes in its entire life–but it
takes hundreds of times its own weight to manufacture such an object”.
8 A product-service system with shared tools could offer access to them
when needed. Services encourage sharing, borrowing, collaboration and
cooperation among its users. It can thereby facilitate and cater to communities’ needs and alleviate the requirement of ownership for many
products.

Worldwide, the service sector now plays a dominant role in the growth of
economies. Services in India account for more than half of its GDP and is
growing by 10% annually. Services offer lucrative employment opportunities and provide the much needed economic independence and self-respect in individuals engaged in the same. By providing employment at the
local level, services help arrest migration to the cities. Design of services
would thus be one of the key differentiators for India’s progress towards
sustainable, equitable, inclusive, societal, and economic developments.
Unlike products, services are intangible. Services normally emerge out of
the interaction with the client/user. Therefore, design of services calls for
multidisciplinary approach and variety of specialised inputs from different fields. A postgraduate programme in Service Design, the one anchored
in the Indian context, would form a critical support to the country’s large
organised and unorganised service sector; it would refine, improve and
align their services to the contemporary needs and demands of the users
and that of the markets.

Author Keywords

Services in India; Service Design; Design Education

Introduction

Most industrial economies of the world, including United States and the
European Union, have gone through a major economic shift over the last
few decades; the service sector now dominates these economies. Services now account for 82% of US output (GDP).1 And it accounts for 72%
and 71% of the GDP of the UK and France respectively. 2 Twenty million
people in the UK work in service organisations, and it accounts for 85% of
US employment.3 In Europe, 89% of SMEs operate in some form of service
industry. 4 Majority of the Fortune 500 companies are today service
companies. 5 Most of the new companies founded or jobs created in these
economies, are in the service sector. More and more hybrid productservice companies are relying in a major way on services. The revenue mix
at IBM has gone from 68% product/32% services in 1994 to 48% /52% in
2003, a 63% change in ten years. 6
Product markets are saturated. Companies are struggling to compete
solely on price. Today, the customer is the dominant reference point for
strategy and innovation, and customers are complicated. They have
individual needs, feelings, and expectations that cannot be standardised.
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This important shift towards services is also discussed in the context of
sustainable economic development. This is seen as a new opportunity to
reduce the use of natural material. A shift from producing and consuming products, to producing and consuming services, it is argued, would
help reduce material consumption and thereby reduce the use of natural
materials. This will help create the much needed ecological restructuring of the society to shift the economy that is currently based on heavy
process industries and intensive energy use, to an information-intensive
and service-intensive society. The World Business Council for Sustainable
Development’s (WBCSD 1996) list of eco-efficiency measures includes
the item “increase the service intensity of products and services”, along
with more traditional environmental measures.9 Speeding up this
development is seen as a means to achieve a sustainable, dematerialised
economy.

Services:
An Emerging
Economy

Worldwide, the service sector now plays a dominant role in the growth
of economies. Its overall share in the year 2009 was 64.2% in world GDP.
10 This major sector is expected to be the main source of employment
for the next decade or so. Speedy growth of this sector is also fuelled in
many ways by the ubiquity of information technology (IT) and communication technology. They help quickly productize the new service idea. IT
is the production department of the services era in much the same way
factories and machines were for the goods era. And internet is the trucks
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and roads of this service era. 11 Importance of services to the economy
will thus continue to grow. Service has been now recognized as the third
sector beside agriculture and manufacturing. Service is thus the currency
of this new economy. 12

Services
and India

For India and other thickly populated and developing countries, services
offer lucrative employment opportunities. For majority of the people here,
it becomes difficult to get a secure job that ensures them of a regular
income. Therefore, people turn towards self-employment from a very early
age. They find ingenious and innovative ways of earning their livelihood
by utilising all the resources and skills at their disposal. It is in such a
scenario that various kinds of services get developed around any need,
locality, or industry. These services cover almost all kinds of human needs
and requirements. One could find services engaged in the home delivery
of milk, newspaper, and grocery items and also a totally different category
of services involved in buying back used cartons, containers, used packages, and old newspapers from various residential areas. The auto rickshaws
plying on the city roads double up as school rickshaws that take children
from various localities to their respective schools. The housewives may be
utilising their spare time in offering homemade food or repairing clothes.
Many of these services are offered either by an individual or a group and
they mostly remain at the informal or unorganised level.
India also has a large organised service sector. Transportation sector,
especially the railway services, the large healthcare sector, and government administration are some of the largest employers and the organised service sectors of the world. Combining both the organised and the
unorganised service industries of the country, service sector in India
touches majority of the Indian population, through either providing direct
employment or as beneficiary of the services. This major sector contributes 55.2% share in the country’s GDP and is growing by 10% annually,
contributing to about a quarter of total employment. 13 Indian economy
is thus primarily a service–process oriented economy rather than material or product-oriented economy prevalent elsewhere.
Services offer the much needed economic independence and thereby
self respect in the society. By utilising the skills and resources available
with individual/s, services would help instill the much-needed sense of
confidence amongst the individual/s. By providing employment at local
level services would help arrest migration to the cities. Services are low on
investment and encourage customised and localised solutions. Therefore,
services would help distribute wealth to a large population, and develop
an equitable and inclusive society. Services help encourage reusability
and help in reducing production, consumption, and overall dematerialisation. Services focus upon improving interaction with the service provider
and the user, thus encouraging further social interaction and community
development.
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Over the last few years, as this once minor sector is expanding rapidly,
the interests in understanding and designing services have increased
substantially across the world, both at the academic as well as at the business level. However, these efforts are far from adequate. Our knowledge of
service innovation is incomplete.14 The efforts so far were focused largely
on product improvement, product design and development, and product
innovations. In the goods era of the past, manufacturing being the main
source of investment in research and development, the major focus remained on optimisation and improvement of products and their processes of production, market research, and product design. This traditional
“inside-out” approach focused on upgrading, refining / value addition
of the existing product/s through addition of new features; whereas, this
new domain calls for “outside-in” design— “user-led-design” approach,
the one that can identify and understand the unmet customer needs and
develop solutions around the same. ‘Most analyses of innovation tend to
focus on products, not services. It is now time to update our curriculum
for teaching and researching innovation to address the dominant sector
of economic activity’ mentions Henry Chesbrough, the innovation expert
and the author of the book Open Services Innovation. 15
Unlike products, services are intangible and they are immaterial. Services
cannot be produced; they can only be performed. They cannot be owned
and cannot be stored. Service cannot be pre-produced. It is produced and
consumed simultaneously. It can include different components. They
may be product, space, service components. Service normally emerges
out of the interaction with the client/user. Thus, the unique aspect of the
services is that they are live. Service happens over time and across several
touch points. Client/user perceives services on many different levels. The
overall experience would be the combination of the experiences of all the
touch points. Services thus create complex experiences.16 Unlike products, no two service delivery experiences are alike. Ascertaining quality of
the service is difficult.

Service Design

Service Design is the activity of planning and organizing people, infrastructure, communication and material components of a service, in
order to improve its quality, the interaction between service provider and
customers and the customer’s experience.17
Service Design helps create new services or helps improve the existing services. It addresses the functionality and form of services. It helps
make the service interfaces useful, usable, and desirable from the client’s
perspective. It helps make the service effective, efficient and distinctive
from the service provider/supplier/organisation point of view. By utilising
the available resources, Service Design helps connect organisation/supplier/service provider to its clients in a desirable way. Service Design helps
create experience for its user and thereby helps improve everyday life. It
therefore helps create brand affinity. ‘Good service design is the process
of deliberately crafting our experience and delivery of services, to make
them more valuable for the people that use and provide them,’ mentions
Nick Marsh from Engine Service Design.18 Service Design helps create
the much needed value addition to differentiate against competitors.
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Today, it plays a crucial part in the success of any organisation. It helps
bring true understanding of the market, its users, their experiences, and
expectations. With higher quality service experiences as the basis of
success, Service Design brings new perspective on future development.
Service Design changes organisational culture.
Service Design, according to Prof. Richard Buchanan is a service work; it
is about reframing the ordinary, about equitable distribution of resources
and tools to make decisions well. According to him, the reason for spending so many efforts in talking about Service Design has to do with justice.
The real purpose behind Service Design according to Prof. Buchanan, is to
change social relationships, to give knowledge, information and tools to
construct knowledge, and to make action good in use, to use it wisely.19
In the context of India and similar other developing countries, Service
Design will help many of their essential services accessible and affordable
to the masses. With appropriate integration of technology, Service Design
will help these essential services reach out to the remotest areas and to
the lowest strata of the society.

Scope for
Service Design
in India

Services touch majority of India’s population; therefore, Service Design
would form one of the key interventions towards improving its quality of
life. Service Design will help encourage and enhance human interactions,
thereby encourage societal interactions, community development efforts,
and social innovations. This major sector of the country is developed
mostly to serve local needs and requirements; it offers great opportunities
for improvements in terms of productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness. By
creating new employment opportunities, improving, and adding value to
existing services, Service Design will help India progress towards developing a sustainable and inclusive society. With its large rural population,
creating employment opportunities at the local level will help develop its
villages and thus arrest migration of its people to cities, one of the major
areas of concern for the country.
By improving existing services, including some of the country’s large
organised services such as railways and postal services, Service Design
would be a major contributor to the country’s economic development. It
would help the country’s industries connect to their users in a better way,
understand and meet their unmet needs, and help improve their competitiveness in today’s global markets. Thus, Service Design would be one of
the key determiners of the country’s progress towards sustainable, equitable, and inclusive societal and economic developments. Service Design
offers immense scope and career prospects for design graduates.

Design
Education:
Scenario in India
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Interests in design as a profession have grown rapidly in India in the last
few years. Design is now recognised as one of the important contributors of business success. It is now explored as one of the lucrative career
prospects besides engineering, medicine, and management. New institutes of design are being set up in different parts of the country to offer
courses and programmes in various disciplines of design. These design
programmes are mainly offered in the domains of Industrial Design,
Communication Design, Textile Design, and Fashion Design. While Na-
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tional Institute of Design, NID, Ahmedabad offers design programmes in
eighteen different disciplines; Department of Design (DoD) at the Indian
Institutes of Technology at Mumbai, Delhi, Guwahati, and Kanpur, offers
programmes in the area of Industrial Design and Communication Design.
The National Institutes of Fashion Technology (NIFT) set up in different
cities of the country, offer programmes in the disciplines of Fashion Technology, Design, and Management. Craft design centres have been set up
in different states to cater to the specific needs of the craft sectors of the
respective states. And new private design institutes are coming up every
year in the country. These programmes are offered both at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
Traditionally, the design process, both globally as well as in India, has focused on the client’s perspective. It focuses on identification of problems/
issues related to the existing products, processes or systems through the
systematic process of information collection and analysis. Through creative explorations, design then helps synthesise new experiences, inferences, and insights into tangible and contextual solutions. The traditional
design process thus focuses on improving/refining existing products and
systems, more of “inside-out” approach for design and innovation. And
products as discussed earlier, while they may satisfy the user’s want, however, may not satisfy the user’s need. The washing machine, for example,
does not satisfy the user’s need of clothes being washed, though, it may
aid in increasing the comfort level of the user. It may serve the want of
owning a product. However, the user has to then take up the ownership of
performing the tasks, learning these tasks, and maintaining the product.
Service Design, on the other hand, focuses on understanding users; their
unmet needs and expectations, thus calling for “outside-in” approach to
design and innovation for developing new solutions, strategies or business
models. Service Design goes beyond the traditional product or tangible
solution-oriented design process to control the new elements that are
touch points (the interaction between the actors) and the time. It is the
new holistic multidisciplinary approach that addresses the challenges of
the service economy. Service Design thus brings together the most appropriate and relevant experience, methods, and tools from various fields
to employ them for the design and development of services. It integrates
management, marketing, research, and design.
While the demand for services and thus their designs have increased
rapidly in India, there are no specialised courses/programmes offered at
any of the design institutes of the country. In the absence of these specialised inputs/courses, the tasks of design and development of new services
or improving the existing services are undertaken mostly by product
designers or interested graphic designers. With the rapid growth and easy
availability of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the
country, demands for web-based /online services have increased manifold. However, with their traditional design approach, the focus remains
largely on product-based solutions rather than service- based solutions.
Thus, it remains at the same level as the products in terms of addressing
the customer’s needs.
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Service Design
Fundamentals

‘Service design is designing experiences happening in time and space,
which reach people through different touch-points,’ defines the Finnish
website www.servicedesign.fi . 20 Experience is a complex phenomenon
and is based on an individual’s perception in which the original messages
are filtered through individual history, values, attitudes, and previous experiences. The overall experience that a user gets, is driven by the service
interface. Designing this interface demands aligning all touch-points
against the service concept. A touch-point is typically a contact point
with one of the elements of the service offering. A typical service will have
many touch-points that act like pieces of a puzzle that need to be aligned
into a cohesive form that is consistent, easy to use, and has strategic alliance. Service Design works on the design of all different touch-points that
together result in a “designed service interface”.
One can thus only design the service environment and all service related
communication, but not the actual human experiences or conceptions.
Service Design involves designing service environment related communication (communication with several of the senses), designing service
process related communication (web pages, brochures and other marketing and communications material), and developing the communication
of service personnel (personal communication skills, dressing etc.). 21
Service Design involves design of artefacts and other things including
communication, environment and behaviours. It can be both tangible and
intangible.
Service Design helps visualize, formulate, and choreograph solutions
to problems that do not necessarily exist today.22 It helps understand
behavioural patterns, interpret user requirements and transform them
into possible future services. The methodology for designing services as
proposed by Morelli has three main directions that are identification
of the actors involved in the definition of the service; definition of possible service scenarios and sequences of actions and actors’ role; and
representation of the service illustrating all of its components.23 Some
of the elements of service design include vision, resources, reliability,
responsiveness, reassurance and communication. 24 The Service Design
process applies explorative, generative, and evaluative design approaches.
25 Designing services would call for six mindsets that are understanding,
thinking, generating, filtering, explaining and realizing, to complete the
project. 26
There cannot be a service without a customer. He/she is the purpose of it.
Service is built around its customers. The entire Service Design process
needs to be built around its user/ customer involving him/her right from
the beginning of the process. Developing a good understanding of his/her
aspirations and behavioural patterns, unmet needs and expectations, motivations and goals become the foundation of the Service Design process.
Services rely on the interactions between the users and providers of the
service. Service Design thus demands analysis of all the points of contact
between the user and the service provider.
Understanding and identifying the latent need/s of the user is a difficult
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task as most of the time, user may not be consciously aware of or be
able to articulate the needs. Service Design thus calls for in-depth user
research through application of techniques and tools derived from disciplines ranging from anthropology, social studies, ethnography, and social
construction of technology. Observing the situation or customer interactions, shadowing user/passively observing the customer in a service setting, spending a day in the life of a customer, structured and/or unstructured interviews with all the stakeholders including user, service staff,
mapping every aspect of how a customer becomes aware and interacts
with the service, brainstorming, interaction with the users, and interaction through specific games are some of the techniques used to look for
clues and patterns of user behaviour. The observations and information
are documented through variety of tools such as the digital camera and
video recorders to further analyse them to capture new insights and to
discover unarticulated needs.
Utilising design methodology and diverse collection of related design
tools and techniques, the holistic approach of Service Design would help
explore new ideas, define appropriate solutions for the identified latent
need, and create a blueprint of the service. Visual illustration through
variety of representation techniques will help describe the nature and
characteristics of the interaction, inner mechanism of service to all the
stakeholders and the actors involved. Service scenarios, storyboards,
storytelling, video sketching, and video prototypes are some of the design
tools used to place the service in a human context, quickly stimulate
customer’s participation and effectively describe the interactions, without
having to build the entire service or solution up front. These make it easier
and feasible to quickly prototype service ideas, test them out, analyse
them and further refine and finalise the solution. This forms one of the
major advantages of services. ‘It is easier to innovate and less expensive in
services than in manufacturing.’ 27
As a multidisciplinary approach, service design would call for specialised inputs from variety of different fields ranging from product design,
graphic design, interface design, interaction design, space design (interior
& exterior design, including set and stage design), system and strategy
design, experience design, branding, ethnography research, psychology,
participatory design, market research, marketing, product development,
communication planning, and process management 28
The fundamentals of good service according to Engine, one of the leading
service design and innovation consultancy firm based in London are:
Systems, services are provided and experienced through systems and
relationships; Value, service and also its design is normally focused on
adding value; Journeys, all services are experienced over time. people
take different journeys to, through, and from a service; People, services
always involve people and rely on both the user and the producer working
together; and Propositions, services are generally packaged as a ‘proposition’ for users to buy into. Good service design translates intangible
service propositions into tangible and desirable offerings. 29
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Service Design:
A Course
Module at NID

A three-week course module on Service Design has been developed and
offered to the postgraduate students of the Strategic Design Management discipline here at the National Institute of Design, since 2003. The
module is offered in the third semester (second year) of their two-year
postgraduate programme. The course module aims to introduce students
to the concept of service design. It exhorts students to explore the scope
for design intervention in the field of service design. Through the three
assignments, one each taken up every week of the three-week course
module, students are systematically initiated to explore, experience, and
understand the field of Service Design. The methodology adopted for
delivering the module takes the students through intense discussions,
brainstorming, user research, process of analysis of the information and
creative synthesis to develop solutions/concepts, scenario development
methods, business model and strategy development, prototyping and
testing methods. 30 The insights and experiences of design and development of the course module is documented through a paper titled The
Service Design Course Module: Steering Design Students Towards New
Career Opportunities. The outcomes of the course assignments over these
years, have been documented at www.servicedesignindia.posterous.com
The experiences and learning gained from the course module offers a
new direction and creates new capabilities among the students of the
Strategic Design Management discipline. It offers them a unique capability and strength as design management graduates and also opens new
career opportunities. The course module helps develop that much needed
confidence and new direction to start their career as design entrepreneurs. While some of them, after their graduation, joined industries as
design managers/product development managers with their specific
focus and responsibilities to develop and improve internal communication and services, few of them are working with service-based industries
to improve customer relations and offerings. One of the students set up a
service-based venture after his graduation. And a group of students after
their graduation, has set up its design studio that focuses and specialises
in Service Design. 31

Opportunities
for Specialisation in Service
Design
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There are now options available for further study and specialisation in
this emerging domain of Service Design and innovation. Royal College
of Art, London offers a two year MA in Service Design. This programme
aims to enhance students’ capabilities to apply a design led approach
to transform the experience and values of services. 32 While Domus
Academy, Milan, Italy offers Masters in Service and Experience Design,
a postgraduate programme of 12 months duration. The programme emphasises the centrality of users and users’ experience into management
and innovation of the service industries. 33 And the Master of Design for
Services, the postgraduate programme at the University of Dundee aims
to develop among its students, the skills to observe and understand the
current situation, visualise change and prototype the future. 34 Whereas,
Service Innovation Design, a postgraduate programme at the Laurea
University of Applied Sciences is offered under their Master of Business
Administration programme. It is a 90 credits professional programme to
be completed within 1.5 to 2.5 year duration. 35
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These postgraduate programmes are offered to the graduates from
various design disciplines, graduates from engineering and computer
sciences and to the mid and senior professionals, who are seeking to enhance their capabilities by applying a design-led approach to deliver high
value added services for their clients. These programmes equip students
to the latest tools and techniques of Service Design. The students develop
their skills to research, develop, evaluate and communicate service design
solutions through series of lectures, workshops, and projects. The graduates of these programmes will have their career opportunities in the
service sectors ranging from banking, finance, insurance, retail, hospitality, healthcare, tourism, transportation, entertainment, e-commerce, and
communications.

Conclusion

The Indian economy can be primarily viewed as a service economy.
Services account for more than half of India’s GDP. Its large, organised,
and unorganised service sector industries touch the lives of majority of
the country’s population. Services provide employment opportunities
utilising existing skills and resources, thereby addressing one of the key
concerns of the country. Services thereby offer economic independence
and self-respect to the individuals. Services are low on investment and
encourage customised and localised solutions. By providing employment
at local level, services help arrest migration to the cities. Services in the
context of India, help encourage human interaction, dematerialisation
and overall sustainable economic and social development. Encouraging
new services and improving existing services should thus form one of the
major focuses for the country’s future economic and societal progress.
Service Design would thus form one of the key interventions towards improving the quality of life of majority of the people of India. Service Design
will help the country’s large service industries to improve their productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness. It will help them better connect to their
users, understand and meet their unmet needs, thereby help improve
their competitiveness in today’s global markets. Service Design would be
one of the key differentiator for country’s progress towards sustainable,
equitable and inclusive societal and economic developments. Service Design will help India transit from industrial economy to service economy
and further to the experience economy.
Service Design is today, the new holistic multidisciplinary approach that
brings together the most appropriate and relevant experience, methods,
and tools from various fields to employ them for the design and development of services. Service Design focuses on the relationships and interactions between people, artefacts, and activities. It works on design of
different touch-points resulting in designed service interface to create
desired experiences. Service Design, therefore, calls for variety of specialised inputs ranging from design, research, marketing, and management.
The traditional process of design focused normally towards design and
development of products and artefacts, that is tangible solutions, would
fall short of meeting the demands of today’s’ service industries and that
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of the emerging service economy. A postgraduate programme in Service Design, the one anchored in the Indian context would form a major
support to the country’s large organised and unorganised service sector;
they could refine, improve, and align their services to the contemporary
needs and demands of the users and that of the markets. The graduates of
this programme, while working with the country’s large unorganised and
organised service industries, will create the much needed value addition,
while utilising their existing skills and resources. The postgraduate programme in Service Design will thus hasten the process of India’s sustainable and inclusive societal and economic development.
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A framework for teaching Design
for Social Impact
Abstract

With the amount of problems faced today, it is a well-known fact by now
that the world needs more designers.
But even the existing designers do not know how to go about addressing
these problems; as the notion of Social Design is a challenging one.
With this growing need and interest and in the domains, there is a
responsibility that designers have towards the society. This paper
proposes a framework that could be used to teach Social Design as a part
of the offerings of a Design course in Product Design or Service Design or
independently.The example taken to illustrate the framework is a
work in progress.
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Introduction

In the connected world we live today, designers face new challenges to
overcome. This was voiced first by V Papanek in his iconic book Design
for the Real world almost 30 years ago. In his words, Design has become
the most powerful tool with which man shapes his tools and environments (and, by extension, society and himself) [15], Whiteley in his book
‘Design for Society’ calls for design to come out of its consumerist values,
consumer led design approach, and the notion of design as a
lifestyle accessory [24].
Of late there is huge emphasis from government bodies and various organizations to invest energies and design expertise in the areas that benefit the society at large. This was resonated by numerous design thinkers
and companies from IDEO in the form of their Open IDEO platforms [14]
and Human Centered Design toolkit [9] to Frog Design’s work in Africa
to use design to improve healthcare [8]. It is aimed towards development
of society and provides innovative solutions that could attempt to help
in solving the world’s problems. The need is for design to be more human
centered and not as simply technical or merely style- oriented, as it then
loses touch with what is truly needed by people.
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India with its diverse economy and cultural map, a huge population living
below poverty, and home to a lot of problems provides an immense opportunity to work in the fields of Social Design. Realizing that innovation
is the engine for the growth of prosperity and national competitiveness in
the 21st century, the President of India has declared the present decade
as the ‘Decade of Innovation’. Moreover, National Innovation Council
(NIC), set up by the Prime Minister to create Indian model of innovation,
is preparing to launch its fund with an initial corpus of Rs 500 crore and
that will lend to companies focusing on delivering goods and services to
the poorest people in the country. It is also looking to facilitate creation of
industry innovation clusters (IIC) for job creation and productivity [3].
Designers with an interest in Social Design and a training in HumanCentered Design will be the people who could benefit most from this. In
order to get Design and Design Thinking into the masses, the government
under the leadership of Mr Sam Pitroda has also published a blueprint
of the Open Design School; at various levels with the education system
so that larger sections of society can benefit from Design [17] . Not only
India, but there is a voice resonating across the world on the need for Design for Social Impact, but not many are aware of how to go about it [11].
The role of designers in today’s society, with their phenomenological [Husserl and Schütz], i.e. individual perspective upon the lifeworld [1] term
and epistemological understanding of things and the ability to empathize
with the subjects becomes critical. With their training in understanding
of this social space from a human perspective they can hugely influence
societal changes. This is not only limited to the urban but also at the rural
areas. Designers have a larger role to play in many different fields, and
are attempting to solve the many wicked problems faced today, [Kolko]
[11] The need of the hour is for designers to get engaged at different levels
in shaping of the processes and products that are being created for the
social spaces.
Working in the Social Design space is slightly different than working in
the conventional product design space, where there exists a linear relation between a problem and a solution. Defining the exact right problem
to address is primary to finding a sustainable solution, and often this
‘identifying the right problem’ is the biggest challenge for designers. Next,
even if an ideal solution is figured out the practical realities are filled with
‘Wicked problems’ [Rittel, Webber] [19] and there is a constant struggle to
find the right implementable solutions to the social problems.
In our paper we propose a framework for Designers interested in the field
of Social Design to adapt. It proposes to embrace complexity, and adopt a
divergent-convergent- harmonization approach to addressing the needs
of the social space. We look into the notion of enabling designers to view
from the different stakeholder view points toggle between thinking from
a systems design to a product to design and then back to the
system design.
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We build upon this framework, by seeing its application in designing a
system comprised of products and service for a child education initiative
in rural Bihar, working towards improving the quality of education.

What Is Social
Design

In order to build upon a framework for Social Design, it is important for
us to understand the notion of Social Design or Design for Social Impact
first. We are looking at the notion of Social Design, which itself has different definitions and meanings, from Alaistir Fuad –Luke’s book ‘Design
Activism’. We understand and recognize these aspects of Social Design as
a basis for this paper. He mentions, “the foremost intent of social design is
the satisfaction of human needs. The broad objective of social design is to
improve ‘social quality’. It is about designing new functionings to elevate
individual and community capability and propose solutions that genuinely empower and extend the capability of the user” [7].

Project
Background

Our project Pick Me, Click Me, Educate Me!, works with the local government schools in the state of Bihar, and aim to improve the quality of education [16]. This comes as a need identified through evaluation of students
(and also released in the ASER reports 2011, 2012) [18], which evaluates
students from primary, and middle schools, whose learning levels are relatively lower than what would have been expected. We have adopted an activit- based approach to engage with the different stakeholders and come
up with ways in which the quality can be improved. Amongst the other
things, the project provides scholarship to high school students (called
champions) to take up the work of interacting with primary schools and
conduct activities there in lieu of their scholarship. Our Social Space thus
defined is the primary school education in rural Bihar.

Primary
Research

Immersing In The Lifeworld To Understand The Context
Designers should base their Primary Research by immersing themselves
into the lifeworld [Husserl, 1936] [1] of the social space. This is to enable
the designer to understand the world one lives in, the everyday and the
artifacts that compose this world. It is the onus of the designer to understand this space from three different perspectives i.e. phenomenological,
epistemological and the sociological perspective. What perspective takes
precedence over the others is dependent on the context of the design.
The phenomenological view [Husserl and Schütz] would see the lifeworld
to be the study of the structures of subjective experience and consciousness. It is to understand that we as coherent universe of existing objects,
we, each “I-the-man” and all of us together, belong to the world as living
with one another in the world; and the world is our world, valid for our
consciousness as existing precisely through this ‘living together.’ The key
take away here being that for a designer to understand the notion of Social
Design, one has to place oneself in a context comprised of the various
others and the collective shared experience of individuals and objects. It is
therefore not about the individual ego of the designer; rather we, in living
together, that we understand the world.
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The sociological perspective [Habermas] would want to view the lifeworld from a viewpoint of an objective reality of the society. It takes into
account the social and material environmental conditions and their
relevance. The view of the lifeworld is more or less the “background” environment of competences, practices, and attitudes representable in terms
of one’s cognitive horizon. The focus here thus is not on the consciousness
of the individual, but to understand the practical rationality that is being
governed by the rules of that system. Habermas, whose social theory is
grounded in communication, focuses on the lifeworld as consisting of
socially and culturally sedimented linguistic meanings [1]. It is thus the
lived realm of informal, culturally- grounded understandings and mutual
accommodations. Social coordination and systemic regulation occur by
means of shared practices, beliefs, values, superstitions, alternate and
parallel governing bodies and structures. The Social Designer thus has to
pay attention to the society, the rules of it, and to the drivers of communication here. This contradicts the subjective reality as proposed by the
phenomenological.
The epistemological is a third perspective that touches upon the notion
of ‘life conditions’ as a further reference point to understanding the social
space. The life conditions include the material and immaterial living circumstances as for example employment situation, availability of material
resources, housing conditions, social environment (friends, foes, relatives,
etc.) as well as the persons physical condition ( fat/thin, tall/small, female/male, healthy/sick etc.).
It is entrusted on top of the lifeworld and the social and material environment conditions. These conditions aim to look at the particular circumstances in the life. The Social Designer thus has to understand the present
conditions and as a result design for the present; and not based on a
before thought about impression of the social space.
The above mentioned three perspectives provides the designers with
insights into the subjects, the various stakeholders, the social and cultural
environment, the governance and in the end is able to verify any preconceived notion about the social space in which they want to design.
The challenges awaiting the designer
The above-mentioned things are easier said than done and very challenging for designers. It is a challenge to come out of the elitist image, which
design as a field itself poses and engage with something totally different. Doing any form of design research through ethnography research,
contextual inquiries, observations etc, within the lifeworld is challenging.
The barriers of language, and often a culture shock, experienced during
the research, further enhance this challenge. However the Social Designer
can be better prepared to do Primary research, which is an essential part
of the Social Design practice. As a result of this the designer will be better
informed and adept at Designing for Social Impact.
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Wicked
Problems

Wicked problems [Rittel & Webber, 1973] [19] are at the heart of the Social
Design space [2]. It is a class of social system problems, which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there are many clients
and decision makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications
of the whole system are thoroughly confusing [6]. Messy, circular, and aggressive, these wicked problems are extraordinarily difficult to categorize
or define. In his original formulation, Horst Rittel listed ten characteristics
of wicked problems, including the most troublesome first characteristic:
defining wicked problems is in itself a wicked problem [5] .The inability
to get to this core and the impossible nature of being able to differentiate
makes things difficult. Multiple starting points and often no clear end
mark the characteristics of wicked problems as the solution are intermingled with another problem within the same social space and share a
causal relation to each other [Figure 1].

We did this to get the human factor; which is the core aspect of social
design, to our project and not just rely on surveys and other research data
available. We were able to identify the active participant versus the mere
spectator in the designing exercise. The discussions were around expectations, the unfulfilled promises of the government bodies etc. and the
current state of education.
We got to know the drivers of education and the motivation behind the
children attending school. Interestingly (and sadly) many students come
to school only for the food given through the mid-day meal schemes, and
to benefit from the various other government schemes [22].
After this we defined the problems and proposed several work axis to get
the stakeholders into a participatory approach. The basic idea is to have
more face-to-face conversations, randomly start a conversation and share
a moment of their lifeworld and life condition together. Knowledge that
will eventually inform the design will come A need to recruit a local project manager to help manage the project was identified by this research.
The responsibility of this person would be to lead activities and conduct
oneself as an integral part in the system (as proposed later). This is vital
for us as long as we are not based at the location, as would be the case
with many Social designers. The responsibilities of this person would be
be to conduct activities, collect feedbacks from the users, and maintain a
constant supervision of the project.

The problem and solution do not share a one-on-one linear relation. The
solution often has remnants of the other problems within the social space.
Such is the related nature of wicked problems.
Project findings from primary research
In the context of the child education project in Bihar, we traveled to
Bihar, and in particular to the schools and villages where we are working
towards improving the and quality of education. Our aim was to speak to
the different stakeholders, and get a deeper understanding of the lifeworld
in its reality and get insights into the right problems.
We spent close to a week, speaking to the students of different classes,
the class teachers and the principals, the government officials, the social
workers, the politicians and the parents of the children. We had prepared
our initial understanding of the social space, and identified the broad
areas of the problems in the system. As an Indo-French team working on
the project, we were the cynosure of the areas wherever we went.
By virtue of being the outsider, we were welcomed (most of the time), and
it allowed us to experience culture shock first hand. Our agenda included
meeting people, listening to them, field observations, playing and
eating with them.

What people usually work on

Problem 2
Problem 1

Solution

Problem 3

Problem 4

Secondary
Research

What Others Are Doing
A key aspect of the Social Design Framework we are proposing is the
understanding of the work done by others in the same field. We call this
secondary research. This could be social entrepreneurs, Non-profit organizations, government initiatives, individuals, grass-root innovators and
solutions that work at the bottom of the pyramid. There are different ways
in which we propose the Secondary Research be conducted.
Understanding the global context
We do this research phase by exploring as wide as possible, aiming to
gather all information relating to the topic the Social Designer is trying
to work with. Without restricting in any way, one simply collect facts,
statistics, laws, projects, private or government led programs, issues currently faced, NGOs working on it and so on. While doing this, the original
Social Space should be kept in mind. Activities like brainstorming enable
the designers to not discard any thought. Each identified area / problem
/ topic is written down put up on a wall and the cards (or post its) are
sorted out to identify the main areas of improvement. An exercise in Affinity Diagramming (Brassard, 1989) [10] or Card Sorting [20] [Figure 2]
helps in clearer classification of the collected information.
It is often at this point that the notion of Wicked Problems as discussed
earlier, comes into full force. The identified problem areas seem interconnected and often share a causal relation to each other.

Figure 1: How Wicked Problem usually are
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Project findings from secondary research
Using post-it notes we mapped out the primary education system in
Bihar. Understanding wicked problems, required us to add to this problem space: the factors from society, the taboos, the issues of poverty, the
problems from improper healthcare. We interacted with the Parikrma
Foundation, the NGO Pratham Books, the Akshara Foundation, Sikshana
Foundation, and spoke to a few social entrepreneurs. We met several of
them, presenting our project, our expectations, and discovering theirs. We
got to know their values and what they focus on.
We kept in mind that our focus will be on improving the education in rural Bihar, so our research was to be done in that way. At all point we were
validating our assumptions on the Social Space and checking the validity
of the example in hand in the context of Bihar. The areas where we felt the
designer could help we were as follows.
1. Improve the quality of the teaching
2. Make the school more attractive
3. Reduce the school’s material and financial issues
4. Involve children into their own education
5. Enhance the involvement of the village’s community
6. Develop alternative learning methods
7. Propose adult education classes

Figure 2: Affinity Diagram exercise
Designers interested in the notion of Social Design need to be aware of
the Analysis – Paralysis [Ed Yourdon] [25]. This common known term
describes the state of an analysis process that does not make any - or just
a small - progress because of the claim to construct a perfect model of
the system. The deeper and further we go, the more we face the wideness
and complexity of this topic. One should know when to stop looking for
further information on the different parts of the Social Space

This process of meeting the organizations and individuals happened a
couple times. We went back to discuss the problems we had defined, and
whether they were aware of it and had tried to solve them, and if they had
any advice for us. Their experiences indirectly also helped us choose one
to focus on

At this point Designers should understand one very key aspect of the
Social Design space. One should understand the need to concentrate the
work on something specific amongst the identified problem spaces, for it
is impossible to improve the whole Social Space in one project.
Exemplar Research
Exemplar Research calls for looking at similar work being done in the
field. It could be a direct relation to the work within the Social Space or
an indirect relation. Conducting interviews with an open mind, with
professionals and organizations of this area helps to seek inspirations and
exchange thoughts and also validate the findings from the above exercise
in finding the problem spaces. Meeting with professionals can occur in
various ways. Going to an NGO office to interact with its employees is a
great thing to do, but sometimes difficult. Fortunately, there are new ways
of acquiring knowledge, and we used them as much as possible. Some of
them are recorded videos of work and other written project reports. It is
also used to know about real stories from experience, which later serves
as huge motivation. Their inputs also help in making decisions when stuck
with Wicked Problems
Secondary research allows designers to come out of their fool’s paradise
and as a result adopt a more pragmatic approach to their design creation.
It provides them with new insights, gets an idea of what works and what
does not and stays in touch with reality. The inputs from the individuals
and organizations also serve as good advice.
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After that, we went back another time with several concept ideas. Again,
we asked for their opinion about the consistency of these ideas and they
added a very valuable input. Another set of meetings was necessary to
discuss the details of the chosen concept we were developing. The professionals gave us very specific inputs on how people would be likely to react
when facing our product.

‘The’ Problem
You Want To
Solve

As is the case with the Wicked Problems [4,5,11,19] identifying the core
is difficult. Rittel & Webber talk about the characteristics of Wicked
problems and its solutions: The solutions to wicked problems are not true
or false; they can only be good or bad and There are no complete list of applicable “moves” for a solution to a wicked problem. There are always more
than one explanation for a wicked problem, with the appropriateness of
the explanation depending greatly on the individual perspective
of the designer.
Every wicked problem is a symptom of another problem and no solution of a wicked problem has a definitive, scientific test. Solving a wicked
problem frequently is a “one shot” design effort, as a significant solution
changes the design space enough to minimize the ability for trial and
error. Every wicked problem is unique. A designer attempting to solve a
wicked problem must be fully responsible for their actions. [5]
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This puts the designers in a fix, as they are often not able to understand
clearly the problem they are trying to solve, as all the problems appear “attractive” to attempt to work on. Many times the problem itself is not very
evident upfront, as it is hidden under the sociological constructs. The goal
thus is to create a list of problems that cover almost the whole
Social Space.
We cannot work easily following the conventional way of working path
i.e. the context→→problem→→work→→solution. Due to complexity of the
social spaces, each section requires for a deeper understanding. As a
result of this, there are so many ways for the project to fail: while striving
to solve a problem, we may forget some of the sub- problems it implies; we
may design something that solves the problem but creates another one.
It is under these circumstances that the notion of designing for the system, by the system and with the system takes place. This forms the crux
of the solution part of our Social Design Framework.

Defining the
problem in the
child education
project

Figure 3: A Social Designer’s workspace
This whole process is repeated many times till a satisfaction level is been
reached. The goal is to ensure that every written element was classified
and put as a part of a hierarchy (information architecture). It helps to
keep track of everything and have the capability to justify their source.
This allowed us to visualize problems, put down dependencies, add the
what-if conditions and link them. We displayed them on a wall, and for
each of them we added basic solutions, projects currently held about it
(from exemplars research) as well as the sub-problems it implies.

Once we had enough information, we were able to define several problems that the education in Bihar is currently facing. Some problems have
been found while searching for data, like the fact that children are almost
all enrolled but still don’t come regularly or come to schools only for the
mid-day-meals [12]. Others have been deducted from the compilation of
several facts, our own experience or with inputs from working professionals or specialists. Needless to say we came up with more problems
than we had initially started with. In the ideal world, if we solved all these
problems, education in Bihar (and in India) would be of a great level.
We had to be very careful when were choosing our area of work, as the
challenge was to pick a problem, which was relevant to solve and consistent enough, but, which also gave us the freedom to use our designer skills.
We identified two of these “the” problems, which were equally interesting
for us to work on. One was to making schools more attractive and proposing alternative learning methods. The second was to inspire the stakeholders to save and invest in education.
Out of the above we selected the later, as we felt strongly about notion
of micro-savings [21] and wanted to explore how these savings could be
used for the sole purpose of education and improvement of its quality.

Tools And
Workspace

228

With the complexity of the problem space, it is essential that the designers use a large space to work as one goes through several brainstorming phases, exploiting different creative tools. We use A1 paper sheets,
whiteboard and markers, colored posts it and the wall to fill it up with our
understanding of the space. Usage of whiteboards and A3, A1 sheets and
post-its ensured that we were able to repeat the brainstorming processes
many times. Putting them up on the wall ensures that we are able to arrange them, and see the connections between one sections and
points form.
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Figure 4: Using wide spaces for each concepts

Defining Broad
Level Concepts

We emphasize on the notion of brainstorming on multiple ideas by not going too deep into it. We call this the divergence part. Then we look at the
idea and converge it to leave out the features of the idea that do not fit into
the system. This allows the idea to becoming something more concrete.
This is the convergence part. This wave like process goes on till the idea is
refined to core features, and then the third part, namely the Integration
with the system part takes place. We call this the Divergence-Convergence- Integration (DCI) way of thinking [Figure 6].
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Broad level concepts in the project
Using this DCI technique, we kept converging and diverging in our designing process. Each time we decided something, right after we enlarged
our field of study to explore every aspect of it and add another batch of
inputs. And each time we got enough of them, we narrowed down to a few
newer elements. Of course we narrowed down a little more every time so
that we can at one point come up with a final project idea.
Selecting is right product is the key, since comparing allows to determine
which idea is consistent. This is validated against the system and checked
for its congruence to the needs of different stakeholders and their
responsibilities too.

Creating Systems
Towards Solving
A Problem

We wish to propose the notion of designing products that are manifested
in systems governed by the sociological and epistemological construct of
the social space.
By understanding this relation the social designer can look to designing
products that have a good social impact.
The question however is what is the system and how does one design (construct) it from the social space? This can be understood by understanding
the various components of the system as explained by the Activity theory.
Bonnie Nardi’s work provides a good understanding of its usage in design
[13] [Figure 7].

Activity system

Instruments,
Mediation artefacts

Figure 5: Broad level
concept sketches

g

After doing the above exercise, we came up with two different concepts.
One being a solar tv for education through videos and the other being a
community driven personalized education piggy bank [Figure 5]
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Figure 7: Activity Theory diagram
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Figure 6: The Divergence-Convergence-Integration technique
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We emphasize on applying certain system rules to it, and evaluate the
system based on numerous what-if situations. These are situations that
make the system foolproof. We define the dependencies, and the primary
and secondary impacts that product, has to the system when it interacts.
Prior to designing systems, some points have to be clearly identified.
What will the system aim to do? The answer should preferably include an
action verb like build, meet, teach, because it is more convenient for the
designer to have something measurable. Who are the stakeholders (actors) involved, and which one of them is the final recipient of the design.
In the context of Social Design, a system is a proposal solving a specific
problem, using the whole community as actors. The system is designed
to be flexible enough, allowing its actors to co-exist freely and not be
enchained by its obligations.
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The notion of Systems in Improving Child education
In order to design a social product or service, we had to organize project
ideas into systems. In simple words, these are flowcharts gathering the
aim, the problems faced, every actor involved and how they behave, and
the actions done to progress [Figure 8].
In addition dependencies also appeared, which are what the project
relies on to work properly (children’s investment, a motivated manager.
etc); outcomes, which are what the project should provide to its users
in a short-term as well as in a long-term thinking; and the primary and
secondary impacts.

Our system here comprises of the economically challenged parents,
teachers, children, project champions, motivation levels, micro-savings,
and the notion of community behavior.

Systems Products
Harmonizaton

A key takeaway of our framework calls upon the ability to detail out
the product, put it for testing and refinement into the system, use the
feedback and then re-test the product. This continues to be done, till by
the end of this repetitive exercise, the product is at the very heart of the
system. We call this the
It aims to test the product on all aspects, from the Stakeholders, to the
other factors of the lifeworld.
How are Designers Adopting the Product into systems and how does the
system lead to products are the two questions that lead us to this way of
thinking when it comes to the product –system relationship. Moreover
what is the starting point of the thought process?

P1

Figure 8: System inspired by Microsavings and community
This exercise helped to see the overall nature of the project and how it
affected anybody involved in it. It supported us in building something
flexible enough. This is why the “What if?” part of the system
made sense [Figure 9]

P2

P3

P4

System
Where P1 is Product in increasing order of detail
Figure 10 : System-Product Harmonization
The diagram [Figure 10] takes into account the system as a whole. The
ellipses represent the product. The smaller circle represents the product in
its final form when it is closer to the core of the system.
When the designer begins to think about the solutions, the product idea is
at the periphery of the system. This represents the broad level concept. As
the designer goes further into the system circle, they refine the product.
This integration of the product back into the system is a critical aspect of
Social Design. The product architecture is defined keeping the system in
mind, and so is the product form factor. The designer roots the form factor
and the functionalities in the understanding of the lifeworld got through
the first hand experience [Figure 11] [Figure 12].

Figure 9: What-if and Dependencies list
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Figure 11: Product Form and functionalities exploration
Integrating our product into the system
After taking all of the above into consideration, we finalize on a simple
product; a Edu-Piggybank. It is a household product, which has been used
already in the homes and we are building upon existing user behaviors
and at the same time keeping the human element in it.
We are thus not introducing any new product, but basing this product in
the context of the system more strongly. The product Edu-Piggybank that
we designed is worthy only if placed back into the system that we have defined. In itself this is a very basic product, its value comes from the usage
people make out of it. We do not simply ask people to save money as there
is a greater aim of investing into education, which will happen without
the product, outside of the home.
Functioning of the Edu-Piggybank
This is how the piggy would function (which is strongly based on the
system). There are a few families that will be selected based on their
commitment to participate. Each participating family has one of these
products. The familes are required to insert into the piggybank a certain
amount of money X on a daily basis. Family B saves money in piggybank
B and then gives it to family C, and so on. In such a system, the transfer
is feasible if and only if every family participates, so if one is encountering any problem others would have to take care of it in order to move on.
When the family gets its own piggybank back -maybe after a few turns- it
is time to empty it and spend the saved money. We build upon this based
on the experience of observing the camaraderie that the families share
within a community.
Families would then come to the project manager who would exchange
it for class material. The piggybank itself will be an affordable, sustainable product allowing a constant feedback of the saved amount, so that
it is easy for the families to check. The whole system is based on trust: we
believe in the power of the village’s community.
If a head of family decides to take the money from the piggybank, he will
have to face a collective wrath.
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Figure 12: Finalizing the product form
In order to promote creativity amongst the children and introduce the notion of ownership, the outside of the product will be left blank for children
to personalize it. The student will be able to recognize it when it comes
back home, and encourage them to invest the collected money into
their own education.

The Social Design
Framework – A
Proposal

To sum up the Framework [Figure 13], we come to understand that there
are 4 broad areas that define this framework. They are the research, the
Problem Identification, System/Product Harmonization and Finalization.
In the diagram below we explain the key outcomes of each of these phase.
By starting at a more detailed look at society and contexts and then getting a deep understanding of the problems at hand, while one experiences
it, we are able to train oneself to work and teach in the complex world
of Social Design.

Future Work

The proposed social design framework will be tested out with other social
design problems in the next few months and also in classroom teaching
teaching, across design and business schools. We are keen on seeing the
results of this and refining it further. We also aim bring back the
Edu- Piggybank project into the “design lab” for updates depending on
the result of the first pilot. We will then extend it to other schools and
communities if the pilot is successful, which will go along with widely
promote the project (videos, posters). It is hoped that the system will
adapt the product well.
We will also be keen on exploring the short term and long term impact
that this product would have. The role of the Social Designer is not just to
finish the product, but also to take interest in its lifecycle, and the impact
it is creating.
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12.

Conclusion

The thing with Social Design is that it is challenging with repeated
troughs of frustration. Designers who have an interest in this field will be
faced with situations that they have never encountered before. It is aimed
that with the above outlined social design framework, their experience of
working with a project, would be more cheerful, and enjoyable. It should
motivate more designers to join the force towards making the world a
better place. In the words of Hartmut Esslinger; founder of Frog Design,
“Design alone cannot change the world, but designers can”.
We are looking out for those designers.
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Mathilde Bretillot
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Design an idea for us
Abstract

Designing is about giving form to a concept as well as to raw materials.
Understanding of thinking and its possible expression through material
or virtual objects are essential competencies for designers.

Pedagogical Issues are about preparing young creative people to the
experience of experimentation in a research process and connecting
them with the global issues and challenges of our world its resources, its
mankind, its dilemmas.

It tends to activate and echo mankind desires for a new quality
of environment.

Teach or encourage ones personal quest connected to dedicated or
global questions.

Times are changing fast, too fast to take care of harmonious changes.

Designers are to place their creative proposals under both pragmatism
and artistic values.

Design can only take part in a very defined territory in order to take
the necessary time to develop at a « man’s pace ». Projects need to be
exemplary, connected to global issues though expressed in a tangible
dimension. It is the connection between so many projects, defined but not
isolated, which can produce a world good to live in.

Keywords for Core
Competencies:

Giving form Man’s pace Open source Fluid Global issues Pragmatism
Involvement Context

Introduction

As a major potential for the world development, India as a country where
design is equally dealing with craftsmanship and new technologies is a
perfect example of today’s issues around the world.
Different processes, different paces offering mankind a dual approach,
craftsmanship is a day-to-day force and relates to our sensitivity through
materiality, new technologies allow efficiency, links and virtual communication in a prospective way.

A hand and a
computer

The designer needs to develop his own methodology to research and experiment, finding out and deciding which route he is going to undertake.
Time spent in a workshop will allow testing, experimentation
and verification.
The designer should acknowledge all tools relevant to express and communicate ideas in a common language, from sketch to prototype, and
computerized rendering.
This documentation should be introduced by an articulate speech
adapted to its public.
Permeable to the movement of the world or to the birth of small communities, curiosity is a major skill, which needs to become entirely inherent
to any research process.

Based on academics, design schools have ben focusing on the relationship
between industrial production and meanings related and inspired by a
strong and long cultural background.

This means he needs to open his knowledge and points of views to all
other possible fields, such as Art, Architecture, Films, Literature, dance,
music… from all cultures of the world

At the time of globalization, the concept of style as such has lost pertinence and the role of the designer has become fluctuant, designs finding
its relevance as a hinge in trans disciplinary fields.

Through practice, a designer will develop a real appetite and learn a subject, its contemporary prospect and its historical background.

New territories and responsibilities of the designer
Definitely connected to all possible contexts, design is a way of listening,
discovering, analyse and project wherever the question of producing how
and what is relevant.
Operating like an open source practice, Design needs to be understood as
a capacity to embrace all angles and issues of a project.
In that respect designers are responsible for this fragile yet fundamental
link between what could be and what will be offered our environment.
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Designers are accommodating to unexplored missions, a fluid rather than
a construction or building process, design is in movement, tuning to
the context.
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He needs to understands how to link different knowledge. Theory cannot
be divided from practice.
I.E. he is the link between thinking and making.
The designer will need to be aware of history and evolution in the field he
is asked to step in.
He needs to be fully informed about all repercussions of his proposals.
He therefore needs to develop a strong capacity to analyze and synthetize
and also to open and drive fundamental debates.
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The designer as an orchestrator needs to become the adequate link between our visions and dreams and that of their possible materialization,
he has to ensure he has secured the interest and the involvement of all
necessary skills.
Engineering, philosophy, sociology, history, economy, strategy,
know how….
The designer has to appreciate the project situation: sometimes in a very
defined context, sometimes, and this will probably become more and
more the case, in a field where all issues are not only linked but need to be
considered as a joint venture of interests.
It seems that strength will derive from private / public teaming up and
could come from an international aspect
Such a pedagogical program can only be fully operational if generated by a
tailor-made structure.

Mathilde Bretillot : It is not in her nature to be the creator of a single piece of work or a single
The Quest For The text. Analytical, curious, above all altruistic, Mathilde Bretillot likes to
Best
put her thoughts to music. Constructed like a dance, her work is all about

progression. A progression of ideas and interrogations which, by their
insatiable questioning of the contemporary environment in which we live,
also provide answers that are carefully thought out and argued. Always
keen to take a journey, the traveller is also a willing guide
Marker buoys
“My journeys and my time abroad are my conquests, where I find my
liberty. I cannot define my style. But I can talk about my curiosity, my
independence and my beliefs that feed my desire to forge links and to create in collaboration with others.” She gets strength from a project in the
exchanges it generates and enjoys deconstructing systems that, on paper,
appear to be perfectly formulated. An explorer of forms, of materials and
of spaces, Mathilde Bretillot has for twenty years now been open to whatever is possible. From her childhood which she describes as rich and full,
she learned openness and the value of being alive to different possibilities.
Gentle but opinionated, sensitive but not afraid to say what she thinks, her
sense of humour helps her to get over her doubts in the most human way
imaginable. Fascinated by the theatre director Patrice Chéreau’s ability
to get to the heart of a drama, her theatrical ambitions brought her to the
Ecole Camondo where she tackled design head on. Graduating in 1984 and
convinced that ‘whatever you do at the beginning will have a profound
influence on what you do later’ she took on the challenge, keen to take it
on, and with a profound need to draw.
Corner stones
“Isn’t design, above all, a means of communicating social relations?” At
the behest of Martine Bedin, a member of the Memphis group and onetime teacher at Camondo, Mathilde Bretillot went to Milan to study and
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spent three years in the Michele de Lucchi Studio. It was the heyday of
the SOLID group and she was in the thick of it. After, there followed a
plethora of collaborations throughout Europe and the world. Maintaining
the standards she had set in Italy, she went on to work in Ross Lovegrove’s
agency in London and Philippe Starck’s in Paris. Trained in the three most
important countries for design, today she analyses each with perspicacity: “France, chic and elegant from snob to bobo, superficial and sensitive,
is still torn, in a productive way, between aesthetics and the search for
meaning. Italy, sensual and intellectual, remains exuberant and humourous, and committed to recognition of its design tradition. England, both
technological and off-beat, is a case apart thanks to its seriousness and its
craziness.” After working on the Felix restaurant by Philippe Starck in the
Peninsula Hotel in Hong Kong and co-signing (with Frédérique Valette)
the 1500msq of the Top Cloud panoramic restaurant in Seoul, Brétillot
finally settled in the 90s and took up base in Paris, knowing more about
complacencies than hierarchies. She set out solo without forgetting her
connections. Because every project is in essence experimental, it involves
much trial and error and tentative first responses. “An object changes
habits while also being a pure reflection of its time; it carries the entire
history of the epoque of its creation.”
Through her approach as designer, as teacher, as exhibition designer and
interior architect, Mathilde Bretillot from then on focused on one idea:
“The project is not in the subject, the subject is in the project.”
Ping-Pong mindset
My culture and education mean that I come at design through the
concept more than the practical side. That doesn’t mean it is a solution.
While the English give priority to the pratical side, France stays riveted to
the concept. Between these two conflicting and interesting approaches,
the aim of every student is to find and identify the best point of entry to
result in the best outcome. In this game of tricks and parallels, Mathilde
Bretillot works on her technique while also teaching it at ESAD in Reims
and Camondo. “In the schools, duringon-line workshops with partners,
we are not judged for the result but for the quality of the experimentation.
I try to persuade the students that the project is not to reply to the subject
(or the specifications) but to do the project correctly.” A talent for dialogue
make listening to her irresistible. “In order to respond to today’s issues,
design has become an act of infiltration. We never know where to intervene in the process, between thought and production. A designer needs
to know how to be permeable and at the same time be able to infiltrate.
This very notion should be the drug, the concoction to be administered to
industry. It has its place in every project but can change position according to the context. At the concept stage early on, the intermediary stage
between the brief and manufacture.
And at the latter stages, for PR and communications.” At a time when
design is becoming classified, Mathilde Bretillot prefers permeability, and
advocates knowing how to accept, and being eager to live in world full of
possibilities, different practices and teachings.
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Beauty, harmony and asymmetry
Mathilde Bretillot, adept at tailoring her work to her potential, is rarely
curbed by the impossible. For the most part, her creations defy this very
notion, and base themselves in the physical, rarely calling on industry,
being herself cautious of over-production and over- consumerism. She is
in tune more with comfort and the allegorical than with pure aesthetics.
She doesn’t create objects for “others”, rather for themselves, always trying
to discover their sensitive sides. By means of this, she expresses her concern for others. In the way of two flintstones, she tries to create a spark.
Without a specific commission and with no follow-up production, she
designed the “Bloody Silver” collection for Christofle in 2008 to exorcise
her addiction to reflections and mirrors. Silver and red lacquer compete
with one another in a series of dressed and undressed pieces. Continuing
her collaboration with the same silversmith, she produced the range of
“Ondes d’A rgent” (Silver Waves) basing it on the way a shock wave might
traverse and smooth itself out in a face. Her garden furniture “Spring”
(2006) was designed, with the notion of adaptability at its centre, for open
space and were inspired by the New York public gardens, the banks of
the Hudson river and the urban prairie of Central Park. Arches, shelters,
swings, the propositions in perforated sheet metal satisfy all types of terrain. Also, as part of a new Tech & Design programme developed as part
of R3ilab (network for immaterial innovation for industry), and presented
at the Now! Design show in January 2011, Mathilde Bretillot created in
partnership with the manufacturer Collégien a range of small, fun and
colourful furniture pieces. The series, made of fabric and foam, and is designed for children and adults, is a result of her connection with materials
and craftsmanship.

thanks to her skill at providing research and collaboration with designers,
artists, part-time specialists, she wants to fill the needs of big groups via
a non-hierarchical, orchestrated culturally rich, transgenerational and
personalised interface, in the widest sense of these terms. In the interest
of working upstream on certain brand’s strategic and innovative projects,
she has associated with Corinne Albert; already they are working on a
“Space Beauty” proposition for a leader in PLV (multimaterials) through
DIAM International. Determined to innovate and find the most interesting solution, Mathilde Bretillot breaks new frontiers. And when she
mentions the two other professions she would like to have exercised, Rock
Star and writer, it all seems so obvious. Both of them storytellers, makers
of dreams. And the giving of oneself, absolutely.
Yann Siliec, Intramuros International Design Magazine n°153. p.44-45.
Figure 1. “No distance design” with
Bahrat Goa, India, 2009

Figure 3. “No distance design”
with Bahrat Goa, India, 2009

And when she produces for a gallery, “the creation process becomes such
a solitary exercise that the Freudian slip says it all!” Shown in June 2010 at
the Peyroulet et Cie gallery, and in April 2011 at Galeria Luisa delle Plane
at the Milan Furniture Fair, the “Objet Siamois” show serves almost as
a summary and conclusion. Designed in order not to clutter the space,
the twin objects find themselves alone to speak of life. Because Siamese
evokes a going and coming, the portrait of Dorian Gray, the objects,
abstract, are like a presence, they move, they separate and they superimpose. As we wait for her exhibition design for Boffi’s stand at Designers
Days 2011, all ways are open.
The No Distance theory
“Today, I would like to develop a better mastery of the potential of what
I will discover or have discovered on my travels. Every time I travel, I put
myself in the mindset of a travelling craftsman and try a No Distance theory. Without even knowing what we are going to do, without a drawing
or sketch, I guide my hand while I speak to it. It works, or it doesn’t work.
Be it in Goa or in Greece, without being able to speak the language, it vindicates my belief that design is an activity that implies distance, more or
less distant from the production process. The hand of the craftsman questions the notion of the slightest distance. Between the brain and the hand,
control is kept.” Her strong links with luxury, and her constant attempt
to transform the French patrimony, she launched the BE brand on the international market. With the aim of putting into place a unique expertise,
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Figure 1. “No distance design” with Bahrat , Goa, India, 2009
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Figure 4. “No distance
design” with JDWARKA
Manufacturer Jewellery and
silversmithing Jaipur, I
ndia, 2010

Figure 6. “No distance design” with
Jupiter Manufacturer Leather goods
New Delhi, India, 2010

Figure 9. “No distance design” with Timos Earthware Samos, Greece, 2010

Figure 10.“Industrial design” for Collégien with Arguitex Manufacturer
Knitted toys Toulouse, France, 2012
Figure 5. “No distance design”
with JDWARKA Manufacturer
Jewellery and silversmithing
Jaipur, India, 2010

Figure 7. “No distance
design” with Oliviero
Bertolaso Carrare,
Italia, 2012
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Figure 8. “No distance design” with Timos Samos
Earthware Greece, 2010

Figure 11. “Industrial design” for Collégien with Arguitex Manufacturer
Knitted toys Toulouse, France, 2012
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Parades

With Mathilde Bretillot, things spill over, interlace, overlap, cross-fertilize:
family, teaching, French, Italian and English friends, objects, travels,
home-based and international projects. This is because all the different
facets of her life are important to her, and because she interacts with the
people around her, for whom she has created space that is open, moving,
changing, friendly, playful and above all innovative.
The different figures who marked her début in the career encouraged
her to move forward in creation and to take calculated risks. She learnt
her lessons well, integrating them to her training along with new ways
of seeing things and age-old qualities still very much alive. Her busy and
rich everyday life has accustomed her to changes of pace. You have to step
out to keep up with her thoughtful relations with artisans, her inventive
collaborations with makers, her work with the Particule 14 association,
and the important role she plays in keeping firms like Diam International
on the leading edge, conscious of the commercial benefits that innovation generates. In everything that she does, Mathilde Bretillot is creative,
stimulating and open to suggestions.
She works with students just as creatively: at the Esad in Rheims (1994 to
2007) and the École Camondo since 2008. Teaching is vital to her: directing, sharing, encouraging. It is an activity that builds her up, a laboratory
that brings together ideas and people, a guideline since her childhood,
surrounded by the happy tumult and creative disorder of an
extended family.
One day she must have said, perhaps in her heart: “I’ll just have to scare
myself.” Could this be why she has gathered around her so many friends,
creators and artisans, and why she likes to use the savoir-faire of specialists, the excellence of whose skills she has recognized? No doubt she
needs them, but even more compelling is the absolute need she has to
draw and to create, to bring forth forms, objects and especially spaces.
Stimulate, pull together, motivate, organize, orchestrate rather than just
conduct. Mathilde Bretillot lives by what she finds and sets into place: her
appreciation of fine skills enables her to integrate and coordinate them;
her capacity to listen to others informs her readiness to make room —
even a lot of room— for input from external sources; and her determination to clear the way for creativity remains constant.

suited to her sensitive nature because of its conviviality —a sofa is made
for people to curl up on, relax and regenerate, squabble and sulk and then
make up. She keeps the piece moving, rearranging, renegotiating. Turning
it this way and that in a round of ideas, characters, creators and craftsmen —and the brothers and the sister who make up her daily environment, a careful blend of creative work and no-less-necessary affection,
which she nurtures and draws nourishment from— getting the very best.
Without detailing each of her creations, in the suite under consideration
here I would like to draw attention to two pieces that touch a personal
chord and strike me as being significant. The first is the Ring, which is a
sort of cornice-curtain light that defines space, enhances it and sets the
stage for the other participants, even though — unlike them— it is hung
from the ceiling and cannot change place as they can, inside or outside
the defined area. Yet the designer manages to impart movement, expressiveness and playfulness even to this most stable component. The second
is the Psyché, because it redefines space via our regard and helps us to
conceptualize it. A French dictionary will tell you that a psyché is a fulllength pivoting mirror, and it is no surprise to see the designer installing
one for us to look into and also reflect the rest of the lounge suite that she
has created. But at another level of reference we might recall that in classical myth Psyche (the soul) was the maiden that Eros (love) himself fell in
love with, who became his wife and the mother of their daughter sensual
delight. Whether consciously or not, Mathilde Bretillot is acting something out here, playing an archetypal scene with us, or having us play-act
in the space she reveals: a conversation for two, or three, or more, in which
pleasure takes the lead.
Catherine Ferbos-Nakov, Independant curator

Her designs and compositions result from all this, all that she has discovered and turned into something else, put into a language of forms that is
moving and colourful. Forms that simultaneously bring together and set
apart, whose users are at once collective and finite, talking, interacting,
creating, or sitting back and even withdrawing.
Mobility is inherent to everything Mathilde Bretillot designs: furniture,
objects, spaces. Things intermix, cross over, never stay put, in the same
way as the user is not just an anonymous observer but is in fact a leading player in a world the designer has brought into being, like a reflexion
caught in a mirror, something that takes shape and whose existence depends on the regard of the viewer-player. Furniture is a field particularly
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Figure 12.
“Parades” with VIA Design 2012
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Figure 16.
“INTRAMUROS,
International Design
Magazine”
N°153, p.44-45,
March-April 2011

Figure 17.
“The most famous
designers in the
world “ INTERIORS
CREATION,
N°11, p.11, JanuaryFebruary 2013

Figure 13.
“INTRAMUROS, International Design Magazine” N°153, March-April 2011

Figure 14. “INTRAMUROS,
Figure 15. “INTRAMUROS,
International Design Magazine” International Design Magazine”
N°153, p.44-45, March-April 2011 N°153, p.44-45, March-April 2011
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Figure 18.
“The most famous
designers in the world “
INTERIORS CREATION,
N°11, p.11, JanuaryFebruary 2013
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Core Competencies required by
Design Professionals in the
Design Industry
Abstract

Definition Of Core
Competencies

The study will be conducted with design faculties and design industry
professionals with the help of convenience sampling.
This study aims to explore the level of competencies perceived by
employers, teacher’s perception about their students and students
themselves perception about their competencies and identify the gaps
that need to be addressed.

Author Keywords

core competencies; design industry; attitudes

Introduction

India is one of the fastest developing economies and the design industry
contributes and has an impact on diverse sectors ranging from manufacturing, transportation & automobile, communication, fashion, textiles,
education, health and service. The design industry is growing at a fast
pace with new design schools being set up every year. In this fast evolving
field of design, it is important to take a step back and ponder about what
lies ahead. What role does a designer play, what contributions does design
as a profession make towards the growth of the nation, what are the skill
sets and capabilities required by the freshly churned out design graduates
to bring about a change, progress in the design field.
Compared to the design industry of the West, the Indian design industry
is still at a nascent stage. The design industry kicked off in the 1980’s with
the initial design studios being pioneered then; the growth has been phenomenal since and now the Indian design industry is mature with many
following in the footsteps of the west and wanting to become entrepreneurs. Many fresh design graduates aim to set up independent studios,
work as freelancers and consultants.
Every graduate comes out of a design school with newly acquired design
skills, but are these skills all that is required. In this fast changing and
evolving design scenario, the design graduates need to possess not only
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According to Cambridge Dictionary, core competency is defined as ‘a skill
that is necessary to be able to do a particular activity or job’.
Graduate competencies are the key aspects of students’ outcome during their university career, graduate competencies are also known as
graduate attributes/ capabilities/ transferrable skills/ key skills/ graduations/employment skills or other similar terms and the employability;
that make individuals more likely to achieve employment and to be
flourishing in their chosen occupations. University learning environment
is supposed to be a place where students discover all they need and also
prepare for lifelong careers competencies. (Shahab, 2012)

This paper aims to throw some light on what competencies the diverse
stakeholders (students, professional practitioners, faculty, industry
personnel) think are the ideal and core competencies required by design
professionals in the design industry as against the ones displayed by fresh
graduates in reality.
The paper draws a comparison between what the students and faculty
believe as core competencies as against the ones actually displayed by the
fresh design graduates.
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design skills but soft skills as well. This paper attempts to understand the
relation between skills, competencies and the design industry.

DesignEducation
In The 21St
Century

UNESCO’s International Commission on Education for the 21st Century
states that education must be organized around four types of learning:
•
•
•
•

learning to know, that is acquiring the instruments of understanding;
learning to do, so as to be able to act creatively in one’s environment;
learning to live together, so as to participate and cooperate with
other people in all human activities; and
learning to be, a progression toward sustainable existence.

The role of the designer is changing in the 21st century. As Mike Press
and Rachel Cooper write in The Design Experience: the Role of Designers
in the Twenty-First Century: ‘the increasingly team-based approach to
product development has led to a broadening of roles: individuals are no
longer seen as specialists with narrowly defined responsibilities, but as
generalists with a particular area of expertise.’
In a recent India Future of Change, ‘Indialogues’ conference in New Delhi
in December 2011, Collin Cole, Vice President Creative, Frog; one of the
jury members for Business Plan and Design made an observation. If we
were to compare the design entries from Indian students v/s international
students on a common platform, it comes to notice that many domestic
entries were overly academic and hypothetical. There is very little logic,
contextual thinking and discovery behind the finished-looking concepts.
Design is a problem solving process and not a magic moment
of inspiration.
The current course syllabus across the major design schools with
industrial design as the specialization covers design thinking, applied
ergonomics, aesthetics and forms, design management, materials and
processes, prototyping and model making, computer aided design and
design research on a broader scale. Acquiring formal education in an
industrial design course, gives the students the skill set to join the professional design industry. But is the skill set sufficient to be competitive on a
global scenario is the question.

According to Rainsbury, Hodges, Burchell & Lay (2002) the literature
suggests that there is insufficient importance placed on the development
of soft skills by many higher education institutions. It is not advised that
competencies be taught as a form of a check list but be integrated and
contextualized into a curriculum (Bath, Smith, Stein & Swann, 2004)
Students’ subject matter knowledge is generally sufficient (Crebert, Bates,
Bell, Patrick & Cragnolini, 2004; Hind, Moss & McKellan, 2007) but by
improving and developing students competencies such as interpersonal
skills, teamwork, communication and problem solving skills, value will
be added to their intellectual capabilities; making them more employable
(Hind et al., 2007; Maher & Graves, 2007).

Approach

To get an indepth understanding of what the design professionals think
are the core competencies required for the fresh graduates, a survey
was conducted by using convenience sampling via email and telephonic
conversations. Some interesting excerpts from the survey in response to
particular questions posed.
What according to you are the core competencies required by a fresh
industrial design graduate?
First and foremost a good sense of aesthetics, the willingness to challenge
the current status quo and see how the designs are worthy enough to
make it to the market. Lastly, an open mind attitude to accept his limitations and work/collaborate with other stakeholders in product life-cycle.
(Girish Lone, personal communication, February 7, 2013)
System level thinking, clarity on conceptual outputs, consciousness of
taking design decisions and commitment to detailing. (Jasleen Manrao,
personal communication, February 12, 2013)
As a design professional, do you find any discrepancies between the
industry requirements and the fresh industrial design recruits?
Any design has to cater to a business requirement. The challenge lies in
how can designers decode the market scenario with a design perspective.
Design students are well taught to do a user study and identify the current problem areas, but the current role of a designer in India is demanding the designer to get into the shoes of the client and see the problem
from the business perceptive. It is about understanding the perceived
value which can be created through design to meet the financial objectives. (Sandeep Thombre, personal communication, February 8, 2013)
The industry needs graduates who think their role to be that of a facilitator – designers who can draw co-relations and can come up with end to
end solutions. (Sargheve Sukumaran, personal communication,
February 6, 2013)
With the changing and flourishing design scenario in India, what would a
designer need for the ‘survival of the fittest’?
A designer would need originality and a point of view to survive in the
21st century design industry. (Balaji R, personal communication,
February 11, 2013)
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Adaptability: sensitivity to changing human behaviors and speed! (Mandar Kale, personal communication, February 11, 2013)
Have a mindset of global design and trends as the market is no more only
local. (Jijo Verghese, personal communication, February 7,2013)
The need of the hour is to design products which go beyond the basic
requirement of having a good looking enclosure . It has to be low cost,
ergonomic, interactive, and ‘re-usable’. The real job of a designer is quite
serious and the designer should be able to understand that and stand up
to the responsibility. (Sandeep Pradhan, personal communication,
February 11, 2013

Core Competencies Taking the acquired design skills as a foundation into consideration,
Required From
there are some soft skills that a design graduate needs to have to be emDesign Graduates ployable in the professional design industry.
Ability to think in an Indian context
There has been a lot of debate on what is Indian design and how can one
define it. But thinking in an Indian context does not necessarily have to
translate into Indian design. Thinking in an Indian context would be the
most crucial competency that requires attention and some action. With
easy access to international work it is quite effortless to get inspired and
translate that into a project solution. But in doing so, the essence of it being an Indian problem that needs a contextually based Indian s
olution is lost.
Ability to question the defined problem area
The defined problem is many a time not the real problem. If the designer
is not someone who is taught to question everything and then think
through the problem, the solution would be to address the defined problem only and not a holistic solution. Design being such an open ended
space there are many ways of looking at a particular problem. The solutions are many and there needs to be convergent and divergent thinking
to see the whole as a solution space and not the part of the whole.
Ability to draw co-relations
Design as a profession is intertwined with many other disciplines and the
application of design can enhance other disciplines. Design education
ideally ought to be multidisciplinary in nature, incorporating aspects of
management, humanities, social sciences and technology. Integration
of diverse disciplines broadens the outlook and horizon and at the same
time allows the designer to apply this knowledge to a specific problem.
Ability to amalgamate and balance problem solving with styling
A lot of emphasis is given on styling, rendering and the form of the end
product in a design school. Aesthetics is an important aspect but it is not
the only aspect that needs attention to detail. Ability to solve a problem
arises from design thinking and the application of everyday experiences
into the design process and the approach.
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Ability to see oneself as a facilitator
The role of a designer in a professional setup is not to only create / design
something; but much beyond that. The role of the designer is that of a facilitator – to see things through and give end to end solutions. A designer
needs to navigate through the fuzzy picture created by diverse stakeholders and walk through collaborative efforts to paint a picture of the future.
A designer needs to be non-judgmental, non-egoistic, inherently curious
and a lateral thinker.
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Design education needs to focus on developing soft skills amongst the
students along with the design skills. Interdisciplinary education, exposure to global trends and markets and understanding their implication in
Indian context, interaction with design professionals from the industry
are some of the medium that will enable in developing the core competencies mentioned in the paper above.
With the increase in application of design to diverse fields and ecosystems, the responsibility of a designer is immense and the role he plays is
pivotal in shaping the ecosystem. There is an increase in the role of the
designer being that of a facilitator, a consultant where the designer plays
the role of a change agent.
The need of the day is to have skilled and able designers who can do justice to such a demanding position.
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Intrinsic motivation : A value

Introduction

We as humans are facing unforeseen challenges. Hoards of environmental issues are around the corner due to population and consumerism. In
this scenario, Disruptive changes are needed to steer the businesses into
a new path replacing the existing systems into an improved and sustainable ones. Most businesses today makes only incremental improvements.
However in recent past, there has been emergence of organizations which
successfully disrupted the existing business models. These organizations
focus on bigger picture like making a difference in people’s life or planet’s
environment besides focusing on profit as in the traditional businesses.
This paper aims to discover if intrinsic motivation could be a value
proposition for organizations focusing on disruptive innovation. The
existing literary theories of these two terminology and their role in the
organizations have been discussed in the first part. Three organizations
from varied sectors were studied and analyzed in the second part. These
organizations are chosen for two common factors. One they have created
successful business models for disruptive change in 21st century and
second they appear to have motivated workforce. The third part aims to
critically reflect on the acquired and constructed knowledge in the paper.

Understanding
( Disruptive )
Innovation

Innovations in an organization is a team effort to bring creative ideas to
life. Innovation’s most important attribute is its ability to generate an improved product, process or service for the public. The Improvement could
be a breakthrough or incremental, big or small, open source or private,
complex or seemingly simple.

proposition for disruptive innovation in
organizations
Abstract

In 21st century disruptive changes will be required to steer the businesses
into a new path replacing the existing systems into an improved and
more sustainable ones. The purpose of this paper is to discover whether
intrinsic motivation could be a value proposition for organizations in such
scenario. It divulge into two seemingly unrelated disciplines-Disruptive
innovation and Intrinsic motivation to find a connection, if any.
Three organizations from unrelated industries, which successfully created disruptive business models in today’s times.- Zappos, Patagonia
and Google were researched and analyzed. The data available on these
organization’s cultures and environment was analyzed for their policies
and practices. The purpose was to find the evidence to support the fact
that these organizations:
1.

Reflects elements of Intrinsic motivation-Purpose, Autonomy and
engagement in their policies.
2. Practice positive Inner work life model for enhancing creativity
through Intrinsic motivation.
3. Encourage discovery skills (DNA innovator’s model) and patterns of
open environment for innovation ( Model - environment for innovation)
Conclusion

In today’s context, success and future of an organization depends highly
upon its ability to innovate. Its critical for businesses to innovate effectively to adapt changing market place, organizational practices and
competitive positioning. Organizations that do not innovate effectively
may be destroyed by those who do.

Intrinsic motivation could be a game changer for organizations creating
disruptive businesses as exploring nonexistent disruptive values requires
discovery skills, creativity and passion of intrinsically motivated workforce. Factors which are conducive for intrinsic motivation in an organizations are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Key Words
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Purpose and value integrated with business
Empowering employees
Creating liquid network
Embracing uncertainty
Developing discovery skills

Disruptive innovation ; Intrinsic motivation
; Autonomy ; Purpose ; Engagement ; Liquid network ; discovery skills ;
empowerment
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According to Clayton.M.Christensen, the foremost authority on disruptive innovation, disruptive innovation is not a breakthrough innovation
which makes a product a lot better, rather it transforms the existing product or service in ways that market does not expect.
In the context of this paper, Disruptive innovation is any new offering to
the market which has entirely different value network and hence it disrupts the existing market in unexpected ways, create new bench marks
for the existing businesses and new value networks for the customers.

Innovator’s DNA
Model

The research of Dyer, Gregersen and Christensen on roughly five hundred
innovators compared to roughly five thousand executives led them to
conclude that innovation is a learned behavior constitutes of 5 Discovery
skills. The key skill is the cognitive skill of ‘Associating’ along with Questioning, Observing, Networking and Experimenting. Associating is trying
to synthesize and make sense of novel inputs. It helps innovators discover
new directions by making connections across seemingly unrelated questions, problems or ideas.
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Hence to improve one’s ability to generate innovative ideas, one need to
practice associational thinking and more frequently engage in questioning, observing, networking and experimenting. Its important to note
here that DNA of innovative organizations mirror the DNA of innovative
individuals.

Daniel Pink expands on the three innate needs of SDT as three elements
of intrinsic motivation in organizations.
1. Autonomy - People yearn to be autonomous and self directed. To
encourage intrinsic motivation, people need autonomy over tasks, time,
team, and technique. Companies that offer autonomy, sometimes in radical doses, are outperforming their competitors.

The innovator’s DNA model for generating innovative ideas
Courage to
innovate

Behavioral
skills
Questioning

Observing
Challenging
the status quo
Taking Risks
Networking

2. Mastery - Mastery is becoming better at something that matters. Mastery begins with the FLOW- ‘Optimal experiences when the challenges we
face are exquisitely matched to our abilities’. Smart workplaces therefore
supplement day to day activities with ‘goldilocks tasks’ - not too hard and
not too easy.

Cognitive skill to
synthesize nove; inputs
Associational
Thinking

- try to synthesize
and make sense of
novel inputs.
- Discver new
directions by making
connections across
seemingly unrelated
problems or ideas.
- Innovative breakthroughs often
happen at the
intersection of diverse
disciplines and fields.

3. Purpose - Humans by their nature, seek purpose - a cause greater and
more enduring than themselves.
Purpose
Humans seek purposea cause greater and
more enduring than
themselves

Innovative
Business
Ideas

Intrinsic Motivation

Autonomy
Yearn to be autnomous and
self directed.
need autonom
-over tasks(what they do)
-time (when they do it)
-team (who they do it with)
technique(how they do it)

Experimenting

Figure.1 Innovator’s DNA model

Understanding
intrinsic
motivation

Harvard business school researcher’s Amabile and Kramer, defines Intrinsic motivation as the love of the work itself. It is a person’s desire to do the
work because it is interesting, enjoyable, satisfying, engaging or personally challenging. Intrinsic motivation provides deep engagement in the work
that can drive people to surprising displays of seemingly unrewarded
effort. This can be witnessed in the phenomenon of open-source programming innovation, in which thousands of programmers collaborate online
to create and improve computing platforms-with absolutely no tangible
compensation.
Intensive research on motivation around mid 20th century led Edward
Deci and Richard Ryan to formulate Self-determination(SDT) theory. It
argues that we have three innate psychological needs-competence, autonomy, and relatedness. When those needs are satisfied we‘re motivated,
productive and happy.
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Mastery
becoming better at
something that matters.
-begins with the “FLOW:
Have three peculiar rules.
1. It’s a mindset: see your
abilities not as finite, but as
infinitely improvable.
2. It’s a pain: demands effort,
grit and deliberate practice.
3. It’s a asymptote:
Impossible to fully realize,
which makes it
simultaneously frustrating
annd alluring

Figure.2 Three elements of Intrinsic Motivation

Inner Work Life
Model

Amabile and Kramer researched 238 professionals in 26 project teams in
7 companies in 3 industries whose work required them to solve complex
problems regularly. Based on this ‘Psychological exploration” they proposed three interrelated key areas that makes a person’s inner work
lifePerceptions or thoughts about workday events, team, organization, managers and self
Emotions and feelings related to workday events
The motivation or desire to do work
and they all are interrelated.
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Workday
Events

Perceptions/ thoughts
(Sense making about
workday events)
- Organization
- Managers, team, self
- The work
- Sense of
accomplishment

Emotions/feelings
(Reactions to
Workday events)
- Positive emotions
- Negative emotions
- Overall mood

Out of all the positive events that influence inner work life, the most powerful is Progress in meaningful work. When a person’s inner work life is
positive he is creative, engaged, productive and intrinsically motivated.

Individual
Performance

Motivation/Drive
(Desire to do the
work)
- What to do
- Whether to do it
- How to do it
- When to do it

Figure.3 The Inner work life system
Amabile and Kramer proposes three type of events that are potent forces
in supporting positive inner work life:
1. Progress in meaningful work;
Catalysts are the events that directly help project work.
Nourishers are the interpersonal events that uplift the people doing the
work.

The key three influences on inner work life

The progress
principle
Events signifying
process,
including:
- Small wins
- Breakthroughs
- Forward movement
- Goal completion

The catalyst
factor
Events supporting
the work,
including:
- Setting clear goals
- Allowing autonomy
- Providing resources
- Providing enough time
- Helping with the work
- Allowing ideas to flow

Intrinsic motivation in 21st century
Most current business practices today have their origin in “scientific
management” invented by Fredrick Winslow Taylor in the early 1900s.
Taylor believed that only way to make people work is to reward them
properly and monitor them carefully. It worked well for early 1900s when
work was mainly algorithmic-one in which you follow a set of established
instructions down a single pathway to one conclusion. But today, in
much of the world tasks have become Heuristic-one in which you have to
experiment with possibilities and devise a novel solution.
Teresa Amabile have concluded that external rewards and punishments
can work nicely for algorithmic tasks. But they can be devastating for
heuristic ones. Amabile calls it the intrinsic motivation principle of
creativity, which states that Intrinsic motivation principle is conducive to
creativity; controlling extrinsic motivation is detrimental to creativity.
Classification of Innovation

roughly 200 most important scientific breakthroughs
from the past 600 years are platted in four quadrants.
The four quadrant of ‘History of Innovation’ are
represented as follows:

1

Market / Individual
(Private Cooperation, Single
Investor)

3

The nourishment
factor
Events supporitng
the person,
including:
- Respect
- Encouragment
- Emotinal support
- Affiliation

Positive
inner work
life

Non-Market / Individual
(Amateur scientist Hobbyist
who share ideas freely)

2

Market / Network
(Multiple Privet
Firms)

4

Non-Market / Network
(Open source or academic
environments where ideas
can be built upon,
Re-imagined in large
collaborative networks)

Individual= Involved small, coordinated team within an organization or a single investor.
Network= Evolved through collective, distributed process, with a large number number of
group working on same problem.
Market= Inventor who wished their ideas to flow freely into info-sphere.
Non-Market= Inventor who wished their ideas to flow freely into info-sphere.

Figure.4 Key three influences on inner work life, Source: Amabile, Teresa
and Kramer, Steven. The Progressive Principle. Harvard Business school
Publishing Corporation 2011. P.85

Figure.4 Key three influences on inner work life, Source: Amabile, Teresa
and Kramer, Steven. The Progressive Principle. Harvard Business school
Publishing Corporation 2011. P.85
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Motivation for disruptive innovation in 21st century (Environment for
innovation Model)
Most organizations want to innovate and discover disruptive values in
the changing times but more often than not their leadership, management practices and culture does not support the environment for Disruptive ideas. Steven Johnson has represented the entire field of innovation of
past 600 years in four quadrants as follow;

fleet of 70 brand-new robots that allows to ship a pair of shoes in as little
as eight minutes.
Patagonia
Year of Foundation-Founded in 1973, by Yvon Chouinard, Inspired by
adventure climbing in Yosemite and the Patagonian Fitz Roy Mountains.
Nature of business-Patagonia is a leading designer, distributor, and retailer of high quality, technical outdoor clothing and gear.

figure.5 Classification of innovative environment, Source: Johnson,
Steven. Where good ideas come from: The natural history of Innovation.
Riverhead books, 2010. p. 219

Current Status- Patagonia is one of the leading brands, enjoys strong
brand presence in market and loyalty among its customers.

On the cusp of modern age, in the final two centuries of the millennium,
against all odds, the first quadrant turns out to be the least populated
and there is a explosion of activity in the fourth quadrant and one wonder
why despite the lack of any economic incentive.

Practicing
Disruptive Change

Disruptive Innovation- Patagonia’s disruptive innovation lies in its CSR
policies. Quality and environmental ( projected as Q=E ) are considered
equal and manifest in a customer education campaign, internal dialogue,
and design challenge. Patagonia uses this core values to find productservice innovations. Patagonia’s vision is to create a concrete message of
hope: to model for society a new way of designing and producing value
that is restorative, rather than damaging, to the environment.

Disruptive ideas can come from anywhere but converting them into a disruptive innovation and sustaining it within an organization is a collective
and collaborative creative work of its team and their environment.
For this paper, three organizations were studied which have been successful in creating disruptive innovations in current times. Study was
focused on their environment, their management and their motivational
techniques.

Business Strategy - Patagonia has been admired to make difficult changes in building products that are designed around principles of no waste,
reuse and dispose in a environmental friendly way such as Switching to
100% organic cotton sportswear in 1995, developing a polyester fleece
made of recycled soda bottles, “common threads” program to enable
garments to be recycled, Creating ‘Seedling’ infant clothing line which
patches together scraps from adult clothing fabrics etc.

Organizations overview
Zappos
Year of Foundation-Started in 1999 by Nick Swinmurn, later joined by
Tony Hseih
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Google

Year of Foundation Larry Page and Sergey Brin met at Stanford University
in 1995 and founded google in 1996

Nature of business- An online shoe store, initially, company sells all goods
now.

Nature of business-Google is a search engine that uses links to determine
the importance of a individual webpages.

Current Status-In 2009, company was rewarded with Business Week’s
Customer Service Champ designation and an A+ rating by the Better
Business Bureau. In 2009, Amazon bought Zappos for 10 million Amazon
shares.

Current Status-Company had rapid growth since incorporation. It has
series of products, acquisitions and partnerships, beyond the company’s
core web search engine. Google is market leader in web search, e-mail
and Android applications.

Disruptive Innovation -Zappos disrupted the ‘customer service’ value
model in a big way. The company describes itself as a service company
that believes in delivering ‘WOW’ to customers. Most talked about however is not only its customer service but its culture within the company.

Disruptive Innovation- Google is disruptive in developing innovative
products and in its strategies for serving users and for generating revenues. Company is famous for developing new innovative platforms and
giving them free to users.

Business Strategy - Tony Hsieh, CEO of Zappos, uses sales strategy that
involves making customers so happy that they bought again or told their
friends or both. Rather than spending money on marketing, Heish directs
it to enhance the customer experience with things like 365-day return
policy with free shipping both ways, 24/7 customer phone lines, live
online help, a personal buying service, training employees, or acquiring a

Business Strategy - Google’s driving factors in strategy for new product
development and acquisitions are open ended questions like What’s not
yet organized? What’s not yet universal? What’s not yet free? What’s
still offline? Google employees are encouraged to propose wild, ambitious ideas often. Supervisors assign small teams to see if the ideas work.
They’re smart enough to realize that no one knows which lottery card is
the winner five years out.
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Comparative
analysis

Organizations under study are from unrelated industries, which successfully created disruptive business models in today’s times. The shared
value among them however is their approach in managing and motivating
their people. Therefore the data available on these organization’s cultures
and environment was studied for their policies and practices. The purpose
was to find the evidence to support the fact that these organizations:
1.

Reflects elements of Intrinsic motivation-Purpose, Autonomy and
engagement in their policies.

2.

Practice positive Inner work life model for enhancing creativity
through Intrinsic motivation.

3.

Encourage discovery skills (DNA innovator’s model) and patterns of
open environment for innovation ( Model - environment for innovation)

4.

Discussed below are the common attributes of these organizations.

A. Driven by passion and purpose
Zappos’s mission
To provide the best customer service possible. Internally, they call this
‘WOW’ philosophy.
Values
1. Deliver Wow through service
2. Create Fun and a Little Weirdness
3. Pursue Growth and Learning
4. Build Open and Honest Relationships with Communication
5. Build a Positive Team and Family Spirit
6. Do More with Less
7. Be Passionate and Determined
8. Be Humble
9. Embrace and Drive Change
10. Be Adventurous, Creative and Open-minded
Patagonia’s mission
To build the best product, cause no unnecessary harm and use business
to inspire and implement solutions to the environmental crisis
Values
1. Quality (the pursuit of ever greater quality in everything we do)
2. Integrity (relationships built on integrity and respect)
3. Environmentalism (serve as a catalyst for personal and
corporate action)
4. Not be bound by Convention (our success – and much of the fun – lies
in developing innovative ways of doing things).
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Google’s mission
To organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible
and useful. The company’s unofficial slogan is “Don’t be Evil” and ‘put
users first’.
Values
1. Focus on the user and all else will follow.
2. It’s best to do one thing really, really well.
3. Fast is better than slow.
4. Democracy on the web works.
5. You don’t need to be at your desk to need an answer.
6. You can make money without doing evil.
7. There’s always more information out there.
8. The need for information crosses all borders.
9. You can be serious without a suit.
10. Great just isn’t good enough.
Human beings have an innate desire to reach out for others. A higher
purpose where we feel we are working towards a higher purpose either to
serve community or finding a creative solution for a pressing problem for
everyone else. This is what fuels the intrinsic motivation the most.
These organizations aim to touch life everywhere. With mission and
values which are inspiring and purposeful they are out to change the
world with complete conviction. The mission and values help create a
common conscience for everyone in the organization and every employee
in organization is committed to organization’s mission.
B. Cultivating a Culture
Zappos
CEO, Heish states that Zappos is not focused on customer service. It’s
focused on company culture, which leads to customer service.
Publishes its “Culture Book” every year in which all employees write
about what the culture means to them. Management realizes that its
unto people to develop the culture therefore they are encouraged to
be themselves. Part of their job description is to display and inspire the
culture
Patagonia
Patagonia aims to develop a ‘values-driven’ culture, where all people take
responsibility for their individual actions, aligned around a commonly
shared purpose and set of values.
Three times a year the entire employee community breaks up into groups
to discuss each of the key values, how Patagonia is living by them, how
not, and what could be done to be more values-focused.
GoogleConsiders company’s culture as most valuable asset.
Company ensures that people cultivate a shared set of values regarding
behavior among colleagues. The organization is structured to reinforce
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the culture and to help its individuals to perform and create innovations
in line with the company’s philosophy.
Leaders of these organizations have carefully cultivated an informal
culture based on its values which is considered topmost priority. It’s the
overall environment, attitude, physical space, management policies, relationships among people as well as with organization. These organizations
have found ways in which employees are engaged in developing and defining values on regular basis so they don’t lose sight of it. The culture of any
organization is in-fact the reflection of its people’s Inner work life. Culture
provides-nourishment factor-respect, encouragement, emotional support
and affiliation for creating positive Inner work life. ( figure-6 )
C. Providing environment for engagement and collaboration
These organizations believe that brilliant ideas don’t just happen in
vacuum. Ideas need incubation time, collision with new ideas and need to
be built upon. They provide resources for employees to hang out together,
interact and discuss ideas and encourage building strong ties. Innovative organizations wired in such a way that it enhances collaboration, not
competition.
D. Encouraging Discovery skills and encouraging risk taking
Zappos encourage risk taking as part of core values and culture (valuesEmbrace and Drive Change, be Adventurous, Creative and Open-minded)
Patagonia provide education and leadership focused on building the key
attributes of curiosity, risk taking, mutual support and flexibility within
the entire workforce (Values-Not be bound by Convention (our success –
and much of the fun – lies in developing innovative ways of doing things).
Google places a premium on success, it appears to shrug off failure,
resulting in culture of fearlessness. Employees are encouraged to propose
wild, ambitious ideas often and assigned small teams to see if the ideas
work.(ValueGreat just isn’t good enough.)
E. Creating environment for free flow of ideas and networking
ZapposLeader believes that spontaneous “collisions” between people, spark ideas
and facilitate relationships that lead to stronger ties and stronger ties
lead to more ideas. For this sole reason he is shifting the office to LasVegas downtown where people could have more choices of going out in
the middle of night, meet new people and have fun. Zappos have open
door‘ policy for communication therefore there are no doors in the office.
Everyone share cubicles on the same floor.
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PatagoniaEmployees can leave their jobs for up to two months to work full-time
for environmental group of their choice. Patagonia continues to pay
employees’ salaries and benefits while they’re gone, and the environmental group gets them for free. More than 350 employees have worked
as interns for groups world- wide since the program began in 1993. The
program help employees to involve with the environmental concerns in
real way, network with people and fuel their passion with new ideas.
GoogleTech talks - There are brilliant people visiting and giving talks and lectures. Employees constantly interact with people who are inspiring. If you
are good at something and you are passionate about it, then you’ll get
empowered to do it. The company, despite its size, have no unnecessary
layers of hierarchy and constantly experiments with young and ‘untested’ to solve complex challenges. People sit together, cross functional
teams, and each group is holistically responsible for getting stuff done. It
is a big small company.
F. Providing sufficient time
ZapposThe calls at Zappos are not monitored. Employees are encouraged to
take as much time as possible to make customer happy.
Patagonia-Employees are encouraged to find new ways to reduce waste
and create sustainable solutions.
Google- If an engineer have an idea and burning desire to work on it,
every week one day he is allowed to do so. Its called 20% policy.
G. Encouraging transparency and Connection with Users
ZapposEncourages employees to open tweeter account and interact with customers regularly to connect with them. They value customers suggestions and opinions.
PatagoniaEncourages its employees to pursue projects such as The Cleanest Line,
a blog for employees, customers and enthusiasts to communicate on, as
well as The Footprint Chronicles, an employee inspired examination of
the environmental impact of Patagonia products. This helps employees
understand users environment values better.
GoogleGoogle’s product-engineering effort is like an ongoing discussion. Their
site features about 10 technologies in development, many of which may
never be actual products but still hey are there because Google wants
to see how people react. It wants opinion and ideas. Having people in
earlier, helps in understanding which idea is good.
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H. Encouraging autonomy
Once there are clear goals to accomplish and environment to support it,
employees are equipped to work interdependently to achieve them. These
organizations trust that employees are creative and responsible individuals who can work towards established goals and capable of making their
own schedules. People are given deadlines but how they do it, is up to
them.

PatagoniaCompany’s have flex-time policy means employees can go running, biking
or surfing in the middle of the workday. They make their own schedule
and everyone agrees to be responsible for themselves.
GoogleGoogle is known for its informal cooperate culture where engineers play
hard and work hard. Once the project is established, when and where it’s
finished is immaterial.

H.1. Empowering employees with decision making
ZapposCompany doesn’t prescribe actions, employees are given freedom to just
be themselves and do things on their own to show that they genuinely
care about customers.

DERIVED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION &
INTRINSIC MOTIVATION
If the theories of Disruptive Innovation and Intrinsic motivations,
discussed in this paper, are applied to the organization’s environment, a
relational chart as shown below can be drawn.
Innovation in Orgnasation

GoogleFew layers of Hierarchy, most engineers work in teams of three while
leadership rotating among them. If something needs to be fix, even after
product is gone public , they do it without asking.

Environment for Innovation model
Slow Hunch

6

H.2 Empowering employees with freedom to do things that matter

GoogleAs a motivation technique, Google uses a policy often called “Innovation
Time Off”, where Google engineers are encouraged to spend 20% of their
work time off from their key objectives to “go do something new” or on
projects that interest them.

Challenging
the status quo
Taking Risks

Questioning

Observing

Develops

4
Supported by
risk-taking
enviornment
in organizations

Associational
Thinking:

Networking

9

Experimenting

5

The catalyst factor
Events supportiong the
work, including:
-Setting clear goals
-Allowing autonomy
-Providing resources
- Providing enough time
- Helping with the work
- Allowing ideas to flow

8

ps

PatagoniaEmployees can leave their jobs for up to two months to work full-time
for the environmental group of their choice. Patagonia continues to pay
employees’ salaries and benefits while they’re gone. It provides flexible
release time for competitive athletes

7

Liquid Network

lo
ve
De

ZapposAll employees are empowered to make decisions. Customer Loyalty Team
representative have full control of the experience whether it is upgrading
the shipping, making a customer VIP, or sending flowers to a customer.

Motivation in Orgnasation

The Innovator’s DNA model
(Discovery skills)

The Progress principle
Events signifying
Progrss, including:
- Small wins
- Breakthroughs
- Forward movement
- Goal completion
Autonomy

Supported by
Organization’s
Culture
1

The nourishment factor
Events supporting the
person, including:
- Respect
- Encouragement
-Emotional support
-Affilition

2
Positive
Inner work
life
Model

Affects

PatagoniaCompany believes in hiring people with passion and self-determination
and leaving them alone to work.

Intrinsic Motivation
Mastery

3

Purpose

Develops

Figure.6 Relational chart of innovation and motivation models

H.3.Empowering employees with time
ZapposZappos does not keep track of call times. “It’s all about P-E-C, “Personal
Emotional Connection” with the customer, have ‘nap’ couch, provide time
for fun, interaction, games and relaxation.
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The Direction Of
Change

1.

Organization’s purpose culture and environment help creating ‘Positive Inner Work Life’ for employees.

2.

The ‘Positive Inner Work Life’ directly affects person’s ‘Intrinsic
Motivation.’ Intrinsic motivation once in place drives an employee to
engage and enjoy work not for rewards but for the joy of work itself.

3.

Intrinsic motivation allows a person to be most productive, in flow
and creative.

4.

When a creative, intrinsically motivated person is provided intellectually challenging tasks and risk-driven environment.

5.

They open up to explore behavior skills of ‘Discovery Skills’-questioning, observing, networking and experimenting.

6.

The ‘Discovery Skills’ are enhanced when people are provided enough
time to develop their ‘Slow Hunches’ and ideas are allowed to flow
freely and built upon-‘Liquid Network.’

7.

The environment developed, act as ‘Catalyst factors’ in Positive Inner
Work Life.

8.

Discovery Skills and Environment for Innovation help in developing
cognitive skill of ‘Associational thinking’ to create new disruptive
ideas.

9.

This in turn helps in making Progress at work and help in creating
breakthroughs.

Though developing intrinsic motivation is not a straight forward process,
the factors which are conducive for intrinsic motivation in an organizations are discussed below.
Purpose and value integrated with business
Theory of “intrinsic motivation” proposes ‘Purpose-a cause greater than
oneself’ as one of the key elements which fuels the desire to work. Organization’s analysis shows that leaders who believe in purpose maximization
along with profit maximization create a disruptive edge among competitors.These businesses are perceived as authentic and admired for their
policies to achieve the purpose. In time its proven that an organization
focusing on purpose doesn’t need to forgo profits, profits follow purpose.
Culture which is creating motivation without ‘carrot and sticks’ is
achieved by creating common values for organization, a ‘common
conscience,’ so all self-determined and independent people can work in
towards one clear goal without friction.
In today’s times, it makes sense for businesses to have a purpose. The
purpose differentiate the business in the market place and transforms as
pride and ‘love for work itself’ in employees.
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Empowering employees
Organization’s clearly defined mission and values, which aligns with their
culture, create autonomy. When goals are clearly defined, its easier to
judge, whether you are making progress, giving sense of accomplishment
in tasks. Everyone can have control over their task and can make decisions in the best interest of company.
In organizations where work is highly creative, it makes sense to abandon unnecessary layers of hierarchy. If someone is able and passionate
about problem-solving, then it shouldn’t matter where one stands in the
company ladder. This helps in creating free flow of information and ideas.
Organizations constantly challenging ‘their young and untested’ employees with complex problems, have better chances of evolving and creating
disruptive ideas.
Innovative organizations have realized strict time regime of 20th century
workplace doesn’t work in workplaces today. It forces people to display
creativity in rigid time constraint resulting demotivation. To enhance
people’s creative ability, engagement and motivation, people should be
given freedom over their work, schedules, teams and place. Its immaterial
when and where the work is done as long as the deadlines are met.
Creating liquid network
Reflecting on Inner work life theory model, the secret to amazing performance is empowering talented people to succeed at meaningful work.
Great inner work life requires giving clear goals, autonomy, help and
resources-what people need to make real progress in their daily work.
It also depends on showing respect for ideas and the people who create
them.
Most traditional management believe that financial rewards generate
competition for better ideas. But it forces people to protect their ideas.
Innovative organizations believe in collaboration not in competition.
A great idea emerges from conducive spaces, where people are free to
talk, discuss, share and collaborate. Innovative idea can come from any
department so its important to create the physical space where free flow
of exchange and interaction can occur. Innovative organization develop
cultures where every employee has the opportunity to be inspired and
empowered to contribute. The innovation is responsibility of all, not just
one department.
Great organizations create interdisciplinary teams where people from
different departments or disciplines work together to find one agreeable
solution for a problem.The more diverse a team in background, the more
varied will be the ideas colliding with each other and there are more
chances of breakthroughs.
Disruptive ideas takes time to develop. Ideas need incubation period
where they are nurtured and developed fully. Organizations allowing
employees to work on projects of their own interest are fully aware of this
pattern.
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Embracing uncertainty

Organisations need
Disruptive innovations
to excel in changing times

Leaders who eye future innovations, embrace the environment of uncertainty. Disruption of any kind requires jolt from regular thinking process
because it is about creating values which are non existing. At the core of it
lies an understanding of a value which customer wanted but didn’t know
it. As confirmed with organizational analysis, innovative organizations
know that disruptive values can be identified only by developing a close
relationship with the users therefore encourage transparent communication between employees and customers. This help them in understanding
changing values of the customers which is critical for disruptive ideas.
Many of organizations might not know how to manage the uncertainty.
The wise strategy however is to keep exploiting the current systems that
works at the same time keep exploring the new possibilities. Its critical
for organizations to create an innovation process that works best for
them. It should be based on how much of resources can be allocated for
new uncertain ideas and how many of those ideas can be prototyped. As
future is unpredictable, the only way to make progress is to quantify the
ideas. The merit of any idea can’t be judged based on the past knowledge
so it’s wise to prototype fast, cheap and test it. If it’s not working, move on
to the next one.

MANGEMENT/
ORGANISATION’S
LEADERSHIP

They encourage people to be curious and risk-takes. Leaders who have
a vision and desire for innovation, develop practices which enhance
discovery skills of people in their organizations. Apart from choosing the
right people, they lead by questions not answers, sharpen their employees
observations, create teams which are diverse and complimentary.
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Intrinscially Motivated
workforce are better
equipped for creating
Disruptive Innovations

INTRINSIC
MOTIVATION

Organisations need to foster
enviornment for
Intrinsic Motivations in creative
work force

figure. 10 Relational chart between the two concepts

Conclusion

As this century progress, the values of businesses will face an urgent
need to be redefined by impending crises of resources. Businesses will be
required to reinvent values and discover their purpose to remain relevant.
The future of businesses might require them to have a cause that will
help users identify them at a level, that rises above consumerism. It seems
logical that organizations where every individual is motivated to innovate will have better chance against organizations where innovation is
relegated to a single department. In such scenario, intrinsically motivated
workforce could prove to be a game changer for organizations.
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Csikszantmihalyi and William Damon
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Developing discovery skills
Reflecting upon “Innovator’s DNA model”-Creating a Disruptive Idea is a
right brain activity which can be developed and enhanced. Innovators are
people who constantly challenge the way things are in the world and take
smart risks. This is confirmed with the organizational analysis. Leaders of
all three organizations are out ‘to change the world’ in their own way and
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skills of their people and develop the culture of fearlessness.
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COLLABORATIVENESS AND
MULTIDISCIPLINARITY
IN DESIGN
EDUCATION
Designers are not only expected to be gaining technical
skill, but also interpret information and re-present
it in the medium that logically meets the needs. This
requires learning design through the multidisciplinary
& collaborative approach to prepare designers who well
understand the overall design & product development
process and their role in social innovation.

Prof. Amit Ray, Ph. D

Department of Art & Design
School of Humanities & Social Sciences
Shiv Nadar University,
Gautam Buddha Nagar, U.P. 203 20
(amit.ray@snu.edu.in)

‘Liberal Design Education’:
A Multidisciplinary Approach
Abstract

Liberal education system generates the intellect beyond a confined
sphere. It galvanizes the thinking process of an individual to extend
over- overpowering the forces of mundane curriculums. The diverse body
of knowledge, advocated by interdisciplinary studies allows us to unite
relationship between free thinking and its manifestations. The essence
of ‘humanistic design’ lies in channelizing creative energy towards an
aesthetic environment. The Philosophy of Design combines creativity,
technology and methodology. It serves with a zealous concern for human
values and social requirements. The diverse social forces generate myriad
variations in the design process and are the strength of any design
education. The desired environment of Liberal Education system would
provoke the students to face and accept new challenges that is more
humane to understand other human feelings, desire and emotions, is true
to guard the sanctity of the liberal design philosophy.
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Introduction

Philosophy of Liberal Education and Creativity
Synthesis of creativity with logical mind and technical knowledge is the
key to design creativity. Interdisciplinary exposure strengthens the students in development of ‘ordered mind’. Synthesis of science, technology,
art and humanities would lead to inclusive thought process and create
foundation of desired knowledge. Intellectual growth thus would create
the foundation of rational analysis and organized thinking. Some of the
subjects such as- art, music, performing art, etc. are being exposed to
many from childhood inclusion of these subjects will thus make learning
process easier and quicker along with understanding the relevance of the
main subject, which would build the holistic learning process.
Globally it is accepted that in design profession the multidisciplinary
approach is the source of the success. It is the attitude that makes one
a designer. A true designer is like an artist who does not believe in any
religion. Liberation of mind from all restrictions and confinements of
fenced knowledge is the true liberal thinking that needs to be cultivated
and protected. Religion of designer is to serve people across all classes of
the society. In true spirit believing and practicing of such philosophy is
only possible through liberal attitude and unbiased vision. Artist and the
designer is the true global citizen who believes in humanity of all shades.
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Liberalism may sometime appear fashionable term to introduce in education system without understanding and practicing in the true spirit. The
philosophy of liberal education envisages liberating one’s mind ‘free
without any fear’. Freedom of mind is the source of creativity. Rabindranath Tagore (Nobel Laureate 1913) an eminent educationalist,
thinker and poet of India preaches -“Where the mind is without fear and
the head is held high; Where knowledge is free; Where the world has not
been broken up into fragments by narrow domestic walls; Where words
come out from the depth of knowledge;… ” Thus, the liberal educations
liberate one from the confined wall of conventional environment and
pursue to think differently. The liberal education philosophy allows
to nurturing students to undertake larger responsibility in choosing
and learning the subject. Through such a meaningful learning process
students with freedom of thought show their degree of maturity that
ultimately motivates and leads to creative pursuit.
Liberal education system galvanizes the intellect and knowledge beyond
a confined sphere. It nurtures and strengthens the intellect of an individual to cross the limitation of the shallow education system based on
stereo-type curriculum. Interdisciplinary design curriculum is the spirit
of true design education is being accepted since the time of The Bauhaus.
The multidisciplinary body of knowledge gained from the liberal arts
education, together with the tools of examination and analysis would
help to develop independent opinions, attitudes, values, and beliefs. Such
knowledge liberates individuals from ignorance, impulse, or prejudices.
Design solutions cannot be based on impulsive decisions since it involves
risk, discomfort, unpredictability, etc. The concept of a solution needs to
be verified through scientific principles and technical viability.
The conventional education system helps to show excellence in limited
manner producing perfect result. However, such education remains
dormant within a limited field. In the recent years narrow conventional
research fields are rapidly disappearing and the need of interdisciplinary
research areas are expanding the knowledge, overlapping various fields
of professions. Globalization in the recent years has opened floodgate of
cross-cultural and multiethnic exchanges. Creativity of mind flows to
appreciate the logic and design of a spiral creeper to aesthetic appreciation of butterfly’s color combinations to the abstract quality of a cloud
formation to the structure of a sea-shell. The source of such knowledge is
the foundation of all design innovations. Therefore it is perceived that the
intellectual growth through liberal education would fulfill the desire of
satisfaction qualitatively rather than quantitatively.
Unfortunately, the present global economic policy increasingly forcing
the new parameter in the value system, a new life style is primarily perceived on quantitative measurements rather than qualitative judgment.
In the recent years Global Leaders have realized that such policy would
soon exhaust the flow of innovation. In 1901, Tagore had conceptualized
an education system in true sense, for the ‘quality of life’, the life which
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is beyond the material pleasure and experiences. And he could show
through his thinking and practice the relevance of nature in achieving the
goal. The creativity of a child depends on such exposure. Nature is the anvil of all creativity which is the most valuable resources for human mind.
The author strongly believes that the design curriculum should include
environmental studies that would give long time dividend.
Hence, design education has to cultivate such creative environment
through liberal attitude.
The author feels, the design students should learn to imagine. Rightfully
once Einstein had said, ‘imagination is more important than knowledge
since knowledge has limitation while imagination encircles the world’. A
curriculum should provoke and inspire students to imagine, which would
motivate to do something differently.

Philosophy of
Design and
Interdisciplinary
Approach

The existence of aesthetics or beauty is an important force of human life.
The philosophy of humanistic design seeks to channelize such energy
towards creating an environment of joy and ecstasy. Aesthetics surrounds
literally in every sphere of human life. Philosophy of Design combines
creativity, technology, and design methodology. Societal need and human
values are the basic concern of the design profession. The diversity of
human society generates tremendous opportunity in the design process
and is the strength of any designer. Design process involves- aesthetics, philosophy, sociological; psychological, social- anthropological and
cognitive science studies that are not directly related to engineering
subjects, however it helps to maintaining a leadership position in the
rapidly changing world of design. Design has close relationship with human society. Subjects of humanities and social sciences deal with various
issues of human behaviour, feelings and human nature. Design needs
to be appreciated and experienced by human beings naturally requires
understanding of those related subjects. We try to express aesthetic
beauty (relative expression) through form, balance, rhythm, proportion,
color and other components related to diverse creative act. Since the time
of Bauhaus designers have examined and exhausted various functional
parameters related to design. However, in the recent years human emotion in design is another important area that has gained lot of interests
among the designers, which are often difficult to quantify. Studying some
of the above allied subjects (aesthetics, philosophy, sociology, psychology, cognitive science, etc.) may help to understand the ‘non-functional’
emotional element better. Non-functional elements are directly related
to non-technical subjects. Human emotion is linked to culture, tradition,
habitat, rituals, mythology, etc. It is a challenging task to incorporate human emotion since it cannot be measured or quantified.
The time, place and cultural diversity would inspire to creating larger
varieties of design. Thus, it is important to preserve such diversity as
positive forces than create obstacles. From ancient time the cultures with
wide ethnic diversity have produced enormous rich varieties of design.
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The limitation in diversity depend more on techniques to create varieties.
Therefore, the author believes the rich cultural diversity is the source for
larger range of varieties in innovative design solution.

Functional and
Non-functional
Elements in
Design

Human emotion and feeling are called non-function elements in design
that are being explored by the designer. In most cases design explores
various functional elements and the principles related to form, shape,
size, texture, color, line, etc. All these elements are part of design’s formal
structure. However, an important aspect of those in most cases remains
untouched or unaddressed is- non-functional elements. Non-functional
elements deal with human emotions. Human emotions evoke a sense of
fondness and attachment. Such emotions are based on human stimuli
(instinct), such as- visual, tactile, auditory and olfactory and taste sensation. The five basic stimuli are directly related to human emotions. These
instincts ignite human feelings based on various other environmental
and societal conditions. It is interesting that most of the above senses can
technically be examined but it fails to establish a conclusive result when
applied in design. The sensitivity of emotion depends on age, culture, tradition, sex, socio-anthropological conditions, etc. and it cannot establish
a standardized result. Viewing sunset on sea and sunset at mountain
cannot evoke similar emotional content. Forest-fire and fire burning
houses will evoke different emotion. House burning is going to relate to
human suffering while forest-fire will have different impact related to
nature and other living beings. Witnessing burning houses in my neighbourhood and viewing houses on fire at a distance country in television
will have different emotional impact. Therefore, the degree of emotional
impact may change due to various conditions and it cannot be measured
through quantification. Hence, understanding non-functional elements in
design make it further more exciting and challenging. The liberal design
education policy would help to understand such areas of study that are
otherwise not included in the conventional design curriculum.
Nature plays an important role in the process of design from the concept
stage to formative stage. Nature is constituted with varied components
while maintaining a delicate yet stable environment. Each member of the
nature maintains an eternal universal rhythm and harmony and respects
other members for survival. Taoism in China portrays the world as an
organic, interdependent system. According to Taoism, nothing exists
in universe in isolation. Each part of the whole is dependent on others.
According to Zen Buddhism, a synthesis of Taoism and Mahayana Buddhism, nature cannot be mastered. Instead, it has to be contemplated and
appreciated. Humankind should utilize nature with restraint, bringing
out the latent beauty, the power of the natural world. True design education springs out of such philosophy where the freedom of human mind
would combine with the reality of the nature. Nature is the greatest
designer that excels in aesthetic appeal and functionality.
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Interdisciplinary
Design
Curriculum
Development:
A Humane
Approach

The author was involved in establishing the Design Programme at the
Indian Institute of Kanpur, India. The Programme cultivates the philosophy of liberal design policy; the policy truly encourages students to grow
in an environment that creates design in its holistic nature. Design as it is
understood is in true sense a multidisciplinary profession. At IIT Kanpur
Design Programme students creates product, animation or conceptualizes a music video, where it merges all the elements of a designer.
It vigorously pursues the spirit of liberal curriculum to create designer
who should be able to identify himself/herself as designer not as a product designer or animator. The Programme encourages students to take interdisciplinary courses ranging from science and engineering to management to humanities and social science courses. Such curriculum enriches
the students expand their horizon beyond the boundaries of conventional
curriculum. Over the period it has certainly paid dividend in shaping the
intellect of the budding designers.
The author feels an interdisciplinary environment creating a balance
between art, science and technology would create a healthy environment
in any design school. Applications of tools and techniques are important;
however innovativeness of a designer does not depend on the mastery of
techniques. The correct attitude and motivation creates a true creative
designer. Techniques and tools would follow to convert concept in to reality. Thus, exposure to the usage of tools is important for the
creative expression.
The curriculum may include the following broad areas•
•

•
•
•

Humanities and Social Studiesphilosophy, literature, sociology, psychology, social anthropology,
Design Ethics, etc.
Art and Performing Art2-D & 3-D art, art history, traditional and modern design history,
performing art, stage play, acting, music, stage-craft, photography,
etc.
Designdesign principle & elements of design, 2-D & 3-D form study, color,
material studies, ergonomics, etc.
Engineering & SciencesBasic engineering and science courses, electronics, basic circuit design, engineering tools and techniques, CAD- CAM, software, etc.
Design Management Study
consumer psychology, design management, branding and benchmarking, marketing, etc.

In the above groups each group would play significant role in creating the
true spirit of liberal design education. Every work requires a philosophical
reasoning and logical analysis for a foundation which ultimately motives
to pursue toward achieving the goal. Design profession is directly related
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to various societal issues. Courses in sociology would provide the required
exposure to sociological issues. Literature is an important subject that
would help in strengthening the communication skill and expression.
Psychology has direct relationship while dealing with interactive design,
ergonomics, and emotional aspects of design. Psychology and sociology
would contribute in understanding the non-functional elements of design.
Exposure to such areas at various stages to the design students would
naturally cultivate a broader horizon.
The author feels, during this time students should be given exposure to
various ethical aspects related to the design process and in profession.
The social responsibility and ethical issues related to their application and
the future consequences must be considered from the early stage of their
learning process.
In the second group, courses related to art have direct relevance with the
design profession. 2-D and 3-D exercises helps in understanding aspects
of composition, mass & space, ratios & proportion, color, etc. It is absolutely necessary to have enough exposure to various areas of art and its
relationship with design.
The contribution some of the modern art movement- Synthetic Cubism,
Readymade, Dada, etc. are significant. Such knowledge would strengthen
the design process. Performing Art has reasonable role in the field of
design such as- stage- craft; photography, editing, music, etc. have close
relationship to design. Exposure to those areas would expand the vision
of a designer for larger experimentation and innovative works.
In the third group, design is directly related to the profession, which attempts to build the foundation of design elements and principles. Understanding of material and various aspects of fabrication method along with
human-machine (ergonomics) relationship are important areas.
The fourth group intends to build strong foundation in basic sciences and
engineering. Creativity with logical and technically sound mind is the key
to design profession. In this group, exposure to electronics and understanding of various machine- tools and software are required for their application at various stages. While understanding techniques and aspects
of engineering the application through material fabrication becomes
important at this stage.
Creating design is not ‘art for art’s sake’. It has to directly serve the society.
Each product’s success is based on its application. Each product envisages to human application benefiting the society. In the fifth group, the
topics expose the students to the aspects of advertisement and marketing
strategies. Design profession is not complete without having some understanding about its marketability. Every product is made for human usage
and its application to society. Design is not complete without understanding its consumer behaviour and future possibilities. Therefore, design
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management becomes important area because of the present global
economy and exposure to a much larger market compare to earlier history. Policy decisions and understanding the branding strategy is closely
related to the success of the product.

Conclusion
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However, the author feels every student should be encouraged to choose
interdisciplinary electives across various fields. Student should be
equipped to handle projects across visual design or product design areas.
The flexibility in the selection of elective courses would produce healthy
design attitude. The Bauhaus essentially provided similar atmosphere
and created the true designers, philosophically and mentally. Similarly we
need to produce ‘knowledge based design’ for innovative design.
The author is convinced that design education or the design school cannot produce a designer. The Design Education’s role is to teach, it cannot
make someone designer, in true sense. The environment of the education
system would provoke the students to face and accept new challenges.
Design students are the real leaders who have the understanding and
capability of innovative ideas to solve problems. It is the attitude of the
person which makes him/her designer, who is more humane to understand other human feelings, desire and emotions. Design creates such attachment and involvement with fellow human beings no other profession
is able to create. The thrill and challenges of a designer may appear more
mystical than other professional field that is to be nurtured and synthesizing with the technical knowledge.
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Hermeneutic Design Education:

tive problem solving,” rather than simply graphic design, interior design,
product design, etc. In creative problem solving, the solution must flow
logically from the problem. Thus, a designer cannot be biased toward one
medium to solve the systematic, complex problems they are envisioned
to take on as the profession develops. As boundaries within design break
down, an additional challenge to the design educator presents itself, as an
instructor must choose an expertise possibly based more on the nature of
the design problem, rather than the medium in which the
problem is addressed.

An Example through Museum and
Gallery Practices
Abstract

Design education through traditional “tracks” (graphic design, product
design, etc.) has its roots in schools of Western institutions, such as the
Bauhaus, developed almost a century ago, and now needs to be rethought
both in terms of cultural relevance to India and in order to take into
account major world changes that have occurred in the intervening
space of time. The word “interdisciplinary” has been bandied about
in departments of art and design now for a number of years, although
referring, often, actually, to “intermedia” approaches. Interdisciplinary
refers to artists/designers working in fields outside of art/design,
contributing their creative thinking approaches and visually-based
solutions. Because of the inherently interdisciplinary nature of design, its
mode of engagement takes cues from Gadamer’s notion of
hermeneutic education.
A new approach emerging in a few colleges and departments is to
facilitate the learning of skills through a concept. In this paper, I describe
my experience leading a new course at Srishti School of Art, Design and
Technology in Museum and Gallery Practices. Therein, students with
backgrounds in various media and interests came together under a
common theoretical framework and mode of doing, with the result that
they both worked together to share skills, and crossed over into skill sets
outside the ones they had specifically been trained in, in order to solve
a problem at hand. Museum and Gallery Practices encompasses a wide
range of theoretical topics – collecting, intangible heritage, pedagogy,
authenticity, ethics, architecture, nature of public space, among many
others. At the same time, many types of skills are required to plan and
execute a museum exhibit – graphic design, space design, furniture
design, technology, as well as planning, budgeting and logistics to name
a few. Learning design through the framework of Museum and Gallery
Practices is a new experiment in learning design through a concept,
rather than a medium, and as such creates a learning situation for
students that more closely resembles real-world design problems than
traditional courses based on medium.

Abstract

Hermeneutics; Interdisciplinary Learning; Discipline-based Learning;
Museums; Galleries; Liberal Arts; Project-based Learning

Introduction

Design does not have a subject matter. This is a challenge to the design
educator, who must simulate the experience of doing design, which requires a design problem from somewhere. Gunnar Swanson in his article
“Graphic Design Education as a Liberal Art” points out that design is a
field both synthetic, not having a subject matter of its own, and integrative, existing in the context of, and connecting to, other disciplines (54).
Design is also being redefined in recent years to being a practice of “crea-
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In the practice of art, problems are defined by the self; while in design,
they are, at least partially, defined by another. This is the difference
between art and design, which are often grouped together as a single
discipline, especially in educational institutions. Thus there are artists
who may use the visual language of graphic design by creating an infographic using Indesign, just as there designers who decide that the best
solution to a particular problem may be to create a painting. These points
go to show that design is a mode, not a medium. This paper investigates
the nature of doing design as a hermeneutic method, then describes an
interdisciplinary course in Museum and Gallery Practices that attempts
to address the need for design students to engage with the hermeneutic
aspect of design.

Design As
Hermeneutic

The traditional definition of “hermeneutics” is interpretation of literature,
originally in reference to Biblical scripture. Hans-Georg Gadamer used
the concept of hermeneutics more expansively, in reference to the truth
found in history, literature, and the arts to discover what it is to be human (Grondin 9). Hermeneutics, used in this way, was first discussed by
Wilhelm Dilthey with his “aim of justifying the truth claim of the humanities.” Dilthey believed that the sorts of truth claims with respect to
the sciences could be made for the humanities once a sufficient method
for doing so was devised (Grondin 10). Gadamer wrote his seminal
theoretical work Truth and Method in response to the notion of hermeneutics posited by Dilthey, under the supposition that hermeneutics is a
“phenomenon of understanding and the correct interpretation of what
has been understood is not a problem specific to the methodology of the
human sciences alone” (Gadamer xx). He goes on to say that the human
sciences – philosophy, art, history, are “all modes of experience in which
a truth is communicated that cannot be verified by the methodological
means proper to science” (xxi).
Using his version of hermeneutics, Gadamer outlined what education should be, based on the concept Bildung, or “formation,” (though
not coined by him). The one being educated, that is “formed,” is always
implicated, under the educational notion of Bildung. This formation, the
basis of education, is the individual engaging with works of philosophy,
literature, art, science (Grondin 10). Anderzej Wiercinski discusses Gadamer’s attitude toward education, the basis of which is that the “hermeneutic virtues of education…are active conditions for deliberation, choice,
and action.” He specifically points out that the education of a person is
not that he or she should learn a trade, but rather learn about oneself,
through interactions with others (even in the form of their writings or
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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other cultural output) (107). Swanson points out, though, that the “vast
majority of…design programs…are, at least in concept, vocational training programs” regardless of the type of institution in which the program is
based (53); that is, regardless of whether the program is in a trade school
or university, despite the ideal that universities are supposedly based
on the concept of a broad base for education. Design education, then,
wherein students hone skills based in a medium or discipline as it is usually practiced, is not properly education in the hermeneutic philosophy of
education. Interestingly, the Eameses in The India Report make a point
of mentioning this distinction as well: “Strictly speaking, preparation for
problems that have never been solved before calls for education,
not training” (10).
But at the same time, design, doing design, is an inherently hermeneutic
activity. It is always an interpretive act. Gadamer says it himself, “hermeneutics is above all a praxis, the art of understanding and of making
something understood to someone else” (in Wiercinski 109). Students
similarly require a framework within which to act as interpreters in
order to prepare to be designers. Rarely does a client hand over a design
problem as a neat package, especially as the role of designers becomes
more expansive. A designer must get into the mind of a client, understand
her perspective as well as that of her profession, in order to interpret her
needs and the logical solution to the design challenge. Design, as the
outcome of a dialogue, both literal and metaphorical, amongst a group of
collaborators or stakeholders, manifests itself through a design outcome,
whether a visualization, plan proposal, system, or object. Thus we can
also say, substituting the word “hermeneutics,” above, that design is above
all a praxis, the art of understanding and of making something understood to someone else. Why is design an especially hermeneutic mode,
when all fields of inquiry require some form of “interpretation”? Other
fields of inquiry, such as the social sciences, humanities, and sciences, are
not required to engage with other fields in order to do their work. Rarely
is it necessary even to interact with sub-categories within the field (for
instance, neurosurgeons overlap very little with cardiologists). A designer,
however, does and must regularly interact with non-designers in the
pursuit of doing design. Often, the designer acts as an intermediary communicator between a specialist field and the general public (for instance,
when the designer works with a neurosurgeon to create videos to explain
brain diseases to people with those diseases). Of course, a social scientist
or surgeon may interact with practitioners in fields or specialties outside
of their own, but they can get along quite well professionally as well entirely within their own professional enclaves.

Resistance To
Change

Meanwhile, education is conservative. Curricula, and even specific skills
and content therein, change only very slowly. The causes of this are easy
to pinpoint – educators rely on their own experience in life in order to do
their jobs (as does everyone in any sort of job). Rarely do new ideas emerge
ex nihilo, but rather slowly evolve over time, building upon precedents.
A teacher often bases courses largely upon the courses he or she recalls
from his or her school days. The educators often recall the manner in
which they learned a subject and base their own courses on courses
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conducted ten, twenty, or thirty years ago. Cheryl J. Desha et al. call this
the “time lag dilemma,” and describe the factors that contribute to the difficulty in making changes in education (186). One aspect is the risk to the
profile of a program, as it must maintain its reputation as a “good” school
and because it shoulders some responsibility to readying students for jobs
upon graduation: a newly retooled program has not yet had time to “test”
its viability in the marketplace. Second, conceptualizing a new program
is difficult because it is, in a way, “reinventing the wheel” – the educators
will not have as ready access to literature and resources in the mode of
the new model, simply because they may not yet exist.
Educational models shift slowly because resisting great change is a
natural human impulse. However, the world with which students must interact is changing very swiftly, and those students may be at a disadvantage when their worldviews are shaped by educational models that rely
on supposedly “tried and true” methods. Scott Eidelman and Christian
S. Crandall describe the phenomenon of “status quo bias” for the journal
Social and Personality Psychology Compass. They explain that it would be
very difficult to exist in a world where everything is constantly changing,
and that “the principle rule of induction is that we expect the future to be
like the past” (270).
They say:
Supporting the status quo can be rational. There are costs to change, and
existing states often have the advantage of history, of being well-understood, of having popular support. Still, there are a variety of non-rational,
psychological processes that enhance the force of status quo maintenance, and this preference in many cases is rightfully labeled a bias. (270)
They go on to describe the rational reasons to maintain the status quo
– it is simply easier, and that which has worked in the past is usually a
safe, less risky (and less potentially costly) option (271). The non-rational
reasons to maintain the status quo are: repeated exposure (which relates
here to the branding behind an institution, separate from its actual
offerings), rationalization and bias for existence (assumption of “the
goodness of existing states”), and duration (the greater the longevity of a
phenomenon, say, an educational institution, the more value ascribed to
it in comparison to institutions that have not been in existence as long)
(271-273). Decisions based on the desire to maintain the status quo, even
if made irrationally, rarely turn out badly or do harm, and thus are difficult to challenge. Eidelman and Crandall also point out that they are not
ascribing a value judgment in favor of change or toward the status quo
with regard to decision-making; they seek to point out that “the scales are
not evenly balanced at the outset” and that status quo starts out with the
advantage when options are being weighed (276). It may appear that no
real harm is done by continuing design education as it always has been;
but, the bias toward this status quo may be illogical.
Design education, in particular, owes much to the legacy to one particular
school, the Bauhaus in Germany, which was so singularly revolutionary in
its approach to design education, that it is still upheld, (though not always
in a direct way) as the model for design curricula, though it closed in 1933.
Its educational ideal espoused the aesthetic of the machine but based in
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craft, and as such was important toward ushering the new Modernism
into design. Many of its courses are still taught today in many design
schools, almost exactly as they were almost one hundred years ago (the
school was founded in 1919), in many parts of the world. The most influential component of the program was the first-year foundation course. With
the intention of developing the practitioners’ creativity (Bredendieck 16),
most of the exercises can be considered as pure design without subject.
For instance, Josef Albers’s course in colour was based on the juxtaposition of squares of coloured paper to test for the various phenomena of
colour interaction. Hin Bredendieck, who attended the Bauhaus as a student, then taught at its American counterpart, explains that the structure
of the exercises of the foundations course served to combine “material,
forming, and design” (16). Though writing in 1962, Bredendieck is already
critical of these exercises which offer the student “a sense of accomplishment, but…will be of little use in later design work” (18). Though instructors in the latter part of the 20th century and early 21st century may not
realize it, many design exercises originate from those at the Bauhaus. I
know that I performed many as a student in the early 2000s – building
cubes, arranging squares of black paper to explore symmetry, and others
that examine the “design principles.”

A “Liberal”
Approach

However, theorists who project future changes in the field of design
predict a move toward immateriality as “objects” of design are rethought.
For instance, specialists in sustainability and design increasingly advocate a “PSS,” Product-Service System approach to design, wherein the
designer designs for the lifecycle of a design product, rather than only for
the relatively brief period wherein the product is useful. Examples of this
include designing systems for car-sharing rather than simply designing
cars. The urgent call for sustainability in design in a way that is integrated
across all disciplines, for that matter, is why the call for rethinking design
education is so pressing. Alain Findeli describes a “paradigm shift” that
we are in the midst of, away from an outdated implicit epistemology of
design practice and intelligence, inherited from the nineteenth century;
an overemphasis upon the material product; an aesthetics based almost
exclusively on material shapes and qualities; a code of ethics originating
in a culture of business contracts and agreements; a cosmology restricted
to the marketplace; a sense of history conditioned by the concept of
material progress; and a sense of time limited to the cycles of fashion and
technological innovations or obsolescence. (6)
His answer to these constraints of the past, is to reconsider the expectations of what designers do, toward acting rather than making, wherein
“making must be considered only a special case of acting, to the extent
that ‘not making’ is still ‘acting’” (14). Thus, design need not be the creation of posters or chairs, but also systems and experiences. The end
result of doing design, from a student’s perspective, will increasingly be
not photographable for the purposes of inclusion in one’s portfolio. The
designer’s role may be more like being a business manager, working with
other people to bring larger goals into place.
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For Indian students, choosing design is still evidence of being the sort of
person who challenges convention and conformity to societal and perhaps familial expectations. They are often not the sorts who see themselves as belonging to a typical identity, and often view themselves as
young designers, not necessarily product designers, furniture designers,
or graphic designers, as evidenced by their enthusiasm for enrolling in
courses in various departments, as has recently been the case at Srishti
School of Art, Design & Technology in Bangalore. This is also a symptom
of the general fluidity of identity that characterizes the post-modern
period. The sort of crossing of boundaries called for by Daniel Boyarski
in his “Designing Design Education” and other proponents of interdisciplinary education, is already something that comes naturally to many
Indian design students today. Interestingly, this supposedly “new” view
of what a designer does and what sort of training he or she has aligns
well with the philosophy of a liberal arts education. Liberal arts, first described by Aristotle, were those that have intrinsic value, with no single
specialization that could restrict the freedom of the mind and not with
an end in mind (such as to take up a particular job). The term “liberal
arts” refers to the things a freeman, or citizen, must know, as opposed
to a slave, who might be provided with technical knowledge in order to
carry out a certain task (Swanson 54).
A liberally-educated person is educated broadly, can empathize with
viewpoints outside his or her own, which also aligns with the hermeneutic view of education, as in “education is liberation from oneself toward
a new self that is free from narrow-mindedness and self-absorption”
(Wiercinski 111). Boyarski uses the adjective “antiquated” to qualify the
educational structure in design (8), which implies that the term refers
to programs that are Bauhuas-inspired, as most still are – “courses
offered over semesters or quarters, autonomous departments, and an
emphasis on individual (faculty or student) achievements” (8). He calls
for crossing of disciplinary lines, and is careful to point out that interdisciplinary is different from multidisciplinary, a bringing together of a
group of discipline-specific collaborators who divide their labour along
the lines of their respective areas of expertise (8). Interdisciplinarity is
the ability for a single individual to cross boundaries, and not be defined
by a single working identity. A person able to function in this way does
not simply learn a trade, but is educated in the true sense of its meaning: “hermeneutics teaches us that understanding as the basic mode of
human existence is less a theoretical matter than a practical task which
we must responsibly exercise” (Wiercinski 115). This, interestingly, also
could serve as a maxim for designers.
Design used to be thought of as taking an existing product and changing it into a sleeker version, so it could be sold for a higher price. Perhaps
design was never as shallow as that, but it does show that the notion of
design was closely associated with formal aspects, aesthetics (Boyarski 8), the old “take this object, and make it look pretty” attitude. This
actually leads to the next stage of design; if the imperative is to create
something that is appealing, the designer must understand the nature
of human desire and psychology. Because each human is a member of a
larger society, which influences group behaviour, then the designer must
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also know something about sociology and the greater cultural forces,
including its arts and history, that shape each individual human whose
desires the designer must unlock. Thus, design is really about understanding, though making may be the manifestation of that understanding.

Example:
Museum And
Gallery Practices

Srishti School of Art, Design and Technology introduced a new curriculum this year for its undergraduate-level diploma program, wherein students choose a track each term based on a project course. Project courses
run for three days each week and can be client-based or self-contained.
These have encompassed a range of topics and approaches, from working
with local government agencies to promote trash sorting, to children’s
book creation with possibility of publishing at the end, to working with
corporate clients with students performing new market research. The
student is simultaneously enrolled in discipline-specific courses – visual
communication, product design, textiles, furniture and interiors, film, animation – two days each week, that complement the project work by providing practice in skills required for the project work. These departments
are the legacy of the previous curriculum, wherein students committed
to one of these as a focus, completing courses on that track, then earned
diplomas in that discipline. In between, once a week, are the Liberal Arts
classes, whose methodologies are more academic, and include subjects
such qualitative research methods, critical theory, and various writing
courses. The project courses are intended to bring students together from
a range of the discipline-based courses though some common design
problem to work collaboratively.
One of these projects is Museum and Gallery Practices, with the 20122013 school year the first in which its full-year version was run at Srishti.
It should be noted that it is possible as a course at Srishti due to the fairly
open framework at Srishti within which instructors put forth courses, but
not a result of any top-down agenda to include such a programme. It is an
experiment wherein students engage with a subject based on a concept,
rather than a medium. The course was developed for the Advanced Diploma Programme, a post-graduate certification. Undergraduate students
have also been permitted to enroll, and were expected to engage the same
volume of material as would a graduate student. The course is broken
into two parts, “Project,” a space for creative design work, and a separate
liberal arts component, which focuses on reading theory relevant to the
subject and thinking through it with discussions and writings, in a format
not dissimilar to typical humanities courses. Each week requires an average of three readings, drawn from academic journals and chapters from
books relevant to practitioners in the field.
The aim of this component was that students learn the skills of cultural
critique to understand institutional subtexts, to better “read” cues proffered by the choices made by museums. Readings were grouped according
to themes, with three weeks per theme: Birth of the Museum and the Nature of Collecting; The Object and Its Meaning; Heritage and Intangibles;
and Learning in Museums, for first semester. Second semester requires
two readings per week to allow time to conduct a visitor survey in partnership with the National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA). The second-
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semester reading themes are: Curation in the 21st Century; Design and
Architecture; Ethics and Controversy; and The Museum in Society. Thus
students were exposed to the broad range of issues surrounding the museum/ gallery and were able to develop their own critical apparatus – the
sort of thinking-skill that can be applied beyond the subject matter itself.
The spirit of hermeneutic education meshes with this outcome. A general
set of skills, such as thinking about how to apply theory to one’s own
situation, or understanding the underlying complexities of a problem, will
take design students beyond the context of the era of their education. Of
course, as the cycles of new technology become obsolete with greater frequency, skill sets with less specificity, such as technical skills, and greater
potential for longevity, will serve a student better in the end. For example,
using one’s educational opportunity to focus on skills such as how to
use design software, which goes out of date within a few years, puts the
student in danger as well of becoming obsolete along with it.
The Museum and Gallery Practices students had opportunity to put theory into practice through various activities in the project component of the
course. They gained the experience of working with a client by organizing
three exhibitions of works created by students in another course over the
course of the first semester. With each iteration, the exhibitions increased
in complexity and budget as the students gained more experience. They
organized themselves into planning and execution groups, along delineations such as “Planning and Organization,” “Space and Installation,” “ and
“Visual Communication and Public Relations.” They each volunteered
for individual roles within their larger group, and were encouraged to try
out new roles with each new exhibition. Thus, a visual communication
student might have designed posters for one exhibition, then go on to arrange for transportation or food for the second, and then edit artist statements for the third. In this way, each student gained the insight of various
aspects of exhibition planning and execution, not limited only to roles
proscribed according to their preferred medium. After all, only an employee of a very large institution or business might be expected to carry
out a single sort of task; smaller organizations require each team member
to be able to perform a range of contributions. All gained experience in
the importance of working collaboratively, how to form relationships with
partners (such as the IT department staff or how to rent a venue), and the
advantage of communicating clearly and often.
In these scenarios, students gained real experience putting on exhibitions, to complement the theory to which they were exposed through
readings, following a cycle of positioning, then testing. Further, while all
of them “acted” in one capacity or another, not all of them were “making.”
For some of them, being a designer meant playing a role that contributed
to a larger work of design, the exhibition, though there was not concrete
“product” of their individual contribution, which could have been logistics, communicating with the artists, organizing the budget, editing copy,
or inviting schools to attend the exhibition. Design increasingly calls for
such collaborations, with larger or complex projects being accomplished
through the ability of individuals to enrich the end goal by working together and pooling capabilities.
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With this experience as exhibition designers, the students also acted as
exhibit designers through two smaller projects carried out as individuals.
The first, under the theme “Old Museology,” gave them a choice of presenting a collection, a cabinet of wonder, or an archive. The second asked for
a display of some aspect of intangible heritage as part of an inquiry about
how to “collect” non-objects (such as craftways, systems of belief, performing arts, foodways). In the second semester students work toward a
project that encompasses both curatorial modes as well as designing for
ideas by creating models. Through these, students have been able to put
into practice direct interpretations of theoretical modes to which they
were exposed through the readings component, as well as discover how
difficult it often is to put that theory into practice.
According to Gadamer’s ideal of hermeneutic education, the goal of
education is simply to broaden one’s view upon the world, to be able to see
from perspectives outside of the self, “going beyond one’s own particularity.” It comes down to realizing the humbling conclusion that sometimes,
the other is right (Grondin 11). A true education through the concept of
Bildung (formation) is to learn the ability to challenge acquired knowledge and see points of view other than one’s own (Grondin 13). Again, this
is the very definition of design, in that a designer interprets inputs to create something (tangible or intangible) beyond him- or herself, for someone
else. The Museum and Gallery Practices Program takes cues from the
hermeneutic method of education as well, by providing materials and
opportunities for students to gain exposure to multiple perspectives, then
demonstrate their interpretations by collaborating and making. By learning through a concept, students can draw from a rich body of material in
order that they might experience the most effective strategies of interpretation, engaging deeply with a subject, to design a well-thought-through
solution in response. Because design is a hermeneutic mode, students
must be provided with a framework for experiencing the
act of interpreting.
The cultural relevance of a course in Museum and Gallery practices is
worth considering, as the museum or gallery is not an indigenous form to
India. In fact, this issue is a topic of critical debate in class. Though museums may have come to India from foreign and/or colonial influences, they
are, at least for the foreseeable future, here to stay. The proliferation of museums throughout the world in the past 10-20 years has touched India as
well. Bangalore, the city where the course takes place, has a new National
Gallery of Modern Art, opened in 2009, and the Visvesvaraya Industrial
and Technological Museum, though older, still attracts lakhs of visitors
each year. Other parts of the country are also home to new museums,
some of which push museological boundaries as hybrids with existing
museum forms. Saloni Mathur and Kavita Singh describe the Khalsa Heritage Centre (also called Virasat-e-Khalsa), a museum of the Sikh people,
for one, in their article “Reincarnation of the Museum: The Museum in an
Age of Religious Revivalism.” This example and others point to a use of
museological modes to establish identity and mark importance of and for
minority groups.
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If museums are going to be here anyway, young culture workers and
designers may as well be equipped to improve them, with the critical frameworks necessary to take them out of their colonial pasts and
into relevance for a greater audience. Further, the sorts of skills gained
through the activities students in the programme experience, such as
project coordination, curation and selection, communication, and others,
transfer well to many other sorts of endeavors, both in design and beyond.

Conclusion

Design, in the 21st century is not restricted to gaining technical skill, but
about interpreting information and re-presenting it in the medium that
logically meets its needs. A base of skill is useful, but can no longer be the
main thrust of design education. Design, like the liberal arts, requires a
broad base of exposure, beyond being auto-reflexive. But, unlike the liberal arts, which are based upon testing through exams (at the student level)
and writing (at the professional level), design demonstrates its interpretations through making, though what is made no longer needs to a “thing.”
Teaching design through a concept rather than a medium, such as was attempted in Museum and Gallery Practices, is one experiment to offering
students to become critical designers who approach the world with the
spirit of hermeneutics, of realizing that knowledge requires an empathetic
attitude, that the “other may indeed be right.” This is especially relevant in
India, where social stratifications separate design students, of a middleclass background, from the public they set out the serve as professional
designers, who are, not always middle-class themselves.
Although the need for making things is disappearing more, students often
come into design in India with very little understanding of what design is,
due to limited exposure in schools; and thus have pre-conceived notions
that design is making aesthetic objects and visualizations. By exposing
them to the burgeoning, larger view of design, students potentially gain a
progressive mindset themselves, with minds unrestricted.
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Ground Up Vehicle
Development- Towards harmony in
Design and Engineering
Abstract

It’s widely acknowledged that Design and Engineering should go hand
in hand to result in successful product. However, to bring about such
balance in Design education requires an approach that combines best of
both –Design and Engineering and gives an opportunity to the learners
to appreciate their complementary nature. This paper describes the
experience of a live project-work undertaken to strike such balance.
The project work was to develop a fully functional ground-up vehicle
in the Institute using the in house facilities and resources. The project
familiarized transportation design learners with the basic functional and
constructional aspects of automotive systems. The learners could better
understand how engineering, vehicle packaging, regulatory guidelines,
safety framework and concurrent engineering influence the final design
solution. We believe it is essential for future Designers to take more
ownership and have better control of the products that they Design.
However, to come to such level they need skills sets and conceptual
understanding that is not yet covered in Indian Design education
programs. The project undertaken demonstrates how such skills sets and
capabilities can be developed in future Designers.

Author Keywords

Concurrent Engineering; Ground-Up Vehicle Development; Engineering
Design; Designers’ competencies

Introduction

MIT Institute of Design was started in 2006 and is part of the Maharashtra Academy Of Engineering Education and Research (MAEER). MAEER,
established in 1983, has over 50,000 students in varied disciplines of Engineering, Medicine, Management, Education, Peace Studies, Environment
Studies and Design under its umbrella.
MIT Institute of Design was started with the aim to create a design community and professionals to meet the rising need of Design in Industry
and society. A dedicated team of senior academicians and practitioners
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The UG program is for 4- ½ Years and the PG Program is for 2- ½ Years. In
the last six months of their Program, the students work on an industrysponsored project.

Transportation
Design At Mit Id

Transportation Design is major specialization under Industrial Design.
After graduation, Transportation Design learners are expected to enter
the highly competitive, global work place and start delivering value at
various levels. They are expected to proactively interact with members
from other functions such as manufacturing, marketing, vendor development and engineering. In order to deliver such value, apart from the
design skill-sets, it is necessary that learners must be well-versed in basic
concepts of engineering, technology, manufacturing processes and relevant digital methods throughout their program.
The Transportation Design program is structured such that Design, Engineering and Technology related inputs get delivered in complementary
and synergistic manner.
However, it was observed that it was at times difficult to balance these
inputs. This often resulted into Design solution without enough considerations to the manufacturability or the engineering aspects of the
solution. On the other hand, to come up with a well- engineered solution
the innovation and creativity suffered. Thus the challenge was to marry
Design and Engineering and provide balanced inputs to the learners.
This paper describes the experience of a live project-work undertaken to
strike abovementioned balance. The project familiarized transportation
design learners with the basic functional and constructional aspects of
automotive systems. Engineering design, vehicle packaging, regulatory
and safety framework and concurrent engineering are some of the important aspects that influence the final design solution. In order to incorporate these aspects and to develop a holistic view towards vehicle design,
the project work was undertaken to develop a fully functional
ground- up vehicle.

Ground Up Vehicle Project Introduction
Development
The project aimed to demonstrate the learners how Design and Engineering can work synergistically.

The team that worked on the project consisted of key faculty members
from the transportation design, the studio and workshop staff
and students.
The project started with basic ergonomic analysis with respect to H-point
and basic styling considerations.
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For efficient and effective resource allocation, the project was divided into
two parts. Part-A of project focused on designing, manufacturing and
testing of chassis of the upcoming vehicle (the engineering and manufacturing aspects of design), while Part-B focuses on detailed styling of the
vehicle exteriors and interiors (the aesthetic and styling aspect of design).
Project Details
The project began with sourcing various automotive sub- systems based
on which the alternative chassis configurations were to be designed. For
this a second sale Maruti 800 (4-Stroke, 3 cylinder Engine, L x W x H=
3335 x 1440 x 1405 mm) as shown in Figure 1 was procured and the below
mentioned automotive sub-systems were separated (Figure 2).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engine package (engine block, clutch, transmission, starter
motor and differential)
Drive axle assembly LH and RH
Transmission assembly with steering knuckles, hub and disc
brake LH and RH
McPherson type suspension
Radiator assembly
Lower control Arm (LCA)
Stabilizer bar

Figure 3: CAD Modeled Sub Systems
Every sub system was modeled in CATIA and positioned in assembly
mode with reference to the hard points obtained from car structure as
shown in Figure 3.
For preparing CAD models, sub-systems and its components’ photographs were taken and measurements marked from specific datum.
Overlay of CAD and photograph was then matched at same scale.
Figure 4 shows one such overlay for Engine package.

Figure 4: Overlay of Cad and Photograph of Engine
Figure 1: Second Sale Maruti 800 Car

Design alternatives of the chassis were designed and modeled using top
down approach in CAD assembly mode. The final chassis layout model is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: CAD Modeled chassis

Figure 6: CAD Modeled chassis
with packaging

Figure 2: Sub assemblies separated from the car
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Since multiple layouts and configurations of the chassis were available,
the styling team had enough flexibility to come up styling options. Figure
7 & 8 give some of the initial styling explorations and overlay on chassis.
The multiple alternatives for the chassis were then given to the styling
team to develop the styling.

Following investigations were verified on chassis

This was an important juncture in the project and principles of concurrent engineering were brought into fore. Through simultaneous design
and development of the chassis, sub-systems packaging and interior and
exterior styling of the vehicle it was now possible to better understand the
opportunities and constraints.

•
•
•

Figure 7: Initial Concepts and
styling explorations

•

Stress Model with nodal values
Displacement model with nodal values
Whereas following detailed investigations were done through ergonomic analysis. (Figure 11)
Ergonomic posture analysis for reach,
Swept volumes 95th percentile mannequin and
6-Degree view cone analysis

Following checks were done as per SAE J1100 (Surface Vehicle
Recommended Practice) [1]
•
•
Parameters at Seat section (Figure 12)
•
Steering wheel section
•
Accelerator pedal section
•
Foot rest section

Figure 8: Initial Conceptual
sketches overlaid on chassis

For various combinations of chassis and styling alternatives, following
analysis was done
•

•
•
•

FEA (static case) using CATIA generative structural analysis
(Figure 9 & 10) View cone and ergonomic packaging using CATIA
Ergonomic design and analysis

Figure 11: Detailed Ergonomic Analysis
After the analysis the final combination of chassis and styling was chosen.
The detailed drawings for the chassis were done in CATIA and taken up
for manufacturing. Electric arc welding was used to fabricate the structure and red oxide primer was applied before spray painting it with black
oil paint. (Figure 13)

Figure 9: Stress Model with nodal values
Figure 12: Package parameters check at seat section

Figure 10: Displacement model with nodal values
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Figure 13: Final Manufactured Chassis
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Tagged sub systems were then mounted on final chassis. Appropriate
corrections were made to suit sub systems with indented tolerance. Other
sub systems like pedal mount, steering column, steering rack, master
cylinder, brake lines, battery mount and clamp, exhaust pipe and silencer,
fuel tank and fuel lines were mounted on assembly as per the packaging
space available.

Concurrency In
Design Education

Fuel tank and lines, glass frame and head light were then fitted on the
chassis to complete the assembly shown in Figure 14.

A linear design process in automotive industries has traditionally been a
major problem. Disconnect with the manufacturing and production team,
the ‘throw-over-the- wall’ practices and Design and engineering teams
working in silos are some of the symptoms of this underlying linearity.
Concurrent engineering (CE) came as a response to counter this problem. Reduction in design revisions [2], overall improvement in quality [3]
and reducing the time to market [4] are the well documented benefits of
concurrent engineering. Functions and process such as manufacturing,
production planning, vendor development and marketing are also wellaligned in the concurrent engineering framework
However, concurrent engineering, largely dominated by the engineering
approach, has not yet fully integrated into Design education. To bring the
benefits that concurrent engineering can bring in for Design education
the Ground Up vehicle development can be seen as a starting step in this
direction. The experience of Ground Up vehicle development was enriching and eye-opener at many levels and resulted in to a rich body of knowledge for the transportation design discipline at MIT ID. The experiment
resulted into learning and exposure to multiple courses.
Given below are the key courses that the experiment touched upon.
•
Automotive sketching and Rendering Techniques
•
Vehicle Ergonomics
•
Computer Aided Design and Surfacing
•
Vehicle Packaging
•
Vehicle Interior Design
•
Automotive Systems
•
Vehicle Standards and Norms
•
Aerodynamics of ground vehicle
•
Material and Manufacturing Process
•
Design Documentation

Figure 14: Final chassis with mounted subsystems
The final vehicle was tested for dynamic test and braking. The performance was found quite satisfactory except for the wheel alignment.
After correction in braking and wheel alignment the vehicle was tested on
road with speed up to 40 kmph approximately.
The dynamic performance on road and off road was excellent and car was
taken back for thorough inspection of engine mounts, engine supports,
LCA mounts, wheel alignment, gusset joints, oil spillages, brake line leaks.
Electrical connections from steering column were checked using digital
multi meter and corresponding accessories like head tail lamp on off,
upper lower beam, right left turn indicator, horn, wiper, wiper spray were
marked on relevant wires as shown in Figure 15

Apart from this, other benefits of implementing concurrent engineering
were also brought into fore. Some of them are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Lessons Learnt
And Future
Directions

Involvement of all stakeholders and functions like engineering, purchase, manufacturing (fabrication) and costing
Fewer revisions to the vehicle in later stages
Increased confidence of students in handling projects
Integrating learning across courses like ergonomics,
vehicle packaging styling

This experiment resulted in immense learning for the faculty team also.
There were some shortcomings which the team realized as the project
progressed. This was however part of the learning process and learning
spanned across Design, Engineering and Project Management.

Figure 15: Wire Harness and electrical Systems
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Given below are some limitations and opportunities that will be handled
in the next phase of the project.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conclusion

Lightweight sheet metal box sections can be used for weight
optimization and assisting styling
Space optimsation for Packaging of engine and drivelines
Chassis can be made more accommodative for multiple
styling options
McPherson suspension can be replaced with wishbone
type suspension
Tubular space frame or monocoque structure in composites can be
used in future designs
With the current knowledgebase an electric vehicle can be attempted

The learners were able to understand and appreciate the importance of
harmonious relationship between Design and Engineering. They are now
more confident of working in a collaborative environment and realize that
early involvement of stakeholders is critical to success of any Design project. This experiment has given the confidence to take up similar projects.
Such projects will aid in developing future Designers who can come up
with desirable solutions that not only address societal and market needs
but are also technologically feasible and economically viable.

Further Directions Since styling and the chassis design both began concurrently, multiple itFor Styling
erations were carried out from time to time. Since styling team was work-

ing concurrently on the project (Part B) the constraints and opportunities
arising from the engineering design of the chassis were considered at an
early stage of styling. The final configuration and packing of sub-systems
has emerged from the initial concepts of styling and now the styling team
is working on detailing of the finer aspects of styling. One of the interesting developments is that the chassis configuration has certain elements
that can be leveraged and very well integrated in the final styling for improved and unique aesthetic appeal. The overall form depicts ruggedness
and aggression and this is design language that the styling will depict.
Some of the near final styling options are as shown in Figure 16 and 17

This project has resulted into a live and working model of a ground up
developed vehicle. This enables the Design learners to understand terminologies in automobile relevant to Design. This also enables the learners
to understand the inter-relationships of the automobile sub- systems in
operational condition. This is the first time such an exhaustive project
was undertaken and now the knowledge base that is build through this
project serves as a teaching and demonstration aid for the upcoming
batches of the design learners.
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Intercultural Design and the Future
Perspective of Textile Design
Abstract

INTERCULTURAL DESIGN MANAGEMENT
(Project: Isabel Rosa Müggler, Joachin Vogt)

Introduction

In many European countries, production has almost disappeared. As
a result, education programs will have to take into account the fact
that future designers will have to have their designs manufactured
in foreign countries.
Designers are supposed to be the link between different production
sites that are serving customer groups in geographically and culturally
different places in the world. They must learn to intervene in the
production process in order to achieve good and adequate design results.

Keywords

cultural heritage, intercultural design, crossing cultures, translation from
and into design, reinterpretation of design, design management

Introduction

For centuries, Switzerland has been home to a prosperous textile
industry. When the industrial revolution began in England, this also
marked a strong turning point for Swiss handicrafts. In Switzerland, the
industrial revolution caused a change towards different highly-qualified
textile activities. These included embroidering, colour weaving mills,
production of block-printed handkerchiefs and scarves, and the linen
and silk industries . As a result of the industrial revolution, the machine
industry came to play a major role in the mechanization and development
of pure handicrafts as well as manufacturing industries .
Trading with textiles is a very old tradition and has always brought about
a strong cultural exchange. Swiss, and wider European, textile industries,
in particular, have a long history in dealing with other countries and
cultures around the world. For generations, fabrics for different countries
have been produced here. Switzerland exported silk fabrics, embroideries,
silk ribbons, linen fabrics and technical textiles.
The intercultural nature of design is thus nothing new at all. It is rather
as old as the international trade in textiles itself, which has involved
continual cross-fertilization of European aesthetic inspirations with
those, for example, of India, Africa and the Far East.
In recent years, production in Switzerland has been declining, and has
been transferred to other countries.
In order to re-think the future role of textile design education, the
undergraduate textile design program, and the design research team “CC
products & textiles” of Lucerne University have created new research
projects and topics, including basic research, design research and
undergraduate projects, as described in detail below.
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The creation of new fabrics is a complicated process, involving a constant
dialogue between different actors including managers, investors,
designers, producers, marketing agents and sales people. Before
the production of a new fabric can even begin, there must be some
guarantees that the fabric will be successful on the market. It is therefore
important to fine-tune creative processes, by involving designers
from the beginning of the development of a new collection, i.e. design
management . Moreover, when done well, such design management also
results in a higher quality product.
This research project focused, in particular, on the dialogue between
designers and manufacturers involved in the process of product
development; i.e. studying the role of the exchange of knowledge in the
generation of new approaches to design.
In many European countries, the production of fabrics has been declining
constantly and drastically in recent years. At the same time, production
has been outsourced to so called “low-wage” countries which produce
Western products for a lot less money.
The Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts tries to address
this situation by creating undergraduate and postgraduate programs
in intercultural design management and design research. With this
approach, we try to avoid the use of cheap production, and to discover,
with our partners, how we can bring together the respective knowhow in
mutual respect, and create win-win solutions for all involved.

Outcome Of
The Project

The target of the design study was to prepare future textile designers
for intercultural cooperation. The study focused on the intercultural
dialogue between designers, producers, sellers and consumers, because
this knowledge is crucial for the success of international production.
In addition, it is important that our students are experienced with
intercultural issues.
The whole procedure, from the first ideas, through design and production,
to distribution, happens at a very high level. In particular, the interfaces
between the production steps need to be well considered.
Against this background, the designer’s role is to align their ideas with
the customer’s needs.
The goal of the project was to examine the following thesis:
”Manufacturing and formal qualities determine a product, through a
designer and a manufacturer exchanging their respective knowledge.
The manufacturer contributes his or her production-oriented knowledge,
and the designer relates the requirements of the product regarding its
expression and use. This exchange is successful as long as it results in
further creativity; i.e. new things arise when the designer recognizes the
potential that lies in the manufacturing process, in the material and in
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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the culture of the craftsman’s handicraft, and when he or she is able to
integrate this with the product’s requirements.”

to innovate and uplift the ability of our rural craftspersons and we are
sure that the ingenious craftsperson, with the support of our established
Institutions will be more than capable of facing this challenge. This
effort at the creation of a systematic documentation of the Indian
handicrafts heritage will be a useful tool that can help admirers of the
great Indian crafts tradition to use these diverse skills to create value in
a contemporary setting. It will ensure the sustainability and viability of
the crafts’ sector for many more generations, particularly in a world that
is searching for unique and special offerings that cannot be replicated by
the industrial and consumer products that are mass-produced .”

We consider a production successful when the product fulfills
contemporary, functional and aesthetic demands and when it is produced
in a sustainable and socially-acceptable way. In our case, this means
that the Swiss designer acknowledges, appreciates and understands the
handicraft which has been cultivated and refined from generation to
generation. The “creative impulse” should be available to both sides, as
described in Aditi and M.P. Ranjan’s publication “Handmade in India”,
which draws upon information about different Indian crafts.

Method And
Outcome

The research study was undertaken in 2006 in, India, by Isabel Rosa
Müggler and Joachim Vogt. Firstly, the Swiss designers studied the rich
and creative skills of block printers and embroiderers.

„BOUBOU, C’EST TAMTAM“
(Project: Brigitt Egloff, Franziska Born)

Introduction

The goal of this experience was to exchange knowledge between the
Indian craftsmen and the Swiss designers, and to create a fabric which
combined both perspectives. In this textile design traditional, Indian
woodblocks were used in the usual colours. As the aim was to achieve a
European-orientated design, the block print was made in a different way
than usual, and in different proportions.

In contrast to the previous project, the aim here was not to get in contact
with non-European countries – in this case with West African craftsmen
and production mills – but rather to develop new designs based on
cultural heritage which already contains western motifs.
Cultural crossing is a phenomenon which is present in everyday life
and in almost all areas of design (clothing, food, travel and music, etc.),
but its existence is rarely consciously recognized or reflected upon. It is
particularly apparent in the fields of textile design and industry.
International trade in textiles has a very long history. Textiles are
lightweight and easy to carry and particular regions were known for their
especially fine, colourful, premium or rare fabrics, materials and patterns
. Textiles were goods in demand and every country with a flourishing
textile production exported its fabrics.
The African damasks, with remarkably many themes of western culture,
clearly show that trade always causes influences in the patterns and
colours used. It is well known that in Western fashion, trends and ethnic
themes are repeatedly in vogue. However, few people are aware of the fact
that in Europe there exists a long tradition of exporting textiles to the
West African market.
Specialized companies produce so-called wax prints (batik imitations)
or produce and refine Bazin, also called African damasks. Moreover, with
the decline of the textile industry in Europe, the question arises, as to
how this textile heritage can be transferred into a new market,
a new visual identity, in order to generate new opportunities for the
export market .

Figure 1. block
printed fabric,
result of the study
at Bangalore, India

Conclusion

The fabric with the block print design is an example of creativity arising
from an interaction between designers and producers. This successful
interaction, between designers and craftsmen from different cultures, is
an example of what is written in the introduction of “Handmade in India”:
“Globalization and an open economic landscape will see new and
renewed competition in all sectors of our economy. We will be called upon
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Project

Two lecturers took these premises to encourage their students to
immerse themselves in the question of a new interpretation of traditional
boubou fabrics. (Boubous are wide-sleeved traditional robes, worn by
men in western and northern Africa, usually with richly-embroidered
or printed decoration).
In West Africa, boubous are still greatly appreciated. For the students,
the theme of the boubou was an inspiring starting point to develop
modern and fashionable inkjet-printed and embroidered designs. Terms
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such as ethnicity and cultural stereotypes, as well as questions of the
characteristics of West-African style, were debated and discussed, using
numerous images and material samples. By going beyond their own
cultural boundaries, and by devoting themselves to a foreign culture,
the students created a research group from which every student could
develop a research question for their own textile design project.

Silk Memory

Project Team:
Dr. Alexis Schwarzenbach
Prof. Dr. Andrea Weber Marin
Françoise Adler
Prof. Tina Moor
Dr. Kim Poldner

Encounters and discussions with guests from West African cultures,
as well as with people from the textile industry, and curators of the
ethnological research team from the textile collection of Museum der
Kulturen Basel , were all part of the project.

Introduction

Intercultural design is a key competence for textile designers all over
the world, because textiles are always embedded in a global context.
Textiles are designed, produced and consumed all around the world.
Designers must therefore integrate the needs, culture and heritage of
the future users.

Moreover, the modern impression, and the significance, of the designs
were sharpened by implementing the latest technologies, such as textile
inkjet printing and modern Schiffli embroidery, which are atypical for the
design of Boubou fabrics. The project was realized in collaboration with
a German weaving, embroidery and printing mill, which carried out the
designs on cotton fabrics and then treated them with a typical wax finish

Conclusion And
Outcome

It was important for the students to be aware of their own cultural
and textile heritage. However, it was just as crucial, for the success of
the project, that the students be able to gain theoretical and practical
knowledge about the complex interaction of textile techniques and
materials - and all this within the context of a foreign culture.
The interesting question as to whether the translation of traditional
design into a contemporary modern form has succeeded will be answered
as soon as the European companies have proven that the new designs are
ready for the African market. In spring 2013, the project will be carried
out for the second time. In the first part of this project, the involvement of
African designers was not optimal. This is why we will integrate African
immigrants living in Switzerland into the project. We also plan to involve
an African fashion designer, who will oversee the designs in collaboration
with our students. Only then will an equivalent exchange of both cultures
have been guaranteed.

Figure 2. Schiffli embroidered fabric

Figure 3. Inkjet printed fabrics

Considering the fact that the Swiss textile industry is declining, it has
become imperative to preserve the textiles, textile history and the rich
textile expertise. The archive project “Silk Memory” of Lucerne University
of Applied Sciences and Arts (HSLU – D & K) is supported by the Swiss
Silk Foundation and undertaken in cooperation with various textile
companies as well as the Swiss National Museum.
The HSLU – D & K has a crucial part to play. In parallel to the collections
of the former textile mills, which are archived in the Swiss federal
museum, a limited collection is established at the university itself. This
collection will be available as a source of inspiration for alumni, current
and future students and designers.
The research project aims to preserve the textiles as well as to make
them easily accessible for designers. This approach is quite different to
that of the museum, because designers will be able to see, touch and
even borrow this heritage as a source of inspiration for re-interpreting
and creating contemporary designs for the global markets. This futurelab is called Pre-Innovation-Lab, and in addition to the preservation of
the textiles, it will describe these fabrics and collect information about
various textile techniques as well as formal and aesthetic issues..
The third objective of the Pre-Innovation-Lab is to promote innovation,
which results from the research projects of the university’s competence
center, the participating institutions and textile companies.
In order to build an international reputation, the Pre-Innovation-Lab
will work together with research and educational institutions in other
countries. The Pre-Innovation-Lab will be a first step in providing an
information and collaboration platform for designers, researchers
and educational institutions. In addition, , it will initiate and conceive
workshops with students and researchers in Switzerland and India.
Based on the experience in using the platform, business models for
specific applications will also be created.
A further step in the development of higher education will be the
collaboration with the National Institute of Design (NID) in Ahmedad,
where the ideas of the Pre-Innovation-Lab will be put into practice
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with students from both institutions and the results of the workshops
will be evaluated.
Thus it can be said that the project “Silk Memory” of the CC products &
textiles is dealing with the cultural heritage in a future-orientated, rather
than a purely retrospective, way.

Procedure

The project has the following objectives:
1. Based on the archives of the former Weisbrod-Zürrer AG weaving mill
in Switzerland, which operated for 185 years,, exemplary fabrics are
pre-selected for the Innovation Lab. The criteria for the selection include
historical features as well as special techniques, materials or designs.
2. Definition and selection of software which will serve as a collaborative
online platform, as well as an archive for the textiles. These textiles
are drawn from the clothing, decoration, upholstery, technical and
innovation sectors.
3. All technical terms are translated from German into English, in order
to guarantee that our partner institution can establish and describe its
own collection of Indian textiles in the same terminology.

Criteria

Objectives

Exchange

As soon as we have archived the Swiss collection, a professor of HSLU
– D & K will define a theme out of the collection and work first with
Indian textile design students and then with Swiss textile design student.
Afterwards the result of the two workshops are compared and evaluated.
As soon as NID has established its textile collection, two workshops in
Ahmedabad and in Lucerne will take place with an Indian professor from
NID. We will then plan an exhibition of these experiences.

The criteria for the categorization of textiles are based on a research
project carried out in 2007 , which dealt with the product language
around textiles. The fact that it was not easy to talk with the students
about textiles and textile design was the motivation for this project. The
project aimed to define common criteria and descriptions for textiles
that could be adopted by the students. The criteria and descriptive
words for textiles were chosen by experts from industry, design studios
and universities. To check the descriptive criteria and functioning, the
software was used in a textile company by the designers.

Conclusion And
Outcome

The students learn to appreciate the textile heritage of their culture by
analyzing, recognizing and name the textiles. They know the value of
this cultural heritage and learn to use it as an inexhaustible source of
inspiration for new designs.
The ancient and precious textiles should be archived so that designers
have access to them as sources of inspiration and use them in a
prospective way by reinterpreting and transforming them into modern
textile designs.
Thanks to the textile knowledge and the respect for cultural heritages,
the students can recognize and appreciate the idiosyncrasies of other
cultures. Therefore they also recognize the creative potential for their
artistic and creative work.

Future
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Context

This paper will discuss the research informed process of change that has
let to the development of a dynamic new curriculum model currently
being introduced at the Manchester School of Art, Manchester Metropolitan University, England.
Unit X is an on-going development that has resulted in the School of Art
receiving in 2012 the prestigious “Sir Misha Black Award for Innovation in
Design Education”. To contextualise this new model we will refer to the
existing practice of designers from across the globe alongside current
pedagogical thinking, and research into graduate destinations, that has
informed our methodology and is the basis for this current learning and
teaching innovation.
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To contextualise this new model we will refer to the existing practice of
designers from across the globe alongside current pedagogical thinking,
and research into graduate destinations, that has informed our methodology and is the basis for this current learning and teaching innovation.
It will show how staff have become engaged in exploration of common
ground and celebration of distinct differences in both learning and teaching and professional practices, and through this have engaged in pedagogical experimentation.

Unit X, future-proofing the
undergraduate curriculum
Abstract

Unit X is not only a new theoretical model for the delivery of a 21st Curriculum it is an active testing ground for new pedagogical practice, a
place for academics to explore new ways of collaborating, delivering and
engaging with students as co-developers of the learning experience. Unit
X provides a structural model that involves academics as reflective practitioners, inviting them to re-evaluate the key elements of their distinct
subject specialisms alongside key skills and attributes of their practice.

As models of professional practice across the world are evolving into more
open and collaborative engagements so the curricula for graduates in
the 21st Century must prepare them for futures beyond the confines
of traditional disciplines, whilst maintaining the fundamental roots of
the subject.

Essential to the Unit X model is collaboration with external partnerships,
both within the City of Manchester and further afield. Strategic involvement from professional partners in both the development and delivery of
the educational experience provides realism in the process that engages
students and academics as negotiators and navigators, a distinct change
from the normal roles as pupil and teacher. Unit X provides both academics and students with a space to innovate, challenge and reflect on the
external world and their role in the ever-changing landscape of design
practice.

Reflecting on the changing nature of pedagogy where teachers and
students learn in parallel, and where collaborative practice is central to
development of skills for employability we introduce you to a case study
of Unit X, an educational model. Dynamically, the model also exists as an
on-going practice based research project that brings academics together
to form new cross-disciplinary partnerships.
The paper will discuss the three key elements within the educational
and graduate climate that are central to the Unit X model, collaboration,
interdisciplinary practice and external engagement.
It will present recent research into collaborative practice by academics
from the School of Art that, set alongside strategic re-branding and rebuilding of the Art School, has led to a coherent and informed re-definition of the curriculum to meet the needs of the 21st Century Graduate.
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As educators and policy makers across the world are beginning to focus
on Design as a key driver to regeneration and economic sustainability, we
consider this New Curriculum model as future-proofing our education
for a changing context.

A Change In
Design Practice

There is evidence internationally of a shift in Design practice where collaboration is now central to the relationship of client, designer and user.
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Design is importantly utilising a design process where it is becoming
a more proactive social enabler subsequently helping us to enhance and
improve our lives. This is also driven by opportunities afforded by social
media, digital innovation and open source technologies. Design is embracing new ways of relating to others in that the designers’ role has
changed; they have become navigators, co-authors and participants in
partnership with clients and users. We are excited by the idea of designers
dealing with open-ended customized solutions rather than closed ones,
where the user in effect is encouraged to take a more participatory
significant role with the designer in the creative design process. For example the work of the Berlin based ‘makers lab’ (7). In the future we envisage
the further customization of design by the user and dynamically we will
give the ‘tools of design’ to the user. Designers are vital to these
changes and have new skills to offer acting as ‘intermediaries’. In the
international exhibition held in New York, Design and the Elastic Mind,
Antonelli discusses such changes:

citizens influence what they want to learn and how they want to learn it,
and it is this that shapes the role of educators’. (4)
Interestingly, Schleicher also discusses ‘versatilitists’ ‘people who can respond creatively to new challenges and situations’ (4). Thinking supported by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. ‘The
knowledge world is no longer divided between specialists and generalists.
A new group-let’s call them “versatilists”-has emerged. They apply depth
of skill to a progressively widening scope of situations and experiences,
gaining new competencies, building relationships and assuming new
roles. They are capable not only of constantly adapting, but also constantly learning and growing in a fast-changing world’. (9)
A focus has shifted towards thinking of designers as not only creative
‘thinkers’ but also ‘doers’ who understand the complexity of society and
are culturally sensitive. They are able to deal with uncertainty. This type
of new design thinking is central to unit X where external public partners
are used to enable this to take place at undergraduate level. By working
with our external partners we have tried to show the importance of what
design can educationally do and change society.

‘because of their role as intermediaries between research and production,
they often act as the main interpreters in interdisciplinary teams, called
upon not only to conceive objects, but also to devise scenarios and strategies. To cope with this responsibility, designers should set the foundations
for a strong theory of design-something that today is still missing and become astute generalists. At that point, they will be in a unique position to
become the repositories of contemporary culture’s need for analysis and
synthesis, society’s new pragmatic intellectuals. (1)
This new type of engagement celebrates an open design process. This
approach where students are ‘navigating’ their own way through their
work however is something that educators are struggling to deal with and
respond to. We are bounded by the curricula we previously created and
students now increasingly take on multiple roles and diverse incorporation of media and materials in their work, they are no longer subject
bound. Designers are navigating their way through culture and ‘designers
find themselves at the centre of an extraordinary wave of cross-pollination’ (1). Design is becoming further a pluralistic practice where students
comfortably work within intimate yet also public environments, due to
the rise of social media. However, as educators we need to respond to
this within our learning and teaching and be more open to the idea of the
social and to actively encourage further cognitive skills.
This concept of navigation and inquiry and the development of cognitive
skills is encouraged by Schleicher and cited in the Design Commission
document Restarting Britain, Design Education and Growth, 2011. He
points out ‘Education today is much more about ways of thinking which
involve creative and critical approaches to problem-solving and decisionmaking. It is also about ways of working, including communication
and collaboration, as well as the tools they require, such as the capacity
to recognise and exploit the potential of new technologies, or indeed, to
avert their risks. And last but not least, education is about the capacity
to live in a multi-faceted world as an active and engaged citizen. These
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‘Design thinking can play an important role in strengthening the public
sector’s capacity to be an intelligent customer as it involves bringing
together different perspectives, including industry and users of a service
or product, to understand needs. The use of design can deliver cost savings and improved efficiency in the delivery of public services and help to
generate solutions to societal challenges. (5)

Self-Management
And Strategy

The projects that we have outlined in the case study below reinforce these
strategic changes, thinking and approaches. There is work to be done to
enable students to develop this approach. Alongside the idea of design
becoming more social there are other ‘soft transferable skills’ combined
with more ‘business’ skills that need further focus. Skills such as critical
thinking, initiative and networking skills. The longitudinal student survey ‘Creative Graduates and Creative Futures’ of graduate art and design
career patterns, gives us some useful quantitative and qualitative data.
The report highlights extremely resourceful graduate behaviour whereby
graduates combine rapidly changing portfolio careers in many cases juggling small enterprises with other related and non-related work in order
to carry out their creative practice (4). Conversely, students felt they were
less equipped for IT, networking and client facing skills (4). Educationally
there is a case for a convergence of other transferable skills and relevant
disciplines that are not normally taught within design education. Critically however there is an in-balance. The model that we propose allows
us to actively respond to the need to address skills in self-management,
ways of thinking and strategy. Interestingly in the longitudinal survey
self-management and self-confidence were also educationally seen as
‘minor’ by academics in relation to the ‘major’ focus on creative practical core skills. Interestingly, this is also evident within our evaluations of
Unit X, of which we see later.
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A New Model

The existing organisational model in Art Schools in the UK is predominantly one of Individual specialist programmes, sited within departments, with specialist staff teams delivering content alongside historical
and critical studies.
This model has changed little over the last 50 years and has provided
students with skills, knowledge and contextual understanding that has
equipped them well. However in the emerging context, the relevance of
this model is to be questioned.
If students are to be furnished with the necessary understanding, skills
and capabilities for this changing context, how can this be accomplished?
If the capacity to lead as navigators in this new model of co-learning and
collaboration is to be developed how do they maintain integrity in their
advance as creative specialists: how do they sustain the development of
skills and knowledge within their chosen field of practice?
These questions have been catalysts in a shift in the educational model at
the Manchester School of Art, and has resulted in the introduction across
three Departments; Art, Design and Media, of a single unit of study where
collaboration, interdisciplinary work and external engagement is the
focus of all activity.
Unit X was introduced at level 4 in March 2011. It makes up 25% of the
student’s annual programme, and as it forms the final 10 weeks in each
year is intended to consolidate both the practice based and contextual
learning undertaking in previous units.
The design of the Unit places emphasis on students developing a personal
awareness and understanding of collaboration through direct participation. Unit Learning Outcomes and Submission requirements focus on
individual reflection on the impact of collaboration, on awareness of
external context and emerging practices and the critical evaluation of
work produced in relation to agreed objectives along with the student’s
ability to communicate effectively with a range of audiences. The learning
experience challenges them to bring their distinct practices into a
shared arena, where they contribute their individual skills and knowledge,
celebrating their existing specialism as a contributor alongside others.

were designed, delivered and evaluated by teams of academics who undertook research programmes exploring and documenting collaboration
models and process. These initiatives and the knowledge they provide
form the basis of the emerging learning and teaching model.

A New Form

As the pilot learning and teaching models were being tested, the physical
environment of the Art School was also being re-modelled. The visualisation of the art school, where boundaries are blurred, practices interweave,
and the external world mingles with the academic, were produced
at early staff communication events where understanding of ‘what is an
art school’ was questioned.
Interplay

Design
Art
Fashion
3D
Animation
Embroidery

Visual representation of an Art School
The resulting succinct visual descriptions informed the thinking employed in the design and build of the £35million new building, which
opened in January 2013. Its form and structure reflect the ambition for a
more collective, collegiate learning and teaching model. In the new space
this is epitomised by ‘village greens’ and open structure where taught and
social spaces are viewed from every level in the building ensuring that
learning is visible and takes place in shared and openly accessible space.

The development of collaboration between staff from individual programmes has therefore been key in delivery of the educational experience.
Recognising that as identified by the Design Council in 2006
‘Today’s essential creative tool isn’t a pencil or laptop... it’s
the Post-it® note—Innovative design relies on teamwork,
not technology, and the guts to risk failure’. ( 7 )

A Methodology
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Instigating and achieving change took the form of user centred, research
informed study which is ongoing. Over a period of 5 years a series of staff
events were undertaken which invited the questioning of the fundamental principles and priorities of an art school and where the resulting
thinking was visualised and modelled. Experimental crossschool projects
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A Step Into The
Future

In 2010, 32 academics from the Manchester School of Art, Chichester,
Swansea and Newcastle Universities came together in the ‘Pairings’ research project. The aims were to investigate, explore, practise and articulate individual responses and approaches to collaboration. The resulting
body or knowledge, documented in the publication ‘Pairings – a conversation’ (6)) provided a number of tools to be employed in the instigation of
dialogue and collaboration between Unit X staff and also in the student’s
learning experience.

Application

To develop Unit X, methodologies from the ‘Pairings’ and Baker Tilley
projects were applied in the early stages of project management and
co-ordination. The staff team were brought together in an unfamiliar,
neutral environment and invited to interrogate their individual practice
in response to the theme of ‘Manchester’. They were challenged to
communicate what their own particular practice would be given this
brief and also how they would engage students in response to
this question.

At the beginning of ‘Pairings’ staff presented their own creative practice
to the entire group in the form of small speed-dating sessions. Individuals
articulated their approach, process, inspiration and current research
enquiries. This event provided insights into challenges and opportunities
to engage in dialogue beyond existing arenas of activity.
What followed was a period of reflection and subsequent responses from
each individual requesting a partner to be ‘arranged’ by the pairings coordinators. Much like a dating agency, matches were identified and first
dates were facilitated. What happened from then became the focus and
outcome of the project as pairs took the leap into collaboration. Documenting the process through emails, blogs, recording and writing, the
methods reflected the different needs of the partners and their location
and preferences. The resulting body of information gave insight into key
actions, interventions, experiences and methods to effectively engage and
collaborate; it also raised awareness of constraints, barriers and concerns.
What emerged was a body of knowledge about the process and pace of
collaboration, methods of instigation and means to facilitate interaction.
Co-inciding with this research was an external commission from Baker
Tilley, a Manchester Accountancy firm to produce artwork for their new
offices. Staff involved in the pairings project made the decision to approach this in a way that would bring them into the project as co-producers and practitioners working alongside students, competing for the
available commissions. Introduction to the brief was delivered to a small
group of staff and students. Each then developed their individual responses and jointly critiqued the proposals prior to final pitches to the
clients. This provided the students with a ‘real’ experience, working as
peers alongside their tutors. The experience was described as ‘ risky and
nerve wracking’ by the staff, however it was seen as ‘incredibly rewarding’
to be seen as a creative practitioner able to demonstrate and discuss their
thinking and process as part of the educational experience and for
mutual benefit. The complete team with both staff and student work represented in the final selection installed the resulting artworks.
What had been seen as a challenging shift in the relationship between
tutor and student became a rich and rewarding learning experience for
both.
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Mapping academic practice
As Brew described, they were engaged in a process where “we shall see….
How teaching is becoming more like a process of inquiry; how research
is becoming more like inquiry-based learning; how learning is becoming more akin to research, more focussed on inquiry with students being
involved in learning through their own inquiries and teachers through
investigations into their own teaching” (3)
The process provided a platform for both sharing, and debate. There was
rapid development of a clear understanding of different perspectives,
skills and complementary knowledge. The aim of the process had been
to identify common ground, awareness of shared values and potential to
engage in critical debate around this common theme. The result was an
identification of partnerships to deliver a cross-programme experience
for the student body with complimentary and co-ordinated inputs that
transcended programme boundaries.
This move towards greater integration and collaboration within the
school was also paralleled in the desire to move beyond its boundaries
and to engage in similar dialogue with external partners.
In the descriptions of “what is an Art School” the staff describe the
ethos as one of engagement and integration, of a place and space that
transcends the walls of the building and immerses itself in the local and
global community. The resulting core philosophy was articulated.
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‘Manchester School of Art believes an art school is more than just a
place. An art school is a community and a laboratory. Our business is to
encourage creative risk taking, to question boundaries and challenge the
conventional. Art school is a bridge between the acceptable and the
possible, between what is and what if?’

A Look Beyond

the first to experience Unit X. Undertaking projects under the banner
‘Interrogating the City – Manchester’.
Three models of staff collaboration had emerged through the development process and were pursued by staff teams working together from
across programmes.

In developing methodologies for internal collaboration, tools and processes were also being tested for the embedding of external collaboration and
engagement into the Unit X shared curriculum.
As academic teams began to co-ordinate their curriculum, they found
common links with people, places and resources across the city. Traditionally, links with external partners are integral to the annual cycle of
learning. Visiting speakers, external briefs and competitions are commonplace at all levels. However, when, where and how these are sited vary
across departments and programmes. This location and therefore ringfencing of opportunities within programme boundaries became a focus
when designing the learning experiences available to students
through Unit X. The discourse between staff identified this as a norm to
be questioned.
This pooling of experience and ambition provided the Unit X co-ordinators and facilitating team with academic ‘wish lists’ of partners. These
varied in form of relationship and included curator talks, guided tours,
specialist speakers, experts from within the city council and property
owners inviting groups into their space to develop their work or
simply to showcase it.

Model 1 involved staff working with their own students, each developing
a programme of activities, using their existing skills and knowledge to
respond to the theme. During the unit, the student groups met for timetabled sessions and at the conclusion, worked together, across programme
to showcase their work in the form of an exhibition.
Model 2 saw a team of staff form to co-author a series of events and activities, where their students in response to the theme undertook research
and at regular intervals met collectively to share ideas and practices.
Their resulting outputs took many forms, from installation, though film
to objects, events and performance, some remained in programme teams
whilst others re-configured into mixed practice collaborations.

Unit X - A Student
Experience

Model 3, this group was formed from staff from three programmes. They
brought their students together into mixed groups and team taught
throughout the unit. All sessions were shared, though tailored workshops
were delivered to support different practices and expertise from within
the different programme perspectives.
In each of these cases the student experience mirrored that of the staff.
Where the staff met infrequently and to formally share outcomes rather
than process so did the students. Where the staff collaborated and
integrated their collaboration into the learning experience so did the
students. Where staff formed new partnership we saw an enthusiasm for
testing out new ways of delivering and through the need to share with
each other they also developed student experiences based on their own
experiences.
‘Radical Utility’ as the 22 groups of students from Interior Design, Fashion and Three-Dimensional Design become known, were tasked to build
and customise wheelbarrows on their first day together as mixed-group
teams.

External expert speaker and tour guide
Links to academics in other fields within the university also became providers of expertise, with scientists, historians, archaeologists and geographers presenting their research to the students to inspire and challenge
them in their thinking.
In March 2012, 430 students from 10 Art and Design programmes were
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of delivery where students were either meeting cross-programme
regularly and were supported in collaboration or where they were placed
in cross-programme groups for the whole unit were identified by both
staff and students as effective and delivering opportunities for
true collaboration.
Where the opportunity for cross-programme collaboration had been less
integrated the experience was more formal, student feedback was negative, with expressions of feeling ‘left out’ or ‘disconnected’ from the unit
and struggling to relate to the learning outcomes.
Similarly, staff feedback focussed around the need for a more consistent
engagement in collaboration and a shared imperative to make collaboration their focus.
Customised wheelbarrows
This experience provided them with the opportunity to develop relationships and to understand their team dynamics. They were supported on
different days by staf from the three programmes thus gaining experience
of differing teaching styles and expertise. They undertook workshops
in willow hurdle making, documentary filmmaking, and using rduino
devices for electronic animation of objects.
These opportunities were new to both staff and students and in planning
the curriculum the academics were engaging in their own development
alongside the students, putting their experiences of emerging collaboration into the student experience.
The culmination of the project was a series of public events presented
across the city, each of them achieved through collaboration and crossdisciplinary activity. The brokerage of these relationships became part of
the learning process, with academics and students working together to
identify, negotiate, agree and deliver, developing skills in negotiation, project management, communication, marketing and public relations. The
project became more than simply the creative output of the student and
brought all participants, staff, students and external partners together
in a city-wide expression of creativity and collaboration, and saw over 60
external individuals or organisations contributing to the mix.

A Future

March 2013 will see Unit X commence for the second time for level 4, and
for the first time at level 5.
The level 4 model will be further tested and learning from 2012 has been
applied, staff have met collectively to identify partners and ‘first and second dates’ have been facilitated. The support team have established their
role as facilitators of fledgling relationships whilst giving on-going
support to those with a year of established partnership.
Evaluation of the Unit from 2012 resulted in a number of considerations
and actions for the coming year. Initial feedback indicates that the modes
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It is interesting to note that the partnerships in model 1 have become the
most vocal ambassadors for collaboration and have adopted the essence
of model 3 for the coming year. Those in model 2 have maintained their
links and are continuing to develop on from 2012 and those from model
3 have disbanded and formed new teams, though retaining their approach and methods.

A Next Step

External engagement and employability – the driver for Unit X level 5
In developing a second level for Unit X, it became clear that enabling
students to engage with professional models beyond their subject norm
could provide tailored and meaningful opportunities and would capitalise on knowledge and expertise from across the school, allowing individual students to access specific expertise held in different specialisms.
It would also provide opportunity for staff to deliver their individual
expertise and knowledge to a broader range of students and in doing so
work alongside others with similar professional and research interests.
To establish the scope and parameters of this research into existing programme opportunities was undertaken. It was clear that in all cases, the
main focus at this point in the student learning cycle was on professional
practice. This however was inevitably restricted to the knowledge of the
programme team and their access to external specialists to provide a
breadth of experience and knowledge.
Each programme would bring in experts in their subject to inform and
inspire, however it was clear from the conclusions of the Graduate Destinations survey that the employment of graduates does not match linear
routes into linked professions. (2) Once this was understood, the challenge became to gather together information on expertise held within the
staff, researchers and visiting specialists from across the three departments and re-align these into ‘colleges’ with particular emphasis on
professional models to which students could choose to align themselves.
Level 5 will run for the first time in March 2013 with 400 students choosing to join one of 4 colleges with particular learning experiences.
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College 1, ‘Pass it on’ is for those wishing to develop skills in delivering
their own practice for others to engage with, be that as a community artist, art therapist or teacher.

are the use of new space models to foster interdisciplinary approaches
and pedagogy as practice.
Students have also felt the benefit of Unit X. At level 4 in 2012, 98.9% of
students successfully completed the unit with an average pass mark was
62%.

College 2, ‘The Client’ will be a Dragons Den experience, with teams pitching their ideas to a panel of high profile experts as design consultancies.
College 3 ‘Blue Skies’ explores the role of the creative in developing thinking beyond boundaries and forecasting future trends.

This however was the first year of the unit and these figures will need to
be seen in context. Evaluation of the unit’s success will only really be possible when it has run for three full years.

College 4 ‘ Make it - sell it’ Give students the opportunity to develop products for specific outlets, from craft fairs to film festivals.

The strategy of embedding this approach to collaboration and interdisciplinary practice, instead of adding it as an optional extra to be undertaken by only those who had the time or space to do so has proved to be a
challenge. For some staff the risk of ‘losing specialism’ has been difficult
to reconcile with the need to develop different skills and abilities and this
has been identified through annual monitoring at programme level, this
has not however arisen as yet in student feedback. The ‘risk’ involved has
however been fully owned by the Art School, and although is clearly a
significant step outside the norm is a long-term commitment to engaging
with a rapidly changing context. At each stage of introduction there are
many lessons to be learnt, and we are embarking on a new design project,
taking our curriculum into a dynamic future without, we hope, losing
sight of the fundamentals we hold dear.

Each college is planned and delivered by those with expertise in this field.
The students opt for the experience and work alongside others with the
same interest or ambition. For staff this means working with students
from a range of programmes.
It also means that the external partners, previously visiting to work with
individual programmes now link with all students with ambition to work
in each area of practice.
In each college the outcome is live, real and with outlets for the work that
can be pursued into their final year of study, where in Level 6 they each
individually articulate the model by which they wish to present their final
body of work.
Once a gain the traditional model of the graduate show is to be expanded,
with students pursuing opportunities to follow complementary and
parallel routes. We expect to see publishing fairs, conferences, exhibitions
and interventions, film festivals and public workshops. A different model,
flexible and open to embracing future practice.

Future Proofing?

The development of unit X is bringing to fruition much of the ambition of
the school to maintain the fundamentals of an art school, whilst building in a flexibility and breadth of opportunity that is not possible within
individual programmes. The aim is to maintain the academic scope
held within the art school and build on existing links and partnerships.

In the coming year data and evaluation will be scrutinised and further
evaluation undertaken. Unit X is very much a case study in progress.
We hope to be reporting further on the impact and progress of this study
in 2015.
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Abstract

Design Education in Mexico began in 1955. In 1968 the first school
of Graphic Design started its work. During the 70’s, in the context of
expansion of college education, several programmes emerged, focused
on different specialties of design: Industrial, Graphic, Textile, Fashion,
Digital, Strategic, etc. Given the diversity of the educational offer, some
studies indicate that the professional practice developed by graduates is
performed on projects that are not strictly related to their field of BA studies, due among other things to the characteristics of small and medium
enterprises that make up most of the production plant in Mexico and
that demand greater flexibility in the application of knowledge and skills.
Currently, this translates into the need to build up a bigger capacity for
interdisciplinary work, mastery of digital technologies, efficient handling
of information and the ability to “learn to learn”.
In this context, the Autonomous Metropolitan University Campus Cuajimalpa, offers since 2005, a programme on Integrated Design that offers
a broader and different education from traditional specialties. This paper
presents an analysis of the relevance of this perspective from the standpoint of demographic studies that support it and the documents that
guide the curriculum design. The analysis is complemented by the presentation of the results of surveys conducted with students and employers in
order to know the learning level and degree of performance as well as the
review of strengths and weaknesses of this curriculum compared to the
traditional proposals.
One of the relevant results of the analysis points out to weaknesses in the
skills development of a technological-production order that demands a
reflection related to the understanding of the paradigm shift caused by
CAD-CAM technologies, NCC and 3D printing, that creates a new situation where traditional knowledge and skills are not enough and in some
cases present a burden that prevents an easy enter into these fields. Integral Design proposes that design education should contemplate this paradigm shift and provide a proper training that goes beyond these limits.

Keywords

Design Education; Design specialities; Integral Design

Introduction

There is a paradigm shift in the field of design emerging from changes
in different aspects of society: technological, political and cultural. One
major change is the fact that many designers go from one speciality to
another in their professional practice, i.e. from product to graphic design
and the present education based on specialities has to face this fact.
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Background

During the 1940s, Mexico began a process of economic growth that
transformed the country from being primarily rural with an economy
based on agriculture and livestock to an urban and industrialized nation.
At first slowly and then accelerated, various activities were promoted to
provide the country with a modern structure in all areas (Trejo, 1973).
Within this framework starts formal education in the field of design in
Mexico in 1955, when the Universidad Iberoamericana, at the proposal of
a group of business men (especially in the field of furniture production)
began their courses in Industrial Design at bachelor level, following in
general the model pioneered by the Bauhaus and later the HfG Ulm. In
1968 the same university initiated the first formal undergraduate courses
in Graphic Design and in 1969, the National Autonomous University of
Mexico UNAM (the largest and most important in the country) began its
courses on Industrial Design.
Later, during the 1970s, there was an explosion of design schools nationwide, especially on graphic design. In Mexico City alone, 19 design
schools were founded in the decade (Salinas, 2001), mainly on graphic
design. At that time, the graduates of these schools were struggling in
order to gain recognition by the industry and to have opportunities to
demonstrate the potential that design has in the industrial and cultural
growth of the country.
Industrial growth in Mexico during the 1960s and 1970s was based on
a protectionist policy. This policy allowed the growth of large industrial
groups focused on satisfying domestic demand. Protectionism, which
imposed high taxes on imported products, generated firms that by
having a captive market, had no interest in competing on international
markets (Trejo, 1976), so product design as a factor to increase the value
of products or to offer more competitive products, made no sense at that
time for most companies. Therefore, industrial designers were forced to
move towards engineering majors seeking to acquire more tools in order
to be more competitive when compared with graduates from engineering
programs and thus meet the needs of industry.
During that time, the curriculum generally sought greater specialization. Possibilities for the design field opened. On one hand a movement to
specialization on the field of engineering and on the other, a movement
towards the field of marketing and management.
The Autonomous Metropolitan University (UAM) began operations in
1973 with three campuses. Two of them offered the career of industrial
design and graphic design. The UAM is a public university and its foundation seeks to relieve the pressure of social demand from the number of
young people seeking college-level education. Educational programs at
UAM are distinguished by their innovative structure (Gutierrez, 1992).
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During the 1980s, a strong global economic crisis hits especially Latin
America, but by inertia, the growth of design schools continued, although
not as strong as before. The economic situation forces the country’s
industry, hitherto protected, to face new possibilities. That’s when Mexico
opened its doors to imports. While it is clear that the protectionist policy
of the past had generated a strong but non-competitive industry and
sometimes, due to the facilities offered to industry in order to meet the
demands of the domestic market, these enterprises did not feel the pressure to improve either on their technological means nor in the design of
their products (Muñiz, 1997).

A common aspect of all design programmes was the aim to enhance
knowledge in the area of management, because the skills in this area appeared to offer two positive aspects: a better understanding of the characteristics of firms that are needed to visualize new opportunities and
also that -given the economic trend towards exporting- firms demanded
professionals capable to understand the market both domestically and
globally.
Another important fact at that time was the growth of the new information technologies that marked a strong generational gap. On one side
the graduates before the 80’s, in the absence of skills in the management
and use of these technologies, sought to capitalize their experience and
knowledge of both the market and production processes. To some extent,
their value in the labour market was “the knowledge of reality.” Furthermore young people tried to make the most of their new knowledge and
tried to highlight innovative projects, so their value in the labour market
was “the ability to handle new technologies.”

The crisis, along with the force of globalization, led to the installation of
foreign companies that produce or assemble products designed in other
countries to be exported (maquiladoras). This situation lead to weakened
posture for industrial design, but on the other hand, the graphic design
was more appealing for companies engaged in marketing. In addition to
this situation there was the growth and popularization of information
technology, demanding new knowledge. This mix of economic and technological changing conditions presented a great challenge for universities
that debated about the direction of their courses (Alarcón and Zepeda,
1998).
Also in the 80’s started the first postgraduate program on industrial design at UNAM, which promotes the process of education for researchers
and teachers. This programme nurtures the education of faculty in the areas of theory, ergonomics and technology. Also offers specialties in fields
like textile design, ceramics, glass, furniture, etc. As we can see during
the 80’s universities are still looking to prepare specialists with sufficient
knowledge in the areas of technology and production. This is important:
specialization at that time focused on the acquisition of technical-productive knowledge and skills.
Graduates of industrial design, given the difficulty of being employed
by industry, opened private offices where they developed projects of all
kinds: product, graphic, interior design and even advising on marketing
issues. Designers sought various means to survive the tough economy
crisis. During this period, the supply of graduates was much greater than
the demand. The industry could not absorb the designers, who sought to
develop other skills (Salinas, 2001). Some studies focused graphic design
to advertising and industrial design sought opportunities in the field of
display design, merchandising and promotional stands at fairs.
By 1990, there were 67 design schools in Mexico (CIEES, 1999), industrial
and graphic. The curriculum profiles focused on greater specialization. In
the case of industrial design schools explored the possibilities of designing for local industries in the various regions of the country, so some
related to crafts, while others focused on various industries such as automotive or furniture. Graphic design sought to specialize on packaging or
on editorial design (Schwabe, 2001).
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Since 2000, the economic situation is more stable and the demand for college level studies grows considerably. In this situation the UAM opens its
fourth campus: Cuajimalpa.
Among the studies offered at this campus, the degree on Design looks
away from the general trend towards specialization and seeks to establish
the concept of integral design, as different from the traditional options of
industrial design, graphic design, textile design, etc.

Uam-Cuajimalpa

The campus Cuajimalpa develops a framework that includes the general
objectives for all 9 careers that are taught (Fresán, 2005).
This framework highlights the following aspects:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability. Studies and solutions related to environmental problems.
Inclusive. The solutions and studies must consider society as a whole,
regardless of gender, age and social status.
Promote the intensive use of information technologies. Promoting
the use of these technologies.
On the other hand, in order to give sense and direction to the careers,
the campus of the UAM Cuajimalpa took into account various
indicators on the demographic situation. These indicators broadly
shown:
A growing demand for university-level studies in the area of design
The average age of designers employed in enterprises is 34 to 44 years
old
60% of design students in the country are male
The 67.3 of designers work within a company
The average income of the designers is above the national average by
15%
79% of graduates from design schools are engaged in activities related to their studies (the national average for all professions is 67.8%)
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All these are official statistics published by the federal government (OLM,
2012 and ENOE, 2010).
In addition, surveys were conducted with employers of design services
in order to know what are the professional competencies expected from
graduates from the design field. The skills most valued by employers
include, in order of importance:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ability to solve various problems (implementation and evaluation
process)
Analytical skills (think clearly and critically)
Using information technology (management and appropriate use of
software)
Information management (search and analysis of data)
Social interaction (teamwork and interdisciplinary)
Ability to make decisions (outcomes and responsibilities of the design
process)
Communication skills (oral, written and visual)

These surveys suggest that companies seek for more than specific design
skills and look forward to employ people with competencies for analytical
and logical thinking, as well as to be able to gather, retrieve and analyze
different kind of information. In short: people capable of leading a process
to solve problems and not just people who can draw or make models.

Towards An
Integrated
Design

Based on the data obtained from the surveys we proceeded to develop a
curriculum of study that addresses the demands of society and employers. Therefore, contrary to the usual trend of specialties on the different
areas of design (industrial design, graphic design, interactive design,
etc.) we opted for a vision with an emphasis on the design process and
the development of thinking skills and not only on the competencies and
knowledge associated with specific capacities related to the products of
the different areas. Curiously enough, this was the initial ideal of the Bauhaus (Rodriguez, 2011) and was subsequently amended by the HfG Ulm
(this school was the one that developed the design specialties).
Therefore this profile was developed for graduates of the Bachelor of Design in the UAM-Cuajimalpa:
The graduate of the Bachelor of Design UAM-Cuajimalpa is prepared to
construct and manage integrated design processes, through the visualization of scenarios and strategies to generate innovative and creative
solutions, developed from a critical stance and supported by information
technologies, to problems arising from the relationship between man and
his environment, the design solutions are characterized by being useful,
usable and preferable, under a social, environmental and economically
responsible perspective.
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The fundamental knowledge, skills and attitudes of the graduate of Bachelor of Design focus on a critical and systemic stance that allows to tackle
complex problems, as well as to implement processes of diagnosis, analysis, synthesis and evaluation within an interdisciplinary field, considering
the complexity and various factors that come together in comprehensive
design proposals.
One of the important aspects of this curriculum is to establish the depth
of knowledge that is to be taught. For this we turned to Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956).
•

With respect to the technologies required to propose the realization
and production of design solutions, the graduate will be able to apply
the knowledge and skills to support the design process and to specify
materials and production processes.

•

Regarding the knowledge and skills in the area of theories and methodologies, the graduate of the Bachelor of Design will be able to analyze the factors relevant to the problem, and to apply the methods
leading to the generation of appropriate solutions, and to evaluate
the consistency and relevance of such solutions.

•

The area of representation refers to those tools, both physical and
cognitive, enabling graduates to analyze and communicate the
design process and to propose solutions. In this sense, it is expected
that the graduate is able to apply the knowledge and skills in order to
generate models of different types (bi and tri dimensional) as means
for the analysis and evaluation of the design process and its results.

•

The area where learning and development of knowledge and skills is
concentrated in order to generate design solutions, we call Design Labs area, to emphasize its experimental, test and evaluation
orientation. In this area it is expected that the graduate will be able
to synthesize knowledge, skills and attitudes, to generate, develop
and evaluate innovative approaches to problems arising from the
relationship between man and his environment.

•

The complete list of the subjects is shown in the tables at the end of
this paper.

During the VII trimester, students are required to study a number of
credits in another university. Most of the students chose to study in a different city within Mexico and about 12 percent study abroad, mainly in
Latin American countries.
Discussion
The studies curriculum was introduced seven years ago and to date four
groups have graduated as integral designers. Because of the difficulty encountered when a new programme of professional studies is established
results are mixed.
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One of the main problems is the training of teachers. Although they all
have a good academic record, it is also true that they have been trained
in the tradition of design specialities, so adjusting to the new concept of
integral design is difficult at times.
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proposed curriculum.
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Another aspect emerges from the expectations of students accustomed to
design specialities. Upon entering college, most of them expect to develop
projects related to industrial design or graphic design. This aspect is a
central point in the first cycle studies curriculum.
Despite these problems positive results emerge. Surveys have been conducted to analyze our performance. These studies provide some encouraging results:
•
80% of students get a job within eight months after graduation. The
national average for design is 45% (ENOE, 2010).
•
All students who have a job are working in a field related to design.
•
Former students report that their education is generally good, but
deficient in the technical-production area.
•
On the other hand, surveys with employers give the following results:
•
Amongst the most appreciated value is the good learning curve of
alumni
•
Employers value the flexibility of our former students to address different problems.
•
The technological competencies are poor
•
There is a need to strengthen the learning of CAD-CAM techniques
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DESIGN
THINKING
IN SCHOOLS
Modern design education has helped create awareness
about the importance of creativity and innovation in
fuelling growth and development. Design is used as a
tool for accelerated economic development and fulfilling
consumer needs with creative product and services. It
is imperative that in such a scenario, design education
should be imparted in the formative years of a child’s
education. The said session focuses on discussions on
tools to nurture design thinking in school education.
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To put it in a better way design education should start at a very early
stage in a child academic life.
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Why Design
Education

Inception Of Design Education
In Children
Abstract

This paper aims to reflect on how we can impart the knowledge of
brainstorming to children in a new and explorative way alongside the
methods of associative learning, observational learning and learning by
play. Henceforth it will help children to stimulate idea generation and
increase their overall creativity

Keywords

Inception; Brainstorming; Curiosity; Play; Exploration; Cognition

Introduction

Learning starts at an early stage in a child’s life. Based on the knowledge a
child has gathered, memorized, understood and applied, the future of his
sovereignty acts and develops accordingly, giving a particular shape to his
surrounding environment. These Rote Learning methods for memorization and recall have come to be valued over understanding and inquiry
and transmission over the pursuit of knowledge in its fuller sense. Taking
the scenario of design education in India, it is still at a very nascent stage
and mostly its inception starts in the later stages of a Child’s academic
cycle. When we group together words like inception, early and design it
certainly gives us a vantage point from where the design looks
like grooming.
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While dealing with other subjects which always have definitive right answer children may lose confidence at times when they are wrong, which
is in way harmful because that may restrict a child in thinking sideways
and alternative answers, but when it comes to design there is no exclusive
right answer. All it has is the best possible answer or solution to a particular problem. So everyone is right which perpetuates self confidence and
perpetual thinking which is very difficult to generate and very important
to cultivate in children.

The awareness about design has increased in India over the years and so
is the approach to design education. Design is being opted as a career
option which indicates that there is an augmentation in the induction
of design sense in the minds of the people. Design is used as a tool for
accelerated economic development and fulfilling consumer needs with
creative product and services and it is imperative that in such a scenario,
design education should be imparted in the formative years of a
child’s education.
Brainstorming is the first and foremost technique which can be taught
in the design process. It works by focusing on a problem, and then
deliberately coming up with as many solutions as possible and by pushing
the ideas as far as possible.
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Why design should be given importance at a very early stage is quite an
important question and the answer is because design is multidisciplinary.
It requires a set of skills and different subject knowledge to understand
and follow it. It is also flexible in adapting to the amount of knowledge
children of certain age group (10-14 years) minimum as per the research
and experimentation during this paper. It gives ample opportunity to apply that amount of knowledge while children are thinking and
exploring their mind.

Design in the form of education gives liberty to the children to attempt
even a wrong approach towards a problem with confidence which will
later transform in to right solution.
During experimentation it was found out that children between the age
group of 10-14 years are capable of understanding the whole concept of
design education in their terms. Research has also shown that children
between the age group of 10-14 years start thinking analytically and try
to be judgmental about things. Whereas children below this age group
found it difficult to grasp and understand the concept.

Learning

Learning is an integral part of a child’s life which he can never escape. So
it becomes very important what exactly a child learns. Learning brings
together cognitive, emotional, and environmental influences and experiences for acquiring, enhancing, or making changes in one’s knowledge,
skills, values, and world views. So now it becomes very important to
understand and formulate how children learn and what is the impact of
that particular learning on the child as well as the surrounding.
Learning is acquiring new, or modifying existing, knowledge, behaviors,
skills, values, or preferences and may involve synthesizing different types
of information. It may be viewed as a process, rather than a collection
of factual and procedural knowledge. Learning is based on experience.
It may occur consciously or without conscious awareness. It may occur
as a result of habituation or classical conditioning or as a result of more
complex activities such as play.
Curiosity, Play and Exploration play a major role in learning. It is out of
curiosity that a child will look at a ball lying around, pick it up and try
playing with it, basically to explore of the ball.
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Hierarchical
During the research and experimentation it was clear that learning is
Model For Learning mandatory as well as undeniable, even when a child is doing nothing he is
In Children
learning something.
There was need for an ideal model through which inception of design education and learning was possible. So the model was formulated through
which design can be taught in a very simple but effective way. After an
elaborate understanding of behavior for learning in children. The model
thus framed was CECP.
CECP stands for curiosity to explore through cognition for play.

CECP
CURIOSITY
EXPLORATION

COGNITION

PLAY
Elements of CECP
C- Curiosity (Urge to know and learn)
E-Exploration (Driven by curiosity)
C-Cognition (Validates exploration)
P- Play (Measurable enjoyment)
All the element of the CECP has to be touch based hierarchically for
effective results.

Understanding
The Elements of
Cecp

Curiosity
It is curiosity which persuades us to think about the things around us, feel
their presence and understand them. It is curiosity which acts as a driving
force within us to learn new things throughout our lives. Likewise, curiosity plays a key role in the development of a child’s intellect during the
early years of education

beings in their vicinity. It is curiosities that compels children of all ages to
touch, taste, and smell and explore the world around them.
Children are curious creatures. They explore, question, and wonder, and
by doing so, learn. From the moment of birth, likely even before, humans
are drawn to new things. When we are curious about something new, we
want to explore it. And while exploring we discover. If a child stays curious, he will continue to explore and discover. When he experiences the joy
of discovery, he will want to repeat his exploration. The positive cycle of
learning is fuelled by curiosity and the pleasure that comes from
discovery and mastery.
Exploration
Curiosity gives way to exploration. When curious to know about something, children will try to search thoroughly in order know about it. During this search they would come across with different other ways of looking for and looking at the same thing. This journey of exploration enables
children to learn to undertake unknown tasks with zeal and confidence,
keeping alive in them the hope and excitement of discovering new things
in ordinary things.
In the design activity conducted by the researchers, exploration played
a major part. It was not only about exploring different ideas, but also
exploring different materials for designing.
Learning through exploration helps children to look at the world in a
new light. It gives them opportunity to learn important life skills and the
knowledge they gain through this adventure will last them a lifetime.
Cognition
Cognitive abilities allow us to process the sensory information we collect.
These include our ability to analyze, evaluate, retain information, recall
experiences, make comparisons, and determine action. As the brain of a
child evolves so are the cognitive abilities. We may not able to track the
evolution of cognitive abilities but can certainly realize the presence and
absence of it. During the brainstorming activity children were allowed to
go through a cognitive behavior pattern which is essential for
problem solving.
The ideas they generated during the exploration stage were plenty in number. To channelize those ideas in to one single idea, they were allowed to
use their cognitive skills to scrutinize the ideas. First they analyzed their
own ideas; each idea was evaluated according to their own set of criteria
keeping in mind the problem statement. Information which was useful
was retained and rest of was let go. Ideas were compared with each other
and finally action was taken.

Curiosity is a term that describes an unknown number of behavioral and
psychological mechanisms, which have the effect of impelling beings to
seek information and interaction with their environment and with other
340
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C

When children have chosen their own activities, or when they have come
to “own” an activity or find personal meaning in it, they are more likely to
be closely involved in the activity and to ask and follow up on their own
questions or questions that interest.

Compare

Analyze

The world outside education is increasingly valuing the ability to learn
– knowing how to learn, how to keep learning, how to learn with others –
over the ability to master specific bits of knowledge. Similarly, the ability
to see a number of possibilities for solving a problem is becoming more
important than knowing the right answer. Schools need to be able to
develop these abilities – in everyone.

Action

COGNITION

Retain

The shift in emphasis from knowledge to knowing is important. Knowing
is a process, whereas knowledge is a thing. Knowing is a verb. It involves
doing things and acting on things. It involves building relationships
and connections.
Brain develops the abilities to think, learn, reason, and remember. Kids
between the age of 10-14 years typically focus on the present, but they are
starting to understand that what they do now can have long-term effects.
They are also beginning to see that issues are not just clear-cut and that
information can be interpreted in different ways.

Evaluate

Fig 2: Cognitive elements in brainstorming technique
Play
Play as it pertains to humans as a form of learning is central to a child’s
learning and development. Through play, children learn social skills such
as sharing and collaboration. Children develop emotional skills such as
learning to deal with the emotion of anger, through play activities. As a
form of learning, play also facilitates the development of thinking and
language skills in children.

Play develops key cognitive functions such as working memory, selfregulation (e.g., being aware of and controlling her feelings and actions),
internal language or “self-talk,” and the ability to organize, focus, plan,
strategize, prioritize, initiate, and perform other skills that determine
later success in school.
Cognitive development enhances when we combine learning with
play and exploration.

Brainstorming

Children learn best when they are given the opportunity to maniplate,
handle and control their play environment. So instead of coloring between the lines, they can color wherever they wish on the page and if a
pink rabbit with three heads seems appropriate, let them go for it. They
can build what they wish with their blocks or decide that their toy dump
truck is an ambulance. As children play, they learn to solve problems, to
get along with others and to develop the fine and gross motor skills
needed to grow and learn. Play not only aids children’s mental and physical health, it teaches them risk taking and problem solving skills, promoting imagination, independence and creativity.
Children learn through play – by improvising, randomly exploring, compromising, negotiating, and being playful. Learning through play includes:
symbolic, pretend, or dramatic play; trying out a different identity or role;
and exploring how to negotiate a storyline that involves others in the
same story, as is shown in the exemplar “Dressing up, painting faces,
and making masks”.
342
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Brainstorming is the first step in the design process. It combines a relaxed, informal approach to problem-solving with lateral thinking. It asks
that people come up with ideas and thoughts that can at first seem to be a
bit crazy. The idea here is that some of these ideas can be crafted into original, creative solutions to the problem you’re trying to solve, while others
can spark still more ideas. This approach aims to get people unstuck, by
“jolting” them out of their normal ways of thinking.
The question which now comes up is how we can help children understand about design through different ways of brainstorming.
To understand how children respond to this technique, the researchers
planned a design activity for the children taking into consideration the
aspects of Curiosity, Play and Exploration.

Brainstorming
For Children.

One of the starting points where design starts for any designer is brainstorming. It is a very effective technique to accumulate as many ideas as
possible .It is also called as the Piggy bank of ideas. This technique develops expressiveness, deferred judgments, and values quantity.
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This quality of brainstorming technique makes it very approachable and
easy to adapt for children. This allows children to be expressive, they are
not judged for any answer, they are allowed to contribute as many ideas
they like without the fear that which one might be wrong.

Insights

Children were very much enthusiastic about the activity from the beginning and seeing all the sheets, colors and post-its all around, they got even
more excited.

As identified, Exploration is one of the key elements of CECP model. The
idea is to make children explore first within themselves and understand
how wide they can go with their exploration with ideas from within than
from outside side for answers.

Methodology

One of the main insights from this activity was that it is easier for the children to understand things when you relate them to their surroundings
.Also when they have come to “own” an activity or find personal meaning
in it, they are more likely to be closely involved in the activity and to ask
and follow up on their own questions or questions that interest them.
When asked to write down things what they like personally like their
favorite game/color/person etc, they wrote those things with a lot of
excitement and curiosity.

Target Age Group: 10-13 years
The activity was divided into two sessions:
In the first session children had to complete the activity individually and
in the second one they were divided into groups.

They were taking care of even the minute details like the name should be
in a line, should be in proper handwriting etc. They are conscious of what
their colleagues are writing and they make sure that work stands out
amongst all. Children ask questions and often one of the peculiar kinds
of questions. Questions can range from something childlike like – ‘
Which best friend do I have to mention here – best friend in school or best
friend in colony?’ to questions like – ‘Do I have to write everything in a
single line or one after another?’

In the beginning of the activity children were asked to write down some
basic things about themselves like Name, Age, School, Class, Hobbies
along with things like Best friend, favorite game, favorite actor,
favorite book etc.
Post that they were asked to play a small game where one of them was
asked to say a word aloud and the other next to that person would say
another word relating to the previously said word and everyone
followed likewise.

Even when they are asked to design for someone they don’t know, they
could easily come up with words and things related to the same and propose design ideas.

The main task given to each one of them was to design something for their
best friend. Each of them was given a different object to design. To accomplish the same, they did the same exercise of putting down different
words related to their best friend. Continuing the same exercise, they then
put down words related to what they had to make for their best friend.
Post that they were able to come up with an idea of how their design is
going to look like.

When asked about how each one of them felt about the activity the following were some of their comments.
I learnt – How to think about things. We can now design anything for
anyone. When the activity is conducted in group, children could come up
with ideas in less amount of time. Group Brainstorming can be very effective for bringing the full experience and creativity of all members of the
group to bear on an issue. When individual group members get stuck with
an idea, another member’s creativity and experience can take the idea to
the next stage. Group brainstorming can therefore develop ideas in more
depth than individual brainstorming.

Sheets, colors and clays of different colors were given to them for making
the gift. They used sketch pens of all colors, crayons, clay for designing –
Dress, Pen, Purse, clip and Shoes for their best friends.
This was one part of the activity when children had to design something
for a person they know. The researchers then asked the children to think
aloud and try designing something for Sachin Tendulkar.
They followed the same process and came up with varied ideas on designing something for Sachin Tendulkar.
In the second session of the activity, researchers divided the children into
groups of two. The same process was followed in which they wrote down
words connected to the subject they had chosen, discuss amongst themselves and design.
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The researchers derived useful insights from this activity.

Kpi’s of the Design
Activity

Relative Brainstorming
Children are confident and motivated when they are familiar with something like people, places, things etc. New things scare them and they take
time to adapt to those things and get familiar with.
Brainstorming technique is a very effective technique for idea generation
and problem solving but, it might not be effective if used and introduced
in the generic way for children. This technique when introduced to children should be formulated and molded such that it should sound familiar
to them rather than completely new.
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Relative brainstorming technique means that when a problem statement or design assignment is identified for children who are taught
brainstorming technique one should take care that the problem statement or assignment if not closely related should be somehow related to
them. Only in that case they will be able to relate things and following
the CECP model will be easier for them. During the research, the activity
was performed on two separate groups across two days. Each group being
introduced to any kind of brainstorming technique for the first time.
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The second group was assigned to design an object for user they were not
familiar with. Their approach was not confident and the stages of CECP
were not followed as they should be. The end result was not satisfactory
according to the defined problem statement.
Some of the pattern sketches which the first user group displayed also
suggested towards relative brainstorming technique. Rather than radial
idea list some went with chain ideas keeping the problem statement
always in the center.
Those solutions where very smart and were in par with radial
idea exploration.

Fig 3 Radial Approach

Summary
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Fig 4: Linked and spiral Approach

The ability to see a number of possibilities for solving a problem than
knowing the right answer is required to be developed in children and it
can happen through design education. Inception of design education is
very important for children at an early age i.e. 10-14years. To teach them
effectively so that they can understand the design language and core
purpose of design, CECP model of approach is very effective. Based on this
model brainstorming technique molded and redefined to relative brainstorming for children will be very effective and very approachable.
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Introduction

A 23 year old watches an apple fall from a tree and questions ‘why the
apple falls perpendicular to the ground and not upwards or sideways?’
and devises the Universal Law of Gravitation, considered as one of the
greatest contributions in Astronomy. A working mother creates a new
and interesting dish from leftovers in the refrigerator. A three year old
recreates the fairytale of Cinderella where instead of a chariot, Cinderella
rides a friendly dragon.
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When we use the term creativity, we may think of people who see the
world very differently and make discoveries and innovations such as
Newton. One may even consider people who solve their everyday problems in unique ways as creative, as in the example of the working mother.
Further, fantasy could be considered creative. Creativity is one of the
most important characteristics of human thinking, which differentiates
humans from other animals leading to our cultural and technological
evolution. Initially, creativity was associated with a gifted few in the
domains of arts and the sciences. However, the understanding of the
nature of creativity has changed and more recently the creative potential
of all individuals in different knowledge domains has been recognized. In
the words of Carter [2], creativity is ‘not a capacity of special people but a
special capacity of all people.’
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Students as designers and
makers : Indian middle school students’
creative solutions to design-without-make
and design-with-make activities
Abstract
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This paper compares Indian middle school students’ solutions to a realworld design problem when they were either constrained to make or not
make their solutions. It is part of a larger study where 14 and 25 students
each from Class 7 responded to design-with-make and design-withoutmake activities, respectively. Students’ design solutions were compared
in terms of elements of creativity and their design decision skills. The
comparison revealed that students unconstrained with making showed
more evidences of creativity and risk taking than students constrained
with making. However, students in a design-with-make activity found
more opportunities to make design decisions such as conceptual,
technical, constructional, aesthetic and marketing [1]. The making
activity also allowed students to recreate the entire design process and
develop skills in designing. It is proposed that the two activities could be
used to teach design to school students, foster their creativity and design
decision skills.
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Creativity
and education

Since the mid-1990s, policy makers and educators have become increasingly concerned about fostering creativity among students in schools.
One reason for nurturing creativity is the rapid changes in the scientific
and technological world, which create new challenges and novel situations for people [3]; one way to deal with these situations is
through creativity.
The National Advisory Committee on Creative and Cultural Education
(NACCCE) [4] report adopted a democratic conception of creativity,
considering all human beings to be creative and suggested that creativity
can be developed in all areas of the school curriculum. The report defines
creativity in terms of four characteristics which provides a useful framework for educators- using imagination, pursuing purposes, being original
and judging value.
In the UK and American school curricula, Design and Technology (D&T)
education has been considered as the special place where creativity can
be fostered among students [5]. Lewis emphasized the role of real-world
design problems in enhancing creative potential as they have the characteristic of being open-ended and capable of having multiple and divergent outcomes. Real-world problems provide opportunities to students
to take risks and deal with uncertainty unlike problems in physics and
mathematics, that are well-structured, have single right answers and
can be derived through a step-by-step process. Also while the sciences or
the humanities are concerned with describing or analysing the existing
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realities of the world, design is concerned with imagining and constructing new realties. Thus the nature of design activity makes it amenable to
study and foster creativity among those who design.

Status of creativity The need to develop creativity among Indian students is still in its infancy
in Indian Schools
stage in the educational policy documents. The National Curriculum

Framework (NCF) [6] recognizes that “People today are faced with an
increasingly fast-changing world where the most important skills are flexibility, innovation and creativity.” It also claims that “science education
in India, even at its best, develops competence but does not encourage
inventiveness and creativity”. It posits several subjects in the curriculum
which could foster creativity, such as arts and craft, science, literature
and even social science. Although subjects such as art/craft, Work Education have the potential for providing students opportunities to design and
innovate, they have become meaningless and an adjunct to the already
lopsided literacy-numeracy curriculum, because they rely more on recipes
and non-reflective practices, than on creativity and reflective practices.
In India, design education is generally considered a specialist education
aimed at preparing future designers rather than educating the general
population. Thus while D&T education has already become a part of the
school curriculum since twenty years in several countries worldwide, Indian school curricula neither include design nor technology education. In
the recent past, there have been efforts on the part of Indian researchers,
to bring D&T into the school curriculum [7-13].

Promoting
creativity through
D&T education

Methodology

Design-without-Make
An initiative started by David Barlex which challenges the traditional Design and Make assignments in a D&T classroom [1]. In a design-withoutmake approach, students essentially progresses through the same design
process but they do not prototype the solutions. In a design-without-make
activity students (a) design but not make; (b) design products and services
for the future; (c) use new and emerging technologies in their design
proposals; (d) write their own design briefs; (e) work in groups; and (f)
present their proposals to their peers, teachers and audiences at innovation conferences.
Moreover, in the context of school-based designing, Barlex [1] suggested
that students should be encouraged to make at least 5 types of design
decisions: conceptual (overall purpose of the design), technical (how the
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013

The study reported in this paper was a part of a larger study where designwith-make and design-without-make activities were two of the several
trial activities that were developed for middle school in two separate
workshops. For this paper, a comparative research design is chosen and
students’ solutions in the two activities are compared qualitatively.
The objective of this present study was to explore the nature of the designed solutions generated by students in design-with-make and designwithout-make activities, in terms of elements of creativity as suggested by
the NACCCE [4] and Barlex’s [1] framework of design decisions.

Research
Questions

•
•
•

What design solutions do students generate for a real-world problem
while working collaboratively?
How do the solutions of design-with- make activity differ from
design-without-make activity?
What elements of creativity, feasibility, use of technological and scientific concepts and design decisions are evident in students’ solutions?

Sample

The sample for the design-with-make activity and design-without-make
was drawn from two different schools located in close proximity to the
researchers’ institution. There were 25 students (7 girls and 18 boys) in the
workshop where design-with-make activity was conducted while there
were 14 students (6 girls and 8 boys) in the workshop where design-without-make activity was conducted. All the students were studying in Class
7 (average age, 12-13 years) and were selected on the basis of voluntary
participation. The medium of instruction in the school and the language
used by the researchers was English. On request students formed singlesex groups of 3 or 4 members in the design-without-make activity (2 girls’
and 5 boys’ groups were formed) and formed single-sex dyads of 2 members (3 girl and 4 boy dyads were formed) in the design-withmake activity.

The design
problem given to
both sample

On reaching old age some people have difficulty in bending to pick up
fallen things from the floor. Rita’s grandmother is very old and also has a
problem with her vision. She cannot sit on the floor because of her backache. So she usually sits on a chair or on sofa and sews clothes or knits
sweaters. Sometimes she drops the sewing or knitting needle on the floor
but she cannot bend to pick it up because of backache. Design a device
for Rita’s grandmother so that she can easily lift the sewing or knitting
needle from the floor without bending.

Procedure and
data collection

Before asking the students to design solution/s, a short introduction to
technical drawings was given by one of the researcher in both the workshops. Students were taught the strategies to make technical drawings,
including details of measurement, use of dimensions and units and labeling drawings. To set the context, simple objects like cell phones, books,
bottles etc. were drawn by the researcher on the board in front of them,
from different viewpoints.

In literature, there are several approaches that educators have used to
enhance creativity in classrooms. Two of these approaches are
discussed here.
Design-with-Make
It is a traditional approach to teaching design in which students design,
build and test solutions to real world problems. Students follow the basic
design process of identifying the problems, investigating, generating
alternative design proposals, choosing and developing the best proposal;
constructing a prototype and testing and evaluating the best solution.
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design will work), aesthetic (what the design will look like), constructional
(how the design will be put together) and marketing (who the design is for,
where it will be sold).
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To both the samples, the design problem was given on a sheet of paper
along with the constraints and considerations written below the problem.
Groups/dyads were asked to work collaboratively and make a sketch of an
artefact that solved the given problem. About thirty minutes were spent
discussing students’ experiences of sewing and knitting, their experiences
of having a grandparent, the common problems associated with old age
and the materials of knitting and sewing needles.
Students in both the workshops worked for three hours to sketch their
solutions and write design proposals. Each group/dyad was asked to
select their ‘best’ design and present to the other groups. Each group/dyad
then presented their designs to others who critiqued or provided feedback
on the presented designed solutions. In the design-with-make activity
however, the dyads incorporated feedback and suggestions from the other
dyads and continued with their making phase on the next day.
The primary data from both the workshops included design productions
from each group/dyad and their written design proposals. The entire interactions were video-recorded. Additionally the second workshop yielded
finished products from each dyad, which also served as primary data.

Analysis

Students in both the activities explored their design ideas on sheets of
papers, either individually or collectively. A variety of design ideas were
generated by students. The designed solutions of a few groups and dyads
are reported in this paper. Two key aspects were observed in students’
solutions: (a) creativity and (b) students’ design decisions.
Creativity in students’ designed solutions was analyzed using the 4 elements of creativity as listed by NACCCE [1]: using imagination, pursuing
purposes, being original, and being of value. Students’ design decisions
were analysed using Barlex’s [1] framework of 5 design decisions: conceptual, technical, constructional, marketing and aesthetics. Two additional
criteria as proposed by Barlex and Trebell [14] were used to observe
elements of feasibility and use of scientific and technological concepts in
students’ solutions.

Creativity in
students’ solutions

As mentioned earlier, each of the features listed by the NACCCE [4] was
used to analyse students design productions.
Using imagination
Most of the groups in design-without-make activity (except one group)
clearly drew and wrote about their best design solutions suggesting that
they could mentally visualize the images of the product. The imaginative thought was also evident in students’ solution in design-with-make
activity. However, an important distinction in the designs was that while
groups in design-without-make imagined their products varying from the
most complex to very simple designs, all dyads (except one) in designwith-make made simple and easy to make designs. Their design drawings
were clearer (Figures 7-10) compared to those of students in design-without-make (Figures 1, 4, 6).
Pursuing purpose
While the purpose was already elaborated in the design brief, all the
groups designed artefacts for all people with backache problem who need
to lift needles from the floor. In design-without-make activity, of the 12
design ideas, 8 designs considered lifting both metallic/non-metallic needles. Lifting a metallic needle is easy since it involves the use of a magnet.
However, lifting a knitting needle posed a challenge. While most groups
in design-without-make activity attempted to solve this challenge, it was
interesting that none of the design solutions in design-with-make activity
attempted to lift the non-metallic knitting needle. All the dyads were
concerned with lifting the metallic needles and made use of magnets in
their models.
Students’ solutions in design-without-make activity (Figure 1-6)

In design-without-make activity, 12 designed solutions were generated by
7 groups (around 2 designs per group). Interestingly in the design-withmake activity only 1 design was generated by each dyad.
Students’ solutions in the design-without-make activity ranged from
highly complex to simple designs, while those in the design-with-make
activity were mostly simple and easy to make in the classroom settings
with easily available materials. Figures 1-11 give an overall picture of the
difference between the solutions emerging from the design-without-make
and design-with-make activities. An analysis of students’ design productions based on the three analytical frameworks is presented below.
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Figure 1. This design uses the principle of air pressure. The user sits on the
wheel chair whose height can be adjusted via a pulley mechanism and
air pressure
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Figure 2. The design is in
the shape of a bangle; can
be worn in the hand while
sewing. A string is attached
to the bangle; the other end
is attached to a needle and
prevents it from falling; can
also be used as a bracelet
Figure 5. This design makes use of a remote controlled car with an electro
magnet attached to its bottom. An alarm rings when needle gets attracted
to the magnet. The car can then be controlled to climb up the ramp against
the sofa to the user

Figure 3. User sits on this ‘chair with a flap’. Needle cannot fall on the floor;
it remains on the flap which also has a thin magnet around the perimeter
for attracting metallic needles.

Figure 6. This design is very complex and makes use of radio sensors,
scanning technology and image processing mechanisms.

Figure 4. This design makes use of an electro magnet which can be
activated via a switch which also enables extension of the hand.
354
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Students’ solutions in design-with-make activity (Figures 7-11)
Figure 7. This is a simple
design making use of a
stick, one end of which
is attached a magnet.

Figure 10.
This design uses wheels
and lighting mechanism

Figure 8. This design is
also uses a stick and
a magnet.

Figure 9. This design
makes use of a string
and a magnet

Figure 11: The final working models of dyads from design-with-make activity.
A girl’s group in design-without-make activity looked at the problem very
differently. While others were trying to find a solution to lift the needles,
this group tried to prevent the needles from falling in the first place by
either designing a bangle with a string (see Figure 2 caption) or a chair
with a ‘flap’ (see Figure 3 caption).
Being original
Since students were unfamiliar with any artefact that can lift a needle
from the floor, the design problem was new to students in both the activities. All groups and dyads in both the activities generated solutions that
could therefore be said to be original. An important difference between
the solutions of the two activities was that while the solutions of designwithout-make varied from simple to complex designs and were unique
and different from each other (Figures 1-6), the solutions of design-with-
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make were very similar to each other (Figures 7-11) except 2 designed
solution of two boys’ dyad (see 1st and 2nd pictures from the left in Figure
11). Both these dyads also made use of magnets in their designs, but one
of them attached a controllable lighting mechanism (switch and LED
connected to a battery) into their designs while the other dyad attached a
torch and wheels for mobility.
Most designs in design-with-make activity made use of an elongated
stick/tube/telescopic rod, at one end of which was attached a powerful
magnet. A girl dyad made use of a woolen thread instead of a rod, such
that their final product swayed to and fro to attract the fallen
needle (Figure 9).
Being of value
The designs of all the groups aimed to improve people’s quality of life. Two
groups in the design-without-make activity also enhanced the quality of
their designs by increasing the possible uses of their artefacts. For example, in Figure 2, the design is in the shape of a bangle, which can be worn
by the elderly lady while she sews the clothes or knits the sweaters. One
end of a string is attached to the bangle while the other end is attached
to the needle and prevents it from falling. The design can also be used
as a bangle after removing the strings. Two dyads in design-with-make
activity also enhanced the value of their designs by suggesting their use
as walking sticks for old people (Figure 7, 8).

Students’ Design
Decisions

As mentioned above, Barlex’s (2007) framework of design decisions was
used to analyze students’ designed solutions through 5 design decisions:
conceptual, technical, constructional, marketing and aesthetics.
Evidence of conceptual decisions
Conceptual decisions are concerned with the overall purpose of design,
that is, what sort of product it will be. Although the design problem was
already specified, students in both the workshops did take significant
conceptual decisions while designing solutions for the given problem.
They showed clear evidence of what their designs would do. Lifting a knitting needle is a challenge since it is usually made of non-metallic material such as plastic, aluminium or sometimes even wood. The knitting
needle is also longer than a sewing needle. Hence this posed a challenge
to students.
The analysis of students’ designs in the two activities, suggest important
distinctions in the conceptual decisions made by students. For example, in the design-without-make activity, most groups considered lifting
of both sewing and knitting needles in their designs. This is in striking
contrast to the design-with-make activity where all the dyads generated
solutions to lift only the metallic sewing needles by employing the use of
magnets in their designs. Thus the constraints of making influenced students to take certain conceptual decisions such as making a device that
could lift only metallic needles.
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Evidence of technical decisions
Technical decisions are concerned with how the design will work. In the
design-without-make activity, of the 7 groups, 5 groups indicated how
their design will work. Two groups however could not clearly indicate how
their design will lift the needles from the floor. Although these students
did not explain how the scientific or technological principles worked in
their design, they mentioned the overall application of those principles in
their designs. In design-with-make activity, all the dyads showed evidence
of technical decisions taken by them. They clearly explained how their
device will work on completion.
Evidence of aesthetic decisions
Most groups in the design-without-make activity showed little evidence
of using aesthetic decisions in their designs. For example, as shown in
Figure 2, a girl group made a simple bangle to prevent needles from falling
and the group decided that the bangle could be used for aesthetic purpose
(by wearing). Most groups in design-without-make drew their designs
from one point of view without indicating how their designs would look
from other perspectives. In the design-with-make activity, however, except 1 dyad, all the dyads took aesthetic decisions. Most of them showed
their designs from at least two perspectives. The aesthetic decisions were
very much evident in their modelled solutions. For example most dyads
used coloured and glazing papers to wrap the stick and the magnets (Figure 11). One of the dyads even decorated their models by using beads and
decorative flowers (see 2nd from right in Figure 11).
Evidence of constructional decisions
Constructional decision involves how the design will be put together.
Although design-without-make students were not required to make their
designs, of the 12 designs made, 4 could be constructed with everyday
materials. Three groups actually suggested ways of making their designs
with easily available materials. In the design-with-make sample all the
dyads clearly indicated how their designs will be put together with easily
available materials. As evident in Figure 11, all the completed models
demonstrate the use of simple, everyday material such as a plastic stick or
rod, magnet, funnels, thread/string, coloured papers, umbrella handles,
glue, cello tape etc. Two of the dyads used lighting mechanism in their
designs. One of these dyads used a torch while the other used a controllable mechanism with a switch.
Evidence of marketing decisions
Although the user was already indicated by the researchers, few groups/
dyads in both the activities took marketing decisions regarding the cost
of the product or a limited warranty available with the product. Based on
the materials used in their proposed designs and the cost of making it,
the groups and dyads decided on the price of their designs. Some of them
gave realistic prices of the product, while some gave exorbitant prices. For
example, in Figure 6, the groups which made that design proposed the
estimated price of the finished product as 80,000-1,20,000 Indian rupees!
It was observed that students suggested high prices of those designs,
which incorporated advanced scientific and technological concepts. Since
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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most designs in design-without-make activity were made from everyday
materials, students kept the prices of their designs lower.
Additional criteria as proposed by Barlex and Trebell [14] were also used
to analyse students’ design decisions. These criteria included elements of
feasibility and use of scientific and technological concepts.
Elements of feasibility
Lifting a knitting needle (especially non-metallic) was a challenge to
students in both the samples. Four groups in design-without-make used
magnets in their design but the complexity involved differed. Although all
the groups kept the user in mind, only 4 of 12 designs were easy to make
and feasible. The other designs were either too ambitious (like the wheel
chair design; Figure 1, 6) or too expensive (Figure 6) thereby indicating
that these students, not constrained by making what they had designed,
took more risk compared to the students in design-with-make who made
simple designs that could be modeled with every day and easily
available materials.
Use of scientific and technological concepts
More students in the design-without-make activity than in the designwith-make activity showed evidence of using scientific and technological
concepts, such as magnetism, air pressure, air suspension, electricity,
telecommunications and use of remote controlled car, telescopic rod, radio sensors, radar technology, pulley/gears, wheelchair, alarm and battery.
Design-with-make students did not seem to make use of any scientific or
technological concepts besides using magnets. Only 1 dyad in this sample
showed clear evidence of utilizing the concept of electricity in their model
by incorporating a controllable lighting mechanism (see 1st picture from
left in Figure 11). It is to be noted that although students in the designwithout-make activity mentioned the use of scientific and technological
concepts in their designs, hardly a few of them actually explained how
these principles would work in their designs. For example in the design
of Figure 1, the group wrote that ‘air pressure mechanism will be used to
raise and lower the height of the wheel chair’. How the air pressure would
lift and lower the chair was not explained. Similarly for most groups in the
design-without-make activity, scientific principles and new technological
innovations were incorporated without actually mentioning how
they worked.

Conclusions

The aim of the paper was to compare the design solutions of students who
were constrained to make what they had designed with the designs of
those students who were not constrained with making. The comparison
of the solutions from design-without-make and design-with-make activities revealed that students unconstrained with making, showed more
evidences of creativity and risk taking than students constrained with
making. The former students also came up with more number of and a
variety of design ideas in contrast to the latter.
Risk-taking behavior was seen in design-without-make students’ complex
designs where they made use of scientific principles and new technologi-
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cal ideas. When the act of making or prototyping was removed from
the design process, it allowed students to conceive of ideas for products
that were not limited by their personal making skills and tools, materials and equipments that are easily available. Although this group of
students seemed to be making use of concepts without understanding
them completely, they were not restricted by what they knew but had
actually broadened their scope of applying new knowledge and had taken
the risk of incorporating new technology or scientific concepts that they
might have encountered in school or outside of school. This opportunity
is generally not provided by other school subjects. Barlex and Trebell [14]
also found students using high technology such as Bluetooth technology
in their design-without-make solutions.
Students in both the activities were unfamiliar with any artefact that
could pick needles from the floor. Hence the design problem was new to
them. The generated solutions by students from both the samples could
therefore, be said to be original and novel to them. But the design decisions made by students in both the activities varied. Students in the
design-without-make seemed to make less design decisions in comparison to the students in design-with-make activity. The decisions made by
the latter seemed more real, but produced less creative solutions. It did
however provide students the opportunity to take important decisions
that were conceptual, technical, constructional, aesthetic and
marketing based.
Although limited in nature, creativity in design-with-make activity was
achieved through constructional and technical design decisions. Though
students’ designs were modest in terms of make-ability, most dyads in
design-with-make activity struggled while modelling their ideas. For
example, choosing appropriate combination of materials which are
readily available or fixing magnets to the rod or stick. Each dyad devised
their own ways of attaching the magnets to the stick. One of them used a
woolen string, one used a funnel, and others stuck the magnets directly
onto the stick. Designers seldom manufacture what they have designed.
However they do ensure that their design proposal can be manufactured.
Thus a designer not only has to take a constructional decision of how their
product will be manufactured but also has to take technical decision of
what appropriate technology can be made use of to accomplish
their proposal.
Design-with-make assignments provided opportunities to students to
recreate the whole design process, from identification of a need, to creating a brief and a specification, then generating ideas, developing them,
modelling them, and finally producing a working product. An important
feature about making the design is the amount of uncertainties involved,
whether the new design will do what is expected since there may be unexpected problems. Modelling the solutions allows the designer to explore
design alternatives, test theories and confirm performance. Multiple
iterations of prototypes help designers refine their ideas. Even in the D&T
classrooms, students may iteratively model their ideas to make it a workCompilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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able product. The making of the artefact allowed development of skills
in designing. Thus the creativity generated in a design-without-make
activity and the development of skills in the design-with-make activity
makes us suggest that the two activities should be complementary and
not substitutes of each other.
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Design education in school level
with an objective to initiate and
nurture a stronger design culture
Abstract

initiated and graduated to a higher level, which gets established. There is
a growing demand and appreciation for design and design lead progress.
In a context of having the young India population becoming 45% by 2010,
the need to look at the pedagogy of design from an anthropological and
cultural viewpoint becomes explicit.
When we travel India’s length of 3500 km, we see a mix of visual culture.
Influence of all graphic and artifact culture from all over the globe is
there, mostly mixed with distasteful artifacts and visual communications. This lack of uniformity in terms of memes is to be addressed from
an emerging economy’s point of view. Design academics were fostered in
an era when the country was challenged with technological and economical growth. But today’s time of constant exposure to superannuated digital technologies, this phenomenon causes an aftereffect. To reengineer
this, we need a different strategy and it had to be farsighted.

‘Culture as a whole way of life’ (Williams, 1981) has to be initiated and
graduated to a higher level, which gets established. There is a growing
demand and appreciation for design and design lead progress.
In a context of having the young India population becoming 45% by 2010,
the need to look at the pedagogy of design from an anthropological and
cultural viewpoint becomes explicit.
A new generation design culture needs to be initiated and nurtured for
a future India. The next level generation design education needs to be
collaborative and should lead to a fully progressive design culture.

How: The Process

Design culture needs to emerge from design as process. This needs to
start at an early time in the formation of memes in minds. The most
valued mode of recording memes in human mind is through schooling. So
school inputs become the foundations for this. A conscious blend of a traditional system with a new structured design input could be a need of the
time. Design process, which is more experiential, would be more suitable
for this stage as the learning needs to build a lasting aftereffect.

Educational
Strategy

A new generation design culture needs to be initiated and nurtured for a
future India. The current problem is that we had institutionalized design
education. Institution is a ‘persistent and connected set of rules (formal
and informal) that, along with norms and beliefs, prescribe behavioral
roles, constrain activity, and shape expectations (Robert Keohane 1989).
For a cultural enlargement of design pedagogy, the main hurdle will be
the shared rules, norms and beliefs. The next level generation design
education needs to be collaborative and should lead to a fully progressive
design culture.

The Pedagogy

Design pedagogy in the school level (primary through secondary level)
may not be experienced different from that of an undergraduate level or
a post graduate level. The difference could be in selection of tools. Design
process and tools like ethnography, affinity mapping, journey mapping
etc could become general academic ingredients. Experiential methods are
to be applied to foster an impeccable objective and result. Here the toughest challenge would be learning facilitators who would assimilate to
the mainstream.

Design culture needs to emerge from design as process. This needs to
start at an early time in the formation of memes in minds. So secondary
school inputs become the foundations for this.

Author Keywords

Design education; visual culture; product culture; anthropology; design
culture; Indian school education

Introduction

After nearly 50 years of Indian Design scholarliness, for a stronger Design
culture, do we need to change to a new generation design education? A
new generation design culture needs to be initiated and nurtured for a
future India.
Design and design culture is becoming a prevalence among all sectors
and the role of a scholarly hand becomes a mandatory asset. Global acceptance of Indian Design is indicative of a clearly defined sector being
established. But when we look around us, to see the design of color, sound,
landscape, architecture, housing, automobiles, worship centers, community spaces, fashion, graphic design, typography, product design and
furniture, to name a few, the credibility based on a cultural perspective
makes the scenario dazzled.

Design Culture

Culture is a social system of signs and its meanings. Design is a major
ingredient in shaping of culture. A cumulative effect in terms of taste,
product and visual aesthetics, is a conspicuous attribute of design and
design artifacts in a culture. Designers serve as cultural mediators by
translating among languages, materials, and people, to produce – among
other things- taste, meaning, desire, and coherence (Bourdieu, 1984).
For a country like India, which has 28 States and 7 union territories with
explicitly diverse culture, a common culture becomes an apprehensive
proposition. ‘Culture as a whole way of life’ (Williams, 1981) has to be
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This shift from an authoritative downward movement of knowledge sharing to a dissemination model through facilitatory (Bauersfeld 1995) mode
causes not only a design-learning environment, but the beginning of a design culture. The new method should go out of the rudimentary stimulusresponse with cues coded into the context of a particular
course ( Barr & Tagg, 1995).
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It is difficult to shift from an established instructional paradigm to a
learning paradigm, by means of design methodologies. It has to be coexisting and gradual, in tune with the content and assessment measures,
rather than instantaneous.
In a learning paradigm it is the facilities provided in the environment
which enable the learner make discoveries and solve problems( Barr &
Tagg, 1995). This paradigm helps not only the individual learner, but the
whole ecosystem he belongs to. This is the desires effect to accomplish a
design culture.
Design is a domain working in a collaborative mode. Since early 1900s,
collaborative education used to be in practice, contributions from psychologist/ educationists Johnson and Johnson, Slavin etc. Indulging in an
interpersonal intelligence level, learners participate in collaborative learning system. Design being collaborative in nature, subjects and courses in
design could be planned characterizing group interaction,
evaluation and collaboration.

Anthropological
Contribution

Here the connection between an anthropological relevance of the activity
of design becomes conspicuous. This has to be a manifestation of anthropological selectivity reinforced with new age design scholarliness.
We need to map design heuristics developed from new insights with the
scholarly back up of anthropological domains in order to accomplish the
cultural enrichment.

Conclusions

This paper tries to illustrate that the need to nurture a stronger design
culture, both visual and product. The collected literature was picked up to
reinforce this thought.
The solutions for the questions raised are not simple. It needs support
from a variety of stakeholders. For the last decade, the kind of educational
reforms whch had been withstanding is a definite indicator of a culturally
affluent society.
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As the journey from towards a hybrid paradigm evolves, a new way to
appreciate the visual elements and artifacts would need to be confronted
with. As an involuntary response, an individual is highly influenced by his
surroundings by building a visual vocabulary. Evolutionary perspective in
aesthetics states that liking for symmetry or vantage points in landscape
are very much rooted in the human minds because of an established complexion of mind, which has multiple reasons. The aesthetic movement
India has adapted is in fact contrary from a cultural perspective. Aesthetics preferences of a society are carved out of changes in the environment,
shaping our cognitive mechanisms day by day.
If we compare the evolutionary aesthetic attributes with cultural aesthetics attributes, Indian contemporary aesthetics in terms of product
and visual form, we can see an abrupt change in last ten to fifteen years.
This refers to the change in the country’s change in pace in terms of an
overallgrowth. This abrupt or high paced change in all the signs provided
resulted in a mix of artifacts, which are o traditionally evolving as well
as adapted new forms. In a frenzied demand on mind’s adaptability, the
resultant effect of and aggregate aesthetic assessment became complex.
This needs to be either eradicated or restarted, probably the latter. This
needs to be inculcated in a younger generation with a proper orientation,
which could be possible by introducing in early education.
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to the world design scenario. This would also involve giving hands on
experience towards traditional Indian arts and Crafts. In the process, we
do not aim to make the child a skills master, but to allow the child to try
hands on so that the child develops an interest and finds capabilities to
pursue the form of art or craft to dealing with social issues involving their
immediate surrounding people and environment.
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Introduction:

This research targets to creating a methodology for little kids in their preteens and teens. The methodology would be addition of design thinking
ability to their daily mental ability utilization through education. This
would be more like a tool within subjects wherein the child does not feel
the burden of another subject or evaluation. Here in the child would learn
how to deal with everyday problems with a wonderful process –
design thinking.

New Subject Matter- Design thinking
as a tool in education at School level
Abstract

In this paper we propose the introduction of Design thinking as a New
Subject in the education system at secondary school level. Here we
attempt to view design process as a thinking process than merely art and
craft. In today’s education scenario we see that curriculum for design
thinking at school level is almost nil. Design is viewed as mere art and
craft, as recreation and hobby. This instigates the need to instill into the
minds of children in their formative years that Design is more than this.
We aim towards creating a methodology to bringing in Design with the
perspective of design thinking to children. This methodology would try to
imbibe in the designer qualities to children.

Keeping into consideration the fact that design thinking is a very deep
concept, not very easily defined, but can be easily imbibed, the methodology would adopt a technique of learning through the experience and not
by rote or by other means of learning by rote (that is by e learning etc.).
This methodology aims at giving in hands on experience to the children
so that they start adopting the designer’s ways of problem solving
at young age.
This could be a result of introducing Design as a discipline to the kids.
Reiterating here – introducing Design as design and not a mere art and
craft. But yes, the methodology would take assistance from art and craft
to lead the kids to a major gateway of learning what is design and what
is design thinking.

Designers have this quality to welcome the challenges of designing
within constraints; sensitivity to the environmental, economic, social and
cultural implications of design is central to the professional designer’s
ethical commitment. Designers bring empathy and creativity to social
challenges. Empathy helps in understanding the human-centered
solutions that can make a real difference in real people’s lives; creativity
can defeat habits with innovative approaches, making a measurable
difference. This innate capacity that a designer develops through
lifetime should be a wonderful addition to a child’s education. The aim of
methodology is not to create more designers but more of design thinkers
and problem solvers.
It is like building in a foundation for application of design in whatever
field the child chooses. It is a process which will help a child explore and
find solutions. This process can be practiced by the child to utilize into
whatever sector the child wishes to seek career in.
A secondary aim is to create a methodology where in the Indian Design
Sensibilities are sensitized within the child at an early age, so that a few
outcomes can be expected -viz- restoration of Indian art, craft and design
scenario, awareness about the Indian Design scenario, to build a liking
towards Indian culture on Design level and contribution of Indian design
368
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The methodology also aims to forming out a tangible way of translation
of the insights that the kids gather from this hands on experience to their
daily life. Irrespective of the faculty they choose for their higher education, the tool, a method for design thinking should be so well imbibed in
them, that they should be able to utilize in every field that they fare
into to fare well too.
This methodology would then imbibe in a few things in them, which
would be freedom of thinking, no learning by rote, and to be stress free
when taking decisions in life to whatsoever reason, be it career,
or life in general.

Current Education
Scenario

The current scenario in secondary schools level education Design is
understood as mere art and craft. Art and Craft can be seen as a subset
of design but design as a whole is much more to this. Art and Craft is the
outcome to communicate your design thinking and it is thus important
to make awareness of the same at this level. There is a need to embed
Design Thinking and Design as a process to understand the requirement
of the user and detail and plan accordingly for the behavior and
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appearance of the product. What is at present is taught in schools, where
a child recites what is told to him by his teachers, but with this methodology we aim to build in the quality of reasoning and asking , involving
the children to learn in the process of doing and creating. We intend to
encourage children to reason out and ask questions, analyze and come up
with solutions.
Currently there is a need to create awareness about a methodology
among children at school level. It’s more like a new ecology of mind that
takes time to grow, adapt, and evolve. And this would specifically be
design thinking.

What is design?

Design is everywhere. Design is making things better for people. Design is
an ability to spark an idea and help translating ideas into
something useful.
Scientists can invent technologies, manufacturers can make products,
engineers can make them function and marketers can sell them, but only
designers can combine insight into tangible things and turn a concept
into something that’s desirable, viable, commercially successful and
adds value to people’s lives. Design is empathetic in nature. It is the only
discipline which also thinks and feels about the various human activities
when creating products. Design comes in with an integral thought of being around the human needs and sensitivities.
Design is fundamental. People often need to be aware that everything
around us is designed and that design decisions impact on nearly every
part of our lives, be it the environments we work in to the way we book
holidays. When those things work, it’s taken for granted, but, as Bill Moggridge, founder of international consultancy IDEO, says: ‘A lot of trial and
error goes into making things look effortless.’ Design has an ability to
make things simple. Perhaps this is why really great design can seem as
obvious as common sense. The basic criteria of good design is not making
it very obvious, and make it the most simple. Simple enough to not have
people understand that it is designed.

Misconception
about design

Good design isn’t simply about the surface. Design is not just style and
fashion. Design is not about intricate drawings. Aesthetics are important,
but only a part of a bigger picture
Although gut instinct is part of the designer’s arsenal, there are more
scientific ways of making sure the design hits the mark. Different designers use different methods - combining market research, user testing,
and prototyping and trend analysis. Any product launch is ultimately a
gamble, but these methods help decrease the risk of failure.
Design is not just about the end product or service itself, but also the
process of the interaction and the emotional response and intrinsic value
that it provides. Design creates a context that affects the reaction of the
person experiencing them.
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Design &
Creativity

Design need not always be new or different to be successful but design
thinking and process often lead to innovation and new creations through
the method of explorations.

Design Thinking

Design Thinking is a process followed to solve complex problems. Design
thinking is the combination of the intuitive/emotional with the rational/
analytic approach, a balance of management’s skills required for stability,
efficiency and predictability with the design thinkers need for spontaneity, serendipity and experimentation.
Design Thinking can be divided into four distinct phases, Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver, it is a process where thinking and possibilities
are as broad as possible to situations where they narrow down to
distinct objective.
The phases of Discover is where the thinker looks at the world with fresh
perspective, they gather insights and inspiration for New Ideas through
research. Define- in this phase the creative brief or scope of design is developed. Develop – this is the ideation phase where all the creative juices
flow in order to find solutions. Brainstorming, ideas creation, experimenting, exploring, implementing ideas to create prototypes, user testing and
refining the product is all done in this phase. Deliver- this is the phase
where the final product or service is launched followed by a feedback loop.
Unlike analytical thinking, design thinking is a creative process based
around the “building up” of ideas. There are no judgments early on in
design thinking. This eliminates the fear of failure and encourages
maximum input and participation in the ideation and prototype phases.
Outside the box thinking is encouraged in these earlier processes since
this can often lead to creative solutions.
An example of a design thinking process could have seven stages: define,
research, ideate, prototype, choose, implement, and learn.[2] Within these
seven steps, problems can be framed, the right questions can be asked,
more ideas can be created, and the best answers can be chosen. The steps
aren’t linear; they can occur simultaneously and can be repeated.
1. Define
Decide what issue you are trying to resolve.
Agree on who the audience is.
Prioritize this project in terms of urgency.
Determine what will make this project successful.
Establish a glossary of terms.
2. Research
Review the history of the issue; remember any existing obstacles.
Collect examples of other attempts to solve the same issue.
Note the project supporters, investors, and critics.
Talk to your end-users that bring you the most fruitful ideas
for later design.
Take into account thought leaders’ opinions.
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3. Ideation
Identify the needs and motivations of your end-users.
Generate as many ideas as possible to serve these identified needs.
Log your brainstorming session.
Do not judge or debate ideas.
During brainstorming, have one conversation at a time.
4. Prototype
Combine, expand, and refine ideas.
Create multiple drafts.
Seek feedback from a diverse group of people, include your end users.
Present a selection of ideas to the client.
Reserve judgment and maintain neutrality.
Create and present actual working prototype(s)

Thus a Design thinker has the capacity to understand the world and
our relationship to it and within it in a different way. Design thinking is
usually used to enable group of designers and non - designers to work
together to tackle big issues.

UNDERSTAND

5. Choose
Review the objective.
Set aside emotion and ownership of ideas.
Avoid consensus thinking.
Remember: the most practical solution isn’t always the best.
Select the powerful ideas.
6. Implement
Make task descriptions.
Plan tasks
Determine resources.
Assign tasks.
Execute.
Deliver to client.
7. Learn
Gather feedback from the consumer.
Determine if the solution met its goals.
Discuss what could be improved.
Measure success; collect data.

Document

Although design is always subject to personal taste, design thinkers share
a common set of values that drive innovation: these values are mainly
creativity, ambidextrous thinking, teamwork, end-user focus, curiosity.
The design thinker uses a set tools and skills that inform and facilitate the
innovation process, from visual tools like sketches, mind maps and prototypes to mental processes like brainstorming, building on the ideas of
others, and creating scenarios. They operate on principles that encourage
collective ownership, like “all of us are smarter than any of us,” and adhere
to ‘rules’ that promote organizational creativity, like having permission
to fail, experiment, take risks, and explore the full range of their faculties.
They rely on their “ability to be intuitive, and to construct ideas that have
emotional meaning as well as functionality.”
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Figure -1 Design thinking. [1]

Looking Up
To Children’s
Psyche Of The
Target Segment

Targeted age segment: secondary 11- 15 years – fifth to tenth. This is the
secondary school children segment wherein they would have the capacity
of understanding a deeper concept.
This segment can be divided in two segments: the teen and the pre- teen.
The methodology we propose would come across to help the kids at this
age specifically because this is where in we start realizing that there
are problems we ought to solve in life. Starting in from the daily exam
routines/ subject understanding, there are various new things the kids
are confronting onto. At this stage the confrontation should be more free
and without stress while it is the exact opposite. This is the age when a kid
probably decides on what is it that he/she wants to do in life. Here’s where
the major decisions about career are taken got influenced with. Hence is
the need of freedom, stress free decision and more importantly a problem
solving attitude.
Children at this age are also undergoing hormonal changes towards adolescence. That is also wherein their decision making capabilities are being
shaped up.
Hence we target this age group, so that it helps the children to be
equipped with a decision making tool to help them throughout to what so
ever career decision they make.
This would also help in reviving, spreading in awareness and reworking
on the dying craft within the city/ proximity.
Although the proximal craft needs to be identified in every case which
would add in a doubt factor of the completion of this program.
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Craft Study

India has a very rich art and craft heritage, which needs to be preserve
and kept alive. Introducing craft study that is study existing art and
craft form by visiting artisans and craftsman at school level we intend to
increase awareness about our rich culture of traditional art and crafts.
Study showed us that at school level we have very little or no knowledge
of this rich heritage of ours, thus this lead us to show the importance of
introducing this study at school level.
In order to introduce this, it was needed for us to experience this process
ourselves. For this Study we choose Art and Crafts of Sawantwadi, this
was again due to vague knowledge about the wooden toys we had heard
of when as kids made us inquisitive about the fact to find out more about
this craft.
Sawantwadi is located at the southern part of Maharashtra in the Sindhudurg district of scenic Konkan. We conducted a 5 day study to know the
crafts of Sawantwadi. The method of Research adopted was collection of
data through the internet and books available before visit in order to prepare ourselves with the background study. After we reached the location,
it was time to interact with the locals, artisans and craftsman. In this
process we were surprised to know that this place was not just the hub of
wooden toys but also lovely lacquer craft in the form of furniture, wooden
fruits was also practiced. Sawantwadi also had artist hand painting the
Ganjifa cards. Ganjifa are playing cards with pictures based on mythological subjects, especially the ten avatars of Vishnu. The traditional craftsmen painted these round cards. These artists also painted other lacquered
artifacts such as boxes and cradles with religious and mythological
figures. We visited their workshops, houses and shops where their final
product was sold, thus saw the whole process right from the creation of
the product till point of sales. This experience was very enriching and this
is what we need to give children by encouraging such craft study tours
Introducing craft study to children at the age of 11 to 15 years will give
the children a hands on experience to learn the craft as well as the design
process in a practical way. They learn and improve their observation skills,
Collecting data and research on the same through primary source and by
method of enquiry and direct interaction with the artisans and craftsman. This helps them to empathies with the craftsperson and artisans
,they learn to analyze this data to search for issues which need attention
thus looking in for scope of design opportunity , come up with solutions
and ideas to solve it and implement them in their possible way

Translation Of
The Craft Study
In Tangible
Design Thinking
Ability:
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Proposed method of teaching
The above craft case study helped in finding out the ‘living with design’ to
get the daily bread and butter for living. But we look forward to bring in
only the essence which would help in building in the design thinking.
The methodology starts with an experience – to take the children to this
trip which will not be equal to an education trip.
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Fig2. Craft Study Sawantwadi
A perfect knowledge sharing will be done prior to the trip that this is
more of a fun activity than any other education trip or fun trip around.
Starting with a brief intro about the place, (there could be identification
of local places around). E.g, people in Pune could go visit the Tambat Aali
in the Kasba Peth area. They do not need to go to Sawantwadi to get the
experience. But there could be a possibility of increasing the distance according to the grade in which the students are too.
Humans learn more through experience than any other teacher. This basic ability is at the strongest as a child. We aim to tap this ability and give
them a wonderful tool - design thinking ability.
This ability would start with giving in independence to formulate through
all the stages of design thinking when they do the fun-craft-study. The
basic criteria for this trip would be not making it compulsory trip, which
would make it more interesting for the students to take it up as a project.
With a social initiative of reviving and saving in the local craft industry,
the initiation from children will be more whole hearted and willing. This
is when there is maximum learning happening. There is no force applied
to the kid to submit in any report at the end of the project. The complete
course is voluntary and self-assessed.
This would imbibe in the basic quality of self-assessment in any child,
which would be a very unique quality which not everyone possesses and
is not at all taught or cannot be taught at school level.
The stage of design thinking tools mentioned above would vary on the
standard or class the child is in. here the most detailed outlook would be
given to the eldest grade students.
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The students would be given in sheets with spaces to fill in for themselves.

Implement
All the above would consist of learning for the child, which can be carried
forward for times, since it was learning through experience.

Define
This is to define the design problem. Herein the craft revival could
be the issue.

Conclusion:
An innate ability to problem solution is the skill that we look forward to.
This can be achieved by design thinking, a complex process giving in simple results to yield in a little tool the world of children so that they are well
quipped in whatever career path they choose. Design structures our lives,
interactions, consumption, democratic and governmental processes, and
so on, to such a degree that a basic comprehension of how design ‘works’
should be required as part of a general education.

Design thinking in real life: children will get into the habit of defining any
problem/ idea for that matter and try to get to the roots of the issue.
Research
Here the students would go by themselves to find out the problem and the
possible solutions.
Design thinking in real life: children will get into thinking of getting to
realities before judging anything hastily. The research technique would
help them think about the problem.
Ideation
Brainstorming together to get to some design solutions.
Design thinking in real life: children brainstorming would be the most
wonderful tool for a little child to learn. This would build in ‘working in
team in the right way, accepting negation/ criticism
positively’ sensibilities.

Studies on classroom activities have shown that it helps student designers
to gather a wide range of problem-related information (problem scoping)
before they explore design alternatives while they are working on a problem, which has been set in their context (Atman, et al 2003)
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Choose
The possibilities then could be evaluated to reach to a consensus about
which ones could be probably used towards revival.
Design thinking in real life: many a times there is dearth need to choose
between two or three viable options. Since this will be a live project for
children, then will learn the ability to decide at a critical event.
Implement
The implementation here cannot be done by the students since all the
craft study cannot to be completed to hands on – perfection level right
away. But yes, a rough agenda could be made in by the students.
Design thinking in real life: a very big learning that not everything can be
done individually, but there are times we need team work to fulfill an aim.
Herein a very good chance of helping the children self assess voluntarily
will happen.
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area of engineering design or software design, which is well-structured
than most design problems. It is not a generalizable model for patterning
design problems across age groups and disciplines.
Most students have little experience in design (planning, problem solving,
researching, dealing with constraints, exploration beyond one solution
and organizing everything in to one solution). Many times design education is confused with art or science education but neither of the curriculum courses educates the students completely in design. The worst
is students hardly get an opportunity to develop design thinking skills
like lateral thinking, observation and creative thinking techniques. Too
few studies with a focus on one methodology, or on one age group are
available to provide a substantial foundation for recommendations for
bringing design education to schools.
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Young children as game designers:
An approach to collaborative learning and
design education
Abstract

Educators and education advocates have recently acknowledged that the
ability to think creatively, critically, communication and collaboration
are the necessary learning and innovation skills for success in the 21st
century. Game-design as a creative problem solving activity seems to
be particularly well-suited to encouraging these skills at an early age.
Both collaboration and creative thinking are not common to the Indian
school system. This study offers an overview of game designing as a
design pedagogy method and investigates the design process of creative
problem solving in children by observing design thinking strategies
used by fifteen 11 to 13 year old children redesigning the traditional
board game of Snakes and Ladders. There were three experimental
conditions: individual, dyad and triad collaborative. The paper presents
results where protocol analysis is used to investigate the design thinking
process and various thinking strategies used. The paper also examines
the relationship between divergent thinking and collaboration. Results
demonstrated differences in nature of communication; design thinking
process and performance gains for collaborative conditions both dyad
and triad over the individual setting.

Author Keywords

Design Education, Pedagogy, Divergent Thinking, Creative Problem
Solving, Game Design, Collaboration

Introduction

Problem solving is not a uniform activity. Problems are not equivalent, in
content, form, or process. For many years, researchers [1,2] have characterized design problems as ill-structured because they have ambiguous
specification of goals, no determined solution path, and the need to integrate multiple knowledge domains. Whether it is an electronic circuit, a
house, a new concept for a restaurant, a musical composition, an essay, or
any other product or system, designing requires lateral thinking, exploration, prototyping and applying general and domain specific schemas.
Unfortunately, most of the research on design problems has been in the
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Learning through design [3,4] is based on a constructionist theory that
sees learners as builders of their own knowledge- a process that happens best when students are building external and shareable artifacts
such as computer programs, machines and games [5,6]. At this point, it is
important to point out the distinction between ‘learning through design’
and ‘professional design’. The learning through design is not exclusively
represented in the final product, but also in the process of doing it.
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‘Professional Design’ focuses on the product as the essential outcome,
whereas, ‘Learning through design’ focuses on the process as the primary cause for learning. In learning through design, the process is more
important than the product. This means that even though students may
not achieve a well-finished final product, learning can take place because
of the involvement over time. Looking at this process of learning, problem
solving and planning abilities of younger children, the context of design
puts them in the mode of thinking like planner, problem solvers,
and designers.
Most of the current research on defining the nature of design problems
seems to be for high school or undergraduate design students with a
focus on entering the professional world of design. Very less research exists on the kind of design problems children should be solving and why?
Young children to be trained in design thinking have a different goal i.e.
to develop their creative, cognitive thinking and social skills to prepare
them as creative individuals and not professional designers always.
The intention of this study was to offer young children an exposure to
design by involving them in a design activity which was engaging and
provided multiple avenues for children to approach a complex problem
like game design and bring unique solutions.

Learning By
Making Games

To learn, students need to be motivated, and an appropriate level of
challenge combined with a clear and attainable goal is highly motivating. Games are active experiences, and they have the capacity to provide
intrinsic motivation. To motivate is to “provide with an incentive”. Game
design is being tested as a design problem to enhance their creative, critical, and social and communication skills.
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In the game design for learning world, there have been mainly two perspectives so far, instructionist and constructionist. The instructionists,
habituated to thinking in terms of making playful instructional educational materials, turn naturally to the concept of designing instructional
games [7]. Far less research exists on effects on learning and development in children when children indulge into the act of making games for
learning instead of playing games for learning. Rather than embedding
“lessons” directly in games, constructionists have focused their efforts
on providing students with greater opportunities to construct their own
games and to construct new relationships with knowledge in the process
[7]. This knowledge is not limited to learning lessons from the curriculum
but aids to the overall development and thinking in a child.
Game design involves a multi-level approach to design process, from
thinking about a theme to strategies, character design, rules, game play
and visual design for game and packaging. The design problem offers a
huge opportunity for learners and designers to perform at various
skill levels.

Collaboration
And Thinking
Skills

concepts with defined and absolute solution. Our study aimed at answering the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The paper concentrates on the nature of design process and various
thinking strategies used by children. Later, in future experiments we
observe how this ability may be enhanced through providing inputs, built
on thinking strategies, to produce new ideas in game design.

Experiment Setup

The majority of theorists and thinking skills approaches actively encourage learners to work collaboratively [as quoted from 8]. Yet, to date, minimal research exists to endorse the benefits of collaborative learning when
fostering thinking skills.
Wegerif [9] argues that collaborative learning improves children’s ability to reason, and in general enhances performance on most activities.
Wegerif and Mercer [10] coined the term “exploratory talk” to denote
the ability to ‘reason’ through interaction and collaboration with others.
Gokhale [11] conducted a study based on Johnson and Johnson’s claim
[12] that collaborative learning enhances children’s critical thinking.

Research
Questions
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We setup an experiment to investigate thinking strategies used by individuals, dyads and triads to solve a game redesign problem. In testing
these conditions, the experiment also explores if such a situation can help
design education as part of the school curriculum and practice oriented
creative thinking which requires a redesign in the mode of instruction,
motivation and methodology in a facilitator less environment. The methodology should help open doors to divergent thinking as against learning
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The experiment was conducted with fifteen children of the age 11 to 13 in
a controlled setup. The experiment was performed in a fairly large room
which was designed especially for this experiment. The room was divided
into four temporary sections (as shown in figure 1 below) to conduct
parallel sessions. Visual barriers were created in the room so that participants are not able to see each other but are aware of other participant’s
presence. The barriers were a must so that participants do not get influenced by each other’s thinking and concentrate without distractions. \
The first corner was used for pre-task warm-up session. The rest three
corners were used by the participants to perform the task. Also, every
session was video recorded separately with one camera per individual in
the first session and per team for the next two sessions. A video camera
was placed on a tripod at a distance from the participants to record their
activities during the task.

There was no advantage of collaborative learning on factual knowledge.
The collaborative learning condition experienced greater task enjoyment
and were consequently more engaged and motivated. However, more research is needed to determine whether collaborative learning specifically
enhances thinking skills.
Because a task division can hinder such a conceptually oriented interaction, we preferred to work with collaborative peer-work groups. In
contrast with co-operative learning groups, students in collaborative
peer-work groups try to reach a common goal and share both tools
and activities [13]. According to Cohen [14], shared goals and tools can
strengthen positive student interdependence.

In a no input and no facilitator setup, what are the thinking strategies used by children to solve a creative problem like redesigning a
traditional game of Snakes and Ladders?
Where does the precedence lie for the redesign ideas?
What are the different approaches used or developed by individuals,
dyads and triads to solve a complex task of redesigning a game?
What is the order of ranking in thinking of a number of qualitatively
different ideas in individuals, dyads and triads?

Warm up
Session

Figure 1: Experiment
room setup

Procedure

The first session was for individual participants, second for 3 dyads and
the third for 2 triad groups. Three sessions of fifty minutes each were
conducted one after the other. The first twenty minutes included filling
a short questionnaire and a short discussion on redesign. The next thirty
minutes were given to the participants to work on the task. The experiment was planned in two levels for thirty minutes each- first for idea generation and second for designing and implementing the new game idea.
One researcher was present during all three sessions to conduct the
warm-up session, observe and provide assistance whenever required
during the task. The assistance did not include any kind of suggestions or
guidance to help in thinking of a solution.
Stage 1:
A warm up session was carried out with children to break the initial inhibitions and get them to think and talk about games. This included filling
up a short questionnaire individually and an informal discussion with
the researcher on what is redesign? During this session we discussed how
often do they play games and the kind of games they play?
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Stage 2:
The same design problem was given to all the participants orally together
in a group. The participants repeated the design problem before starting
the task.
Stage 3:
The researcher explained the process of performing the experiment. The
participants were told to think aloud during the entire process of redesign. They were told to say ‘I am done’ when they felt they have no more
ideas.
Stage 4:
Participants started idea generation on the redesign of the board game.
Stage 5:
Execute the ‘new game’ idea

collaboratively in dyads (n=6; 6 boys, 0 girls) and (c) two groups working
collaboratively in triads (n=6; 6 boys, 0 girls).

Results

Qualitative analyses of transcripts, video recordings, sketches and
background questionnaires revealed children used multiple strategies
to solve the problem. Also, collaboration positively impacted children’s
engagement, participation, and enjoyment of the activity. Both content
and frequency analysis was performed for the following three processes:
Collaboration, Ideation and Execution separately and their combinations.
This proved benefits of collaboration over individual problem solving.

Design Process

The individuals and teams had different processes to solve the problem
where some took the approach of idea generation first and then execution
and others thought while executing their ideas and the third category
used a mix of both approaches. Though the approaches were different
but like any other design problem solving activity, giving tentative ideas,
keeping alternatives open and keeping some aspects vague were clearly
visible in the protocols. A common step towards the redesign solution
observed in all the groups except one individual was to draw the baseline
grid. Later they used different strategies to think of hurdles and bonus
points keeping the same aim of the game that of a race. The process of
idea generation was observed to be different in individuals and in collaborative teams. Individual participants hardly questioned their solutions and fewer alternatives were thought of for the same idea. Whereas,
in collaborative teams, almost every idea was questioned and improvised
which led to a richer thought process and more number of ideas for the
final solution.

Thinking
Strategies

Children did not adopt one particular strategy but rather negotiated between skills and multiple thinking strategies. Carryover of elements from
the existing game was observed as one of the strongest strategy used by
children in the design process; where they replicated the most dominant
elements of the existing game. Many visually dominant elements were
borrowed either due to the presence of the game board with the participants or because of strong memory of a very often played game.

Material provided
One A3 white sheet to draw, pencils, a ruler and an eraser were provided
to each individual. The game of Snakes and ladders was made available
only on request of the participants. No colors were provided in any of the
sessions. For collaborative sessions, participants shared all resources
except pencils.
Game design problem
The design task given to children was to ‘Redesign the game of Snakes
and Ladders to make it more interesting.’ The focus and the only trigger to
thinking that was provided were to focus on thinking of a number of different ideas to change the game and avoid making a ‘single’ new game.
Recording the thinking process: Logging of the data
The verbal data, gestures, and the accompanying sketches were recorded
on excel sheets by the team. The verbal protocol was divided into chunks
of information for analysis in form of ‘episodes and events’. The episodes
are analyzed and insights are generated which may be useful both for
theoretical and practical implications.

Participants

Fifteen different children participated from same socio-economic background for the experiment. Parents were informed of the study and gave
their consent for children to volunteer and participate in the study. The
participants were invited for voluntary participation for three separate
sessions through posters and informal requests. None of the participants
participated in multiple sessions. The mean age of the participants was
11.5. As shown in Figure 2, three settings were investigated: (a) three children working individually (n=3; 2 boys, 1 girl); (b) three groups working

Examples of this strategy can be seen in the following figures 3, 4 and 5. A
square ten by ten grid with numbers 1 to 100 has been borrowed blindly
and as a prerequisite for the redesign. All participants in all three conditions marked ‘Start’ and ‘Home or Finish’ on the grid making this again
a ‘race’ where players chase each other to reach the final box. The movement on the new grid follows the existing left to right-up-left-up zigzag

Figure 2: Participants in three different sessions (1) Individual (2) Dyad group (3) Triad group.

Figure 3: Individual
session - redesign sample
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Figure 4: Dyad sessionredesign sample

Figure 5: Triad sessionredesign sample
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path. One long ‘snake’ like element and one long ‘ladder’ like element is
also evident of in the new games. The redesigned games follow the rule
of repetition of same hurdles and bonus points as in the existing game of
Snakes and Ladders.
Following are the common thinking strategies in all three conditions used
at different stages of the design process:
1. Substitution:
This was the most commonly used strategy by all the participants. They
used real life situations like snakes were replaced by an electric shock, a
sword, a pothole, a bomb. The ladders were replaced by a tunnel, a bridge,
a UFO. Few examples of the conversations:
2: Where there are snakes we will make ladders and replace ladders by
snakes. (Dyad)
2: We will make a Man in place of Mickey Mouse. 2: We will draw the
man in the same position as Mickey Mouse. (Triad)
3: Listen, we can have something in place of Snakes. Like cars or some
thing. (Triad)
2: Let us draw bombs and ladders now. (Triad)
2. Adaptation:
Adaptation as a strategy was used by a few participants where they
picked ideas from memory of the games they have played or play to make
new changes to the existing game. Ideas like ‘go back to start’ or ‘miss a
turn’ were taken and the idea of ‘Snakes and Ladders of different genres’
– Shooter, Adventure, Espionage and Sport seems to be an adaptation.
These genres are most popular in Xbox 360, Wii and other online games.
3. Role play:
Real life situations and role play as a thinking strategy was also used by
the participants where they thought of elements (hurdles and bonus)
from real life which brings people harm and the ones that help them. Also,
while executing a real person was always visualized on the board and
design was improvised accordingly. For example: The idea of covering the
bridge to give it a real look as the participant says the player will
fall otherwise.
1: Draw something or fill this with color, darken it.
2: Why?
1 (laughs): He will fall otherwise
2: Knife? Knife? A sword? When the player will come here he will be killed
by a sword and he will come back to ‘Start’. What say?
4. Invention: in the absence of a known precedence.
The participants used either top-down or bottom-up approach to solve the
problem. An example of use of top-down approach used by one of the dyad
groups is shown below. The group makes a road map of their ideas and actions and later starts executing those ideas where they improvise
some on the way.
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2: We will think first and then we will make. As and how we will think
we will make
2: Here we will make start and there end
2: We will make the path like this. From here to here to here to here and
end Ok? 2: Later, we will put something like pot holes etc etc. ok?” 2:
Here let’s write FINISH
2: This. Start. Finish. Here we will go till 10 then we will have 20, 30 and 40
and finish 2: In between we will have some jackpot, then going ahead.

Collaboration

Collaboration was an integral part of solving an unknown problem.
Children without any training in group work were able to collaborate
and work together comfortably towards accomplishing the goal. Many
reasons were observed for collaboration amongst children. Children
appeared to participate more actively when common resources were
provided for multi–participant interaction. Children made verbal comments and physical gestures to provide input when they were not in
control of the drawing sheet. Self initiated distribution of task lead to
cooperation to execute the ideas.
For example:
1: Hey, let us write numbers. You write one line and then I will
write the next.
3: You do the first line. I will do the second and let him do the third line.
2: You write numbers and I will try drawing the man.
Combined thinking on alternatives and idea generation in a team
was frequent.
Example:
2: what should we put here? We want something like..
1: a rat?
2: We don’t want a rat. We want something..
1: Lizard?
2: King cobra?
Implementation and difference in skill lead to interaction between the
participants and hence they collaborated and were found to be more
engaged in the task.
Example:
1: Can you draw straight lines?
2: I don’t know how to. Is this the way to draw the line? It is not coming
straight.
2: Why are you drawing from here? Draw from bottom 2: Keep the pencil
like this and draw straight.
The participants were constantly asking for each other’s opinions and
agreement especially in dyads where they worked closely together both on
idea generation and execution. Phrases like “Ok?”; “You like it, right?”; were
commonly used in their conversations which lead to better collaboration
and combined responsibility.
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to produce and collaborate. Due to prototyping and the so-called good
drawing skills required to prototype became a barrier to idea generation. The children either spent too long a time to manifest the grid and
the visuals or they struggled to create desired visuals. If they were unable
to draw the desired visuals they dropped those ideas even before thinking about it completely. This led to thinking of easier and makeable ideas
rather than wild imaginations. It was observed that children probably
need more motivation to think beyond their first ideas and slight direction to keep the process of thinking moving without disturbing the raw
flow of ideas. These limitations are the indicators for our future work and
collaborative structures for game design tasks for children.

Each transcript hence was coded for any of the three processes: collaboration, ideation or execution. A frequency analysis on occurrence of collaborative ideas in groups was performed on the content where collaboration
was distinguished used for ideation or execution. For example, in dyad
group 1, total number of collaborative ideation episodes were 16 (collaborative ideation= 9, collaborative execution=7); for dyad group 2, total
number of collaborative ideation episodes were 13 (collaborative ideation= 3, collaborative execution=6, collaborative ideation for execution=
4); for dyad group 3, total number of collaborative ideation episodes were
17 (collaborative ideation= 6, collaborative execution=9, collaborative
ideation for execution= 2). The results show that there was more product
communication that design communication. This may be because of a
redesign problem or because of lack of any design instruction given
to the children.

Conclusions

This ongoing research study was conducted to investigate the possibility
and advantages of using game design as a creative problem solving act for
children to learn and practice design in a constructive way. Also, we were
interested in looking at the benefits of collaboration in a facilitator (input)
less setup, when children are involved in a creative problem solving task.

In the case of constructionist game design problems, the learner is involved in all the design decisions and begins to develop thinking strategies. Future studies on developing instructional strategies and collaborative structures are intended to engage young children in designing a
variety of games, to achieve a variety of developmental goals like creative,
critical and social skills.
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Abstract

A central discussion in Indian design is that of the need for design thinking. The general lack of awareness of design as an expertise is recently
being attributed to a lack of design thinking. In order to encourage design
thinking, it is crucial to understand the implications of this term as a
particular process of work.
This paper will discuss the particular features and implications of design
thinking, in an endeavor to understand the nature of design expertise.
With reference to cognitive theories it will discuss the equal value of
design as a type of basic knowledge that merits further development.
Ultimately, having considered these salient features of design thinking
in the Indian context, the paper will make a case to integrate design into
general education and school curriculums.
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Introduction

India has recently seen a myriad of design initiatives, in the way of festivals and conferences, devoting a significant part of their focus to the
need for design thinking. The past three years have witnessed events like
the Unbox Festival and India Design Forum, among others, that aim to
serve as platforms for debate and discussion on the Indian design climate.
Though variant in their formats, they share an interdisciplinary design
ethos, and the intent to challenge the lack of design thinking in India.
Given that the cultivation of design thinking is necessary, the specifics
and details of this mode of work are paramount in making a case in its favour. Whether in terms of a disconnect between the design and manufacture industries, a lack of awareness of design expertise or a dominance of
the cultures of sciences and humanities, design thinking in India is often
defined by examples of where it is lacking. For a rudimentary change in
mindsets this mode of thinking needs to be understood in its own terms,
distinct from established disciplines. Though design exists in India, the
potential of the design process is not entirely harnessed, and the space for
a unique professional who can solve undefined or ill-defined problems is
limited.
This paper will discuss the unique features and implications of design
thinking, in an endeavor to understand design as an independent discipline. The argument will view design thinking as a unique way of working and reasoning, distinct from the analytical reasoning used in the
humanities and sciences. With reference to cognitive theories, the paper
will make a case to integrate design into general education and school
curriculums.
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This argument will be developed over two main sections. The first section
analyses the development and unique features of design thinking, as articulated by Western theorists that are applicable to the Indian context.
It aims to recognise these elements of design knowledge in Indian design
activity. It then discusses theories of cognitive development in support
of developing all modes of thinking, and discusses the distinct kind of
reasoning in design. The second section examines the aims of general
education, to see whether design meets these criteria. It develops to
recognise the equal value as of design as a type of basic knowledge that
merits further development.
A variety of both primary and secondary research material has informed
my on going research on design thinking in the Indian context. Books
and journals discussing the beginnings of design discussion in India,
books by various western theorists discussing design thinking, and secondary sources on contemporary Indian design climate have also been
used. Various case studies involving first hand interviews, media reports,
as well as content analysis of documentation material and communication produced by recent design initiatives in India, have also been undertaken to identify contemporary Indian design concerns. The paper has
also drawn from reflection on cognitive theories and contrasting different
view points with reference to design thinking and learning.
Before assessing the elements of design thinking in the context of education, it is crucial to highlight the nature of secondary education in India
and the kind of thinking it instills.

Unique Features Of Soon after independence in 1947, the National Institute of Design was
Design Thinking
established in Ahemedabad Gujarat, in 1958. Among a series of special-

ist institutions that were established all over independent India, NID
was the first attempt by a developing country to use Bauhaus generated
design ethos as a tool for national regeneration [6]. Although formal
design education was introduced in India relatively late, India has seen no
dearth of art and design institutes that are at par with global standards.
However, it is crucial to examine design education at a more general,
secondary school level, to recognise gaps in the early stages of design
education.
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The higher secondary education system (Macaulay’s) in India, is an over
structured, didactic “rote, routine, restriction” type, and a switch to a
totally different system is not easy for the students. Analysis and lateral
thinking are the lifeblood of design education, and conventional rote
learning kills both… so the first task of the Indian design school is to nullify the pedagogical shock by making the student unlearn old things and
old ways before he or she learn new things and new ways. [2, p16]
It seems difficult to expect a period of unlearning in the normal trajectory
of a design student’s education. It is therefore imperative to understand
the specific nature of design thinking in order to gauge the true intensity
of this pedagogical shock that a design student encounters.

Lawson (2006) considers design solutions as being an inexhaustible number of different solutions. He criticizes literature on design methodology
from some writers with engineering backgrounds, who propose mapping out a range of all possible solutions to a given problem. This notion
only seems applicable in the case of having a well-defined, unequivocally
stated problem. However, having gathered that design problems are more
inexact for the above-mentioned reasons, it is illogical to presume that
all potential solutions could be traced and recognized. He proceeds to
postulate that there are no optimal design solutions but rather a range of
acceptable solutions, each of which could be just as satisfactory to various designers, clients and projects.

In order to advance Design to an independent discipline that exists
outside of the spheres of arts and sciences, there is a need for the development of design research. It is perhaps in the extent to which a subject
is discussed, both in terms of depth and variety, that its legitimacy can
be acknowledged. In the development of a research discipline, research
methodology and modes of work need to be articulated, for example the
use of controlled experiments in scientific research. A way of working
that adheres to certain values and norms, for example subjectivity and
concern for ‘justice’ in humanities, needs to be outlined. Design academics have recognized the absence of this information, and have attempted
to define the nature of design expertise, its strengths and weaknesses,
and giving due credit for design cognition as an essential part of human
intelligence. [7].

Just as the making of design decisions remains a matter of judgment so
does the appraisal and evaluation of the solutions, There are no established methods of deciding just how good or bad solutions are, and still
the best test of most design is to wait and see how well it works in practice.[9, p122]

The relatively nascent field of research looking at design as a discipline
has seen recent works that have made it possible to draw conclusions
about thought processes that are unique to design. If design can be seen
as a problem solving activity [8], it becomes essential to better understand
design problems and solutions in order to fully understand the activity.
Lawson (2006) states that one of the biggest challenges in approaching a
design task is that the problem is difficult to define and cannot be comprehensively stated. As attempting to define such problems is a collaborative effort, between clients, designers, product developers, manufacturers
etc., it is difficult for a designer to ascertain when all aspects of the design
problem have been uncovered. Also, as the design process develops, it is
likely that the way in which the problem is conceived will change. This is
because the process of outlining a design problem is considerably impacted by its emerging ideas and solutions. As understanding these problems
is dependent on the ideas a designer may have to solve them, there is an
element of subjectivity in formulating a problem. For example, an industrial designer’s expertise would differ from that of a graphic designer, and
whereas one might redesign the process for manufacturing a water bottle,
the other might reassess packaging and branding. ‘Thus we should not
expect a comprehensive and static formulation of design problems but
rather they should be seen as in dynamic tension with design solutions.’
[9, p120]
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The design process may consist of a number of solution ideas that are generated over a period of time. Through this course, various new elements of
problems may begin to reveal themselves. However, each of the many solutions does not focus on a specific element of the larger problem. ‘Rather
one idea in the solution is more often an integrated and holistic response
to a number of problems.’ [9, p122].
Based on Lawson’s (2006) explanation of design problems and solutions,
the design process is infinite and without a definitive end. He describes
the design process as being opposite to that of puzzling. The fact that a
puzzle ultimately has a correct answer, which the solver recognizes and
works towards, makes it easy to identify the end of the task, which is
not the case with designing. The limitations of a particular design task,
whether demarcated in a project brief or identified through problem
formulation, serve as criterion for declaring the end of designing. For example, a design brief asks to develop a chair that should sell for specified
amount and in interpreting the brief, the designer decides on designing
a baby’s dining chair. These limitations become scales that help judge
whether the design is satisfactory. However assuming that in theory there
is no clear definition of a design problem, the baby’s dining chair could
also be adjustable, or portable or be foldable for storage. The end of the design process is marked on acknowledging that ‘It no longer seems worth
the effort of going further because the chances of significantly improving
on the solution seem small.’ [9, p123] It is therefore important to identify
what problems are more significant and so it can be concluded that the
design process involves subjective value judgments.
In the context of ill-defined problems, a solution-focused strategy seems
better suited than one that is problem focused [7]. Various observational
studies surveying how designers work, have given further insight into
design activity. Most experimental research on this subject has involved
a control group of thinkers that have a science or scholarly background,
and an experimental group of design thinkers. Placing design in contrast
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to established modes of thinking has perhaps helped to understand the difference
between them, which puts in perspective the need to cultivate this kind of thinking. As architecture is one of the oldest design disciplines it has been used as an
archetype for design behavior by various academics. A study conducted by Lawson
(2006) in 1979 attempted to identify unique element of design thinking by studying
the work of postgraduate level scientists against that of postgraduate level architects on the same block-arranging task. It found that:
The essential difference between these two strategies is that while the scientists
focused their attention on discovering the rule, the architects were obsessed with
achieved the desired result. The scientists adopted a generally problem-focused
strategy and the architects a solution-focused strategy. Although it would be quite
possible using the architect’s approach to achieve the best solution without actually discovering the complete range of acceptable solutions, in fact most architects
discovered something about the rule governing the allowed combination of blocks.
In other words, they learn about the nature of the problem largely as a result of trying out solutions, whereas the scientists set out specifically to study the problem.
[Lawson, 1980, cited in 7,p23]
Another mode of work that is unique to design thinking can be noted in arguments in support of knowledge in objects and materials. Cross (2006), makes a
case in favor of complex material culture’s serving as a bank of archetypal knowledge, which has particular resonance with India’s vibrant craft culture. An object
could be seen as knowledge in terms of a criterion to satisfy various requirements.
A physical example of what something should look like or resemble, is extremely
useful in learning shapes, sizes, materials etc. As material culture is ubiquitous,
knowledge from objects is available to all, but it is the designer who uses this
knowledge as a language representative of their process. ‘Designers have the ability to both read and write in this culture: they understand what messages objects
communicate, and they can create new objects, which embody new messages.’ [7,
p26].
Schon (1983) describes the language of the design process as one that is a reflective
back and forth between the designer and the situation. This reflective conversation
happens with various decisions and their implications that are made at all stages
of the design process. Schon (1983) says that this reflective conversation also takes
place between the designer and his materials.
In the designer’s conversation with the materials of his design, he can never make
a move which has only the effects intended for it, His materials are continually
talking back to him, causing him to apprehend unanticipated problems and potentials. As he appreciates such new unexpected phenomena, he also evaluates the
moves that have created them. [10, p101]
These theorists have discussed the role of design as a unique approach to problem
solving, which is most effective in the context of ill-defined problems. In various
theories of cognitive development, psychologists and design theorists have also
discussed the specific kind of reasoning that design is grounded in.
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Cognitive
Development and
Design Reasoning

The kind of thinking peculiar to design is termed as constructive as
opposed to the more commonly acknowledged inductive and deductive
reasoning (Cross, 2006). In the case of India’s higher secondary curriculum in particular, the Macaulay’s system is repetitive, didactic, and
the focus on deductive thinking is paramount. In educational terms,
Cross (2006) suggests that, in educational terms, constructive thinking
is neglected due to a cultural focus on science and humanities, and the
dominance of the stage theories of cognitive development. Piaget’s theory
of cognitive development posits that a child, from birth to fifteen years,
progress through 4 stages of development – Sensorimotor stage, Preoperational stage, Concrete operations, and Formal operations. The theory
suggests that that playful, constructive kind of thinking occurs early on
in a child’s life, which then develops in to analytical reasoning, deductive
and hypothetical reasoning in adulthood. The focus on environmental,
and physical stimuli is more significant in early stages of learning. These
stages of cognitive development suggest a hierarchy in the kinds of learning and thinking that is proportional to an individual’s age.
Howard Gardener’s theory of multiple intelligences was also in critique of
Piaget’s theory. It postulated seven main avenues of human intelligence
- Linguistic, Logical- mathematical, Musical, Bodily-Kinesthetic, Spatial,
Interpersonal and Intrapersonal intelligence. Gardener supported the
belief that an individual at a specific age could be at varying levels of intelligence, in the proposed avenues, as opposed to being having fixed type
of knowledge during that developmental stage.
‘There are other theories (for example, Bruner’s) that suggest that cognitive development is a continuous interaction between different modes of
cognition, all of which can be developed to high levels.’[7, p28]. Though
Bruner’s constructivist theory also included stages for learning that was
initially sensory and later symbolic, these modes of thinking are not
exclusive to specific age group and early ways of thinking are often useful
later on in life. The continuous model of cognitive development therefore
suggests that there is room to develop constructive thinking to levels that
are equal to that of deductive thinking.
Bruner’s constructivist theory has particular significance to design
education. Based on Bruner’s findings, it can be deduced that all ways of
thinking have the potential of being developed equally. By recognizing
that constructive thinking, which is characteristic of design, is a feature
of every individual’s over all cognitive experience, it warrants opportunity for development that is equal to deductive and hypothetical reasoning.
If cultivating a solution-oriented approach for problem solving in school
curriculums can encourage constructive thinking, then there is a strong
case to be made in the favor of including design in the curriculum for
secondary education.
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Design In General
Education

As design has traditionally been taught and understood as a specialist
field, which is often taught in the form of apprenticeships, it is first important to illustrate the differences between specialist and general education,
in order to fully understand how design fits the aims of general education.
‘The main distinction lies in the difference between the instrumental, or
exstrinsic, aims that specialist education usually has, and the intrinsic
aims that general education must have.’ [7, p19]

to externalize this knowledge [7], and it is a matter of inculcating these
articulated ways of design learning into India to see a change in its design
atmosphere.
The case for design to be included in secondary education has developed
as follows. Firstly, it can be said that familiarity with design thinking
enables students to approach a particular kind of problem that, as discussed earlier, is ambiguous, and is quite different from the kinds of wellstructured problems of the sciences or humanities. Secondly, it involves
the kind of thinking peculiar to design that is termed as constructive as
opposed to the more commonly acknowledged inductive and deductive
reasoning. Thirdly, rudimentary design ability exists, to an extent, in
everybody.

Since general education is in principle non-technical and non-vocational,
design can only achieve parity with other disciplines in general education if it is organized as an area of study which contributes as much to the
individual’s self-realization as to preparation for social roles. [Cross, A,
1980, cited in 7, p19]
The idea that general education must contribute to an individual’s
self- realization does apply to design. Based on the previously discussed
theories of design thinking and cognition, it can be deduced that design
knowledge is unique, and it features in a very elementary form, in an
individual’s general cognitive experience. In simpler terms, preliminary
design ability is present in every individual.
The belief that design ability is possessed, to an extent, by everyone,
applies a great deal in craft societies such as India. Given the degree of
illiteracy paired with the abundance of makers, the distinction between
the professional and amateur design abilities is very blurred.
In craft-based societies, for example, crafts people make objects that are
not only highly practical but often also very beautiful. They would therefore seem to possess high levels of design ability – although in such cases,
the ability is collective rather than individual: the beautiful – functional
objects have evolved by gradual development over a very long time, and
the forms of the objects are rigidly adhered to from one generation to the
next. [7, p38]
Despite the existence of collective design ability, India has not harnessed
its complete potential. Perhaps the richness of craft culture in India
impacts the understanding of design as a discipline, as it has traditionally
been seen purely as a skill, much like swimming or riding a bicycle. This is
true to a great extent in Indian secondary school systems, owing to belief
in the traditional specialized, vocational nature of design. Therefore it
becomes important for a student not only to learn valuable design content
but also to be aware of what and why they are learning.
India has been seeing design graduates for many years now, and there
is a considerable amount of design activity that exists. These modes of
design thinking, albeit unarticulated, are present. There is an abundance
of objects; some generic and some that are unique to the Indian experience. This wealth of objects is not only a source of exemplified knowledge,
but the process of using these objects as archetypes has generated the
material culture of craft society [7]. Design activity in India is largely
informed by design knowledge that is skill-based knowledge. It is difficult
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Conclusion

This argument set out to discuss the unique features and implications of
design thinking, in order to identify design as a unique expertise. With
the help of cognitive theories it endeavored to make a case for including
design in secondary school curriculums. It found that design thinking
is a unique approach to problem solving that is especially applicable in
the context of ill-defined problems. By providing solutions it attempts
at recognizing and defining problems. As design activity is present in
India, these modes of work and ways of thinking are also existent. At a
national level, this can be exemplified in the knowledge in objects that
has perpetuated Indian craft society, conversations in materials owing to
collective design ability. However, this design behaviour and knowledge
in India remains largely unarticulated.
Theories of cognitive development are varying propositions on how
reasoning and thinking develops in an individual. In contrast to stage
theories that suggest a hierarchy of knowledge, constructivist theories
propose a life long interaction of types of thinking across various developmental stages. They recognise that constructive reasoning of design is
present in a basic form at early stages of cognition, and therefore have the
equal ability of being developed to a high level. As an equal part of universal cognitive ability, design plays a role in individual self-realization, and
therefore is in line with the aims of general education.
For a deeper change in thinking, these modes of working need to be
articulated at a large scale. It is in the extent to which a subject is discussed, both in terms of depth and variety, that its legitimacy can be acknowledged. In order to equip people with the ability to tackle ill-defined
problems, and also to change the notions of the larger population, design
needs to well articulated and widely discussed. Recent private initiatives like India Design Forum and the Unbox Festival have both seen the
significance of documenting and recognizing design discussions. Both
initiatives have maintained extensive video footage, blogs, and reports of
the events of the Festival. Unbox founders Codesign have released their
self-publication Dekho, a collection of conversations on design in India.
Unbox Festival 2013 will see a design writing workshop, to address the
lack of design literature in India.
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If at a larger level, design is being harnessed as a tool for development, then it
cannot alienate the existing population invested in craft livelihoods. Initiatives
like the Unbox festival and India Design Forum are largely reaching the educated
middle class. Along with these forums for design debate, design interventions at
a grassroots level to help transform the nature of craft livelihoods are especially
important in the Indian context. There is an emerging class of Indian society that
is well exposed, and discerning, that is demanding good design [4], and initiatives
like Unbox and IDF are widening the platform to further this design awareness.
However, given the international nature of these festivals, discussions and opinions need to be sensitive to the Indian context. If design thinking is not cultivated
at multiple levels, the new and upcoming discerning audience with its increased
demand for designed products, might supersede the already diminishing market
for craft altogether, which would be a great loss.
Design thinking is a unique approach toward solving ambiguous problems with a
solution-oriented approach. As basic design reasoning is present in most people,
and can be developed to the same level as other forms of thinking, it should feature
in secondary school curriculums. An increased volume of design writing and discussion would be essential in generally educating people about the discipline, as
well as in easing the pedagogical transition for future design students.
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Inculcating Divergent thinking
in Mainstream
School education: Creating Ideators
and Problem Solvers for Tomorrow
Abstract

Objective
Divergent Thinking allows a person to think multiple ideas of the same
problem conceptualize and adopt a holistic thinking approach .This forms
the backbone of any design process. A country hard-pressed to work on
an innovation economy model needs to realize the creative deficiency in
the education system. No substantial changes can be
brought about unless they address the mass. These findings through
hands-on workshops across school children of various socio-economic
backgrounds aim to explore the necessity of right brains skill development and whether a uniform approach can be adopted for the same.
Methodology
This study through pilot workshops represents an effort to understand the
conceptualizing and ideation potentials untapped in school level students. Approximately 15 workshops with upto 350 students between age
group 8 to 18 have been conducted in a period of one and a half
years, under the initiative Thinkizm .These students span across various sections of the society from top private schools to Govt.Schools
(Barabanki Dist., UP ) , Juvenile Centre etc. The tools used were hands-on
activities based on enhancing attributes like originality, exposure, imagination etc .Torrance test of creative thinking were also consistently taken
Results:
Given a non-threatening atmosphere, right exposure and a
experiential learning process, school children exhibit tremendous
potential to be innovative and divergent thinkers. This is irrespective of
their socio-economic backgrounds, but is definitely dependent on levels
of exposure, imagination, correlation abilities and curiosity (factors of
creative thinking)
Further Discussions:
The pilot workshops have brought forth the need to put in consistent
efforts to awaken the creative thinker and problem solver in every child
studying in schools and create a strong backbone for furthering design
education. The workshops continue at school level and various models l
through which a platform for consistency can be created to make divergent thinking a permanent part of the Indian school academics are being
explored.
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Introduction

The main purpose of education is to provide whole rounded development
of a child and to make him /her realize and utilize his full potential. Our
school systems have been time and time again been questioned for their
effectiveness in making thinkers and their role in creating innovators.
The result is a spurt of many alternative school and centres of learning in
the country. Many are adopting now what is called as home –schooling as
an alternative medium.
However, if we need to create holistic thinkers in the country, we need to
work with the school students at a mass level irrespective of their socio
–economic backgrounds. This research undertakes to look at whether a
uniform approach can be adopted to foster divergent thinking in school
and also its necessity.
Whether we draw it from our own personal experiences or understand
it through various researches done, there is a consensus that creative
thinking is lacking in the school education scenario. The following reference illustrates this feature.
The value of children’s creativity is widely recognized. Creativity is, for
example, thought to be related to psychological health and the ability
to solve problems. There are, however, concerns about creativity being
stifled by specific educational procedures, and there is a debate over development trends in creativity. Steffin (1983) argued that the typical classroom environment, peer pressure, and the format of school assignments
each inhibit the creativity of children. Along the same lines, Torrance
(1968) described a fourth-grade slump of creative performances. Gardner
(1982) offered a cognitive explanation for developmental trends and suggested that creativity drops when children enter a literal stage. With the
recognized value of creativity and the concerns about its development, it
behooves us to closely monitor the creativity of children [1].
Creativity should be as important in education as literacy. Today we are
living in an innovation age, and creativity is more important than ever
before in history. Graduates today need to maximize their own creative
potential, because jobs that don’t require creativity are being outsourced
or automated. The world needs everyone’s creativity, collectively, to solve
pressing social problems [2].
Relation between divergent thinking and creative thinking:
Creative thinking is defined as a ‘mental process involving the generation
of new ideas or concepts, or new associations between existing ideas or
concepts[3].
Many researchers have considered creativity synonymous with “divergent thinking”, defined as flexibility of thought, production, and application of many different ideas to solve a given problem with a variety of
unusual, original, or off-the wall ideas; in other words, divergent thinking
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has been believed the best predictor of creative performance not only in
adulthood (Kirton, 2003) but also in childhood (Runco, 1986, 1992; Lubart
& Sternberg, 1995). Lubart and Sternberg (1995), for instance, stated that
creatively gifted children excelled in the intellectual processes of problem definition, selective encoding, and combination skills, which are key
aspects of divergent and generative thinking.[4]
Right Brain Thinking and Left Brain Thinking
According to the theory of left-brain or right-brain dominance, each side
of the brain controls different types of thinking. Additionally, people are
said to prefer one type of thinking over the other. For example, a person
who is “left-brained” is often said to be more logical, analytical and objective, while a person who is “right-brained” is said to be more intuitive,
thoughtful and subjective.
In general, schools tend to favor left-brain modes of thinking, while downplaying the right-brain ones. Left-brain scholastic subjects focus on logical thinking, analysis, and accuracy. Right-brained subjects, on the other
hand, focus on aesthetics, feeling, and creativity. The hands-on workshop
conducted during the course of the research indicate also the various
reasons why there is a certain lack of creative thinking and an inclination
to foster it in school environment. Standardization and an affinity to linearity leads our current teaching methods. While, creative thinking needs
time, a conducive environment, stimulation and lack of an authoritarian
atmosphere to be truly successful.
Divergent Thinking and Design Education
There is also a need to highlight a connect between design education and
divergent thinking. As divergent thinking allows a person to think of multiple ideas and conceptualize it forms the backbone of any design process.
A lot of time and effort can be saved at higher education level, if students
are trained from the very beginning to be creative thinkers. Students need
to be comfortable with chaos as well as order.

Age group in years

No. of students

No of workshop

8 to 11 years old

115

8 workshops

12 to 19 years old

173

4 workshops

Table 1: Age wise Details of participant students
Some other details of participants in accordance to their gender and their
school origin are highlighted in Table 2 and 3 .
Gender

No. of students

No of workshop

Girls

145

12

Boys

143

12

Table 2:Gender wise Details of total participant students
Type of school

The approach adopted to understand the implications of a uniform system of divergent thinking development and its necessity, was a series of
pilot workshops .These experiential learning workshops were conducted
independently by a social venture run by Thinking Threads Design called
Thinkizm. The aim was to act as a catalyst for inculcating creative thinking in a child irrespective of his /her socio –economic background which
is overall missing from the education system. These also acted as research
material for understanding the potentials and limitations of Indian Children at various age groups, type of school origin levels.
These workshops ranged from duration of one day to 5 days and focused
on experiential Learning. Tasks not only aimed at creative thinking but
also developing team building skills, communication skills. Some details
of the participating students have been highlighted age wise
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No. of
students

Government (6) KVIIT-Kanpur(U.P), KVIIT, BarabankiKanpur (U.P), Opportunity(Kanpur, U.P),
Jawahar, Navodaya Vidyalaya(Kanpur,
U.P),ITI -Barabnaki (U.P),Inter college
Barabanki (U.P)

100

Public (10)

DPS Kalyanpur(Kanpur U.P,)
Nurture(Kanpur-U.P), Sheling
house(Kanpur M.L.M.D public school,
S.D public school ,S.l Public inter college,
DPS Mathura (U.P)Woodbine (KanpurU.P),Dr. VSEC, dpuri(Kanpur –U.P)St.
Anselms(Kanpur-U.P)

117

Private (13)

Prathmjke(Kanpur-U.P),DPR inter
college (Kanpur-U.P), Modern Era
High School (Kanpur-U.P),Sai Education center(Kanpur-U.P),Pt. RNKL
shukla college(Kanpur-U.P),BNSD
Shikshaniketan(Kanpur-U.P), G.P memorial inter college, (Kanpur-U.P),S.D.M.D
school(Kanpur-U.P),Shiksha sopan sc
(Kanpur-U.P),Vidyut inter college (Kanpur-U.P),S.G.N.I.C (Kanpur-U.P),B.P.M.G
inter College,(Kanpur-U.P),DRVIG school
shyam(Kanpur-U.P),

60

Divergent Thinkers are need of the hour whether it be for personal or
social or economic development.

The Approach:
Pilot Workshop
Methodology

No .of schools

Table 3: School Origin Wise division of total participants
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The framework of the present study for the analysis of creative thinking is
represented by the model of Williams (1969), with reference to Guilford’s
analytic studies on divergent thinking (1950) and Torrance’s research
(1963). The most systematic assessment of creative thinking in elementary
school children was conducted by Torrance and his colleagues (1965), who
administered the Tests of Creative Thinking to thousands of children.
Although Torrance used many of Guilford’ suggestions in the construction of his tests, he created many tasks which can be scored for several
factors involving both verbal and nonverbal aspects. These factors were
defined as “ideational productivity” (or fluency), the ability to produce a
variety of ideas or hypotheses concerning possible solutions to problems;
“flexibility”, adapting oneself to a change in instructions, to be free from
the ‘inertia of thought’, and to use a variety of approaches; “originality”,
generating uncommon responses, remote, unusual, or unconventional
associations, and, in other terms, cleverness; “elaboration” (or redefinition), the capacity to redefine and reorganize in new ways what one sees,
to shift the function of familiar objects, and to transform something well
known into a new context; “resistance to premature closure”, keeping an
open mind while processing information and, finally, “abstractness of
ideas”, that is, synthesizing processes of thinking.[5]
Of the activities conducted in the duration of workshops only some key
exercises will be discussed during the course of this paper. The inferences
drawn from the same shall also be discussed. Some of the key exercises
undertaken were named as What If?, Unusual uses ,What if , Alphabet
Duniya and Product Improvement Exercise. Table 4 illustrates the no. of
total participants for the each activity.
Activity name

No of Participant Students

Unusual uses

179

Product Improvement Exercise.

18

Alphabets Duniya

9

What if ?

9

Figure 1: Unusual uses of a common object like empty plastic bottle
illustrated by participants from private schools (age group 8 to 11years)
While the younger students struggled to ideate even 10 ideas, the elder
ones were able to reach ten ideas soon. However, only when pushed, the
participants were likely to ideate beyond the limit given. Barring a few
exceptions in each group, there was a tendency to look it as a convergent
exercise, where there are limits set. There was a lot of overlap of common
ideas, and a limitation of flexibility (no. of categories. Most ideas were of
the kitchen utility, decoration and toy categories. The most common was
using an empty plastic bottle as a container for various things and making toys like car out of it.

Table 4: Activity wise number of participants.
Activities focused on multiple idea generation and collaborative thinking.
‘Unusual uses’ is an exercise developed for multiple idea generation
through visualization. Participants are told to think of as many as possible unusual uses of an object (minimum 10) E.g Empty plastic bottle
or a spatula within a fixed time period. Children are encouraged to only
use imagery and think as wild as possible. They are given a time limit of
15 minutes and asked to work individually. Some of the outputs of this
workshop are in the Figures 1and 2 below.
Figure 2: Unusual uses of a common object like empty plastic bottle
illustrated by participants from (age group 11 years and above)
402
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‘What if?‘ is an exercise developed on the lines of one of the activities of
Torrance test of creative thinking. The objective is to ask the participants
to think of multiple possibilities of a hypothetical situation. During the
course of the task, participating children are encouraged to think also of
positive outcomes of the situation in hand.
Done as a collaborative exercise in groups of 2, most teams were able to
come up with 8-10 possibilities for a single situation. Participants were in
the age group of 11-12 years and had settled to idea of brainstorming as a
concept. Some of the hypothetical situations given were What if everyone
looked almost alike? What if money grew on trees? What I we never had
to sleep? What if we could sleep while standing?

Some of the response sheets of this activity are given in Figure 4. Given
the familiarity of the alphabets and the opportunity to play with them,
resulted in many good ideas from students. The ideas were high on
fluency, flexibility and in many cases on originality as well. One of the
primary reasons for this was that this activity was conducted at a much
later stage in the workshop and by then students had become comfortable with the concept of multiple idea generation. This activity also helped
building co-relation abilities of the students.

Rating them on the scales of evaluation set by Torrance Test of Thinking:
While their fluency scores were 8-10 on a average, their flexibility scores
stood low, as most groups adopted only 1-2 lines of thoughts, thus limiting
the categories across which ideas varied. Some responses had originality,
however their occurrence were rare.
E.g. One of the unique responses for What if money grew on trees? was
‘There will be many more trees and global warming will be less’. Some of
the response sheets can be found in Figure 3.

Figure3: Response sheets of some participants
of for the alphabet A and U in the Alpabet Duniya activity
Activities focused on problem solving skills
Product Improvement Exercise (Improve a Fridge) is another activity
developed on the lines of Torrance Test of creative Thinking. Participants
(age group 11 to 13 years) were asked to identify problems in the current
fridges and develop a fridge with improvements, taking some of the key
problems into consideration

Figure 3: Response sheets of some participants of
the’ What if? ‘Activity

Being an advanced stage activity participants showed remarkable involvement in all the stages of problem identification, solving and presentation. Not only were students able to identify problems but also developed innovation abilities to solve those. The satisfaction levels post this
exercise was remarkable. This was a group activity .Some of the solutions
presented by the students are highlighted in Figure 4.

Activities focused on evolving unique perspectives:
Alphabet Duniya: This task pushes the participant to look at different perspectives of viewing a normally accepted image /symbol. Here in this case
participating children were asked to relook an alphabet given to them
from a fresh perspective. They were given the task to point out through
images, everyday objects where all can they see these alphabets visually
in .E.g. An O in a clock’s shape.
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Observations And
Inferences

Observations:
During the course of the pilot workshops, it was observed that while
there isn’t total absence of divergent thinking in students, but there is a
great resistance to it. Accustomed to a linear pattern of thinking students
take time to get familiar with the idea of generating multiple concepts.
There is also a resistance to adjust to understanding that there is no
right or wrong. One of the most common phenomena observed with the
students was the need to take approval from authority for every idea. This
however waned by the 3rd day in case of five day workshops. Compared
to activities which bore direct winning or losing as resultants (some team
building activities of the workshop), the creative thinking activities received lesser weightage in the minds of the participants initially. Its only
truly post 3 days of exposure to creative activities did students across all
socio-economic backgrounds started finding ideation a rewarding and an
exciting exercise.

Figure 4: Some solutions for Product Improvement Exercise (Improve a
Fridge) activity.

Figure 5: A participant ideating for unusual uses activity.

Figure 4: Students presenting ideas during the course of Redesign a fridge
activity
406
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Critical analysis before complete ideation in some cases lead to premature closure to newer concepts. One of the tendency highly exhibited was
a fear of a idea being ‘stupid ‘or too ‘funny’. These highlighted keywords
were used by students themselves to explain their ideas while seeking
approval. While only some students tended towards visualizing an idea,
most seeked help of words to explain their concepts. While students of
age groups above 10 ,easily understood the concept of multiple ideation,
students below this age group found it a difficult concept to grasp.
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The above observations were noted across participating students of all
age groups. However, some observations differed for students of different
socio-economic backgrounds. Students from bigger private schools were
extremely high on confidence and exposure levels, leading to more no. of
ideas /student. However, their exposure also acted as a influencing force
and thus caused many ideas to lack originality. The competitive spirit was
higher in students from private and public schools. Students from government schools though low on exposure levels and confidence levels ,scored
high on originality of an idea. The no.of ideas /student or fluency scores
were lower. The approval seeking tendency was higher which barred the
number of ideas generated.
Inference:
All the observations taken during the course of the workshops validate
the need for right brain skills development. A uniform approach across
different socio –economic backgrounds can be adopted with slight alterations in the activities depending on levels of exposure. E.g. In the activity,
Unusual uses, Govt. School students were not aware of what a spatula is,
so it had to be substituted with a brick.
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There are many factors cumulating to the creativity of a single child
.Though the natural ability of a child to be creative or divergent is one of
the key ones, but with constant exposure to divergent thinking activities, dormant or untapped potentials of students can show incremental
change. Two of the biggest influencing factors for fostering divergent
thinking in a school environment is a non-threatening atmosphere and
the regular exposure to divergent thinking activities. A non-threatening
atmosphere can be created through proper long -term teacher training.
A regular exposure and practice on developing right brain skills is only
possible when creative thinking is adopted in the mainstream academic
curriculum. Guidance and encouragement are two primary stimuli for
fostering creativity in children. One extrinsic factor is the level of exposures of the children. However, the teachers and schools need to be armed
with tools and techniques and proper training to inculcate right brain
thinking skills in students.
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Designing Design Education
Abstract

The world is looking to improve educational systems to respond to changing needs of the future. Design education provides hands on, place
based project learning that learns from direct connections and interactions with the world.

Design is a creative process that develops critical thinking seeking and
selecting necessary information to organize and test ideas. Materializing
ideas is the mode of creating change. Constructing ideas demands social
engagement. Purposeful thought and action is the basis for all human
achievement and is found in all subject disciplines.
It is the nature of design to redesign. In the twenty first century, education is in critical need of being designed in countries all over the world. In
a universe that changes faster than the mind can comprehend, education needs to redesign delivery and content to best prepare children to
be adaptable and creative local and global citizens. It is imperative to
introduce design as nature to nurture imagination, raise motivation and
relevancy, and blur learning with work, play and fun. 21st Century education needs new literacies (eco literacy and digital fluency) and changed
definitions of progress that create better relationships between the built
environment and the natural world.

Design connects horizontally with diverse fields of information. Design
creates critical awareness of our built and natural worlds.
This paper presents design of informal design education opportunities
created in conjunction through workshops with children and teachers
over a ten year period. It offers insights and concludes with access to the
free online activities created by the educational collaboration, NEXT.cc,
to support creativity in place based design practices with teachers and
students in remote classrooms.

Key Words

Design; Imagination; Creativity; Environmental
Design; Design Thinking; Design Research;
Design Learning; Design Process; Design Making;
21st Century Teaching and Learning; Place Based
Project Learning; Global Learning; Eco Literacy;
Digital Fluency

Everyone Is A
Designer

While it took Daniel Pink writing in A Whole New Mind to offer us ‘designerly’ ways of thinking everyone actually “is” a designer. [1] People
focus their thinking to satisfy their wants and needs. They seek information necessary to activate change. They weigh options. They make decisions based on what they know and what they have learned. They attempt
to implement change. If their change is not as predicted or not as successful as it could be, they re evaluate their actions, revise changes, and
attempt to create change again. This is experiential learning and it
is what design brings. Designing design education sets up informal opportunities for design projects to occur during the school day, week and year.
Design education moves the learning from the teacher or the text, to the
community of the classroom and the context of the world.
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Figure 1 NEXT.cc 2013 c New Relationships Between the Built
and Natural Worlds
Photo Credit: LKeane

Figure 2 “The world is finite, but imagination is infinite.”
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Design Imagination Sir Ken Robinson calls” creativity imagination at work”[2]. Creativity is a
And Life Long
21st century necessity for students to discover connections between
Learners
themselves, their talent and their ability to contribute to the world. De-

sign education nurtures creativity by exposing children to ways of
working that cross traditional subjects. Design develops abilities and intentions, encourages communication and social interaction, develops and
retains meaningful memories. As we learn more about building attention,
developing memory and raising motivation to learn, we find that hands
on experiences raise our ability to learn. Born to Learn (http://www.
bornto- learn.org/) is one of many websites that connect the neuroscience
of learning for developing life long learners [3]. People have a 24/7 capacity
to learn life long.

Design Learning

Learning involves the whole person; it is not only a measure of specifics
from K12 school activities but also development of relationships to larger
social communities –becoming a full participant, a member, a kind of
person. It also implies coming to terms with the world and one’s place
in it. Organized learning only partly – and often incidentally – implies
becoming able to be involved in new activities, to perform new tasks and
functions, to master new understandings. Activities, tasks, functions,
and understandings do not exist in isolation; they are part of broader
systems of relations in which they have meaning. In addition to directed
learning of the K12 school experience, informal learning is learning that
occurs on an ongoing basis outside of school. [4] Informal education is
unorganized, unsystematic and even unintentional, yet accounts for the
great bulk of any person’s total lifetime person.[5]

Informal learning involves evaluation, reflection and often development
of critical thinking and problem solving in real life. It also happens without realization that learning is occurring.
Thirdly, while a large portion of informal learning is happenstance, much
more is selected learning than during organized instruction. Selected
learning is self initiated and motivational. Self motivated learning is purposeful. It connects with us emotionally and creates memory. Learning
that is pleasurable is rewarding.

Design And Art
Education

A National Governor’s Association 2012 Report promotes the importance
of design linking art with science with the environment for cultural sustainability. New Engines of Growth: Five Roles for Arts, Design and Culture presents the importance of art and creativity education in K12 to
deliver a better prepared workforce, catalyze community revitalization,
launch cultural districts and cultivate creative hubs. [6] Designing design education to deliver informal design thinking, research and making
opportunities nurtures imagination across broad bands of population

Figure 4 NEXT.cc 2012 c Map of States w/Art &
Design Standards

Figure 3 NEXT.cc Hand and Mouse Skills
The interest in and basis for informal learning forms our direct connection to life long learning. Lifelong learning can be defined as the lifelong
process by which every individual acquires and accumulates knowledge,
skills, attitudes and insights from daily experiences and exposure to the
environment – at home, at work, at play: from the example and attitude
of families and friends; from travel, reading newspapers and books; or by
listening to the radio or viewing films or television.
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New learning tools and skills remake the context between consumer,
creator and producer. 86% of US voters believe that encouraging children
to be creative and develop their imagination is necessary to maintain a
creative edge and ensure that the US does not fall behind other countries.
[7] Teaching art linked with science, engineering and math, creativity is
linked with research and design can become a powerful vehicle.
Canada and the United Kingdom have been mandating K-12 design education since 1995. Three U.S. states (MI, WI, NJ) currently have art and
design standards, though the NAEA published correlation between Art
Standards and new Common Core State Standards that evolve critical
thinking, awareness of diverse approaches, etc.
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Declared basically non-existent in the United States [8] teaching of design
changes STEM (Science + Technology+ Engineering + Math) learning
to STEAM (Science + Technology + Engineering + Environment + Art +
(Design + Environment) +Math). Children learn from and celebrate multiple cultural associations. Art experiences help children develop unique
perspectives and assist children in visualizing and materializing ideas. [9]

teaching and learning can connect teachers and students to their schools
and school communities in new ways. The four strands are as follows:
Strand 1: Questioning, Analysis and Interpretation Skills;
Strand 2: Knowledge of Environmental Processes and Systems;
Strand 3: Skills for Understanding and Addressing Environmental Issues
including the earth, living systems, humans and their societies and interactions between humans and the environment.

Art is the current place based project learning experience in most schools.
Design connects with art with purposeful studies of human use connecting art making to social justice roles. Design combines science and art
and mediates diverse information across natural and artificial systems.
It offers processes that open complex interactions and morally charged
decision making in relationships with each other, with the built world
and the world we encounter. Design facilitates relationships between the
physical and social environment; the advent of sustainable design practices proposes solutions to social problems, provides conscientious living
strategies and creates local and global ecological perspectives.

Strand 4: Personal and Civic Responsibility

Figure 6 NEXT.cc Tools c 2013

Figure 5 NEXT.cc STEM to STEAM 2013

Design Education
And The
Importance Of
The Environment
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Earth’s evolution reveals that nature has 13 billion years of trial and error,
experimentation and evaluation, risk and success in creating the world.
As nature learns from diverse approaches, so too does the K-12 education
system need to learn from other educational models and environmental
practices. David Orr, in Earth In Mind, On Human Prospect and Education, writes that all education is environmental education. [10] Janine
Benyus asks for a “Biomimic revolution” to learn from nature [11]. Biomimetic research discovers what works in the natural world and perhaps
even more importantly, what lasts. The North American Association of
Environmental Education established Environmental Education Learning Standards in 2007 [12] connecting 21st century critical thinking skills
with awareness and understanding of interactions between people and
nature. Delivered through place based design activities these standards
address awareness, knowledge, attitudes and environmental ethic, citizen
action skills, and citizen action experiences and connect development of
the individual with understandings about human ecology and the ecology
of living systems. Architects and designers work in careers that nature
and people in place making. These same processes brought into K12
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Design Tools

Children introduced to design practices at an earlier age are empowered
to use them, college bound or not, to make better choices about the built
environment and their interactions with it.
Design introduces tools that scientists, artists, designers, architects, and
environmentalists use to learn about the world, engage the world and
interact with the world. Children read, write, paint, make, photograph,
videotape and record the world around them. They become active explorers of using all of their senses and challenging themselves to learn. They
collect and evaluate observations and findings.

Design Languages

Languages introduce vocabulary and sets of ideas. Languages are sets
of ideas that look at taxonomies of relationships inspiring wonder of the
built and natural world. Knowing names of things allows for exchange of
meaning and communication. Knowing that things exist in systems connects ideas horizontally. Design introduces ideas about systems that are
natural, social, economic and cultural. Offering activities that connect
scales of investigation expand awareness and understanding of networks.

Figure 7 NEXT.cc Language c 2013
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Design Discovery

Discovery journeys look at how economy, culture, climate change, and
technology shape sustainable design responses. Discover transdisciplinary interconnected thinking between earth, air, water, well being and
design of the every day.

ered through the work of Meredith Davis, Design As A Catalyst for Learning [13], that “design education was basically non existent in the US.” This
National Endowment for the Humanities research project discovered that
K12 educators were not trained to introduce design as a investigative research tool critical to human ecology. Rather, design, if it was introduced,

Figure 8 NEXT.cc Design Journeys c 2013

Figure 9 NEXT.cc Green School Workshop
was as a simple ‘noun’ raising questions of “what does something look
like?” or “how does something function?” rather than the key 21st century
critical question of “how does it relate?”

Figure 8 NEXT.cc Discovery c 2013

Design
Opportunities

Design Workshops
For Children
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Design opportunities allow students to explore their intentions. They use
their senses, learn and build with light, understand matter and materials, seek out nature patterns, look at architecture in response to weather,
build an emergency shelter, use color in their classroom, on the stage, in
the city. They research their school, school grounds and school communities with new tools and develop new ideas for improving life. They learn to
evaluate the energy use of their schools and homes and propose changes.
They demonstrate spatial organizations of people, places and environments; discern interdependence of built and natural works in spatial
dimensions; and analyze urban structure and predict impact of change.
Design opportunities allow students to explore, defining areas of interest,
connecting work to the places in which they learn and live.
Our research built upon tacit teaching experience teaching design with
art, architecture and design students at the undergraduate and graduate
levels. We started a Young Architects Club at the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee where inner city youths were bussed to the campus for a Saturday workshop. We drew with them, introduced vocabulary, tested materials and explored modeling and building. The energy and enthusiasm
in the room was palpable. At the end of the day the students were bussed
back and we lost contact with them, wondering if they would forget their
interest in working in the built environment. We began to introduce built
environment education in elementary, middle and high school career days
in our local public school district. Quick subject introduction followed
by hands on activities spurred curiosity, interest, and excitement about
project based learning (outside of the art room). Most students had never
been exposed to design fields that engage the public realms. We discov-
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In 2002 we designed 16 ‘journeys’ with multiple activities working with
college art and design students to translate college design projects into
K12 projects. A group of college art and design students collaborated
with K12 administrators and teachers and architects and designers in
initiating design projects for middle school students. Printed initially in
booklet form, sixteen original ‘journeys’ were tested in Racine, WI inner
city schools. One week later teachers called and said, “do you have more
journeys.”
The NEXT.cc Project was initiated to create access to design processes
for teachers and students. We expanded our team of collaborators. NEXT.
cc is a collaborative effort by principals, teachers, architects, artists and
college art, art education, design and architecture students (MIT, Harvard, NYIT, CCAC, Parsons, SAIC, UWM) . NEXT.cc introduces what design is, what design does, and why design is important. It offers activities
across nine scales- nano, pattern, object, space, architecture, neighborhood, urban, region, and world. NEXT.cc’s journeys integrate virtual field
trips, museums, institutions and contemporary practices connecting the
classroom with the world. NEXT.cc reaches young people, their teachers and their families with meaningful learning experiences that create
positive influence on lives. Founded as an educational non-profit in 2007,
NEXT.cc actively researches and creates transdisciplinary journeys that
engage local ideas with global practices. Participants move from the computer into the community and learn about themselves, their neighbors,
and their friends as they engage history and culture of place and explore
sustainable design possibilities.
NEXT.cc is partnered with Ace Mentors, Burnham 100, Chicago Public
Schools After School Matters, Detroit Public Schools, Earth Day Network,
LaCrosse Design Institute, National Environmental Education Foundation, Global Campaign For Climate Action, Industrial Design Society of
America, National Environmental Education Foundation Environmental
Education Week, US Green Charter Schools, The RISD, STEM to STEAM
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Project, The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Smithsonian, Cooper
Hewitt National Design Museum, Harvard Career Links Project, FutureLab’s InfoCow, UIA’s Architecture and Children Program, and the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. NEXT.cc is being informally accessed in 100
countries and 50 states.

Designing Teacher
Professional
Workshops

Between 2007 and the present, we delivered over fifty teacher and student
workshops reaching school districts in the Midwest. NEXT.cc workshops
reached over 5000 teachers and 25,000 students. We learned with the
teachers the need to introduce digital tools in non-intimidating ways.
We learned to connect design journeys and activities to required Learning Standards. We created ways to work on short introductory projects,
outside projects and longer term projects in our workshops. We concentrated in connecting them with the NEXT.cc journeys to support their
traditional teaching and to open up the possibility of place based projects
on their school campuses and out in their school communities. The linking of NEXT.cc’s journeys to virtual field trips, museum interactives and
contemporary global practices was welcomed with a great deal of excitement and enthusiasm. Teachers were excited to be able to participate in
environmental issues while teaching their required content.

Figure 11 Design As Nature Workshops NEXT.cc 2011c
Teachers reported starting environmental clubs, proposing green roofs
and urban agriculture beds for their schools and connecting art making
with other teachers’ teaching. Teachers were captivated by the ecological and educational transforming mission to reach all learner types
with project based learning. With teacher input we expanded science,
math and engineering journeys. We learned how to captivate attention
of teachers, get them excited about new ways of teaching, share access
to free tools and new understandings underlying activities. We began to
give workshops to art and science teachers, school administrators and
environmental education consultants.
Thanks very much for an awesome workshop! You inspired me to collaborate to start a new architecture curriculum for this year including the
whole school of nearly 1600 4th and 5th graders. Craig Hammett (NEXT.
cc Communication)

Figure 10 Green Building Green Cities Workshop
Art Institute of Chicago NEXT.cc 2011c
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With each different group the sequence of journeys ‘toggled’ was tuned to
their interests. During this process we learned that systems thinking is a
maturing process and that teachers needed support to connect journeys.
With our webmasters we modified the current website to include the
ability to sort journeys via scale, subject or combinations. This gently suggests that no work that we do is ever done in isolation but is connected to
smaller and larger scales of influence.
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We also learned that a short introduction to this way of teaching only
reached the most agile and technically motivated teachers. We needed
longer sessions to build confidence with the teachers. We extended workshops from 1 hour, to half day, whole day and multiple day consultations.
Like college design education, maturation of the ‘designing mind’ takes
practice and exposure over time to challenges. We have found that the
most evaluating their progress and student work at the successful relationship with teacher professional development is working with teachers prior to the school year, checking up with them via Skype midterm;
reviewing their work mid year and end of the academic year and valuating
their progress and student work at the end of the year. We learned that
even project based trained instructors need introductory design research,
thinking and making experiences.
Our first level of success was with teachers who would replicate the exercises that we had shared with them in the workshop format. They were
excited to have access to NEXT.cc’s interplay of journeys, activities and
linked resources. They were eager to try the short and long activities with
their students and to share their outcomes. They reported that the children were happy to explore the on line tools and take their own journeys.
They also noted that the informal learning format allowed children to self
select and develop ideas for more projects.

Figure 13 NEXT.cc Eco Web of Tools Languages Discovery and Design
Journeys Journeys 2103 c
I just wanted to let you know that after 2 or 3 years of being on your list of
pilot teachers, I am finally using the site in my classroom. My kids LOVE
it. They are 12-14 yrs. old and are finding so many great journeys to go on.
We are using it as a way to teach independent projects in a more guided
way before they leap off in designing their own journeys. I have never seen
a group of 7th and 8th grade students so engaged for an hour working
independently on their computers... wow.

We also found the most success was with schools whose administrators
were behind a shift in learning and would work to have teachers collaborate between subjects on projects. Design thinking has taught us and our
students new skills that traditional schools do not focus on. As a teacher
I am more focused on the design process (are they brainstorming? are
they coming up with solutions? how will you defend their answers? what
are they going to build/mold/design?) as compared to many teachers who
are focused on content deliverables (do they know which battles were key
in the Civil War? Do they understand photosynthesis?). Students themselves are able to think for themselves and think OUTSIDE THE BOX!
We started our school with many students thinking that display/trifold
boards and key notes were “projects,” but now they are coming up with
much more innovative ideas such as writing a diary as if a girl from the
holocaust, designing an all green home everything from blue prints, to
samples of materials, to an actual model, an i phone application, a story
about different animals for preschoolers, etc. They are realizing that they
can use their talents and embed them into their education. (NEXT.cc
Communication) Ashley Hiser, LaCrosse Design Institute, LaCrosse, WI
The ultimate goal of access to design education is to empower teachers
and students with new tools and new ways of teaching, learning and
making to find their own place based opportunities. Design education
experience supports the designer in each of us and makes us more critical
of consummation without intention. Teachers are charged with delivering standards based education, but accessing design thinking opens the
door for concerns and causes to be developed as projects. As teachers
move from authoritative deliverers of knowledge and become guides and
facilitators, more responsibility is naturally placed on the student for his
or her own success. Students are charged with learning and having the
opportunity to have ideas about what to learn about raises motivation
and enhances learning opportunities. This ‘ownership’ factor is crucial
for personalizing learning and empowering students to want to find their
voice and place in the world.
NEXT.cc is a brilliant concept encouraging our students to be active in
their communities as architects and educators. It introduces environmental issues and inspires design and education as ethical practices.
Sean S. Miller Director of Education Earth Day Network
Design is our future. Let us design k12 design activities that will support
imagination, nurture wonder of the built and natural world.

Victoria Rydberg, RIVER CROSSING 7-8, Teacher of the Year 2009, WI DPI
Environmental Education
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I find NEXT.cc to be a powerful, intuitive and disarmingly engaging
learning platform for students. We have deployed NEXT.cc at SUPAR, and
it has been a great vehicle for supporting student directed exploration and
discovery. As a project based high school, we value learning opportunities
that engage our students in ways that require them to take leadership for
their learning, NEXT.cc supports our pedagogical objectives very well.
The modular nature of the NEXT.cc platform allows for the scaffolding of knowledge building, thus rewarding students by promoting their
increased level of content competency while encouraging them by giving
them opportunities to demonstrate their increased capacity to apply
what they know. That said, NEXT.cc is a robust learning platform that
could be applied in various education settings where creativity, global
thinking and student- center learning is valued. (NEXT.cc Communication) Dr. Kirk E. Harris, Faculty, UWM School of Architecture and Urban
Planning & Founder, School for Urban
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SPATIAL
SPACIAL
DESIGN
The session focuses on design education within
Architectural education, critically looking at differing
nature from design thinking point of view for
architecture. The discussion will include approach to
include philosophy of industrial design in design of
spaces, conflict between identity of old construction
with that of new and the need for incorporating gender
sensitivity while design of the new spaces.
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Integrating Space and
Industrial Design Education
with a Holistic Approach
Abstract

This paper intends to make a critical review of possible integration of
Industrial and Space design education in India, its varied formats and
differing nature of course deliverance. The paper also compares Design
education with Architectural education, critically looking at differing
nature from design thinking of the later. Architectural education which
is governed by rules and guidelines of Council of Technical Education
and Council of Architecture provides a good case study of pit falls in
monitoring educational deliverance by a governing professional body. It
also intends to talk about the generalization of interior design courses
and the shallowness in their approach. The paper tries to broaden the
scope of India Design Council in a similar way to regulate the use of word
“Design” used very commonly in commercial field. The paper concludes by
pointing towards increasing awareness level of today’s clients and design
learners that demands a holistic approach towards entire Space
Design education.

Author Keywords

Space design; Architecture; Interior design; New Subject Matter in Design;
Holistic approach; Design sensitivity and Design skills

Introduction

The word Space Design relates itself to designing of all kind of spaces.
Interior, architectural, exhibition and outdoor spaces can be broadly
termed as Space Designs. Architecture in certain period of historical
times has acted as an umbrella and precursor to almost all disciplines of
design. Thought of modernism came to India through an architectural
event of designing new capital cities by Le Corbusier. But, in India modern
architecture and the rest of modern design disciplines arrived at two
separate points in time and place. Modern design arrived in India through
‘India report’ by Charles and Ray Eames followed by the setting up of an
Institute of Design of national importance. Within a year’s time another
institute of national importance was born in the same city, notably school
of architecture. It is true that there had already been schools of architecture functioning in other cities of India most of which for obvious reasons,
owed their blessings to the post –Chandigarh ‘wind of change’. But the
Ahmadabad school proved to be quite different. [1]
From these events the two streams – Architectural education and Design
education – have developed in parallel directions seldom intersecting. Architecture always looked at industrial design as a specialization, whereas
design always looked at architecture as merely a field supportive to design. The interaction though has thrived at student level, through student
interactions as young architectural graduates being aspirant learners of
design specialization. From the time of formation of “Architect’s Act”and
considering architectural education under All India Council for Technical
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Education (AICTE) has hampered the ‘design sensitivity’ from architectural education.

Space Design
Education Today

The space design education in India is mainly through architecture,
interior design and landscape design disciplines. New areas like retail
design, exhibition design do also exist. Of these architecture and landscape design education is categoriesed under architectural – technical
stream whereas interior design is available in various levels and various
complexities. There are Bachelor of Architectural courses with specialization in interior design. Similarly, there are courses ranging from 3yrs to
1yr durations offered by many numerous bodies across India.

Design
Institutes
Masters in
Architecture
(Landscape design
as optn)
Bachelors in Architecture

Interior (Design) Decoration

Figure 1. Relative number of institutes imparting design studies,
specialization courses at master’s level in space design, architectural
colleges, and institutes giving basic education in interior decoration.
Most of these courses are aimed towards providing professional expertise
and are mainly skill based. This approach is beneficial to learners who
are seeking for an immediate employment option and generates enough
knowledge and skills to be able to work in the profession. A similar approach is sought through in most of the architectural education system.
Though being most exhaustive and intense in nature it still leaves the
learner much deprived of actual “design process”. After graduating from
any architectural school a freshly graduate has typically three directions
to choose through in the profession. Firstly to get engaged in all legal
aspects of the design profession – the bye laws the floor space index (FSI)
calculations (as a ‘legal adviser’ to the Construction Company or client).
Secondly, taking turnkey kind of projects, getting involved in coordinating with contractors and sub-contractors towards realization of the
project (as a building construction manager or contractor). Thirdly, a design related approach, to actually get involved in design decision making
- detailing. The first two approaches any learner is able to cope up with
basic architectural education as most of the learning happens with in the
profession and practice. The third approach requires either an experience
based maturity or a cognitive skill base which the present generalistic
architectural education is not able to provide. The learners seeking the
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third kind of direction either adjust with profession – compromise – or go
for higher education in design related field.

Comparative
analysis of typical
architectural
and design
curriculum
in India

Any basic course structure in architecture will find architectural design
courses being the main spine supported by structural, building technology related courses and humanity studies. There is an input towards
developing design sensitivity through a course typically called as ‘Basic
design’. This course also exposes a student to channels of creative thinking and space and form studies. But since this input remains at first or
second year level, it fails to make a connection of its contents towards
its application in actual design projects. Many experts and academicians have already criticized the present architectural education system
in various ways. Rather than focusing on the flaws of present course
structure, a comparative criticism will lead us more towards the drift of
approaches between architectural and design education system. Figure 2 shows a graphical comparison of placement of various courses in
architectural and design curriculum. [2] It explains the presence of six
main inputs as, Design projects, Design sensitivity, Technological theory,
Basic hand skills, Material handling skills and Humanity studies, across
the five years in the course curriculum. Inputs in humanity studies in
architecture are given mainly through history where as in design it also
expands towards ethnographic studies and inter design studies. Material
handling becomes part and parcel of any design course but is not dealt
beyond basic materials in architecture. Basic hand skills like sketching
and material dexterity is emphasized in design but architectural output
of students is very much dependent on software skills. There is a strong
technological base to architectural education whereas design sees it more
in applicative format. Design projects run across five years in both course
structures, but the emphasis on design process is lacking in architectural
studies. The main area which remains uncultivated in architecture as
mentioned above is design sensitivity both in terms of applicative theory
and explorative process.

To sum up, a design course shows emphasis on design process, user study,
form study and material handling skills. Whereas, hands on experience
with materials and detailed material study is not dealt within any architectural or interior design course structure. This absence of aspect about
methodic design process, user centric approach, and a holistic approach
(systems approach) along with space and form inputs is responsible for
resulting in lack of design sensitivity through architectural education.

Architectural
education abroad

One of the factors that emerge from this overview is separation of the
architectural professional recognition from educational qualification. The
other factor is role of a professional body towards monitoring the educational system.

Educational inputs across five years
Design projects
Year of education

5
4
3

Humanity
studies

2

Design
sensitivity

1
0

Material
handling skills

Technology
theory

Basic hand skills
Architectural Education

Design Education

Figure 2. A comparative representation of various educational inputs
across duration of five years in a typical architectural and design
curriculum in India.
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An overview of architectural education outside India shows leaning of the
system towards design education, even though it may be considered under technical studies. The typical route to qualifying as an architect in the
United Kingdom is a combination of academic studies at a university and
a practical experience. It involves training for five years at university and a
minimum of two years’ experience before final qualification. This includes
three key stages of study on recognized courses validated by the Royal
Institute of British Architects (RIBA), the first stage being a three year undergraduate degree which provides students with a graduate qualification
even if they do not continue with architecture as a profession.[3] Similarly
in United States of America, there is a professional B.Arch. degree and a
nonprofessional Bachelor of Arts in architecture leading to employment
in the field that complements architecture.[4] In Australia, for being able
to practice an individual is required to undertake the three-part Architectural Practice Examination (APE) and then apply for registration to the
Architects’ Board in the State or Territory in which you wish to practice.
Interestingly the system parallely provides an opportunity for those who
have substantial skills and experience in the architectural profession but
do not have a formal qualification in architecture through an assessment
to determine whether their skills evidence equivalence to a recognized
Australian architecture qualification. [5]

Basic Question
And A Need To
Relook

Now this generates few basic questions about including architectural education under technical studies and not under design education. Or why
the course structure is not oriented towards an option of developing design related cognitive skill base? May be during post-independence early
50’s time, architectural education was more job oriented. Starting with
courses in architectural draftsmanship, architectural diplomas and then
full-fledged degree course, the approach still remained more technical.
The demand for market was more and thus in the spur of mass production of housing, the skill of technical knowhow was more required than
design skill. Furthermore design education was still making its roots and
acceptance in the industry. Even though it was a justified decision, the
present context needs a relook at associating architectural education and
technical studies. Since undoing the done is exhaustive a golden mean is
required to be derived for this question. Same question applies to interior
design discipline where the word “Design” is generally used for what actually is practiced or taught is “Decoration”. Similar situation is encountered
in fashion design, animation design and graphic design profession.
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Educational accreditation - A monitoring body or a controlling body?

Another such factor which is resulting in this dilution of design sensitivity is the aggressive marketing of home decorating franchisees. The
exposure to a client of a ‘decorative sensitivity’ than ‘design sensitivity’ is
developing a superficial test in the client. The resulting pressure is on the
designer to merely reproduce or adopt an existing design as per wish of
the client. This thinking methodology is suitable for a carpenter and to a
client at a cheaper cost. As a result the designer becomes obsolete – or it
becomes like ‘anybody can do this job’. This is typical scenario that happens for small scale projects. Looking at this kind of context, do we also
have to look at design sensitivity in general? The answer is ‘yes’. Again
the role of Design Council has to be expanded towards general design
awareness and may be right from school level. It is an ambitious step and
is not going to result at a click of a button. But this is where architectural
education failed to reach and resulted in adverse impacts on profession.

It is not that efforts to deal with this paradigm in space design were not
done. We have many space design schools and courses making efforts to
deal with this aspect through their course structure or through deliverance but to any such experimentation are restricted by rules and regulations of either AICTE or the Council of Architecture restrains it down
threatening with approval to the graduating students. It is not denied
that there are no technicalities involved in space design courses. It is also
understood that a body like AICTE has to exist as a monitoring body for
educational accreditation. But role of such bodies in academic deliverance needs to be redefined. Design council when thinking of regulating
design education should look at all such short falls of such professional
bodies and then decide its role. Here the role of India Design council has
to be defined as a monitoring, guiding, regulating body, and not a threatening body. It should allow enough freedom to individual schools so as to
experiment and innovate various course structures. Role of India Design
council should be monitoring design sensitivity delivered to the learners
by any educational body.

A new context –
new role:
Space design in
profession
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If we look at today’s market scenario, most of the design firms are doing
interdisciplinary work. Interior design today is attempted by product
designers, architects, retail designers, exhibition designers, graphic
designers, commercial artists, home science graduates, home makers /
decorators and carpenter contractors. Now scale of the project attempted
by these practitioners varies and so is the approach. This particularly happens because the market also shares different strata of client with varied
aesthetic sense or perception and financial capabilities. With a builder
dominant construction industry, foreign architects are often invited to
generate conceptual designs and local architects are involved in detailing
and execution of projects. Thus with in architectural firms also interior
projects are looked in as money generating projects. Space design is
becoming more interdisciplinary. There is nothing wrong in this pattern
of working and it has evolved because of these kinds of opportunities
in the market. Now interestingly future scenario foresees scaling up in
number of architectural and design institutes along with the professionals graduating with above mentioned educational backgrounds. They will
also be attempting interior design projects with similar “quick money
generating project” approach. This will exert a pressure on interior design
and eventually because of these multifaceted approaches what will get
affected is the overall design sensitivity towards space design. Thus the
entire responsibility finally comes on to design education to nurture this
design sensitivity in to the young graduating minds. The lack of design
thinking thus needs a holistic approach and that approach requires becoming the philosophical spine of an institute. Some design institutes do
have this kind of philosophy, but again, the same is absent in most of the
design colleges. This methodological shift has to happen across the strata
in all levels of institutional establishments. Here again the India Design
Council can play an important role. The word “Design” also needs a legal
meaning or definition as the word “Architect” has.
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Let it be noted again that it is not that any efforts to arise design sensitivity or thinking in space design is not done yet. There were many such
efforts, some successful some not. It is only that the holistic approach to
connect design disciplines which space design has not come through at
a wide spread level across India. With mass production of colleges and
institutes in space design, a dilution in design thinking has definitely
happened which indirectly has also hampered design education. Furniture, Retail, Exhibition, Interior, Environmental are few of the Industrial
Design fields that intersect with space design studies. A holistic approach
of possibly integrating these parallel fields would yield a new design education paradigm for future context of design education.

Integration – a
holistic approach
– Interior Space
and Equipment
Design at MIT
Institute of Design

Before coming to the conclusion let’s look at another such experiment
of integrating space design with industrial design at the MAEER’s MIT
Institute of Design. Within Industrial Design, the discipline of Interior
space and equipment design offers such approach. Clubbing interior
space design with furniture design it has also gone a step ahead in terms
of integrating lifestyle product design in the course structure. Lifestyle
products are perceived as the products having a very specific space
context. Spaces to be more functional and aesthetic require components
like furniture, seating, storage, lighting etc., so only Furniture Design and
Interior Design alone is not sufficient. The interior space design should be
integrated with the space equipment, and both should have a harmonious interaction. This makes the built space respond like an efficient, well
designed system. This approach imparts the learner a unique edge than
merely “interior decoration”. Of the many Interior Space and Equipment
Design Courses the one at MIT ID emphasizes on the holistic learning. Courses at each semester include a blend of space design as well as
space equipment design (furniture and lifestyle products). Courses with
technological and skill based inputs enable the learners to look at space
in holistic manner and design the interiors and equipment to enhance its
unique aspect of Interior Space and equipment Design programs at MIT
ID as compared to other Interior Space Design Courses is the
strong foundation that the learners go through which develops overall
design sensitivity. [6]
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•
Industrial
Industrial
Design
Design

Let it be noted here that some of these suggestions have already been put
forward by many educationalist at various platforms. Criticism on present
architectural education system is a favored topic at any architectural
meet. But the holistic approach which has been emphasized across the
paper has seldom been discussed. My educational background and my
work experience in both these systems have put me in right position to
overview and compare both the systems simultaneously. When we are
relooking at design education henceforth, this thought or new paradigm
would surely diversify design discipline and would be beneficial to both
design and architectural profession.

New
Paradigm
Space
Design
Architecture

Conclusion

Figure 3. Integration of
Industrial Design and
Architecture to yield a
holistic Space Design
as a new paradigm

The space design education needs a holistic approach in order to develop
overall design sensitivity amongst learners. Undoing the done is not easy;
reassigning all architectural institutes under design council is an impractical option to adopt. Thus a golden mean has to be derived so that the
present gap between the two approaches is bridged.
Following are some suggestions which can be implemented for the cause.
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Architectural education hence forth needs to be considered under
design education.
To start a new design program in space design by restructuring existing architectural program with an approach of filling in the missing inputs of design fundamentals, hand skills, material skills and
exhaustive stress on design process.
If the above mentioned space design graduate has to practice as a
registered architect, he should be required to undertake an ‘Architectural Practice Examination’ and then apply for registration to the
Council of Architecture.
The five year course can be divided in to a 1+ 1+ 3 module, where the
first year is a common foundation, the second is space design basics
and the rest of three are either architectural design, space design in
general, interior design, furniture, retail, exhibition or a
similar specialization.
Design awareness has to be introduced very systematically at school
level towards building up of an overall design sensitivity.
Today’s clients show an increasing awareness towards new products
and trends in the market. To deal with such pressure from clients, a
design professional will require a multidisciplinary approach.
The present generation of design learners have great global exposure,
thus the professional learning has to be that competent and diverse.
With ‘mass production’ of graduates in architecture and design, the
quality of design education needs to be maintained.
With new materials and technologies used in space design profession, the inputs on material handling skills given in a design
education will be essential.
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To have emphasis on design sensitivity in architecture and design
education a competitive faculty has to be developed that will be able
to percolate the cause in right spirit to the budding designers.

This integration surely needs to be discussed further to all its nuances
and with all its stake holders of the system. But through these discussions
the integrated space design education system that will emerge will truly
be the best contribution of this paper towards this design
education conference.
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on which way the flows of globalization will go - creating large happy “village” or perhaps through conflict and authoritarian societies.

Globalization and International
Style – Development or Decline?
Abstract

Is it globalization natural rule of the law of history of human society or is
it a tool to gain power in the hands of a small number of “selected”? We
live in the age of nihilism which in our time has become ubiquitous in all
parts of the world and destroy our minds and hearts, which drive us fare
from the truth. In today world of globalization and internationalization,
we became a number in somebody’s dream of the power. We came to the
stage to live (have an apartment and a job) is to be, to exist.

Time of the modernism in architecture is precursor which is bringing
the era of the globalism in the world. Need for the same in all aspects of
life is bringing lost of identity. Within small towns problem (or somebody
could call it – development) of the globalization is very visible. Zrenjanin
is, within European point of view, small town. Center of the city was
preserved through history. It consists of three squares, one street (the
main street) and one bridge.

Environmental degradation existed before globalization, but this process
was intensified these problems and now there is global air pollution,
global destruction of streams, destruction of global fresh water resources, and destruction of natural beauty. Does the local community can
confront global destruction? Perhaps a series of local community can
create a network decision and have the power to maintain identity. As the
expanding global city, may spread the decisions of the local community
on the protection of diversity.

Modernization and globalization is, through international style, changed
design and image of the city. Spatial plan from 1958, wanted to demolish
majority of the structures within old city center, and to build new city.
The paper is analyzing changes in texture of the old city centre, which
occurred by partial application of this plan.

Globalization leads to the creation of a society that would be based on
one culture, religion, politics, economics, government institutions...
The idea of one state may have is interesting if you allow every community in and the smallest corner of the globe keep their identity, their beliefs,
their language, their culture.

Solution is to preserve identity of all communities, and carefully
incorporate new elements in existing environment.

Author Keywords

Globalization, Built Heritage, International style, Spatial design

Introduction

If I had enough space, I would quote in the introduction the whole speech
of Mr. José Mujica [24] on globalization. Here’s the part of the speech:
Are we ruling over globalization or is globalization ruling over us? Is it
possible to speak of solidarity and of “being all together” in an economy
based on ruthless competition? How far does our fraternity go?
But if life is going to slip through my fingers, working and over-working
in order to be able to consume more, and the consumer society is the
engine-because ultimately, if consumption is paralyzed, the economy
stops, and if you stop economy, the ghost of stagnation appears for each
one of us, but it is this hyper-consumption that is harming the planet.
And this hyper-consumption needs to be generated, making things that
have a short useful life, in order to sell a lot.
But these cannot be manufactured, because the problem is the market,
because we have to work and we have to sustain a civilization of “use and
discard”, and so, we are trapped in a vicious cycle. These are problems of a
political nature, which are showing us that it’s time to start fighting for a
different culture.
Are the principles of globalization same for all - for the developed West
and the underdeveloped parts of the world?
Debate on globalization divided people. I do not see problem in grouping
on one side or the other - either for or against globalization. As globalization is a reality, and the current trend of globalization is to last, the problem is how to use its positive elements in the developing of the society.
Looking today’s connectivity among countries and peoples, it is uncertain
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Then the world would be God’s beautiful garden.

Problem Of
Today`s Design
And Ecology

We live in a world of rapid consumption, fast living stile. We all rushing
somewhere, we drive fast, overtaking all the way and then wait for the red
traffic light.
All items are designed and manufactured that will have a short life span.
Investors seek to produce brand new items that could be purchased. To
be able to buy more, manufactured and designed are new items and so
on. Products are with short life spin – designed, quickly produced and
consumed. All of these items worn in a short time and broken are necessary to discard somewhere. Where? You need to make a dump site. Old,
discarded items are more and more dump places are more also. Beautiful
blue planet Earth is one. It is necessary to stop. It is necessary to react,
designers need to respond.

Impact Of
Globalization On
The Development
Of Small Towns

The world’s first-half period of the 20th century marked the creation of
“Athens Charter” which will become the basis for the development of
the International functionalist style. This style will be prevalent in the
construction of buildings in the second half of the 20th century. The new
architecture often overlook and sometimes excluding completely the
traditional and regional architectural forms.
After World War II it was necessary to build demolished. Reinforced
concrete and glass are becoming characteristic of the new architectural
style. The high rise buildings are built, population are moved from rural
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areas to cities; cities are expanding, slowly creating a “global village.”
Cities are “adapted” for cars, true historic core of the city the new roods
are breaking true. Somewhere demolish the whole area in order to create
new cities. Traditional architecture in small towns is destroyed in order to
build the new city where supposed to live HAPPY MAN
OF THE FUTURE.

centuries and all the inhabitants are wove his sense of design at the look
of the city.
According to this plan is intended to preserve the small number of objects: Municipal building, museum, school, church, and other buildings in
the center of the city and the wider area are intended for demolition.
Implementation of the plan began construction of the Water tower building, the building “Textiles”, the building Social Security and the pedestrian bridge.

International style and modernization led to the globalization of
world architecture.

Changes In The
Picture Of The
City Through The
Time

Zrenjanin (Serbia, former Yugoslavia) is a town founded in the plains of
Pannonia, on a slight hill, at the point where the river Begej makes many
meanders. In parts of the meander will later be developed settlements.
The development of city center will start below the earlier fortress. In the
18th century suburban street followed the natural course of the river Begej. Draining effluents have been changing parts of the city. The street network in the periphery and outside of the center takes on characteristics of
planned cities with the orthogonal scheme. Shifts of various masters from
other cultures brought a new way of building and method of forming a
whole city. The rapid development of the industry in Europe will affect the
whole life of the population, and thus a way of building of cities.
In the 19th century and early 20 century, it was great changes in the image of city: in the Main Street are built a storey house; at the ground floor
are opened trade and craft shops. In the periphery of the city the factory
are built and railroad. Great Fire 1807 has destroyed its entire building
fund in the center (except one house). Structures that were built after
that period were built on the site and the foundations of old buildings. All
building styles from Europe in the 19th and early 20 century are represented here slightly delayed on time but only milder and less representative. Most buildings do not have clear stylistic characteristics, sometime
they are elements of transitional stylistic forms. Each building is designed
as one unit, and each is unique. The greatest influence on the architecture
and art of Banat Zrenjanin and early 20th century had the
Viennese Secession.
The most valuable objects in an architectural sense (Household and layout) are built on Freedom Square in the street of King Alexander I Karadjordjevic. Structures built up until the 20th century were erected in a time
of rapid change of building styles, but viewed in one image, connected and
in harmony with each other. Line of the Street are designed in a gentle arc.
The towers at the corners of the buildings are main mark of the Street,
facades are ornamented; elongation in space gives it the character of an
elongated square.

Implementation
Of The Elements
Of International
Style In Protected
Historical Centers
436

The influence of the International Style of architecture Zrenjanin will
come through the urban plan of arrangement of the center from 1958
architects Borko Novkovi.
The new city was designed with wide streets, with new structures.
Authenticity has been forgotten. Earlier design of the city was built two
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On Figure 1, on the left, is shown the building plan from 1958 of Zrenjanin
city center and Figure 2 shows a comparison of the building plan the city
of Paris. Parts of the cities are shown in both images are the same scale.

Changes In The
Appearance Of
Facilities Under
The Influence Of
Modernism

Pedestrian bridge
Today’s pedestrian bridge was built on the site of the former Great Bridge.
Great Bridge (Dositej Bridge) was constructed of steel columns and arches
are richly decorated with reliefs of geometric and floral motifs. The decoration of the bridge is made in the Secession style. The bridge is designed
that can be lifted for the sailing purposes more than 150 cm. With beauty
and well-defined proportions was the decoration of the river. Then came
the explanation that the bridge is damaged and could not withstand the
load of traffic is very bad reasoning, without proper consultations
of Engineers.

Figure 1. Wider zone of the city of
Zrenjanin, this figure shows the
appearance of the zone center to
the 60s of the 20th century; the
bottom image shows how it should
look the center and his wider area
of the new proposed plan, both
plans are the same scale

Figure 2. “Plan Voisin”, 1925, Paris,
neighbourhoods in the figure below
are scheduled for demolition, and
in their place would be to build new
neighbourhoods whose appearance
is shown in the figure above, both
plans are the same scale
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The bridge could be reconstructed, preserved and today serve their purpose - to connect people from the two banks. Actions carried out in the
sixties to preserve the bridge, did not help. The bridge was destroyed. It is
absurd that on this place are built a wide concrete bridge that serves only
for pedestrian traffic.
Today, if we think otherwise? Was is possible to repair the old bridge when
the function remains the same - the passage for pedestrians.

Figure 3. Great Bridge (Dositej
Figure 4. A new pedestrian bridge
bridge), the Eiffel bridge,
“ Beckerecka cuprija”
Both images were made with a similar position
New reinforced - concrete bridge designed for pedestrian traffic, stairs
were poorly resolved, you always need one step, every time you go to the
same foot on the next step, “bridge for one leg”.

Figure 5. Pedestrian bridge, the
view from the building SDK, wide
concrete surfaces, oversized width,
the dimensions of the bridge would
accommodate a much larger flow
of pedestrians

Building Water
tower

At the site of the ruined buildings of the City Government, 1963 are built
modern concrete high-rise building. The building, according to the listed
project, built on a new construction line that is shifted with respect to
the building line of the existing buildings in the Street. Water tower has
become a landmark for the city. From whenever you approached the city
you see the Water tower, and he will “guide” to the center.
Water tower was unplanned and became a landmark feature for
the center.
In Figure 8 shows the layout of street before the application of the mentioned Plan and the Figure 9 is shown at the beginning of the street, how
would Street look if the plan would have been applied in full.
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Figure 6. The City Hall. The building is made on the edge of the square
and at the same time was the part of the street. This building was richly
elaborated grounds and rich decorations. She had historical significance
for the city. The building is by volume, and with stylish features and
appearance makes unification of buildings on Main Street and in
the Square.

Conclusion

When you entrust the design of a single author or a team, we get
a uniform solution.
If the plan has to been implemented in full, Zrenjanin would look like a
lot like other cities in the world. Through the application of international
style would be erased the city’s identity. From image of the city center
would be erased stylistic features of objects and lost track of the past.
Design the city as a whole is an interesting job. Create a new objects and
filled up the gaps in the old parts of the city, is difficult.
Design of streets and the city is constantly changing. This is an ongoing
process since rebuilding a new buildings on the site of old houses.
Is it achieved harmony of old and new construction of building Water
tower? NOT!
Is the Water tower has become a landmark in the town center?
YES, HI DID!
This is a small town in comparison what the world has, but it is necessary
to keep the small towns alive. You need to have the city center, it is necessary to preserve diversity.
Water tower, the building “Textiles”, the building Social Security and
pedestrian bridge did not arise unplanned, but are part of the approved
plan, whose implementation began trough these facilities.
The issue of “old or new” drag many doubts. Blindly applying a new without analysis leading to solutions that deserve criticism, and sometimes
the judgment.
Build a new city center, (if we destroy old buildings) raises many questions: was done quality analysis on the report of buildings we intend to
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same. Make a connection with the measure of the old and the new is
the toughest job in architecture. We find new materials; we have more
opportunities in the design range. So it should be shown on a new, but
without disturbing the old ghosts and bringing a new part of the story in
existing urban areas.
Figure 7. Water tower - character of the
city, Street and Square. 11 floors, the
building is designed with a water tank on
the top, that for is the name “water tower”.
The building never fulfilled the intended
purpose. For short period of time the top
of the cube is used as a TV studio
destroy; what will make a change to the town if we destroy old buildings;
what will in image of the town bring a new buildings; what will be the
interplay between the old and new buildings...

It is necessary to win the support and assistance of the community to
protect and preserve objects from the past. On that way we can find the
identity, we can preserve de link with the past and have pride because we
have a history
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New Curricula for Design –

overlaps a variety of related design areas, including contemporary architecture, current ideas in fashion, graphics, sculpture, but also contemporary electrical and mechanical engineering, structural engineering,
sound, vibration and light, and many more. Also, the interaction between
people and space is fundamental to the practice of Interior Architecture,
requiring of Interior Designers awareness and understanding of basic
sociology and psychology, regarding human behavior and social pattern,
as they transform and are transformed by space.

One Experience from Botswana
Abstract

Interior Design is an integral part of the Industrial Design, and we could
analyze it as a paradigm. It contents all principles of the Industrial Design
– creativity, technical thinking, need for technical and technological
knowledge and processes, aesthetics, but also entrepreneurship. Two
thousand years ago, Vitruvius (Marco Polio Vitruvie) was talking
about three principles of the architecture – function, construction and
aesthetics (Don’t forget that at these times “architecture” incorporated
all engineering and design disciplines, not only architecture in today
meaning of this word – mechanical engineering, civil engineering, even
design in that time very basic approach). From another point of view,
interior design is very specific due to two reasons: As Industrial Design,
Interior Design is also dealing with mass-production products, but his
final result is always different and unique; also it is not possible to design
interior without external shell, limitation of the space which has to be
elaborated. The paper disdcusses aproaches applied at University of
Botswana during process of creating new Interior Design full (5 years)
programme. It is done on unstandard way creating hybrid programme,
using experience from more then 40 tertiary educational instritution. The
accent was not only to create a mix, but to recognize and apply different
approaches from other countries which could have impact on situation in
Botswana. Professional education is beginning in any profession. This is
very visible at all technical/engineering disciplines, where we usually put
Industrial Design. The Paper analyze existing situation in Interior Design
industry in Botswana, in designing and in construction, industry’s needs
and responds from educational institutions, through young professionals.
How much is important planning new programmes, and also impact of
different educational systems on young professionals. One of accents
of the paper is on correlation between educational systems and openminded way of thinking at young professionals. Botswana example, as
developing country, could be not only interesting, but also inspiring and
maybe useful for other developing countries and countries in transition.

Author Keywords

Industrial Design; Interior Design; High Education

Introduction

This paper has two aims. One is to present situation in area of Interior
Design today, with accent on the developing countries, using Botswana as
example. Secondly, it tries to argue solutions using again Botswana and
activities at University of Botswana as the potential way forward.

Interior Design

442

There are many definitions of Interior Design. The main difference is
regarding its field and depth of its work. It focused predominantly on existing space (structures, buildings, but also at open or semi-open spaces).
Regarding the depth and the area of focus, there are Interior Decoration,
Interior Architecture and Interior Design. The field of Interior Design
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One of the most comprehensive definition is one widely accepted by major interior design associations of the North America CHEA, NCIDQ, etc),
which is elaborated by prof. Corky Binggeli: “Interior Design is enhance
of the function and quality of interior space for the purpose of improving the quality of life, increasing productivity, and protecting the health,
safety and welfare of the public (Binggeli, 2007)”.
Awareness of Interior Design as a discipline is fairly new phenomena in
the modern world. For quite a time, there were only a few international
institutions specializing in interior design. In retrospect with the onset
of Art Nouveau at the turn of the XX century, the number of institutions
imparting functional design related to interior increased radically. However, it was much more only decoration than design. During a time, from
beginning of the century, up to 1960’s, it was gradually transformed into
the science of Interior Design.
However, in the developing countries, Interior design as a specialized field
has only begun to make an appearance in the professional field.

Current situation
in Botswana

Current Situation in the Industry
Today in Botswana more than twenty interior design practices and over
fifty interior design executioners and furniture manufacturers are existing. Contrary to that, there are only a few professionally educated interior
designers, usually with degree from South Africa, UK or USA. For this
reason, majority of these entrepreneurships are operating without professional designers. This situation not only highly reduces quality of the final
products, but also made difficult for interior designers to put profession
on the right path. So far, professional institution of the interior designers
does not exist in Botswana, Government does not recognize profession,
so in GoB tenders there is no space for interior designers. Main projects
are commissioned only by big companies or private investors. All these
factors make work and existence for interior designers in Botswana
not easy.
Way forward could be expanding the number of the interior designers in
the country (by organizing local education facilities), establishment of the
professional body (Institute of Interior Designers) and after that negotiation with Government regarding official recognition of the profession and
including interior design in government projects
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Current Situation in the Education
Today, Interior Design could be learnt at University of Botswana at Faculty of Education (FoE) and Faculty of Engineering and Technology (FET).
At FoE at Department of Home Economics are few areas and one of them
is housing. Here Interior Design is taught through few subjects (modules).
At FET, two departments have Interior Design as a subject – Department
of Architecture and Planning, and Department of Industrial Design and
Technology. At both of them, Interior Design is taught as single one-semester subject. Only difference is that Interior Design is core subject for
architecture students and optional for industrial design students.
Limkokwing Institute of Creative Technology is also teaching Interior
Design. At School of Design, aside others, is Department of Interior
Design and Interior Architecture. There is offer certificate, diploma and
advanced diploma in Interior Design. For higher level (associate degree
or full degree) students have to go to some affiliated universities (part of
the Limkokwing International Global Network – Universities with whom
LKW have cooperation). Even first two years, LKW is teaching in collaboration with Curtin University, from Australia. This level of teaching Interior Design is not adequate to satisfy existing industry’s needs, neither by
quality nor either by quantity, numbers of graduated students

University of
Botswana (UB) as
a Leading Tertiary
Institution in the
Country

University of Botswana is continuing tradition of the University of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland (UBBS) which was established on
the 1st January 1964. During 1962 talk started between these three territories and Catholic University of Pius XII at Roma near Maseru, Basutoland (today Lesotho), which was operating from 1946. In 1966, after
independence of the three countries, University change name to UBLS –
University of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland. UBLS conferred its first
degrees on 1st April 1967. The number of academic staff grows from 31 in
1964 to 78 in 1970. During 1970’s, three countries started to develop each
own tertiary education facilities, which resulted in constitution of the
National University of Lesotho (NUL) during 1975. University continued
to serve students from Botswana and Swaziland until 1982, when both
countries proclaimed their own universities.
“The University is closely involved in the national development process
of Botswana. In this regard the special functions of the University are to
engage in improving the quality and in expanding the quality of the human resources needed for development, and to act as the repository of the
collective knowledge and experience of the nation” (UB Undergraduate
Calendar).
Today, University of Botswana is the leading tertiary institution in the
country with six faculties and more then forty departments. More than
800 lecturers are teaching over 12.500 students.
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Interior Design at
the University of
Botswana; Planned
Action: Interior
Design as a New
Programme

During 2009-10, at Department of Industrial Design and Technology (at
Faculty of Engineering and technology) started preparation for establishing full degree (5 years) in Interior Design. Provisional list of subjects, plan
and programme, together with potential lecturers for majority of subjects
are already prepared. Advisory Committee from industry is established
and has to start working together with Department task group.
The most challenging issue was the main target area within the new programme. During discussion several potential structures were proposed
– accent on practice, esthetical approach, theoretical approach, etc. Also
dilemma was to go on interior design, interior architecture, or furniture
manufacturing. To solve all these questions and to find the best solution,
task group analyzed existing Interior Design studies in different countries.

Interior Design at
Other Countries
and Universities

Looking to Interior Design education in different countries, great differences are very visible. The fact that Interior Design (or Interior Architecture) focuses predominantly on existing buildings and spaces and
its main target is allow on the best way usage of the space by humans,
approaches are very different. Continental Europe and Russia are more focused on artistic side of the education of Interior Design (a lot of work on
the visual communication, especially free hand, artistic, model and body/
act drawings). British schools of the Interior Design are divided between
former Polytechnics (following Robbins Report and A Plan for Polytechnics from 1963, transferred to universities) and traditional universities.
When Interior Design programme at former polytechnics usually have 3
years full programme with strong accent on practical works
(e.g. Universities of Brighton or Montfort), some other still have strong
theoretical approach.
Here are a few examples from different countries and Universities:
University of Brighton, Faculty of Art and Design
Interior Architecture BA (Hons) Full-time 3 years
Areas of study
The backbone of the course is a programme of design projects supported
by analytical studies, design practice, communication, and the development of a range of design skills including drawing, ICT, organization,
management, and model making.
History and Theory aims to foster an intellectual and creative approach to
the wider context of this richly varied discipline.
Design Technology aims to provide you with skills and knowledge to
enable you to engage professionally with other design disciplines and to
practice in a way that is relevant to your creative abilities.
At each level, Practice Studies introduces you to the aspects of management and practice required by the design profession. These studies will
enable you to explore forms of practice and to develop ways of engaging
with the profession through live projects and work experience.
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Syllabus:
Design Studies
•
Analytical Studies
•
History and Theory
•
Design Technology
•
Design Practice
•
Drawing
•
ICT
•
Model-making
De Montfort University (DMU), Art and Design Faculty
Interior Architecture BA (Hons) Full-time 3 years
First year:
Project Exploration
Culture, Context and Forum
Technology and Materials
Cross-media Communication & Representation
Second year:
Design for Leisure Environments
Design for Living Environments
Design for Retail Environments
Design for Health Environments
Third year:
Design for Exhibition Environments
Design for Performance Environments
Design for Working Environments
Interior Design in Practice
Advanced Cross-media
Project Realisation
It is visible that programme is practical projects oriented.
Interieur Deco, The French School of Interior Design,
Monflanquin, FRANCE
Accent is on artistic view and decorative part of the Interior Design.
University of Arts, Belgrade, Serbia, Faculty of Applied Arts, Department
of Interior Architecture
BA in Interior Architecture
Courses are theoretical and practical, with creation of exercises – projects
of interior and furniture design (approximately 20 different projects during the studies) with constructing models and prototypes. Programme
has 3360 classes during all five years. Subjects are divided into three
areas. General study subjects (History of Art, Sociology of culture, Methodic, Psychology, Pedagogy, Foreign language), Visual communication
(Free hand drawing, Painting, Anatomy drawing, Act drawing) and ten
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professional subjects (Interior architecture, Furniture, Styles in interior,
Urban design, Architectural constructions and details, Materials, Designing of the forms/Compositions, Models making, Descriptive geometry and
perspective, Contemporary architecture).
It is visable that programme is visual presentation and theory orientated.
Limkokwing University, Malaysia / Curtin University, Australia,
Campus in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (first two years) and Curtin campus,
Australia (3 & 4 year)
Programme is following full semesterization, with 6 subjects in every
semester. Accent is on theoretical knowledge (Colour theory and texture,
Architectural theory and culture, Interior design materials, Furniture and
culture, etc) with visual communications (Analytical drawing, Drawingvisualization-photography, etc) with few subjects related to practical
projects (Diploma thesis/Honors thesis, Furniture design workshop).
Also are analyzed several more universities who offering programme in
Interior Design:
University of Johannesburg, RSA; University of Pretoria, RSA; Learning
Group – The Décor School, Natal, RSA;
IED (Instituto Europeo di Design), Italy, Spain, Brazil; Istituto Superiore
di Architettura e Design, Milan, Italy; Nothingham Trent Univerrsity, programme for Furniture and product design, UK; Sheffield Hallam University, UK; Northumbria University, Moscow University of Design, Faculty
of Interior and Equipment, Moscow, Russia; University of Architecture
and Urbanism Ion Mintu (UAUIM), Faculty of Interior Design, Bucharest,
Romania; Academy of Fine Art, Faculty of interior Design and Designing,
Wroclaw, Poland;
Nizwa University, Department of Interior Design, Oman; AUD – American University, School of Architecture and Design, Department of Interior
Design, Dubai;
Arizona State University, College of Design, Programme in Interior Design, USA; East Carolina University, USA; California State University, Faculty of Interior Design, Fresno, USA; New York School of Interior Design
(NYSD), New York, USA; Kanzas State University, USA.

Hybrid Programme After analyzing and comparing approaches, targets and results, Task
as Proposed
group agreed to propose Hybrid model where all three areas would be
Development
participate in balance (theory, practical work and general knowledge).

We do not want to support highly practical programmes as they are offered by British Polytechnics, nor either highly theoretical programmes.
Visual communication and free hand drawings are very important part
of Interior Designers’ skills and knowledge, but cannot prevail over other
elements of the interior design. Balance has to be executed very carefully
with taking in account many factors. Aspect ratio between theoretical
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and practical subjects has to vary depend of the year of study. The first
year will not be common year, but majority of the subjects will be from
general education and interior design theory. This ratio will changed step
by step and on the last year students will spend majority of their time on
practical subjects (design studios). Optional courses are following this
aspect ratio.
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First two (or three) years would be common, and then students would
choose between Interior Designing and Furniture design and manufacturing. Accent at the first stream would be on space, spatial understanding and planning, with full theoretical and aesthetical knowledge
(harmony, balance, proportion, application of the theory of colours, psychological understanding of the user-space relation, etc.). Second stream
would spend more time on designing particular piece or set of furniture,
applying whole knowledge which they absorb during the first years on
programme. For both streams, ratio between theory and practical work,
as number of the practical projects (including computer aided design,
practical model and prototype making) will be very similar.
Some of the courses will be from Department of Industrial Design and
Department of Architecture (existing courses), but have to be adapted for
Interior Design students. Courses from other faculties (humanities and
social science subjects) have to be fully changed and tailor-made for Interior design students (e.g. Psychology of colours, Fundaments of Sociology
for Interior Design, etc.).
Also, final proposal of the programme has to be reviewed by international
institutes for Interior Design. This will help not only to find the best solution, but could be important for future accreditation of the programme.
Task group recommended cooperation with IIDA (International Interior
Design Association), IDEC (Interior Design Education Council), CIDA
(Council for Interior Design Accreditation). Cooperation with national
interior design institutions could also be very important: ASID (American Society of Interior Designers), NCIDQ (National Council for Interior
Design Qualification), IDoC/DIoC (Interior Designers of Canada), together
with institutions from other countries where design, and especially interior design is developed (Italy, Spain, Germany, Israel, Japan, etc.).

Conclusion
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University of Botswana is planning to start new programme – Interior
Design and Furniture Manufacturing. For it need in industry is present,
as well as potential in University, Faculty and Department. (facilities,
equipment, human resources/academic staff). Programme for Bachelor
of Design (Interior Design and Furniture Manufacturing) would answer
one of the biggest and fast growing industry in Botswana. The issue was
discussed on Departmental Advisory Meeting and the several more occasions. This experience could also be useful within other universities in
developing countries with similar needs from industry.
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form of architecture they create and in greater context, the society. The
very first part of education is supposed to be the foundation of architectural education where students do not only learn some basic skills and
knowledge necessary to design, but also develop their first ideas about
their future roles and responsibilities. To be able to give a holistic view of
architectural design to students they should be aware of all the concerns
of architectural design, the relation of architecture and human being,
where sensitivity towards gender is one of the important aspects.
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Incorporating Gender Sensitivity
in Architectural Design
Education in India
Abstract

Gender consideration in Architectural practice is a recent development
in the field of architectural planning as well as in the greater context of
urban planning. Built and un-built spaces were attempted to be designed
for women as specific user group. Feminist movements in architecture
have a very short history of about 35 years. Incorporating gender studies
in architecture is relevantly still a younger movement. The paper aims
to identify importance of emphasis to be given to bringing about gender
sensitivity into architectural education. It explores courses of ‘gender and
architecture’ in various universities worldwide and also acknowledges
the influence of concept of gender inclusive planning in various parts
of the world. Aiming at suggesting methods of bringing about gender
sensitization in Architecture students, the paper attempts to provide
guidelines for architectural design syllabus and pedagogy.

Keywords

pedagogy, architectural education, gender sensitivity, gender concerns,
gender inclusive design

Introduction

Architectural education is aimed to impart knowledge about the design
of complex systems or environments for living, working, playing, and
learning. This includes the traditional concerns of systems engineering, architecture, and urban planning or the functional analysis of the
parts of complex wholes and their subsequent integration in hierarchies.
Students of architecture are to be trained to make them more concerned
with exploring the role of design in sustaining, developing, and integrating human beings into broader ecological and cultural environments.
They are to be made aware about various issues like climate, orientation,
universal design , gender , in shaping these environments when desirable
and possible or adapting to them when necessary. Most of such issues are
addressed to certain extent in design education but it has been noticed
that sensitivity towards gender differences is missing by and large. In
early stage students develop a set of values and attitudes that impact the
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Gender Based
Urban
Development

Gender based urban development is about promoting cities that respond
equally to men and women. However, ‘because women experience cities
differently’ (Beall, 1996: 2), meeting women’s needs becomes critical to
promoting sustainable/equitable urban development. In patriarchal
economies such as India, women’s interests have conventionally been underrepresented in policy and planned development. [1] Various interdisciplinary approaches towards architecture, suggest that spatial experiences by both the genders are different. Anthropology was one of the first
disciplines to suggest that there was a relation between gender and space,
and that it was defined through power relations... Currently, those looking at gender in architecture have started to take their inspiration from
the work of feminists in other fields: namely, geography, anthropology,
cultural studies, film theory and art history, psychoanalysis, identity politics and philosophy. [2] Space is a physical product influenced by society
and culture. In the world of global architecture today, this aspect of local
social and cultural influence is seen missing to a great extent.

Gender Concerns
In Architecture
And City
Planning:
Current Scenario

In urban environment today, considerable numbers of women are working, even in fields which were typically considered as men’s domains. Still
while designing the housing, neighborhoods or even cities, spaces are designed considering home-makers and care-givers with a typical outlook.
This has made an adverse effect on women’s mobility and access to such
spaces making it inconvenient and uncomfortable for them. Such planning emphasizes women’s dependence on male company while using
these spaces. In the larger context, even urban planners take into consideration the user groups of various age, community, disabled, etc. but
there are rare instances of collecting information and data for designing
women-friendly urban spaces.
Haydon contend that the only remedy for this situation is to develop a
new paradigm of the home, the neighborhood, and the city; to begin to
describe the physical, social, and economic design of a human settlement that would support, rather than restrict, the activities of employed
women and their families. [3]

Creating
Sensitivity
Towards Gender
Issues Amongst
Students Of
Architecture

Sensitivity towards people who are underprivileged, universal design,
environment, etc are the buzz words in architecture today. Various competitions are being held in this direction and students’ academic work
is assessed on the basis of creativity, sensitivity and ethics and not only
drawings, expression and presentation skills. Inculcated are the ways of
thinking, process and presentation skills incorporating available data
that is universal and rules and regulations that are local.
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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Define the
Problem

Present teaching methodology involves a problem set by the guides, students conducting case studies of the similar project, analyzing and identifying the area requirements accompanied with the user space analysis,
preparing activity and proximity charts, climatic studies and site analysis
which then finally leads to actual design process of inter-relation of spaces
diagram and further developing it into various forms, drawings, sketches,
study models, etc. (Refer fig 1 and 2)

Field work

Design Process

Improve on
your design

The
Design Process

Studio work

Present your
ideas to
others for
FEEDBACK

Needs and preferences of user

Case studies

Problems
Interviews

Physical environment

Design Process

Psychological environment

Figure 2: Cycle of Design Process
Source: http://mschangart.weebly.com/4/category/all/6.html
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Technology
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Form

Building Construction

Structural System

Fine arts

•
•

Communication methods
(expression / presentation)

•
•

Sketches

Study modules

3D modelling

Feedback/ Review

Figure 1: Teaching and learning approach in Architectural Design Process
It has been realized by experts and pedagogists that the aspect of differential needs of users such as people with disabilities, economically and
socially underprivileged, spatial experiences by different genders, etc is a
point that is ignored many a times.
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The perception of spaces that are enjoyed and experienced by men and
women are different. These perceptions are formulated by their biological
differences, social construction of gender and past experiences.
Karen Franck suggests seven qualities that characterize feminine or feminist ways of knowing and analyzing:

•

Aesthetics
Technical drawings

Gender And
Spatial
Perceptions:

Space inter-relationship diagram

Basic Design
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Brainstorm &
analyze ideas
Develop
solutions/
build a test
model

Comfort

Surveys

Collect
Information

•
•

an underlying connectedness to others, to objects of knowledge, and
to the world, and a sensitivity to the connectedness of categories;
a desire for inclusiveness, and a desire to overcome
opposing dualities;
a responsibility to respond to the needs of others, represented by
an ‘ethic of care’;
an acknowledgment of the value of everyday life and experience;
an acceptance of subjectivity as a strategy for knowing, and of
feelings as part of knowing;
an acceptance and desire for complexity; and
an acceptance of change and a desire for flexibility. [4]

There are various researches being conducted regarding women’s perception of built and un-built spaces and their access to public spaces.
Worldwide, there have been many efforts towards design of gender
inclusive or women-friendly cities to encourage women’s participation in
public sphere. Various surveys are done to identify the different needs of
women as regards to spaces and their planning. For an architect or urban
designer, it is critical to understand how women perceive spaces (built
or un-built) differently than that of men and respond to them. But sadly
these efforts are yet to be reflected in Architecture studies in India, which
in turn will prove instrumental towards sensitizing the next generation
and encourage them for gender inclusive planning.
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Gender
Sensitivity In
Architecture:
An Overview

Between the 1860s and 1930s utopian socialist feminists (including the
well known Charlotte Perkins Gillman) turned their attention to altering
the built environment in order to improve women’s lives. [5] Analyses of
the built environment by Utopian socialist feminists suggest that built
environments do influence social construction of gender and redesigning
them can change gender relations. It may be expressed with examples of
design of housing, work places and spaces for disabled and old women
and how it affects behavior of people. The concept has further developed
and applied to the larger spaces and public built or un-built environments. Women, in the given environment, try to appropriate spaces as
per their needs and requirements which can be studied and applied while
designing spaces in architecture and urban design. Acknowledging these
facts, the movement started long ago for incorporating gender sensitivity
in architecture and planning processes. Dr. Jos Boys mentions two feminist movements in architectural practices – first ‘Feminist Design Collective, 1978’ which split to form ‘matrix’ in 1980 and ‘muf’ in 1990s. Matrix
evidently had a feminist approach and tried to involve and train women in
design process considering women as clients and users of spaces. Spatial
Mapping is attempted. Muf considered Cross disciplinary, combining art
and architectural practices interested in ‘the relationships between the
built and the lived’ as a public realm – ‘another order of events beneath
the visible’ [6]. The scenario today, leaves the social and economic inequalities unnoticed or hidden and generally treated with indifference.
The problems that women face are numerous which can be solved
through innovative design and planning solutions. Whatever may be the
typology of the house, we encounter similar types of spaces within it.
Such spaces demand maintenance and care-giving to the members of the
family that is generally considered as duty of a woman of the house, working or non-working. Within the gated communities culture, support facilities and convenience shopping is not available close to the house. Child
care facilities are not organized and conveniently available. As income of
woman is still considered as secondary income, homes are generally situated or purchased that are near to the husband’s workplace.
Due to this reason, women have to travel more distances and they are
more dependent on public transport system. The inadequacy leads to
domestic violence which takes place within these closed environments
of ‘home’. Such women associate discontent, displeasure and sufferings
with this constructed entity, space where battering takes place. All such
problems arise due to under-performing architectural products that lack
understanding of women’s spatial needs and lead to unhealthy society.
Jane Jacobs showed how people’s everyday activities and needs were being
ignored or frustrated by the large scale, single-use, superblock developments so popular in urban renewal. [4]
Women’s multitasking demands multi-functioning spaces as well as furniture. Simplicity and complexity are required in design simultaneously
that demands flexibility and incorporating the possibility of transformable spaces.
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Review Of
Experiments In
Women-Friendly
Designs

Architects and urban planners need to consider these working women
and their families as a different user group and look for innovative planning solutions, ignoring old, outdated and set assumptions and misconceptions. For example, in an experiment, a concept of ‘Service Houses’ or
‘Collective Houses’ was introduced by a builder Otto Fick (Copenhagen),
providing all necessary amenities and facilities for working women and
their families that was also followed and encouraged in Sweden. In Fiona
Housing Project, it was successfully experimented that home and work
can be united for some and home and child-care services can be completely reunited on one site. [7]
Safe city initiative in Toronto tackled various issues of public transportation in the city with female friendly designs of railway stations and bus
services. UN-Women initiative is introduced into various countries which
focus on making public spaces women friendly. High heel friendly streets
with women-only parking spaces, reformation of public transport are
few of the initiatives in Seoul which is a small part of the women-friendly
Seoul project. [8]
Such experiments will not remain just experiments and become practice
only if introduced and encouraged in Design Education at the early stage
of studentship.

Need To
Incorporate
Gender In
Design Education
In India:

It has become imperative in the global scenario today, that we include
various social aspects in design education such as urban and rural development, poverty, ethnicity and gender concerns. As the gender sensitivity
in Indian society evolves, it becomes a need of an hour that we incorporate gender studies into the education system particularly in “Architectural Education”. Many cities in India are considered not only by foreign tourists but also by Indian women as “Women-Unfriendly”, not only because
societal behavior but also because of gender insensitivity in their planning. It is a proven fact that, societal structure is constructed and altered
by the behavior of sections of society, spaces created and their continued
use. [9] As per Social environment theory social environments and the
individuals who compose them are interrelated. Social environments include social groups, institutions, social hierarchies or even entire societies
and cultures. [10] We construct what we know, and these constructions
are deeply influenced by our early experiences and by the nature of our
underlying relationship to the world. As the early experiences of women
and men and their relationship to the world differ in significant ways, so
too will their characteristic ways of knowing and analyzing. [4] Students
if made habituated to thinking and analyzing from various users point of
view, then and then only they will be able to know and construct socially
viable design solutions that are acceptable by both the genders.
This proves the need to consider gender in planning so as to avoid further
un-called for incidences of violence against women in public spaces to
certain extent.
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Approaches Of
Various
Universities –
India And Abroad

Gender studies or Women Studies has already become a separate and
significant branch in social sciences as well as in Architectural education
in many international universities. The course curricula of Architecture
in Deutsch university, state that, “The introduction of Gender Studies
into Architectural Education is intended to demonstrate how cultural
constructions of gender shape the professional identity of the architect,
architectural discourse and theory as well as the design and realization of
buildings and cities.”

cross-cultural, interdisciplinary, round table discussion format with
emphasis on encouraging individual research. Apart from usual topics such as women and homes, workplaces, public places, etc, evolution of thinking regarding women and development is
further encouraged. [16]
The list continues with various universities worldwide considering
incorporation of gender studies in architecture and urban design as an
important issue in architecture education. On this background Indian
Universities are still following the syllabi that are ignoring such important aspect of learning and thinking various sociological issues including
gender while designing.

Universities abroad have taken the issue seriously and already incorporated gender studies in Architecture and Design courses.
1.

2.

New York University has a separate course incorporating readings in
gender studies, City as bodies in city, sexiest cities, Flaneur/Flaneuse
concepts, feminine, masculine and gay cities, queer spaces and queer
cities, sexual danger and prostitution as major points of consideration
in the course. [11]
Deutsch University has designed a curriculum for “Gender Studies”
for bachelors as well as masters courses in architecture. It has identified thematic areas in which gender and architecture is
taught namely
different experiences of male and female architects
influence of cultural construction of gender on theory, practice
and pedagogy in architecture and its branches
c. methods to integrate research in practice
d. acquiring soft skills in project management
e. knowledge of how both the genders perceive spaces differently
f. inter-relation of technology and material to cultural construc
tion of gender [12]

Though various experiments in teaching design to students are being
carried out by researchers, they are in the individual capacity. Asking
students to note down observations of the social and physical problems
around in charts and in graphical forms, interviewing users and mapping
the activities, to note down one’s own perceptions and preconceptions,
identifying the importance of feelings and relationships, incorporating
them into the design and reviewing and redesigning are few to mention.
It is the lack of emotion and lack of intimacy that Eileen Gray decried in
modernism in 1929: ‘Modern designers have exaggerated the technological side…. Intimacy is gone, atmosphere is gone…. Formulas are nothing;
life is everything. And life is mind and heart at the same time. [4]

a.
b.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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University of Pennsylvania also has a course in architecture for “Sex,
Gender and Sexuality in the City” incorporating basic readings in history of gender and architecture, feminist theories and revolutions in
architecture and the assignments include preparation of reports and
oral presentations. [13]
Simon Fraser University, British Columbia has a course “Gender and
the built environment” that incorporates part I that deals with private sphere or built spaces for women, part II with public sphere, and
part III with workplaces. The assignments are based on class participation, reports and examination. [5]
University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign has a course “Gender &
Race in Contemporary Architecture” that also incorporates studies
of historical approach toward gender and architecture and the assignments being class participation, discussions, reports, papers and
presentations. [14]
Yale School of Architecture offers a Course in “Gender, Territory and
Space” which refers to everyday experiences of men and women that
affect the design of built and un-built spaces and how spatial segregations deny basic civil rights. [15]
University of Michigan introduced gender studies course with a
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Initiatives By
Universities: An
Analytical
Overview

Though these are appreciable efforts of many universities towards incorporating gender studies in architecture education, studying and comparing them throws light on few facts.
The subject is introduced to incorporate awareness in students towards
the issue and it is achieved through the literature referring to theories and
history of feminist movements in architecture. The pedagogy incorporates lectures, seminars, class discussions and participations, students
preparing reports based on the readings, presentations and writing
papers for exams.
What is missing is the incorporation and application of these studies
into architectural design process by teaching and learning application
of gender in design. This paper aims carving out a niche for an important
but mostly ignored subject of gender sensitivity in planning. Though not
a completely designed syllabus for the subject, it attempts to suggest the
guidelines on which the syllabus may be drafted and designed.

Gender Inclusive
Design Aprroach:
A Suggestive
Pattern

Innovative Design solutions are the products of holistic approach towards
understanding the issues or problems in various possible dimensions that
are usually interdisciplinary and attempting to provide solutions that are
not only acceptable but welcome by all types of users.
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Orientation of the Teaching Faculty
It is a responsibility of respective education system to make students
aware of this fact and train them to think and know such interdisciplinary approaches towards problem solving. In today’s context, there are
various Teachers’ Training Programs (TTP) or Quality Improvement Programs (QIP) organized or conducted by controlling or professional bodies
that cover varied subjects such as sustainability in architecture, teaching
design, research methodologies in architecture, etc. Gender sensitive
planning or Social Issues in Planning may constitute one of such seminars and / or it may be even introduced in all such seminars wherever
applicable. For example, it can be incorporated in Teaching Architecture
and Design, Urban Design and Planning, etc. Such trainings will orient
Design Teaching faculties towards the issue so as to incorporate it into
their discourses and approaching design process.
Orientation of faculty
Inculcating awareness in students
Socio- cultural
aspects

History

Theories

Field surveys

Interviews

Observations

Class discussions/
debates

Design Approach

Data design

Policy design

Formulating
reseach concepts
Appropriate data
formulation/ design

Physical design

Formulating
design concepts
Architectural/ planning
executable solutions

Designing of policies
towards balanced
development
Innovative designs for
grass-root problems

Figure 3: Gender inclusive Design Approach: a Suggestive Pattern
Holistic Approach towards Problem Solving
Understanding the design problem and suggesting solutions may be
approached in three different overlapping layers. Only physical design
solutions do not provide complete justice to the design problem. Such approaches are generally taught at post-graduate level in the larger context
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such as urban design or planning problems. If such approach is inculcated
into the students at undergraduate level, it will prepare their mindset
towards solving any problem in holistic manner.
Solutions can be offered at 3 different horizontal levels - Data Design,
Policy Design, and Physical Design.
Data Design:
As it has been mentioned before, design standards and data books that
are referred by students have universal standards which do not suit Indian standards. Such data books do not peculiarly address the specific differential behavioral patterns and movement spaces required by men and
women. Men and women have different anthropometrics which is further
severed by their cultural and physical constraints. Such constraints may
be particular dressing patterns, pregnancy, women carrying babies with
them (hip-held or cradle-held or walking with the babies or carrying them
in prams). Spaces built or un-built must take care of such anthropometrics, constraints and behavioral patterns of women.
An example can be cited here of women-friendly parking that was initiated by shopping malls. Their main clientele was women, and these women
many a times carry small babies or children with them [one or more] also
have to carry all the shopping baggage to parking place. They have to keep
the car doors wide open so as to negotiate and help climb children into
the car as well as baggage for which standard parking spaces proved to be
inadequate. Similarly women associate parking spaces with crime and it
was necessary to reassure them with better lighting so as to make them
feel safer. Hence these commercial entities identified the inconvenience
and initiated women friendly parking spaces that are wide, well lit and
have non-slippery un-jointed flooring. For this, the mall management had
developed their own data based on observations and interviews.
We, in India need to design such standards for women-friendly spaces and
students are to be oriented in this direction of observing and designing
their own data that is area specific that may or may not further develop
into India-specific.
Policy Design:
Understanding of socio-cultural issues with respect to specific area and
communities, direct planners towards suggesting some solutions at
policy levels. ‘Service Houses’ or ‘Collective Houses’ are examples that are
already mentioned in this paper. “Kitchen-less communities” is also an innovative concept which aims to provide freedom to working women from
cooking and saving lot of their productive time. Such concepts are policy
designs that pin point the root cause of dissatisfaction and also may be
converted to physical design to certain extent.
Physical Design:
The present process of teaching design generally addresses only physical
design process. Such design must be supported and in tandem with both
the design levels mentioned above.
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Presumptions &
Misconceptions
regarding ‘Girlish
and Boyish’:

UN-women “Safe Cities Program for Women” attempted to provide guidelines for designing safe public spaces considering different socio-cultural
conditions of selected cities in various countries. Individual attempts
made by researchers provide such design guidelines for gender sensitive
planning in built (private) or un-built (public) environments.

Acknowledgements Special efforts need to be taken by the faculty of Architecture towards it

An individual grows up with many presumptions regarding likes and dislikes of girls/women and boys/men. It is particularly true with the colors
(pink X blue), textures (rough/rustic X smooth), surfaces (soft X hard),
patterns (floral X linear/checked), designs, etc. When one enters into the
profession of architecture even though as a student, it is necessary to
reorient oneself towards user’s likes and dislikes irrespective of gender.
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Themes and trends in the
contemporary debate:
mapping architecture education issues on
Europe and North America (2011 and 2013)
Abstract

Going through a series of recent meetings and publications about architecture education in western countries, covering Europe and North
America, this paper proposes the construction of an index and lexicon of
main issues in contemporary debate around architecture education.
It starts with a survey about the main themes in a series of conferences
from 2011 to present time, from which it draws a map of recurrent issues,
giving a context on how each theme is presented and co-related with
contemporary conditions of practices.
Concluding, this paper will allow a short lexicon of themes of contemporary debated on architectural education in western countries. It will also
preserve and even mapped the debating actors and places.
Therefore it will contribute to DDEI conference by allowing a general state
of the art regarding architectural design education trends and themes
debated in western countries.

Key Words

Architecture-Education-Western-Contemporary-Debate

Introduction

Teaching and Practicing
In Western culture, architectural design methods are relatively stable for
a long time. This considering, in one hand, the architectural design as a
creation of things witch propose a view to organize and build spaces for
living man. On the other, noticing that the overall circumstances informing and shaping the built space are in permanent changing.
Thus, and paradoxically, as the production processes remained constant,
or at least in a continuous progression, the addressed problems are
continuously revised, following the nonstop cultural and technological
changing history.
Moreover, the nature itself of any creative process is made outside any
stabled boundaries, transcending any scientifically based methodology,
but rather imposing a nonlinear sequence, which allows navigation in
between and simultaneously analytical and inductive procedures. This,
so to say, lack of stability frees the discipline from most methodological
encodings, as from any learning prevalent processes [1].
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Therefore, traditionally, architectural education proposes the exercise
of learning by designing, mainly based on an experimental process, by
which students can simulate the real conditions of practice. And as the
methodology is old aged, the conditions, and ways of their exercises, are
constantly reviewed in the broader context of the changes in living conditions of man.
Changes
In a tradition of learning by doing, curricular restructuring is a never
ending work in progress, as it necessarily follows the ever ending reinvention of reality. Hence, at a still stable design methodology one may
opposes an ever altered teaching pedagogy.
Changes arise from the general conditions of the big picture framing the
real world, such as in our current days are globalization (internationalization and world-culture in broad), economics or technology conditions
and advances. All those inputs set different dialectic approaches in
between science, design, techniques, aesthetics and ethical values and
senses. As it is used to say, changes are the framework of everyday life.
Nowadays in western countries it is noted that proper nature of change
is now also putted it in change [2]. In a way that is breaking the idea of
change as a never ending positive continuum of technological and social
progress. Instead, it is oddly mixing technical progress and economical
decay, emphasizing a new feeling of uncertainty, of disbelieve in our ability to deal with environmental and social dilemma.
This broader context also stresses and changes architecture practice. Presenting a paradigm shift that urges for disciplinary rethink. Accordingly,
in the following sections are presented main ideas evolved in the recent
debate around architectural education, and by extension, to practice.

Events And Themes This section gives a short overview on six events on architectural educa-

tion and design research in Europe and North America, between 2011 and
2013.
The events are divided in two groups, the first relates to three major
meetings organized by both major associations of European and North
American architectural schools, namely the Association of Collegiate
Schools of Architecture (ACSA), the European Association for Architectural Education (EAAE) and the European Network of Heads of Schools
of Architecture (ENHSA – EAAE).
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The second group presents three conferences provided by schools of
architecture. Starting with the 2011 International Architectural Education Summit: Innovation in Architectural Education (in Madrid, jointly
organized by UCLA-Los Angeles and IE School of Architecture-Madrid,
Spain), which embraces a widely international and general participation
and thematic, them moving to a more specific approach to architectural
design, and general design methodologies, the Teaching Trough Design
2012 International Conference, at the Coimbra School of Architecture
in Portugal, and the Knowing by Design 2013 Conference, that will take
place at the Sint-Lucas School of Architecture in Ghent, Belgium.
ACSA (Change: 2012); ENSHA (Chania:2012); EAAE (Instambul: 2013)
ACSA (Change:2012)
The ACSA International Conference had a focus on schools and intellectual leadership, reflecting a transition to new economic scenarios and
professional cultures in architecture worldwide [3].
Arguing that architecture in both the academic and professional realms
is experiencing pressures as never before, and is shifting due to multiple
factors, the conference putted in question what are the forces for change
being exerted in academic institutions. It also putted in question the way
the profession is evolving and how can teaching still be relevant to the
contemporary practice of architecture. Also relating teaching and practicing, a question was made on what role should schools and academics
play in the face of a changing world.
The conference then focus on CHANGE in relation to seven themes: Civic
Engagement / Academia / Practice / Technology / Cities / Globalization
and Sustainability (and one flexible open category).

1. Academy
Pedagogical affordances of the design studio
Cognitive Artifacts in Design Education
Your studio assignment is to change the world
Finding the world in our curricula

2. Cities
3. Civic Engagement
Direct Activism
Alternative design practices
Sustainable neighbourhoods

4. Globalization
Energetic strategies & Analytic models
Cognitive shifts

5. Practice
At the confluence of research and design
At the confluence of authorship and collaboration
At the confluence of representation and politics

6. Sustainability
Toward carbon neutral cities
New tools for analyses, evaluation and visualization
New studio design methodologies

7. Technology
Scales of engagement
Technological pedagogies
Formative pedagogies
Table 1. (Change:2012) Major Contents
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ENSHA-EAAE (Chania:2012)
Firstly considering that the unstable political and economy environment
is putting schools in face with significant changes to their finances, to the
available human resources and to their used infrastructure, the conference introductory paper noted that to be adapted to this unpredictability,
schools should reconsider their development strategies and very often
reform their curricula, redefine the management of their technological infrastructure, reconsider their policy of international contacts and
collaborations, consolidate programs delivering degrees and educational
possibilities in order to remain sustainable [4].
However, noticing that the quality of the education remains critical as the
competition between schools becomes stronger.
Significantly, claiming for quality of learning and not quality of teaching,
as through, accordingly to ENSHA, the former investigate a big number of
parameters architectural education is dependent upon, beyond the teaching skills of the teacher and the efficiency of the implemented teaching
methods.
ENSHA distinguishes learning as a student-oriented concept, a competences-based reference and an outcome-centered consideration, and
teaching as a teacher-oriented concept and a input-centered consideration of education.
Therefore, one of the meeting goals was to recognize different cultures
towards the quality of learning. Bearing in mind that quality of learning
should be reach through curriculum structures, staff development and
criteria, student recruitment, and through the implementation of innovative teaching methods, including inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary
educational experiences.
The event was structured in four sections: Learning quality and curriculum structure / Learning quality and staff development and recruitment
/ Learning quality and teaching methods / Learning quality students
recruitment.

1. Learning quality and curriculum structure
Can the structure of the curriculum affect the quality of learning?
Which are the current trends of updating curricula?
To what extent these trends take into account the quality of learning
these curricula can assure?
Which pedagogical strategies and academic structures in order to
assure an interdisciplinary learning?
Which forms of architectural design studio with a trans-disciplinary
spirit?
Which subject areas and disciplines can have a significant impact on
this objective?

2. Learning quality and staff development and
recruitment
Which forms of staff development under the existing financial and
institutional conditions?
How can enhance the outcomes of the existing staff development
practices?
Which specificities can be detect in a quality of learning-oriented
staff development?
What kinds of initiatives shall be taken by schools of architecture in
order to meet these specificities? How to improve the recruitment
criteria in order to enhance the quality of learning?

3. Learning quality and teaching methods
Are there established ‘learning outcomes’-oriented teaching practices
in architectural design?
Are there developed new teaching approaches to architectural design
based upon learning outcomes?
Are students design proposals the only means to evaluate the quality
in architectural education?
Are they sufficiently adequate to enable the evaluation of this quality?
Which are the main values and the reference points of the learning
quality in contemporary architectural education?

4. Learning quality students’ recruitment
Which are the most significant characteristics of the profile of the
student cohort to be recruited?
How to claim on secondary education for competences, skills and
knowledge that could have a positive impact on the quality of learning in an architectural education environment?
Are there any existing mechanisms towards such a collaboration
perspective?
How can we detect the expected competences in the recruitment
process?
Table 2. (Chania:2012) Major Contents
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EAAE (Instambul:2013)
The conference aims a re-thinking on architecture in the context of identity, legitimacy and multidisciplinary, attending today’s changing agenda
and values [5].
Gathering schools all over Europe and Turkey the conference will be held
on four main themes: Curricula / Research and Funding / Similarities and
Differences / Practice.

1. Curricula
Do all of the recent graduates in architecture have sufficient quality?
What are the differences among architectural programs and their
reflections?
Do we need accreditation?
What is the mission of an architect?
What are the differences among the values belonging to various
schools/countries?

2. Research and funding
What kind of knowledge and research is key to the field?
How can designing play a role in the knowledge processes?
Who are the investors for architectural research?
Is there a connection between research and making?
Does changing the statue/affiliation increase the quality/success
in architectural research?
How can research help to develop new technologies, methods and
tools for design?

3. Similarities and differences
How do we distinguish the place, the size and the subject of design?
What is the product of architecture?
(attending the others environmental design disciplines)

4. Practice
What are the expectations of the professionals from school?
Is there a mission like social and physical sustainability for an
architect?
What are the stimulators for the spatial organization and elements
of space?
What are the international working conditions?
Table 3. (Instambul:2013) Major Contents
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1. Interdisciplinary Collaboration
As design is becoming more complex, including numerous participants and different points of view, how should education respond
to this reality? Are the demands of the different accreditation
boards contributing to re-thinking the relationships between
the different subjects? As multidisciplinary is asked, in what way
is the role of the architect evolving and how can and should our
educational system respond to those changes? Which can be the
innovative ways to span the depth and breadth of our field in order
to respond to the different economical, social, political, legal, ecological, aesthetic, and cultural

2. Alternative Educational Platforms
In today’s education standards are imposed by national and
professional bodies and the search for accreditation often push
schools to used fixed educational methods. There also are institutions, laboratories, workshops and learning models that exist at
the edge traditional boundaries, pushing back previous limits.
Some have opted for non-accredited degree programs. Others are
instituting various forms of collaboration with other schools and
firms and organizations to enhance learning such as joint degrees,
dual degrees, exchanges, imbedding students in groups, etc.
Remote studios, distance learning, and networks versus physical
locations are providing new opportunities for learning and the
exchange of ideas.

3. Education in the Digital Age
What directions are schools taking with new technologies?
How can schools become leaders for innovation, rather than
simply becoming skills providers? Digital scholarship also presents
challenges to traditional models of scholarship. How can quality
scholarship be achieved and enhanced in a digital environment?
Does this necessarily mean further definition of norms and standards or just a new way of thinking? How can schools bridge the gap
between theory research and practice? How can schools contribute to make sure that new definitions of practice lead to quality,
responsive architecture?

4. Global Outreach
Should the specific structure of our discipline both resist and enable globalization from our schools? Are those all-encompassing
global regulations that verify and assess educational practices
positive? Do these regulations restrict educational innovation?
Should architectural schools actively resist the imposition of common standards? Each school needs each own frame of education,
but how open-ended or specific should it be? If cultural differences
decrease, are educational platforms becoming more standardized?
Is there an element of embracing globalization that is economically motivated on the part of schools? What impact does all of
this have on mobility for professional practice after architectural
studies are completed?
Table 4. (Madrid:2011) Major Contents
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Coimbra:2012)
The main purpose of “Teaching through Design” was to debate the
improvement of design studio education taking account of the following main aspects: identifying design methods and experiences on design
studio; defining the role and contents of each design studio in bachelor
as well as master courses; identifying conceptual frameworks of design
studio to establish learning outcome for each stage; identifying on programmatic contents of first and second levels architecture courses, their
articulation and continuity for practice as well as third level programs [7].

1. Aspects of improving the artist’s “own” awareness of his/her
own practice and the knowledge it incorporates;
2. The aspects of insight, understanding and knowing in the work;
3. Discussion of the processes of making the work/design/music in
the context of own and other practices;

Five main sections were introduced: didactics / Programs and Themes /
Design Instruments and Composition / Design as Synthesis / Research by
Design

4. Discovery/definition of values in the process of designing/making/doing/performing;
5. Implications of uncovering the aspects considered as tacit;

1. Didactics

6. Exploration of the tension between the understanding and emotional experience of the work of art or design;

Didactics as the core on which all other learning themes converge.
Referred as design didactics.

7. Forms and frames relevant to represent knowledge based on
creative practice;

2. Programs and Themes
As the place in the learning processes where how to do it? gathers
with what to do?; a conjunction that enables a critical reflection
over architectural design and works.

8. Investigation of the relation between the creative work and its
description – interpretation – explanation;

3. Design Instruments and Composition

9. Inwards and outwards communication in designing/music/arts.

Representation and drawing as a mean and not an end. But nevertheless as design research tool and as a authorial instrument.

4. Design as Synthesis

Table 6. (Ghent:2013) Major Contents

Mapping Themes

The following table proposes a general thematically organization, mapping major issues inferred from the previous survey in a more comprehensive agenda.

Design as a space for disciplinary confluence and synthesis.

5. Research by Design
How to define research in design? What is the objective signification of research in design? Is it possible to define? At what learning
stages design can and should became a matter of research?
Table 5. (Coimbra:2011) Major Contents
(Ghent:2013)
The conference Knowing (by) Designing strives to explore the developments in research evolved around creative practices – specifically focusing on architecture, design, arts and music. It will aim to investigate the
ways in which creative processes and activities develop knowing, including [8]:
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1. Change Factors

Lexicon

Globalization
Sustainability / Ecology
Technology

2. Change ideals
Civil Engagement
Interdisciplinary
Technology
Sustainability
Digital

We are standing upon a shift of time, and the set of values that foster it
are increasingly visible in architecture education agenda: calls for civic
engagement, for sustainability, for interdisciplinary approaches, for far
more technology conscience and practice driven methods. There is a
growing need for social, ecological and technological relevance, representing the need for more context and meaning to the changing reality as
a whole.

3. Organization and Curricula
Academia and Practice
Learning Phases
Learning Objectives

Strolling on themes mapped, a series of dichotomies emerge as possible trends allowing differences and complementarities in architecture
design as in schools, like: globalization vs. local / social determination vs.
disciplinary autonomy / technology vs. tradition / science vs. intuition /
digital vs. manual.

4. Pedagogy and Didactics
Valuable Subjects
Overall pedagogies
Design didactics

5. Programmes and Themes
Outcomes Targets
Programmatic Contents

6. Interdisciplinary and Synthesis
Interdisciplinary and Synthesis

7. Defining Objectives and Evaluating
Sciences and Design
Design Processes
Design Evaluating

8. Design Methods
Design methods
Design Instruments

9. Learning and Research
Knowing and creativity
Research by Design
Learning
Table 7. (Ghent:2013) Themes
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Change: Factors and Ideals
There are several critical factors to architectural change: globalization
(and all the economic, cultural and ecological changes associated), new
technologies (communication and production), growing conscience on
the stresses upon the ecological system. Then, particularly in western
countries, there is an increasing disbelieve on democratic institutions
(loss of power and representativeness).

General
Organization And
Curricula

Academia and Practice
How to better integrate architecture education within the university
based structures and modus operandi are still on the agenda.
There is call for recognition upon the specific nature of architecture as
an environmental and building design discipline, and for its particular
process of knowledge and learning. This is a call against a broader and
increasingly departure from day to day design practice. Standing against
a “school of architecture without construction yard”, as such a school,
without people linked to the construction, would “tends toward the absurd” (e.g.[Alves Costa, A. personal communication, 2012]).
Therefore there is a renewed interest in redefining architectural education specific issues and methods, strengthening the bounds between
academia and practice. Maybe this is a historical dilemma, reflecting the
still unsolved relations among design disciplines and the university.
Nevertheless, traditional design studio, which simulates real practice,
benefits from the presence of skilled practitioners, which implies recognition of the former into the academic teaching structure. Considering that
design studio is the traditional central place of architectural education,
it would allow at heart of the learning system people and skills whose
expertise is mostly valued outside the academia.
In addition, this specificity does not mean disciplinary isolation and imperviousness to other areas; on the contrary, seeks to deeper interactions
with other disciplines, firstly with the areas of environment design (urban
planning and landscaping).
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The possibility of crossing disciplinary boundaries requires curricula
changes, admitting parallel exchanges of students and faculty (and would
fit here also transfers between schools of architecture, with complementary sense and even sharing resources [9]) and also the possibility for
applying this crossovers inside the design studio.
Learning phases
Questions arise as to the greater or lesser integrity and coordination,
between the various design studios. Authors question the effectiveness
of the Studio Unit system [see note 2], while traditional schools such as
Oporto (Portugal), advocate maintaining a system that ensures a controlled progression by curricular precedence. Thus limiting individual
learning paths, but also tightening interdependence between design
studios.
Furthermore, the division into cycles of learning (namely in the European
Union) poses a possible pedagogical division between them: first three
years of teaching would be more standardized and second two-year cycle
more specific and open to curricular variations.
It also concedes different approaches to design studio, likewise a much
more research by design orientated second phase, emphasizing on real
circumstances and cross-disciplinarily, introducing a sort of complexity
broader reflecting reality and real practice.
Pedagogy and Didactics
As a starting point one could argue that any courses that not directly feed
the design practice should be removed.
Therefore, all matter would be taught in order to directly feed design processes. For instance, history would be reading the conditions of practice
in historical key moments, allowing a deep understanding of broader
reasons underlying a given design. But it would also be used as a research
tool, either explaining design process as pure praxis, either to track and
understand topological, typological and constructive particularities of a
given site or building.
The same mind set applies to drawing and representation, putting in
evidence the instrumental qualities of representation: as a tool for design,
verification, communication and dissemination of project work, and, not
the least, as a pre-figuration of architectural authorship [10].
As for technology, whether applied to construction or for data delimitation, allowing concreteness and diminishing the arbitrary, both by limiting conceptual dispersion and allowing a rather constructive thinking
upon design processes.
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Furthermore, as architecture evolves a forecast of a possible future, it is expected
to foreseeing better ways of building and living, than the existing ones. Thus having a ethical, political and ideological value, placing its provisions upon a perspective of the history of human development in general.
As said before, all this matters converge into the design studio. Where they will
progressively be transformed, through a process of design construction, upon a
formal autonomous reality, which will exists by itself, without any self-explanation, as famously mentioned Álvaro Siza.
In these design processes, there are successive moments of self-description and
interpretation, one after another, validating a bodymind of thoughts, and with
a discretionary power to stress design upon any partial reading of the convened
disciplines. At such moments, evaluation is possible by an overall reading that
crosses aesthetic material and space values with technological performance and
ethical sense. By then, students should be able to recognize the meanings and
ways of communicating these different perspectives, building their own critical
agenda, upon a notion of human relevance, enabling design more by option than
by consequence.
Therefore, design methods and instruments are the main issue where all matter
converge and gain meaning.
Programs and Themes
From very highly definition, to a total absence of parameters, a wide sequence of
different approaches can be established. Ranging from a more technological, typological, topological or methodological condition, issues can emphasize building
construction types, on types of buildings (housing, affordable housing, equipment, commercial, new construction, rehabilitation, ephemeral structures, public
spaces, etc.), types of urban infill (urban space with various levels of consolidation
and homogenization, suburbs, rural areas, natural, downhill, flat, etc..) or also can
be given a highlight on specific design methods.
However, all issues coexist simultaneous in architecture and its relative incidence
is a purely instrumental tool. Nevertheless it can serve didactical purposes, highlighting any specific theme and thus simplifying the design problem or stressing
some aspect of reality. In opposition, placing a design problem where the students
should study and propose the suitable program to rehab a specific location, will
bring into question pre-designed ideas and concepts.
As noted at Coimbra, program is a fundamental tool for architectural education,
as it allows an office practice simulation, gathering in learning both how to do
it? with what to do?, thus enabling a critical reflection over architectural design
overall fitness.
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Interdisciplinary and Syntheses
Nowadays the convening of other disciplines, as well as group work, are
unavoidable aspects in architectural design. In fact, one cannot project
without dialogue and the architect cannot be an expert, given the variety
of themes and dispositions architecture reaches.
As with all programmatic issues, architects initiate their designs within
disciplinary boundaries, as a composition, which somehow try to engage
all issues and questions.
Somehow, during the design stage, an internal idea of integrity arises
and embraces themes and programs. Furthermore designing stages are a
work in progress, questioning, reviewing and discovering new ties or misleading connections, refining the internal idea while intertwines circumstances to the point of dissolution.
The question is how to introduce crossing disciplinary in schools. Again at
Coimbra, it was noticed that what can be learned at school are the instrumental skills and strategies to progress with an increasing complexity of
design. Once again returning to design methods.
Defining Objectives and Evaluating
The main objective in architectural education maybe introducing
students to design methodologies and architectural culture, in a way enabling critical spirit, and rigorous, creative and human commitment.
But, creativity cannot be confused with and anything goes relativism. As
Peter Buchanan noticed there is postmodern relativism compliant with
the individual over the collective interest, relying on the prejudice that
the central concern of the architecture is “the representation of any position or theoretical concept” [see note 2]. Against this mind set, Buchanan
argues on design as labor on realities in a broader context, including
relaying on patient and persistent work, from which artistic dimension
and contextual roots are accomplished.
Therefore pre-concepts should be balanced with the perseverance required to bloom and tune the design work, changing evaluating criteria from originality into relevance. And by doing so individual choice
wouldn´t be dismissed, but depth it consistency. Somehow like John Chris
Jones synthesized in his famous formula p=s (problem=solution).
However creativity (or intuition) ponders and integrates complex premises simultaneously. Even if we consider design starts on pure reason, as a
programmatic intention. And in system like this there is no way to prove
that the decisions are the most correct ones, since architecture handles
with an entire wholeness that escapes an objective reality.
Though, reason (empirical and scientific) should be used to define a priori
knowledge and to form the designer intuitions. It will also support and
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Design Methods
test design processes. Therefore there is a union or balance between
forms of knowledge (science and intuition), somehow gathering science,
ethics and aesthetics.
In an evaluating stand, one should look for an overall rigor and creativity
and relevance within the problem interpretation and design solution.
Methods are techniques enabling the evolution beyond the first ideas,
testing its effectiveness, simulating use, collaborate on creative activities,
leading design groups, and teaching design [11].
One of the critics on contemporary western teaching methodologies is
the excessive emphasis on concept at first design stages. As previously
referenced, rather than placing trust in the construction of ideas through
the very process of the project. This awareness poses in relevance the
process by which one research within the design, as it is in this process
that ideas evolve and are tested. Therefore there is a fundamental need for
mastering design methods and design instruments, like drawing.
So one can question how should design education be introduced? Some
suggested that the tutor should develop the same tasks as the students,
self-demonstrating the process. Later on, students would be provoked
to experiment various methods in different stages according to different steps of design, exploring them as tools, simultaneously creating and
learning [see note 11].
At the later stages studios would approach to conditions of practice.
Whether through real clients situations (live project), either within a
controlled simulation, where is more likely to create a critical fiction of
reality.
Research and Learning
Although research in architecture design is a subject with history (at
least since Roman times), it is also a topic that has only recently gained
greater relevance. In part following the profession broader social recognition, on the other because of its expansion, including teaching and
researching.
Considering mainly research by design, we know that knowledge is generated and accumulated by the dialectic action of making and judging the
results. The process evolves inside a cycle in which knowledge is used to
create something, and this something is then evaluated to create knowledge [12].
Therefore even the overall process is a subject of study, as are his different
methods and instruments, according to authors, programs, design stages,
and local context, technologies and circumstances.
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Lastly, research should be gradually introduced into curricula, and
reaching last stages, research by design would be a fundamental tool for
relating design with social and human concerns, including technological
and ecological ones.
And by these more prospective accomplishing learning based educational
concept. As architectural education would be competence based, focused
on instruments and their ability to improve thinking and predict outcome
considerations.

Concluding

More than firmly presenting newly conclusions and ideas about pedagogy
and didactics in architectural design education, this survey allows for a
general state of the art regarding trends and themes debated in western
countries conferences and schools
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FUTURE OF
DESIGN &
DESIGN
EDUCATION
Design and design education are undergoing a
remarkableevolution
remarkable
evolution process
process due
due to
to radical changes
in world socio-economic structures and exponential
growth of technology. The session focuses on discussions
on future of design, changing role of designer and the
need for change in design curriculum while considering
its impact on design education
education.

Nicola Crea

Advanced Teaching in Design
Experiences at Politecnico di Milano
Sub-theme: Future in design and
design education
Abstract

The world socio-economic structures are going through some radical
changes. In parallel we witness an exponential growth of technology. In
this contest, design and design education are undergoing an impressive
evolution process. The paper focus to the components that are acting
as major elements of change (e.g.: open source design, self-fabrication,
knowledge integration, remote teamwork, etc.). The paper aims to
document what the School of Design at Politecnico di Milano is doing
in order to face these changes. A description of third year Laboratories
will be provided. Moreover, essential requirements to fulfill, in order to
achieve a Design Bachelor’s Degree at the Politecnico di Milano, will be
described. The School of Design has financed a base research program on
auto-production. Goals and organization of the research will be shared
in the paper. Open questions for discussion are: how to update teacher’s
knowledge regularly and how this process could become a standard
procedure in design education.

Keywords

Design; Education; Future; Advanced; Teaching; Politecnico di Milano.

Introduction
And Scenario
Contest

The development of human civilization on Earth is showing its limits. The
issue of the environmental question was precociously brought to international attention in 1972 by the Club of Rome’s analysis, titled Limits
to Growth [14]. At present, the still same model of development has to
be reconsidered, or at least must implement some radical changes. We
are facing serious environmental crises and we risk running out of the
natural resources of the planet [2]. We are living in times of rapidly evolving society. Our social and financial system it’s going through deep and
generalized crises. If all this would not be enough, Raymond Kurzweil
has predicted [8] in the next thirty years overtake of artificial intelligence
over human mind. To keep this process under control few months ago a
team of scientists, philosophers and engineers has formed the Centre for
the Study of Existential Risk (CSER) at the University of Cambridge in the
United Kingdom. The team will study key developments in technology, assessing “extinction-level” threats to humanity. Founded by distinguished
philosophy professor Huw Price, cosmology and astrophysics professor
Martin Rees and Skype co-founder Jaan Tallinn, the project will aim to
separate fact from science fiction to determine whether super smart
technology, fueled by artificial intelligence, could be a threat to
humankind. The extreme fast growth of Artificial Intelligence comes
along with the spreading and logarithmic diffusion of technology in every
field of human knowledge. This perspective view shows evidence of the
relevant changes to come.
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Collective
intelligence

Since 1990, Pierre Levy, worked on the idea of collective intelligence,
considered in an anthropologic contest. Levy is one of the most brilliant “media philosopher”. He gained his popularity among enthusiasts
of the cyber world since he published his book on the effects of Internet
wide spreading on human society [12]. He believes the generalized use
of digital technology and the interconnection of computers worldwide
constitutes a new area of communication particularly good at collective intelligence. Collective intelligence improves the sharing of mental
abilities, of imagination and skills that allow people to collaborate, to
work and learn together. Observing at the same time, the speed at which
knowledge evolves, the extension of individual cognitive abilities using
information technologies, and new possibilities for cooperative learning
and collaboration among the people, he believes that we are in front of
completely new scenery relatively to knowledge. Perhaps for the first time
human population is facing a collective challenge.

Evidence Of
Change

Overcome crises threatening human existence is a common worry. A
worldwide movement based on degrowth [9, 11] of western civilization is
radically changing our perception of future development. Serge Latouche
is proposing how to exit from consumerism [10], Maurizio Pallante describes how degrowth can be a positive process [15]. Major concern today
is the speed we are consuming our resources. We are running out of food
and energy and the exponential growth rate of population is not a reassuring data. Decisions have to be taken; otherwise we will find ourselves
on a no-return path. This contest objective situation brings us to the
conclusion that human civilization has to be thought over. There is a need
of re-thinking about all activities of mankind, from major economic and
political issues to the more practical questions, such as planet preservation, waste management and pollution prevention.

Third Industrial
Revolution

We need clean and free energy. We need to share and collaborate rather
than compete. Jeremy Rifkin in 2011 has published a remarkable book
[17], based on these themes. He is promoting his view on how we will be
able to stop our decline and the possible end of our civilization. In his
opinion, firstly, we should change the way we manage energy. He explores
how Internet technology and renewable energy are merging. With the
same advantage of sharing information through a global net (Internet),
we should develop a worldwide network to share energy. Rifkin imagine
millions of people self-producing green energy on their homes, offices,
and factories, and sharing it with each other in a global energy internet,
as well as we create and share information online today. Vehicles also
will be moved by electric engines and powered by the new solar energynet. The entire power map will change and this will create thousands of
businesses and millions of jobs, and usher in a fundamental reordering of
human relationships, from hierarchy to power. Rifkin describes how this
Third Industrial Revolution will have an impact the way we run business,
we govern society, we educate children, and participate in social and civic
life. The described scenario is more than a change.
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This new perspective will give thinkers and designers a lot to think about.
Our behavior in terms of working habits, product use, social attitude, will
slowly but drastically change. Along with this process, Design, designers
and design education will have to adapt to follow this evolution process.

Open source
design

We already see consistent signs of this change. Net-working is more and
more present in our daily activities. We all use Wikipedia, with all his
pros and cons. We have started to collaborate on line by developing open
source software. Today we can find for sale a complete car that has been
designed with the contribution on line of designers, engineers and technicians from different locations. Clients are invited to go to the company
site and build the car themselves in two weeks [13]. Probably we will see
an increasing number of these forms of collaboration in the future. Projects will be available on line for public use. Consider what this implies.
This will allow designers to improve existing complex projects without
the need of starting from scrap. Everyone will be free to improve someone
else’s work and make it available to others. Everyone will have the opportunity to introduce further changes. This surely poses radical questions
about intellectual property and labor retribution. Things must be thought
in a completely different manner.

New Copyright
Protection

About private covering of rights related to a commonly developed object
or to materials been published on the internet, Lawrence Lessig has
started to imagine new forms of protection. Ten years ago Lessig, at that
time law professor of Harvard University, founded Creative Commons [4],
a worldwide organization destined to help share knowledge and creativity
in a world with a strong interaction tool as the Internet. Creative commons give individual creators, as well as large companies and institutions,
tools of protection that, while allowing certain uses of their work, makes
their creative, educational, and scientific content instantly compatible
with the full potential of the Internet. This will create a pool of content
that can be copied, distributed, edited, remixed, and built upon, all within
the boundaries of copyright law. Creative commons have worked with
copyright experts around the world to make sure that offered licenses
are legally solid, globally applicable, and responsive to user’s needs. So, if
projects, not any longer strategically relevant to authors, were placed on
line, a common database of projects will be available to the use of anyone.
Decide to share part of your past design work, not useful anymore, could
result in the opportunity to take advantage of thousands of other projects. This form of interaction is based on the idea of working collectively
over the improvement of something in the common interest. Probably the
improved project will be put on line once again for further changes and to
your own eventual re-use or update.

Personal
fabrication
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Other forms of networking have been created focusing on the execution
of tasks related to design development. FabLabs [5] are an example of
fabrication laboratories diffused around the world and interconnected to
operate jointly. Their goal is to prototype and to build any working machine or product, tailored on specific uses. Neil Gershenfeld [6] started the
Fab lab program at the Media Lab at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), in collaboration with the Grassroots Invention Group. Target
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was the study on how the content of information relates to its physical
representation, and how a community can be powered by wide spread
technology tools. A fab lab is a small-scale workshop specialized in digital
fabrication. It is generally equipped with an array of flexible computer
controlled machines that cover several forms of application, with the
aim to build “almost anything”. This gives more chances to create highly
technological products generally perceived as limited to mass production. These devices can be tailored to personal or local needs in ways that
are not practical or convenient through conventional production. While
competing with mass production industry and its related economies of
scale, fab labs have already shown their potential to empower individuals to create smart devices for themselves. This carries on the concept of
personal fabrication, that is to say that anyone might have the possibility, with the eventual contribution on line of others, to create its own
products. It has become possible now thanks to the diffusion of low cost
development technology, a new generation of internet users and a more
and more widespread multidisciplinarity. The availability of means of
construction and the possibility to reach new potential markets over the
internet has given designers and inventors a great opportunity to develop
and fabricate innovative objects.

Makers

More and more “makers” are creating, building, reusing, sharing, and selling new products. The “maker” is a new emerging character and has been
identified and described by Chris Anderson in his last book [1]. In his text
Anderson describes also the radical changes that product manufacturing is undergoing. Makers have the ability to dismantle, adapt and re-use
components of existing products. Parts can be modified or adjusted for
different purposes whether necessary. They will not be in competition
with large scale industry; they will rather cover the request for customized and small series products. Anderson explains how today there is
room for small innovators that want to create and produce themselves
new objects. He tells us also how they can get financial, technical and
practical support from the web community. About financing there are
sites where it is already possible to present a creative idea and ask for a
contribution, starting from a few coins up to a real partnership on the
proposed project.

Evolution Of
Design Practice

All mentioned activities are related to design, but they require integration
of knowledge from different fields. A whole new way of designing and producing is taking shape. New forms of collaboration on line are organized
and run by remote team work. The concepts of open source design and
open source innovation are increasingly present. Design used to provide
formal ideas and designers had to rely on technical offices to be able to
carry on complete projects. With time, designers work grew to become
supplier of the complete design process, including technical drawings,
3D modeling and finished virtual surfaces. More recently design professionals have also developed concern for the strategic aspects of product
development. Design is increasingly participating in marketing related activities, definition of commercial aspects, brand value transfer, technical
opportunity choices, etc.. The competence of designers now it is extended
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from the identification of a good idea to the research of new ways to sell a
product. Undoubtedly we assist to a massive growth of the design profession, the designer role and, accordingly, of the parameters on how design
practice must be taught.

Teaching praxis
at Politecnico
di Milano

Prerogative of the Politecnico di Milano [16] is “poli-technicity”. At the
School of Design [18] teaching work is based on multidisciplinarity and
the organization criteria of III year Laboratories follows this principle.
Laboratories are finalized to prepare perspective bachelor graduates to
their thesis work. The evaluation of their final work includes
parameters such as:
1. Rhetorical and representation skills
that is to say, the ability to tell project content through use of an appropriate language and the needed tools and techniques. Refinement
of verbal and graphic communication skills.
2.

3.

Methodological consistency, deepening of project research,
Presence of cultural and semantic references drawn from project
culture; presence of original interpretation and development of the
project through the expression of coherent methodology.
Design culture and innovativeness of the project proposal.
Evidence of knowledge of product and its components and of materials and production processes. Knowledge of the product categories
object of study; attention to the economic feasibility of the project
proposal; ability to define technical drawings and completeness of
the presented material.

Development Phase

Output

Analysis of possible contexts

Decision of the scope of the project and
partner identification

Research and industrial partner
definition

Possible prototype construction
and testing

Testing with users and institutional partners

Possible adjustments, debugging
and tune-ups

Thesis preparation and drafting

Summary of the design
process

To achieve these goals we proceed along steps, here defined by development phase content and relative final output:
We consider these elements essential for the innovation process. It is
indispensable to own a variety of competences to properly face the execution of these development phases.
The most relevant can be synthetized with the following list:
Required Knowledge
Project setting and pre-project planning
Brief definition, briefing mission, statement-declaration of intent
Contextual analysis set up
Definition of market opportunities, breakeven point and brand values
Per-view of amount of units for production
Analysis of the leading companies market position

Pre-project planning

Mission statement (briefing),
statement of intent and P.E.R.T.

Analysis of the existing

Goals specification

Generation and selection of hypotheses

Brainstorming results and concept
identification

3d testing (mock-up)

Definition of project details, dimensioning

Product pre-engineering

Materials and technologies of
components parts

Check positioning of competitors for the specific product
Interface design and product identity communication
Definition of the elements of the product as a system
Identification of product materials by component
Performance goals definition
Defining of chemical and physical properties
Modes of assemblies design

Representation of the final product

Sketches, drawings, physical and
virtual models

Final presentation

Communication of competitive
advantages

Investigations related to final users
Dimensional factors, anthropologic and ergonomic studies
Verification of the suitability of target anthropometry
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of the research as described above. (contextual analysis, brief,
concept, project development, testing, data representative of the
product and research method)

Qualitative factors definition
Analysis of usability needs and interactions

5.

Cognitive and ethnographic identity definition
Characters and scenarios users
Technical and production feasibility

At the end of the Laboratory, a project report is presented and structured
in major areas of distinction:
•
Contextual analysis, commercial sector, reference products
•
Design requirements (Briefing)
•
Concept description
•
Project execution, morphological and functional refinement
•
Representation and communication of solutions (physical model,
virtual model, sketches, technical drawings)
This material, prepared for the end of the workshop, will be integrated by
a descriptive phase of product development:
•
Development of prototype or final model
•
Protocol for testing and evaluation indices
•
Users test data
•
Project refinement
•
Final report
And finally, to complete properly the materials to be presented at Bachelor degree, we suggest students to follow this guideline:
1.

2.
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Pert execution,
which provides the development of a GANTT diagram finalized to
project planning, including timing, deadlines, for the thesis work delivery. Here it must be verified economic feasibility of the project, any
external support, and how to conduct planned activities.
Relationship with external companies, building of
models or prototypes.
This step is essential for completion of the model or prototype to be
used for experimental evaluation. Production prospects, agreements
with partners or other companies, and test users protocol with evaluation indices, have to be defined.

3.

Testing, test users, patents.
Phase to be completed in junction with the execution of tests on the
field and final validation. If there is a need to patent any of developed
products, submission of complete documentation will be required.

4.

Delivery thesis texts.
This identifies a date for the supply of texts prepared for the thesis.
The texts must be paginated according to the template provided, although in special cases, it may be changed. Should include all phases
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Perspective
View Of Further
Development

Final delivery.
Revision of all the material prepared for the thesis and optimization
of the presentation. Search for any shortcomings and the need for
any additions.

From this description it is easy to deduct how close to problems related to
product industrialization students are engaged. The sequence of phases
and the required knowledge goes along with the tendency of design
profession to encompass several activities directly related to product
development and production. To improve our own awareness and to
update learning opportunities, the Design Department of the Politecnico
di Milano, have financed a “pure research” program on this subject. It
has been titled Make Factory and it is finalized to the improvement and
growth of departmental knowledge and to the creation of
permanent structures.
The project aims to explore the role and potential of design (and research
design) in a new emerging production scenario in which the new practices
of making and “fabbing” interact with the worlds of industry, crafts and
self-handling. Make Factory is a research laboratory designed as open
environment which investigates the relationship between design and new
cultures of manufacturing and new models of production. Research has
been divided into two main areas:
1.

The relationship between design and new “fabbricative” technologies,
focusing on the development of new design processes and new technologies for representation, production and distribution

2.

New models of relationship between design and production in traditional and emerging networks.
Searching about the new collaborative processes and the new connection services between design and business, Identification of new
places for design and production in urban areas.

Specific objective is the creation of a network of international research.
Networking activity will be practiced through connection with national
and international networks of fab labs, maker labs, universities and design factories, the main community for open design, research centers, and
centers for urban manufacturing. A first output will be the organization
of a series of meetings, presentations, seminars and the connection with
other academic conferences, all providing the opportunities to enable a
multidisciplinary debate. The themes will focus on issues of interest to
the FARB research on an epistemological, phenomenological and methodological point of view. Specific objective is the identification of areas of
experimentation that can be implemented in the proposed research.
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A direct experimental test to verify new models of connection between
design (and design research) with production networks through two
types of initiatives:
1.

Study days on doing (Make Session), in which the design relates to
the world of production to study and test concrete fabrication process
change, with identification of specific places and technologies;

2.

A temporary laboratory of doing (Make Lab), which configures alternative resources of departmental laboratories in connection with the
world of production. Make Lab will experiment new creative-productive forms of processes involving researchers, technicians, craftsmen,
technology manufacturers and designers.

A publication activity focused on the development of two instruments:
1.

2.

Change Of Design
Teachers Role

a site / blog (with their social media) for the enhancement of research
and networking, and for the purpose of sharing materials and documents related to seminars and experimentation, quotas for the collection of case studies and the creation of on-line survey;
A scientific periodical (magazine / bulletin) for the publication of
articles on the identified themes from research and open to participation of the scientific community. Some issues and problem areas
identified by the Make Factory could be presented at some international conferences as Crafting the Future [3].

Well, until now we have made a remarkable change since design teachers were teaching how to carry on projects through sketching, drawing,
modeling and the use of basic artistic and technical tools. Designers are
now dealing with the issues of product development and strategic design
and market placement.
For our lab this year we have organized our courses in form of interdisciplinary labs. But more interestingly work was aimed at creating useful
devices in the medical sector. We have established a connection with
five partner hospitals. A number of doctors came to pose questions and
problems that needed an answer. Students give fifty solutions to be scientifically validated. Proposals were to be approved by doctors and tested
by specific protocols on the field with patients. About 10% of the projects
are now in the process of being patented. I was responsible of a group of
teachers composed by a bio-engineer, an ergonomist, an expert of materials and technologies, an expert of user requirement detection, and a
professional designer with experience in the medical field. Students have
been put in a situation of running their projects as entrepreneurs. Once
testing in the Hospitals was completed, they had to search for an industrial partner in order to organize production of their products. We have
given them a total professional independence. Once they will be out of Politecnico, they must be in the condition to manage a complete project. But
this is only half way through the process. Nowadays, other than identify
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a final utilizer, an industrial partner, an interdisciplinary development
team, consultancies for patent certification; designers have to deal with
prototype construction, self-production, and product placement on the
market. We are making visionary designers to become competent inventors, innovators and makers, providing them with all the information to
allow them to compete in the world of product design. The outlined scenario, which I believe it’s an advanced form of design teaching, brings me
to the conclusion that also teachers have to adjust and grow themselves.
Their role has to grow intensively and constantly in parallel with the
growth of the discipline and the design professional requirements. A few
facts are giving us useful indications. We witness Integration of knowledge fields in several Universities. The basic form of aggregation is where
design, engineering disciplines and project management merge in a single
institution (Aalto University is a typical case). Travelling and connecting
institutions creating networks of all kinds is becoming more and more
common. The use of English language is becoming really common among
the most prestigious schools.
In Brussels, February 2010, EURASHE - The European Association of
Institutions in Higher Education(1) has issued a document about future
visions and strategies, titled “10 Commitments for the EHEA in 2020”. The
fourth point, talking about education, research and innovation indicates
clearly the direction to follow: “We do see, however, a continuum between
academic, professional and vocational teaching and training; and similarly we see a continuum between fundamental research, innovation and
applied research”. And a few lines further: “Our vision for 2020 is that a
greater balance has been established among the different sectors of Higher Education between teaching and research through the instruments of
innovation; that academic and professional sectors have developed the
means to make use of their complementary assets”;
Moreover they state that the learning society in a globalized world requires a number of competencies that are universally accepted, such as
“the ability to learn how to learn in different formal and informal settings,
including autonomous learning processes with adequate support and
guidance structures”.
The new form of design education shell incorporates several factors. The
challenge now is to integrate knowledge of different disciplinary fields,
integrate teaching activity with research projects, and integrate University output with market (or better, users) needs. About the change of the
teachers role in this changing context, Pierre Levy, in a published interview(2) explains how the diffusion of the Internet has radically changed
the dynamics of the learning process: “Today, with the phenomenon of
global interconnection of computers, with the accessibility of information online, you can get in touch with specialists who are on the opposite
side of the planet, you can enter in virtual communities of people who are
interested in this or that subject: the research community, learning community”, and more: “You can directly access to a space where there are
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no disciplinary boundaries, in which there are no hierarchical barriers or
borders between countries”.

11.

Diplomatique, November 2004
12.

“In this context”, Levy continues, “I believe that the role of the teacher is
going to change into that of facilitator of collective intelligence in her students. He should encourage them to learn, to know how to steer you in the
navigation in this new area of knowledge, encourage them to cooperate,
to stimulate their desire to learn, to arouse their curiosity. The teachers
of the future will be knowledge managers and leaders, rather than people
who hold and impart knowledge”.

Conclusion

Notes

11.Latouche, S. Degrowth economics: why less should be much more, Le Monde
Levy Pierre, Les Technologies de l’intelligence. L’avenir de la pensée à l’ère informatique, La
Découverte, Paris 1990

13.

Local motors http://www.localmotors.com/

14.

Meadows Donella et alii, The Limits to Growth. A Report for Club of Rome’s Project, New York,
Universe Book, 1972

15.

Pallante Maurizio, La decrescita felice Edizioni per la decrescita felice - Roma, 2011.

16.

Politecnico di Milano http://www.polimi.it

17.

Rifkin Jeremy, The third industrial revolution: How Lateral Power Is Transforming Energy, the
Economy, and the World , Palgrave Macmillan 2011

In conclusion we can now start to foresee how much design teaching has
to adapt to a new design praxis contest. Nevertheless we are in a process
of continuous evolution. From this perspective view we still have an open
question to answer: How to constantly follow the technical and professional evolution of the design sector. Many factors must be taken in consideration and probably we are facing in the next years changes that we
may not be aware of, now. Will we have remote teaching from spread out
locations? Will Network of Universities and “center for physical” production be the place where to create your own product? Will networks of Universities become a huge world shared “knowledge center”, with enough
information to build anything and accessible to anyone? At present time,
anyhow, one single point for discussion remains: how to implement the
update of teacher’s knowledge in this always faster developing contest
and what can be done to make this process become a standard wide
spread procedure in the field of design education

1.

18.

School of Design of the Politecnico di Milano http://www.design.polimi.it/

EURASHE - The European Association of Institutions in Higher Education was founded in 1990
as an international association that promotes and emphasizes Professional Higher Education
(PHE). Its members are Colleges, Polytechnics, University Colleges, Universities of Applied Sciences and Universities with their professional trainings
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The Yin And Yang For
Indian Design
Abstract

Before we get into Global design and Global development, we as Indian
designers and students should also question the national front, the
micro levels of perception is equally important as the macro level of
design and development. Design ultimately leads to development and the
development of a nation is not dependent on the GDP or economic growth
itself but also by the happiness of its people
As said by professor S.Balram in his books the Thinking Design. “Design
activity of any country cannot be well understood without knowledge
of the context in which it is”. Designing the Design education in India
for the current period involves a teaching and design thinking of a
whole new outlook, industrial design has always been objectified and
dealt objectively using the usual exercises and assignments given for a
completely different target audience. Time has come for it to be shown
that design had a subjective truth hidden inside its objective mission, in a
country especially like India where diversity is its very nature.

Author Keywords

Thinking; Objectified; Subjectified; Rural and Urban Design; Empathetic
Design; Sympathetic Design;

Introduction

“The world will not evolve past its current state of crisis by using the same
thinking that created the situation.”
Albert Einstein, one of the greatest scientist of the last century and perhaps one of the greatest minds of all the time, quoted the above sentence.
It is pretty logical and also sounds very intuitive at the same time, assuring us that problems can be solved and that all that is needed is a change
of thought. As we move from one generation to the next, though, now the
generation gap is very small in age, the thoughts by which they are being
built is directly influenced by their past relations with their families,
friends, schooling, environments etc
While designing the design education for India our mission could be how
and what do we teach or educate for the future context and core competencies of the students and the country?
Design in particular when compared to other professions has no limited
books or a particular book (text book) to read and understand from,
through, which the student or the individual learns the values or the core
essence of design. For the student the world becomes his “text “book and
this notion must be inculcated into the individual at the earliest, how the
individual can learn from practically everything he senses. Design being
a very senses oriented profession requires the quality of “feeling “what
the individual has learnt, or in fact felt. The student must be shown the
path to move from being sympathetic to EMPATHETIC. The faculties
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should no longer be treated as faculties but as friends as such , so that
the student becomes free in order to approach and ask and question his
thoughts, in order for his curiosity to improve , which is really important.
Eventually where he learns not just to work for the people, but in fact
work with the people. Design is considered to be problem solving activity
and it helps / aids in the “betterment or development of the quality of life
of people”. Taking the situation today of our country, we are in nowhere of
saying that design is doing its job and as designers there are doing their
job. In fact it so happens, that most of the passing out design students are
more involved in making fame or money , not that it is wrong , but it is in
a total different direction of the objective of design in its true nature.
India is the largest democratic country in the world and the second most
populated country, with a population of approx over 1,241,491,960 in the
year 2012. Our country is rapidly growing in terms of quantity, but in
terms of quality there is hardly any growth. Quality is not defined based
just on the GDP and economic growth alone but also by the happiness of
life the people live in that country. according to statistics the percentage
of population living in urban and rural areas is 32% and 68% respectively
in 2011 and in 2001 it was 28% and 72% respectively, there has been a 4%
shift in the population moving from rural to urban in the span of 10 years,
when calculated approximately, the number was close to 13,605 people
per day. The depth to which the countries real problems are, unknown
to the designer, he see’s usually only the top of unknown to the designer ,
he see’s usually only the top of the iceberg, though underneath there is a
lot , it’s not just with the country , it’s even with the world , designers are
not supposed to be their own world or space , in a country like ours its all
the more reason we are up to date with nations interests also , in order to
create a better system , service or product.
India lives in its villages; it is an agriculture oriented nation.
Approximately 13605 people per day are moving from those villages to
semi rural and urban areas in the country in order for survival .there
might be several reasons for this shift, many move due to greed *, others
for money and food, and even if they move into the urban areas the dwell
in the slums and class areas where cleanliness and hygiene is the last of
the things, the quality of life is really low. People are no longer living life
rather just surviving it and taking it day by day *.
This is where the factors of empathy comes into play, when a designer gets
to know all this, he will be motivated or made to be motivated towards
that direction. Looking at the subjective need of a single farmer in problem in a village and solving his problem itself is the biggest contribution
a designer can do for his country, not just looking for the objective needs,
such as a transportation device in the urban jungle (where there are already a million) or a cell phone, even if such products, systems or services
are being designed for the “urban” they should also be able to work for the
rural. Even while being subjected to objective or subjective work, few basic rules, such as the cradle to cradle* should be taught so that it becomes
intuitive for the individual to take it into consideration during the
design process
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Things should be designed in such diversity, and for this to take place, a
student should be equipped well enough with amount of knowledge and
exposure he/she requires. It would be useful for him to travel across the
different regions of the country from surface to the depths from the urban
jungles to the rural plains; it is this diversity in nature of India that a
design student is to be exposed in order for him to design for his country.
The exercises and assignments or work that are given should be given in
such a way that the individual understands both the aspects of design, the
objective and subjective needs of the country and its people.

A designer when working for the people should not ignore that he is working with them and not for them.
The Designer’s Share

The Real Problem

Objectified and subjectified, two ends of the same pole called design,
contrasting in nature, one believes in mass manufacture and the other in
craftsmanship. Consider a situation, we have all been taught the English
language alphabets in a certain sequence, and today we can spell and
write it without any second thought, but when asked to spell or write in a
completely arbitrary random order, we take time to put it forth (unless he/
she is a genius in the English subject), this phenomenon happens due to
the conditioning of the brain and the mind. In the same way the individual must be shown both the paths of design, the objective path with
the subjective truth and the subjective path with the objective truth. The
objective truth being, every subjective design act will have a holistic impact, thereby creating a better system. According to me, I would describe
the entire above paragraph with a simple symbol of the yin and yang, the
symbol for contrast and balance. Same way how both these schools of
thought , that is, subjective and objective thinking are inter-related and
inter- dependent on each other and that’s brings about growth and balance along with sustenance .

Figure 2: A Country
The depth to which a countries real problems are , is unknown to the
designer, he see’s usually only the top of the iceberg , though underneath
him there is a lot , it’s not just with country but also with the design problem or even the world, as told and illustrated by Victor Papanek* in his
book “ design for the real world “.designers cannot no longer live in their
own space and thoughts its time they get exposed to more and more of
the nation and world to understand and feel it’s real problems.
Exposure to students should be provided through different mediums,
newspapers, onsite or movies. I amplify this Para, as once said, the way to
a person’s mind is through his heart, which is responsible for his feelings,
which is nothing but the supreme empathy. Empathy needs to induce
into the curriculum and NOT just understanding (sympathy) of a
subject or topic.
To conclude, design is such a subject that it should not be given any special privileges, such as high fees, etc, so that even a simple middle class or
a lower middle class family should be able to join in and experience the
teaching of design and do what is must according to them. An exposure
to the real India and its problems ranging from politics, agriculture, poverty, unemployment, child labor etc should be taught in design classes.
For India to achieve a global level in design it must start locally and build
its way to the top, for the country with such large vast and huge number
to live in happiness and not just survive.

Subjective
Design
Subjective
Truth

As the legendary designer / architect Buckminster fuller has said “one has
to make up one’s mind, either to make money or to make sense”. And that
decision can take place only after the student has been exposed to the
entire scenario. As ultimately the decision lies with STUDENT ALONE.

Objective
Design
Objective
Truth

“The vital fact that design is a tool for the betterment of life has been
ignored completely” *
This should not be the case no more, we have advanced so much in terms
of life style, science and technology, but not realizing that in much deeper
parts of the nation there is a very deep hunger for water, food and land.
The basic necessities for a simple living. Students must be shown that
side of the living of a community, family or a person in order for them to
empathize with it, only then a change can happen.
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From Me to Us
Abstract

Design is reaching the corporate and public center-stage. But are we
ready? Lagging in quantity and hence debatable on quality, perhaps it is
timely now to revisit our design education in the context of the realities
and complexities of the information age.
Rather than narrowly focused specialist designers we need to create
holistic designers who will apply and disseminate design thinking to
solve problems and will design total experiences for networked products,
services and systems. They would apply design methods equally
effectively to physical, digital as well as combination products thereof as
suits the context.
We need to create collaborative mindsets rather than individualist ones,
with the humility to appreciate that successful design today is about
multidisciplinary participation and also that a design is not done until
validated by those in whose hands, minds and homes it goes.
And we need to create in our future designers the responsibility to
design for inclusion as well as to discover through independent thinking,
problems that need solving that design can solve rather than design for
the top ten percent alone.
And while our colleges must educate and corporations must train, we
must close the gap between academic education and corporate training
through industry led teaching as an essential and significant supplement
to our education.
This paper will share some of these approaches that have been
successfully attempted and practiced, by incorporating them as part of a
post-graduate design course.
A design education that teaches to keep focus on users and their context,
to design not for a single product but for the complex interconnected
mesh of products and services that surround us today and teaches also to
remain rooted in making lives better, is the need for tomorrow’s India.

Author Keywords

context; user; holistic; collaborative; industry; inclusive

Introduction

Design as a profession has been going through sea changes. We are at one
crossroad in the history of design, where products are assuming complex
dynamic behaviors that require new skills and approaches to their design.
There may never have been a time when design was more important and
the specific skills of the designer more essential. And yet, with far too few
exceptions, design as it is currently taught and practiced is better suited
for how things have been in the past, rather than meeting the demands
for what is coming in the future (1). Basic foundation design courses
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developed by the Bauhaus that made good sense earlier, today the same
method is an anachronism (2).
Information overload is today’s standard operating condition (3). As
social and economic environments around us grow ever more complex,
we need a better toolset for responding to the sudden twists and turns.
The key to creating successful products and services is a flexibility to
adapt to unexpected changes: flexible design processes, flexible development processes and flexible decision making processes to adapt to new
competitive and market realities.
Design is gaining visibility in the world of business too (4). The heart of
business is the art of problem solving (3). Globalization, containerization
and digitization are the reasons for a shift in the ways businesses engage
with their customers (4). We live in a flat world where new ideas and
products could come from anywhere (5). To cut through the complexity
of a world that is both shrinking (in terms of the global village) and expanding (with respect to technological capability), businesses must take
advantage of the power of design to realize true competitive advantage
(4). Forrester Research finds that ‘implementing a focus on customers’ experience increases their willingness to pay by 14.4 percent, reduces their
reluctance to switch brands by 15.8 percent, and boosts their likelihood
to recommend your product by 16.6 percent’ (6).
However, arriving on corporate and public center stage is one side of the
equation. Fulfilling the demand it generates is another. India’s current annual consumption of design services is estimated at Rs.3,400 crore. This is
expected to grow to Rs.12,300 crore in the next five years. India currently
trains around 1,000 design professionals every year against a requirement
of 7000 to 8000 (7).
India is designing today not just for itself but also for the world. A common theme we heard from people managing global design teams is the
need to develop local skills. Some of these stories were about training new
talent in markets where the idea of UX is still new. Some of this education
happens within companies as they expand, for example adding UX to the
training for developers. But there are also new design schools springing
up around the world (8).
As we prepare to face these new opportunities therefore, we must recognize that today our designers are required more than ever to become
holistic professionals. This means they must be comfortable with physical
and digital design, analytic and creative aspects of design, design for low
and high literacy, design for a network of products and services rather
than a single product and must view design as a collaborative rather than
an individualistic activity.
It is perhaps time for us to assess how well we equip the design professionals we are creating today, to rise up to the challenges of this new
world order of the design profession. We do need a new imagination for
design education in India that can inform the next 50 years or more (9).
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Background

Several years of the author’s work in industry along with the experiences
of hiring led to a growing dissatisfaction in the quality of available talent.
This gap between the required and available skills costs the industry considerably. This cost is typically projected in terms of the time investment
in training new candidates to get them ‘project ready’ vis a vis the low
returns projected from the length of their association with the company
as is typical in industry today.

Sixteen methodically planned educational components loosely grouped
into the following five broad areas are as below and also shown in
Figure 1:
1. Course organization
2. Being holistic and open
3. Methodology
4. Work dynamics
5. Design communication

Secondly, informal enquiries from recently graduated designers expressed
their unfamiliarity, discomfort and feeling of being ill equipped to handle
the requirements of their new jobs which put them at a disadvantage as
they began their professional work.
Thirdly, both designers and engineers were often unfamiliar with what
to expect from each other, based on the skills that each brought to the
project and therefore what would be an effective way to collaborate. Collaboration that effectively integrates design with engineering can bring
out the best in a product. Its absence likewise, leads to high rework costs
and dissatisfaction about product quality.

Each of the sixteen essential educational components are listed and
elaborated below. Expectations as well as challenges in the execution and
delivery of each are also elaborated:

Course
organization

Fourthly, there seemed an absence of the effective teaching of user testing techniques, which have long been known and proven to be powerful
techniques to enhance product success.
And finally, a need was felt to create an approach for teaching design that
took it beyond the ‘design as craft’ view that appears to still dominate
many design curricula today.
Today vast and varied bodies of knowledge have assimilated into pragmatic and contemporary approaches that view design as a human
centered activity combining its creative and analytical aspects. Curricula
today must therefore include these methods and techniques that are
available and applicable to any kind of design activity. They must support
also that it is better to be right than to be original (10).

A Design Teaching
Approach For
Today’s India

Based on the above perceived needs, an approach was defined to teach
user experience design. A curriculum plan was then devised to incorporate all the requirements and gaps observed and experienced. The ultimate endeavor was to help shape a design professional who is a confident
and independent thinker, a team player, a global designer, reasonably
ready for industry, one who understands the balance of research, analysis,
creative exploration and validation and who is characterized by an open
mind towards inclusive design.

Course
Organization

1.

Division of course content into methodology versus industry orientation as 2/3 to 1/3
The gap between graduating designers’ notion of industry and its reality is a disadvantage for the newbie and a loss for the industry. The
above division has been strategically defined and architected into
the course to ensure that students get the systematic approach of
education while also getting exposure to the randomness and crisis
management modes that are often a part of the realities of industry

Being Holistic
& Open

1. Methodology vs
industry orientation divided
2/3 to 1/3

4. Problem discovery

2. Long project and
short exercises

6. Customer view,
defer focus on
medium of delivery

3. Industry’ training’
to supplement
academia ‘
education’

5. Navigating chaos
and the unknown

7. Open to deliver
solutions through
any mized or
multiple media

Methodology

Work
Dynamics

9. Focus on deep
research

13. Collaborative

10. Iterative process of
research, design &
testing
11. Validation of
designs

14. Multi disciplinary

Design
Communication
16. Presentation &
documentation
of designs

15. Facilitation towards
independent
thinking rather than
guided
design

12. Design explorations as key part of
human centered
design

8. Design for
inclusion

Figure 1: Educational components for design teaching

The contact time of the course evolved into one month over an elapsed
time of 2 semesters. This model gives students the ability to learn,
practice and most importantly reflect and iterate on their projects as they
evolve it. The course is divided into 3 parts, where parts 1 and 2 are devoted to teaching of the user-focused methodology while part 3 is devoted
to industry practice, thus making it a complete learning.
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Expectation
While their education must provide them exposure to the complete
human centered design methodology irrespective of whether it is
practiced in its entirety in industry, it is also critical that it exposes
them to the tradeoffs, prioritizations and the business basis of
industry situations.

Being holistic
and open

4.

Challenge
It takes a constant conscious effort to keep the holistic methodology intact in their minds and in their learning while simultaneously
enlightening them about the real world.
2.

Expectation
A focus on discovering problems makes learners aware of people,
situations, contexts and behaviors. Working on a problem in their
area of interest helps learners tune into the kinds of problems that
design could solve and also explore possible entrepreneurial interests.
Exploring new areas provides a key learning: generating confidence
that they are uncovering and pursuing the design problem that
serves a clear user need. They would then be able to articulate it
with conviction.

Long Project as well as Short Exercises
Students execute on one project through the entire duration of the
course and in tandem with it. They also perform exercises during
the learning of each individual section that are relevant to as well as
reinforce the learning of that section.

Challenge
It takes reflection, deliberation and several tries to ultimately zero
in on the right problem to work on, which students thereafter feel
the confidence to pursue. It requires a persistent effort and patience
on the part of the instructor to support and help bring out students’
thoughts rather than direct them.

Expectation
Learning is convincing, satisfying, and long lasting if it is experiential. It is also known to be the best way to gain confidence. One long
project helps students stay aligned and get the most out of all aspects
of the methodology as they execute to it.
Challenge
Learning each educational component of an overall methodology,
performing exercises to reinforce learning component of each individual section as well as executing on a project alongside requires
significant time as well as effort commitment on the part of both
teacher as well as students, beyond the projected hours of the course.
3.

Industry based ‘training’ to supplement academia based ‘education’
Several case studies of projects from industry are covered, not just of
the design process and the final design outcome but laying particular
emphasis on the industry based constraints, business requirements
that were the basis of a design engagement, tradeoffs that had to be
managed and the team related dynamics that typically come to bear
in industry. Interactions with industry experts are included
as possible.
Expectation
Through role-plays and exercises of typical industry circumstances,
students experience and prepare for real situations and learn approaches to navigate them.
Challenge
Preserving a graceful balance of ‘education’ and ‘training’ orientations is challenging. It is important to maintain due respect to ‘education’ as students’ rightful need in an educational institute while
at the same time recognize the challenges of fast paced industry in
times of rapid turnover and get students prepared to also be
‘project ready’.
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Problem discovery
Students are required to identify an area or problem of their passion
and interest to which they can apply design skills and thinking to
solve. Discovery means opening up to new opportunities, and getting
inspired to create new ideas (11). Discovery builds a solid foundation
for ideas and increases chances of success of the final outcome.

5.

Navigating chaos and the unknown
Through the journey of problem discovery, learners often encounter
dead ends and blind alleys in a vast and unknown area. This approach introduces chaos into the design process.
Expectation
Confrontation with ambiguity as planned thus and the ability to progressively reduce it must be an essential learning for a designer.
Challenge
Needs instilling faith in students through a difficult and physically
exhausting period of the project that clarity is imminent.

6.

Customer view, deferred focus on delivery medium
Students are encouraged to focus on the needs of the user and their
context from an overall perspective so they can elicit what is the best
way to deliver to the users’ expressed and latent needs. See Figure 2.
Expectation
Students must let the choice of medium evolve as an outcome of their
research and analysis rather than pre select one that force fits a user
and their requirements into something that may not be right.
Challenge
Conscious effort is needed to shift students thinking away from the
typical ‘let’s create an app’ mode that is also common in industry
today. The shift must be towards understanding users’ contextual
needs alongside needs of the business, towards a robust solution.
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has become the most powerful tool by which man shapes his tools,
environment, society and himself and this demands high social and
moral responsibility from the designer. Design can and must become
a way in which young people can participate in changing society (2).
With the mobile revolution, technology for example has permeated
lives of large numbers of users from unexpected user segments such
as low literacy, as they adapt to ill-fitting designs of products not
designed for them.
Expectation
Designers of today must prepare to impact future designs positively
so the technology integrated lives of all types of users, particularly
low literacy users who exist in large numbers in India are empowered
beyond mere increase in its complexity.

	
  

Figure 2: View of ‘the experience is the product’ and ‘stop designing
‘products’’ from Merholz et al (4)
7.

Openness to deliver solution through any medium, mixed or
multiple media
There are many media and platforms to deliver designs today. Certain
aspects of a solution maybe best delivered through a particular
medium or media and choosing the right one or the combination of
right ones in order to deliver an overall experience must be part of
the decision process for a designer of today.
Expectation
Students must study, reflect and answer what form of the solution
best addresses users’ and business needs. Rather than an approach
of ‘let’s design a website’ or ‘let’s design an app’ they must derive solutions that maybe delivered through a combination of media such as a
booklet plus an app plus a hoarding for example as befits the context
of the user and usage.
Challenge
It is complex for students to think holistically as well as to apply their
design insights simultaneously through different media in order to
come up with the design of an overall experience rather than of a
single product. The duration of the course also constrains the ability
to practice this approach in its entirety.

8.
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Design for inclusion
Designers must be solvers of problems that make peoples’ lives better
from physical, psychological and social perspectives. And they must
include humans from varied sectors and sections of society. Design
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Challenge
Since students often have minimal exposure to working with the
needs of the bottom of pyramid (BOP) users, they need to be encouraged to think of projects outside of their comfort zone that impacts
this segment. Students are required to reflect and conclude whether
design for BOP is a valuable, responsible and viable
business proposition.

Methodology

9.

Focus on deep research
Various research tools are available in the user research toolbox.
Learners are expected to conduct deep user research employing
these tools as suits the context of the project and to keep at it until
they uncover clarity on the contextual need of the product. Around
25% of the project is devoted to deep research. This emphasis is recognized as critical to product success today. In 2006 alone, Business
Week published over 15 articles and posts about the power
of ethnography (4).
Also expected is study of the large body of scholarly research that exists, to apply to the design of user contexts.
Expectation
Through hands on approaches to deep user research, a quest for
uncovering core user needs is learned. Learners understand and elicit
the right problem that needs to be solved, that design can solve. This
process also reveals a key ingredient for a designer: inspiration
for design.
Challenge
Deep research is effort intensive, difficult and overwhelming. Cultivating an attitude for investigative study, the hard work it entails, the
staying power to negotiate the unknowns and to uncover the deep
user needs are all great challenges to instill in today’s instant gratification oriented generation.
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10. Iterative Process of Research, Design and Testing
This is a process of learning to fail early so you better your chances
of success. The earlier you fail, the less it costs while the closer you
get to product launch, more expensive it gets to fail. Innovation fails
about 96 percent of the time (12).
Expectation
In discovering early through the iterative process whether and what
aspects of the design work and discarding ones that do not ensures
that learners come out with a stronger design and have greater confidence in it.
Challenge
Committing to both user research as well as user centered testing
methods alongside design and overall project execution requires
learning a new set of skills.
11. Validation of designs
Today’s designer is faced with designing for anybody from anywhere.
Early and ongoing validation by users is therefore good business.
Even small companies are less likely to be exclusively local, especially
for digital products, which can be accessed anywhere (8). The user
inclusive process entails evaluation and progressive refinement of
design decisions through the design process, using user types derived
from prior research.
Expectation
This is both an illuminating as well as an imperative learning for a
designer of today. It is also a powerful and established technique that
ensures confidence in the final design.
Challenge
Teaching students tools and techniques to elicit behavioral feedback of users beyond just preferences to the appearance of a design
requires learning different skills. These are listening skills, observing
skills as well as learning how to extrapolate findings into benchmarks and predictors of design success. They often need tapping into
previously untapped areas of their skill base.
12. Design exploration as key part of human centered design
This is one of the essential skills that a designer inherently brings
to the table.
Expectation
Exploring alternative design concepts and thinking out of the box is
typically the key differentiator between a designer’s solution and that
of non-designers.
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Challenge
Deliberate effort is needed to ensure exploration of design concepts.
Often the natural tendency is to keep taking the one design concept
along a set path as it is researched and iteratively tested.

Work Dynamics

13. Collaborative
Design has evolved today from a focus on products to the holistic design of systems and services. User behaviors and contexts form a part
of this, in addition to product functions. It therefore no longer suffices
for design to be considered as the purview of an individual designer.
In our educational system and in our culture we reward and our
biases are towards the cult of the individual, which is a superficial
sham. When the myth of the individual genius is peeled back, what
is inevitably found behind the façade is a group, a team, a community on which that individual’s performance is founded. Collective
problem solving is not a significant part of our education. Virtually
all rewards and examinations are about individual problem solving
(1). Teamwork has only grown more important today – we live in a
complex world that requires multiple competencies and hard work
to succeed. However no individual possesses either the skills or the
stamina to handle every aspect of a task. Hence teamwork is crucial (5).
Expectation
Collaboration is key to design success today. The design projects are
executed in teams in order to experience team dynamics as well as in
keeping with this need.
Challenge
Students experience typical challenges of teamwork, which is a great
learning experience. Division of responsibility among team members
is mandated though maybe difficult.
14. Multi-disciplinary
This happens naturally by virtue of the class profile and team
compositions of postgraduate students who come in with varied
bachelor degrees.
Expectation
Along with the need for collaboration, multiple perspectives and
priorities are essential to design holistic systems today. Through a
heterogeneous group, you inherently extend the range of experience
that you can draw on (1).
Challenge
Multidisciplinary perspectives though happen naturally, learners
sometimes need to be reminded to step out of their past backgrounds
and work experiences and refocus their thinking into being human
centered and into designing experiences.
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15. Facilitation towards independent thinking rather than guided design
Rather than help learners with decision-making, the approach here is
to facilitate them to make informed design decisions independently
and confidently and to be accountable for their own decisions, after
due consideration of its various aspects.

Design
communication

While it is difficult to designate the exact outcomes of such an undertaking, several positive qualitative outcomes have been experienced while
presenting this steadily evolving course over the past 3 years. Most of this
has been through informal feedback from learners and faculty at
the institute.

Expectation
Postgraduate designers may often lead design efforts when they enter
the professional world today. Students must therefore learn to be
design leaders, make decisions with confidence and drive design with
conviction. This happens when independent decision-making and
being responsible for design decisions is encouraged.

•

Success in job interviews
In the period since the start of the course, there has been complete
placement in jobs in user experience design. Students reported that
the content covered and the skills learned in the course have not just
helped them face job interviews, but have also been adequate in confidently addressing all queries and situations posed to them.

Challenge
Pitfalls of inappropriate decisions may become apparent to the
instructor and correcting learners’ path may sometimes be easier.
However in the spirit of facilitation and in the interest of learning to
manage consequences of design decisions it is best to avoid
guiding learners.

•

Confident performance in industry
Some students reported how learning during the course helped them
not only to recognize industry situations for which they had been
prepared in class but also to face and address them confidently with
colleagues from other specializations.

•

Present and communicate design effectively
Learners have described that they have been able to communicate
not just their designs along with the rationale, but they have also
been able to communicate its value, benefits and importance, which
are crucial for acceptance of design in industry. They have therefore
also been able to present a view of design beyond ‘design as art’ that
is often a typical perception and therefore a disadvantage for designers in industry.

•

Product acceptance by industry
Two projects that were an outcome of deep research and significant
iterations among BOP users generated not just an impressive design
outcome; they also gave insights on design of technology solutions for
minimal literacy users. These projects were accepted by the industry for which they were designed with the intent to take forward as
actual products into the market.

•

Applicability of the methodology to any design project
Students mentioned that the wisdom and knowledge of the human
centered design methodology helped them beyond the confines of
this project or digital media based projects. Increasing numbers
of products today exhibit dynamic behavior due to the increasing
inclusion of embedded digital technology. Learners found themselves
applying this methodology and the approach to other projects and
assignments in other areas of design. This was also corroborated
by faculty. In order to create successful products, it is as important
to invest in the design of the design process as in the design of the
product itself (1).

16. Presentation and Documentation of Designs
The value of a design is as good as the ability to communicate it, both
in person and in writing. This is considered an essential in the structuring of the course and a complete section is devoted to this topic.
Presentation with conviction, brevity and impact by each member
multiple times during the project is planned. A detailed report elaborating the process and rationale of their work is also expected.
Expectation
In presenting multiple times as well as in creating a detailed design
document, students develop strong skills to clearly convey not just
their design but also its evolution, rationale and benefits.
Challenge
While presentation skills are acquired over considerable time and experience, the challenge here is to equip students with the skills, tools
and techniques by which they can derive confidence in their design
and therefore be able to present with confidence.
The above program keeps evolving with rapidly evolving trends and
knowledge. However its core has proven effective and it continues to
remain a powerful and holistic program of learning.
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•

•

•

•

Design competitions won
Students entered and won several design competitions in which they
reported applying the methods learned in this course, using it to
define their human centered design strategy and evolve their designs.
Faculty has also credited it with the impetus for these successes.
Significant mix of projects selected have been for BOP
It has been observed through the delivery of this course, that students have become increasingly interested and open to working
on projects for varied user segments and learning to think beyond
design for the top 10% alone. This has been a conscious part of the
initiative and hence is considered a success for the long term.
A complete and self contained learning
It has been affirmed by faculty that the content covered has provided
a complete learning. They felt that the concerted and concentrated
delivery format have had an important part in its success. They also
felt that it has helped learners get a rich experience of user
oriented design.
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Interest in research and higher learning
Particular exposure to the body of research and research methods
has generated research interest in the field of human computer
interaction and ergonomics of interface design among learners as
observed by faculty.

The overall rounded exposure to methodology, practice, research, documentation, presentation and self-reliant project execution has also led to
confidence and interest in entrepreneurship among some.

Conclusion

Design has historically needed to differentiate itself in order to demonstrate value. In the process, it has perhaps relegated itself to the role of
an individualistic specialist. This is detrimental to its required role in a
connected, networked, digital and global world of today that succeeds
and benefits through wider views, cooperation and media agnostic solutions. With the visibility that design is getting in recent times comes the
responsibility to shape our world effectively. Therefore a design education
that teaches to keep focus on the user context, to innovate not on a single
but all elements of the complex interconnected network of products and
services that surround people today, to move from an individualist to a
collaborative approach and to remain rooted in making lives better, is the
need for tomorrow’s India.
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Design Education and the
Idea of Emptiness
Abstract

The foundation of modern design education in India helped create
awareness about design and about the importance of creativity and
innovation in fuelling growth and development. Post liberalization,
several new schools of design sought to contribute to the training of
designers as creative problem solvers. The shift in the middle-class
mindset from its socialist leanings in the decades following independence
towards a capitalistic outlook, is clearly reflected in career options and
aspirations of young graduates. While the earlier political climate in
which the state attempted to control private initiative, led to stagnation,
the current tilt towards allowing the entry of global capital has yielded
marginal benefits. There has been an improvement in certain kinds of
goods and services, but there has also been a decline in social security,
particularly for those without sufficient purchasing power. Public
distribution systems, public health care, public transportation systems
and public education are a few areas where such lacuna is evident. Such
areas remain under the radar of design thinking and design education
and it would be relevant for design educators to revisit amongst other
philosophical considerations, the idea of emptiness associated with the
Buddhist schools of thought. This paper explores the relevance of such an
idea to future design education.

Author Keywords

Future design education : Institutional-vision : Self-reflexivity :
Emptiness : Sustainability

Introduction

The design education manifesto of ICOGRADA suggests that “attitudes
and practices of the physical and material economy have made the world
unsustainable only 200 hundred years after their adoption as a dominant
economic model, and have created the crisis we face now — they must be
discarded” (Trivedi, 2011).
“India needs design today across all 230 sectors of our economy”
(Ranjan, 2007)
The juxtaposing of these seemingly contradictory views by two eminent
design thinkers of India creates the framework for this paper. The first
view argues for discarding the attitudes and practices of physical and
material economy that have made the world unsustainable; the second
suggests the importance of design in transforming India into a creative
and innovative economy. The list of 230 sectors includes on the one hand
sectors such as heavy industries, construction, health, and power; and on
the other it also includes sectors such as advertising, fashion, cinema
and entertainment.

the pragmatic aspects of the “real world” and underlines the importance
of design in all human activities that we witness. Since they pertain to
different domains; the noumenal and the phenomenal, they appear to assume non-aligned postures. It is possible that clarities in the realm of the
un-manifest can have a bearing on what is manifest; a sense of restraint
in one domain may be reflected as an elegant richness in the other.
Before elaborating on how a review of the roots of design education and
practice might shape the future of design, re-visiting certain historical
processes would be useful. In order to understand (modern) design education, one needs understand its association with the idea of ‘modernity’.
Recent scholarship has contested the notion of modernity as something
that originated in the West. However, the influence of the West in shaping
contemporary global thought is evident in the way design was taught and
practiced. It is in recent times, that indigenous currents have made some
inroads into design pedagogy; however, the dominant ideologies underlying design practice appears tilted away from any robust engagement with
local contexts and challenges.
The early roots of the modern movement date back to the surge of
creativity in the European Renaissance. Leonardo’s iconic ‘Vitruvian
Man’ suggests a shift from an earlier focus on religion and Gods, to the
secular world of human beings. The age of Enlightenment in Europe that
is accompanied by the urge to map the flora and fauna of the planet as
also with the phase of colonizing territories, suggests a change in human
kinds relationship with nature. The growth of natural science is accompanied by a movement away from reverence and towards the
control of nature.
It is this urge that finds a more aggressive manifestation during the
phase of industrialization in the West. The colonies encounter ‘modern’
ideas and leading thinkers in many of the traditional societies find the
new scientific approach to the understanding of human life, an exciting
approach. The West is witness to two crippling wars in the twentieth century and these are regarded (in good measure) as a logical extension of
the new rationality to projects such as the search for a perfect race, with
its associated blunders such as the holocaust. Existential thinkers, Surrealists, Dadaists as well as movements such as the Bauhaus may be seen
as attempts to respond to the mechanized view of nature and human life.
It may therefore be observed that (modern) design education is closely
linked to the growth of industry and the attempts of design educators
and creative artists to impart mechanized production with a human and
aesthetic touch. Such a view is borne out by the responses such as those
of Morris and Gropius; of Moholy-Nagy and Eames; and it is this sentiment that we find echoed by the early design educators in India.

The apparent contradiction could be resolved by suggesting that the first
view is philosophical and other-worldly; the second is concerned about
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Design Education
And The Indian
Middle Class

The twenty-first century is witness to two dominant discourses; the first
is a continuation of the industrial movement that has organized itself far
more efficiently and is now capable of commanding capital and labour
in different parts of the world, to facilitate production, create distribution networks and usher in its logic of the market. One also witnesses a
reaction to this in what has been called as the post-industrial and postmodern discourse.
The following observations by Wang Min (2011) would be relevant:
“Our world is becoming a smaller place and the gap between the East and
West is narrowing. Multinational companies have extended their capital
and technology across the world. Eating Sushi or practicing Kung fu is
becoming part of daily life in California, and Coca-Cola has a dominant
share in the Chinese soft drink market. However, the prevalence of linguistic and cultural misunderstandings between Eastern and Western
societies, suggests that there is still much to be done before we achieve
mutual understanding.
Large companies promote globalization in an attempt to spread their
monopoly over the global market. Our world though, is rife with diversity,
and many nations are striving to retain their own native cultures. Designers, therefore, have an important role to play in balancing globalization
and regional identity, unification and diversification.”
However, beyond stating that designers have an important role to play
in the contemporary scenario, the view put forward by Min, makes no
prescriptions. Despite well-articulated critiques of the exploitative undercurrents of the development view, an ‘industrial’ outlook is still witnessed
in design education. It would be worth examining, what Trivedi means he
suggests that “attitudes and practices of the physical and material economy …must be discarded.” One is also witness to other voices amongst
experienced design educators that suggest an engagement with marginalized creative communities. While formulating his ideas as “Teaching
Learning Platforms”, Rao (2011) observes that our policies often imply “a
right to wrong education”. While the new university education that was
inherited by India from Macaulay largely decimated the vibrant creative
culture, it would be imprudent to blame the colonialists, sixty years after
independence. Rao’s views that our right to wrong education as something that is killing the crafts, suggests a malaise that has continued to
afflict Indian society to this date.
Implicit in the technologically inclined worldview of India’s policy
makers, is the same irreverence for forests, rivers and for communities
that are often displaced for development and the greater national good.
It would perhaps not be incorrect to observe that the majority of design
educators subscribe to mildly watered down versions of this, even as they
profess allegiance to fashionable jargon such as “emotional design” or
“empathetic design” or “green design”. It appears that the outlook of most
design educators is not greatly different from that of Indian middle-class,
with its newly acquired aspirations whose higher aspirations include the
consumption of culture.
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The persistence of the caste feeling and the associated inferiority of all
forms of manual work, whether it is farming, pottery, or domestic chores,
makes the growth of artisanal occupations, a bleak possibility. While
India might be doing well in its middle-class strength of knowledge sector services such as information technologies, it appears oblivious of a
simmering volcano of discontent. As more and more Indians migrate to
cities, and the super-structures of high-rise apartments overlook jostling
bustees, the middle-class consciousness is worthy of closer scrutiny. It is
this tremendous power-house of small amounts of surplus wealth tempered by its middle-path wisdom that could help fashion a more equitable
future. If one asks what are the signs and indications that we shall witness a greater degree of social and political consciousness, the immediate
answers are far from encouraging.
Rao’s view about the distorted understanding of the “right to education”
is suggestive of the ill-formed views that underlie “good” intentions. If
implicit in the middle-class view is abhorrence for ‘labour’, this suggests an ‘ill-formed’ opinion about the self-empowering possibilities of
work and labour. If without romanticizing such an idea, the middle-class
could celebrate and reward manual effort as much as it appreciates and
respects intellectual ability that would be a possible path towards a more
equitable society.
It would be erroneous to conclude that a creative critique of an exploitative society is in anyway linked to economic standing. Though such a
voice is likely to emerge from amongst the marginalized people , it may
well be initiated (or echoed) by someone from the middle or from the affluent economic class .
Design education in its early phase at NID and at IDC, saw it as a potential force for industrial innovation and a force that could permeate into
all walks of life. It is not that indigenous artisanal communities lacked
creativity; the arrival of new production technologies that were unfamiliar to the largely craft-based and agrarian economies had far reaching
consequences. It implied a quality unknown to the crafts-person - of
mass-multiplication, trade and business on an unprecedented scale. This
possibility of enormous social reach and impact must have been exciting
to the early design educators.
Businesses and markets did multiply, and in the coming decades morph
into multi-national giants offering products and services to
global consumers.
How have the aspirations of the Indian middle class shaped design education? Before elaborating on such an idea, it would be useful to engage with
the changes in institutional visions of a few design schools.
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Design
Education And
The InstitutionalVision

The India Report (1958) by Charles and Ray Eames mentions that:
The Eameses toured throughout India, making a careful study of the
many centres of design, handicrafts and general manufacture. They
talked with many persons, official and non-official, in the field of small
and large industry, in design and architecture, and in education.
One of the recommendations made by the report is:
… In the light of the dramatic acceleration with which change is taking
place in India and the seriousness of the basic problems involved, we
recommend that without delay there be a sober investigation into those
values and those qualities that Indians hold important to a good life, that
there be a close scrutiny of those elements that go to make up a
“Standard of Living.”
Half-a-century after this report, the classification of all Indians under a
single umbrella is clearly problematic.
The institutional vision of NID as stated in its website
The mandate for NID is to offer world-class design education and to promote design awareness and application towards raising the quality of life
by and through education to create design professionals of excellence to
help meet India’s diverse design needs. To train design trainers for other
design and design-related institutions and positions in the 21st century
as global leaders in Design Education and Research by recognizing the
changes in economic and business environment nationally and globally.
Becoming a repository of design knowledge, experience and information
on products, systems, materials, design and production processes related
to traditional as well as modern technologies.
The phrase “standard of living” in the Eames report has been substituted
by “quality of life” and there is an acknowledgement of “India’s diverse
design needs”. Also evident is recognition of traditional technologies in
addition to modern ones. In fact one encounters more than a mere recognition, as the current objectives include:
Encouraging the design of products and systems of everyday use in a
spirit of restless search for indigenous design solutions by focusing on affordable design for the masses.
To provide design intervention for craft, handloom, rural technology,
small, medium and large scale enterprises, and outreach programmes for
capability and institution building and sustainable livelihood, employment opportunities and economic growth.
The Industrial Design Centre was founded in 1969 by Sudhakar Nadkarni,
an alumnus from the Ulm (and the Bauhaus) school in Germany.
A symbol of the socialist and people-centred inclinations IDC would be
the design of the gamela for construction workers, in its early years. It’s
founding objectives were “… to prepare students to enter into new creative activities as professional industrial designers who with experience
and maturity can reach the highest level of design practice, research and
development necessary for the industry”
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The current institutional vision of IDC as stated in its website is:
Design education can be the means to understand, disseminate and practice design in society. IDC’s experiments in design education and awareness have inspired several designers, design educators and design schools.
In the emerging socio-economic-cultural scene, IDC intends to play an
important role. The concern at IDC for the problems at the grass root level
in developing economies has led to efforts in solving such problems with
design as a means and a tool.
The designer in a global economy requires competence to deal with a
broad range of challenges thrown up by socio-economic and cultural
diversities. This diversity is reflected in the structure of the educational
program, the type of research activities and the projects the students and
faculty undertake. The emphasis is on addressing the unmet design and
communication needs of the community.
Before attempting to observe changes in institutional vision, it would be
relevant to examine briefly visions expressed by a privately funded institution that offers an education in design. The Srishti School of Art, Design
and Technology was founded in 1996 with the objective of providing art
and design education in an environment of creativity to maximize the
individual’s potential.
Excerpts from the website of the Srishti School is as follows:
We believe that education is beyond instruction and skill; that knowledge
is inherently integrated and complex and, hence, learning must be embedded in real-world problems and situations.
We believe in looking beyond the origins of references and citations from
scholarly texts and peer-reviewed journals; the references of artists and
practitioners of the unschooled also contribute to learning.
We believe in extending education beyond the “gated” and the “preserved”; it should be “permeable” and “porous” allowing students to work
at the level of the street and the bazaar, and to explore and experiment
with the textures of the rural and the urban.
Srishti’s culture encourages thinking, questioning and experimenting to
harness the artistic and intellectual potential of each individual and place
the institution at the leading edge of contemporary art and
design discourse.
Approaches
Srishti has a strong indigenous cultural grounding in the teaching of the
visual arts and also provides a liberal arts curriculum comparable to
reputed institutions in the West. Srishti is interfacing with institutions
across the world with a vision for and commitment to quality education
through new technologies and pedagogies.
Through the Artists-in-Residence and Research Associate programmes,
Srishti supports new and critical innovations in the field of art and
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culture using real world projects to enable an integrated cognition of the
design and communication arena, facilitating at times an environment
where one can “earn and learn”.

Unpackaging The
Institutional
Vision

NID’s vision suggests its intent to address economic and business environment nationally and globally; it states the importance of interventions
in craft, handloom and rural technologies, and sustainable livelihoods.
IDC’s vision speaks of problems at the grass-root level; of challenges
thrown up by socio-economic and cultural diversity and of unmet communication needs. Excerpts cited above from Srishti’s vision have been
given some prominence (compared to that of NID and IDC), as Srishti
is not only a private initiative but also much younger than the pioneers
of modern design education in India. The language used in formulating
Srishti’s vision has an emphasis on the building blocks of learning and on
thinking, questioning and experimenting. In a mildly subversive way, it
speaks of looking beyond citations from scholarly texts and peer-reviewed
journals; and instead adopts a refreshing reaffirmation of practitioners
of the unschooled. The private is also the “gated” and an awareness of its
own co-ordinates suggests an institutional-self-reflexivity.
While NID and IDC also echo the positions expected of them by being government–funded institutions that seek to address “sustainable
livelihoods, grass-root level problems and unmet communication needs”,
Srishti speaks of its students working at “the level of the street and the
bazaar, and to explore and experiment with the textures of the rural and
the urban.” The vision, as articulated by NID and IDC tends to be politically correct (and even didactic); this is quite understandable, as they rely
for their funding on the government, which in turn is accountable to the
people. It is the role of the government to protect the rights of the majority as well as the marginalized; one would not expect private and “gated”
interests to include the other. The privately managed initiative is therefore
in a position to steer its directions in a manner that is sensitive to a personal calling; it may adopt a position that might be politically-unsound
and incorrect if it believes that such an initiative has a positive outcome
in the future.
Would it be possible for government funded institutions to stretch themselves beyond their mandate? Would it be possible for private investment
in higher education to look beyond profit as a goal? Clearly, for this to happen, there has to be an inclination for all that lies beyond the immediate
mandate of these institutions. This calls for a greater degree of sensitivity
to contemporary challenges. It requires willingness to re-examine wellworn positions and eschew the comfort of the domain of expertise for
enabling those who are less privileged. To sense a larger identity of being
human, holds the key to self-less service in the government sector and to
philanthropy in the private.
Individuals, institutions, societies and nations that have sought to organize themselves along compassion are few; this after all is an “un-natural”
inclination. The natural law, as often cited as justification for the existing
world order, is the survival of the fittest. The suggestion that human kind
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may well be an experiment to forge a new nature, requires a very different
kind of movement in the subterranean caves of human consciousness. Design education, as a spontaneous corrective gesture towards the excesses
of industrial production, could be regarded as one such movement. The
current institutional vision of design schools does indicate a feeble movement towards such an alternate vision. However, it is yet to evolve into a
more mature approach in keeping the needs of our times.
Individuals in many of India’s institutions are experimenting with new
approaches that redefine conventional wisdom. While some significant
attempts are directed at encouraging creativity at the grass-root levels ,
the dominant movement in the middle classes is towards a self gratification that often does not take into consideration the costs that are passed
on to those who do not receive a suitable compensation and
to the environment .
Such growth, even if it trickles down to ensure a better quality of life
for those who lack basic amenities today, would need an accompanying movement in the complex domain of self-understanding. While the
material movement may well be addressed through robust and aggressive planning and support from local players and global powers, the less
discernible need is for the refinement of the living principle.
Societal change is often an outcome of an individual’s effort. This is possibly the reason why the individual has been upheld in both the West and
the East, though the understanding of individual liberty has been somewhat different; the Western notion of individuality has produced on the
one hand, a mighty industrial-military (and capitalist) conglomerate and
on the other, unique thinkers . The Eastern view is primarily community
oriented; the rights of the individual are revered, only when the individual
has a declared disjunction from society. Thus the wandering mendicant
and the ascetic, in the Indian tradition, is a voice revered for its
dispassionate view .
Institutions are particularly effective when their vision emerges from a
shared conviction of its stakeholders. In the absence of an enlightened
dialogue amongst the stakeholders, institutional practices tend to fall
short of stated visions. Formulating “vision statements” is a relatively
recent practice amongst Indian institutions and appears to borrow the
terminology from the corporate sector in the post-liberalization years.
Design as practiced in these institutions is in large measure a response
to societal demands. The current demands of Indian society, particularly
the swelling middle-class is in its amplification of material possessions;
the Indian middle class is yet to evolve in the ladder of fulfillment where
non-material pursuits come to be regarded as sources of happiness. The
new found affinity for culture amongst the middle classes appears, in
large measure along similar lines as its thirst for material goods. The general neglect of the environment and the near absence of developmental
discourse in mainstream society (and in educational institutions) suggest
that middle-class society is yet to come into a more mature phase.
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suggests a youthful quality about design, it does have the shortcoming of
being unable to pursue an inquiry, without an insistence on a solution.

These are times of an unusual churning of the Indian society where there
is a sense of India’s destiny in the future as a global leader. This emerges in
good measure from having a young population. What seemed like a burden in the past now appears to be a potentially energetic human resource.
It also creates an internal demand for goods and services, making India a
potential market. This explains the fresh gaze with which the world looks
upon India. There are enormous challenges to be overcome for such a
young workforce to be a source of growth and entrepreneurship. Education, creativity, innovation, and how these can be effectively imparted
would determine if India can arrive at the destiny that it senses.

Modern design education began with improving the quality of human life
as one of its central objectives. In its initial phase it sought to humanize
technologies and focus itself on products that were people friendly. In
a subsequent phase, it sought to include services and user-experiences.
Nonetheless its pre-occupation with providing solutions, has meant that
it stayed away from pursuits that had no tangible outcome. While such
an emphasis does give design education a definite advantage over other
fields of study that were largely theoretical it would be useful for design
education to engage with the art of observation that is not accompanied
by the “problem-solving-urge.”.

A new generation, needs some exposure to the esoteric beauty of emptiness that can be liberating; one obvious direction worth exploring is a
more intimate contact with non-urban realities .

Clearly the ability to contemplate with a degree of detachment does occasionally open up unexpected doorways. It would be erroneous to assume
that designers do not indulge in playful (as different from end-oriented)
exploration. One may however observe that trained designers tend to
limit themselves to the tools and techniques that they are trained in.
Many contemporary problems that we are confronted with appear to
belong to realms that are outside the kind of problems that would be
taken up by designers. The idea of sustainability, for example, is one such
area. Worldwide one notices a trend towards increasing urbanization
which has so far meant a greater demand on natural resources leading to
the rapid depletion of natural resources. Though designers have expressed
an interest in ideas related to sustainability, there are inherent contradictions as design activity has aligned itself closely to the technological
exploitation of nature .

Figure 1. School children creating a raft from banana plants in an interior
school in Odisha. A contact with non-urban spaces would be needed to
re-envision these as creative environments.

On Emptiness

To shift the gaze from reflections on design education, institutional vision
and societal structures to the philosophical subject of emptiness might
require a certain degree of comfort with notions of uncertainty. Emptiness belongs to the realm of all that cannot be articulated; and though it
might rest on flimsy ground, is akin to the larger chunk of an iceberg that
floats underwater, invisible to the eye; with emptiness, what is invisible,
evades even the intellect.
Though design does concern itself with ideas of figure and ground;
positive and negative spaces and does ascribe an equal importance to
absences, it often has a connotation of being an action-oriented field
rooted in pragmatics and ever willing to identify and solve problems in a
diversity of living environments and contexts. While such an inclination,
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How Can One
Shape Emptiness
Into New Design
Pedagogy?

Shape clay into a vessel;
It is the space within that makes t useful.
Cut doors and windows for a room;
It is the holes which make it useful.
Therefore profit comes from what is there;
Usefulness from what is not there . ~ Lao Tzu
Dating back to the 6th century B.C.E., it appears remarkable that emptiness comes to be celebrated by Lao Tzu in China and the Buddha in India.
How can emptiness be of any relevance to design education; considering
that design is about the creation of stuff. The answer to this and ways of
implementing an engagement with emptiness is far from easy; after all the
same wisdom also warns us that “all that is worth knowing cannot
be spoken of.”
A viewing of Annie Leonard’s “Story of Stuff” would surely underline the
need for designers and design educators to re-examine their founding
principles. This animated explanation of the ways in which the contemporary world works, offers a few unsettling questions for courageous thinkers. Even as we contemplate the usefulness of design to the 230 sectors
suggested by M.P.Rajan, we need to dwell on the wisdom of discarding,
suggested by Kirti Trivedi.
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Is it possible that more “emptiness” in the formulation of academic calendars can lead to creative responses? The current frameworks incline
towards “moulding” and tutoring students of design, even at the higher
education stage. Teachers of design point out that students in India, are
not equipped to handle open-ended tasks that require the ability for independent study. This is regarded as an outcome of the didactic approach to
education at a school level.
It is important to understand and address the shortcomings in educational approaches at all levels. India’s ability to become a creative work-force
in the future decades shall depend to a large extent on addressing issues
of basic infra-structure and along with this an invigorating approach to
education. Planners, policy-makers and educationists could draw much
from the idea of emptiness, spoken of by the ancients; the contemporary
concern for creating a sustainable living for all citizens of the planet could
have much to gain by such an engagement.

Figure 4: Children avidly
watching a pottery
demonstration at the
Kalaghoda Festival 2012.
Pottery is suggested as a
metaphor of emptiness that
has much to offer to the
future of design education.
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Open Structures in Design
Education: A Recent Government Proposal
Abstract

This paper recounts a proposal that I made to the National Innovation
Council (NInC) in February 2012, and the subsequent evolution of that
proposal after I joined NInC as Expert Advisor on Design Innovation
in July that year, till it was finally handed to the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) for implementation in December 2012.
I will attempt to throw some light on the process and the government’s
priorities and perspectives on design and design education, as I saw and
experienced it.
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Introduction

“Realising that innovation is the engine for the growth of prosperity and
national competitiveness in the 21st century, the President of India has
declared 2010 as the ‘Decade of Innovation’.”
NInC was established in 2010 to promote innovation across sectors and
propose initiatives to create an innovation ecosystem for the country.
NInC recognizes the central role of design in the creation of an innovation
ecosystem, and has been looking to find new structures of design education that would not only educate a new generation of designers and serve
industry, but also bring design thinking to other disciplines of learning
and to the public, and serve the social, cultural and environmental needs
of the nation.
To this end, NInC has been engaging with design educators and professionals since 2011, in an effort to find ways of leveraging design education
towards the creation of enhanced capabilities for innovation in the country, through the creation of 20 new specialized schools of design education and research, called Design Innovation Centres (DICs). I was invited
to one such meeting at the Planning Commission in February 2012, and
asked to present my take on what a DIC should be. The roughly 30 participants at the meeting included representatives from the National Institute
of Design (NID), Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, T U Delft from
the Netherlands, Srishti School of Design, Indian Institute for Science
Bangalore (IISc), and Center for Knowledge Societies (CKS), to name a few.
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Summary Of My
Presentation To
Ninc And The
Concept Of Open

The proposal talked about the need to overcome the limitations of traditional structures and practices in design education, through the creation
of open, participatory, and collaborative structures of education. It spoke
of the need for design schools to reach out and actively collaborate with
other academic institutions, professionals, and the public, in a participatory network that would address challenges facing society and industry
by pooling resources and skills into multi-disciplinary teams of students
and professionals. These cross-disciplinary teams would address realworld problems posted to the network by the public, and create solutions
that could be prototyped and implemented through industry participation, and would be informed by the experience of social organisations and
professionals on the ground. Importantly, it spoke of the need to create
an Open Design School (ODS) that would share learning material freely
online, thereby allowing access to design learning resources potentially
to millions, as against only enrolled students. The proposal spoke of
scalability, wide reach and universal access to information and learning
material, and a participatory and collaborative approach to design education and practice.
Open Participatory Education Network (OPEN) was the proposed underlying organisational model upon which the Open Design School and
network of design schools would operate. It had been conceived of as a
model of participatory and collaborative education that can be applied
to any academic discipline, not just to design. Its core values/objectives
are interdisciplinary and collaborative learning, open knowledge sharing,
and creating an innovation friendly environment.
The idea for OPEN started as a collection of the best features of a number
of previous initiatives, including Open Course Ware (OCW), Indira Gandhi National Open University’s (IGNOU) distance learning programmes,
National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) , to
name a few. The intention was to avoid duplication of effort by building
on existing structures. However, it quickly became clear that even these
robust and proven methods could be taken further, by leveraging technology to reach an even greater number of people – by sharing learning
material freely on the internet, and by bringing in a critical component of
collaborative learning and practice, that would create a platform for innovative problem solving through cross-disciplinary teamwork.
The OPEN model would potentially create an inclusive environment that
encourages innovation not just by students but also by the general public,
social organisations, local and common-interest communities, and
anybody who wants to proactively address real world problems and needs
the support of a wide range of skills and capabilities. By sharing physical
and intellectual resources, institutions in the OPEN network ensure that
students get access to a broad knowledge base and many more physical
facilities. It would also lead to the creation of a resource and capabilitybased ecosystem that provides the necessary tools, resources, and skills
to foster and support innovation. Member organisations would be encouraged to share educational material freely online, and to engage with
the general public and the local community under various
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modalities, thereby allowing both students and community members to
benefit from the interaction.
Importantly, the OPEN model can be applied across domain verticals to
new academic institutions and can also be integrated into existing organizational structures. It was recommended that leading design schools
like NID and IITs adopt the OPEN framework and by demonstrating the
practical advantages of such a system, act as magnets for other academic
and research institutions to follow suit. Other academic and research
institutions would benefit from the enhanced collective capabilities and
cross-disciplinary learning possibilities of the collaborative nature of
this framework.
These ideas found resonance with NInC and I joined their team, under the
leadership of Mr. Sam Pitroda, Advisor to the Prime Minister on Public Information, Infrastructure, and Innovations, to research and fine tune my
proposal and to create an implementation plan document for
design education.

Process

Brainstorming
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Developing an implementation plan document for the government requires extensive stakeholder consultations, to ensure that a wide number
of perspectives and concerns are taken into account while refining the
initial proposal. With a relatively short 6-month timeframe, it became
imperative to consult a broad spectrum of stakeholders and experts at
all stages of the project, to ensure all assumptions and propositions were
soundly articulated. The project benefitted immensely from the feedback
and guidance we received from Pradyumna Vyas, Executive Director
NID, the late R. Gopalakrishnan, Member Secretary NInC, and from John
Thackara , a prominent design thinker and speaker on social innovation
and system transformation, among a host of other institutions
and individuals.
To get inputs from relevant stakeholders, a brainstorming session was
conducted by NInC at the Planning Commission in August 2012 (and
subsequent one-on-one sessions with invitees that couldn’t attend) with
professionals and experts from a wide range of disciplines including
design, education, arts and culture, architecture, technology, sciences,
and the government. The feedback and inputs of the participants brought
multiple perspectives to bear on various aspects of the proposal, and informed the further development of the concepts therein. The group agreed
that the need of the hour was design graduates who did not focus just on
the needs of industry, but also on the social, cultural and environmental
needs of the country. The scalability of NDIN was discussed and the group
suggested that NInC connect initially with institutions and individuals
already doing innovative work, and then grow the network from there.
Practical issues were identified like institutional incentive structures
needed to encourage sharing of resources, and issues of Intellectual
Property sharing between team members of NDIN projects. Finally, it was
agreed that an advisory committee be constituted that would oversee and
guide the project on design education.
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Research And
Consultations

We studied various organizational structures of design schools – in India
and internationally, collaborative innovation platforms, and innovation
incubators, in an effort to identify best practices that could be applied,
and any shortcomings to be avoided. We interacted extensively with
design experts internationally (including John Thackara of Doors of
Perception, and Banny Banerjee from Stanford Change Labs), to get their
perspective on the project, and to establish organizational frameworks in
the proposal that would ensure ODS and NDIN would be relevant at an
international stage, and would become focal points for innovative
thought and action.
To keep a firm grip on reality, we interviewed heads of design studios
– the eventual employers of a large percentage of design graduates – to
determine whether any core changes were required in curriculum design,
and to better understand exactly what skills were demanded of graduates
by the industry, and whether there was a gap in what was being taught.
This led to many changes in the proposed curriculum design for ODS,
including the option to cross-register for courses in other design and academic courses, leading to design graduates with broader knowledge and
understanding of other academic disciplines.
For this project, we worked closely with officials at the Planning Commission and the Ministry of Human Resource Development – who would be
tasked with implementation. Working as a designer within the government, one must understand its systems of communication and information flow to be able to effectively leverage the knowledge held by officials
in various departments, and learn to format proposals in a manner that
will effectively and quickly navigate the cluttered desktops of overloaded
officials. It is crucial that a proposal be structured such that relevant
ministries can quickly get to the information pertaining to their role, and
resolve and compliances required at their end. Practically speaking, the
language of a proposal must allow even the most complex concepts to be
understood at all levels in the system. This is critically important to avoid
any delays in getting clearances.
Working at the NInC, which is situated in the Planning Commission,
provided an opportunity to study other NInC and Planning Commission
initiatives with agendas that came close to or overlapped those of this
project. This helped in building on the strengths of other proposals, in
avoiding duplication of effort, and in creating larger systemic solutions
rather than isolated proposals. The design education proposal therefore
informed and benefitted from at least two other initiatives – Cluster
Innovation Centres (CIC), and the India Inclusive Innovation Fund . For
example, some of the thinking that went into the development of NDIN
was closely related to the thinking behind that of the CICs, which have
eventually been included in the draft 12th Five Year Plan Document.
The government situates design in a broader context of its role in addressing challenges facing industry and society. Design is seen as a tool to be
leveraged to galvanise innovative problem solving by ‘thinking outside the
box’. The NInC, through its various initiatives, has built on this sentiment
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and developed it further by speaking of the need to leverage design across
the board, by inculcating design thinking into education and practice –
from school level up to industry and government. By adopting the OPEN
framework, it is hoped that educational practices will benefit from design
thinking and from a collaborative approach to learning.

Summary Of
Ninc’s Proposal
For Design
Education

Vision
Traditional educational structures/institutions have physical limitations
like infrastructure, location, faculty strength and can hence serve only a
limited number of students. In India, access to quality design education is
a problem area for a large percentage of the population, given the limited
number of schools and educators. Digital technologies today have reached
a level of maturity and robustness whereby it is possible to bring access to
learning material to anybody through the internet (the National Knowledge Network can be leveraged in this context). The Open Course Ware
(OCW) model is well established and popularized by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
By having access to such a resource, students can easily access information on other academic disciplines and broaden their knowledge base.
Today’s workplace increasingly requires teamwork between a wide range
of professional disciplines, which in turn requires professionals to develop
a multi-disciplinary awareness and the ability to work in collaborative
teams. The lacuna of the modern education model is the compartmentalization of knowledge, which produces highly specialized professionals who
know little or nothing outside of their area of expertise (except through
their own efforts). Through an open and collaborative educational model
it would be possible to create an educational system that encourages
lateral learning through broad exposure to a multitude of related and
unrelated disciplines, rounded off with specialist knowledge and training
in specific disciplines.
What is needed is a shift in pedagogic practices across the educational
spectrum – from K-12 school level to higher education in all fields and disciplines, towards a culture of collaborative learning and open sharing of
information and learning material. The education strategy of the country
must bring the combined weight of all its educational institutions to bear
upon the problems and challenges facing our society. This shift needs to
take into account current developments in pedagogic techniques and the
evolution of the workplace, driven by rapid advances in tools
and technology.
NInC proposed to address these issues by instituting open and responsive
structures of design education and knowledge sharing, and by leveraging technology to make quality design education and learning practices
available to the maximum number of people. It also proposed to create an
open approach to the curriculum, whereby a student could choose to specialize in a particular discipline, while simultaneously enrolling to learn
specific skills in other design disciplines – in effect giving students the
opportunity to tailor their curriculum towards their individual interests
and abilities.
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To this end, NInC proposed the creation of an Open Design School, a
National Design Innovation Network, and 20 new Design Innovation
Centres, as an integrated vision for the future of design education in
the country. ODS would freely share its curriculum and design learning
resources online, NDIN would be a network that connects design schools
to other academic institutions, professionals, industry and the public,
and DICs would be specialized design research institutions with a region
or industry-specific focus. This proposal is currently with the Ministry of
Human Resource Development (MHRD) for implementation.
These new structures and institutions of design education are based on
an underlying proposed organizational structure – the Open Participatory Education Network (OPEN) – a fresh model of open and collaborative learning and sharing of physical and intellectual resources between
institutions. The goal of this proposal is to raise the standard of design
education and promote wide-ranging design innovation.

Open Design
School

In India, Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) has done
impressive work in the area of open and distance education. ODS draws
on the strengths of the IGNOU model and goes further in a few critical
ways. For one, ODS would have free and open availability of design-related
courseware on the internet. Further, a self-sustaining economic model
was proposed – the creation of last-mile coaching centres that could
teach locally or regionally relevant skills, using content freely available
from the ODS OCW (scalable to include OCW shared by other member
institutions in NDIN). This proposal stemmed from the understanding
that for many disciplines of learning theory cannot be the only format
for learning, face-time interactions and practical instruction are critical.
These units would complement the OCW material by providing handson learning through infrastructure support (like machines, tools, looms,
etc.), a classroom environment, and guidance from a trained instructor.
The curriculum design at ODS allows for flexibility, adaptability and periodic re-evaluation and reinvention. Students will not be limited to choosing only one course of study, and would instead be free to choose major
and minor fields of study. For example, a student could choose to major in
graphic design, while learning specific skills in film making and furniture
design as minor subjects. Students will also be able to cross-register for
courses and electives, and work collaboratively on projects with other
academic institutions. This would result in a ‘T’-shaped education - with a
broad understanding of a wide range of disciplines, and deep
knowledge in one.
ODS will promote collaborative learning with other academic and
research institutions, and with local companies and social organizations; this remit would give its students broad exposure not only to other
academic disciplines, but also to the business and social stakeholders
that will necessarily be involved in any solutions. ODS will promote the
sharing of physical and intellectual resources with other design schools
and academic and research institutions, to facilitate cross-disciplinary
learning and research.
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National Design
Innovation
Network

A National Design Innovation Network would tie together design schools,
research bodies and other academic institutions into a unified network
of collaborative association geared towards creating design innovation.
NDIN is a network that connects design schools and professionals to a
wide range of stakeholders, including academic institutions, government,
industry, social organisations and the public, to work collaboratively to
provide design solutions for India.
The network will have a central facilitating body (provisionally called the
NDIN-Nerve Centre or NDIN-NC) tasked with coordinating the various
functions of the network. The primary functions of NDIN-NC will be to
reach out to register various stakeholders with the network, and to create cross-disciplinary teams to undertake projects posted by the public.
It would also function as a nation-wide design incubator for innovative
ideas, and will explore the potential for the development and scaling up
of emerging but early stage solutions, by providing access to relevant
support functions like venture funding, technical development support,
and business plan development. In its Design Incubator function, it will
strive towards supporting the creation of a sustainable business model/
implementation strategy in all its projects, to ensure that innovative ideas
are not brought to market only to eventually fail because of a less-thanthorough business plan.
NDIN-NC will accept, evaluate and support innovative ideas for design
incubation from any member in the network, and also from the general
public. It will create a repository of best practices and innovations in all
fields from across the world, for ready reference. This will also serve an
‘address book’ function to help connect with relevant stakeholders. It
will link up with other similar initiatives to form a unified window on
design innovation and incubation for the public. NDIN will be anchored
by a leading design school (like NID or IITB’s IDC). Although anchored at
a Design school, it must be driven by design professionals and industry,
and to this effect, will have a board of directors, with representation from
the design industry, manufacturing sector and Ministry of HRD. It will
promote the sharing of physical and intellectual resources between its
member institutions – particularly design schools and academic institutions. The aim is to spread the core principles of design thinking to all
disciplines through collaborative learning and practice.
NDIN will effectively act as a platform for massive crowd sourced innovation, by virtue of being an inclusive network of stakeholders, and its
mandate to promote innovative problem solving through
collaborative teamwork.

Design Innovation
Centres
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DICs are specialized design research institutions that in some cases are
also involved in design education, depending on their individual mandate.
DICs will be co-located in existing educational and research institutions that do not currently have a design program, thereby infusing the
principles of design thinking into academic institutions. They will not be
‘design departments’ of the host institution, and will retain autonomy in
their functioning. The underlying mandate of each DIC would be to scout
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continuously for innovation opportunities in both economic and social
domains, and to determine priorities for action in a structured but open
process involving all stakeholders. They may choose to have a regional
focus (local crafts/local industry/ environmental needs/skill development
needs, etc.), and/or could focus on the host institution’s core function.
They will be free to network and partner with other institutions, and will
not be limited in any way by their being co-located with the host institution. In addition to sharing faculty with host institutions, their own
permanent staff, they will have rotating faculty comprising of working
professionals from varied educational and professional backgrounds, as
well as international faculty through extensive ties with leading design
institutions across the world. DICs will promote collaborative learning
between their students and of the host institution. They will also share
physical and intellectual resources with the host institution and other
design schools, to facilitate cross-disciplinary learning and research. They
will have autonomy in designing course content and delivery methods, in
order to respond rapidly to change, and to continuously improve methods. DICs will work closely with NDIN to take innovative student projects
from successful prototypes to a committed business venture.

Proposed
accreditation
model

Anybody can enroll for courses shared through OCW, and this open approach to learning throws up a problem of accreditation – how are these
skills that are learned in ‘informal’ educational structures to be recognized? A proposed solution was to adopt a special, if informal, accreditation model like the Mozilla Open Badges model for specific skills learned.
The Mozilla Open Badges initiative recognizes that learning happens
everywhere, and that traditional degrees and transcripts often leave
out the informal learning that happens outside of the classroom. “Using
Mozilla’s Open Badge Infrastructure, any organization or community can
issue badges backed by their own seal of approval. Learners and badge
earners can then collect badges from different sources and display them
across the web—on their resume, web site, social networking profiles, job
sites or just about anywhere.”

Feedback

The Integrated Proposal for Design Education received positive feedback and support from the likes of NID and Stanford Change Labs, who
identified with its underlying goal to effect massive social change through
innovative new institutional, technological, and educational structures.
It has been well received in an innovation workshop conducted by GIZ –
the German Agency for International Cooperation, and by the Center for
Knowledge Societies, a leading innovation consulting practice
in New Delhi.

Result:

Inclusion In The 12Th Five Year Plan Document (Draft)
“Setting up 20 Design Innovation Centres co-located in Institutes of National Importance. Co-location in campuses of national repute like Indian
Institutes of Technology (IITs)/National Institutes of Technology (NITs)
will help leveraging of academic and industry resources and give a boost
to design capacity in the country. Also, setting up an Open Design School;
creating an institute for facilitating training of trainers in design and
introducing design thinking at the school level.”
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Notes

The above paragraph from the current draft Plan document illustrates the
importance accorded to design education by the government. The goal of
this project has been to raise the standard and increase access to design
education. We believe that by adopting open structures of education and
design practice, we have connected with other progressive measures and
initiatives within government, and have created a proposal for design
education that will see the emergence of a new innovation ecosystem in
the country.
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http://www.innovationcouncil.gov.in/
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http://www.ocwconsortium.org/
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The National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL ) is an initiative funded by
the Ministry of HRD, Government of India, and is doing similar work to the OCW model. http://
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Minutes of the Brainstorming workshop are available at: http://www.innovationcouncil.gov.
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Trajectories of Design Practice

These problems of weakness in definition of design have adversely affected many aspects of design theory-making.

Implications for Design Education to 2020
Abstract

This paper describes the findings of research aimed at identifying the
curricula of design education appropriate for the current trajectories
of factors that provide seven lenses through which to view design
education from now to 2020. Individually and together they revealed ways
forward for design education to improve design outcomes, improve the
competitiveness of design teams, and provide significant career benefits
to future designers. The paper reports three findings that point to specific
new directions in design education to align with and gain the benefits of
the changes in trajectories of design contexts now to 2020.

Introduction

This paper describes research using trajectory analysis to identify potential pathways for Design Education to 2020. Trajectory analysis is common in a variety of socio-economic realms (see, for example, Roschelle &
Pea, 1999; Gallopin, 2003; Johnson, 2006; Levy, 2010; Jullien, 2011; Aoki,
2012; Hallal et al., 2012) to identify likely behaviours of influences acting
on a factor of interest. In this paper, seven trajectories and their effects on
the trajectory of design education are reviewed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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•
•
•

Trajectory
Analyses

Relationship between design practice and design education
Traditional crafts to future technologies
Changes in design practices
Effects of design research
Multi-disciplinary issues in design practices and design education
Effects of institutional changes on design education and
design practices
Quality, standardisation and responsibility

Before proceeding to main section of this paper, it feels important to
clarify the definition of the term ‘design’ used. Previous research by the
author (Love, 1998a, 2000) and others have identified problems in the
literature in the definition of the term and concept of design:
•

Almost all of the above problems with definitions of design resulted from
defining design as an activity as in ‘design is a process. . . ‘. After reviewing hundreds of definitions of design (Love, 1998b), creating an analytical
tool for meta-analysis of design theory concepts and definitions(Love,
2000), and exploring the limits of activity-based definitions of design
across multiple design fields, it became clear most problems of definition
of the term design were linked directly to the unwarranted assumption
that design be defined in verb terms. The author defines design as follows.
This noun-based definition is more straightforward and conceptually and
theoretically more comprehensive compared to existing verb definitions
of design:

Many definitions of design in the literature are limited in their scope
and precision, in short, they don’t define.
Most of the thousand or so definitions of design in the design and design research literatures that were reviewed did not stand up to critical scrutiny, that is they didn’t make sense when critically compared
with existing well established theories and research findings, or were
internally inconsistent.
Some authors explicitly stated their definition of design then almost
immediately (sometimes even in the same sentence) used the term
design in different ways to that which they had defined, without
obvious awareness of contradictions or faulty reasoning.
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A ‘design’ - a specification to make or do something
A designer - someone or something that creates ‘designs’
To design (verb) - to create a ‘design’ (noun)

In this paper, trajectory analyses are used to infer the characteristics of
the best path for Design Education in India. Trajectories of influential
factors are analysed to identify how they shape and bound the trajectories of Design Education in India. Methodologically, the focus is on using
evidence and reasoning to explore the changes in these trajectories over
the foreseeable future.
The trajectory analysis presented here is not intended to be complete or
comprehensive. Instead, it focuses on trajectories of a limited number of
factors the author has chosen because they provide useful insights into
Design Education in India. Interestingly, although undertaken completely
independently , the trajectory analyses described in this paper comport
well with the recent 2012 report by the Planning Commission of India on
Higher Education for 2012-2017 and beyond (FICCI, 2012) and potentially
offer insights into areas not addressed by the Planning
Commission report.

Relationship
Between Design
Practice And
Design Education

There is a reflexive relationship between design education and design
practice. On one hand, the curricula of design education are commonly
dictated by the needs of design practitioners and design practices, and
‘what design practitioners do’ (i.e. design practices) are dependent on
those designers’ design education. At an institutional level, design education echoes innovation and improvement in design practices, and over
time curriculum changes result in new designers coming into practice
with the improved practice skills and knowledge. Earlier research by the
author (Love, 2009) indicated this cycle has a delay of around decade between improvements in design practice being identified and them being
practiced by designers whose education includes those improvements.
The problems of this delay have resulted in compensatory mechanisms in
design education to enable faster innovation in design practice:
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•
•
•
•

Improvements in design output being dependent on improvements
to design software rather than designers skills or knowledge
Artificial intelligence in design software being the main locus of
design knowledge instead of human designers
Commoditisation of design as an activity
Reduction of design education to a combination of simplistic idea
generation skills, superficial understanding of rhetoric and background contextual issues, and sufficient computer skills to enable
automated design software to use its embedded design intelligence
to undertake most of the design work.

A significant outcome, worldwide, has been reduced attention to
curriculum renewal in design education except in line with the above.
These changes are found to a greater or lesser extent across the entire
600+ fields of design. They are more common in Art and Design fields
and areas such as instructional design and online education, in which
design software automation is well developed. It is slightly less common
in technical design fields that continue to teach mathematical and
technical knowledge.

being and understanding of the socio-technical trajectories of
human development.
For the trajectory of design education, this suggests an increasing ‘hollowing out’ of curricula with emphasis on one hand on future technologies and the other hand on the socio-technical features of the past. In
parallel, one would expect the curricula to transform throughout its
trajectory to focus on more recent technological and other design factors,
whilst at the other extreme selecting relevant issues from the past as they
became pertinent.

Changes in Design
Practices

To recap, significant delays in the design practice-education learning loop
has blocked the usual pathway to innovation of practice and education.
An alternative that has emerged worldwide in design is the increasing
trajectory subsuming high-level design expertise into automated design
software that undertakes most of the design tasks and the relegation of
designers to lower-level idea generation and input tasks.
The implications for the trajectory of design education are twofold. On
one hand is the need for a more critical review of the relationship between
design practice and design education that avoids reifying ideas of design
practice from the past and allows that in its existing form, design practice
may completely disappear. Secondly, the trajectory of design education
is likely to benefit by increasing the knowledge and skills associated with
understanding how automated software uses artificial intelligence and a
variety of other ways of manipulating design knowledge in the automated
production of both routine and ‘creative’ design outcomes.

Traditional
Crafts to Future
Technologies

Typically, developed countries have made a sequential, iterative and
developmental transition from traditional crafts and craft- design to more
advanced design. Classically, this describes craft-based design as evolutionary (Alexander, 1964; J.C Jones, 1966; J C Jones, 1970; Alexander, 1979).
For many western countries, the trajectory of development of industrial
design-based innovation occurred in different ways from 1750 (Mokyr,
2003) and academic interest in design education to contribute to design
practices (as distinct from simply teaching them) became more explicit
from the 1950s.
As discussed in the previous section, the future trajectory of the transition crafts to future technologies is strongly shaped by increased automation of design and manufacture. On the other hand, innovation also
requires the ability to make a bridge to previous technologies, ways of
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The trajectory of design businesses and practices has been marked by
significant change over the last 50 years. These have resulted in many
changes to design practices and design outcomes – mostly for the better and include:
•
Improvements to quality and volume and usability
of design outcomes
•
Reductions in environmental costs
•
Reductions in design costs and manufacturing costs
•
Increases in productivity of individual designers and design teams
(more design work/ person/ year). Over the decade, 1985 to 1995, productivity in graphic design increased by approximately fourfold. That
is, each designer produced about four times as much design output
per year at the end of that decade compared to the start.
•
Design organisations improved financial efficiency due to downsizing. Research by the author in UK, Norway, Finland and Australia
indicated that design firms reduce staffing levels in inverse ratio
to productivity
•
Increased levels of automated communication between design and
manufacture across most areas of design due to digitalisation (e.g.
clothing and textiles, graphic design, engineering design, software
design). This follows the trajectory from the CAD->CAM->CAE->PLM
developments in large scale engineering design.
These improvements have drawn heavily on the development of automation of design practices via computer software and hardware and embedding of design knowledge in software.
The implications for the trajectories of design education are for providing
students with education for design practices in which design activity is
increasingly automated and design knowledge and decisions are primarily located in software rather than humans.

Effects of Design
Research

Over the last 50 years, a common complaint by design professionals is
the apparent irrelevance of design research. For many Art and Design
design fields such as graphic design, photography and illustration, there
are very many similarities between non-digital aspects of design
education 50 years ago and now. Changes in non-digital aspects of design
practice include design methods relating to user friendliness, ecological
and environmental appropriateness, idea generation, design methods for
public participation in design and sundry other changes in social
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methods. Mostly, new design methods were sourced from other
disciplines. Design research was limited to reporting their use in design
environments and in the main only reported their testing on students
studying on design courses, rather than large-scale double-blind trials
with commercial design practitioners and real world design problems.
The above situation resulted in the illusion design research was benefiting
some aspects of design practices, and the false conclusion design research
wasn’t contributing much. In fact, design research was limited in the benefits it could offer designers directly due to the biological limits on how
humans act, think and feel.
The real contribution of design research on creating this significant trajectory of improvement occurred outside the direct sight of design practitioners, educators and design researchers and was published in technical
research publications outside the purview of most in the design fields.
This other kind of design research focused on automating the details of
design practices and identifying the incorporation of design knowledge
into software and its use and access by artificial intelligence and routines
that enable human designers to produce more optimal solutions. These
software-based improvements underpin the above list of significant
improvements in design practice outcomes. In trajectory terms, the more
obvious effects can be seen in the increasing proportion of design education curricula dedicated to teaching students how to use design software.
From observation, however, at this point in this change trajectory, it is
rare to see acknowledged the well-established shift in design expertise
and responsibility for high quality design outputs from human expertise
to production of designs by software-based artificial intelligence. In trajectory terms, widespread awareness of this reality is increasingly likely,
and this by implication will make explicit necessary changes to
design education.
To recap, design research has interesting three trajectory issues:
•
Existing viewpoints of design education and the Humanities and
Arts have resulted in limited and potentially false understanding of
the contribution of design research to improvements in quality and
productivity of individual design practices and outcomes.
•
The contribution of design research to improvement of design practices and design outcomes is dependent on ‘hidden’ technical design
research that automates design practices and provides design knowledge available through software.
•
Trajectories of increased awareness of the above are likely to result in
changes to the trajectories of design education

Multi-Disciplinary
Issues In Design
Practice And
Design Education
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The creation of any design involves using knowledge and making
decisions about design context and user need’s; ensuring the designed
outcome will have the right functions; predicting all the outcomes of
the design when actualised, especially outcomes that are unintended
or externalities; and ensuring the design contains all instructions to
manufacture or actualise the design into a real world product, organisation, process, system or situation. In short, the designer must ensure that
the design when manufactured or actualised does what was intended, is
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applicable in the intended context, contains the instructions to manufacture it competitively, does not result in unexpected or significant
adverse effects, predicts the long term outcomes of the introduction of the
designed artefact in society and the environment.
Typically, this involves a very large number of different disciplines of
knowledge and decision making. This reality that any non-trivial real
world practical design involves a very large number of disciplines, has not
yet been well addressed in design education or in design practice. Many
designed products, services, systems and situations underperform or are
problematic because they were designed with an insufficient
disciplinary scope.
Design practices have attempted to address the problem of the need for
breadth of multidisciplinary knowledge, communication and decision
making in four ways:
1.

2.

3.

Increased specialisation, e.g. design firms that specialise in only one
small segment of graphic design, such as labels for food containers.
In effect, this is insisting any multidisciplinary issues are addressed
elsewhere and by someone else.
Integrated service design practice. These occur where there is a
temporary coalescence of highly linked similar design knowledge
and decisions for which, in organisational terms, it makes sense
to lump design skills together to reduce Coasian transaction costs
(Coase, 1960; Agre, 2000). Examples include the advertising design
sector and different design sectors within the oil and gas exploration
and production industries. 3.Multi-disciplinary design teams. These
range from ad-hoc informal small groups of 2-3 designers to planned
multi-disciplinary teams involving dozens of people whose processes
are tightly defined and whose membership is carefully chosen on the
basis of their disciplinary knowledge and expertise.
Externalisation of design knowledge into computerised systems that
provide automation of design decision making.

Each is more or less successful in particular situations and each is associated with different aspects, domains and sectors of design education. The
general trajectory in improving design outcomes and design education
top to bottom from 1 towards 4.
The use of multidisciplinary teams, however, is limited by bounds on communications within teams due to limitations of design team members
to understand the thinking of other team members. This is especially so
where part of design teams use mathematics and others do not.
The role of mathematics is increasingly central to addressing many of the
difficulties of multidisciplinary design that have not been well addressed
so far. The crucial benefits of mathematics in design practice are:
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•
•
•

•
•

It provides a means of thinking and understanding much more complicated design situations than can be done by other means
It is useful in addition to other design skills. They are additional
rather than exclusive. For example if a graphic designer learns mathematics (or vice versa), then the designer has two sets of skills.
Mathematics offers a fast efficient and exact means of communication about design issues again that operates in addition to and
significantly benefits other forms of design thinking
and communication.
Mathematics offers a significant multi-disciplinary bridge across
disciplinary knowledge, processes, expertise and communication.
Mathematics enables the prediction of the behaviours of design outcomes in ways that other design approaches are unable

This trajectory towards increased use of mathematics and science
appears universal to all design fields.
The implications for the trajectory of design education include, increased
training for work in multidisciplinary design teams; expertise in using automated design systems to replace multi-disciplinary design teamwork;
and inclusion of mathematics and science in design education.

Effects Of
Institutional
Changes On
Design Education
& Design Practices

In any country, the structure of institutions dominates social and
economic development and the infrastructure for innovation in which
designers work. Over time, changes in institutions form trajectories that
support and bound the trajectories of design practices and design education. For example, increased uptake of network technologies (internet,
wired and wireless networks, broadband, etc.) removes the barriers that
limit the economies of scale of organisations.
This makes it easier and more profitable for organisations to operate at
larger scales and undertake larger projects. The implication for design
practice is increased size of design teams and less individual designers.
The trajectory of development of education institutions impact on design
education and are themselves shaped by a variety of factors. One trajectory of change of educational institutions is towards computer-mediated
learning. This is associated with the use of fewer teaching staff, and each
academic developing teaching material at a higher quality available online to larger numbers of students. The increased standard of presentation
will necessarily limit the focus of individual academics. Economically, the
trajectories of educational institutions are influenced by moves towards
self-funding, privatisation and reduced State financial support. Educationally, from a student’s perspective, the trajectory of design students’
future employment is marked by changes in which existing types of jobs
disappear and new types of jobs emerge along with new technologies
and new socio-economic contexts. Another trajectory is that of shift of
power (and status and income) from teaching academics to the management, ownership and administration of teaching organisations. From this
perspective, academics are a ‘cost of sale’ that can potentially be reduced
to increase profit and salaries for management. This shapes trajectories of
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education provision towards increased use of ICT, the minimisation over
time of employment of academics, and increased use of outsourcing (or
buying in) of teaching material to be delivered electronically.
Taken together, these trajectories of education, along with the transition
to communication and networking that reduce Coasian transaction costs
and remove barriers to economies of scale suggest the following for
design education:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Significantly increased scale and size of some
educational institutions
Transfer of power and control (and definition of the norms of education) to the larger educational institutions
Modularisation of design education with a trajectory towards more
and smaller curriculum elements (courses, units) that themselves
have a relatively small shelf life.
A spectrum of educational institutions in which some organisations
seek the economies of ever increasing scale to gain the highest level
of commercial profits, and other institutions filling in the less profitable niches.
Combination between increased integration and increased siloisation
of design education and design practices in which design teaching
will increasingly comprise many specialised areas of study, yet addressing non-trivial design situations will require expertise form a
large number of these areas in any one project
Increasing reduction of practical relevance of major design ‘fields’
except as generic overarching disciplinary field names. This can
already be seen in Engineering design, Architecture, Graphic Design
and Advertising.

Quality,
Currently there are significant changes in the trajectories of three key
Standardisation,
professional aspects of design practice: quality, standardisation and
And Responsibility responsibility. Each has the potential for influencing best curricula

solutions for Design Education in India to 2020. In the changes to these
trajectories, there are differences between design domains whilst at the
same time, there is a clear trend over time for all design domains to follow
much the same developmental pattern. This enables us to have some idea
of the future of some design domains by looking at existing developments
in those for which the transition occurred earlier. ‘The future is already
here – it’s just not evenly distributed yet’ a quote often attributed to author William Gibson.
The most common pathway is of design disciplines that started out as an
‘art’ typically with a focus on sketching designs for solutions. Commonly,
sketching is followed by a transition into formal symbolism of drawings
and diagrams. This enables the design of larger and more complicated
projects. The formalism and larger project focus leads to increased use of
and dependence on evidence and theories to ensure actualised designs do
as intended. From there, the benefits in representation and prediction for
addressing design issues of increased scale, complexity and risk, as well as
the financial benefits of reduced transaction costs, bring about increased
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inclusion of mathematical and scientific methods in design. Engineering
and built environment design realms displayed this trajectory earliest
along with organisational design fields (see, for example, Simmons, 1962;
Lavington, 1980). ‘Art and Design’ design fields associated with industrial
design were initially driven, in Britain at least, by a commercial competitive need to improve the appearance of the manufactured products (Bird,
2000). The transition to increased use of evidence acquired under scientifically controlled conditions and increased use of mathematics in design
theory and practice can be seen in the publications from the 1970s to date
of the design journals such as Design Studies, Journal of Design, Journal
of Design Research as well as the contents of proceedings of conferences
of the Design Research Society, the Asian Societies of Design, and the
International Association of Societies of Design Research.

terms, this shapes the trajectory of design practice further towards the
idea of design as ‘assembling modular pre-designed elements’ rather than
the open ended creativity and ‘anything goes’.

As always, many of these changes in trajectories result from commercial financial considerations aimed at increasing profits and income of
businesses acting as design project sponsors, design services suppliers,
designers, design education institutions, design education departments
and design educators and researchers. One structural financial factor
that shapes many aspects of these new trajectories is the realisation that
it is economically much easier and cheaper to address and resolve errors
and problems as early as possible in the brief ->design-> production->
sale-> use sequence. A rough rule of thumb used by many designers is it
costs 100 times more to remedy a problem with a product on the market
compared to committing the extra time and resources to the design of
that product to ensure it does not have that problem. This has driven a
shift to Quality Assurance (QA) that ensures designs are created well,
and away from Quality Control (QC) that tries to resolve problems after
manufacture. Commonly, this is seen to follow the ideas of Deming and
others exemplified by their development in Toyota and elsewhere (see, for
example, Deming, 1986; Shewhart & Deming, 1986; Deming, 1993).

There are no obvious intrinsic legal differences in terms of responsibilities
and liabilities for design outcomes across all design fields. In the same
way that engineering design firms are responsible to ensure that bridges
do not collapse or processes do not pollute (and are liable if they do),
other areas of design are similarly implicitly liable for problematic design
outcomes to their sponsors, to users and to society at large. Until recently,
some Art and Design fields have been at least partially protected from this
liability because there was a lack of predictive models of design outcomes.
There are now widely available methods to predict design outcomes in Art
and Design fields and hence, one would expect a significant change in this
trajectory to increasingly include responsibility and liability of designers
for the outcomes and externalities of their designs.

In trajectory terms, this involves increased attention in design practice
to forecasting all the likely behaviours and outcomes resulting from the
production and use of an actualised design. With that knowledge, designers are able to ensure designs do not have adverse outcomes. In part, this
also requires evidence of the characteristics of design elements that have
proven problem free in the past.
This latter emerges in standardisation and standards becoming adopted
in design practices. Standards and standardisation of aspects of design
reduce risks, embody learning (standards codify the learning of those
going before), help minimise transaction costs, reduce design costs, and
improve integration of design practices and knowledge into software This
trajectory of emphasis on the use of standards and standardisation in
design practices can be seen to be an increasing aspect in Graphic Design
and Web Design where standards offer ‘deemed to satisfy’ criteria in accessibility, legibility, readability, print production and usability. Standardisation is also deeply embedded in the computerised processes of design
in for example document type descriptors of SGML-related structures
that determine design for documents and screens. In design practice
542
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A third dimension is the trajectory of ‘designer responsibility’ or rather,
the trajectories of the legal responsibilities and liabilities that design organisations bear for the outcomes resulting from their designs. At heart,
these are grounded in answers to the question. ‘How much can design
practices be sued by those that employ them if the outcomes differ from
what was contracted?’ For example, if a public health promotion program
design was intended to improve health outcomes by 10%, could the design
firm be sued if it only resulted in 2% improvement, or if it resulted in
adverse outcomes?

The implications for the trajectories of future design education are:
•
•
•

Implications For
The Trajectory Of
Design Education
In India To 2020

Educating designers in methods to accurately predict the behaviour
of design outcomes
Education in the use of standards, and modular standardisation
building on and extending the principles of the field of ‘Design for
manufacture’ (DfM)
Increased legal education for designers in terms of financial liability
for designs fulfilling their brief and for any adverse effects.

The above trajectories of factors impacting on design education, individually and together reveal ways forward in design education to improve
design outcomes, improve competitiveness of design teams, and provide
significant career benefits to future designers:
•
•
•

Educating designers in methods to accurately predict the dynamic
behaviours of design outcomes
A more critical understanding of the relationship between design
practice and design education that avoids reifying ideas of design
practice from the past.
knowledge and skills to understand how automated design software
uses artificial intelligence and ways of manipulating design knowledge for automated production of routine and ‘creative’
design outcomes.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Hollowing out’ of curricula with emphasis on future technologies
and socio-technical features of the past.
Awareness that design research’s improvement of design practices
and design outcomes is primarily by ‘hidden’ technical design research that automates design practices, rather than improvements to
individual design practices and outcomes.
Increased expertise in multi-disciplinary design teamwork, and using
automated design systems to replace multi-disciplinary
design teamwork
Increased education in mathematics and technology in all aspects
of design education
An increased spectrum of design organisations with some of much
increased size and higher levels of power
Modularisation of design education with more and smaller curriculum elements (courses, units) with short shelf life comprising many
specialised areas of study
increased use of standards, and modular standardisation
(see, e.g. DfM)
Legal education for designers in terms of their financial liability
for their designs
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Towards More Open
Learning Systems
Abstract

As design is crucial to making connections between fields and dealing
with a world that is in constant flux, design educators are faced with the
question of how to adapt the practice of design to suit today’s challenges
and needs? Furthermore, the emphasis on the role of interdisciplinary
dialogue in design has put to question the relationship between design
and other fields as well as created a need for tools to enhance this relation.
This paper examines more closely the prospect of a more open tool for
learning in the context of the Faculty of Applied Sciences and Arts (FASA)
at the German University in Cairo (GUC) as well as the implications of
applying a more open learning system for 9th and 10th semester students
through the framework of “Advanced Design Studies”. In order to gain
a deeper insight to the case study at hand, this paper goes further to
examine the cultural context through exploring the development of
design education in the region.

Keywords

Design Education; Open Innovation; Identity.

Towards More
Open Learning
Systems?

Design is crucial to making connections between fields and dealing with
a world that is in constant flux and whose rate of continuous change
is only going to increase (Polaine 2011). Given this situation, design
disciplines must adapt themselves to suit today’s needs by representing
diverse points of view and by addressing design projects that transcend
the limits of traditional disciplines as Buchanan (2001) states:
“Of course, systems thinking is nothing new today. (…) What has changed
today is what we mean by a system. The focus is no longer on material
systems—systems of —things—but on human systems, the integration of
information, physical artifacts, and interactions in environments of living,
working, playing, and learning“
Consequently, the characteristics of the professional designer are moving
from being highly specialized to become increasingly multidisciplinary
(Collina, 2011). Therefore in order to adapt innovation to today’s needs,
designers and educators are calling for more open learning systems that
allow opportunities for interdisciplinary dialogue. In his article “why
design education must change,” Norman (2007) criticizes institutions
approach to design by claiming:
“The new areas are more like applied social and behavioral sciences (...)
My experience with some of the world’s best design schools in Europe, the
United States, and Asia indicate that the students are not well prepared in
the behavioral sciences (...) They do not understand experimental rigor or
the potential biases that show up when the designer evaluates their own
products or even their own experimental results. Their professors also
lack this understanding.”
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Therefore, as research and design have become too discipline specific,
there must be an early integration between other fields and design in
order to equip students with the knowledge and skills required to engage
in professional practice and academic research.

Science Vs.
Creativity

Due to a lack of integration early on between the arts and the sciences,
design has failed to create a clear link between theory, research and
practice (Polaine, 2011). This is partially due to design being perceived
as “non academic” which allows designers to fall back on the “magic“
of how they come up with great ideas (Kolko, 2011). Hence, building on
the notion that design and the sciences are divided at an early stage of
education reveals an underlying factor to why design practice, design
research and design theory have drifted away from one another (Polaine
2011). In school, students choose a path between subjects that have to
do more with science and math and subjects that have to do more with
creativity and the arts. Although it is crucial to develop a focus at an early
stage, the categorization immediately creates limitations for students
and their choices.
Furthermore, it is not only an issue of categorization but also that of
hierarchy; due to a lack of pub¬lic discourse about designs value to
society, the arts have always been placed at a lower hierarchy than
the sciences (Robinson, 2007). This is due to continuous funding,
development and exposure of the importance of STEM subjects as they
are constantly being exposed through the media, however the same is
not done for design (Polaine 2011). Robinson (2007) goes further to note
that due to the division between science and creativity at an early stage
of education “subjects to do with theory or research immediately smell
of science and either fear or boredom set in.” Due to how these subjects
are traditionally taught in school, those with more visual learning styles
start to reject STEM subjects as they find them difficult to engage with.
This notion often continues into university when design research and
theory are taught they are not perceived as practice; as a result, theory
methods are perceived as a distraction from the real work of creative
design practice.
Therefore, it is important to establish a clear link at a younger level
between the STEM subjects and what Maeda (2009) refers to as the IDEA
subjects (refer to figure 1).

Figure 1: Representation
of integration between
STEM and IDEA Subjects.
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Design Is Not
Magic: A Call for
Discourse on
Design Education

In his research titled “Design Research, a Failure of Imagination?“ Andrew
Polaine (2011) argues that it is crucial for design to openly communicate
the skills of synthesis by stating:
“For a discipline that claims creative thinking to be among its key
attributes, design research has suffered a failure of imagination and failed
to communicate an integrated vision of design“
This gap in communication is partially overlooked as dur-ing the
process of design, the intellectual leap from research to insight is poorly
documented as well as badly communicated to non-designers. Partially
due to the misconception that design ability stems purely from talent, a
lot of times design is sold to clients based on the “magic myth” at the cost
of hiding the process, which is what design is really about (Kolko, 2011).
By concealing the process from the public, designers are keeping design
in a black box therefore it is crucial to establish more public discourse
regarding the role of design through design education.

Design Education
In The Arab World

The Arab world is a region that is characterized by its rich yet diverse
history; from imposed rule by foreign power to military occupation and
now globalization (Hady, 2012). By the 1990s, although the Arab World
had just come to terms with itself, Arab individuals had become highly
dependent on the west and had not designed their own shops, food
chains, phones and every other object they interacted with; as a result,
they were faced with an epidemic shock known as globalization and
cultural identity crisis (Toutikian 2010).
Bearing in mind that questions of `who we are’ are often intimately
related to questions of `where we are’, it is through interacting within
and with the environment, that we are able to create a clear sense of self
and to reveal our selves to others (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000). Therefore,
in order to add depth to this study, it is important to understand the full
scope of the environment this research is addressing by reflecting on the
development of its design education.
Imported Education
Keen to raise the standards of education; Arab states attracted mostly
Western educated faculty members to teach in their institutions.
However, those teachers unintentionally brought with them Western
para¬digms and models of design education (Toutikian 2010). Doreen
Toutakian was among the first to publish a book about design education
in the Arab world. In her visits to the various universities she conducted
interviews with students and faculty members to reflect various
perceptions of design. Among the interviewees was Diane Mikhael, a staff
member at Virginia Common Wealth University in Qatar (VCU Qatar),
who reflected on the importance of allowing students to interact with
their culture; stating that it is a cornerstone of the curriculum at VCU
Qatar. She provides an example of this interaction in one approach that
seeks to integrate Arabic and Latin as a core solution to design project
briefs. On the other hand, Peter Martin, a former professor at VCU Qatar
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who wrote a critical paper about the challenges that Qatar is facing with
its design education states:
“There seems to be a habit of looking abroad, mainly to Europe and North
America (...) A less obvious example of Qatar importing something with
out carefully adapting it to fit it’s cultural context is the university where I
teach. (...) The main objective was to have an American design curriculum
taught by instructors from the American University. The result is the
teaching of an American design program based upon Bauhaus and
postmod¬ern philosophies with in an Arabic Islamic culture. “
These two opposing perspectives present a paradox in design education
in the Arab world. Although educators are aware of the need to adapt
design practices and design education to culture, it is a challenging task
to be able to practically utilize such an approach. In his paper “Notes on
Globalization, National Identities and the Production of Signs,”
Bourriaud talks about a similar phenomenon where he comments on the
struggle between contemporary cultures and traditional cultures and the
domination of the West over marginal countries (Hady, 2012). He explains
that there is a danger in using Western codes and standards to produce
work that represents a non-western culture, since the im¬age of the East
was formulated by the West (Said, 1995). This poses questions relating to
perception of ones own cultural identity and challenges the notion of an
“outside in inside” approach that many Arab countries choose, to pursue
growth and development (Toutikian 2010).
Therefore, the challenge here lies in creating a ‘hybrid’ of cultures that
integrates the effects of globalization however with in the balance of an
individual Arab identity. An excellent illustration of this can be found in
Edward Said’s essay on education where he talks about a line that has
haunted him for years in an essay on Leonardo Da Vinci by the French
poet Paul Valéry. He says that the Italian artist “could not but think of a
bridge whenever he thought of an abyss.” Metaphorically, an abyss is what
is impossible to go beyond. Therefore, Said (1998) believes that, education
at its best should teach students to think differently and challenge ideas
thereby constructing a bridge across the abyss.

Figure 2: A digital
pattern inspired by
traditional elements.
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The Rise of Arab
Visual identity

In his book the culture of design, Julier (2010) explains that hybridization
happens “when global cultural sections are assembled to present new
identities” and in turn this poses a threat to identity. This threat, along
with the overwhelming influence by the West created a struggle for the
designer (Hady, 2012). Therefore, Arab designers have come to reject
western visuals and are in search of something that is representative of
their societies. Designs that aim to integrate their past however with in a
contemporary framework have defined what is perceived as Arab design
to¬day; as a result the Arab region has witnessed an evolution in visual
identity. For instance, Hady (2012), a design student at the University of
Sharjah, talks in her research paper about cultivating western and eastern
cultures to produce designs that is representative of Arab identity. She
depicts a digital pattern inspired by tra-ditional elements (refer to Figure
2), explaining that it is a good example of cultivating cultures through
visuals. However, although developing an aesthetic that is representative
of Arab contemporary society is a beautiful advancement, the notion of
design in the Arab world is remains largely restricted to visual identity.
Therefore, for design to transition from the aesthetic to the holistic, there
must be frameworks to link as well as integrate it into other disciplines.

An example of a transition towards a more holistic approach to design
was by a group of students in their final year at The German University in
Cairo. Their project “Menn Baladha”, meaning from its country in Arabic,
aimed to integrate design in to craft. This required they spend a lot of
time not inside the classroom, but in the craft man’s workshop in order
to relate, understand the needs and co-create with the craftsman (refer
to Figure 3). In this sense they were gathering hands on knowledge from
locals and be¬came mediums to the discipline.

Case Study:
Advanced Design
Studies At
The German
University In
Cairo

Cairo is a city shaped by the region’s rich history and where civilizations
have intersected to create a unique mixture of cultures. The capital of
Egypt and the largest city in the Arab world, Cairo’s current social and
political transitions puts to question how design education can play a role
in relation to these factors that are shaping it’s contemporary society?
Therefore, the case study at hand explores a learning intervention in the
Faculty of Applied Sciences and Arts (FASA) at the German University
in Cairo (GUC) to reflect on design’s current role in the region. It is
important to note that the following reflections are shaped by the
author’s experiences as both a student/participant as well as an educator/
researcher in the following case study.
The German university in Cairo (GUC) is a private university that aims
to provide a German model of education in the region. Established in
2006, the Faculty of Applied Sciences and Arts (FASA) aims to establish
contemporary notions in the field of design and consists of three
departments: Media Design, Graphic Design and Product Design. By
integrating Egyptian, German, as well as international staff members, it
aims to provide a multicultural setting for emerging designers. Among
the Faculty’s missions is to develop a sense of awareness regarding the
role of the designer in relation to his/her culture; this is clearly stated in
the faculty’s mission statement:
“From its establishment FASA is supporting the German University
in Cairo (GUC) commitment to offer quality and a unique design
educational institution in the region. Being in this position fostering
FASA towards further interaction with the wider transformations that
are happening in Egypt, as well as, in the region. Reflections of these
interactions are promoting experimentation and professional practices
in design education that are meant to empower our students to be
professional, active, and creative members in their societies.“
Foundation courses

1st - 4th semester

Major Studies

5th- 7th semester

Bachelor Studies

8th semester

Advanced Design Studies

9th -10th semester

Figure 3: “Menn Baladha” co-creating with local crafts man.

Table 1. Structure of the 10 Semester Design Study program at the
German University in Cairo.
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The structure of the five-year Design Study Program is divided into
four main stages described in Table 1. While semesters one through
four intends to provide students with foundation courses in design,
semesters five through seven allow students to specialize in one of three
departments mentioned above. After the Bachelor thesis in the eighth
semester, the ninth and tenth semester introduce a new layer of learning
that aims to explore a more open tool for education. This final layer is
defined through the framework of “Advanced Design Studies” that aims
to transition students from academic life into the real world of design
practice and is described in the course outline as:
“An opportunity for students to freely merge, and exploit all their
accumulated design experiences and spe-cializations to develop an
in¬terdisciplinary design project”
Highlighting, the role of experimentation, interdisciplinary
opportunities as well as professional practice in design, the program
was not categorized into departments, rather into topics relevant
to students’ interests and today’s contemporary needs. In order to
emphasize this new autonomy, students were given a space or ‘design
studio’ to freely utilize.
Therefore, “Advanced Design Studies” aimed to open the learning process
to a wider knowledge base. Furthermore, in order to stimulate the
aforementioned opportunities for interdisciplinary dialogue, a course
termed “Design Talks” was introduced in the tenth semester that
aimed to bridge the gap between academic life in university and
knowledge about pro¬fessional design practice in Egypt; the course
outline is defined as:
“Design Talks at the GUC is a model for teaching practices, initiated to
expose newly emerging designers at the Faculty of Applied Sciences and
Arts to design thinking, organizational patterns as well as professional
expertise in various disciplines. These insights are meant to enrich our
emerging designers to cope with practical challenges of professional
design application (…) The GUC therefore invites personalities from
Egypt, Germany and elsewhere who are affiliated to design practices”
By inviting professionals with various backgrounds to pass on their
knowledge through a one-hour lecture and to engage with students
through a Q&A session, the talks aimed to open a channel for students
to explore diverse topics and to expose perceptions of the local market to
emerging designers (refer to Figure 3).
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Figure 2: A digital pattern inspired by traditional elements.
A publication termed “Design Talks 1, Writing About Design” was
introduced where each student was given the freedom to write an
article about any topic relevant to design. To make the publication more
accessible to the public, students were asked to write their articles in
both English and Arabic; the publication was than printed in quantities
and shared both on and off campus. As Design Talks created a channel
that allowed speakers to reach out to the students and to pass on their
knowledge, the articles aimed to allow students to do the same through
the Design Talks Publication. This was highlighted on the design of the
cover of the publication that showcased portraits of the graduating Class
of 2012 (refer to Figure 4). Therefore the publication’s objective was to
reveal seventy emerging designers’ reflections to the public as well as to
expose the “magic” behind the process of design.
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Product Design

21 Students

Graphic Design

34 Students

Media Design

15 Students

Table 2. Number of Students enrolled in each department at the
Spring Semester ‘12

Figure 4: Comparing Word frequencies between, the three design
Departments offered at GUC.

Analyzing Word
Frequencies of
the “Design Talks
1” Articles and
Publication

As the publication presented a completely open framework for students
to express their relation to design, the articles showcase an incredibly
diverse variety of approaches and content that proved challenging to
define and/or to categorize. In linguistics, frequencies of words are widely
used to study how people communicate as well as to understand the
patterns of information through use of language. Therefore, in order to
analyze this broad and diverse scope of information, measuring word
frequencies was chosen as a methodology for analyzing the content of the
Design Talks 1 Publication in order to reflect on the implications of this
more open tool for learning.
Figure 4 attempts to compare between the word frequencies of the three
departments at the GUC. It is important to note that the distribution of
students is not equal between the three majors (refer to Table 2) therefore
affecting the number of frequencies. Among the similarities between the
three departments are the word people, which had the highest frequency
in all three majors. Media Design students denotated words such as
women, society, Egypt, revolution or connotations of contemporary issues
facing their local context. Graphic Design students denotated words such
as Egypt, brand, message, and identity, connotations revolving around
contemporary notions of communication while Product Design more
frequently used words such as needs, public, and social. Despite relative
discrepancies in the substance and frequencies of the words used, there
seemed to be a general higher frequency in words related to the human,
and social oriented design.
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It is important to note that the frequency was measured mainly on
content related words as they are considered more useful and less
dispersed than words with a grammatical function (Lijffijt et. al.). Figure
5 shows the word frequencies of the entire publication composed of
70 student articles. Aside from the word design, the words people and
Egyptian had the highest frequency, which reflects a sense of focus
on more social oriented topics. The word through, although not a
content-related word, ranked fourth in frequency making it the highest
preposition used through out the publication. Originating from the
German word “durch”, through holds a strong connotation as it refers to
a state of transition; linking nouns, verbs, pronouns and phrases. Other
words like message, information and brand describe topics related to
communication along with words like identity and culture.

Figure 5. Word
Frequency of
the Design Talks
Publication.
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Conclusion

As our world is constantly changing at a rate and un-predictability that
is becoming difficult to control, designers must develop necessary yet
complex skills to suit today’s challenges and needs. Among these skills,
is the ability to understand human and information systems as well as
interactions in ones own physical environment. In order to develop these
skills designers need to create discourse between other fields as well as
to further expose the process of design to the public. One might infer that
design education should not limit the scope of learning to that being done
inside the classroom, but should encourage students to interact more
with their users, environments as well as other disciplines. Therefore,
design students require a more ‘open’ tool for learning that can allow
them to explore interdisciplinary fields.
Since most current modes of design education in the Arab world revolve
around imported approaches from the West, it is important that
design students further interact with their own culture and become
co-creators in the development of their education. Aiming to overcome
these challenges facing contemporary notions of design, the objective
of ‘Advanced Design Studies’ at the German University in Cairo was to
create an open platform for interdisciplinary dialogue. This was further
highlighted through the framework of ‘Design Talks’ by initiating an
exchange for discourse between local professionals and design students
through a series of lectures as well as a publication consisting of 70
student articles. Although the scope of the publication was very broad
and diverse, by measuring word frequencies of the text, results were
drawn to show a high frequency in words relating to human and social
associations. This is clearly illustrated in the use of the word people,
which showed the second highest frequency after the word design.
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However, although the methodology measures the associations
made through out the Design Talks publication, it is limited by its
generalizations and static calculations. Therefore, the methodology must
be further explored through more dynamic models in parallel to more
background research in the field of linguistics in order to add depth and
further analysis to the case study at hand. Furthermore, although this
study reflects on students’ ability to relate between design and other
fields it does not reflect on students ability to practically apply these
abstractions; the latter point requires further exploration.
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Visual creativity cannot save the world but it can make the world worth
saving.

Sustainable use of natural
resources as a global dimension
assign the framework for
the future of design
Abstract

The world is changing faster than ever before. Growing human populations and economies are driving an unprecedented cultural, social, environmental, economical and technological transformation – a fundamental shift.
The world can not go ahead with the Western life style model based on
consumption and mobility. The limitation of resources worldwide is a fact.
The resources basis of our wealth is disappearing. Peak oil, peak soil, peak
everything are marking an historic unique shortage of resources.
Therefore designers have a totally new challenge: any design has to be
created on sustainability criteria at first. Design education in any field
must become a much broader view – overlapping with all design fields
and many other disciplines, e.g. economical, technical, environmental,
cultural and social...
The accelerating convergence between telecommunications, broadcasting, multimedia and information and communication technologies is
driving new products and services.
Communication and information are playing an important role. Information is another
resource beside material and energy. Actually we have an information
overflow – we are overnewsed but underinformed.
Radical changes in consumption, production and distribution thinking
in a sustainable sense are necessary. Designers are in a key position to
influence any shift. Visual designers, as the communicators and as the
information architects are in the process of “changing paradigms”.
Environmental pollution e.g. the massive air pollution just now in Beijing
is co-caused by all people around the world who buy the cheap, useless
and in fact redundant products.
Visual design plays an important role in global communication.
Visual communication for a sustainable world is the new subject matter
in Design.
To educate competencies to use creativity for global thinking and global
responsibility.
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The fast growing Indian economy should not make the same mistakes
as the Western industrial nations did and now China is doing. The big
Indian economics has a great responsibility for India and for the world
society.
The world is moving into a post economics of growth – so or so unavoidable: ‘‘either by design or by desaster’’ is the motto. The limitation of our
resources and global responsibility are the framework for the future of
design and design ecucation. The „new designers“ have a huge potential.

Keywords

Fundamental shift; limitation of our resources; sustainable development;
changing paradigms; radical changes;

Text

The world is changing faster than ever before. Growing human populations and economies are driving an unprecedented cultural, social, environmental, economical and technological transformation. Our modern
world is undergoing a fundamental transformation as the industrial society that marked the 20th century rapidly gives way to the information
and knowledge society of the 21st century. This dynamic process promises a fundamental change in all aspect of our lives, including knowledge
dissemination, social interaction, economic and business practices, political engagement, media, education, health, leisure and entertainment.
This is a fundamental and historical shift we never experienced before.
Additionally, the world can not go ahead with the Western life style
model based on consumption and mobility. The limitation of resources
worldwide is a fact. The resources basis of our wealth is disappearing.
Peak oil, peak soil, peak everything are marking an historic unique shortage of resources.
Climate change rightly tops the environmental agenda at the moment,
but the world faces more inconvenient truths that must be addressed.
Economic growth in our modern times cannot be achieved with today’s
old consumption and production patterns . We need to provide a boost
to resource-efficient growth and innovation. We need to break the links
between economic growth and environmental degradation, and finding
ways to achieve this “decoupling”.
Therefore designers have a totally new challenge: any design has to be
created on sustainability criteria at first. Design education in any field
must become a much broader view – overlapping with all design fields
and many other disciplines, e.g. economical, technical, environmental,
cultural and social...
The accelerating convergence between telecommunications, broadcasting, multimedia and information and communication technologies is
driving new products and services.
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Communication and information are playing an important role. Information is another
resource beside material and energy. Actually we have an information
overflow – we are overnewsed but underinformed.
Radical changes in consumption, production and distribution thinking
in a sustainable sense are necessary. Designers are in a key position to
influence any shift. Visual designers, as the communicators and as the information architects are in the process of “changing paradigms”. Making
‘‘cool’’ objects is over – it is becoming more and more ridiculous. It is a
huge project to change the understanding of design – not only within the
schools but also with the journalists, the public, enterprises and governments.
Most still tend to think of design in terms of innovation and economic advantage. Today one should be using designers to look at issues of health,
safety, education, and other social topics.
Environmental pollution e.g. the massive air pollution just now in Beijing
is co-caused by all people around the world who buy the cheap, useless
and in fact redundant products.
Visual design plays an important role in global communication. Visual
communication for a sustainable world is the new subject matter in
Design. To educate competencies to use creativity for global thinking and
global responsibility.
Visual creativity cannot save the world but it can make the world worth
saving.
The fast growing Indian economy should not make the same mistakes as
the Western industrial nations did and now China is doing. The big Indian
economics has a great responsibility for India and for the world society.
India can only be successful if it is following a sustainable development
– the satisfaction of current human needs without depleting the natural
resource base for future generations. It is the greatest challenge facing not
only India but all humanity today.
Education for Sustainable Development is fundamentally about values,
with respect at the centre: respect for others, including those of present
and future generations, for difference and diversity, fo t he environment,
for the resources of the planet we inhabit. Education enables us to understand ourselves and others and our links with the wider natural and
social environment, and this understanding serves as a durable basis for
building respect. Along with a sense of justice, responsibility, exploration
and dialogue.
The world is moving into a post economics of growth – so or so unavoidable: ‘‘either by design or by desaster’’ is the motto. The limitation of our
resources and global responsibility are the framework for the future of
design and design ecucation. Design has become worldwide more and
more significant over the last years in all areas and fields of the industrial,
commercial, cultural, ecological and social activities. Design is of neces560
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sity multi-faceted and multi-dimensional in nature. There is excellent
design and traditional craft, avant garde movements and popular culture
in every metropolis. Design is expressing, communicating and constructing every typical culture and characteristic value of our civilisation.
Culture encompasses language, traditions, morals, laws and the art of a
community. Generally, designers are in a key position to influence this
shift. It is time for action. Radical changes in consumption, production
and distribution thinking in a sustainable sense is necessary. Towards
planet-friendly consumption, a planet-friendly living.
Designers are in a key position to influence this change. In fact they are
part of it. Design education has therefore to change dramatically the design thinking, design creation and design understanding and to influence
the general public.
The growing digitalisation, the advance of globalisation, the cultural
merging and environmental challenges cause rethinking and reorienting
for all of us. The interaction of multitude and complex positions and the
ever increasing sophistication of the rapid development are of fundamental importance for global communication. Therefore the responsibility of
designers is gaining significance for society and environment.
We can’t say anymore we didn’t know. We do not have an information
problem, we have an orientation problem.
Individuals and communities will have to adapt to tomorrow’s conditions both spontaneously and through planning. Both needs the highest
creativity.
The five priority strategies for adapting to change are:

Preventing
Restoring
Changing

Reducing

Sharing
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These are the fields where designers of all disciplines have to focus on when thinking, planning and creating design.
Radical changes in consumption, production and distribution thinking in a sustainable sense is necessary – for the future of our global environment and culture.
Of course there are different answers for different people around the world. Some
will choose to consume less, most – the poor in the developing countries – will
have to consume more! We should not forget that poverty is one of the biggest
challenges we have to face for the future.
Some countries do not have yet such general conscience for the global environment and sustainable consumption. But designers as the creatives should always
be ahead. Designers worldwide must be ready to meet the challenge.
None of us can tackle these challenges alone. Therefore I propose a fundamental
change in design eduaction:
1.

2.

Design education worldwide must be totally based on the broader sense of
sustainability and limitation of resources, which must become the most important criteria for any design.
A „‘Merry-Go-Round“ should be introduced in the curriculum. Each design
student has to be at least one term in design education on another continent.

Responsibilities are common, as well as differentiated. All those involved
must be seen to move for the common goal, even if at different speeds on
different routes. And way must be found to compare effort, so that all are
seen to be pulling their weight, pulling their oar in the same direction.
Different ways – common goal to educate a global designers generation.
Other cultures and the knowledge about other cultures are a great resource for the own culture.
The knowledge and experience of environmental problems in other world
regions may contribute to a new design thinking and different consumption behaviour as well as responsible use of resources: preserving through
designing – we must think about a new (re) productive economy for
living in different societies and cultures.
Nature, culture and society are endless resources for designers inspirations, in the past, today and in future. Cultural variety is of equal importance as biological diversity.
Global reflection and knowlegde can create more global awareness. It
will provide us with an opportunity to deepen the understanding on the
values of the cultural diversity and the natural environment, and to learn
to better “live together”.
The ‘‘new designers’’ have a huge potential.

Europe

Africa

America

Australia
Asia
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Task Based Competency to
Problem Based Capability:
An Australian View
Models of education and training are an ever evolving construct, dealing
with inputs from many directions with vested interests in the outcomes.

A vocational education sector or Technical and Further Education
(TAFE) developed to provide training and education to the trade and
para-professions issuing Certificate training and Diploma education.

Design Education is primarily focused on the tertiary area or higher education field yet to get there, students should be able to follow a pathway of
integrated education and training.

This later evolved as dual sector TAFE Institutes (Further Education /
Higher Education) and they developed and delivered Degrees in areas not
in direct competition with the Higher Education sector.

From compulsory education in the primary and secondary systems to the
tertiary and professional development areas of education and training
there is a move to reduce duplication. This paper looks at Design Education’s fit within the Australian and International context.

In the West we have a saying “like a square peg in a round hole”, meaning that something or someone is not fitting into the niche of his or her
society.
One could ask the existential question “is it the hole that is misplaced or
the peg”?

A recent review of the AQF titled Second Edition [1] was released in January 2013 with a circular, clock face style diagram of qualification, replacing the vertical ladder, with Certificate 1 placed at the top at 12 o’clock
rolling through the classifications to the PhD which nestles alongside the
certificate 1 a
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A shake up of the tertiary education sector saw Technical Colleges promoted to University status, and the technical aspects split between, trade,
para-professions and professionals.
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Design as a professional discipline has, since the mid-20th century been
an incumbent of Technical Education yet peculiarly placed within the
Arts, with Institutes of Technology or Polytechnic Colleges issuing Diplomas and Fellowship Diplomas right up unto the 1990’s.
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In looking at the existential nature of design education we must look to
determine which way is up.
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With Higher Education adopting the paternal ‘top down’ approach, it is
interesting that competency based education and training is considered a
‘bottom up’ approach.
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Design education has evolved in line with developed society apace with
the industrial age since the mid-20th century. Even before this the industrial revolution was playing forward ideas and ideologies embraced by
some and demonised by others. One of those ideologies is Competency
Based Training.

In order to establish a hierarchy to academic qualifications the Government instituted the Australian Qualification Framework or AQF which
was illustrated by a ladder or framework with an ascending order from
Certificate 1 to PhD.
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Introduction

AQF

tifi

Competency; Capability; Problem-based learning; Task based learning;
Training; Education.
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r

Keywords

The Australian experience is imperfectly framed in the Australian Qualification Framework, a scaffold sequence of qualifications in constant flux
through the changing nature of public / private and sectorial education
and training delivery.

Certificate Ι

Abstract

Figure 1. Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) wheel as opposed to
ladder hierarchy.
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The objectives of the AQF are to provide a contemporary and flexible
framework that:
•

accommodates the diversity of purposes of Australian education and
training now and into the future

•

contributes to national economic performance by supporting contemporary, relevant and nationally consistent qualification outcomes
which build confidence in qualifications

•

supports the development and maintenance of pathways which
provide access to qualifications and assist people to move easily
and readily between different education and training sectors and
between those sectors and the labour market

•

supports individuals’ lifelong learning goals by providing the basis
for individuals to progress through education and training and gain
recognition for their prior learning and experiences

•

underpins national regulatory and quality assurance arrangements
for education

•

supports and enhances the national and international mobility of
graduates and workers through increased recognition of the value
and comparability of Australian qualifications

•

enables the alignment of the AQF with international qualifications
frameworks and training

•

supports and enhances the national and international mobility of
graduates and workers through increased recognition of the value
and comparability of Australian qualifications

•

enables the alignment of the AQF with international qualifications
frameworks.

Higher Education

The traditional view of Higher Education through Universities grew from
a ‘Gentleman’s Club’ where the privileged of Western Society followed
pursuits in Science and the Arts.
With the growth of the middle classes we have witnessed a development
in professional education. From Law to Architecture, Medicine to Economics, what was a pastime and area of interest, education moved focus
to areas of professional practice.
Traditional Higher Education has deluded itself in thinking that it is not
providing ‘vocational education’ where a vocation has been seen as a
way of earning a living through provision of labour, which was never a
concern before among the gentry.
Yet the Australian experience of competency based education (they don’t
train in Higher Education) has been to not participate in the discourse of
pathway and ‘fit to model’ sticking with the traditional curriculum based
education platform.
This attitude made the fit from a bottom up industry driven need for
training sadly lacking, with a loose or sloppy fit for transition from AQF
level 6 to the Bachelor Degree.
The keyword here is capability, where a qualitative assessment will grade
a student’s performance across the scale of “fail to high distinction”.

Vocational
Education

With the move to improve productivity a focus developed in training of
tradespersons / artisans, and developed as a vocation as opposed to a
profession. Trade training or artisanship from apprenticeships to master
craftsperson training is considered differently in many countries.
In Europe the Technical Education sector or trade training is held more
highly than in most other western countries. Countries such as Germany
and the Nederlands have a higher regard for Technical Education and
have made a break from a traditional English model, if I can call it that.
Australia as with India is a former colony of the British Empire and has
the remnant vestiges of the education context which is difficult to shake
off.
The real difference at vocational education level, if we are to assume the
Western model, is the “task based’ training deconstruction of the world of
work.
At Certificate 1 level a clerical task is broken down to say the competent
turning on of a computer all the way to the Certificate 4 where advanced
use of clerical applications is the competency.
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Worldskills [7] (@worldskills) recently tweeted on ‘Trade to Degree’ making a qualification jump from what in Australia would be AQF 3 to AQF 7
which in a technology environment may be practical but from an holistic
view point, within a liberal education framework this jump would be too
great.

Capability and
Problem Based
Education

The key word is competence, or competing. It is a test of whether you can
do the task or not, and assessed as such. Where a pass is a pass and not
divided beyond that qualitatively, as was the whole structure of Manufacturing Science as set up through the work of people like Frederick Taylor
[4] and his establishment of the ‘piece rate’ regime in industry, which
started the whole ‘deconstruction of labour’ with some critics derisively
disparaging ‘lean’ practice as ‘Taylorism’.

•

Promoting an atmosphere where creativity can flourish

•

Building a physical environment where creativity will be encouraged

•

Managers setting an example by being open and stimulating in their
behaviour

The different approach to Higher Education or top down approach to
Education as opposed to training looks to achieve ‘capability’ through the
solving of problems through ‘problem based learning’ is part of the ability
to critically analyse information gathered through research.

•

Using brainstorming sessions to engender ideas

•

Encouraging and welcoming ideas and creative suggestions from
employees

Curriculum based design education delivered in studio as projects allow
for experiential learning, experimentation and trial and error, all part of
design based research and development techniques.

•

Discussing and challenging ideas

•

Allowing employees’ time and space to ‘breathe’ and think around
ideas

•

Using management systems, such as self-directed teams to help
employees spin ideas off one another in creative ways.

New thought in innovation sees development of skillsets in ‘creativity and
innovation’ along with ‘soft skills’ as being the base key selection criteria
for the manager of today. In Australia the Karpin Report [5] traced the
manager profile of the 1990’s giving a projection towards 2010.
The report indicated eight main areas for skill improvement as:
•
Soft or people skills
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In 2011 the Australian Government Skills Council, Innovation and Business Skills Australia (IBSA) produced a document titled ‘Karpin Report
revisited: Leadership and Management challenges in Australia [6] which
identified as an extension of Karpin’s ‘Entrepreneurship’ that Creativity
and Innovation (IBSA 2011:p11) were key skillset comprising of:

•

Leadership skills

•

Strategic skills

•

International orientation

•

Entrpreneurship

•

Broadening beyond technical specialisations

•

Relationship building skills across organisations

•

Utilisation of diverse human resources
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Problem based learning (PBL) has widely been endorsed academically but
only implemented sporadically, Singapore for instance has embraced PBL
as key to their prosperity. But few have adopted an education response
to include PBL from academic year K through to Y12 (in Australia these
years are classified as compulsory education years) with many countries
only instituting PBL in post compulsory education or Tertiary / Higher
education years.
Clearly, with this embracing of design thinking and innovation, design
education stands to move to prominence, bringing creativity to management and innovation as well as design to industry.
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Competency and
Task Based Education and Training

Cartledge & Watson [3] researched Australian design teacher concerns
about the adoption of competency based training within the AQF 5 and 6
levels as para professional qualification interfacing with Higher education
AQF levels 7 or under graduate / bachelor degree.

Summary - Future
Research

The concerns raised indicated that the selection of standardised ‘units
of competency’ to build a design education programme had raised grave
disconcertion.
The skill sets needed at AQF 1-4 were different in the increasing degree of
analyse needed at AQF 5-6 to lead to the development of critical analyse
in the AQF 7 through to 10 levels.
The report concluded that:
“To move forward, we now need to get on with identifying where we can
improve practice through innovation and creativity, including identifying
where it is appropriate to get ‘back to the future’ with both established
and emerging pedagogies for design. It will require an open dialogue with
industry and the investment of risk capital to properly evaluate the effectiveness of design practices for managers.
Business-trained managers (and management educators) will need to be
informed and prepared to embrace design practices. Similarly, designers
as design educators will also need to be open to adjusting their practice
in commercial contexts. Without developing the capacity to take risks to
open up new ways of dealing with old problems, there cannot be a sensible
amalgamation of approaches.”
And in finalizing:
“If we are truly focused on design education in a VET sector strategically
positioned in a knowledge based society, we should be creating educational opportunities that resonate with the tenets of social, economic and
environmental sustainability. This is not seen as significantly different
from the responsibility that befalls all other educators in the twenty-first
century, but if we dedicate ourselves to the design rather than repair
of vocational programs, there should be fewer educational ‘bullets’ to
dodge.”
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Aristotle [2] is quoted as writing “The whole is more than the sum of its
parts” If competency based education is classed as the square peg, an
apt descriptor with its following from manufacturing science and the
Taylorists, then Design Education and Education at all levels, especially
management education can benefit from design education as an holistic
practice.
Playing it forward, design education in India should give careful consideration to this middle ground, the main work needs to be done at this
transition, and see it as an opportunity to turn a square peg into the
round hole of design and higher education.
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The State of Design Education
Abstract

The State of Design Education

the traditional foundation studies based on the Bauhaus movement will
face insignificance unless they revamp their courses with current technological advances. Today’s design education demands cross-disciplinary
collaboration, student exchange and new design strategies.

Today research is reduced to browsing pre-existing solutions through
search engines. The design process and method is inferior due to these
pre-existing solutions that lack originality and innovation. The design
industry demands original ideas that are deep and meaningful in this
technological world. Present-day design education demands cross-disciplinary collaboration, student exchange, and new design strategies to
compete in the 21st century. It is an enormous challenge for every educator to look at this millennial generation and figure out their interests and
understanding to engage them in education.
As a Graphic Design discipline at Georgia Southern University we have
created a new curriculum that has been designed with a focus to meet the
21st century challenges. This paper will present course and project objectives, class assignments, and resulting student work in support of creating
a graphic design curriculum that addresses emerging technologies and
the strategies.

Keywords

Cross Disciplinary; Originality of Ideas: Design Thinking; Challenges of
Design Education;

Introduction

A recent survey of the Georgia Southern Universities Zach S. Henderson
Library brings out a heartbreaking picture. As a part of an experimental
project for the First Year Experience (FYE 2012) Design Orientation class
identified that last year (2012) only 21 thousand books/journals/publications/periodicals were issued to about 25 thousand GSU community
that includes students, faculty, and staff. That works out to be 1.2 books/
journals/publications/periodicals per GSU community member annually.
This is not only the state of Henderson Library but several other university
libraries are facing the same situation. Most of the students do not read or
they read very little if it is made mandatory by the faculty.
Today research is reduced to browsing pre-existing solutions through
search engines and the design process is inferior due to the combinations of these solutions that lack originality and innovation. The design
students are unable to talk about the work / design(s) that inspires them.
They are unfamiliar with the works of world-renowned designers and
their contribution in the design world and to the history of design. It is an
enormous challenge for every educator to look at this millennial generation and figure out their interests and understanding to engage them in
education. Today the design industry demands qualities that are deep and
meaningful in this developing technological world. Yet, the design educators are slow in advancing their curriculum to embrace innovative design
education. Design curriculum must react to this new archetype, introducing students to challenges that encourage exploration outside of the
realm of pre-existing solutions. The art programs in a traditional liberal
art collage are all same across the country. Educators who still teaches
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As a Graphic Design discipline we have been in the process of collaborating with Computer Science, Information Technology, Engineering, Business and others to conduct classes and team-teach with the real industry
challenges that are consumer driven. Our students are engaged with local
government, communities and the industry in collaboration to bring out
hands-on practical experience to understand the real life challenges. A
new curriculum has been designed with a focus to meet the 21st century
challenges. As a part of an overhaul in design education, International Internship was initiated since last year. This not only provides a life changing exposure but also makes the design students more focused once they
encounter the hardships, challenges, and the competitions. This also
helps the students to understand that design methods or principals are
not different in any part of the world. What make design differences are
the culture and the context.

The new
approaches

According to an article from the American Institute of Graphic Arts
(AIGA), it is estimated that fifty percent of design graduates quit design
within a year after graduation.
We at Georgia Southern University are looking at the facts and figures of
design education, and feel the need to focus on curriculum change that
would cater the millennial generation in today’s context. The new curriculum is set to focus on student learning objectives and individual projects to approach the combination of logical methodology in design study
within a traditional discipline that is more open ended and approachable
to critical thinking.
Engage students to look beyond pre-existing solutions
In most of the cases, students look for pre-existing solutions or solutions
that are easy to execute within their comfort zones. The biggest challenge for any design educator is to engage students to take risks instead
of completing the minimum to earn a grade. The Investigative Learning
assignments are designed to accept risk and failures as a part of the study
and experience that helps the students to challenge them within their
rational.
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Assignments are designed in a way that have unsearchable results
Today research is reduced to browsing pre-existing solutions through
search engines. That makes the design process inferior and the solutions
lack originality and innovation. Each of the assignments is designed carefully to bring unsearchable results that help the students to get engaged
into reading and research.
Create competitive and challenging environment
Engaging students into debates and discussions by looking at several
case studies and pre-existing design problems. This kind of activities
not only allows them to participate but also helps them to broaden their
knowledge and critical thinking skills.

Figure 1: Experimental Type

Figure 2: Book on Gesture and Body Language

Figure 3: Infant Seat Assembling Instruction
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Quick concept generation drill
Young professionals students face enormous challenges in the fast pace
industry to create solutions within the tight deadlines. Most of the
classrooms assignments are designed to be slow paced and lengthy. This
assignment is created to challenge students to come up with solutions
within a short span of time. This not only helps them to get on with their
jobs quickly but enables them to handle pressure in a tight time constrain.
Working in a group
The majority of the time students hate to work in groups. Unfortunately,
they do not realize that they will be engaged from day one with teams
in their professional life. Professional practice class is focused in teambuilding activities and understands entrepreneurship and business
related issues in design.
Collaborating with other disciplines
As a Graphic Design discipline we are in the process of collaborating with
Computer Science, Information Technology, Engineering, Business and
others to conduct classes and team-teach with the real industry challenges that are consumer driven.
Engage them in real world problems
Our students are encouraged to be involved with local government, communities and the industry in collaboration to bring out hands on practical experience to understand the real life challenges. We are working
closely with the industry and taking up challenges that require practical
and strategic solutions.
Figure 4: Infant Seat Assembling Instruction

Figure 5: Designing exhibition for GSU Museum – Life As A Dinosaur
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Figure 7 :Internship in INDIA with INDI Design & ELEPHANT
Figure 6: Redesigning Smart phone for Lonely Planet

International
Internship

578

Most of our students are not well traveled and have little exposure to
different cultures and customs. International Internship was initiated
in the year of 2012 to meet with the need of understanding the global
perspective of design. This not only provides a life changing exposure but
also makes the design students more focused once they encounter the
hardships, challenges, and the competitions. This also helps the students
to understand that design methods or principals are not different in any
part of the world. What make design differences are the culture and the
context. This year students are offered internship in INDIA, UAE and UK.
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Design Group

This club is a valuable addition to the graphic design program that plays a
key role to bridge the gap between academic constrains and the industry
knowledge. The members meet every Sunday to attend lectures/talks
by faculty members and professionals to discuss design challenges, new
methodologies, to watch design documentaries (like objectified/urbanized) or hot discussions on design shifts. The group also focuses on real
world projects to have hands on professional practices under strict guidance of a faculty representative.
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The scale and the scope of disparities create a major challenge for development, education and policy execution but on the other side present an
excellent opportunity for design learning and market. As stated earlier
the political division into states, primarily on the basis of regional or
provincial factors, has added to economic and social disparity with every
state recording its own economic growth and literacy rates where many
social classifications at micro level also results into a major macro level
trend. The social capital in terms of classification, trends and networks as
well as the under-served market, can also account for creating a pool of
knowledge and opportunity for intellectual resource creation.
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Design Education Towards
Co-Creation in Indian Context
Abstract

In the paper, we try to understand innovation in a broader sense that
evangelises inclusion of frugal technology and traditional knowledge in
different art and craft sector in India as new space for innovation. We
attempt to propose a context for Design and an opportunity for Design
Learning defining a paradigm for Design. The present status, predominate
components as well as future precursors are described vis-à-vis design
education role and requirement. We advocate creating a discovery platform and present in brief a framework for design education, being worked
at our institution, for Designing for Value Enhancement of local creational
activities. Placing a right Design Education infrastructure remains a key.
The concepts along with short and long term challenges are addressed for
design education to function between the ends of rural innovations and
market, nurturing and serving talent for future demand.

Keywords

Disruptive innovation, knowledge system, co-design, systematic innovation framework, design thinking, adaptability

Introduction

India is often called a land of paradoxes. Moving across the country may
present few of the most perplexing contradictions and many remarkable
traditions. With a three thousand year old history, the world’s largest
democracy today is home to an extraordinary variation recorded over a
broad range of dimensions of geography, economics and sociology. This is
visible in political structure framed to govern from a national capital, 28
state capitals and seven union territories. With over 18 constitutionally
recognized languages ranging dialectically to more than 200 officially
recorded mother tongues [1], the country embodies almost all major geographical landscapes and religions existing in the world. The population
size of over a Billion comprises of around 833 million people living in rural
regions that spreads over an area of 300million square kilometers [1]. The
variation that spreads over a much wider range finds no match anywhere
around the globe, India is truly a land of paradoxes.
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Purpose Of
Defining Rural
Innovation

In order to understand context and role of design in this scenario as
well as design education proposition for the paradigm, it is important to
understand the ecosystem of innovation that operates here. Initially this
poses a challenge since the frugal innovation prominent in rural India
does not comply within the frame of any single typology conventionally
used to define innovation and its boundaries lying into many formal
spaces. In the following section we shed light on innovation scenario
giving a parsimonious account, only which seems relevant to the design
paradigm to be described in the following section. In general, there are
certain stimuli to the innovation that operate behind the scene and result
into certain relevant features in final outcome. Using examples to motif a
generalized case, a clearer picture is portrayed in terms of different spatial factors and characteristics so that it is easier to understand the gaps
and space for design infusion.

Design and Market The primary purpose is upbringing of this innovation to a platform for

design infusion thereby increase competitiveness and adaptability so
that it can be brought and scaled in an organized market. Rural region is
now being seen as a potential market with many companies in attempt
to enter and create a brand presence. We argue that in a longer term
this would require a knowledge base of design and market intelligence
for the rural market. On the other hand, India’s export is growing at a
cumulative annual growth rate of 30% [2] and private sector companies
are attempting to diversify their market both inside and outside the
country. Creating an enabling environment will not only bring cutting
edge innovation at low cost but also add to portfolios in areas of business
operations.

Design and Design
Education

Traditional knowledge and diversity fused with the need to provide basic
services in India offers a possibility for creation, learning and market in
design. This forms the central pillar of Design Paradigm attempted for
portrayal and a context for the design education change. Many cases of
frugal innovations of India, in services or product, carry certain product
design indicators and conversion of these sporadic activities at local level
to systematic innovation present an opportunity for inclusion and design
learning. On a supplementary note, this serves a pathway for expansion
of design education provisioning new disciplines, philosophies, courses
and areas of service and shall also lead to inflating its impacts converting
a Jugaad to systematic innovation, incorporating new skills like design
thinking for learners etc.
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The Indian
Innovation
Landscape

In recent years, India has recorded an economic growth rate of over 6% of
GDP and is seen as an emerging hub both in terms of innovations supply
and a demand market. But the innovation ecosystem has not been able to
keep with the pace of economic growth. This has lead to a characteristic
division of market in two septum with a strikingly high contrast ratio
with the rural sector offering brightening prospects. This segment of
market has low individual income but holds high on combined purchase
capacity with market size of around INR 4500Billion[3] (AgriculturalInput sector alone, check references for other sectors) and abodes around
72% of Indian population[3]
Although the description here provides a glimpse of the scenario, using
defined terminologies to measure innovation on various parameters, we
are of the view that Innovation dynamics are being redefined in India.
This leaves a complementary scope for discussion in order to establish
basics principals operating behind the scene.
Many denominations are used to define this frugal innovation as various
levels. On a native basis, it is commonly referred as Jugaad or sometimes
“The Indian Jugaad”. It has also come to be known as Gandhian Engineering after Mahatma Gandhi[10] and many researches call them Hidden
innovation [11] and Silent Design (Gorb and Dumas, 1987) [8] etc, referring it to be invisible; operative in the hinterland and not covered under
traditional innovation radar.
The innovations range over a wide spectrum covering almost all sectors
of market from hospitality and healthcare, IT, production, agriculture
and its allied sectors. The primary drivers remain need for value creation and enhancement sometimes for basic living necessities. There are
other companies that develop innovative solution under high end urban
infrastructures to be implemented in sub urban or rural areas with many
exemplary cases of innovations in ICT, pharmacy and even BPOs spaces
specially aligned towards rural market. In general, the stimulus operating
behind the creation remained satisfying a need, solution to an existing
local problem many times to serve or produce in a very low income section of society. A McKinsey report has stated average income of Indian to
be under 2$ a month [14]. Hence the resultant product or service remains
Frugal in both in terms of approach and final outcome.

that lacked transport and road infrastructure lead to development of
the ‘home made vehicle’ pictured below. It employs a low end version of
driver-motor and customized to need.

Figure 1 Comparing Traditional Mean v/s Jugaad Innovation for carrying
load [12]
In terms of market effect, we have observed that they function in local market and on limited scale, serving to a few nearby villages in the
region. Once brought to a platform to scale, from a systematic framework
of innovation, we believe they have the potential to disrupt the market.
Since they have been developed under the very aegis of environment
where they are to be utilized and factors influencing the consumers
themselves are characteristically very close to market needs, although
there are many attributes where they lack the standards of product reliability and quality. In the need to scale them up, serving an untapped
market and bring them under standard lifecycle of a product and systematic market, design remains a key issue.
Figure 2 Explaining Disruptive Innovation in market Tata Ace Example

In terms of form, it exists as product and there are examples of service
innovations many times in suburban areas. In terms of technology they
fall under category of Design or Architectural innovation which mostly
employs existing technology to a different use. Often the technology and
component are of lower quality and key to utilisation lies in reconfiguration of linkages and component layout. One example is this rickshaw
often seen in rural Tamil Nadu is the Tricycle Rickshaw initially developed for inter-village transportation of fishes. It uses a moped or motorcycle engine or driver motor to pull a load to a longer distance which is
otherwise done by the use of Bullock Cart, a traditional and most used
‘vehicle’ of the villages which employs single or two bulls to carry a load
to short limited distances. A similar need for inter-village transportation
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mal infrastructure that can harness from the disbursement and support
design infusion and adaptive research capacity for the rural landscape of
innovations. At the bottom a design education structure is required that
operates as an edifice to systematic knowledge creation on one side and
on the other, make design to serve as a catalyst for the emerging trends
of innovation as well as a stimulus for its market demand. This has also
been a purpose and area of concern for policy makers of innovation.

The example above shows that a systematic innovation using similar
concepts can disrupt existing markets.
Talking reference to market, product development patterns and consumption patterns, a few of the innovations at grassroots, arguably in a
sense, are “new to the firm” and Radical innovation, products being developed in a new context as a solution to a problem and able to serve and
satisfy in a completely blank scenario which, many times, out of reach of
both private and public institutions [5].
In figure3, we try to define it to be more influenced by people and usage
scenario (section A and D) that by embedded technologies
(section A and D).

Figure 3 Defining sense for Frugal Innovation creation for people

An Approach To
Design Infusion In
Frugal Innovation
And Traditional
Art Of The
Grassroots: A New
Design Paradigm

Context and Purpose
Since innovation in reference to process and inherent philosophies is being redefined in India, there is a need for dedicated design incorporation.
The frugal creation and approach of Jugaad many times, if not always,
serves as a first aiding to the problem scenario. The purpose of developing them into systematic innovations require right blend of cognition
and engineering. On the other hand, a radical shift in approach as well as
practices of design work is required in the traditional art and crafts sector for their revival. The activities are needed to be brought under design
and development agenda as desired in recent innovation policies. Once
included in mainstream design activities, next purpose would be designing in order to develop for entrance to market and scaling in an organized
market and address to quality and branding issues. As the rural scenario
exists in a complete contrast to urban part of nation, especially in the
areas of literacy, society and financial conditions, visual communication
field also poses a challenge.
Design education system is thus required to be more sensitive to the
changes and emerging trends in the innovation landscape of India
enabling a design environment and support new theories as well as
incorporate new methods and models of design relevant to bottom of
the pyramid. A recent survey by knowledge commission of India reports
that both SME and large firms find skill shortage due to lack of emphasis
on industrial innovation, problem solving and design is as major external barrier to innovation. In the functionalities of product development,
design acting in the centre of the frame and used as a lever to create
identity and global salience for the product. This shall effect in a quantum
of leap for Indian Design scenario in regard to its current status. Design
practices thus adopted shall privilege to design intelligence, learning and
success in terms of market demand in the decades to come.

There are numerous similar cases which can be found all along the grass
root and urban geography of product or product-service being developed
as answers to numerous more needs. We advocate that the rural innovations and traditional arts fused to the diversity of landscape, is an excellent design opportunity and arguably have a potential market. Locally
developed, many times in the hinterland areas they remain undiscovered
under traditional design radar and the market largely remains unmeasured. Despite many advances, the rural innovation and traditional art has
not gained required attention and has remained untouched from design
activities. We view it to be an asset or a potential source of knowledge, appropriate technologies that lack formal design and are limited by skill and
organized investment. In order to capitalise on it, there is a need for a for-
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Notions and Components
•
Design Institutions function as discovery platforms for innovations
creating an enabling environment for new and adaptive research and
development activities and a lab for new concept and design intelligence creating capital of knowledge, labor and design.
•

In different sectors, there is no need to always start from scratch but
to enable the flow of creation at local level. Hence the strategic role
of design would be to create and to catalyze as well. In the process,
student gains substantial learning in Indian context.

•

The notion of thinking product as a system of interacting components, engaged in a coherent manner. The notion of value enhancement broadly deals with enhancing functionalities and aesthetics. In
order to understand the concept of problem and increase the

•

scope of product as solution, it is important to understand the
context in both pre and post production scenario. This principal is
inclined towards whole system thinking with product functioning as
a part of whole system as described in following sections.
Modular development of product- decomposing problem and usage
scenarios and making product fit till last moment to customers end.
This should answer the need for adaptability for pluralistic society
and give substantial boost to design and development at two ends.

•

The role of design is in the centre of the frame connecting two ends.
Innovation lying at one side to satisfy need and inclusive incorporated
structure demand by creating an organized market at the other. On the
path to scale in an organized market, design enhances value of product in
terms of functionalities and aesthetics thereby making them suitable for
end user. This is the notion of scaling of Jugaad innovation.

Figure 4 Context for Design infusion comparing Price v/s Functionality [9]
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Design Paradigm:
Product and
Designer- Working
and Best Practices

As reported earlier, the issues discussed are gaining importance in design
scenario today, so our purpose is to extend them in the form of a framework operating in different layers of design market, right from nurturing
of design talent to design management and practices. The work, still in
progress to completion defining its proper functioning, we attempted
to present a glance depicting the engagements of major elements. The
section briefly describes the working and the process with respect to the
principals reported in earlier section. We also analyse the relationship
between designer and his product and seeking further work in empowering its role in creation process in this new paradigm.
There are distributed goals for the complete product development
process, so it all begins with Institutions working at the nodes of the
framework. There is a network of institutes in different streams, scattered all along the geography of the country and privileged to specialization in terms of knowledge and field work. In order for innovation and
knowledge flow systematically, it is important to bind them strategically
in terms of research and task flow and the linkage synergized to excellence. Such complementary collaboration is also been sleeked in National
Design Policy and recent innovation policies. For overall project completion, the institution should function as centers of excellence in a frame
with Design institutes providing a formal interface between society and
institutional network. The Institutions recognized and assigned a set of
tasks in accordance with purposes project. This should lead to a cluster
formation in short term and in a long term, will not only strengthen innovation centers at regional and national basis but also project by project,
different departments should emerge as centers of specialization in their
respective fields.
Research and Creating Design Intelligence
We propose to recognize the talent behind local innovations as an asset
and a creating a platform calls for these innovators to showcase creative
talent of their work as well as enabling an engagement for knowledge
extraction and design infusion to their creation. The institutes functioning as Discovery Platform for local activities will reverse the flow to be at
initial stage with instead of designer going to places to seek knowledge
and innovation and innovations being recognized to be reworked further
for development. A recent report by NESTA [11] has called this innovation
as hidden innovation. So before design contact, it is important to formally
explore stimulants and market behind creation and establish costumer
and usage scenario since this aspect is key to market led innovation. This
calls for designing right engagement tools for information and creativity extraction as well as concept generation and learning. This pose as a
challenging task initially, we propose to move with what is evident and
improve on a project by project basis. We believing incentivizing this
research and development phase by private funds for conducting studies
and creation of a Public-Private Partnership in a long term should provide
a pivotal basis. In a longer term, should give strong insights on deciding
relevance and priority and enable a knowledge-base for design intelligence upgraded through further research and development activities.
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Research and Development in a long term, remains a pillar for the working of innovation and has been over-looked, which remains a concern. In
last five years, the science budget has increased at 25% per year but the
R&D expenditure as remained under 1% [12]. A systematic frame work is
demanded for collaboration of university and Research and Development
institutions, uniform legislation of funds and on the other end serve as a
mean for ownership or royalty and patent right for local designer or entrepreneur, to be worked on. So looking is a broader context, Design Institution should function for Platform for innovation showcase, Connectivity
to rural market and Collaboration for innovation projects.

Thus notion of product as a system holds special significance it enables
portraying a better picture on connections between parts and processes,
decide on priorities and optimize performance linking parts to synergy.
In terms of design intelligence and decision making, the importance of
interaction in whole system helps in congruence of configuration and
experience. But in order to value enhancement by design and solve a
Production-consumption challenge relevant to India, it is important for a
designer to understand value. In light of above description, for a designer,
value could be product and production based may be exclusive or relative
to one-another and defined broadly on parameters of:
a. Aesthetics including style, look, visibility in terms of appearance and
ergonomics by which a designer communicates with user.
b. Functioning in terms of constituents and components, where designing is in respect to performance rejuvenating on an incremental basis.
System thinking in design should prove helpful here and value enhancements specific to place of purchase and face value should reflect in sales
volume once product is induced in an organized market. Analysis of connection and its mobility depending on place events and situation etc are
to be performed defining units for forms and functions.

Figure 5 Design education to serve for R&D platform
Product as System: Notion of Value
The following definition is helpful for forming the notion of product working as a system.
“A system is a set of or patter of relationships that work together in some
fashion. A System can accomplish things that would be impossible if the
same elements were put in random relationships or no relationship at
all…..”- Bill Bellows [15]
Revealing and focusing on pre and post product scenarios is essential
to creating better solution. In a majority of cases, a problem at hand is
a resultant of factors and nexus of pre-existing problems. The scenario
calls for a reductionism practice where solution is an equation of multiple
variables which performs as a part of whole system. It becomes important
for designer to disassemble problem into pieces and understand their
interaction, define foundations and solution as parts or a set of working systems interdependent to give the desired output. Revelation and
exploitation of connections in a holistic system view both pre and post
production scenarios will enable designer synergize them for better usage
experience.
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When taken in an extensive sense, similar notions is required for usage scenario viewing usage as of product as a set of interactive system
enabling solution and creating an experience for the user. This should
inflect the development process towards user centeredness bringing
empathy in the creative process instead of designer’s personal notions
to development. The scenario demands to recognize people as asset
to creation and building on their existing capabilities and peer to peer
network. In a pluralistic scenario, demand is a function of variables like
place, situation or events specific to a location. Defining product in terms
of factors and components will place location specific factors as well as
experience specific factors that accounting for enjoyment and memories
as variables in the equation of a product. Need is a contextual concept in
lifecycle-Moving from basic and social needs and if required serving for
esteems and ideologies. This holds special significance for lifestyle related
products supporting and aligning them with life, vision and identity of
costumer segment in focus.
Testing a set of prototypes in real time usage scenario should lead to
better reflections and insights in terms of system thinking. Simulation of
results in for input stimulus and output characteristics shall give better
analysis for priority and adaptability brings the development process
closer to the users and should transform distributed innovation activities
into local clusters that support the institutional network. Since the innovations initially emerge from user scenario, designing in a framework of
hard and soft factors shall ultimately result closer resonance of products
to usage scenario.
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Interaction design poses a similar challenge with rural sector being
looked upon as a market and an ecosystem needs to be established to deal
with the contrasts with urban market. The pluralism presents exists both
as challenge and opportunity in terms of teaching engaging, languages
etc.

Designing Future
In Present
Context:
Advantages,
Desired Results
And Challenges
Ahead

The need, especially for basic amenities present a market for design to
create demand thereby enabling for innovation and creativity to expand.
The paradigm will not only create competitive advantage for market but
broadly to entire innovation ecosystem as well. This should substantially
boost the trend where designing, standardization and optimization at
one place, development and assembly in pieces or modules and customizing at consumption end. Modular outlook to product will create space
for outsourcing small parts manufacturing to SME’s and assembling at
consumer will leave provision for last moment’s customization even after
product is manufactured at a mass scale. In reference to whole-system
thinking, overall optimization of product will lead to optimization of system i.e. the ecosystem of product, its production and consumption end.
For industry, this should create knowledge infrastructure bringing a potential rural market into picture for systematic investment and demand
creation. On the production part, this should bring better designs in a
wider range of sectors that are closer to consumers need and bring radical resource efficiency in production process and corroborate the trend
of innovation of bringing out competitive product at lower cost thereby
achieving economic advantage.

record many exemplifying cases. The market has gained attention from
foreign bodies and a few of them have dedicated departments for Indian
scenario. But considering the scope of problems and potential demand,
this has been on a limited scale. The “scale” is stated as “limited” here in
reference to size of market operating boundaries of institutions, keeping in view the population or the underserved population of India and
in terms of number of innovations happening at local basis. Ffunctioning at the junction of appropriate technology and people, role of design
education system in this context will be to Structure opportunities.
The national knowledge commission survey highlights that SME sector
companies show a greater increase in innovation intensity in comparison
to large firms included and specifically talking in terms of new to the firm
innovation, firms with primary market in India show higher innovation
intensity as compared to firms with primary market abroad [2]. Product
will enter mass production only after passing consideration of cost of
production, modular integration, price and functionalities as well as the
aspects of value.
Funding management and commissioning and recognition of ideas
and benchmarking, skill set requirement and labor capital utilization
demands clearly stated guidelines at the beginning for engagement
programs and tool formation. Existing institutions like National innovation foundation have done an exemplary work and may provide a strong
foundation and inspirational point to begin on. We suggest, in beginning
of a project working pragmatically on what is evident and learning and
passing value on project by project basis. Beginning with studies at initial
phase and Pilot projects at initial phase shall be helpful until proven success set are established, the process is as such iterative.
Multi disciplinary development may serve as bottleneck to pipeline of
activities and development to be undertaken in light of knowledge of
production facilities, marketing with sociological research professionals and process engineers. For the product, the market reach in terms of
diversity and service range in terms of adoptability shall add to company
and investor’s portfolio.

Figure 6 Pareto Diagram showing effect of simplification for efficiency in
resource utilization courtesy [13]
The work, although is an expression addressing developmental challenges and need in India, remains limited in terms of effect and test in
direction to achieving long term goals. Few public and privately funded
organizations like National Innovation Foundation, Marico Innovation
Foundation, Honey Bee network etc are working in similar direction and
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In order to create a systematic innovation system for the frugal innovations and traditional art activities, design should act as a powerful
competition tools, engagement framework and vocational and managerial training programmers. A national knowledge commission report
highlighted the need of collaborative R&D for SME innovation. Enabling
this collaboration remains a subject of concern especially in comparison
to large firms. Where 78% and 67% of large firms show collaboration with
R&D lab and universities respectively, the respective figures for SME
remained 30% and 26.5% only [Table5 in reference2].
The purpose of design education in this in this context is to systematically derive knowledge and draw insights and design intelligence on components operating in the system and their interaction. The same report
states that 85 to 86% of companies in MSME sector depend on traditional
knowledge for innovation [2]. The analysis will help in better manipulaCompilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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tion of manufacturing and customizing at the very local level. On the
other hand, this complements innovation management by enabling it to
create a better picture of the ecosystem recognizing innovation desert
areas to focus.

The provision of infusing design practices and consultation in rural
activities in order to expose them to organized market and systematic
investment shall result in design education increasing the impact of
design serving the entrepreneurial spirit and activities of rural areas. It
is important to understand that reaching a professional goal or securing a job, if not always, is a prime purpose for studying especially among
middle class. Implemented on a wider scale, in a long term, shall result
in creating a market for design and a pathway for design to develop as
an alternate profession. Apart from demand creation for designers, the
framework shall account for incorporation of relevant design practices
and skill in students converge them to job and market and orienting them
towards a better role play in society as well, hence benefiting the profession. The inclusion shall also reflect in designer’s portfolio.
The primary purpose behind the paradigm is to depict a pathway for extension of Design Education. Extension can be brought about by increase
increasing over dimensions of range reaching both ends of ladder from
grass root to high end of corporate. The other dimension would be lie in
increasing the impact. This can be achieved with scope of education system, by incorporating new theories and practices, provisions in curriculum, courses and relevant field experience, enabling design serve more
relevantly to changes in the innovation ecosystem prevalent at grass-root
level. This calls for creating short term goals for issues immediate attention and deciding benchmarks as well as strategies addressing long term
gaps.
The paper is an attempt to explain context and scope for the transformational processes. Frugal innovations place their focus on people than
technologies with many products show potential to grow into a product
services. The Traditional Arts and Craft activities are historically old and
draw their roots in rural and remote parts of country and are blended
strongly to regional culture. The framework functions on the principal recognizing people and traditions as an asset, is inflected to labor
intensive context of India. For knowledge extraction, design institute as
a formal interface and working in a network of structure which should
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further result into cluster formation at regional level. This to an extent
supplements the purpose of recent innovation policies including NIS.
MSME counts for 40% in Indian exports [9] and few exemplifying projects
have been taken in art and craft sector by India Africa diffusing arts of
the two places and finding successful markets abroad. In recent years,
number and quality craftsmen is in declination phase in rural areas
[6] while on other side there are cases of successful business supplying
Indian traditional art and craft in international scenario. The need for
increase in R&D budget is also recognized.
Embracing practices and accessibility to courses reciprocate the purpose
of framework. Apart from increasing capacity for currently offered courses, programs are required to include other stake holders with appropriate
training courses catering to a range of stakeholders like management
professionals, investors, engineering students as well as village innovators and the outcome should contain doctorate programs in mainstream
design, founded on the need for design research. Departments and
consulting programs dedicated to social innovation shall also emerge.
The course modules should be developed in the light of this context with
companies, institutes and expert panel and composition, teaching and
delivery plan should be worked upon as well. Infusion of new principles
like design thinking, co-design etc should be sought within the course
pattern and this has to be supplemented with relevant practices and field
work.
Working in a multi-disciplinary to team, the student shall not only pursue a real time learning of concept, consumer and company but also gain
substantial exposure on co-design and inclusive innovation. This should
add to designer’s portfolio as well. There is a need for more recognition to
professional experience and evidence based practices to seeking a right
proportion of practical learning in different course process. This should
also find relevance in connecting current design scenario to a social capital of conventional wisdom, notions and practices prevalent at bottom of
pyramid.

Figure 7 Changing role of Designer
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One of the overlooked areas in imparting Design education is the segment of school students. Although we are proposing only ideas along
with concepts, we believe infusion of design education in school curricula
holds special significance in a long term. This shall not only impact and
drive creativity in the right sense but also orient students to towards
design as a career option, channelizing talent from the bottom stage
where creativity quotient usually remains high. The results could be special or short term course and complementary project as well as elective
course on design in higher secondary classes. The courses should address
energy and naivety of mind and channelize the effort and creativity. For
imparting the right skills, it is important that the focus should on getting
a resultant outcome more tangible than a grade or score. In national
secondary boards such as Central Board for Secondary Education, there
are alternate courses like biotechnology, information practices etc but
still remains untouched from design and many a times the only exposure
to design for an average school going child remains the art or special craft
subjects or a private training.
In the development and delivery of courses, it is important to communicate the value of design. Indian education scenario is impeached of being
memorization oriented with choice of subject or stream strongly influenced by its proposition for a long term career security as well as course
availability. We believe imparting design thinking is capable of bringing a
radical shift here. Development of a market for design is a long term affair,
the present need is to address the gap of talent orientation and increase
exposure to the world of design at lower and higher level of studies. This
should not only add to creativity quotient of curriculum but also enrich
other programs or activities like science and craft projects complementarily. This seems to be an inspirational point to start.
Visibility to design work across its entire range remains a key. Platforms
like National Innovation Foundation, Honey Bee Network, exemplified for
their contribution in earlier part of the section have remained limited in
terms of platform size, reach and showcasing, given the scope of diversity. Many ideas kindled for the purpose of showcasing design work like
magazines, e-portal for design as well as various social and professional
networks and have been successful to an extent but need more attention
and issues related to their growth are to be handled more professionally.
We also propose forming networks locally promoting groups, meeting and
coffee clubs for design should prove to be helpful in enabling design and
creative activities as well as facilitating collaboration and funds. Design
exhibition through regional and national events in different contexts have
been happening in increasing number, we suggest dedicated events for
exhibiting social designs and promote business infusion. One important
parameter to be understood in this respect is design is to be projected as
a part of life and crucial dimension for shaping society. Competitions to
promote design students to collaborate with students of various streams
especially science and technology students should prove to be helpful.
Bringing out better projects, it shall not only evoke design thinking but
also enhance creative skills by evincing value of design infusion in which,
594
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Figure 8 Design Education Framework
(Dotted curve show tentative flow, blocks intentionally left blank for
elements)
were earlier only technology creations. Ideas to look up for showcase and
promotion of design counts a Design Rail similar to Government’s Vigyan
Rail, a science exhibition on wheels (http://www.vigyanprasar.gov.in/
vigyanrail.htm) or a dedicated section for design in Vigyan Rail itself.
A journey or “Train-Yatra” scheme similar to Jagriti Yatra (http://www.
jagritiyatra.com/) may be worked upon taking deserving talent to design
rich places like old city architectures, traditional design industries or
company visits exposing them to design environment, signifying design
as a part of life since ages and addresses innovation spirit in design as
well. Age old events like Kumbh or religious journeys like the Teerth
yatras signify the social capital of our country and have played important
role in shaping social paradigm and knowledge structures. Understanding the elements, interaction and networks in the social capital of India
carries becomes more crucial in respect to system thinking, interaction,
service and concept designing. Another observation in respect to promoting agendas of co-design and inclusive innovation through design courses
could be infusing and executing it with other valuable elements of society.
Ideas could include programs or courses connecting design to religion,
societal or environmental issues in villages or cities to provide an effective dose.
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The concepts and suggestions work as a quick fix or may serve for inspirations to start. In a longer term, design should mature from a mean for
creating or enabling tangible product to a strategic role. The challenge
remains to bring out design as a mainstream activity benefitting a range
of societies, attract and nurture right talent and education infrastructure
to deal with pluralism, cross-discipline and dynamics of Indian environment.
The framework pictured employs a cross disciplinary approach, blurring
of operating boundaries between graphic design, spatial design and interactive media and enable student’s exposure to new design practices and
methodologies. On one side it presents a mean for design to develop as an
alternate profession in a longer term and on the other places design in the
centre to strengthen other sectors. The resultant could be design diversifying in new directions like concept design, collaboration and modeling
interaction between two service sectors. This holds special significance in
environment and clean technology sector where waste from one industry
could be used by other may be as raw material or fuel.

In terms of innovation, it addresses short and longer term gaps by appropriate design education structure and confronts the globalization challenge. The case of Japans economic development post Second World War
is an exemplifying scenario to be looked upon where many of the companies leveraged their engineering labor resource starting with providing
cheaper products for lower segments of market creating a disruption and
thereby capturing the upper segments. India with its vast knowledge,
labor extensive and potential market may serve as a laboratory for such
innovations. This should also result into sustainable production and
consumption patterns as well as enable design education serve as a key in
promoting better products and services to ensure consumer health and
safety. In this context, we believe in change as
“….change is a simple force that can be brought about by local available
material.”

In a long term, intake of students remains a key. India currently trains
around 1000 design professionals per year whereas industry at this stage
requires 7000 designers annually [6]. The proposal of four new campuses
for NIDs is a step to welcome.
In a longer term we also envision that promoting and infusing design
thinking in Indian context of learning is capable of bringing radical shift
in mindset of society and should account for creating other indirect but
significant results especially in relation to people’s awareness and interaction with environment and society. Teaching with respect to design
thinking importance and role of various elements, infused from a very
elementary stage of learning, in the coming time, youth or generation as
a whole should reflect this awareness in practices, habit and thought process even if a large percentage of them do not take up design as a career
profession.

Conclusions
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The paper is an attempt to present a context, create inspiration and
knowledge for directions in transformation process so that design education can take up a better role in Indian context. We advocated the view
that design lies not solely in inspiration but in small fragments of possibilities which spread across the ecosystem. Design and design education
serve each other complementarily while finding opportunities of design
here in the space. The work puts forward relevant issues and consideration to be looked upon in design education before promoting designing
thinking as key to solving problems. The trends suggested may demand
a radical shift in outlook, the framework is put up with a purpose of
promoting design practices relevant to bottom of economic pyramid, address issues relevant to Indian societies and should account for better and
faster products closer to market needs.
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DESIGN
TEACHING
METHODS
Increase in the application of design to diverse fields and
ecosystems, has led to change in role and responsibility
of the designer. The said session will focus on the new
methods in teaching design to students.
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Media (interaction, interface, web, etc.); Fashion Design (themes, pattern,
colors, images, symbols, etc.), Interior Design (materials, space, light and
color, ornamentations, images, etc.).
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De’Chakra : Method of
Multidiscipline Design Education
Abstract

This article presents De’Chakra, a new method that uses Craft and
Folk Art as a pedagogical platform for teaching design by crafting. This
method challenges some old doubts if traditional crafts and art forms can
be mobilized for efficient design education curricula. De’Chakra method
embedding traditional crafts and art forms into design disciplines, by
two kind of knowledge: Design Thinking and Creative Thinking; Also, by a
learning journey of exploration into Craft and Folk Art, in a practical and
experimental sense of design. The core of this method composes designer
and craftsman, student and instructor, into an energetic whirlpool bath
of interaction and integration, by schooling wisdom of crafts. This session
will arouse creative enthusiasm in class, attach students to their and
others’ cultural heritage, and will enhance flow of creativity; Self-output
will witness their gained visual values and creative insights; will empower
self-esteem and personal identity as a junior creators.

Author Keywords

Pedagogical integration; design crafting; preserving visual heritage; interaction of designer and craftsman.

Introduction

The center of the method and core of teaching will focus on Design
Thinking Processes in varied disciplines of design, during wide exposure to practical design and crafts making. This mutual knowledge will
be weaved by close ‘guide-interaction’ of two professional instructors,
designer and craftsman. The Syllabus Circle will be composed by rotating
integration of process and materials, as a kind of workshop of traditional
working procedure by rural craftsmen techniques and aesthetics such
as bamboo, Paper Mache, pottery, toy making, embroidery, bead work,
painting, etc. On the other hand, the instructor-designer will run two dialectic themes, Design Methods and Design Semantics. The output of class
could be fruited by multi- discipline categories and combinations: Product Design (objects, products, machines, systems, etc.); Visual Communication Design (images, messages, symbols, etc.); Typography (lettering,
calligraphy, typefaces, etc.); Animation (motion, sound, script, etc.); New
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Background

India is in a very blessed social condition in respect to the Craft and Folk
Art, may be a paradise for beauty lovers, curators, marketers and educators. Every state and region in India faces to keep their own identity and
traditions alive in an increasingly mechanized and global world. Nowadays, with the arise of a hedonic shopping culture, skyscrapers, marketing complexes and fancy neighborhood, there is an apprehension of losing
one of the most important value of India culture – the Craft and Folk Art,
the art of the beauty, wisdom of hands.
There are not many places in the world with such cultural resources of
craftsmanship like in India. In the craft communities of 650,000 villages
all over the country, these springs of material, patterns, color schemes,
ornaments, old methods and unique processes - identity the essence
of these ‘family factories’, characterized their way of conserving and
preserving cultural heritage, traditions, and artistic knowledge. The main
characteristic of handcrafts is that they maintain by their very nature a
direct link with the human heart, so that the work always partakes of a
human quality.
Some argue, Design in India didn’t achieve yet any significant global identity by style uniqueness, innovative ideas and high end product. It seems
that designers are still intends to pursuit and follow westernized design
trends, without enriching their ideas with their own cultural background.
De’Chakra method based on fusing Craft and Folk Art in studio class, to
Design Thinking as the core of design education.
By observing design projects for years, it seems that designers and students rarely crunch and use their cultural heritage, physical artifacts and
intangible attributes of their own society that are inherited from past
generations. Very few involve their emotionally responses to Tangible
Heritage such as buildings, monuments, landscapes, books, works of art,
and artifacts; very few to intangible Culture contexts, such as folklore,
traditions, myths, rituals, customs, poetry, oral history, ethnic and social
values, and wisdom knowledge; Even to specific design, artifacts semantics or technical meaning of Natural Heritage such as culturally significant landscapes, spaces, historic places and biodiversity. Only, a dramatic
change in Design Education Curricula may change the threaten process
of losing cultural heritage.

De’Chakra Method De’Chakra is a mega structure of Design Education method, which

focused and based on student-centered approach, by involving his varied
cultural and individual background, as a main resource and inspiration
in a practical Studio class. Chakra, by its seven physical and mental types
of traits, is a mental metaphor of the body energy both of learning and
teaching, in various levels of activities - from roots to clouds, from group
atmosphere to mood of every participant, student and faculty. It offers
spring of contents and design themes, by dynamic intervention of every
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individual student, by his personal body-mind and cultural heritagephysical, emotional, spiritual, behavioral and communal. Moreover, during every project instructor will be also deep involved by being exposed to
varied cultures, tradition, customs, ritual, crafts and art forms - because
of heterogeneous students’ backgrounds. These kinds of interactions will
generate a teaching/ learning atmosphere that could be a positive promise to lively, dynamic and fruitful design dialectics. Other benefits, not
less important, are emerging awareness and maintaining visual heritage,
rescuing vanishing Craft and Folk Art, and promoting wisdom of hands
in an era of fast clicking and swiping. De’Chakra based on closed interaction between students’ imaginative self-world and their cultural lifestyle,
through integrative method and processes stages chosen from its varied
Craft and Folk Art practices. By crunching and playing with hand-crafting materials and techniques first step of knowledge and insight students
gain. This stage offer a colorful rainbow of shapes, patterns, ornaments,
images, objects that will inspire creative thinking as an ideation resource.
It will also fertilize the creative mind of the student; stimulate his talents
to generate flows of ideas, objects, images and stories by engaging to his
authenticity and his real Self. Inter-weaving crafts and art-forms in an
emotional channel will evolve unique and innovative ideas, autonomic
say, and self-expression.
The method may offer a full curricula setting, for long term of design
education, research and creation - by making Design Sense from handcrafting sensuous explorations. Method structure focused on chained
interactive and integrative process, of three important levels. The first,
Creative Thinking – This level includes four phases: Visual Ethnographic
Research, Tangible Practice, Ideation, and Deliverables. Friendly access to
ancient knowhow of varied crafts and by observing craftsmen, practicing,
studying and researching their techniques, materials, patterns, objects,
images, colors, decorations, etc. – will be an exciting entrance and ‘wow’
introduction for any design project, and will deepen the two other next
levels. Second level, Technical Processes- Researching project needs and
available technologies - from planning, production, and logistics; gathering updated science and technology knowledge of ideated concepts, from
experts of the field. This level includes four phases: Materials, Functions,
Engineering, and Ergonomics. The third one is Design Thinking- Getting design insights and working out the project brief. This level mix the
full understanding of the two levels, Creative Thinking and Technique
Process - prepared, based and framed the road to design sketching and
detailing; enriching all this process by particular and ‘Self- Toolbox’ of
ideas, visuals, objects, stories, symbolism and semantics, micro elements
as color schema, lines, shapes, textures, forms and formations, materials,
handy techniques, and grandpa tips. This level includes four phases: Data
Research, Visual Synthesis, User, and Detailing.
All three levels, tracks design insights that will focus on real human being, that are always coined by different marketing names: guests, clients,
consumers, users. This faithfulness to real human needs, emotional
experience and sense of aesthetics is a crucial output of this method. It
connects cultural heritage values to young generation of designers that
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will be responsible of our futuristic environments, buildings, products,
communication, education and visual culture. Curricula of Design Education could be planned on a firmed disciplined De’Chakra triangle based
on Creative Thinking, Technological Processes, and Design Thinking. This
observation and thinking processes has a crucial part of evolving waves
of emotions, memories, longing, rituals, customs, traditions, manners,
homeland, mother tongue and individual biography - by accessing to
crafts and art forms as a teasers and emotional reminders. This psychic
experience of students - based on studying and crunching crafts and folk
arts from craftsmen, artists, family, and community - is an essential stage
preparation before starting “design”.
The Method Practice
MULADHARA
SAHASRARA

VISSUDA

SVASDITANA

AJNU

MANIPURA

ANAHATA

ANAHATA

MANIPURA

AJNU

SVASDITANA

VISSUDA
SAHASRARA

MULADHARA

Figure 1.A pedagogical spine of Chakra.

Figure 2.Method Process and Matrix
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A pedagogical spine of educational values and goals contains seven different main-wheels chakras. Every wheel is a set of design educational
content, dominated by energy and qualities of a chosen Chakra. Content
could be, for instance, any discipline’s assignment, intensive course,
semester project, M.Des. thesis or B.Des four years curricula program.
Practice can start from first chakra, Muladhara, to the seventh Sahasrara
– and otherwise. All seven chakras’ Schema colors and tones such as Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violate- will dominate and challenge
all design task process.
This drawing formula describes three circles. In the center the chakra
traits divided to main three pedagogical levels. The first, Creative Thinking: a- Visual Ethnographic Research, b - Tangible Practice, c - Ideation,
and d -Deliverables; Second, Technological Processes: e – Material, f - Engineering, g - Ergonomics, h – Function; and the third is Design Thinking:
i - Data Research, j - Synthesis of the two last levels, k - Varied Options,
and l - Detailing. Second circle (black dots) just suggest 12 clockwise
phases of Folk Arts: A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K, and L. Third circle (Red dots) 24 units of ‘crafts’ list.
When a Chakra is chosen, it present all its traits and qualities; when a
main-wheel chakra is located and in use, it offers hundreds of mix traits
options diversity for faculty, lecturers, guides and facilitators. Design
Topics can be selected from the movement of the two ring-wheels, or only
one of them. This chart, course can be formulated from three different
cultures of art forms: Crafts from ORISSA, Dances PUNJAB and TRIBAL
(painting). These could be practice with varied techniques such as Stone
Carving, Bamboo, Wood work, Paper Mache, Leather, Plaster, Stitching,
Glass, Musical Instruments Making, Block Printing, Embroidery, and
Ivory Work. Let us present some examples: 19G – is a session theme of
“Tribal Combs” (19) with “stitching” (G). Apparently, it’s a weird combination, but this choice will challenge the students’ imagination and creative
energy. Of course, this chosen duo could change partners. Tribal Combs
can change tech partner of Plaster, Block Printing or Paper Mache; the
same for stitching’ potential partner could be Applique Work, and etc.
But, Stitching could of course choose from Panjabi dance list, or one of
the Tribal varied paintings. Other examples in De’Chakra matrix: Madhubani Tribal painting style (C) and Wood Work (4), Block Painting (J) and
Dandis Panjabi Dance (13).

This practice started from the first Chakra, Muladhara. This root Chakra,
located in the base of the spine, houses the mythic energy serpent Kundalini, that travels up the spine and opens all other chakras. Muladhara
is symbolized by a lotus with four petals, based on a square includes a
triangle and wrapped by an earth circle. It related to security, stability,
grounding, trust, home, family, nourishment, fight-or-flight response;
emotionally it governs sensuality, and spiritually. Muladhara has a relation to the sense of smell, sound note of C- Do, and red color. These adding
chakra qualities added to chosen formula, will address lot of variables
in all stages along the design process, and may surprise students during
creative thinking by hitting to a new sphere of ideation.

Every Formula can be implemented by some variations of the two (or
more) components’ matrix. For example, in choosing 19G: it could be
balanced, 19=B; it could be dominated by one of them, 19>B or B>19. By
adding other component, let say Gond (number 6), formula will be19B6,
will get much more options. First, varied balanced scene:19=B6, B=19 6 ,
6=19B; Second, domination of one or more components:19 > B6, B > 19 6,
6 > 19B, or in otherwise combinations: 19 < B6, B < 19 6, 6 < 19B.
The class studio practice, in this case, students will explore Tribal
Combs” (19) “Stitching” (G), and Gond (6) practices with the first Chakra,
Muladhara, qualities.
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In the chakra itself, there are the basic forms of design: circle, square and
triangle – which could be, with other properties and Creative Practices a
treasure of aesthetic and content innovative concepts and ideas.
One of proposal theme, for example, could be ‘Design for Home’. This
theme engages student and class, energizes them to a mental perceptual
and freeway of imaginative state of self-longing, childhood, flora and
fauna, biodiversity, bad/ good conflicts memories, fragrances, and so on.
Every student will be emotionally involved, will create and design from
his own authentic self and background, and also enrich class with his
own creative contribution. Every discipline in design can gain and benefit
of many ideas for kind of projects. All these, only by choosing one chakra,
as a stage of design preparation. Interacting with real, not academic,
craftsmen as a start of any relevant course, design attitude of students
will change from imitating design trends, and deliver good or bad design
- but surely, from his own personal and cultural roots. Another important
use of this method, besides class studying go local school state’s- culture,
every student could be exposed to other state’s-culture of other students
in the same class. Design class, naturally is heterogenic by state of origin,
every student bring to his class a cultural knowledge. Let say, Student
from Manipur study in Design School in Maharashtra, will be exposed
not only to local Crafts & Folk Arts but also to others states and regions
in India. Obviously, he will enrich class study by his cultural background.
Projects and tasks, by De’Chakra Method, can be programmed and developed from interdisciplinary trans-cultural perspectives, where student
may also integrate each other culture and personal background, to a
design project with authentic output and self say.
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Discussion and
conclusion

Students in India are rarely familiar with other cultures’ of their states.
In the era of ‘Globalization’, cultural differences become melted by media
and consumerism. Intermigration waves pack also metro cities to a
heterogenic cultural soup of micro communities, and Craft and Folk Art
became more and more, within the scope of technical development,
tourist industry.
Global design shifted first from cradle-to-grave to cradle-to-cradle design
(C2C), then from design project based-industry, service and business to
socio-cultural and self-expressive based. India seems to lack these changes, leaving out the uniqueness of visual and material culture, and neglecting the god gift of 8 million of wisdom-of-hands practitioners in arts and
crafts. Even Indian industries did not fully benefited yet from the power of
entrepreneurship, innovation and creativity of design and designers.
Design has two elder sisters: craft and art; they gave birth to design by
their integrating with technology and science. Design in India could
engage back to sister’s origin, suck the cultural nutrition value and rare
aesthetics from locality of Arts and Crafts and get a unique global say.
De’Chakra is a method that can make this pedagogical paradigm, shifting
teaching methods from post-Bauhaus concept to a local based-culture
program of Design Education.
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Abstract

How do I teach research skills
in a communication design
course in India?

module in the second year, called Research Methodologies (RM) and a
more serious one culminating in a research report in the third year called
Research Project (RP). Both students and teachers questioned the need
for these modules.

Changing My Practice To Increase Visual
Research And Linkage With Design

Knowledge
and Skills

Tasks and
Procedures

Autonomy and
Responsibility

Research Skills

Diagnosis & Analysis

Responsible Action

Critical
Evaluation

Exercise of
Judgement

Autonomous
Working

I teach in an undergraduate Communication design course in India.
I believe research is integral to informed change making essential to
design. In this paper I will describe the experience of an action research
cycle to improve my practice as a research teacher increasing visual
research and linkage with design projects.

Review & Consolidation of Knowledge
Effective
Communication

Action research comes closest to the problem solving paradigm of design
where I can improve my practice according to my values and professional
beliefs, systematically through self reflective cycles. I tried to understand
the need for research in design, in India through a literature review.
This study has helped me to re-evaluate the situation in my classroom,
re-model my role as a module leader and mentor rather than the single
module tutor, work in a team and mentor design relevant research in an
Indian situation. The study’s findings have emerged through individual,
enriched practices, understanding events, and issues from a local Indian
point of view. At the end, both students and faculty were convinced of the
validity of doing research in a design course. Research practice improved
greatly. This module contributed to developing a new meaning of research
in the course, to think differently about an existing situation, to liberate
rather than control and provide a means of lifelong learning. The research
itself is not replicable but the new process to deliver the module is.

Keywords

Design research; lifelong learning; visual research; action research;
communication design.

Introduction

When I became course leader to the BA (Hons.) course in Communication
design at a higher education institute in India, I believed research was invaluable in a design curriculum, but I did not know much about research
itself. So my belief was not backed by knowledge or teaching experience.
An important set of learning outcomes to be acquired in the undergraduate course were research skills, ability to critically evaluate, review and
consolidate knowledge, effective communication, diagnose a problem and
analyse it, exercise judgement, take responsible action and be able to
work autonomously.
All these skills can be developed through a research project and this
reinforced my belief about the importance of research. When designing
the curriculum, I introduced two modules for research. One introductory
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Figure 1: Learning outcomes

Contextual
Review Of
Practice

As course leader, in 2004, of the newly conceived Communication design
course, one of my responsibilities was to appoint teachers. I had trouble
finding a teacher to teach the research modules as there was no design
teacher with research experience. Beyond science experiments in school
and college, I had little knowledge about research and did not understand
the importance of appropriate forms of research in different fields. For
the first cohort, I appointed an experienced teacher who taught Research
methods and methodology (RM) in the Fashion Design course for many
years. This teacher was an MBA graduate who taught quantitative research. The students reacted strongly and believed research was ‘foreign’
to the rest of the design course which was strongly visual, constructivist
and experientially taught.
In 2006, the second research teacher was an experienced undergraduate
teacher, a sociologist and qualitative researcher. She had research experience with an advertising agency, and a special interest in semiotics and
film. In the Research Project module, she motivated students to research
into areas of their interest like ‘History of animation in India’, ‘Craft
traditions of Kavads in Rajasthan’, ‘Colour preferences of 8-12 years old
on the Internet’, ‘History of graphic novels in India’, and more. 4 out of 11
students chose to do their next module, their Final (degree) Project in the
same area as their Research Project. One external examiner commented
‘Projects taken up were not necessarily visual research but were lively and
personal quests and so very interesting.’ The same teacher continued with
the second batch.
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‘There were an interesting variety of projects in the second batch, Cohort
2004-07- Eunuchs, child labour, what are doodles, child prostitution,
aphrodisiacs, psychological disorders, effects of lack of campus, colour
pink. Again, like in the last cohort not all the subjects researched were
visual but most were people related. A fairly wide range of issues were
researched. A lot of energy went in deciding what to do.’
(Davies, External examiner, 2007)
A few years as an academic, I realised the close link between marketing,
advertising and design. In the third cohort of 2005-08, I appointed two
research teachers - one with a background in marketing, and the second
with a background in mass communication. The latter was from the
communication design department and she was appointed so as to build
capacity to teach research within the department. The topics researched
included ‘History of Bollywood record album covers from the 30s to the
70s’, ‘Media preferences of 8-14 year olds for learning,’ ‘How can websites
help in building brand associations’, and more. The students had moved
from abstract topics to topics which focused on communication. At the
end of the year, quality research output was still found to be lacking.
In the cohorts that followed, the students continued to treat the two research related modules as separate and unlinked from the design process
they followed in their design modules.
I realised that the nature of research in the classroom changed, based
on the background of the teachers. It was qualitative and community
oriented when taught by the teacher who was a sociologist. It focussed on
consumption and economic gain with the teacher from a marketing background, and on innovation, in-sighting and promotion with the teacher
from an advertising background. Students were confused and unable to
apply research in their own design projects. What was the aim of research
in design and in the department? What is ‘knowable’ in design? What is
the relationship between the researcher and content? What is an appropriate research question? These questions were ontological and epistemological (Gray and Malins, 2004, p19). Why research?

Literature
Review

A literature review put the definition of design in context, opened me to
aspects of design research, and possible methods and methodologies for
research. Designers are often seen as mere stylists. Eames (1972, cited in
Laurel, 2003 p10) changed this to describe design as a problem solving
activity whereas thirty years later, Gagnon (2002, cited in Laurel, 2003
p10) described design as the ‘cultural appropriation of technology.’ Design,
as encountered in India today, encompasses both these views and more.
For me as an educator, the process of achieving design is important so
‘design is what links creativity and innovation. It shapes ideas to become
practical and attractive propositions for users or customers,...creativity
deployed to a specific end’ (Cox cited in Design Council, 2012).
‘Graphic design is the process of choosing and organising words, images
and messages into a form that communicates and influences its audience’
(Design Council, 2012).
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Research in design does not yet have a clear cut methodology as experienced in science, sociology, psychology, medicine, etc. Frayling (1993,
cited in Laurel, p11, 2003, Margolin, 2007, p164), identified three distinct
modes of design research: Research into design includes understanding
traditional history, theory, aesthetics, material, structure, technical and
perceptual perspectives, etc. of design. Design often overlaps and resembles art. The second mode, research through design is project based and
aims to improve design of products and services. This research includes
audience and gap analysis, gathering insights, media analysis, etc. for
branding, campaign development in order to inform, persuade, promote,
and change attitude. This is more practice-led. Frayling’s examples of this
kind of research are doing new tasks through customization of technology, reporting on studio experiments, etc. The third, research for design
creates new ways of looking at design or practicing it. In this category, recently digital technologies have shifted design from products to services
to collaborations across groups of people and sub-cultures creating an
understanding for new needs, etc. (ibid).
Design is about business and finding ways to understand culture and society, and improve our world. So, the ultimate aim of design research is to
find ways to do this- to make the world a better and smarter place. John
Seely Brown, Chief Scientist of PARC, Xerox, said “It’s got to be theory,
practice and purpose” (Lunefield cited in Laurel, 2003, p14).
Research into history, culture and context in India will provide a common
understanding of design to create effective communication.
“If graphic (communication) designers want to be recognized as problem
solvers, it is indispensable that they concern themselves with the results
of their work is measured in achievement of objectives that generated the
need for the production of visual communication in question”
(Frascara, 2006, pg31).
The main employers for design students today are firms involved in
branding, design, advertising, publishing, new media, animation, events
and visual merchandising. Are these market driven roles the only employment for a communication designer?
Design for India ‘should be local, suitable to Indian conditions, capitalsaving and employment-generative’ (Balaram, 1998, p16).
“To raise so many (people) to recognised levels of healthy and creative living poses problems which have no parallels in .... developed and advanced
(lands).”(Thapar, 1979 as cited by Balaram, 1998, p16).
The contexts for communication design research can be commercial e.g.
advertising, branding related, about consumption trends, etc., academic,
e.g. study of history, culture and context, the tradition-modernity interface, studies on the ‘evolving symbols’, aspirations and hallmarks of a
‘good life’ for an Indian, gender issues, sustainability, visual language, etc.
or experimental e.g. designing new services, expressive typography, etc.
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Research to create good design would be aimed to understanding audiences, communication strategies, and semantics. Design needs to contribute to development, health, education and building capabilities. This
requires new roles for designers, tools and validation methods.
The research methods could be qualitative, quantitative or experiential,
primary or secondary, formative or summative. Research could be experimental, manipulative, dialogic, and transformative. The research strategies could be competitor analysis, ethnographic research, marketing
research, user testing, visual exploration, semiotics, etc. The techniques
for data collection could be varied.
Data could be collected through question based-interviews, focus groups,
online discussion groups, etc., observational research through writing,
drawing, photography, film, audio, multimedia, diaries- written, visual,
reflective, logs, blogs, etc., photo-ethnographic studies and visual anthropology to understand people, visualizations as diagrams, flow charts,
models and matrices, portfolios, experimentation with materials and
processes, narratives with stories, case studies, critical incidents, storyboards, metaphors, personas, collaborative and participative through
workshops, feedbacks, peer reviews, critiques, and action research, review
based through literature, context, web analytics, etc. Participants could
be users, clients, organizations, practitioners (Gray and Malins, 2003;
Laurel, 2003; Visocky O’Grady, 2009; Collins, 2010).
From the analysis above, it is clear that visual research could be carried
out at any stage of the research process and the design research canvas
has a vast array of methods and methodologies.

Methodology

I embarked on this research project to improve my knowledge and practice of teaching research skills. I also searched for the answer to a wider
issue posed by the students’ question ‘Why research in a design course?
How does it help design output?’ Personally I wanted to understand how
the nature of design research was affected by its context in a developing
country. And how would this research be unique to India? Qualitatively
I was asking ‘how do I improve my work?’ (Whitehead, 1989, McNiff page
10) not ‘what is happening here.’ But to understand how to improve I
needed to understand what was happening.
Our construction of social realities is context bound and our experiences
influence our interpretations (Gray and Malins, 2004, p21). I aimed to
‘explore perspectives and shared meanings and to develop insights into
situations’ (Wellington, 2003, p16). Unlike research of immutable natural phenomena in science where research outcomes are replicable and
universally applicable, the new knowledge from this research would be
generated through subjective, personal experiences and opinions and so
be qualitative, interpretive, subjective and unique. Learning from this
module, though not replicable, could possibly be applied in future in the
delivery of the same or similar modules. The research would be intensely
practical, focused on changing the situation of how research was perceived and practiced by the students in the course.
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As a result of this experience, teachers’ capability to do research and
teach it, and students’ capabilities to design would improve.
This paper is about a formally planned action research cycle committed to improve delivery of the Research Project module with the 2007-11
Cohort of BA (Hons.) Communication design Level3 students. Based on
verifier and external examiners comments, improvements were focused
on increasing visual research and linkage between the Research project
and Final project. The collaborators in this research included three coteachers (mentors) and me, eight students (mentees), four examiners and
two verifiers.

Action Research

I chose to do action research as it comes closest to the problem solving
paradigm of design where, as an individual, I can improve my practice
according to my values and professional beliefs, improving systematically
through self reflective cycles, individually or collaboratively with a team.
Action research ‘knits together contexts, actions and outcomes, collects
evidence as documents, perceptions, individual judgements, reactions
and impressions, allowing participants to justify and give reasons for actions.’ (McNiff, Lomax and Whitehead, 2003, p 19) In a simple action cycle
the researcher:
Identifies the issue or problem → researches it → suggests action → implements action → evaluates → revisits the issue/ problem.
(Wellington, 2003, p 21)
Data collection, ethics, and validity
Since this research was about improving my own practice of teaching
research, I was practitioner and participant as a mentor in my own research. The resulting danger of a bias and subjectivity in the research was
minimized by collecting data from multiple sources and people (Figure 2).

CONTEXTUAL STUDY
• Literature review
• Personal experience of
previous module deliveries

OBSERVATIONS
(Non Participant)
• External examiners reports
• Veriﬁer’s reports
• Minutes of the Examination board

DATA COLLECTION METHODS

RESEARCH OUTPUT
• Students research documents

OBSERVATIONS
(Non Participant)
• Mentor’s answers to questionnaire
• Student’s answers to questionnaire

Figures 2: Data collection methods
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Reflections were collected from the participants. Questionnaires were administered to mentors and eight students at the end of the research cycle.
Validation comments were collected from examiners and verifier reports,
and students’ research reports and degree projects (Gray and Malins,
2004, p20; Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2006, p7-9).

I planned a four day research workshop intervention to be attended by
both the students and the mentors. This would help to develop a common
understanding and vocabulary of research methodology and practice for
both mentors and students.
Together we mentors planned the different stages of delivery in
the module:
•
Mentee-mentor meetings were timetabled two times a week.
•
Students were to create, maintain and share blogs, and research logs
•
There would be planned reviews and presentations
•
The students would produce a report and document the process.
•
Assessment would be by double marking
•
Validation would be collected from the external examiners and verifier

I developed an ethics and consent form which was sent to students and
mentors and received back from participants after being filled and signed,
and granting permission for the research and use of data. All sources of
information in the research were referenced and acknowledged.
The diagnostic stage and planning
I considered the history and context of the module, comments from
external examiners and the verifier and proposed the following actions to
improve delivery of the module:
•
•
•
•
•

Actions
I took permission from the management to have four co-teachers to mentor seven students each through their projects instead of a single module
tutor. Students identified three research topics each before the module
actually started. Each student prepared an introductory proposal for each
topic and presented them to the class. The most interesting, relevant,
needed idea relating to Communication design was selected through a
class vote with a show of hands. Once the projects were decided, mentors
were matched with the research topic. The final list of mentors-mentees,
and the module guide were shared with the class, both in class and by
email individually.

Identification of research areas
A detailed inspirational guide for the module spelling out need, aim,
content, learning outcomes and other details
Peer approval for topics of research related to Communication Design
A team of mentors with a design background rather than one tutor
A workshop introducing research methods and methodologies to
both mentors and students so that both groups had a common understanding of research terms and methodologies

I planned to create a friendlier module guide which addressed the students’ question ‘Why research?’ Details for the research report submission, vocabulary and other useful details would be included in the module
guide making it a ready reckoner for the module.

The workshop was sanctioned and the research expert, who was also a designer, animator, storyteller and experienced design educator, conducted
the introductory research workshop over four days. The mornings were
devoted to introduction and theory, and afternoons to practice different
data collection techniques in groups of five, e.g. observations recorded
through rich descriptions, photographs, video, or sketches; different kinds
of interviews and semiotic analysis. Each group returned from the field to
present their learning to the class. The workshop was a success.

Class opinion would test each proposal presented for the following:
•
What was the proposed area of research and the research question?
•
Could the proposed question be tackled by Communication design?
•
What were the supporting research questions?
•
What was the personal interest of the researcher?
•
Was the research needed? How relevant was it?
•
How interesting was it to the class?
•
The aim of the research was be to increase visual research and
•
linkage to design modules
Opening the choices and discussions out to peers at the beginning of the
module might result in topics being chosen based on perceived importance, relevance and interest. Once the topics were chosen, these would
be matched with mentor expertise, inherent strengths and individual
interests. Each mentor would be assigned seven students. I hoped the
reflective research journey would draw on this tacit knowledge and make
it explicit. (Gray and Malin, 2007, P 32; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Sternberg and Horvath, 1999 from Mcniff and Lomax, 2003, p132).
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The students started and completed their projects with regular menteementor meetings. Many students created blogs (refer to appendix), completed presentations, submitted documents and were assessed. Double
marking was done and work was presented at the examination board to a
new set of external examiners and verifier as the old team had completed
their four year term.

Findings And
Analysis

Questionnaires were sent to eight students and two mentors and responses analysed as also the research documents.
Identification of areas of research
At the beginning when the research project was announced, the reactions
from the students were quite negative, similar to reactions from previous
batches “...I thought a research project would be very boring” and “Oh my
god I’ll have to read so much.” The students perceived research as theoretCompilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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ical, and boring. They were used to starting design projects with research,
but since these quickly moved on to the more practical aspects of design
and application, the thought of doing research was not so daunting.
“Research is the first step for any new design project. But, its outcome was
always in form of a design or a visual implementation. In the research project, we had to write a report, which did come as a surprise.” (A student)
Many students were used to problem solving through design and so had
trouble trying to research without an aim in mind.
“I wish I had put in more effort and pushed the boundaries of my research
project only if I tried not to think about the end result... it becomes hard
to concentrate on research without thinking about what your solution is
going to be.” (a student)
Building curiosity and an ability to ask questions is a basic issue in design
education. Activities designed to encourage students to frame questions
could be started earlier in the curriculum. In a research module, this
could be done leading students to generate a number of questions, without the fear of evaluation. Another problem was identifying the research
area itself.
“I had many meetings with my mentor and we kept cancelling many topics. It was important for me to choose an appropriate topic for myself as I
would be working on it for entire one year. I went looking everywhere for
my research project topic, ... to the college library ... internet, ... IGNCA,
Dastakar, ... museum, etc. ... I was sure to take up something related to art
forms. So, at the end, I found Ganjifa (playing) cards very interesting to
explore.” (A student)

Peer participation helped most students to take ownership of their projects improving individual confidence.

Intervention

A research methods and methodologies workshop for both
mentors and students
The research workshop brought the mentors and student to a common
understanding of the research process and built motivation. The students
learned the difference between qualitative and quantitative research,
techniques of collecting data through literature and contextual reviews;
focused, selective, participant, non- participant observation; structured,
unstructured and semi-structured interviews; focus group discussions;
personal narratives, how to breakdown media to identify trends, detailed
target audience analysis, semiotic analysis, visual means of data collection through digital storytelling, video, images, etc.
The workshop brought alive different forms of research through small
exercises and numerous exemplars. This helped remove the initial perception of research being only about reading and greatly motivated
the students.

Students with clear areas of interest were able to quickly select their
research topics. E.g. storytelling, illustration, and fashion.

As a result of the workshop, the students applied the learning from the
workshop to firm up their research topics further and develop their
research design.

“I am very interested in storytelling and illustration as a medium of expression....Traditional storytelling mediums always fascinate me and during my internship ...at Katha I ...met Patachitra artists (from West Bengal).
The interactions with the artists generated my interest to know their art
form in detail” (A student).

“A lot of my research was centred around observational data collection...
recorded through sketches and notes. Another technique I employed
was ... free association through sketching, participants were asked to
sketch themselves on a pre-drawn bench with different surroundings.”
(A student)

Some students chose unfamiliar topics they were curious about. Others
could not separate the topic from the application of the research. Most
students got inspiration from their immediate environment and were
keen to unravel cultural meanings.

“I collected data through contextual study, observations- Focussed Observations (Participant + Non – Participant), interviews (semi-structured),
photography and lectures by experts. Interaction with Patuas (Patachitra
artists + storytellers), experts in the related field, archives were a major
source of information. Since I focused on studying the visual aspect of
Patachitra my major findings of the subject came from analyzing the
Patachitra paintings in detail. I also realized that crosschecking should be
done at each stage of data collection.” (A student)

Peer approval for topics of research related to Communication Design
Class participation helped students to focus and choose a research topic.
There were lively discussions which added depth and width, helped set
up research questions, increase problem solving abilities, make a person
more open to differing points of view, and gave pointers on how to do the
research, in some cases.
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“.......After doing the first basic research for the selection of topic we all
actually came up with 4-5 interesting research areas. ... peer discussions
helped a lot in first narrowing down to one research area and then further
narrowing it to what needs to be researched in that particular area following up with finalizing all the important sub points of research. Peer
interaction gives a lot of scope to understand our own project through so
many different minds.” (A student)
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A team of mentors with a design background rather than one tutor
The mentors, being design practitioners with similar areas of interest as
the mentee, were able to understand the topics, encourage students to
identify questions of personal interest, understand the larger context and
how this would apply to communication design.

Figure 3b:
Example of student
work-observations
through sketches

“I would try to understand what my mentees were working on in the topics they took up, and how those topics might be lead into final projects. I
was consciously trying to direct them towards research topics and questions that could result in a finding that could serve as a basis for developing a communication design project. I would try and understand the area
of interest in terms of design specialism, and mould the research project
towards it.” (A mentor)
Mentors had regular meetings with their mentees and helped mentees to
choose their topics sometimes ‘from multiple drafts of question-making’,
write their proposals, apply appropriate research methods and methodologies, reflect and make connections, ‘contextualize it (the data) in the
socio-political-cultural scenario’, improve presentation of research findings by adding graphs and flowcharts, etc.
A more detailed study of what happens during mentoring would be
helpful in improving my practice. This has been missed out in this action
research cycle.
Increased visual research
Did visual research increase? Yes. Analyzing the 10 randomly selected
research projects, all the students did visual research in different ways.
This could be the study itself, e.g. studying traditional art, design and
storytelling in Bagh Cave paintings, Patachitra painted scrolls, Ganjifa
playing cards, Madhubani art forms, influence of Bollywood on Devnagri
typography, or ‘Media influences on male body image’, and more.

Figure 3c: Final Projects work linked to Research Project

Figure 3a: Example of
student work- Cover of
project
618
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In some research projects visual methodologies were used e.g. ‘Study of
Delhi Bench Behaviour’ through sketches. In many projects data visually collected and analysed, e.g Patachitras from Bengal, or semiotically
analysed e.g. ‘Media influences on male body image’. Observations were
photographically recorded, e.g. Bagh cave paintings. In one project, the
field study and interviews were recorded on video e.g. ‘Study of palm leaf
etching in Orissa, India’.
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context, improve understanding of audiences, trends, and design issues.
It empowered them to produce stronger strategies, improved in sighting,
ideation and visualization, and create designs which could be validated.
Research helped students deal with ambiguity, improve writing abilities,
communication with diverse people, critical thinking and expression,
provided an understanding of causal effects of different social issues.

Increase linkage of Research Project with the Final (design) Project
‘The majority of research projects related to the Final projects’ (Lewington, Verifier, NTU, Exam Board 2010-11). According to the mentors, from
a random sample of thirteen projects, six projects directly translated
from the research project, another two were a close translation, and four
were strongly related. Only one project did not connect at all. According
to the verifier ‘There is greater integration between modules with shared
research subject matter.’

“As a designer, I realized how our work can impact our audience. It has
reassured me that design is not superficial. There is a lot of scope to study
design. We keep designing, but often forget, why do we design something
in a particular way. All the design thoughts we have, stem from some
socio-political and cultural context. It is interesting to know about the
context, as it helps us to design better. In the future, I can use this method
of visual research to enhance my work.” (A student)

Another examiner commented:
“The type of research done by students has been broadened and this was
evident throughout most of the work shown. The students appear to have
also experimented with a wider range of media than the last year...The
student work shows that the students seem much more aware of the context of their practice as designers- their work has much more contextual
“complexity.”(Sachdeva, External Examiner 2010-11)
What was the nature of the linkage? Through this research experience,
students realised the potential and importance of research for design
solutions. Research helped to identify gaps for design intervention e.g. a
dog care portal; gain insights, and understand ‘the socio-political and cultural context’ for design solutions e.g. conceiving and branding an Indian
gym experience; developing women’s products from an understanding of
trends in fashion. It helped increase content knowledge and understand
audiences e.g. ‘Study of Delhi Bench Behaviour’ ; provide a basis for visual
design and storytelling e.g. stories for neoliterates was developed from
layout principles learned from Patachitras.
“My understanding of Patachitra paintings in terms of ... content ..., layout
... and illustration design helped me a lot in my final project. I took a lot of
inspiration from Patachitra as how the Patuas (Artist+ Storyteller) collect
insights and weave them in(to) stories and ... build ...an emotional connection with its audience. I tried to incorporate these details in content
development, tone of language, character design, etc.” (A student)
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One of the mentors sums up ‘Overall the value is hard to measure, but it
absolutely essential as a professional skill and future growth of
the student.”
‘It should be noted that the course supports a solid understanding of
Indian culture and identity and how this is valuable for a thriving design
culture. This is an asset to the course.’ (Parinder, External Examiner,
Examination Board 2010-11).
How should research be carried out in the course? This action research
provides a model for delivery of research modules. While this experience
itself is not replicable, the practice and process followed in the module are

Conclusion

According to Pratt, “Research involves a process of ‘re-describing’ the
world, seeing it with fresh eyes, and hence of ‘re-positioning’ yourself and
others within it.” This experience of delivering the research project did
help me to re-evaluate the situation in my classroom, re-model my role as
a module leader and mentor rather than tutor, and work in a team. I now
have a better idea and experience of research in design relevant to the
Indian situation, from the point of view of a student and teacher.

“... my research was a collection of observations on how Delhi’s people
behaved on benches, I (learned)...how this was affected by their socioeconomic background, how placement of the bench in different environments affected one’s behavior, what they wore, and carried, and what the
bench meant in a Delhi context. And from that extracted various characters that were seen repeatedly in my study. ...this allowed me to ... make a
commentary on the highly hierarchical society of Delhi through a comic
strip.” (A student)

At the end of this action cycle both students and faculty were convinced
of the validity of doing research in a design course. This was a not a new
discovery but through individual, personal journeys through the understanding of local events from a local point of view. All the research
questions taken up by the students were set in the Indian situation. Doing research helped them and us teachers to think differently about the
situation, and as a result of the research, influenced action and changes
through the design projects which followed.

Understand why research in a communication design course in India
Coming back to the question that started this research, ‘Why research
in a communication design course?’ and ‘How does research relate to
what we do as designers?’ both mentors and students now felt research
was valuable and greatly contributed to improving design abilities and
cognitive skills. Through research, students were able to better appreciate

The experience of this Research Project module has convinced me of
the power of an ‘exclusive’ research project to bring deep and rewarding
transformations in students, tutors and the discipline.
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This module contributed to developing a new meaning of research in the
course, to liberate rather than control and provide a means of lifelong
learning. The research practice in the department has improved through
collective learning. Instead of one research teacher- there are now four
and this knowledge can now be passed on to other teachers as well. The
stories shared in this research project are a result of enriched individual
practices, not ‘group think’. Each project might not singly hold up as a
good research project but this module has demonstrated independence
of thought, critical engagement and improvement in width and depth of
study in the course.
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This paper seeks to enlist best practices and tools for design evaluation
both at solution and process level, contextually. This will ensure that
the holistic experience of the end result remains unhampered and is
enhanced to its level best. Different types of products require evaluation
on different granularity and maturity levels of a prototype. For example,
due to its multi-user characteristic, a community service or an enterprise
resource planning system requires a broader scope of design evaluation
than a microwave oven or a word processor that is meant for a single user
at a time. Design evaluation is required at various stages of a product
development cycle i.e. inquiry, inspection and testing. Every design would
generally go through a process which would comprise of the following
steps – Define the problem, Research-primary and secondary, Ideation
to conceptualize, Prototype to form iteration, Choose the right design/
prototype, implement, evaluate, iterate – form a platform to ease the
implementation and learn though the process.
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Design evaluation helps in:
1. Maintaining quality
Design evaluation will help in setting standards. This ensures quality
for customers and operational efficiency for industry in general.
2.

Increasing profits
Coming up with more market friendly designs would result in
increased profits, better ROI due to reduced costs, better sales, and
consumer loyalty.

3.

Operational efficiency
The evaluation methods will ease the implementation of a
specific design.

4.

Tertiary benefits
It will empower communities and provide environment friendly
sustainable solutions.

Methods for Design Evaluation
Abstract

Aim: This paper aims to follow the process of scrutinizing and assessing
the current design evaluation methods used in design
industry worldwide.
It also looks forward to researching and creating a consolidated list of the
design evaluation processes, and coming up with strategic suggestions
aiming to form a framework of guidelines for evaluating design.
Design process is abstract in nature. Design is an investment in
innovative thinking, positioning, branding and communication that
creates value for businesses in terms of competitive advantage, customer
trust and loyalty, and market share. The evaluation of design hence would
be both on abstract as well as parametric.
There are a many evaluation methods –viz. ZMET (Zaltman’s Metaphor
Elicitation Technique), weight age difference matrix, user testing, ROI
analysis, PASTEL analysis, CAFEQUE evaluation for product design
, impact analysis, stakeholder analysis, Human factors evaluation,
Cognitive analysis, etc. Most of these methods are configured
contextually for specific industries that use them. Since there is no one
standard for design evaluation across or within industries, many design
agencies have formulated their own toolkits. Some of these frameworks,
e.g HFI methods have now gained acceptance industry wide.
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This paper contains literature review and market survey for (published
or practiced) existing design evaluation techniques and scrutinizing and
assessing selected design evaluation methods.

Author Keywords

Guidelines to evaluate design, Assessment Framework, Analyzing design
output, Improving design process, consolidated list of design
evaluation methods.

Introduction

Design Thinking
Design thinking is a methodology used for resolving problems creatively.
It is a form of solution-focused thinking that starts with a goal rather
than a problem statement. Then, by focusing on the present and the future, the parameters of the problem and the resolutions are
explored, simultaneously. [1]
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Literature Survey

Design Process

Design evaluation methods in the design process
Prototyping
Prototyping to test is the iterative generation of low-resolution artifacts
that probe different aspects of your design solution or design space. The
fundamental way we test our prototypes is by letting users experience
them and react to them.
Following are the types of prototyping:
1.

Empathy prototype
It is common practice to test prototypes with users to evaluate solutions, but you can also gain empathy through prototyping, exposing different information than simple interviewing and observation
might. In the same way a solution prototype helps you gain understanding about your concept, an empathy prototype helps you gain
understanding about the design space and people’s mindsets about
certain issues.

Evaluation
Evaluation is the systematic acquisition and assessment of design, implementation of a product, a service or a system. The generic goal of evaluation is to provide useful feedback for making better decisions by a variety
of audiences including sponsors, client-groups, administrators,
staff, customers etc.

2.

Test prototype
It is to create experiences to which users can react.

Design Evaluation
Design is evaluated at multiple stages with various methods. Most design
evaluation methods falls under two broad categories, formative
or summative.

3.

Diagram 1: Design process source [2]

	
  

Testing is done in the context that a solution would actually be used.
Feedback is gathered accordingly. Test parameters are fixed while
testing a particular prototype to answer particular questions.

A formative evaluation focuses on ways of improving a design while it is
still happening, and is often associated with forecast and
mid-term evaluations.
A summative evaluation judges the overall effectiveness of an intervention, usually after a design has been.
Objectives Of Design Evaluation
Design evaluation aims to provide timely feedback to designer regarding the intended solution. This helps in improving the design, increasing
efficiency, effectiveness of design. It helps in mapping the user needs in a
better way.

Research
Methodology

User testing
Testing with users is a fundamental part of a human-centered design
approach. Testing helps refine the solutions by letting the designer
observe, capture and consider the user feedback to the product in the
particular context.
User testing has many methods, letting the user experience the
product, asking him to think out loud, observing user while using the
product, interviewing user about the experience, role playing within
a group of users.

Mind Mapping

Stakeholders Within The Design Evaluation Process

Data for the research was collected through two types of sources; primary
(interviewing the experts) and secondary (review of literature).
Sample size of twelve was taken and questionnaires were delivered to
them in person or by mail. This sample contained equal representation
from all categories of stakeholders stated below.
Diagram 2: Design evaluation
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This diagram illustrates the
various stakeholders in a design,
implementation and retail process through the entire product
lifecycle. These people use a multitude of methods, often similar,
at times varied to evaluate the
same deign. The percentage of
design evaluation per
stakeholder is represented in
the adjacent diagram.
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4.2 Design Evaluation Approaches Per Stakeholders

The NPD department in this case had a product which was tried and
tested by the western market. Though this fabric softener brand was wellknown and popular there, it was a new product for the Asian market. First
launch was to happen in China. So the product was adapted for Oriental
customers. Since the primary research report did not include insights
based on design research and the five senses - research which are, color,
fragrance, feel, taste and sound, the product design and development
team determined the color, fragrance, feel by peer evaluation method. The
complete NPD team reviewed the 3 design parameters.
Design evaluator at level 1: Here the design evaluator was the NPD member who relied on the insights report provided by the Market research and
the NPD team. Here in the basic human instinct of intuition was combined with the existing knowledge to come up with a product. This team
lacked in the design thinking inputs which would otherwise be provided
by a design researcher.
Suggested design evaluation at level 1: A designer/ market research
designer should have been involved at the very first stage, so that the
subjective parameters regarding aesthetics like color, feel and touch could
have been collected directly from the user. The designer could then use
his sensibility to generate mood boards reflecting the Oriental aesthetics.
This would have helped save post design evaluation time and effort.

Diagram 3: Stakeholder wise design evaluation approach

Case Study

Design Brief: Designing the packaging for a fabric softener, this included
the product design and label design (for an MNC). This fabric softener
needed to create a big impact on customers as it had to compete with the
home made fabric softeners.
This case study aims to illustrate the role of evaluation in design process
and product delivery to the end users.
The evaluation process depends on the process detailed below
(exclusive for this product)
Evaluation at various levels:
Level 1
Marketing Research & New product development
Product requirements and essentials are decided upon by the MR team,
NPD team based on their research. Their insights are communicated to
the product design team as design brief.
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Level 2
Design brief formation till prototyping
The design brief is generally written by market research, NPD, and the
management team. They conclude the insights to formulate a design brief
which is passed on to the designers to create the product design. Hence
the designers not necessarily get the complete picture.
The design team did not evaluate the design brief because of tight
deadlines and limited material. This also constrained the design team’s
freedom to explore. Still they came up with some twenty five iterations for
the bottle shape of the fabric softener.
Design evaluation at level 2: The evaluation of the design brief was not
done taking in to consideration, the process and aspects of designs.
Suggested design evaluation at level 2: There are a lot of design experts
and strategy makers in the market, whose services can be deployed
for making the perfect design brief. This would reduce time, and effort
wasted in the next step of the process. This will help in generating insights
for empathetic designs through co-creation.

Image 1: Various iterations in the market.
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Level 3
Approval by “experts”
The design team got the design brief, and made the iterations accordingly. Next evaluation happens after prototyping. The iterations were then
evaluated by peers and senior management.

Level 6
They came up with a redesigned product based on the insights received
through the qualitative research and the design brief thus formed. The
market returns were a whopping 20 percent extra than the earlier year.
The basic ideas of consumers looking forward to the product not as a
container but an open container which would give rebirth to the fabric
was derived.

Evaluation at level 3: Since the evaluator is from a managerial background
the inputs lack insights on design per se.
Suggested design evaluation at level 3: This lack of input could be addressed by having an expert from the core design team in the evaluation
panel. This will also help in reducing gap of understanding and communication between the design team and management.
Level 4
User Testing
The final prototypes were sent for user testing. Some parameters were
studied by quantitative methods and a few designs were selected. These
were then put to pilot testing in the market with branding created out of
the design brief. All the prototypes failed in pilot testing.

Diagram 4: Visual representation of case study
This research also gave insights about possible visual cues for label design
like motherly, tender and care. The visual cue that the fabric would undergo rebirth was also utilized. This visual cue, the color of the product, the
packaging having a silhouette of a motherly figure, with a soft material
(the touch of the packaging), all this worked well for the product, so that
the sales went up in the oriental market and the product was launched in
the other Asian counterparts soon, after this experiment.

Evaluation at level 4: Quantitative evaluation of the product design Suggested design evaluation at level 4: Evaluating design on a quantitative
level is contradictory to the fact, that design is abstract in nature. A qualitative research here would have helped.
Level 5
The prototype put in to the market for pilot testing did not give expected
results. So the company then hired a qualitative research agency to look
into the failure. The qualitative agency worked on a design research
technique which gave in abstract insights to formulate tangible strategies to enhance the product. A five senses driven approach was utilized to
formulate a perfect design brief. Also a few visual cues were added
to the insights.
This revised design brief was then utilized to create a few changes in the
product design. The visual cues (like, rebirth of fabric) were used as metaphors for better branding and communicating the idea of
softening and fabric care.

	
  

Design Evaluation
Methods

A Broad Overview And Analytical Approach
The market works on profitability. Irrespective of the design efforts,
what is important is the marketability of any product. The basic concept
of design being intangible and abstract gets nullified at this point. The
involvement of design evaluation becomes vital at such a time, when there
is a need to amalgamate the abstract nature of design to suit the tangible
needs and hence provide a marketable/ usable solution. Hence design
evaluation becomes important to make a consolidated list of how is it related to the market scenario. The market scenario consists of the various
stakeholders at various stages in the product lifecycle for design evaluation. Hence below is the comparison of the design evaluation methods
and their relation with various stakeholders.

Evaluation at level 5: The evaluation was done based on intuition. The process was optimized as the new design brief was made by a design expert.
This ensured that the feedback, insights and derivatives were collected
and communicated properly to the design team. This helped in avoiding
future product failure.
Suggested design evaluation at level 5: Design evaluation can be avoided
at this level by creating correct design briefs to start with.
This case study hence illustrates the importance design evaluation at all
stages of design.
630
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Stakeholder Stage of
Methods of Motivation
Category
Evaluation evaluation

Pros

Cons

Investors/
Banks/ Entrepreneurs

Financing

Cost-benefit
analysis- ROI
Alternative
assessment

Generate
Predict market
profits, returns, viability
wealth creation,
create
employment

Impact on society, health
and environment might be
overlooked

Designer/ Academia/ Experts

Designing

Inquiry, Focus
groups,
Interviews

Decipher
actual needs of
the user groups

Users might
not be aware of
needs and issues

Benchmarking, Competitive analysis

Understanding
market trends

Quantitative research,
traceability,
Analytics
Expert review,
Qualitative
analysis
User testing
Assessment,
Self-assessment

Converting
needs into
specific
functionalities

New insights,
Designer can
design better
solutions than
those that exist
in the market
already

Wholesaler/
Middle men

Client/ Retailers/ Brands

Supply Chain

Retail

Solution might
end up being
clichéd. It hampers innovative
thinking.

It points out the
exact situation It only points
backed by data out flaws, might
Comparing
not explain reasolution against Ensures
sons sufficiently
best practices
guidelines and
specifications
Evaluation may
Understand
are followed
be subjective
users feedback
and biased
to design better Helps in improving the design
Feedback might
Desire to excel
be subjective
Errors in design to context of
can be meastesting
ured and fixed
It is subjective
to the evaluator

Cost-benefit
analysis- ROI

Make profits

Production

Advanced
product quality planning
Feasibility
study
Total quality
management
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Ensure product Proactive feedquality as per
back and corstandards
rective action

Easy to market
products

Marketing
research

Understand user Generates new
needs and issues insights

User testing

Avoid failure in
market

Genuine customer feedback

Increase marketability

Feedback might
Performs better be subjective to
in the market
context of testing

Trend analysis
Metrics study
Opinion polling, Customer
satisfaction
index

Meets standards Isolate issues
Customer
feedback

Can be used for
large sample
sizes

May/may not
give sufficient
insights for the
design team

Hampers innovation in design
thinking
It might not sufficiently explain
the reasons for
outcomes
Subjective
and bias

Regulator/ Gov- Certification
ernment bodies

Marketing
research

Understand user Generates new
needs and issues insights

User testing

Avoid failure in
market

Genuine customer feedback

Increase marketability

Feedback might
Performs better be subjective to
in the market
context of testing

Cost of quality

Hampers innovation in impleCrosscheckHelps in
mentation and
ing resources
implementation manufacturing
budget and time
practices
constraints
Enhances productivity
Might increase
Reduces costs,
cost of quality
increase efficiency and enhance product/
service quality

Impact on the
entire value
chain might be
Marketability of overlooked
the product is
assured
It might not be
the best solution
for the user

Trend analysis

Trend analysis
Manufacturer/
Fabricators

Helps enhance
business

Metrics study
Opinion polling, Customer
satisfaction
index

Meets standards Isolate issues
Customer
feedback

Can be used for
large sample
sizes

May/may not
give sufficient
insights for the
design team

Hampers innovation in design
thinking
It might not sufficiently explain
the reasons for
outcomes
Subjective and
bias
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Regulator/ Gov- Certification
ernment bodies

Policy analysis,
Outcome mapping

Larger public,
Society, commuenvironment
nity centric
and safety interest

User/
Customers

Cost Analysis

Save money

Sales, post
sales

Visual analysis
Safety certifications
Reliability ,
Durability

An industry specific framework containing design evaluation checkpoints
and defining various experts or stakeholders who should be a part of
evaluation at various stages should be crafted.
Design evaluation checklist should be formulated which enlists not only
the checkpoints and stakeholders but also guidelines, benchmarks, expected timelines, sample size, etc. for the evaluation processes.
Data collection and analysis methods and tools for the design evaluation
techniques should be clearly mentioned.
Communication format for the feedback received from evaluation should
be standardized and made design friendly.
This will help in ensuring that no important aspect of design gets overlooked or no important feedback gets misinterpreted.
All the above should be consolidated in the ‘near to perfect’ brief which
will enable designers to design keeping in mind all the above parameters.

Design evaluation is very important as it helps in maintaining quality,
increasing profits, increasing operational efficiency. Also, it ensures safety
and better standards of living for the society. Design evaluation helps in
monitoring a lot of external-internal parameters of a product in a given
context. Yet the importance of design evaluation is not realized by many
stakeholders in the corporate sector sufficiently.

The challenge lies in involving design evaluation at levels which are
technically strong. At such events, there could be an inclusion of design
expert review. This could lead in a new perspective which will enable better designed products and hence a better co-created world.
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Recommendations

Might lead to
higher cost, lead
time

There are various evaluation methods which are used at different levels
of design process. They are at times not directly evaluated on the terms of
design efficacy but otherwise. Hence, there is an ardent need to introduce
design evaluation at various levels. Example is illustrated in the
case study.

Inference

implementation of design, replication factors and usability. The end user
hence does not receive the conceived design but the design which was
implemented within the above constraints.

Value for money User might not
select the best
Taste
Suits personal
solution for him
choices
Avoid accidents
Might not result
and health isEnsure standin the best user
sues
ards industry,
experience
better living
Saves time and standards for
Might lead to
effort
public
higher cost
Better user
experience

Conclusion

Does not hedge
risks for the investor, financer
or retailer

There should be inclusion of design experts who are cognizant of the
design process and the designers involved in the design process at various
levels. These experts will help in to reduce the unnecessary iterations and
post design/ doubling effort on research. They could be able to provide
insights at the right level, to save in time, effort and money.
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As discovered through the case study, literature review and analysis of
the present scenario, there are many issues in design evaluation processes
in corporate sector. Most activities are ill planned and do not address
problems holistically. Design evaluations are isolated activities; Most of
the times, the evaluations that occur are more on the tangible, technical
aspects, hence they do not consider important parameters which might
have a huge bearing on design. On the other hand, there are a few types of
evaluations, which are done by multiple stakeholders many times in the
same product lifecycle. All of the above leads to loss of important feedback and insights on many other parameters. This reduces the efficacy
of design as a whole parameter, wherein there is a huge gap in design,
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Designing Behaviours
in Design Education
Abstract

As everyday products increasingly have the capacity to sense, make
decisions, analyse and learn, designers need to understand the potential
complexity and cross-disciplinary nature of designing 'behaviours' in
interaction. If products are to become adaptable open-system learning
sentients it may be that to design 'effective behaviour' demands that products become independent agents that have a flexible multi-purposeness
leading to 'learnt, controlled and communicated sustainable behaviour'.
If Human agency is the capacity for human beings to make choices and
to impose those choices on the world, there may be a need to examine
the implications of a non-human agency making choices and imposing
those choices on the world. Artificial Social Intelligence [1] may need to
be expanded beyond how robots interact [2] to a reflection on ‘designing
socially acceptable intelligent artefacts’.

‘Design’ has different meanings in a variety of disciplines. For example,
Design Engineers have responsibility for the total system as well as the
inner workings/engineering of a design. Traditionally the industrial
designer may have had responsibility for the conceptual aesthetic and
ergonomic aspects of a design but if products are to become adaptable open-system learning sentients we need to educate a new breed of
designer who understands the complicated language and methods of the
interdisciplinary, applied and social sciences and can work as a fulcrum
in multi- disciplinary environments to design innovation into emerging
products and systems.

Emerging
Networks

Alan Murray has been carrying out research in the form of a database of
recorded video interviews with designers, scientists and engineers in the
field of Designing Object Behaviour (designingbehaviour.info), speculatively exploring how networked intelligent products may begin to emerge
and be appropriated.

To design 'interaction' is already a highly complex environment. Behaviours cannot be designed like you would a product feature. How can we
develop a design education that allows Designers, Scientists and Engineers to develop tools and methods to allow a greater inclusion in intelligent product and service development?
Alan Murray will use his experience as former Guest Director of the
Funlab at the Design Academy Eindhoven, as former co-creator and Director of Design at the Faculty of Industrial Design, Technical University
Eindhoven and as co-creator and Co-Director of Design Informatics at the
University of Edinburgh to propose how we might effectively collaborate
to develop multi-disciplinary teams to design speculatively in
complex environments.

Author Keywords

Designing Behaviours; artificial intelligence; domestication; industrial
design; design education; Synthetic Biology; ubiquity; intelligent products
and services

Introduction

Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) has been on the periphery of everyday
life for sometime, and the majority of industry proposals for this technology lean towards utopian notions of efficiency and purpose. According to
the Ericsson ‘Thinking Ahead’ [3] online forum: ‘The connected devices
revolution is about offering a higher level of convenience and security and
giving us more time to do what we want. It's about boosting efficiency for
enterprises and society’ (2011).
Connecting objects to the Internet will create a spiraling system of
increasing amounts of data and in turn, automation blurring the boundaries between ourselves and our ever present surrounding digital systems [4].
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Figure 1. From recorded Skype interview with Prof. Robin Williams (www.
designingbehaviours.info)
Prof. Robin Williams (Social Scientist): “I think systems are going
to emerge designed by people for particular sets of purposes, and by all
means those purposes will evolve, and there'll be reconfigured by users,
so they will have an emergent property that will evolve over time, but
human purposes will permeate these systems. We're not going to see...
a kind of network out of control, I'm doubtful we're going to see that,
because there's a lot of time and energy needed to develop functionality.
And so that functionality is going to be developed by particular social
actors, economic actors, for particular social and political purposes, so
it's not going to be an "anything goes" world, it's going to be a world where
certain vision of the future are be articulated and projected, and then we
will need to engage with those visions and we may react enthusiastically
or resistantly to those emerging functionalities.
I think were going to get fairly simple forms of adaptiveness quite quickly,
and of course there is an agenda which is, kind of, medium-term future,
which that we're moving into a context where, of an instrumented world
and we've got wireless networks in every building and all your, your fridge
is networked, and this is going to yield huge amounts information, and
also where my mobile phone is telling people where we are at any moment, so, complex, possibly AI-based, systems will be needed to manage
that information, and so there is in the medium term a need to have tools
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that will make sense of, and make meaningful interpretations of, the
behaviour of people in this wired world, and so there are going to be some
quite interesting quite, challenging things coming forwards.

inherently always learning about its environment, its context, so, even the
simplest thing, even a bacteria, it's always sensing its environment, it's
always trying to adapt, so if an antibiotic drug comes in biology will adapt
so that some survive, and if the food changes the biology adapts, such
that the new source of food can be exploited. So that sort of adaptability
in systems is, I think it's part and parcel of the biologic, and in trying to
engineer functional behaviour into a biological system, evolution is, at the
same time a fantastic opportunity, and a complete pain. So most things
that we try and introduce a function into, very quickly will evolve that
function back out again... the cell doesn't really want to do X, so I'm just
going to evolve back to being my normal self... so when we put a change,
when we put a function into a cell, they often adapt that function out,
evolve it out, but at the same time, potentially it's a real opportunity for
us, to embrace this whole different way of engineering, so instead of imposing a function, we select towards a function, we kind of in a way sculpt
the system towards what we want it to be, rather than cast it immediately
into exactly the instance that we want to see it in.”

Figure 2. From recorded Skype interview with Dr Chris Speed
(www.designingbehaviours.info)
Dr Chris Speed (Designer): “the products, (holds up drinks can and
coffee mug) have immaterial identities, for want of a better word, or they
begin to have agency, then actually what these things begin to put together themselves without our taking part might be very interesting. So I
wouldn't assume that designing product behaviour is anything to do with
humans any more, but it might have something to do with humans, and
actants, things will be party to that, those changes.”

Challenge Of
Designing For The
Emerging
Technologies
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Although the emergence of these technologies may be focused, it must
not be under-estimated how difficult it will be to design in an intelligent
artifact environment. Until now, designers have dealt with a much more
linear design process. Initially designers made artefacts. Then they began
to design interaction and services around those artefacts. If everyday
objects can sense, make decisions, analyse, and learn, designers will be
designing ‘learning environments’. This will be a much more difficult
and complex environment to design for. As an analogy, it is interesting
to reflect on a synthetic biologists approach to designing behaviour into
biological systems:

“So in a way it's like spinning plates, but trying to spin plates without
knowing whether the plate's there or not, if that makes sense, so for much
of biology, even the simplest sort of biology you think of, like a single cell
bacteria, we've still got a huge amount left to learn, so one of the difficulties about engineering things is, we're not actually sure of the exact
context into which we’re engineering, so it's like spinning plates, but also
it's about keeping plates that you don't know are there still spinning.”

Grounding The
Design Process

For the designer to act as ‘multidisciplinary fulcrum’ it is essential to be
integral to the process from the beginning. By definition, a ‘technology
push’ launches systems with set parameters that may be difficult for
designers to exploit fully. Examples of recent technology pushes are: Ubiquitous computing (Xerox), Pervasive computing (IBM), Aware computing
(Georgia Institute of Technology), Ambient intelligence (Philips), Intelligent environments (Microsoft), Sentient computing (AT&T), Augmented
spaces (Sony) and Smart Planet (IBM).

Figure 3. From recorded Skype interview with Dr Alistair Elfick
(www.designingbehaviours.info)

Figure 4. From recorded Skype interview with James Auger
(www.designingbehaviours.info)

Dr Alistair Elfick (Synthetic Biologist): “biology does this really awkward thing, of evolving, so evolution is inherently the sort of adaptability
that these open source, open system biologics... because it's engineered
into an organism, the system inherently has an adaptability, it's

James Auger (Designer): “...Charles Eames, and his definition of design [5], which is "a plan for arranging elements in such a way as to best
accomplish a particular purpose"... I think this is a key aspect for the
designer be thinking about is, what is the purpose of the product, and as
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the product becomes more complex, through the application of emerging
technology, the role of the designer is to really start questioning this idea
of purpose... you could have just used the word "function", which would
have been very straightforward, the function of a toaster is to turn bread
into toast, of a washing machines to clean clothes... if we start asking the
deeper question of purpose... we can sort of explore the role of products
on a much deeper level, as the product becomes more complex, and really
start to think about what do we want from our future technological lives.”
Prof Robin Williams: “We remember lasers which were death weapons
from space, but actually they always became CDs, so it is difficult to anticipate these things, and we see instead, these extended processes, which
we've described as social learning, as you mention, of trial and error, as
users and experts struggle to find out the affordance of new technologies
and put them to their particular purposes and make them useful in their
context of use. And so, artefacts and applications have to be reinvented
by, not just by the designers but also various intermediate and final users,
and in so doing, the artefact changes and its use, and understandings of it.”
An example of how a simple social interaction may be difficult to design
for is a lift in a tall building:
•
Too many people get into a lift
•
How does the lift (with an intelligent learning behaviour) ask someone to leave the lift?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask the heaviest to get out
Ask the youngest to get out
Ask the fittest to get out
Ask those it knows are not in a hurry
Ask those it knows are doing fitness exercise
Ask those it knows are not doing fitness exercise
Ask those it knows are only going to Level 2
Ask those it knows have not been asked before
Ask those it knows will react best
Ask randomly
Ask the people in the lift to decide

With his ‘Random Lift Button’ [6], Dr Chris Speed explored an alternative
option to exploit ‘the lost space’.

Product
Domestication

The ability for products to become further incorporated into the routines
of daily life means that they better adhere to Silverstone’s third stage in
the domestication process: They effectively become more domestic [7].
One outcome of Murray’s Designing Behaviour interviews (designingbehaviour.info) explores the theme of product domestication. Essentially
designers, scientists and engineers would be developing ‘Environments for
products to learn’.
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James Auger: “if you could read the genome of the dog like a book, you
would understand a lot about who we are as humans, human desire...
So you have... approximately.. 15,000 years of shaping, with selective
breeding and so on, for the dog to become something that we want, and
that’s, that process has been extremely long winded, its complicated, it's
gone through a utilitarian process... operating alongside the human as
a hunter, status symbols... until you get to the stage where we are now,
where they’re being dressed up as Princess Leah in silly costumes and
they’re going around in people's handbags, you know, the roles that dogs
have today, are extremely profound when you look at where they've come
from, wild dogs, the wolf, and so on. And so dogs are an amazing example
of, of this complexity of human desire, and I think we need to embrace
and acknowledge that complexity... domesticate emerging technologies,
to make them as useful... as meaningful as the dog in life today.”
Dr Alistair Elfick: “the family pet is a fantastic example of a product,
where its whole reason for existence is a behaviour, and an interaction
with mankind, so I think... it's a normalisation... there are these biological
systems which have behaviours we've been interacting with, and we've
gained benefit from those interactions, and maybe there's this potential
future, where we can, in a much more... precise way that we engineer organisms, we can create systems, biological systems that we interact with.
Dr Chris Speed: “[it] might be closer to having an animal in your life.
I say animal, not pet, because we've got friends with chickens, and they
seem to treat them differently to... we've got cats, so it seems that actually
behaviour and relationships with animals may well be a better model for
understanding how we might start dealing with things, for example feral
things. If it’s a feral cat, or a fox, I treat it totally different to my two cats.
Actually I treat my cats inconsistently. If another cat comes into my garden, I’ll throw stones at it, not that may well harm it, but to scare it away
actually and I probably expect other people to be throwing stones at my
cats, so it is very inconsistent.”
It maybe that domestication leads to a User training a product or service
to purposely exude danger as a reflection of identity:
Dr Chris Speed: “I saw a fox, and it scared the pants off me because I
don't see foxes very often, and it looked like a mythical creature, so I was,
caught, and then a lot of foxes, also, can be quite sinister, or dangerous,
or threatening in children's stories, you know, it's a fox, it's wily, So when
I saw the fox, and the fox saw me, it was this very strange moment of
"crikey". That is going to start happening with some objects, we’re not going to quite know who's got the power here”.
By definition, the domestication of a product or service will automatically
create a learning environment for both the object/service and the individual. The probing, questioning, sensing and testing to develop socially
acceptable behaviour is a normal part of the domestication process and
would be a useful exploratory metaphor.
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The domestication of emerging products and services may lead to an
emotional investment on the Users behalf. Consequently a User may see
this as an extension of their own thinking and acting self. It is feasible
that this could extend a product or services meaningful life-cycle. In
extreme cases, this 'protective and promoting' relationship with emerging
intelligent products could ensure 'undying support' and an 'unrestricted
investment in sustainability' in the same way that, on the whole we have
an undying and unrestricted love and commitment to domestic pets.

Educational
Models

A number of educational models have been developed to explore effective
collaboration to design speculatively in complex environments. In the
Department of Industrial Design at the Technical University Eindhoven
(TU/e.ID), the educational paradigm involved both active and reflective
use of knowledge. As argued by Driscoll [8] on constructivist learning
conditions, it intends to include the following: “1. Embed learning in complex, realistic and relevant environments; 2. Provide for social negotiation
as an integral part of learning; 3. Support multiple perspectives and the
use of multiple modes of representation in learning; 4. Encourage ownership in learning; 5. Nurture self-awareness of the knowledge
construction process”.
The goal at TU/e.ID was to develop a curriculum to create a new type of
Design Engineer. To do this a ‘collision’ between Design and Engineering was created to produce a hybrid. Instead of exams and lectures the
students would develop a digital ‘Educational Portfolio’. Students would
document their work and reflect on the development through a competency framework (Figure 5), always working in teams on projects with
clients from industry.
The education model was developed to support and enhance students’
personal development through competency and vision relating to design.
Essentially students were invited to become the hybrid; to develop their
competencies through a competency framework enabling them to understand a wide spectrum of vocabularies and approaches that would equip
them to become the ‘bridge’ between disciplines.
At the Design Academy Eindhoven, design students were encouraged to
work in ‘Compass Departments’ for two days a week. The departments
were Atelier; Market; Forum and Lab (Figure 6). To encourage an alternative way of thinking and designing, students were asked to take normal
practices in one compass department (e.g. ‘making’ in Atelier) and apply it
to another department e.g. ‘making’ in Forum, exploring contexts in Lab,
developing discussion in Atelier.
At the University of Edinburgh the School of Informatics and the School
of Design (ECA) have created the Centre for Design Informatics. This is to
explore the territory between the ‘age-old’ landscape of Design and
the emerging
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Figure 5. Competency Framework at the Faculty of Industrial Design,
the Technical University of Eindhoven, the Netherlands
landscape of the Computer Sciences (Informatics).
The vision for the Postgraduate is:
•
•
•
•

Learning practice and theory of information are indivisible, and
takes place most effectively in human contexts that are messy,
open-ended, and
often place irreconcilable demands on embedded informational
systems but,
have the potential to transform the quality of people's lives.

Students enter the Postgraduate with ‘extensive knowledge’ from their
own disciplines and are expected to deepen their knowledge through
courses in their respective Schools (Design and Informatics). The focal point for learning is through multi-disciplinary group projects that
explore societal challenges. Students are not expected to have knowledge
of all relevant competencies related to Design Informatics, but to instead
deepen their discipline specific knowledge and find creative ways to use
that knowledge in multi-disciplinary environments.
To effectively collaborate, design must find ways to work across disciplines. Within a University structure design may be located in an organisation of either Science and Engineering or the Humanities. Consequently
it can be onerous to find catalysts for change through existing research
and teaching structures. Design should be encouraged and required to
develop research, programmes and courses that actively develop opportunities for effective innovative collaboration across disciplines beyond
local structures.
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Summary

Networks are emerging of everyday products that have either actual or
perceived artificial intelligence. Designers will soon need to consider how
to design learning behaviours for everyday networked objects in multidisciplinary teams with engineers and scientists. To design in this environment proliferates the complexity of relationship between object/service
and User.
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If design education can begin to anticipate the multi- disciplinary opportunities when everyday products increasingly have the capacity to sense,
make decisions, analyse and learn it may be possible to develop educational models that enable designers to be involved in the whole process of
intelligent product and system development.
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Designing Behaviours (www.designingbehaviours.info) is ongoing research by Alan Murray to develop a shared
'behaviour vocabulary' to allow multidisciplinary teams to
design effective behaviour for everyday products.
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Opportunity for Design
Education to Leverage the
Online Education Revolution
Abstract

In this paper we observe the use of online medium for education at a
distance, in what are now being called massively open online courses
(MOOCs). We explore the rising costs of education and the Indian context
of need for much cheaper and far reaching design education. This paper
also explores models for making this a reality, and role institutions can
play to develop online design education as well as developing the industry.
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Introduction

The medium of online is beginning to transform education. And here
are some signs: 1) Stanford professor Thrun’s online AI course got 160k
registrants, while his offline class had 200 students. No surprise that Prof
Thrun went on to start an online education venture, Udacity, www.udacity.com. 2) Venture money is beginning to pour into the space. More than a
billion dollars were invested by VCs in year 2012 alone. 3) KhanAcademy,
www.khanacademy.com, with its thousands of bite sized, well structured
video lectures has delivered north of 300 million lectures.
A majority of the popular online courses revolve around maths, science
and computers. In this paper we explore how online education can go
beyond these obvious choices. How can design education become allinclusive, rather than elitist? How can the premier institutions leverage
their current infrastructure to impart education to 100k students each
year than just 500? How can courses be structured to leverage the power
of both online and offline (face to face engagement)?

Current Landscape In the following sections we explore the current state of online educa-

tion, the top portals in online education, technologies employed by these
portals, subjects being taught, and who of these have made some inroads
into teaching design courses.

Website

Alexa Rank
(US)

Type of
content

MIT OpenCourseWare

951

Text, video

Almost all
areas of learning

Khan Academy.
org

1708

Video

Maths, Science

udemy.com

3288

Video

Miscellaneous

udacity.com

7232

Video

Computer
Science, Maths

TeamTreehouse.
com

5678

Video, text

Programming

CodeAcademy.
com

4023

Coding console

Coding

lynda.com

1049

Video

Miscellaneous

Coding console

Coding

LearnStreet.com

Current
technologies

Focus

Online teaching techniques are heavily dominated by video, supported
by text. Interactive consoles are used extensively for teaching programming, by sites such as learnstreet.com. MIT’s OpenCourseWare [1] relies
mostly on text in form of .pdf files, supported by extensive assignments,
and some video and audio. This comes closest to text book reading.
KhanAcademy uses multiple choice text questions for evaluation. Oneon-one tutoring sites use live audio and video feeds. Lot of niche training
sites such as complianceonline.com offer slide based training with live
or recorded audio, supporting by live polls/multiple choice questions;
platforms used are usually Webex and GoToMeeting. Audio and visual
can are made more engaging by using a dialogue style between two commentators, as in the Art History videos of Khan Academy.
Verbling uses Google Hangout for teaching languages; sessions can be
live, as well as recorded.

Adobe Connect platform used
by U2 for online education
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Effectiveness of
online education

Udemy and Lynda have numerous videos on learning miscellaneous
stuff, and while leaning towards things that are related to computers and
online, such as digital paint softwares, SEO, etc, they has stuff such as
learning violin, yoga, etc, too.
Coursera and ocw.mit.edu are two sites that have tried making inroads
into humanities and other subjects outside maths, science and computers. Coursera has more than 230 courses on topics including Arts, Education, Humanities, Music, Film, Social Sciences and Law, which is about
40% of their course catalog. [4]

Setting The Context Having explored what the online education landscape looks like, let’s

delve into what the education context looks like from the point of view of
effectiveness and cost; design with context to India and how amenable
current design courses might be to online teaching.
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College Tuition & Fees vs. Overall inflation (CPI-U)
Cumulative Inflation Comparison
through Dec 31, 2011
©2012 www.inflationdata.com
Prepared by Timothy McMohan
Undated 6/14/ 2012
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College education
inflation rate
100.00%
compared to
Overall Consumer Prices (CPI-U)
0.00%
consumer
price index [11]
As Wikipedia points out: “Long-term price trends make higher education an especially inflationary sector of the U.S. economy, with tuition
increases in recent years sometimes outpacing even explosive health care
sectors. These trends are sources of continuing controversy in the United
States over costs of higher education and their potential for limiting the
country’s achievements in democracy, fairness and social justice.”
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While KhanAcademy isn’t, for sure, famous for its Arts courses, its one
and only section on Arts - Art History - contains 469 videos. And at about
three minutes a video, that would be about 20+ hours of content. [7]
One of Coursera’s ten courses on Film, Music, Audio is “Camera Never
Lies” by Emmett Sullivan of Royal Holloway, University of London, with a
description of “This short course is an introduction to use of photographs
as historical evidence in the twentieth century, issues of authenticity and
manipulation, and the place of film and historical adoptions as
public history.” [8]

In the last thirty years the cost of US education has surpassed the inflation rate by two and half times. This has resulted in an unenviable situation of students and parents accumulating more than a trillion in student
loans. As of Q1 2012 average student loan was about $24k, with 10% borrowers at about $54k. The cost of a four year out of state college education
in a private institution averages at about $50k. [10]
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MIT Open Course Ware has an extensive set of subjects under Fine Arts:
Architecture, Art History, Game Design, Media Studies, Music, Performance Arts and Visual Arts, with about thousand sub-topics under them!
Some as esoteric sounding as “Small Wonders: Staying Alive” finds it way
there, filed as ‘21L.325’ under ‘Undergraduate’, and described as “This
course closely examines a coherent set of short texts and/or visual works.
The selections may be the shorter works of one or more authors (poems,
short stories or novellas), or short films and other visual media. Additionally, we will focus on formal issues and thematic meditations around the
title of the course “Staying Alive.”” [6]

Cost of education:
The US example
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Teaching design
online – who has
done what?

As reported in TechCrunch and other media, “Prober and Heath point to a
recent one-week study that compared the outcomes of two classes, a control class that received a lecture from a Nobel Prize-winning physicist and
an experimental section where students worked with graduate assistants
to solve physics problems. Test scores for the experimental group (nonlecture) was nearly double that of the control section (41% to 74%).” [9]

19

No surprise, there is even a course on how to teach online, on Coursera, “Fundamentals of Online Education: Planning and Application” by
Fatimah Wirth, with the description “This is an introductory course on
the fundamentals of online education. You will learn how to convert your
face-to-face class into a robust online course based on theory
and practice.” [5]

As per the study named “Interactive Learning Online at Public Universities: Evidence from Randomized Trials” by William G. Bowen published
in May 2012, the difference between hybrid (online and face-to-face) and
pure face-to-face instruction is very little: “learning outcomes are
essentially the same- that students in the hybrid format ‘pay no price’ for
this mode of instruction in terms of pass rates, final exam scores, and
performance on a standardized assessment of statistical literacy.”
Associate Medical School dean, Charles Prober and business professor,
Chip Heath, have called to embrace a “flipped” classroom, where students
review online material, like KhanAcademy, and then attend activity lead
classes with professors in school.

19

Science and maths seems most popular with online sites, followed by
programming languages. KhanAcademy has more than 1000 videos on
maths, and 200 on physics, which is about 40% of the total videos. [2]
Udacity’s computer science & programming videos account for about 70%
of their total. [3] TeamTreehouse, CodeAcademy, LearnStreet – 100% of
their videos are related to coding.

19

What is conducive
to online? Maths,
Physics?

Design education: While the country has seen explosive growth in the area of technical
The Indian context education, the number of design institutions still remains only a handful.

Number of designers per thousand of population possibly remains the
lowest. Given that India is one of the poorer countries, and it is no secret
that design can help improve the standard of living, India would definitely
gain from increased spread of design education. Of course this needs to
work hand in hand with design consciousness in the industry.
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Course, Visual Communication, IDC, IIT-Mumbai

Score

Comments

Course, Visual Communication, IDC, IIT-Mumbai

Score

Visual Language – Syntactics

4

Face to face (F2F)
discussions would help

Semantics &
Communications Theory

5

Image Making and Representation II

4

Visual Culture

5

Image Making and Representation I

4

Summer Project I (one month
in May-June)

n/a

Digital Video Communication

3
Discussions help

3

Design Project II (July - End
November)

3

Photo Communication
Visual Design II

3

Design Project III – Stage 1

3

Discussions help

Visual Design I

2

Design Project III – Stage 2

3

Discussions help

Art, Design and Society I

5

Reproduction Methods
and Technology

3

Studies in Typography

4

Art, Design and Society II

5

Indian Thought and Tradition

5

Visual Erg. & Human Perception

4

Information Graphics

4

Advanced Photography

4

Advanced Typography

4

Design Research-Seminar

4

Designing Interactive Experiences

5

Story and Narrative

4

Advanced Digital Video
Communications

5

Studies in HCI

5

Experimental Animation

5

F2F helps

Students can need a lot
of hand holding at this
stage

Comments

Table 2: Course content of IDC, IIT-Mumbai’s Visual Communication Stream [12]
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Might need to see and
do stuff

How amenable
might design
courses be
to online?

Let’s look at the curriculum of Visual Design of IDC, IIT-Mumbai (by the
way, could not find NID’s course outline online – lots of ground to cover!).
I have qualitatively put my own score of how amenable the course might
be to online teaching – score of 1 being low, 5 high .
In my view most courses can be taught at a distance through interestingly adapted teaching material and assignments, coupled with some face
to face interactions, and local resource leveraging.

Suggested
Way Forward

In this section we explore how online design education can be supplemented by local resources and travelling experts from the institution.
We dwell on new challenges that might be thrown up by online education.
And finally we propose how design education can come together
on a super platform, freeing up costly physical infrastructure for
industry engagement.

Leveraging,
developing local
resources

Two challenges are most likely to arise – lack of one-on-one interaction
with experts, and evaluation or discussion around assignments or projects. The best way around would be to develop local resources.
Local experts would need to be developed and enlisted for supporting the
distance education program. While perhaps about 70% of the material
(education) can be transmitted online, the rest would need to be imparted with local support. Local designers, or more generically, experts,
can be empanelled as part of the curriculum. These experts can help with
in-person mentoring, discussion and evaluation. Local experts in diverse
areas such as printing, photography, animation, human factors, pottery,
painting, sculpture, dance, music, fashion design, architecture, paper
making, etc could be empanelled.
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A very interesting off-shoot of this would be local and industry participation in design education, and a huge amount of healthy dialogue between
industry and the education institution. While all remote locations might
not have the same kind of resources, it might throw up interesting variations – some locations might be strong on crafts, some in architecture
and sculpture, and some in business design and project management.
Local students can meet up, work together, and do group assignments.

Experts from
institute travel to
remote centers

Local centers can be supported by experts travelling from the education institutions for face to face interactions. These can happen every
six months, and a group of three or four experts can visit a center for a
period of two weeks. A local visit could be recommended if a center has a
minimum of 50 participants. If there are fifty cities, towns warranting a
local visit, we might need 150 experts, or 75, if a set of experts can support
two remote centers.
Research scholars can be part of the visiting experts, and visiting remote
centers, part of their curriculum. Travelling for work is a norm for most
industries, including government’s defence services, where it is quite
frequent, and to far flung areas.
Students partaking in distance learning, from anywhere in the country
can be free to visit the institution, to interact with experts, and
use the facilities.

Tackling challenges As the medium changes teachers and students, both, would need to
thrown by online
adapt. Maybe the bigger onus would be on teachers. While teaching ani-

mation, teachers might need to give creative assignments on Microsoft’s
PowerPoint. Or creative communication exercises adapted to Twitter and
Google’s Adwords. If in-camera based training is adapted, teachers might
need to learn facing the camera, or articulating clearly on audio, or both.

The big differentiating factor of the platform could be its openness.
Courses are open for all to see, assignments are open, comments and
ratings are open.

Institutions to
divert resources to
educate industry

Institutes can invest in developing the industry rather than training students in the center. Institutes can use their infrastructure to interact with
industry professionals, conduct design workshops, exhibitions, seminars,
online webinars. Themes can evolve around return on investment on
design, innovation and design, sustainability and design, improving the
bottom line with design, and last but not the least, developing a
design sensibility.
Instead of an institution training 100 students each year, they should
train 5000 students and 5000 industry professionals.

Closing Remarks

Given the exponential growth of design needs of the country, growing
cost of education, and significant advancement in online technologies,
the time was possibly never better to venture into online design education. Small steps now can crystallize into much larger and effective initiatives in a very short span of time.
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Long life learning for Italian “Know how”
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Introduction

The first Italian designers were self-taught, coming from workshops, laboratories or schools of architecture and engineering; along the way, they
left an indelible print in design history. In the Seventies the ISIA (Artistic
Industries Institutes) were founded as designated places for experimental
courses with. In 1993 the first university degree in design was launched
at the Politecnico of Milan, a sign of a multi-technological culture that
relates technical and scientific knowledge to humanistic subjects. This
was followed in 2000 by the first design department, also located at the
Politecnico. In these early years industrial design instruments found
their application in many industries, from communication to fashion,
and from light to colour, as many universities and schools began to offer
a wide range of design degree courses at bachelors and masters levels.
There is now a proliferation of private degree and masters courses which
are not always related to industrial reality. The University Administration
has declared the existence of “degree inflation”. The number of degree
courses has quadrupled since 2001 (26.207 students registered last year).

E-learning, knowledge sharing, design education as a productive sector
and collaborative innovation are all concepts that are ke elements of
this case study.
One hundred design schools are now operating in Italy. Results, obtained
from the first accurate research give a first benchmark of design learning
and formation industry in Italy, in its wider meaning too (product
design, fashion design and communications). One hundred schools and
thousands of students are many or few? Are professional figures created
by schools and their competencies suitable for market requests? What
relations are there amidst schools, enterprises and institutions? Which
problems or expectations are there in design schools today?
The learning and education sector, as all industries, needs strategies,
development policies, sustainment laws, qualification and promotional
instruments, political attention.

This situation poses a question whether, behind the shield of culture,
there is only a business speculation, creating an industry of illusions.

There is a particular focus here on the question of what role design
should play in innovation in the future. Other key topics include the role
of e-learning and of long life learning. Such roles are not always easy
to explain, since they differ from case to case, but Design in Italy is –
and will increasingly become – a definite value and a competitive tool.
Design can and must be a fundamental part of every single company’s
production, communication and distribution strategy. The e-learning
platform launched by Università Telematica San Raffaele Roma’s “Design
for Business & Business for Design” is intended to demonstrate that
design is neither a sole interest nor an exclusive prerogative of large
companies or those operating in sectors that have traditionally been
design oriented. In fact, design-driven education and innovation is a basic
lever for competitiveness and internationalization that is available in
every sector.
Creating an e-learning platform is an important opportunity of building a
new designing and community identity; a significant chance to meet and
a landmark not only for professionals, but also for creative people working
outside established enterprises (from every countries).
Conclusions are about design education and possible future
developments, the role of design as a key competitive variable for the
system, the new professionals and the winning models: instances of
success, failure and best practices.
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To acknowledge the “learning industry” of creativity and project, we need
strategies and investments for developing human resources into an “Italian Design System”. We need excellent schools equipped with wide resources and autonomy, which are able to manage laboratories, museums
and archives. This kind of school become an important meeting point for
professionals (students and teachers) and for creative people (who are
trained inside the school or join the school in the future) standing outside
schools. These excellent schools represent a new positive identity for the
subject of design. In the future, design education is likely to be characterized by a growing need among learners to access local content and to
develop both personal and global knowledge in different social contexts
and environments. There are many different learning situations outside
the classroom and the workplace that could use the knowledge that is
produced and shared through social learning experiences.

Background

In these years the approaches to industrial design’s instruments found
their application in many industries, from communication to fashion,
from light to colours, as many universities and schools began to offer a
wide range of design degree courses, bachelors and masters.
The multiplication of universities, is not only an actual Italian feature.
Journalese articles and television broadcasts, denounce the poor quality
of many degree courses: many of them are born only for personal motivations or political careers, or else, they are closing due to the
low attendance.
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Today we could talk about “High-schooling” universities,
This situation poses a question: behind the shield of culture, there’s only a
business speculation, creating an industry of illusions.

The research of “new” design is looking for new fields. Design as a conceptual project penetrating inside life, distorting all service enterprises. Lifedesign is the perception of which outcomes from society, from interpreting needs to interpreting which is indirectly suggested. It focuses itself on
human being and what stands beside him: meetings , jobs, expectations,
entertaining, learning, movement…Not only designing beautiful, tissues,
dresses, chandeliers or sofas, but also projects for communities, social
situations, living moments.

Against these results, without future certainties, we need new thinking
models, new ideas about how and what to do without certainties, new
educational approaches inserted in a creativity and intellectual-based
values context.
The question is: how could design schools reach this goal?

Following the better Italian tradition, this system is often based on various scientific e cultural units, substantially isolated and autonomous,
mistrusting each other, focused on their individual future.

The training vocations must adapt first to the changes: cultural changes,
technologies introduction, growing importance of “intellectual heritage”
and “knowledge” related to facilities and goods possession.

There’s a lack of law reforms concerning the modernization of Italy that
could enormously influence this industry development: the deregulation
of technical professions, the whole reorganisation of artistic learning,
the cancellation of university degree legal value, the acknowledgment of
phenomenon from the industrial community board, the regulation of job
system oriented to help thousands of temporary workers and graduated
sustaining the industry from bottom.

At same time the “apprenticeship” experience is fundamental to acquire a
technical maturity indispensable for a concrete experience.
We should work on schools to encourage a training environment where
new creative figures could grow up, improving their skills, working together. But schools could be in addition a continuous landmark that goes
beyond the starting mission of learning.
To acknowledge the “learning industry” of creativity and project, we need
strategies and investments for developing human resources into “Italian
Design System”.
We need excellent schools equipped with wide resources and autonomy,
schools able to manage laboratories, museums, archives, and so on. This
type of schools become an important meeting point and landmark for
professionals (students and teachers), and for creative people (trained
inside the school or joining the school in the future) standing
outside schools.
These excellent schools must be Design Center where to build the identity
and project sense.
We need better tutoring, from professional designers and enterprises,
about young designers’ projects. They should work together in order to accelerate the knowledge transfer and creating a fruitful global system: that
would be useful for learning and for a chance to select partners involved
in future ideas and energies.
We need a better alignment between learning and industry, because without cooperation it is hard to obtain good results.
Another significant feature is the presence of learning system inside the
complex research and production system that claims in our territory,
young talents, new researchers and ideas producers.
We need better relations between applied research and design learning,
because the new school of intuitive learning clashes against the old school
of engineering deduction. An invention could be casual, but creativity is
an awesome gift, but it must be properly expressed.
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Structures. Areas.
Approaches.

Design is an evolving subject, because its operative context is constantly
changing (Production, society, and so on).
Beside some historical areas such as product design, interior design and
visual design; new subjects are growing such as fashion design, service
design, marketing and management design.
According to a comparative analysis about different standards (in particular those described by Joan Vinyets in “Reflexions on design
Teaching”) we could outline four types of design teaching:
•
•
•
•

continuity of creative tradition in product developing by using craftsman’s work
relating with the art world used as a creative instrument for ideas
and projects
orientation towards a job, shaped by new information technology
instruments
researching and developing new standards for subjects, sciencebased about the different knowledge areas, from creation to production and expenditure.

That should be an opening to new knowledge areas, considering the recent fragmentation and exchange generated towards product creation.
This article leads to identify the new agents and the process range involved, in order to give an answer to new needs posed to designers. This
standard could be strong but risky inside a stock market, but it’s indispensable and very innovative.
We could start from this sentence to affirm the need for a diversified
learning industry, considering changes generated by new industrial development and new marketing strategies born from globalization.
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In the last 30 years, design learning institutes have constantly grown up.
As a result, it is not wrong talking about wide range design learning, so
we could trace a roadmap showing the different teaching standards and
the subject which got major or minor importance: knowledge, facilities,
opinions, values and methodologies.

community formation and to which training initiatives of a formal or informal nature need to be devoted. There is as need to refresh a permanent
spring from the “turbulence” of the system of knowledge, which is in continuous evolution because of the progressive acceleration of scientific and
technological progress. However, it is mainly the result of enlargement
of the global competition, not only for goods, but also in the professional.
As for products and services, they must be created by professionals and
possess the requirement of distinctiveness, by being original and hard to
imitate. Career paths which are increasingly wide, varied and which incorporating their personal space into the global market create professional profiles and are hard to classify. These figures are referred to generically
as “new professions” or “knowledge workers” as defined by Peter Drucker,
and focus on the intensity of the exchange of knowledge generated by new
professionals. Among the “knowledge workers”, the professionals assume
an increasing importance of knowledge bearers’ “connectives”, able to
connect different fields of knowledge and specialized language.

This survey could be considered as a “white book”, a first roadmap, a
chance to argue on hundreds of learning institutions, public and private
schools, different standards and production features concerning learning
design industry in Italy.
Inside this roadmap are not considered data such as standings, judgements or evaluations, but simply information such as student numbers,
registration fees or number of laboratories.
The research shows a learning supply articulated in 100 schools located
in Italy; in particular the universities and a considerable range of private
schools are considered the most active; including other types of schools
such as vocational schools coming from the set of decorative and applied arts (professional institutes for industrial crafts, fine arts institutes,
industrial vocational schools)
Last, but not least, an interesting set of interviews has been made to
entrepreneurs, managers, teachers and designers, that show up a big gap
between learning system and job system. The enterprises today, are aware
that surviving is related to conceiving products beyond marketing and
trend rules. They must build an authentic enterprise culture and reach a
strong skill leading to innovation of new products able to answer to the
different customers’ needs.

100 design learning institutes
located in Italy

Long Life Learning In a social context and tumultuous changing economic situation, the best
strategy is to remain flexible, in order to open the dynamism and respect
of individual and shared forms which may from time to time be more
suited to face the storm. To do this, you must continually refine the tools,
and implement change incessantly regarding knowledge and skills, and
continue to innovate assiduously.

Among these types of knowledge design arise which coud be said to
stretch traditional knowledge frontiers, and which triggers a virtuous
dialogue between different disciplines in order to generate new products,
services and experiences. Becoming involved in life-long learning in
the field of design means that one has time to learn new languages and
explore increasingly large disciplines in order to trigger a growing number
of new ideas. It also emhasises the honing of particular skills, incvluding
the acquisition of management skills and stimulating a growing “process”
that will improve a person’s ability to generate reports

E-Learning
Platform For
Collaborative
Innovation

In order to increase international understanding and awareness on our
respective institutions, Università San Raffaele Roma is always more
involved in collaborating in a variety of areas related to higher education
and program research and to encourage collaboration on research and
development between the different institutions as agreed by the coordinators on open E-learning platform S.Raffaele (www.unisanraffaele.gov.it).
Since 2006 Università San Raffaele Roma has provided the first national
Architecture and Industrial Design degree on an e-learning platform. The
participants (even if already employed, temporarily unemployed or geographically very distant from Italy) are therefore now completely free to
decide when and where use the content of the University. The main purpose is “long life learning”, to upgrade the skills needed for a professional
profile that requires mastery of theoretical and practical foundations and
large levels of autonomy and responsibility in the fields of design, characterized by increasing technological and organizational complexity and
ever-growing competition. Italian Design is seen as a strategy for innovation and business implying a particular set of values. The project has
a specific vocation regarding the concepts of transversality
and contamination.

It is this ongoing process of life-long learning, or education through the
entire life, which is one of the guiding principles of the policy
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At the end of the course participants have developed the following
important skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the development of skills for managing human resources. This proposed
training will involve the participation of persons who, at different organizational levels and in various industries and services, have expressed the
need for upgrading and long life learning. The project has a specific vocation on Contamination and Collaborative Innovation. The course is be
able to provide both practical experience and knowledge of both projectspecific case studies, using a multidisciplinary approach that combines
pragmatism and imagination, and managerial and planning skills.

Knowing the products and production processes with particular
reference to and comparison with Italian fashion and design
Designing a collection (product and processes)
Knowing how to plan and carry out market research and a marketing
plan for the development of a innovation product (or process)
Knowing how to innovate the local product through knowledge of
new styles and trends
Knowing how to plan and conduct a communication plan that includes promotional and innovative branding
Knowing the materials and technologies available for the “enhancement” of innovative local productions
Knowing how to plan the process of the distribution and
sale of a product
Knowing how to lead a group at work and motivate them
to achieve results.

Concrete outcomes are born from the ability to track, understand and
interpret the ability of companies to identify opportunities for transfer
and integration and to activate coherent management of innovations. In
particular, the areas of design, communication and tourism are considered in the light of their importance to the businesses of Milan, Lombardy
and the rest of Italy. The creation of new partnerships and networks
across sectors, branches and new areas of knowledge depends on there
being a focus on the transversal nature of reading innovation, and in the
activation of operational tools and training needed to develop the capacity to anticipate, based on studies and analysis, and to identify projects
and possible synergies between the paths of evolution of the different
sectors. The path to implementation of research passes for initial actions
of innovation and trends “mapping” that will guide the following actions
of promotion, implementation, network and diffusion.

E-Learning, through theoretical study, analysis of case studies and group
works, allowing for learning by “doing” and contextualizing the concepts
of individual production experience. For each module, lessons and papers
are downloadable directly from the online platform at any time of day.
The aim is to achieve the highest professional qualification profile. The designer (or project / product manager) is responsible for the programs and
innovative projects which will bring about change, and for implementing
it and using structured theoretical and practical knowledge with significant experience that can be applied to business processes, which assume
responsibility for the organization and its customers.

Inspiration is needed for business developments regarding new knowledge about the processes involved in the development of new products, for
finding new markets, for understanding f these markets, and for assisting
companies in these markets. By developing an integrated system of production design, role plays as a whole, call into question a wide variety of
professions, activities and “services” and those drawing up what we might
call real “sectors of the project”. The focus is not on designers in a single
profession, but a “bunch” of professions.

The main purpose of the course is to upgrade the skills needed for a
professional profile that requires mastery of the theoretical and practical foundations and large amounts of autonomy and responsibility in the
fields of fashion design, which are characterized by increasing technological and organizational complexity and and growing competition. Italian
Design is a value system, and an innovation and business strategy.

Design can contribute considerably to the wide range of companies who
would like to produce innovative their process, but find it difficult to do
so. Companies in Lombardy are immersed today in an atmosphere of design, but still lack easy access to those services that can integrate external
design staff, reduce the area of strategic marketing, research and development and communication. Examining the profile of these companies and
their needs to be given some priority. The most challenging proof that design must deal with now is the redesigning of a new system of knowledge
and alliances, a multicultural system that feeds on differences.

Their presence at the University is only required for the final examination.
English translations are available for foreign participants. There is no end
to the inscriptions. Registration is open all year round.
The training project aims to update and qualify designers, operators,
employees, executives and managers about issues which are necessary
to support the competitive development of the socio economic area (with
particular reference to the peculiarities of their “cluster”), and to play a
proactive role in the process of renovation and redesign of “new” local
systems. Some professionals will need to undergo retraining to learn how
to assess, develop, sell, convey the image of the design-oriented manufacturing sector (fashion design) in a “cross” that combines pragmatism
and imagination, managerial and planning in support of the markets and
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Knowing How
(And Why) The
System Works

Learning in the field of design, then, means learning to “systemize” knowledge related to actors and other specialists, and to connect applications
and organizational skills, knowledge and know-how. The multifaceted
nature of design and connective requires that “a school has in it many
souls” providing students with a network of expertise and professionalism
that fosters trans-disciplinary and allow them to build their own paths
towards “mending” languages and making disparate contributions. It
is essential, of course, that such a school is a node in a larger network,
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The School As A
“Design Center”

which connects the actors in the design of its territorial system. The entire
territory is a “becoming school” for students, particularly those in a highintensity relationship-driven design, as is the case in Milan. It is also important, as already noted, that the schools “systemize” each other, to form
a common front on issues of common interest. This does not always take
place, but increasingly there are frequent actions that trigger a dynamic
exchange between the centres of learning. These include cooperation
projects at EU and global level, exchanges between students, international
workshops, conferences and seminars, as well as scientific connections
which match the forms of training and research design.

the preservation of its character of Italian education: openness, trans
disciplinary, cultural background “stretched”. Open to experimentation in
different fields of knowledge and practice, the solid foundation of the humanities and the assiduous “attendance of beauty” characterize the profile of most of the masters of Italian design. Also, do not forget that many
of them were formed in a period when there was a training specific to the
designer. In Italy, when you remove a few exceptions, until the designer
was an architect.” And the training offered at the faculty of architecture,
rather than specialized knowledge, a cultural foundation, helping to place
the object in a social context and broader spatial.

Though they my become increasingly distant from self-referential logic,
thanks to the same rules of competition, the public and private schools
will observe each other with interest, establish comparisons and references and qualitative models formed at national, European and intercontinental levels. Permanent links between international schools are
established, which become the basis for access to the training market in
a new country, forming systems whereby global networks can establish a
relationship with territorial neighbourhoods.

Remember these aspects does not mean you want to subtract value to
the path often demanding that led to the birth of the first places to design
training path which many of the masters of Italian design have helped
with passion and generosity, and to which even today they help with
younger , but no less enthusiasts, professionals. Means rather emphasize
the value of a long-term vision has, especially in the early years of training.
All trainers interviewed agree on whether to postpone the specialization
in the final stages, even to periods of internship or professional practice,
leaving the field, during the first years, “continues crossing disciplinary” .

Each school is essentially a cultural center, a center around which sooner
or later end up gravitating artists, designers, businesses, students and
young people attracted by the convergence of the brains, events, events in
the city, studies, youth groups, electronic journals, blog, publishing and
support services to the project, new jobs, advertising agencies, special
restaurants, new meeting places, music groups, students, professors from
all over the country and abroad.
Each of these places is first of all a “work in progress in continuous transformation” without data models, without any conditions other than those
that the operators of school every day are invented to hold together the
needs of creative development and current accounts in red, administrative bureaucratic constraints and testing, resource-poor structural and
continuous dialogue globally.
Each place of training is, first of all, a place of research and investment in
research is a measure of the quality of the school itself. Scientific research
is the foundation for innovation and the continuous enrichment of teaching and contributes to the development and dissemination of a culture of
design is constantly evolving.

Knowledge
Towards
Specialization

The progressive complexity of the social structure and the Italian production and global revival of forms of craft-industrial production mixed with
the new global division of labor, the emergence of ever new market niches
related to the service and to mediate between people and businesses have
also ensure that the provision of training related to the design, as well as
training in general.
At the same time, the desire for “quality cultured”, its made in Italy, which
each year attracts in Italy, as already noted, thousands of foreigners at
major training centers to design, requires that the institutions forming
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It is important that specialization takes place on the basis of actual training needs expressed by the market, thanks to the close-contact training
centers and companies with a great attention from the schools to the
needs of industry. To become good and innovative professionals must
learn a method to develop a strong awareness and create a great culture.
These are the most important challenges in the classroom.

Training
Professionals

As a professional designer is able to be a person of business consistent
with the need to deliver value to the business, but also social conscience
handler criticism of the consumer society, which is better for all of us consumers. Designers will continue to enjoy being part of a day, a select group
of elected officials who “shape the goods and services” (so that count in a
society such as the contemporary remains primarily and only a consumer
society). You can enjoy even more knowing free to choose which production system give its intelligence, with what constraints, for what purposes,
exercising professionally aware that the market designer (as recalled De
Fusco, 1985) is a mediator of interests, including those the producer
and the consumer.
The Italian economic system is engaged in a major process of change in
order to regain competitiveness and to respond to the challenges of the
global economy. A process that has as main objective productivity growth
and, therefore, requires a strong investment in innovation of products and
production processes, organization and ultimately in human resources.
It ‘a path faced by individual companies, but it is necessary that beside
them there are institutions at national, regional and local know how to
understand the meaning of the changes taking place, immediately adapting programs and operational strategies.
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Conclusion

For number, size, quality, reputation, Italian schools of design are an important phenomenon. The size of this relationship is demonstrated. A set
of companies, universities, professionals, students giving the proportions
of a real “productive sector” in forms and entities organizationally different but active (increase of 22% over the last 6 years).
Difficult henceforth ignore it, by anyone who wants to pursue
development policies of innovation, research, education and culture.
This sector produces “products and services” that are very important:
•

•
•

Because they concern the construction of professional profiles for the
central Italian development model, made of processing capacity and
enhancement of the national cultural heritage, tourism, quality of
life, style and taste;
Because they are a platform for continuous exchange between companies, government, young people, professionals and intellectuals at
the international level;
Qualify for the territories in which they settle, moving people, attracting brains, watering of thought and action and contaminating
the city so multigenerational.

Learning design has a naturally strong link with industry and the job system, which in both cases testifies to many internship experiences (in university these experiences are mandatory) and which involves industries
in their learning projects. These links are also verified by a wide range of
exchanges, as explicated in a large number of competitions, workshops
and joint projects.
We need better tutoring, from professional designers and enterprises,
about young designers’ projects. They should work together in order to
accelerate the knowledge transfer and create a fruitful global system that
would be useful for learning and for selecting partners involved in future
ideas and energies. We need a better alignment between learning and
industry, because without cooperation it is hard to obtain good results.
Another significant feature is the presence of learning system inside the
complex research and production system that claims in our territory,
young talents, new researchers and ideas producers.
We need to establish better relations between applied research and design learning, because the new school of intuitive learning clashes against
the old school of engineering deduction. The new concept of research
involves young designers working inside small enterprises where the passion for new projects is constantly being fed. In such situations, creativity
is involved from the bottom to top. Research into “new” design is searching for new fields. Design is a conceptual project penetrating inside life,
distorting all service enterprises. Life-design is the perception of which
outcomes can arise from interpreting society’s needs, especially interpreting what is suggested indirectly. It focuses itself on human beings, along
with meetings, jobs, expectations, entertaining, learning and movement.
This does not only involve designing beautiful tissues, dresses,
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chandeliers or sofas, but also projects for communities, social situations
and living moments.
The question that this article has aimed to answer is whether a platform
for e-learning can become a tool for the development of new models for
creativity, design and innovation, transforming the concept of e-learning,
and shifting towards the concepts of creativity learning, learning design
and learning innovation. The experience described here suggests that
this is what happens, generating new needs in terms of functionality of
the platform, which must then be enriched with elements that encourage debate and the exchange of the community. In order to encourage
creativity, design and innovation are not associated with the concept of
randomness, but are part of a process and a method that is implemented
in a dynamic way with the use of e-learning, producing a shift in the
concept of e-learning.
The development of networks, of knowledge, relationships and ideas that
transversely characterize the current system of arts and knowledge is
based on the sharing – by different circles – of information, documents,
tools and services, which facilitate innovation; itself the source of design
processes. It is the dynamics of the movement of ideas, rather than their
delimitation in circumscribed areas, that now draws up the productive
landscape, broadening limits and borders, and the creation of ideas or
products. This, more than the factory is the real unifying force.
Using its specific skills, it enters the arena of business, economic policies
and cultural strategies, through using the new functions of design management and design direction that, by coordinating design, management
and planning activities all the other business functions, push towards the
redesigning of production, and communicative and distribution strategies; all of which come together to give the same definition of the business
and its place on the production stage.
At last we can say that an E-learning platform is now very important to:
•
•
•
•

Promote and disseminate the culture of design, stimulating demand;
Structure an offer of services to develop processes based on design
innovation in enterprises, measured by their real needs;
Encourage the use of services facilitating understanding and access.
Promote the emergence of a new network of service companies in the
field of design, a real infrastructure for operating in the territory of
new knowledge, creating by young professionals coming from a large
pool of specialized training that puts together together a package of
skills to support innovative business processes.
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Education through social media For the love of Typography 2
Abstract

Social media has always faced criticism for distracting youngsters. As we
are facing an electronic revolution today through social media. Students
are spending more and more time with their gadgets than anybody. This
situation is here to stay. One has to find a way to coexist with
todays environment.
This paper states the transformation of today’s life due to technology, and
how it can be used positively for design education. It also points out the
role of a Design Teacher in the chaos of the internet.
For the love of typography 2 was a seminar and workshop. It was a
collaborative event organized with ET2012 (elective typography Third
Year B.F.A Applied art, 2012-13), & Rachana Sansad. It happened on 14th
& 15th December 2012 at Rachana Sansad, Mumbai. This workshop was
the epitome of all the social media exercises which were carried out for
education in past four years.

Author Keywords

Social media for education; typography; workshop; seminar;
design education.

Introduction

Andy Warhol, the eminent pop artist, once said that, “In the future, everyone will be world-famous for 15 minutes.” 15 minutes of fame is shortlived media publicity or celebrity of an individual or phenomenon.
The phenomenon is often used in reference to figures in the entertainment industry or other areas of popular culture, such as reality television
and YouTube. But, today it is a fact. Because of social media
everyone is famous.
Social media has always faced criticism for distracting youngsters. But if
used in a smart way, it has an immense power to reach to people. And it is
free. The social networking website referred here is Facebook. Facebook
gives a platform to share images, links, and most importantly connect
with ex-students. Also, there is scope to discuss and evaluate
at one’s pace.
Erik Qualman, the author of ‘Socialnomics’ said, “We don’t have a choice
on whether we DO social media, the question is how well we DO it.”
Elective Typography B.F.A Applied Art, 2012 has a closed group on Facebook, called ET2012. Where all share their experiences, discuss anytime.
Also, class assignments are submitted, and discussed on this group. As
we all are a part of Visual communication, we need to work mostly with
images. Photo sharing becomes easy on facebook
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Figure 1. Facebook group page- ET2012.
As we are facing an electronic revolution today through social media, and
students spending more and more time with their gadgets like mobile
phones, ipads & laptops, the teacher needs to fit himself somewhere in
their routine. One cannot just relay on the traditional teaching methods.
Of course one on one teaching is necessary; there is no escape from the
traditional methods. But according to the change in the technology, socity and life of the students; todays teachers need to find a golden mean to
bridge the gap between the old and the new. Today the teacher student
relationship is complex. Communication is complex as well. Fifteen years
back when the students were told to do research, the only place they
would go to find the data was library. Books were the only things which
helped them out in research. And if that did not help, the teacher was the
only solution to all their educational problems. Life was simpler.
But today, If the students are told to do research they rarely go to library,
first thing they do is google the subject. Some smarter students find
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videos on youtube, tweet their topic to get help from all over the world, or
just find a similar topic on behance.net or any other such site.
The dual situation was to take advantage of the technology, as well as
enlighten the students that, all informative data is not there only on the
internet. So the topics given to the students were mostly local topics, for
which they had to personally go out and find data, take pictures and write
on their own. And at the same time everyone stayed in touch via
Facebook, anytime.
The idea of this seminar came from a class project which was given to
the students of Third Year B.F.A Applied Art. They had to do a research
on different topics related to typography which were given to them. The
objective of the research project was to make the students aware of their
own capability to do research, to take off the fear from their mind, to work
without their most trusted friend Google, and to make them aware that
typography is not just fun. After all, Typography is the most integral part
of graphic design and communication.
Research is a big term. As a noun it means, the systematic investigation
into and study of materials and sources in order to establish facts and
reach new conclusions. As a Verb it means, to Investigate systematically.
At undergraduate level, it is not compulsory for applied art students to do
research. But if this habit of investigating everything is inculcated into
students, it definitely benefits them. Research opens their mind; they try
and think from their own perspective.
And ofcourse, knowledge is power.
The objective of making this class project into a seminar was also very
simple; this event was of the students, by the students & for the students.
The power of knowledge sharing and team work was discovered. Everyone
had to present a paper in the seminar, it boosted their confidence. Many
students had stage fear, some blammered while taking; some went blank
during the first rehearsal. But everyone faced the audience with confidence on the final day.
Every student has something unique in them. If an opportunity is given to
them, they all can find the best in them.
For the love of typography 2 was a seminar and workshop. It was a collaborative event organized with ET2012 (elective typography Third Year
B.F.A Applied art, 2012-13), & Rachana Sansad. It happened on 14th & 15th
December 2012 at Rachana Sansad, Mumbai. The idea of seminar was
further improved. Six of the ex-students were also invited to conduct the
workshops along with three current students. The benefit was simply, using their knowledge for the existing students.
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Figure 2. Poster put up on Facebook- ‘For the love of typography 2’
Now, the promotion of the event started somewhere in the mid of October
2012. It was decided not to print anything for promotion. An event page
was created on Facebook. And 11 students started inviting their friends,
friends of friends and so on.
So it was decided by everyone that the fees for the seminar should be
nominal. It was Rs.300/-, that’s approximately $5 each, which included
lunch, snacks and some of the material for the workshop, mostly all
papers and wooden planks. Total 72 participants from art and non-art
colleges all over Mumbai attended the event.
The whole event is divided into two parts, seminar and workshops; to
ease down the overdose of serious typography there was little lighter side
of Typography rushing for help though workshops. There were eleven
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speakers for the seminar and eight workshops. Which were divided into
two days as 6 speakers and 4 workshops, participants could choose one
workshop on each day.
The seminar had eleven speakers and the topics given to the students for
research were a mix of basic and advance typography. The intention was
to make the students understand the basics as well as to open the gateway
to serious typography. This would help them in the final year. And also
from the audience point of view, the mix was needed because the seminar
was open to all. It catered to everybody’s interest.

sive Devanagari typefaces for movies & plays. The main aim of this
paper was to study the advantages & disadvantages of using various
typefaces in movie titles, structure of devanagari script, role of the
layouts & colours. Importance of a typographic design in terms of
economy of printing, legibility & readability of characters
was studied.
4.

Decorative type- Adelle Rodrigues,
A Type or hand drawn Lettering that is considered to be artistic and
eye-catching in a way that is different from the normal type that we
see every day. They are very pleasing to look at, and make a layout
look interesting.
This paper narrated the history and current scenario of display type
in India and world.

5.

Legible vs illegible fonts - Ajinkyaraj More
In this paper, the overall differentiation between legible and illegible
fonts and in general Devanagari fonts and English fonts was described with also their application.

6.

Typography of Signage system Road signs by Praneeta Kocharekar
In this paper, suggestions for simple ways to re-design signages were
approached. The main aim was to understand the functionality of
the typeface used, keeping in mind its aesthetics. The suggestion of
the new Devanagari typeface was given which would be purely for
display purpose, keeping in mind important factors such as distance,
weather problems, etc. The overall appeal of the layout of signages is
changeable & thus, the suggestions.

7.

Devanagari keyboard for ipad -Pratik Raul
In this paper, it was described how Devanagari typeface is used in Ipad. This typeface has been made functional keeping in mind the use
of Devanagari script in regional newspapers and online use such as
mails and ebooks. The typeface used in ipad is a bilingual font of their
English typeface called Helvetica Neue. This research mainly focused
on pros and cons of Devanagari script when displayed on screen and
simplicity of Ipad. In a country like India where most people use two
languages in a sentence it becomes very easy to switch over from
Devanagari to English with the help of ipad in fraction of seconds. It
was observed that there is still scope for improvement.

8.

Typography- Art or Design? -Kunj Mehta
Nowadays the boundaries between art and design are blurred, which
makes it very difficult to categorize typography as “an art” or “a
design”. It dates back to a thousand years as a pure art form, with its
gradual evolution into design due to its various commercial applications today. But what does remain constant over the years is the fact
that it is an important tool of communication.

Figure 3. Event page of For the love of typography 2 on Facebook.
The topics given as the research project with the names of the speakers
are as follows,
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1.

Typography of Indian Currency (Coins) -Shameen Khatri
Through this research & analysis, light was drawn on the coins of today and how they were minted traditionally and how they are minted
today. Also how type (layout & selection) makes a big difference in
design aesthetically. A comparative study of the type display, elements, weight, layout, design and life span of Indian coins. Difference
in the Devangar and Roman typefaces in context to coin design.

2.

Devanagari Fonts for Mobile Phones-Omkar Deshpande
In this paper, an overall research of the fonts used in mobile phones
along with the devnagari fonts that are used in mobile phones and
their scope. Nokia c2-01was considered as a reference for Devanagari
typeface used in mobile devices. It is a starting range mobile device
with 3G capability and targeted at lower middle and middle class
people. It is a ‘value for money’ phone.

3.

Devanagari type for movies and plays- Utkarsh Chila
This paper described the methods used to design attractive & expres-
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this research threw light upon the evolution of typography, with
respect to different movements happening around the world and purpose of typography, properties of a typeface, type design, typography
and design principles and display type.
9.

Indian logos and typography- Dola Soman
This paper described Indian logos and its relation with typography.
With help of Indian logos this research shows how typography is important and can be used in various ways in designing a logo.

It was more of an exercise to promote free designing and allowing oneself
to be influenced or inspired by their surrounding and not worrying about
what the outcome will be. All this was followed by a fashion show performed by the participants with their artwork
Workshop 2- Typuppetype: Puppet Type by Nehal Lodha

10. Bilingual fonts -Sudeep Gandhi
In this paper it was described what Bilingual or Multilingual fonts
mean, why there is a need of it, work that has been done by the masters on the topic till date, how it has been useful so far , and what all
takes it to design and create a Bilingual font.
11. Devanagari display type for AC buses in Mumbai- Ekta Gala
In this paper, it was studied that how one can differentiate between
the normal bus typography and the ac bus typography In terms of
readability from distance, at different angles, colour, etc. The overall
efforts were to find an answer for what is better? If there is scope of
improvement was considered.
Six ex-students and three of current third year students conducted the
workshops. The topics for workshops were as follows,

Figure 5. Typuppetype- the puppet show.
Typuppetype, as a form functioning workshop came into being after
much toil and trouble during the decision making process. In its basic
form, all that was decided was ‘let’s just do a puppet show with type!’. So,
simply put, this workshop was about puppet type. Five groups made five
puppet shows and enacted too.
Workshop 3- Horn ok Please: The installation typo workshop by Pavithra
When people look up typography, they find the general mediums of expression on print as primary examples. It is true that the focus of typography is primarily print oriented, but with the fast evolving world, there are
newer mediums which make use of stunning typography!

Figure 4. Typo Tantrum Fashion Workshop : Lets wear some
typo- participants at the fashion show and in the classroom.
Workshop 1- Typo Tantrum Fashion Workshop : Lets wear some typo! By
Ayesha Kapadia
The objective of this workshop was using typography as a design form,
rather than letter form to make words.
While creating an atmosphere that agitates, irritates and stirs up the
mood of the participants by playing all sorts of music during the design
process and allowing that mood fluctuation to influence the final outcome. And finally, mixing fashion and typography by having the participants work on t shirts, shorts, dresses etc. instead of paper as a medium.
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Dikshit Horn Ok Please’ is the typical sign behind a heavy vehicle (trucks,
trailers etc) in India. It was taken as the focal point of the installation
typography workshop. The installation typography workshop was attempted to let the participant explore larger mediums of expression.
Installation Typography is primarily conceptual. The idea is what brings
to life the entire installation.

Figure 6. Horn. Ok. Please.
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Workshop 4- Soul Cury : Illustrative Type by Umang Dedhia

Workshop 6- No copy. only cut, paste : Type design workshop by Ishita
Panchal

Figure 7. Participants with their ‘Soul Cury’.
This workshop was a combination of Illustration and Typography. The
workshop was all about exploring, diving deep into own soul and expressing it in form of type illustration.
Workshop 5- Cause I’m the junkie type: 3d Display type by
Prajakta Samant

Figure 9. No copy. Only cut, paste
The workshop was all about originality. All the participants were requested not to carry pencils, erasers or colors but instead were asked to carry
scissors and glue. It was all about craft, typography and teamwork but
one partner was blindfolded. It touched the unseen part of typography.
This workshop was more like a mind game of typography.
Workshop 7- Lyrical Type : Lettering and typo by Praneeta Kocharekar
and Kunj Mehta

Figure 8. Junkie type
A 3D Display Font workshop, where easily accessible materials like scrap,
junk, food items etc. were put to use to compose interesting typographic
compositions. Wherein the participants had all scope to explore their
creativity and make them form a relation with typography.
The workshop has three different material options included; they were as
JUNK, CLOTHES & FOOD
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Figure 10. Lyrical Type.
They are the existing students of third year. It all began in the beginning
of 2012. Being tired of tracing and retracing typefaces, these girls decided
to toss the tracing papers and indulge in lettering. They began adding
a personal touch to each letter form, making it more quirky and thus,
developed a very similar style. Being music lovers, they decided to call the
workshop Lyrical Type and the main goal was to help people break out
from the box, to help them get rid of the fear of not striking out amongst
today’s competitive world.
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Workshop 8- Fun with Calligraphy by Sudeep Gandhi.
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Figure 11. Fun with calligraphy
Fun with Calligraphy workshop was an experiment to explore inner confidence, spontaneity and fun in Calligraphy. This workshop had calligraphy
with live music. Serendipity was experienced.

Conclusion

The documentation of the event is in form of a digitally printed book and
e-book. Videos of the workshops are uploaded on YouTube and links are
shared on the event page.
Such events groom the students. It was a great learning process for me
as a teacher and for all the students as well. Getting everyone to work for
a single cause was definitely not easy. There were differences, there was
agitation. But we all came together for one simple reason, and that was
definitely, for the love of Typography. The power of social media for education was proved through this event. Today’s teachers have to acquire new
teaching techniques in order to talk to today’s generation. The large data
available on the internet can be a threat to the teacher if he is ignorant
about it. The teacher must be a catalyst for change and be involved in their
changing role by continuing to provide quality resources for students and
by becoming a positive role model for using technology.
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Graphic Design Workbook
Activity-based online self-exploratory tool
Abstract

As design tools, specializations, and possibilities expand, students
are facing challenges and opportunities within the field of graphic
design. The workbook is a multifaceted educational tool developed
with a design methodology of ‘Discover - Consider - Observe - Practice’,
which enables students to unlock their potential capacities, organize
their acquired design skills and knowledge into viable solutions. It
targets and connects students and instructors in the field of design
across different institutions all over the region in an effort to facilitate
students to become independent active learner throughout their design
education, challenging them to think on a level beyond their immediate
communities, and cultivate a strong learning community of socially
responsible designers: through an array of diverse activities and crosscollaboration projects which will assist them in planning for their future
professional practice. Throughout this process their personal progress is
constantly documented, and practical collaboration is encouraged. The
workbook has the potential to become a portal for cross collaboration
between organizations, students, companies and institutions, which
will lead to an online platform where students and faculty in the field
of design bring their learning experiences together in order to build a
common design pedagogy together.

Author Keywords

Design Education; Graphic Design Workbook; Learning Portal; Holistic
Conceptual Framework; Discover, Consider, Observe, Practice.

Introduction

We have asked ourselves, what time in our history would we pick to be
a design educator? Of course, the answer is now. We acknowledge how
privileged we in being able to teach design in the twenty-first century.
Though we face critical challenges, design and design education have
always opened doors for students, enabling them to become the researchers, authors, and change makers of their time. It has led to unprecedented
collaborative opportunities and technical innovation. As we teach and
learn with students, we strive to find the best solutions for them to take
advantage of the resources available, which can be integrated within their
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classroom learning and also expand their capacities to manage their
learning with multifaceted interdisciplinary perspectives. A workbook is
our suggestion to integrate various learning elements and facilitate the
learning path discovered by students.

Problem

As design tools, specializations, and possibilities expand; students are
finding it harder to grasp what, why, and how they should be studying,
or conceive that their acquired skills and knowledge are in fact part of
one entity. In this increasingly complex learning field, a holistic conceptual framework or tool is required to assist students in unlocking their
potential capacities as well as organizing their acquired design skills and
knowledge into viable solutions.

Objectives

Our study is a multifaceted educational tool that targets and connects
students and instructors in the field of design across different institutions
all over the region, and eventually the world. The purpose of the study is
to guide students throughout their education, challenge them to think on
a level beyond their discipline, immediate communities, and ultimately
cultivate a strong student community of socially responsible designers.
Another purpose is to share a design methodology ‘Prepare - Discover Consider - Observe - Practice’ with other educators, as well as activities or
small projects that could assist instructors in their classrooms.

Workbook

We propose an interactive workbook that would serve as a vehicle to
introduce students to the methodology mentioned above as well as assist
them in keeping a visual log of their progression and expansion throughout their design education. Eventually this workbook would help them,
through an array of diverse activities and cross-collaboration projects,
decide how they want to plan their future professional practice. Each section contains step-by-step game-like activities that would enhance their
critical thinking of the relationship between things, such as what graphic
design is and what good design is.The workbook is targeted towards
instructors as well as students: instructors would take a facilitator role,
and students an exploratory role in active learning. We envision students
being involved in the workbook as listeners (who would read and embrace
content), actors (who participate actively in the field of design), and collaborators (who share their experience/productions).
In the workbook, students go through the following steps:
1. Preparing themselves mentally for the set up of their own
design station;
2. Discovering the world, the inhabitants and themselves;
3. Considering what design is, why it exists and how it is done;
4. Observing what has been achieved and what can be envisioned in 		
their own regional visual culture;
5. Practicing: by envisioning/planning their personalized paths for an
efficient and self-fulfilling design experience, for the individual as
well as the larger society.
The workbook is an online space where personal progress is constantly
documented, and practical collaboration between students from diverse
Compilation of Papers Presented at the DDEI Conference 2013
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Literature
Review

cultural backgrounds is fostered and encouraged. Students view other
students’ work, read other contributors’ notes, and access essential
online resources.

tion of design aims to rebalance nature, humanity, and technology, and
to harmonize east and west, north and south, as well as past, present and
future into a dynamic equilibrium.”

Through pre and post survey of each activity, the content will be constantly refined and developed by the authors. As students explore content,
and expand their knowledge and insights, a virtual learning network can
organically grow and learning communities can be connected. Hence the
students’ experiences are enriched.

(http://toolkit.icograda.org/database/rte/files/PR_IEN_Manifesto2011
Manifesto2011_webres.pdf.) In agreement with this statement, the workbook strives to achieve this equilibrium in design education by nurturing
students’ capacities in experiencing multiple layers and complex web of
information, perspectives, and wisdom. The five steps process we suggest
in our workbook is designed to assist them to be sensible towards this
holistic training process.

Graphic Design Education Today
As contemporary designers, design students, and design educators, we are
living in a society where customization is sought at all levels. With an increasing complexity of worldly issues, a stronger need for collaboration, a
desire to reaffirm identities, and an easy access to fast emerging technologies; design and design education have been taken to new levels (Davis,
2010, and futureofed.org). In order to meet today’s challenges and to grasp
the vast array of opportunities, Davis suggests flexible curricula, where
students become active learners in a customized environment (2010).
The field of Graphic Design (along with various innovative disciplines)
is standing at the forefront of facing design issues and challenges in the
twenty-first century, hence our reaction to bring a solution to new paradigm shift and practice is active and prominent. A collective effort to position current design education is poignantly questioned by Holly Willis:
“In ‘New Contexts/New Practices: Six Perspectives on Design Education,’
The topics consisted of changing conditions, shifting paradigms, social
economies, design research, interdisciplinary and designing for experience. A vital next step in design education centers on taking seriously the
notion of systems and systems thinking, which are inherently transdisciplinary, holistic and focused on the interrelationships and patterns of
things, not on fixed and isolated parts of a larger process. This means
embracing dynamism and emergent possibility as core to design methodologies as well as to design education. What does this mean with respect
to curricula, pedagogy, assessment and teaching spaces? And how does
this shift affect the designer’s identity?”.
This effort to figure out a new design education paradigm is aligned with
our approach to modify what and how we prepare the learning content,
and what kind of learning experiences we aim to provide. To respond to
the question above in terms of building a new teaching system, we are
obliged to rethink: (a) our current conventional, more or less isolated
learning environment within a classroom, (b) our graphic design teaching
system as a whole instead of as an isolated-specialized and skill-based
learning, and (c) ways of encouraging active learning, when they can plan
and navigate their learning path. In the ICOGRADA Design Education
Manifesto 2011, the future of design education is described as follow: “The
role of a design educator shifts from that of knowledge provider to that of
a mediator who inspires and facilitates orientation for a more substantial
practice. The power to think the future near and far should be an integral
part of design education and practice through research. A new concep-
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Graphic Design Practice Today and Where it is Heading
Design as a Need
Design is indispensable today. Everyone is designer, trained designers are
in great needs and implication of design is boundless. As Victor Papanek
wisely foresaw in his book, Design for Real World, “All men are designers.
All that we do, almost all the time, is design, for design is basic to all human activity.”
Design Thinking
Design is indispensable today. Everyone is designer, It seems like Design
Thinking could be a magic word, which might open a closed door of problem with a brilliant solution nowadays. As IDEO addressed (http://www.
ideo.com/by-ideo/change-by-design), “design thinking converts need into
demand. It’s a human-centered approach to problem solving that helps
people and organizations become more innovative and creative. Design
Thinking is rapidly accepted and practiced in design and other business
practices, we have witnessed some drastic changes by the power of design
thinking in various industries including education, NGO, business, social
innovation, etc.
Socially Responsible Design
Organizations are expanding beyond commercial or educational graphic
design, and several are moving towards social design. As an example, a
graphic design program, Impact: Design for Social Change at SVA is also
preparing for the industry demand saying, “Impact is evaluated according
to how well design innovation serves customer and market needs, as well
as organizational and stakeholder value. Their course is designed to allow
students to experientially explore, understand, and map strategic paths
forward in design thinking relevant to business practice, using a new set
of tools and frameworks. At the end of the session each student will have a
fully developed strategic brief to guide design and client goals for mutual
and measurable success.” (http://impact.sva.edu/core/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/Impact_20131.pdf)
Cultural Enhancement
Various cultures are finding their voice by developing their own unique
design languages in typography, visual patterns, and products, and at
the same time experimenting beautifully with interconnected common
languages to communicate and building bridges in between cultures.
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Multicultural enhancement urges us to build more sensitivity to this globalized context as well as strengthen our own cultural identities.
Cross-Cultural Exchange and Building One Visual Language
More and more open source platforms are available online such as
good.id, openIDEO.com; international conferences, collaborations, and
exhibitions are available to enhance our understanding of cross-cultural
exchange. Observing the increasing demands and productions in information design, reflects how widely graphic design is widely used in information visualization and serve for either commercial or social awareness
in various sectors of society.
Technology Supporting Design
Today, we have high accessibility to learning design by much information and tools available at such low prices. Apple and Adobe technology
advancement and integration to provide innovative tools and assist in
realizing creative ideas.
Preparation for the Future
This rapidly shifted industry trend from requesting a visual solution to
systematic solution demands well prepared emerging designers, and
hence design education is constantly challenged to produce the experts
with these knowledge and skills. This type of design evolution encourages
us to refine design education to have students ready with this systemic
thinking capacities as we are to prepare our students to be ready for
the industry requirements and demands. As we try to activate students’
creative mind and skills, design thinking-in-action can play a vital role
in project-based studio setting and hence this training is expected to
prepare students to be socially responsible designer at work. Recognizing
the beautiful integration and connections between conventional and new
graphic design practices, it is exciting to envision the role of design education in the future.

Graphic Design
Workbooks in
the Market
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“This one-of-a-kind workbook for graphic designers, which may be used
independently or in conjunction with Graphic Design Solutions, by Robin
Landa, will stimulate your imagination and enable you to flex your creative design muscles. The exercises in this workbook expand upon graphic
design applications and each exercise presents a creative problem intended to stimulate visual thinking, encourage sketching and ideas, and,
most importantly, prompt you to try new approaches.”
As design instructors, we have embedded some of these exercises in our
classes and agree that it is an extremely useful workbook which provides
very concise and clear instructions to creative techniques as well as a few
design examples.
In a similar manner, “Visual Literacy” by Wilde and Wilde (1991) provides
nineteen highly creative exercises in a beautiful manner with a concise
briefs, objectives, and over one thousand visual samples from
student work.
Recently, similar books to the above made their appearance on the
market providing a large number of exercises: In “Creative Workshop”
by Sherwin (2010), eighty exercises are provided, organized into seven
chapters: Foundation, Execution, Materiality, Instruction, Observation,
Innovation, and Interpretation. In “The Graphic Design Exercise Book” by
Glaser and Knight (2010), five chapters are provided: Packaging, Visual
Identity & Branding, Page Layout, Music Graphics, Screen-Based Design.
The interesting part about this book is that for each chapter, the authors
have included a glossary, a reading list, and an equipment list, in addition
to project briefs, which are labeled by level of difficulty.

Exercise-Based Workbooks
In the four books discussed below, by Landa and Gonnella (2001), by Glaser and Knight (2010), by Sherwin (2010), and by Wilde and Wilde (1991),
creative exercises are provided to stir the mind of the design student,
illustrated by examples of student work.

Specialized Skills Workbooks
We observed that from 2006 onward, a large number of publications
containing the word “workbook” started appearing such as: “Typography
Workbook” (2006), “Logo Design Workbook” (2006), “Layout Workbook”
(2007), “Color Design Workbook” (2008), “Information Design Workbook”
(2010), “Package Design Workbook” (2011). We can note that all the ones
mentioned are from specialized areas of design practice, and they are all
published by the same company (Rockport). However, from our experience in teaching, these have not proven as useful as the above in terms
of actual workbooks containing exercises or activities, but more in the
sort of textbooks which would be useful to read rather than apply into.
“A Typographic Workbook” (2005) published by Wiley on the other hand
provides quizzes and some exercises following each chapter which is provided as a lesson. Similar to the series above, it is a specialized
area of design.

“Visual Workout” by Landa and Gonnella (2001) presents a “workout”
structured in five categories of techniques which include expressive
typography and visual suprises, preceded by an introduction about design
and design tips and followed by a showcase from design professionals. The
Zayed University library’s descriptive summary of the book by Syndetics,
a Bowker Service states:

Sketchbook/Workbook
The book “Sizes may vary: A workbook for graphic design” (2008) is an interesting variation to the above as it provides plain, sketchbook-like pages
with defined areas to sketch in based on actual sizes and proportions of
envelops, disks, folders, etc, as well as some reference pages, but without
any project briefs or instruction as the books above have presented.

In this section, we explore various graphic design workbooks that are
available today are through synopses of their structure and content. Following that, we discuss strengths we have found in these workbooks and
how we tried to apply these strengths in our workbook. And finally, we
identify gaps that we are hoping to fill with our proposed workbook.
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Online Workbook
Somehow we weren’t able to identify any online workbook servicing as a
portal to explore the content and collaborate with other students yet nor
preparing students’ design learning path.

interviews with highly regarded professionals in the region including
Huda AbiFares and Tarek Atrissi. We also formally presented the idea
to all faculty in our college at Zayed University for feedback, and sought
external input from Agathe Bailey during her design residency in the UAE.
At all levels, feedback was positive. We received many words of encouragement as well as suggestions on how to refine the content and what can
be envisioned.

Our Workbook
In our workbook, we are trying to combine exercises in the simple manner that most of the workbooks listed above have achieved.
However, our exercises, or “activities” as we like to call them, look at a
broader picture, zooming out to why we design in the first place, and how
it relates to us as human beings. Since the aim of our workbook is to help
students find their learning path, the exercises are more focused on the
individual and what he/she can contribute based on his/her background,
personality, specific interest, etc.

Expanding the Workbook Content
After building the outline, it was time to expand the content.
Contributors
In parallel to refining our introductory text for each sub-chapter, we had
specified questions that needed to be answered in each chapter, and then
started identifying who could be the right contributors to answer these
questions. Several contributors were contacted, and some have already
provided us with their answers.

Another feature we add to the above is the ability to view exercise samples which keep updating automatically, hence the reason of having the
workbook online, at least for its initial stages.

The Methods
Of Inquiry

Resources
Simultaneously, a resource list was put together. The list combined various sources that we thought would be beneficial to the user, from print
publications as well as websites; organized under each chapter.

The process began with sharing ideas, comparing notes and reflecting
together, and applying for a grant, which we had successfully received
from Zayed University. We had started out with neighboring offices on
one campus, and then, when one of us moved to the other city’s campus,
we continued to communicate remotely using video conference, screen
share, file share, and online collaborative interfaces to organize content.
Throughout the duration of this ongoing project, we have embraced
a collaborative and innovative working process in order to design the
structure of the workbook, its content, and its practical application as an
interactive tool.

Applications
Throughout various stages, the workbook has helped us define project
briefs for various courses (in a way, assisting our teaching), based on the
content we were writing. For example, for the ‘Observe’ chapter, we started out with a tentative timeline for developments in the region within the
field of graphic design. Students took this data from the excel sheet and
turned it into info-graphics.

Building the Workbook Structure
Due to the scarcity of resources that matched what we were trying to
achieve, coming up with the structure or outline of the workbook was an
exciting opportunity. A challenge was modeling the conceptual and visual
structure, which can maximize the in a way that worked together, which
required going back and forth to find out what was lacking, and how we
could visualize content in superimposing layers.
Building the Workbook Structure
Mapping
We started out by determining what was needed based on: past experiences with students, class discussions, and multiple brainstorming sessions with fresh Emirati graduates who were hired as research assistants.
The categories started emerging and gradually became organized into
chapters and sub-chapters. Once the chapters, sub-chapters, and their objectives were set, we began sketching out diagrams and writing introductory texts for all sub-chapters.
Feedback
At this stage it was very important to us to have different pairs of eyes
look at what we had started for quick feedback. For this, we had direct
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Activities
At this stage, we decided to focus solely on defining the activities, in
other words on writing the exercise briefs. As in our observations above
regarding workbooks we enjoyed, we tried to keep activity instructions
as concise and as fun as possible, to clearly distinguish them from large
projects which could be daunting for students to undertake on their own
at an early stage of their design education. In past semesters as well as the
current Spring semester, we have been testing out some of these activities
within classes.

Developing the
Workbook Tool

At various instances of the process, we speculated on what the end result
would look like. As the content kept evolving, we agreed that starting
with an online workbook -available to a specified number of users- would
help us not only collect more varied visuals for inclusion in the printed
book, but also test the content and develop it based on how it is experienced by faculty and students.
Active Learning with Cross-cultural Exchange
In sync with Meredith Davis’ call for flexibility across curricula and classroom boundaries, we considered technological integration of the content
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into an interactive website. The resulting tool would aim at fostering active learning as students would individually navigate across the content.
It would also aim at creating connections and interactions as various
classrooms in remote places would be working on the same activities in
parallel and be able to view the uploads of one another.
A Multi-disciplinary, Multi-cultural Team
To achieve this, we started by looking into human resources to assist in
the process. An information architect, a branding designer, an interface
designer, and two programmers (who also happen to be Art and Design
educators) joined the team. The team is aware of building an online learning space where learning is maximized and students are actively engaged
in the process.

Content Anatomy

Chapters and Objectives
The five chapters and their objectives are as follow: Prepare your mind
(to warm up), Discover yourself (to build confidence), Consider design
(to gain understanding), Observe visual culture (to participate in contemporary endeavor and initiate their own), and Practice (to manage the
learning path).
Sample Introductory Text
The five chapters and their objectives
You chose to be a designer, congratulations! The first step to design your
learning, is to prepare yourself and your learning environment.
Drinking water an hour before you eat cleanses your body and prepares
your digestive system. If design was a meal, then visual mapping could be
a cup of water which will assist your design process. We find it very powerful to understand and apply that tool in order to design effectively.
To integrate mind mapping in our design process, we can start with the
following questions:
1. What is mind mapping? > Mind mapping, proposed by Tony Buzan,
talks about radiant thinking, which starts from a central idea and
branching out to explore different aspects.
2. Why use mind mapping? > It’s a chance to uncover the treasures of
your brain’s thinking on paper so you don’t miss out the great ideas
hidden within you.
3. What is our suggested process of making a visual map?
•
•
•
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Sample Activity
Activity 2: Practice Mindmapping
Plan a design expedition/trip using mind mapping.
1. Start by choosing a specific timeframe (you can imagine a one-day
marathon, a one-week trip, or your local trips throughout the year)
and location (location could be a district, a city or town, a country, or
even a region).
2. After choosing these, start with a quick mindmap with whatever
comes to mind of places where you could see interesting design (such
as design museums, design studios, art and design schools, historical
design sites, design conferences and events, bookstores, train stations, art galleries, etc). Once you have written these you would have
completed the first version of the mindmap (part 1).
3. Research for more locations and events to include in your mindmap
based on your timeframe and location, and add these to the mindmap in the refined version (part 2).
4. Redraw your mindmap in a “fun” way. You can do this by including
visual elements that relate to the location you have chosen and events
you have found. Make sure to use hierarchy with the variation of size,
color, weight, and your use of space. This would be your final visual
map for this exercise (part 3).
Sample Excerpt from Contributor’s Note
Chapter 3: Consider Why
Question: Can you suggest ways (or a process) through which designers
can come up with ideas/initiatives that answer to their personal passions
as well as to our social responsibility as human beings?
A Part of the Answer by: Elizabeth Monoian, Co-founder of the Land Art
Generator Initiative, Educator.
“Establishing a new initiative can be daunting. It is therefore critical to
work with issues that are deepest and dearest to your heart. No matter
what you are pursuing there will be challenges along the way, and there
will likely be people who will express skepticism about your work. You
will lose momentum at the first hurdle if your topic does not hold a sense
of personal urgency. Skepticism can be infectious unless you are inoculated by a passion to do good for others!”

First version: The Sketch (the quick) = very open, captures the flow
of ideas from your own mind, messy, quick, extensive.
Refined version: The Information (the thorough) = more focused,
research-based, well-categorized, goes beyond by
analyzing information.
Final version: The Visual Map (the beautiful) = rich in content and
visually strong, (clearly organized, presentable, ready to be shared
and easy to be read).
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Figure 1: Graphic Design Workbook Online Home Page
www.graphicdesignworkbook.com

Figure 3: Graphic Design Workbook Online
First Chapter, Prepare Summary

Figure 2: Graphic Design Workbook Online
Welcome and Intro Page after a user registered and logged-in

Figure 4: Graphic Design Workbook Online
First Chapter, Prepare Activity 01 Page
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Conclusion

Implications on Design Theory or Design in General
The aim of the workbook is to respond to the problem listed at the beginning of the paper: metaphorically speaking, by grouping islands of complex information into continents, in order to make it easier to students to
navigate their learning path in the midst of complex data. Students would
zoom out to see the big picture and how design connects to life itself, and
zoom in to various steps of the process: prepare + discover + consider +
observe + practice.
Implications on Design Practice
It is our hope that this workbook would influence design practice in the
region on both the individual and collective level. On the individual level,
we are hoping that more design students will know what they want to
do -and how to achieve it- as early as possible in their career, so that they
can be true to themselves and to the future of the field. Design can be
embedded and connected to the students’ passions, and so, the earlier the
student can find that connection, the earlier he or she would have confidence and enjoyment throughout the learning path. Collectively, we hope
to connect students in the region so that they can build a collective visual
culture, as well as initiate new ideas that are culturally relevant and integrated, and further develop style characteristics for the region.

Closing

The workbook has the potential to become a portal for cross collaboration
between organizations, students, companies and institutions. With a platform of information exchange, students and faculty in the field of design
can bring their learning experiences to build common design
pedagogy together.
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Abstract

The importance of multidisciplinary relations between design students
is recognized by the way it encourages innovation and the use of tools
of the knowledge in solving design problems (Design Council, 2010).
This paper presents the method, the observations and conclusions of a
pilot project carried out between 2011 and 2012 that sought to create
new relationships among students from different design schools at
the same university. Art Direction course was originally intended
for Graphic Design majors, became an experiment after the majority
of students did not belong to this program but others offered by the
institution, Advertising, Fashion Design, Spatial Design, Organizational
Communication, and even Gastronomy and Professional Kitchen. The
intention of this paper then is to document the process and present
the information to be implemented by institutions and teachers as an
alternative approach that allows students of different design disciplines
generate multidisciplinary solutions.

Author Keywords

Multidisciplinary, Education, Design, Undergraduate, Innovation.

Introduction

Design has traditionally been taught as a unit where the student works
only focused on one discipline, for instance if its a Graphic Design major
the majority of his or her courses will be Graphic Design courses. However, following the definition of design, design is the human activity of formalizing the description of an artifact, an activity or a process and in turn
the result into an artifact (BATILL, 2000). That is why design education
through multiple disciplines is important as the artifact can be anything
from a poster to a book. The UK Design Council defines this approach as
a situation where different disciplines cooperate but it does not modify
the solution (DESIGN COUNCIL, 2010). The teaching of different design
disciplines should not be seen as isolated from other subject areas but as a
way to unite and share knowledge.

Objective

The main task is to build and expand bonds between students by using
creative freedom and facilitate the exchange of valuable information
that they have acquired during their university education and stimulate
research in the development of design projects.

The Method

Art Direction classes are structured in three stages with the same length
but with different foci allowing connections to form and information to
be exchanged among students (Ollis, 2004). Classes meet twice a week for
three hours each following a simple structure:
•
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Presenting for approximately thirty minutes a topic related to the
project to illustrate the solution of a design problem by using the
recursive knowledge of a design team.
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Reviewing progress and group evaluation of the results, which
allows the same students to be the critics of their own work.
Approaching the next step in search of a solution and creation
of the artifact.
Sharing the solution and definition of the tasks assigned to each
team for the next class.

First Stage: The
teacher as the
project guide

For five weeks students develop a project related to the reinterpretation
of a product with which they are familiar. Then they make a sensory
exploration of all conceptual references that the product produces to
themselves; for instance what the smell reminds them of, what conceptual image they see when they feel the texture, what they hear when they
handle the package. They generate a list of concepts derived from this exploration. From this list, the student decides how they want to reinterpret
the product. This first stage is intended to give a sense of independence
since this is the only time during the classes that the student works alone
and has an initial approach to the concept of creative freedom.

Second Stage:
Student guides,
student creates

In this second stage, teams are created where each member serves in a
different area of design. This phase is divided into two parts. The first part
of the project requires all students become familiar with a list of preselected movies either from a single director, same genre or year. Each student must then choose a scene that has generated curiosity and outline a
three-dimensional object that relates to their choice and that also takes
advantage of the skills from the other member of the team.
This initial process lasts for two weeks and the student gathers extensive
knowledge on what the object should be. However, for the second part of
this process, the teams are reunited and roles are exchanged; Student #1
delivers all his or her research to Student #2 and the object has to be developed under the direction of his partner and vice versa. Thus the result
for both will depend on their ability to lead, delegate and conceptualize
an idea that is not their own. This project becomes a major challenge for
the student because it represents the need to rely on, trust, and use the
resources their partner has.

Third Stage:
Student guides
and creates,
teacher assists

In the final stage the roles are changed and the teacher attends or supports the student in developing a project of Art Direction for photography.
Again, a topic is defined with which students are familiar and teams are
created composed of students from various disciplines. This team in turn
will develop the creative concepts and visuals for a fashion shoot. The
teacher’s task is relegated to taking pictures and managing the camera
equipment, leaving everything else in the hands of the different teams. It
is a longer process than the previous stages since it requires a handful of
logistics and organization. During this stage students are taught about
the implications of a project of this magnitude and the importance of the
roles played by each area of design and each student in this task.
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Examples Of
Students Work

A solution for the first stage
During the June and July sessions of 2012, students in Art Direction had to
reinterpret a popular candy they were familiar with.

Figure 1. Healthy Chocoramo, a solution for health-aware mothers.
Healthy Chocoramo (Figure 1) For this Fashion Design student, the
project represented her mothers obsession with feeding her child healthy
food. The student explained during the first research classes that her
mother never let her eat the original product because it was not healthy
enough. This was a way for the student to return to her childhood and
find a product that suited her mothers preference.
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Figure 2,3,4. A three course breakfast for Holly Golightly. A joint project
ideated by a Graphic Designer and developed by a Gastronomy student
A solution for the second stage
In the second semester of 2011 the students of Art Direction had the task
of creating an artifact based on their choice of a classic movie
from the 60’s.
A three-course breakfast for Holly Golightly (Figures 3,4,5): The development of this project was an interesting process because it was the first
time a Graphic Designer and a student of Gastronomy and Professional
Cooking worked together. Leveraging the capabilities of her partner, the
Graphic Design student created the concept for a breakfast that met the
dining needs of Holly Golightly, the protagonist of the movie
Breakfast at Tiffany’s.
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Solutions in the last stage
London Calling and Exile on Main Street (Figure 6 and 7) are some of
the projects that were developed during the last stage of the class of Art
Direction in the first half of 2012. The main subject for all teams was to
select one of the 10 best rock albums of all times and develop a photographic production using it as the conceptual basis (Rolling Stone Magazine, 2003). All projects included design students from different areas. The
process involved graphical conceptualization, the definition of a work
schedule and the attainment of all necessary materials for the photos
including props and costumes. Each team had to present, over the last
five weeks of class, present their research (not only visual) to define each
of the parameters of the photos.

Observations

At the initial stages most ideas originated by students are fragmented
concepts that respond only to a solution related to the area of knowledge
that the student belongs to; for example a Graphic Designer may have a
visual solution framed in a two dimensional space, whilst a Fashion Designer will look for a three dimensional solution that in most cases will be
a wearable object. Only through teamwork and awareness of the need to
create a solid idea that shares the same conceptual origin will the solution
work in a multidisciplinary design team. “When people from these different backgrounds come together, they often run into conflicts due to their
lack of a shared definition the problem” (Mackay, 2003).
Coexisting in an environment composed of people from different schools
can be challenging for students, and in most cases when public reviews
are made they feel exposed to share their ideas; mainly to avoid being
judged or misunderstood they decide not to speak. It is important to encourage students to understand that it is normal to make mistakes during the different design processes, especially when there is an approach to
a subject with which they had minimal contact.
Reflecting with the students about the experience of sharing knowledge
sometimes requires them to adapt and expand skills that where acquired
during their regular classes, which will lead to a true multidisciplinary
learning that can be applied in a different level on their professional
life (Amon, 1996).
Universities and other educative institutions need to create spaces where
students that share the same discipline (design in this case) but have a
different approach to it can exchange their knowledge and their own ways
to solve issues and extend links among them.
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